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REDUCED
PRICE
of

GLAZ1TE
BRITISH MADE

REG D

COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE
Increased sales and improved
manufacturing methods have
enabled us to reduce the cost of
this popular connecting wire.
From September 5 prices are
as follows :—
Quantity

next4tFORMER

vf
àqc b,
IRAIT1105.eand PRICE Why does the 4 to 1GECoPHONE
L. F. TRANSFORMER cost more
than the 2 to 1ratio?
Because there is no sacrifice of inductance in
the primary winding of the higher ratio
instrument, and therefore the secondary has
more copper in it to give the higher ratio.
A higher ratio transformer should cost more.
If this is not the case the higher ratio is being
obtained by decreasing the turns of the
primary winding.
Correct proportioning of the GECoPHONE
L. F. TRANSFORMER primary winding
prevents burn-out.

Old Price New Price

io ft. coils

1/2

10d.

Packet of 4 2ft.
lengths
(assorted colours)

If.

9d.

Supplied in six colours (white,
green,

yellow and blue),

17/
6

Ratio 41

every set.

We

are

showing

RADIO

at

Sept. 24—Oct. 1.

Stand No. 113.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY
&
SMITHS, LTD.,
Playhouse

Yard,

Golden

Lane,

201"

aqd purity

Visit the GECoPHONE Stands
Nos. 140 & 15
R A DIO

EXHIBITION

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd.. Magnet House. Kingston, London, W.C.2.
Mention of

The Wireless

the

EXHIBITION

L• F •TRANSFORMERS

NATIONAL

the

From all radio dealers.

GECoPHONE
fin - voinme

red,

quickest, easiest and cheapest way of wiring

Reduced Prices
Ratio 2.-1

black,

GLAZITE is

World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt ,ittenttom

E.C.1.
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feWONDERFUL

Pk4 FILAMENT

A large powerful,
lasting filament with
ample length to ensure
the finest operating
characteristics . . . a
strong, tough filament that
cannot be broken except by the
very roughest handling . . . a
filamentwhose life andpower have
been proved by National Physical
Laboratory

Test

to

be

long

and

consistent . . . A British Filament
that gives you the fullest value for your
money and improves all radio receivers.
THE WONDERFUL MULLARD P.M. FILAMENT.
Obtainable

only

in

Mullard

P.M.

Valves.

THE •MASTER. •VALVE
NOTE
the great
length and
robust construction of the
wonderful P.M.
Filament shown in
the sectional view of
the P.M.3 X above.

NEW

P.M.

DEVELOPMENTS.

Look out for the Mullard announcement in next
week's "Wireless World."
Every valve user
should make a note of the Mullard Stands 164,
165 and 166, National Radio Exhibition.
In addition a Special Double Number of "Radio
for the Million" will be given free at Stand 40.
Do not miss your copy of this valuable radio
publication.

AI
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W IRELESS

LOUD
SPEAKERS

WIRELESS

LOUD SPEAKERS
By N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc.

T

HE purpose of this book is to describe in a simple
manner the major principles of the design of modern
loud-speakers—chiefly of the large diaphragm type—and
some associated ^; ,.. r.uits. Throughout the volume the author
has refrained fr
stoo technical treatment of the analytical
side of the su
..:t. The book is clearly written and fully
illustrated by t nerous diagrams and photographic reproductions. A chal .1- showing how to construct a loud-speaker
will appeal to iany amateurs.

A Practical Manual
describing the Principles of Operation,
Performance
Design.

2/6

Price

and

ILIFFE

8;

net

SONS

A COUSTIC

PRINCIPLES:

PHRAGMS: R EFLECTORS: Room R ESONANCES:
A COUSTIC SHADOWS, ETC., ETC.

By Dr. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S.

1.0.1

Compiled by S. O. PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,

A

COURSE of popular lectures delivered by
the author at the Royal Institute of Great
Britain forms the basis of this work. By means
of simple analogies, Dr. Fleming paves the way
to a discussion of the elements of electromagnetism and an explanation of the scientific
laws upon which wireless telephony depends.

and issued in conjunction with
WORLD"
geN

THIS volume is intended to serve
as a guide to all those interested
in wireless, who come across, from
time to time, unfamiliar words
in their reading. In such a case,
the DICTIONARY OF WIRELESS

The whole book is written in a singularly clear
and fascinating manner, and all who are anxious
to understand wireless cannot do better than
read Dr. Fleming's able work. It is au excellent
starting point for further studies.

TECHNICAL

TERMS proves of
great use and value.
It Is
illustrated and cross-

referenced to enable the required
information to be rapidly obtained.

PRICE 21all

leading

Price 7/6 net.

By Post 213

booksellers

or

direct

The Wireless World," when writing

By poet 8/—

Obtainable from all leading booksellers or direct from the publishers •

from:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. .
wAv.48
Mention of

AND

WIRELESS TELEPHONY

Telephony and Telegraphy.

From

STANDING W AVES:

ELECTRIC WAVES

commonly used in wireless

very
wei

R EPRODUCTION

ELECTRONS

Definitions of Terms and Expressions

WIRELESS

OF

From all leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers:
LIMITED, Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

DICTIONARY
of WIRELESS
TECHNICAL TERMS

"THE

LOUDNESS

AND ITS INFLUENCE ON Q UALITY: R ESONANCE CAUSING B LURRING
OF COMPLEX SOUNDS: PRINCIPLES AND D ESCRIPTION OF H ORN- TYPE
LOUD- SPEAKERS: LAIERAL M OTION OF A IR: E FFECT OF H ORN
L ENGTH: P RINCIPLES OF LARGE D IAPHRAGM SHAPE: CONE D IA-

By Post 2/8

w w•54

A Résumé of the Contents:
G ENERAL

ILIFFE &
W

.
4

Dorset House.

SONS LTD.,

Tudor St., London, EX

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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BUILD
THE BEST
OF THE
R.C. SETS

To-day, after nearly a year of wonderful popularity the R.C.
Threesome continues to be the big thing in wireless.
No wonder! Its reception is so pure, so crystal clear. You get
real volume from the loud speaker — volume innocent of blare.
And so easy to build! You can do it in three hours.
inexpensive! The parts cost only L3, or even less.

And so

FREE INSTRUCTION BOOK IS BLUE PRINT
Would you like afree copy of the Instruction Book and Blue-print?
Send the Coupon.

EDISIVANI
FILL IN COUPON-SEND NOW!

W.W.1.927
Mews. The Edison Swan Electric Co.. Ltd.
(Publicity). 12115, Queen Victoria Street, London. E.C.4

Yes, I should like to have the R.C. Threesome Instruction Book and Blue Print
NAME
ADDRESS
v. 53
A3

Advertisements for " The

[Tireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Here are a few

Igranic Tapped Triple
Honeycomb Coil.
Prices from 39.

details of the range—

Igranic Triple Honeycomb Coils In 17 sizes
cluding Intermediates) from 25 tu 1.500.

\:4\

(in-

Wank ELLOS Coils contain many unique features for
the conetructor-4441j.table pin and socket for low.
rapacity. pivot or ordinary mounting: windings totally
enclosed by bakelite cover: extra low loss. In ten
Mee, from 25 to 250.
Igranic Centre Tapped SILOS Coils are specially made
for neutrodyne circuits. The winding le In halves to as

to form asingle centre tapped coll. In Ave else, giving
ranges between .1‘.1) and 3.300 metres.
kranie Short Wave Coils for the 10 to 100 metre wave
Land. So wound 4,1 bear y gauge wire to to ensure a
remarkable sensitivity to oscillation. There are tuvz
sires of 2, 4, 0, or 9 turns.
knobs Tapped Triple Honeycomb Coils similar to the
standard type, but having two tapping sockets to
ena le it to be used as ire aperiodic coupler. In dye
edges for use between 180 to 4.650 metres.

Igranic "Xllos " (Extra
Low Loss) Coils.
Prices from 319 to 43.

See them and the entire range of DIRARIC RADIO DEVICES
at )our dealer'n or at the Radio Exhibition. st In the meantime
you would like to read ab, ut them write for publication 1:.218.

Igranic Short
Wave Coil.
Prices from

re.
149,
Queen Victoria

are Exhibiting

NATIONAL
EXHIBITION,

at the
RADIO
OLYMPIA,

24th to
Oct. lit. 1927

NOS.

A 4PAP'N
4,

Pirmingbam,
Bristol, 4. arch&

Street,
LONDON.

from Sept.
STANDS

SEPTEMBER 7TH, 1927.

Into lgranic Coils are wound many patents (each covering some useful invention),
which only Igranic can use.
That is the reason why—consistently, year after
year—Igranic Coils can be relied upon to keep losses, self—capacity and H.F.
resistance so low as to ensure the nearest approach to the ideal inductance.
It is
for this reason that constructors specify them, manufacturers of sets prefer
them—why you, too, should plug them in.o your circuit.

Igranic Centre Tapped
',Ms' (Extra Low Loss)
Coil.
Prices from 7. to 10 6.

We

WORLD

Igranic Coils
set the world standard
and they keep it !

4«

II

WIRELESS

Went:

Leeds. Glasgow,

Izranic
Triple
Honeycomb
Coil (17 size.).
Prices from 29
to Hi ..

Manchester,

BEDFORa

BewcasUe.

148 & 140

AkAAÁAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&Lit
lAkjvaV4AALAA

"EDDYSTONE "

EVERYMAN FOUR
COILS.
E have had our attention drawn to our
W advertisement
in "The Wireless World" dated

Aug. 24th, in which we claimed that our design of
coil was a 20% improvement in selectivity and
volume over all others we had fried.
This statement is apt to be misleading, as the reader
may infer that the claim refers to every make of
"EVERYMAN" coil, and this may not be the case.
We still maintain, however, that our coils are
superior to many of the coils on the market, that
there is no better coil, and that our method of
piercing large windows in the Paxolin former
gives our coil distinction.

BUILD

THEM

INTO

YOUR

e

SET.

" EDDYSTONE " EVERYMAN FOUR

coils, complete with

HYDRA
co-

bases, 31/— per set,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS
STRATTON & CO. LTD., BROMSGROVE ST., BIRMINGHAM.

THEY

SHOULD

WHY ?

BE!

Because they pre obtainable tested on 750 volts, they have the lowest leakage ot any
condenser in the world, and are better value all round.
1 mid. - 8 2 mid. - 4 Tested on 750 volts D.C., working voltage 375 volts.
if any dialeally

LOUIS

4 mid. - 6/9
Obtafnable at all dealer.

HOLZMAN, 109, Kingsway, London, W .C.2.

frith Peer State Dixtellnitore: Briscoe Importing Co., 9,

Mention of " The

Wireless

World," when writing to advertisers,

will ensure

prompt

attention,

Astong

Quay, Dublin.

A4
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INTERMEDIATE
STAGE TUNED
TRANSFORMER

I

SUPERSONIC an'TS

Our illustration is
representative
of
one of three tuned
Transformers sup-

Provide the .Dest means of
Supersonic !Reception

plied with the tfa)
Kit. The remaining
units completing the
Kit are
e Tuned

1

Where the extreme limit of range is required without complication,

Filter

the supersonic system offers marked and unique advantages.
The till) series

of units

comprise

the

Supersonic

Auto Oscillators, complete Kits, Block Units,
Supersonic Receivers of seven and eight valves.
a detailed

description of the various applications—suffice it to say

that the units illustrated on this page are of the e
standard of
workmanship and performance affording results second to none.

THE ClDi BLOCK UNIT or THE SUPERSONIC KIT
provides the Home Constructor with a ready means of assembling
in his own home what is perhaps the most efficient receiver of its
class. A complete description with full constructional details of a
seven-valve
Supersonic Receiver may be had on application,
enclosing P.O. for 1/-, the booklet being supplied free to the
purchaser of our Supersonic Kit of Parts.
Price

*Jo

„ ïfle

eis.

Block Unit, including 5-Point Oscillator,
6. 0
300 -600 Metres
Supersonic Kit of Parts
£4. T. 6

EXHIBITING AT OLYMPIA— SEPT.24 to OCT .1—STAND No. 120.
Telephone:
e:
441-442'

ri)

M

Manufacturers

_R IC tri
of

Wireless

and

Scientific Apparatus

WEXHA M ROAD: SLOUGH: BUCKS:
IRISH AGENTS: B. N. B. WIRELESS LTD., DUBLIN AND BELFAST.

Telegrams:
Radiether,
Slough.

1 An-

Autodyne No. 1, anii
Reactor
Unit
for
Broadcast Band.

Transformers,

and high-grade
Space precludes

and

Price,

£ .Y.6,

Complete in Case,
4
or separately, 17 6 each.

COMPLETE NEUTRAL
POINT AUTODYNE
UNIT & REACTOR
The Autodyne Units, in
conjunction with the Reactor, form the essential
first
valve
stage.
The
Reactor is attached to the
Autodyne Unit by guide
pins. The Reactor as illustrated can be used with any
range listed below.
The Autodyne Units have
the appearance of the wellknown H.F. Transformer,
but the two windings are
electrically balanced and
join in a common point.
Guide pins are fitted ready
for inserting the Reactor.

No. O has a range of 145-330 M.
No. 1 „ „
„
„ 275-750 M.
No. 2 (iorlliiventn) has a range of 600-2000M.
Price Kr- each.

Complete with Reactor 17"

Nft4141.til
BI

Pool's Aduertistug &rota Lid.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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REPRODUCTION

MAXIMUM

VOLUME

ANTI-PHONIC

LOW -LOSS

1

VALVE HOLDER'

Cut open for pour .nipection.
Notice thot —
I.—Floating springs and valve
sockets are riveted and
_____________soldere
2.—Springs are at right
d. angles to valve
sockets, avoiding side strain and
snapping.
A
Tran..former
SOleutItloally cumtructed and
beautifully finished. Worthy
of Inclusion in
the finest '
,fir.
Ratios 5-1 and 3-1

12 6

3.-1 bc price is only 21 -,each without terminals.
or 2/3 each with terminals.
Eupplled by all good class dealers from stock.
In rase of derultu tt rite
the nui,,,—
t, ,

TELSEN ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD.
207, ASTON
'Phone

ROAD,

Central 5263.

WHITELEY,

BIRMINGHAM.

'Crams

LTD.

Escort, IIInnIngluffla

Use

The right place

easy working, positive insulation, beautiful
appearance, and an entire freedom from
surface leakage. In black and beautiful
mahogany grain, in nine standard sizes
and prices. The "Ebonart Station Log
Chart" given with each panel.

want

invest in a
% M 7M°0

Air

LAS

Redfern's EBONITE Low Loss Coil Formers

H.T. BATTERY ELIMINATOR

Designed to give the greatest efficiency
in single layer windings. Made in four
sizes, A, B, C. and D, prices x/6, 1/9,
2/r and 2/3 respectively.
Size A fits into size B and B into D

The one thing needed to make wireless
all pleasure."
At
practically no cost, this Eliminator gives a smooth, constant
H.T. supply whenever required. Simply plug into the nearest
lamp socket; there is nothing to burn out or go wrong
Variable voltages and grid bias tappmgs on most models

PRICES:
Direct Current Models -from £3 S O to £6 10 0
Alternating Current Models -from £5 10 0 to £9 0 0
(Royalties and Valves extra on Alternating Current Models only.
SEND

H.

FOR

FOLDER

CLARKE

&

PANELS
for

ashcans ? If it's

M

Duke Street. Mansfield, Notts,

REG NO

RADIO

Why pay good
money
to
fill
you

-

REDFERN'S
469456

for apoorHT.
battery; — the
ultimate home
of even the best!

H.T.

-

BONEHAM & CO.,

No.

24

CO.

to

the

Visit Stand No. 84 Wireless Exhibition, Olympia •

(Mer.)

Obtainable from all reputable

LTD.,

Atlas Works, Old Traffor.1, Manchester.

CHESHIRE.

WE
IRLCSS VALVE
TRANSMITT FIRS

FOR CABO NETS
and post fo UR for nerc FREE list illustrating Cabinets ai
shown in "IViretese World," etc., etc.
NAME

Price

ADDRESS

9/-

(Write In block letters please.)

CARRINGTON

dealers.

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS LTD.,
HYDE,

OJT THIS OUT

I .1: of Ebonart.

Ill'

TrrIl(J

Manufacturers :

Mfg.

Co., Ltd.,

CAMCO WORKS. SaLderstead Road.
SRah Croydon.
Telephone :Croydm 0623 (2 knee.

By W. James.

A book that deals very thoroughly
with

net

By Post 916.

the

ILIFFE &
Dorset

design and

operation

of small power apparatus.

House,

Tudor

SONS LTD.,
Street,

London,

E.C.4

Olympia: Stand No. 12.
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers,

ensure prompt attention.
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The
New
Dubilier
Mansbridge
Condensers-

1 mfd.
3

—and their
prices!

Type B.A.
Dubilier Mansbridge.

Y

ET another new Dubilier Product—a
handsome moulded bakelite case for the
Dubilier Mansbridge Condenser in its
most popular capacities, still of the familiar
maroon colour, still the product of our
unique experience in condenser manufacture,
and
still,
in the matter of design and
electrical efficiency, as far ahead as ever.
The fractional microfarad condensers will
continue to be supplied in metal cases as
before, at the reduced prices shown.
Dubilier Mansbridge con tensors are made in a wide variety
of types and capacities. The type A.B. shown above represents
one of such types and is suitable for a working voltage of 150
volts D.C., and this should not be exceeded if long life for
the condenser is desired.
Other standard types of Dubilier
Mansbridge Condensers can be supplied for working voltages
of up to 600 volts D.C. Write for particulars of our full range.

Advt. of The Dubilier Condenser Co.

03

(1925)

l.

STANDARD CAPACITIES
AND PRICES.
In Metal Cases

0.01 mfd.
0.02
„
0.03
„
0-04
,
0.05
0.1
"

2/2/2/2/'

2'2,'-

0.125 mfd. 2/3
0.2
,,
2/3
0.25
,,
2/5
0.3
„
2/5
0.4
,,
2/7
0.5
,.
2/10

In Bakelite Cases (as shown).

ONE

Microfarad

TWO Microfarads

3/-

41-

DuMIER

Lei., Ducon

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted !tom

Works. North Acton. W.3.

firms we

belieee to be thoroughly reliable.
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The ZAREBA j, more than
lust a nave-trap.
It is a
combination of
Iuseful
radio instruments.
Remembtr, losses in the nave-trap
circuit spell poor aeception

No. 2:51 ,1;

2/
Without

EL ¡MINA TOP..

There will be no
more fading away
of volume, no
more breaking of
valvesanddisturb—
ing
microphonic
noises once
you
have fitted your set
with Lotus
Coll
Holders and Valve
Holders.

6
teeminl ,

2;3

LIGHTNING
ARRESTOR.)
Desigu.)
THE ZAREBA
..
Coto out loyal station.
Protects receiver.
Improres selectivity.
Reduces static.
Eliminates Morse.
It is of loir-fou design.
Is in dust-proof lakelite
container.

From all Radio Dealers.
Two Types
For °Weida panel mounting.
Three.w.
ay
10 6
Fee inside ',ord....1M mounting
will, 6in. handle.
Two-way
..
.• ••
4.Three-way ......120

01FUS

Order to-day and get your Zareba by return.

RADIO

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.

C.

I'M. Ed.
20.000 to nujnio ohms
..
..
60.000 to 100.000 ohms ..
..
110,001 to 200,000 ohms.
.
240,001 ohms
..
..
..
Other values to order.
Cliio awl lia..e. 13 rem.

39
4,9
71/-

Write for full list of C. E. PRECISION Components.
EDE & CO., LTD., BYFLEET, SURREY.
tivflem 5211.

Telecndie.. " I.pr. cl...•, Ii)lle.t. -

SERVICE,

40-43, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
Telephone: CENTRAL 774 7.

7.4

The wire used in their manufacture I.
..pecially made for the purpose and
coots fifteen pounds a pound I The
component le deigned and most carefully manufactured to give the Purest
reproduction obtainable.
Each value
ke abeclulety conatant.

REPAIRS
(Department W.W.)

Road, LIVERPOOL.

C.E.PRECISION
WIRE
WOUND
ANODE RESISTANCE

THE ZAREBA IS .
A Iravedrap.
A Lightning arrestor.
A Reinartz reaction tuner.
An
H.F.
Transfornter
(split primary).
A Selective Aerial Tun ff.
A Selective Crystal Sei.
A Trot iii:! Device.

Price 12 6 Post Free or 12 10 C.O.D.

COMPONENTS.

Lotus Works, Broadgreen

and must ba avoided.
The
ZAREBA has no losses and
performs each of its functions
with maximum efficiency.
It
is unquestionably the greatest
value in Radio to-day.

INTERFERENCE

Use Lotus Coll Holders and
Valve Holders in YOUR set.
They ensure perfect, un—
interrupted reception.
With terminals

OF WAVE-TRAPS!

THE "PRINCE"

No fading away—
No microphonic
noises—

Pat..

SEPTEMBER 7TH, 1927.

WORLD

Wireless
AND
RADIO

d

EVERYMAN
FOUR
A 36-Page Booklet giving

full Constructional Details of
a remarkably efficient " TwoControl" Receiver for Long or
Short Waves.
By W. JAMES.

See STAND 81, National Radio Exhibition,
Olympia. —
Sept. 24th to Oct. 1st.

Price from 2/43
FORMO-DENSOR.
A sound variable condenser
which fills a long-felt want.
Specially designed to take the
place of the hitherto generally used Fixed Condenser.

Specially recommended for use as:

Drown Works. Crieldewood Lana.
N.W.2.
'Phone: 1707 Hampstead.
Manchester: Mr. J. B. LEVER,
23 Hartley Street, Levenshalme.
Thone licaton 51115 475.
Mention of " The

Neutralising Condenser.
Aerial Condenser.
Odd Condenser.
Iteaction Condenser.
Phasing Condenser.
Tone Contrit) Condenser.
Buy PORNO HANDBOOK.
PeletIcal
relit,, etc.. 1 -

Wireless

Weeld,"

when writing

The "EVERYMAN FOUR" attracted
widespread attention when it was first
described in "The Wireless World."
It is a very sensitive set and has a high
degree of selectivity.
The local station
is perfectly received, and during a normal
evening at least fifteen different stations
may be received clearly at good loudspeaker strength.
tConstructors claim
up to twenty-eight stations.)
An additional long-wave attachment for
Daventry is described in the booklet.

Price 1/- net

By post 1/2

Front the offices of "THE WIRELESS WORLD,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, L.( .4.

W.W.61

}:M .tir.::<:`.}:}:M}M}M}C}C>C<M>C>C } MCC{:{›:X.{X}:X}{}C}C}CM

o aduertisers, seul ensure prompt
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NEW C
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28

11

These new 1928 Bowyer-Lowe components represent the latest phase in component design and performance.
It is only after exhaustive tests and trials in the Bowyer-Lowe laboratories and works, when absolute accuracy
and the highest standard of performance are assured, that they are offered to the public.
SQUARE SCREENING BOX
Matt finished aluminium, supplied

s>guare rereening Box kgc
h
keb
ztoz
a
a
r
d
n
Ln
a
d
n
fib
x
e
inaguscrebvii
in afew minutes.
List No. 283.

LOW

6/-

FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKE
Bowyer-Lowe
Low
Frequency
Transformers made two years ago
are still giving excellent service, but
the large amount of copper and iron
necessary for the construction of an
efficient transformer made them expensive. Owing to recent developments we can now supply this transformer at an economic price and for
those who want the best possible
IfTronSVormer-ehoke reproduction there ù no other
choice. Supplied in two ratios
for first and second stage.
List No. 284. Ratio 3-r
22/0
List No. 285. Ratio 6-.1
25/Also in Multi ratio giving L8, 3,
3.66, 4.5, and 6 to 1.
List No. 286
e27/6
Also Low Frequency Choke.
List No. 287
20/JACK SWITCH
Fills the need for a simple and
positive On and Off switch, is
similar to our jacks in construction,
and fits the panel in the same
manner.
List No. 281
3/VARIABLE RESISTOR
Better than the panel rheostat and an
advance on the fixed resistor, for use
on the baseboard of the receiver and
graduated so that settings may be
repeated. Wound under tension on a
non-shrinking former and providing
maximum air cooling. Base is of
Bakelite, made in two resistances.
List No. 289.
5ohms
3/List No. 290.
30 ohms
8/-

SIX SOCKET BASE
Has sockets to the standard
" Southern Cross" arrangement, - c•)•
and is for use i
n th
e Square
u
Screening Box or when the six pin
coils and transformers are to be
used without a screen.
Provided
with
six
terminals
correctly
numbered. Made of Bakelite.
List No. 291
3/6
MARK
II WAVEMETER
Covers all wave-lengths between
15012000 metre.
Fitted with a
buzzer, self-contained battery, and
a lamp to indicate resonance for
transmitting and other uses where
more convenient.
Tuning is very
sharp. Two coils with calibration
charts are contained in case. A
high class instrument which every
strious experimenter should possess
List No. 226—
In oak case
..
0 0
In walnut case .. £6 10 0
TWO SPEED DIAL
Manufactured under Burndept Patent
243,218.
This dial is of polished Bakelite 3r
diam. concealing a double reduction
friction epicyclic gear, giving a
reduction of 18 to
or a direct
drive. Entirely free of backlash or
noise — all the moving parts being
floating and self compensating for
wear. The Station recorder is
provided with renewable scales
and is
Fits
3/16'
readily
or r
detachable.
spindles.
Tal
List No. 253. Complete with 9/Station recorder
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UNIVERSAL H.P. CHOKE
The ideal component wherever c
H.F. Choke is indicated.
Bv
virtue of it: special sectional winding not
only is the distributed
capacity .Irept at a minimum but it
will efficiently operate over a very
wide range of wave lengths: from
the shortest to the longest.
List No. 288
Price 91-

Whifeline Valve Holder
A great advance
over all previous
types of springy
valve holder. Interelectrode capacity
is at a minimum
and always constant, making it
idealfor the SuperHet and shortwave receivers.
Initial amplitude of
vibration
under
shock is large, yet

UniverS'al If.f. Choke

damping is

quick
and gentle.
Made
of Bakelite, supplied with marked
terminals, soldering
tags and fixing
serews. Baser} in.
square overall with
projection adjacent
to plate leg of valve
"Whiteline" for
safely.
List No. 282 2/3
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HE phenomenal length of service which
every Cossor user gets is due to its Kalenised filament. No gossamer-like thread of
metal this, hut an amazingly strong filament
capable of withstanding with ease all the hard
knocks of everyday use. Next time take no
chances.
Choose a Cossor Valve with a
Kalenised filament and know in advance that
you will get long service and honest value
for money.
'Ç)

9390.

Advt. of A. C. Cossor, Idd., Hied,'try Grove, Londru, N.5.

Mention of " The
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World," when writing

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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WHAT ARE WE TO THINK ?
HERE is something surprisingly inconsistent in. the attitude of certain experts
on the subject of short-wave transmission and its application to Empire
broadcasting.
Recently Mr.
Kellaway, managing
director of the Marconi Company, in a
letter to The Times, backed the discouraging attitude of
the B.B.C. towards Empire broadcasting which we had
• previously criticised as being a policy of " waiting for
perfection." In that letter Mr. Kellawav said, " With
full knowledge of the present position as influenced by
not only our own experiments but others abroad, we are
convinced that the cause of Empire broadcasting would
have been gravely prejudiced had the B.B.C. yielded
to the easy course of taking premature and ill-considered
action." About a week later, in a statement made to the
Press on behalf of his company, Mr. Kellaway said :
" There is every prospect that before the end of next
year it will be possible for telephone subscribers in England to call up subscribers in any of the Dominions by
means of the beam system."
If the state of development is such that a promise of
a telephony service of this nature can be made, is it
consistent that Mr. Kellaway should view with so much
scepticism the possibilities of the inauguration of the
much simpler problem of a broadcasting service?
Now we turn to comment on some recent views expressed
by Captain Eckersley. We find that his main quarrel
with our policy of wishing to push on with an Empire
broadcasting station is that he is not technically ready to
guarantee a satisfactory service, and that until that time
comes he is not prepared to embark on the project and
will not agree to experimenting.
Now why, we ask,
should his policy in respect of British broadcasting at
home be different?
In a recent article in the official
organ of the B.B.C., Captain Eckersley, referring to
the inauguration of 5GB, says:
I would add the word
B

7

diem,

to satisfy themselves lhal they

of warning that the service is experimental and we cannot
guarantee the same freedom from breakdown as in the
case of our other transmitters." And again : " It was
felt that it would be a pity to deny listeners an alternative service just because it might be less regular than
normally." This is precisely our own argument in favout
of starting an Empire transmitter at once even if only
certain parts of the Empire receive it at first and then
perhaps somewhat imperfectly. We venture to think there
must be more behind this attitude than has been disclosed, for as it _stands the argument of the B.B.C.
against starting a short-wave programme is utterly inconsistent with their practical policy in respect of 5GB.
0000
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THE

WIRELESS

SHOW.

T is now less than a month to the date of the opening
of the annual Wireless Show at Olympia, which is
fast coming to be recognised as the event of the year
in wireless just as' the Motor Show is looked forward to
by the motoring public from year to year.
We have become accustomed to expect a good deal in
the way of novelty at the Wireless Show, but it would
seem that this year, far from being an exception, all
previous Shows will be eclipsed as regards the proportion of new things to be shown. Information which is
now reaching us indicates that the past year has been
utilised, by most of those responsible for production, in
the development of apparatus which can be grouped under
three heads: That which is outstanding on account of its
novelty, such, for example, as new valves and other
apparatus distinct from anything which has previously
been shown
Secondly, apparatus designed to reduce the
complexity of wireless and providing the simplest arrangements for current supply to valves: in this class may be
included the sets which operate direct from the mains
and valves deriving their filament current from the mains,
the filament being indirectly heated. Thirdly, sets and
components where reduction in price has been a prime
consideration.

Whew@
WeTUcl
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Materials and Processes in the Manufacture of High=grade Ebonite.

rr

HERE is no doubt that the success or failure of a
wireless receiving or transmitting set is dependent
to a great extent upon the efficiency of the insulating materials employed. In spite of the wide range of
substances now on the market, ebonite still retains first
place as the ideal insulator for the purpose. This statement will probably be received aith some misgivings by
amateurs who have experienced trouble with materials
purchased under this name; we propose to deal not with
this class of ebonite, but with the genuine material made
from new rubber and sulphur only, and free from any
reclaimed rubber adulterants, fillers, colouring matter,
and so forth.
In the first place, selection of the rubber is of the highest importance; this must' be of the best quality, tested
to check the moisture content and to ensure that it is free
from dirt and grit accumulated during transport from the
plantation. The sulphur must be the purest obtainable,
and so fine that it will pass a sieve of at least 120 mesh.
It is chemically tested to be sure that no deleterious substances are present, and is dried and carefully sifted
before use.
Mastication.
The rubber is removed from the case in a block due to
the baling pressure used in packing. and the sheets of
which the block is composed are either pulled apart or
the block is sliced in a guillotine and placed in a warming room ready for mastication.
The rubbers used,
either pale crêpe or smoked sheet, are fairly well known

owing to their use as soles for shoes
Mastication is the
kneading or breaking down of the rubber to a plastic and
•
uniform condition; this is accomplished by continually
passing the rubber between a pair of heavy cast-iron rolls
driven by an electric motor. The rolls are hollow and
capable of being heated by admitting steam or cooled
by letting in cold water. When mastication commences,
the rolls are heated, but as the process is continued and
the rubber is sufficiently hot to be plastic, the steam is
cut off and friction keeps the temperature up to the proper
point; any adjustment to avoid the rubber being overheated is carried out by the inlet of water to the rolls.
The latter do not run at like or even speeds, the back
roll being run faster than the front so that the rubber is
warmed up, pressed and kneaded by continuous passage
between the rolls. As the rubber becomes tacky, it joins
up and runs completely round the front or slower roll ;
sulphur is then worked into the rubber a little at a time
until it has become evenly distributed throughout the
mass.
An ebonite mix contains on an average 30 per cent. of
sulphur and 70 per cent, of rubber, but with such a large
percentage of rubber it would he very difficult material
to control or handle, and it is therefore usual to add a
percentage of pre-vulcanised ebonite. This is done by
vulcanising a quantity of the rubber and sulphur mix as
it comes from the rolls, grinding it to a fine powder and
sifting it through a 120 mesh sieve in a similar manner
to the sulphur.
This ebonite powder is added to the
rubber with the sulphur and the resulting stock provides
B 8
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Ebonite Manufacture.—
the shops with what may be described as
their raw material. It is dark brown in
colour, firm and sufficiently free from
tackiness that it may be readily worked.
When the mixing roll operator is satisfied
that the batch is properly mixed, he
makes a rapid slice with a knife into the
mass of ebonite dough which is on the
rill, cuts out a slab and takes it to the
calender.
Calendering.
A calender consists of either two or
three polished iron rolls similar to the
mixing rolls, but whereas the latter are
arranged horizontally, those on the calender are vertical. It is possible by means
of the adjusting gear on the calender to
move the rolls in relation to one another
so that the slab of ebonite dough may be,
rolled out into a sheet of controlled thickness. The rolls can be warmed or cooled
Breaking down rubber and mixing-In sulphur and ebonite powder. The lastas desired, and the dough is introduced
moving roll is In the foreground and the slow-moving roll to which the
between the top and middle rolls so that
mixture adheres at the back.
it travels round the latter, passes between middle and
ping the slightest air bubble, but the product must be very
bottom rolls, round the bottom roll, and is taken up on
exact in thickness as the maximum tolerance guaranteed,
amandrel with calico to prevent adhesion of the layers.
for instance, on a in. sheet is as low as six-thousandths
In the manufacture of ebonite sheet the calendered
of an inch over or under the nominal thickness.
The
dough is plied up until the required thickness is produced
sheets are now ready for vulcanising; this is carried out
and then cut to a standard size, usually 36in. X t8in.
in a water bath, the sheets being stacked in an iron tank
Preparatory to vulcanisation, a sheet of practically pure
which is filled with watet and run into a horizontal vultin is rolled down on each side of the ebonite. This is
caniser.
The vulcaniser is then closed securely by a
a simple operation and yet calls for considerable skill,
number of swing bolts; steam is turned on and the temsince not only must the tin be rolled down without trapperature allowed to rise very slowly (a rapid rise will

Four-bowl calender for rolling ebonite dough to required thickness.
E 9

ruin the sheets), the steam
valve being opened a little at
a time over a period of two
or three hours until the temperature to be maintained is
reached; after about 24
hours
the
vulcaniser
is
" blown down" and allowed
to cool, the water is drawn
off the tank and the tinfoilcovered sheets of ebonite
taken out and the tin sheets
stripped off. The reason for
the use of tinfoil is to ensure
a smooth even surface on the
ebonite and retain the sheet
to correct dimensions during
vulcanisation.
There is a
possibility of particles of tin
being left on the ebonite, but
these of themselves do not
appreciably impair the resistivity.
The surface of the
ebonite in intimate contact
with the foil undergoes some
kind of change, and this
skin " is at times of low
resistivity although its ap-
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Ebonite Manufacture.—
pearance is quite good, and
the only safe course is to use
ebonite sheet with "matted"
or
" scrubbed " surfaces
from which
the
original
" skin " has been removed.
If either polished or foil
surface sheet is used it
should be tested for surface
resistivity.
With electrodes
kin, apart and a potential of
t,000 volts, the resistance
should he infinity over the
whole area.
The British Engineering
Standards Association issued
a specification in November,
1925, under the title of
"Ebonite for Panels
for Radio Reception Purposes," and this publication
embodies the tests which
should be carried out on
sheet to be used for this
purpose.
Some manufacturers have adopted this
specification as standard for
Loading ebonite sheets into tank for vulcanising.
wireless ebonite, and brand
Rod and tube are produced by a machine in which the
their product under licence from the Association with the
ebonite dough already described is fed into a hopper
mark BESA/234-25; such material can be used with
and carried forward through a die by the action of a
every confidence, as the mark carries a definite guarantee
worm screw; both the hopper and die (the latter deterthat the ebonite conforms to the specification both as
mining the size of rod or tube) are heated, and considerregards its ingredients and compliance with the tests laid
able experience and skill are necessary to produce rods
down.
and tubes homogeneous and
accurate
as regards diameters; both rods and tubes
are packed in French chalk
on trays for vulcanising, the
tubes first being slipped on
mandrels.
Ebonite Mouldings.

Stripping tin—foil from ebosite sheets after vulcanising. The sheets are
down to remove conducting films from the surface.

subsequently

rubbed

Mouldings are produced
by fixing the shape of the
piece by a rapid preliminary
vulcanisation in the mould;
the piece is then taken from
the mould and packed in
French chalk on trays for
complete vulcanisation. The
moulds themselves are either
hot-pressed or turned from
a yellow metal, and after
inserting the piece of ebonite
dough the mould is closed
under a hydraulic press.
Ebonite manufactured in
the manner described has
very high electric strength
and volume and surface resistivity. It also shows aremarkably low power factor
B 10
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Ebonite Manufacture.—

or power loss; that is, the power absorbed by the dielectric

and dissipated as heat. This is an extremely important
consideration in the case of high frequencies at high
voltages.
There are many ways in which ablack substance having
the appearance of ebonite can be produced. For example,
instead of using all new rubber, the aid of a proportion
of reclaimed rubber or rubber substitute (or both) may he
invoked. Reclaimed rubber is obtained by the treatment
of old motor tyres, etc., and rubber substitute is vulcanised
or oxidised oil. Such a stock can be readily loaded with
avariety of minerals, e.g., French chalk, zinc oxide, clay,
powdered slate, etc., and the extent to which this is
practised by some manufacturers may be gauged by the
preparation of special blacks for ebonite. If any adul-

295

terant is used, some colouring matter must be added; but
a pure rubber and sulphur mix will vulcanise to a rich jet
black without the addition of any colouring substance.
A simple test of ebonite is to drill a hole in it with a
twist drill. If the ebonite is pure, the shavings will be
long, springy, and of aclear brown colour; these rubbed
in the hand will break up, but remain as shavings, whereas
adulterated ebonite drilled in the same way will give
shavings which are short, dusty, and a dirty grey colour,
and will be reduced to dust when crumbled. A saw-cut
should give a light brown dust; if the dust is greyish in
colour the ebonite is impure.
[We arc indebted to Messrs. Siemens Bros. and Co.,
Ltd., Woolwich, for facilities afforded in connection uith
the photographs illustrating this article and the information contained therein.]

ECENT INVENTIONS.
The following abstracts are prepared, with the permission of the Comptroller of HM. Stationery Office, from
Specifications obtainable al the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
.C.2, price Is. each.
Preventing Fading.
(
NO. 283,878.)
Conrention dale (U.S.A.): January 2nd,
1926.
Whilst no thoroughly comprehensive
theory of the origin and causes of fading
has so far been established, it has been
proved by experiment that, in certain
cases, short-wave signals fade differently
at points separated by as little as 500
feet. In such instances the phase-relation
of the waves between these points has
been found to reverse several times in a
minute.
Whilst this is perhaps an extreme case at the distance stated, it is
quite a common
occurrence between
points separated by several miles.
These observations indicate the possibility of avoiding fading effects by combining the signals received from two or
more separated aerials in such a way as
to be independent of the signal phase in

ceiver may be zero, owing to the phase
shift mentioned above.
On the other
hand, if the two voltages are combined
independently of phase, signals would be
heard at the common point as long as any
signal voltage existed in either of the
aerials.
As shown, two short-wave transmitting
aerials T, T, are fed from a common
high-frequency source 0, the first through
an ordinary coupling circuit, and the
second through a tapped transformer comprising a switch S, which alternately connects the upper and lower coil sections
in circuit.
The switch S is operated
through a relay coil L carrying a 60-cycle
current, thus ensuring a periodic phasereversal at that frequency.
A similar switch S, is inserted in one
of the leads from the two distant aerials
R. R, to the common receiving device. In
this way fading effects due either to the
environment of the transmitting aerials or

Pleated Diaphragms.
(No. 268,723.)
Convention date (U.S.A.): March 31.1,
1926,
In order to secure a greater degree of
stiffness whilst retaining the other desirable properties of a pleated diaphragm,

Pleated conical diaphragms.
(No. 268,723.)

Mort—reeve system deolgned to overcome fading.

space.
For instance, if the phase-relationship is maintained, although each of
the two aerials may at any given moment
be producing strong signal voltages, the
result of combining them in a common reB II

(No. 263,876.)

to the atmospheric or Heaviside layer conditions encountered by the waves in their
passage to the receiving point are eliminated or minimised. Patent issued to the
Marconi Co.

the latter is made in two sections A, B.
The first or outer portion, A, is of frustroconical shape, made of paper or parchment and pleated in the ordinary way.
The second or base portion, B, may be
either pleated or plain, and is attached to
the first by gluing. The result is that
the diaphragm is stiffened as a whole,
and vibrates with more of the characteristics of a plunger or piston than usual.
Patent issued to the Gramophone Co.
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A Section Mainly for the New Reader.
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H.F. TRANSFORMER CONSTRUCTION.
IT is difficult to generalise on the
IL subject of high-frequency transformers, but it is possible to offer a
few suggestions which will hold good
with almost any modern design.
In the first place, it is now generally accepted that the magnetic coupling between primary and secondary
should be as close as possible, but at
the same time no effort should be
spared to reduce the capacity between
these windings.
Now, air has a
lower capacity, or, more correctly, a
lower dielectric constant, than any
other insulator, and thus it is customary to use as little solid material
as possible between the coils.
In
practice, they are generally spaced by
strips which, if suitably arranged,
make the fulfilment of this requirement a fairly easy matter. The
inter-winding capacity is further reduced by choosing a very fine-gauge
wire for the primary; resistance is
not a serious matter in this case, as
the winding is in series with the valve
resistance, which is always very
much greater.
Although the resistance of the
primary is a matter of small importance, a large self-capacity in this coil
is undesirable, and accordingly adjacent turns of the windings are
usually spaced. It is, however, not
always- an easy matter to separate the
turns of a long-wave coil, and in
these cases it is convenient to use
double cotton-covered wire (still of a
fine gauge) in which the thickness of
the covering may well be greater than
that of the metal, giving the effect of
a spuced winding.

The invariable rule is that the
primary winding should be coupled
to the low-potential end of the
secondary (the end which is connected to the filament of the succeeding valve) and never to the highpotential end, which is joined to the
grid. Insulation between primary and
secondary should be of a high order;
apart from the question of H.F.
leakage, if must be remembered that
the voltage of the H.T. battery is
applied between the windings, and a
breakdown will result in a short-circuit.
0000
SAFETY FIRST.
Q HOULD further argument in
13, favour of the adoption of the
standard Wireless 1Vorld method of
interconnecting H.T. and L.T. batteries be necessary, it may be pointed
out that, unless H.T. negative is
joined to L.T. negative, there is a
very considerable risk of burning out
valves should a short-circuit be introduced between primary and secondary
of the H.F. transformer windings.

1.—Showing

valves when L.T.

possibility of burning out
is connected to H.T.—

The reason for this will be evident if
Fig. r is carefully studied. In this
diagram a short-circuit is shown by
dotted lines, and it will be seen that
the circuit of the H.T. battery is completed through the valve filaments.
Admittedly, in this particular case
the possibility of trouble could be
avoided by returning the low-potential end of the tuned circuit to L.T.
positive instead of L.T. negative, but
this would hardly be practicable if
the second valve were acting as a
bottom bend detector or an H.F.
amplifier instead of as a grid rectifier.
The only advantage accruing from
the connection of H.T. negative to
L.T. positive is that the voltage of
the L.T. battery is added to that of
the H.T. battery.
There can be
little doubt, however, that this comparatively small addition of at most
six " free " volts is obtained only at
the loss of additional complication
and risk of accident.
CCOO

CRYSTAL DETECTORS WITH
H.F. VALVES.
IT seems doubtful if the use of a
A. crystal rectifier in conjunction with
H.F. amplifying valves will ever
attain any great degree of popularity.
but it cannot be denied that the
combination is one which appeals to
a certain type of experimenter, and
for which, moreover, it is an easy
matter to make out a very excellent
case.
The subject is one which is
too complex for adequate treatment in
these notes, but we can consider one
or two special cases in which crystal
rectification
offers
a satisfactory
solution of a particular problem.
From considerations of expense, a
number of constructors limit themselves to a total of four valves; in12
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deed, such a receiter is rightly regarded as sufficiently ambitious for
the average amateur. Now it will be
obvious that if two L.F. amplifiers—
also rightly considered as essential
for long-distance loud-speaker reception—are to be retained, together with
valve detection, only one valve will
be available for the function of high.
frequency amplification, and it will
not be possible to take advantage of
the gain in selectivity obtainable from
the filtering effect of a second H.F.
stage.
By substituting a crystal detector,
it will at once be obvious that two
stages of amplification, both at high
and low frequency, may be included
without exceeding our arbitrary limit
of four valves.
At the same time.
there is no reason why overall selectivity should not be comparable with
that obtainable with valve detection,
provided always that the valvecrystal coupling is suitably designed.
From the point of view of selectivity
and general flexibility, it is probable
that H.F. voltages amplified by the
valve (or valves) are best applied to
the crystal through a transformer
(which may
be
interchangeable)
wound on the lines of those described
from time to time in this journal in
connection with all-wave receivers,
with one important modification.
As an average crystal exerts a
greater damping effect on the circuit
across which it is connected than does
a valve, it is essential that it should
not be shunted across the whole of
the transformer secondary winding;
by joining it to a suitably chosen
point, both signal strength and selectivity will actually be improved, and
by still further reducing the number
of turns in shunt selectivity will be
still better, but this gain is at the
expense of volume.
No definite
figures can be given, as the resistance
of individual crystals varies considerably. The matter is one for experiment—indeed, it is particularly' to the
experimentally-minded
that valvecrystal combinations most particularly
appeal—but as a guide it may be
stated that low-resistance rectifiers of
the " ite " type should be connected
across one-quarter of the total turns,
and high-resistance crystals across
one-half.
In spite of taking this precaution
regarding the reduction of damping,
it is doubtful if it is worth while

WiTcekegm
Woe&
using a transformer secondary of extremely low resistance; Litz wire is
generally considered as being unnecessary, and the coil may be wound
with a solid double-cotton-covered
conductor
If crystal damping is
sufficiently low it is essential to provide a neutralised high-frequency
coupling, as indicated in Fig. 2,
which shows the general circuit
arrangement. It will be noticed that
the rectified output from the crystal
is applied to the first L.F. valve
through atransformer; in the light of
experience there seems to be no doubt
that this is the most satisfactory
plan, as the methods in which the
rectifier is joined direct to the grid
are generally lacking in stability.

Fig. 2. —Using a crystal rectifier with
high-efficiency H.F. amplification.
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extremely critical when tuning-in a
weak
transmission
with
reaction
adjusted to the verge of oscillation,
that selectivity is of a high order.
Even the crudest circuit arrangement
will generally give apparent selectivity of this kind, but it may well
be found that signals from a powerful transmitter at a distance of some
five or ten miles may be heard over
the whole tuning scale. The matter
is due to the fact that the resonance
curve of a circuit in which heavy
losses are compensated by reaction
has a sharp peak.
At first sight a modern set using
low-resistance coils and a stage of
H.F. amplification may appear to be
inferior in selectivity, as the adjustment of individual condenser dials is
not particularly critical.
In such a
receiver the overall resonance curve
has a comparatively flat top, particularly when it is operated in a completely neutralised condition, and
this accounts for a slight apparent
flatness in tuning.
Actually, the
useful selectivity is greater than in a
set using inefficient coils, as a powerful near-by transmitter may be
eliminated at a shorter distance, and
in the rare cases where mutual interference exists between two distant
transmitters with a small wavelength
difference, signals may be separated
by a judicious use of that form of
reaction obtainable by partial deneutralisation.
0000

A second important advantage of
the crystal rectifier is observed when
areceiver is supplied with H.T. from
the mains, and more particularly
when filament current is derived from
the same sow-ce.
It is now widely
recognised that a great many of the
troubles encountered under these conditions have their origin in the detector valve, and it will be clear that if
this is replaced by a rectifier which
requires no direct connection with the
mains, the source of trouble will disappear. The plan is strongly recommended to those who have been unable to obtain complete satisfaction
from " mains " receivers.
000 0

SELECTIVITY—TRUE AND FALSE.

T not be led into thinking, because
H E user of a valve receiver must

the adjustment of his condenser is

LEADING-IN

WIRES

RUN

CLOSE

TO WALLS.
FT is bad practice to run a leadingiL
wire from an aerial along a
wall for a long distance. Most walls
are made of brick or plaster, which
are poor dielectrics, and are liable to
introduce serious losses in any wire
bearing H.F. potentials which are
brought close to them. When a long
leading-in wire is unavoidable it
should, if possible, be set at least a
foot or two away from any wall it
may pass.
High-frequency airrents
cannot be efficiently conveyed by indefinite lengths of wire tacked round
walls, ceilings and floors in the same
way as bell-ringing or lighting currents, and a job which may be neatly
executed from the ordinary wireman's
point of view may be hopeless for
radio-frequency purposes.

e
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A Review of the Latest
A USEFUL AERIAL PULLEY.
There is no recognised method of
securing an aerial pulley to its mast, and
it is customary to procure a galvanised
iron pulley and bind it to the mast by
means of several strands of aerial or
galvanised iron wire.
The aerial is
usually elevated by a rope passing over
the pulley, in which case should the halyard break it will be necessary in order
to restore it to lower the mast.
A special aerial pulley is among the

1927.

Products of the Manufacturers.

The pulley is made of non-rusting
material and is supplied complete with a
30f t. endless halyard.
0000
GLASS-BORING OUTFIT.
The attractive appearance produced by
the use of a glass panel is generally
appreciated, yet difficulty arises in regard
to the making of the holes for securing
the components. It is often inconvenient
to prepare an exact drawing of the panel
showing the precise requirements as to
the size and location of the holes in
order to pass the panel to a specialist
in glass drilling.
An article lecently
appeared in the pages of this journal
giving practical details of a process for
drilling glass, and readers will be interested to learn that a glass-boring outfit is available from Ernest H. Hill, Ltd.,
Broomhall Street, Sheffield.
The outfit
comprises five spear-pointed drills, three
wheel-ended drills, and one dozen spare
wheels and spindles, a small punch, a
lubricating can, and a piece of camphor.
The glass panel is placed on a flat surface and the hole commenced with a
wheel-ended cutter rotated by means of
a brace and lubricated with a boring
fluid consisting of a solution of camphor
in turpentine.
When the hele is about
sin. through a spear-pointed drill is used
to complete the hole, which is then en-

hole can be made in sin. plate glass in
two to three minutes.
For drilling
ordinary sheet glass (thin window glass)
the process is very much easier, and the
outfit will be found useful for making a
hole in a glass pane for fixing leading-in
wires.
0000
PORCELAIN PANELS.
Both aluminium and glass have to some
extent replaced ebonite for the construction of instrument panels.
Recently the B. and J. Wireless Co.,
2,
Athelstane
Mews,
Stroud
Green
Road, London, N.4, introduced a new
form of panel which will undoubtedly
prove of great interest to the set builder.
The material used resembles white tiling
and is probably a form of glass very
similar to the opal variety.
The face
is, of course, highly polished like glass,
and is perfectly white. Instrument dials
either of polished ebonite or dull black
finished material give an exceedingly
good appearance when mounted on this
wnite glazed material, the dials standing
out clearly, and the instrument has a
clean appearance.
Unlike ebonite, the
smooth surface will not hold dust, and
is, of course, easily cleaned. Holes are
drilled in the same manlier as is employed
for drilling glass, and when a template
or drawing shows the requirements in

The Collett aerial
pulley is turned
with two grooves
so that a continuous loop passes
over the pulley in
addition
to
the
halyard.
Replacement of a halyard thus becomes a
simple
matter and the necessity
for
lowering the mast is avoided.

products of the S. H. Collett Manufacturing Co., 60, Pentonville Road, London, N.1. It consists of a pressed metal
frame supporting an aluminium pulley
fitted with a bridging piece to prevent
the halyard riding out of the groove.
The
pulley is of novel design and is turned
with two grooves so that a light cord can
be run as a continuous loop through the
pulley and used for raising the halyard
so that when once the aerial is pulled
taut the auxiliary continuous cord is not
subjected to strain.
The possibility of
having to lower the mast to renew a
broken halyard is thus avoided.

The Nesthill glass-boring outfit.

larged from the reverse side. The process is not difficult, but care and patience
are essential.
It is stated that a lin.

regard to holes it can be supplied ready
drilled.
The thickness of the panel is
about
in.
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TRONGER than steel "m ayseem an unnecessary degree of
strength for avalve filament, but it is because of this extraordinary quality that it has been possible to produce the
wonderful series of B.T.H. 2-volt Valves. The lack of a really
robust filament has in the past imposed certain limitations on
the production of a curable and efficient 2-volt valve. After
extensive research work the new B.T.H. filament was evolved
—a filament of unsurpassed strength and endurance. There
is no filament that will ,ast longer. It is a perfect part of a
valve that is perfect in all other parts.

•••••,7 ,r

The filament is important—it has been the means of producing the perfect 2-volt valve;
but it is not everything.
The same care that was exercised in producing the filament
has been brought to bear on the other parts of the valve —the grid, the anode and the
vacuum—with the result that the complete valve represents a definite advance in valve
design, construction and performance--especially performance.
B.T.H. Valves give complete and constant satisfaction over a very long period indeed.
In a word, the B.T.H. 2-volt Valve represents the very latest development in valve
design and manufacture.
Type

Purpose

Fil. Volts

Fil. Amps

B 21
B 22
B 23
B8

H.F.
GP.
Power Amp.
Res. Coupl.

2
2
2
2

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1

H. T. Batt. Volts

40
40
40
100

to
to
to
to

150
100
100
150

Ampl. Factor

16.0
7.5
6.0
50.0

Impedance

32,000
14,000
8,000
180,000

Price
s.

ohms.
ohms.
ohms.
ohms.

10
10
12
10

d.

6
6
6
6

The aho TY prices are applicable in Great 93 join and Northern Ireland only

2 VOLT VALVES
,
2802

515

If you are interested in R.C. Coup!ing, write for a copy of the "RESISTOR"
Ouoklet to Publication Department, Vhe British Vhomson-Flousion Co. Ltd., Rugby

3

B22{tp:1
B23{e,t,}

B8 (
R.c.)

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms 7ve believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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NATIONAL
RADIO
EXHIBITION
Stand 105.

NGeeat
Meeteetteng
Celotionity/
PRICE REDUCTIONS
HART"RAY"111611TENSION
ACCUMULATOR
The very low prices at which these High Tension
Accumulators are now offered should induce every
wireless user to substitute them for DRY Batteries.
" HART"
RAY' Accumulators effect a marked
improvement in volume and quality of reception,
and are actually much more economical than dry
batteries over prolonged periods.
Buy your " HART " Batteries to-day at new prices;

20 VOLT—old
30 VOLT—Old

NEW PRICE, 126
NEW PRICE, 18'9
7-A-D PER VOLT.

Price, 14 78;

Price, 22 - ;

i.e.

Including carrying crate, which greatly facilitates handling.
Write Dept. •W.W. to—day for full particulars and FREE
copy of
Booklet of
interest to all wireless users.

NOW
I0 0
/
MILES
RANGE
Recent improvements have made the
range of the Langham Portable Radio
receiver even greater than before.
Under favourable circumstances high
power stations will come in at loud
speaker strength up to 1,000 miles (e.g.
a customer at Bournemouth regularly
gets Rome, 900 miles away 1)—while
localstations come in easily at 250 miles.
The Longhorn Portable therefore gives
you the new alternative programmes
wherever you are — a performance
which few other portables can offer you.
In addition, the Langham is completely self-contained in a solid leather
case, has one control tuning, beautiful
loud speaker reproduction, and

NO AERIAL AND NO EARTH!

Yours for

balance

••

HART" •RAI'' 20 Volt
High Tension Accumulator.
We are exhibiting at Olympia, Sept. 24th—Oct. 1st.

Stand No. 112 .

MART
BATTER! ES

FOR ALL WIRELESS CIRCUITS
HART ACCUMULATOR .C ?L '
STRATFORD. LONDON. E. 15

by

small

We gladly offer you a week's free
trial.

Money refunded if you are not satisfied.
Write for full parlii:telars now.

Lae cj ham
Pcietelele
Langham

Radio, Albion House,

59, NEW OXFORD St., W.C.1.
Telephone

Museum

2878 & 8293.

Goodall Ad.

Mention of " The Wireless

£5

instalments.

World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
LICENCE FIGURES

GROW.

Broadcasting licences in force at the
end of July amounted to 2,306,285, marking an advance of over 7,000 on the
previous month's total.

THEY

ALSO

SUFFER IN BELFAST.

"When it stops suddenly, the silence
hits one like a pile-driver."
A Belfast
listener's description of the effect produced by a neighbour's loud-speaker.
0000

0000
HAMBURG—BUENOS AIRES
TELEPHONY.

A permanent wireless telephony service
will shortly be established between Hamburg and Buenos Aires. Successful tests
have already been conducted between the
two cities.

The Tyliolt heights, near Trondhjem,
Norway, will soon boast a broadcasting
station. The sanie site has been chosen
for a wireless telegraph station for communication with Great Britain.

Pieces of classical music, selections by
old-time fiddlers and a revival
of
American songs of a century ago, are to
be transmitted by the American National
Broadcasting Company under the auspices
of the Ford Motor Company to advertise
the new Ford car.
According to our New York correspendent this announcement has created a
stir among radio dealers in view of Mr.
Henry Ford's former objection to broadcasting as an advertisement medium.
0000

A wireless telephony system is being
experimented with by the Berlin fire
brigade.
At present transmitters and
receivers are installed -at Berlin und
Spandau, the object of the service being
to enable headquarters to keep in close
touch with outlying stations
A secret
wavelength is employed to avoid interruption by experimenters and broadcasting stations.

HIGH

POWER BROADCASTING
IN U.S.

The new 50kW. broadcasting station at
Belmore, Long Island, which has been
erected by the National Broadcasting
Company, has just received an experimental licence issued by the Federal
Radio Commission. We learn that tests
are being conducted regularly on a frequency of 610 kilocycles, the call sign
being 2XZ.
The new transmitter will
shortly replace the well-known WEAF
5kW. transmitter in New York City.
0000

0000
NEWS

A sign of the times in connection with
the League of Nations Press Conference
at Geneva last week was the introduction
of broadcasting as a factor in the dissemination of copyright news. The conference was of the opinion that no information destined for publication by the
Press or through broadcasting should be
legally received by unauthorised persons
for publication or use in any way for the
purpose of distribution through
the
Press, through broadcasting, or in any
similar manner.
It was held that the question of protecting news already published in the
Press or through broadcasting was one
for consideration in the respective countries concerned.

STATION.

A 7-kilowatt broadcasting station was
opened last week at Kallundborg, .in the
north-west of Zeeland, by the Minister
of •Public Works and M. Chambellan
Lerche,
president
of
the
Wireless
Council.
Kallundborg broadcasts daily
on 1,153 metres.
0000

BRIGADE WIRELESS.

BROADCASTING AND
COPYRIGHT.

£2 2s., was
listener last
had operated
a licence for

LATEST FORD JOKE ?

0000

B 17

NEW DANISH

WIRELESS.

A feature of the widely reported
" wireless death " at Newport last week,
when a schoolboy wireless enthusiast was
electrocuted through contact with the
lighting mains, was the fact that the
wireless set was in no way responsible
for the tragedy.
FIRE

YEAR'S PENALTY.

0000

NORWEGIAN DEVELOPMENTS.

0000
SCAPEGOAT

A FOUR

A fine of £5 and costs,
imposed on a Leytonstone
week who admitted that he
a broadcast receiver without
four years.

ARMOURED
CAR
WIRELESS.
The
23rd (London) Armoured Car Tank Corps
demonstrated last
week that wireless
communication
could
be
maintained
between headquarters and a car such as
the above.
MUSIC AND

BACCHUS.

Whether wireless reception should be
employed to beguile the time between
drinks is the question which will be faced
by the Midland licensing authorities at a
meeting to be held at Birmingham in
October.
At present many applications
to instal wireless receivers in public bars
are refused.

RECIPROCAL

EMPIRE BROADCASTING.

Amateur broadcasting to the Empire
was inaugurated on Thursday last by Mr.
Gerald Marcuse (2NM), of Caterham,
who transmitted a programme of musical
items on a wavelength of 32.5 metres.
Mr. Marcuse informed The Wireless
World that the delay in the hour of
starting was due to the excellence of reception from Australia, the broadcasting
station 2FC at Sydney sending out an
excellent programme on 29.8 metres.
Rather than upset reception 2NM delayed
transmission.

MFCell®00
W071101
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PATENTS

IN

SOUTHERN

IRELAND.

A inw situation will be created by the
passing of the Patents and Trade Marks
Act in the Irish Free State. Previously
British Patents and Trade Mark Registrations have covered the whole of Ireland, but when the new Patent Act is in
force, they will automatically cease to
function in Staorstal Eireann.
It is
necessary, therefore, for all holders of
British Patents and Trade Marks desiring
to retain protection in Southern Ireland to
take out fresh Patents or Trade Marks
there.
British Patents, however, granted before December 6th, 1921, will be continued upon the Irish register if a copy
of the Patent is lodged in Ireland and
renewal fees are paid as in England.
Messrs. Rayner and Co.. 5, Chancery
Lane, W.C.2, advise us that they will be
glad to supply full information to enquiries free of charge.

trolled by a master clock for transmitting
groups of I.C.W. signals at predetermined intervals.
The range of the station, assuming a
normal ship's D/F receiver, is capable of

BRITISH

WIRELESS

Kite Aerial Experiments.
A 400ft. aerial composed of wire
attached to a kite was successfully used
for the reception of broadcast programmes from Dublin, Manchester, and
Daventry by members of the Wireless
Society of Ireland on Saturday, August
20th. A party of optimists had ventured
out to Ballycorus lead mine for a picnic.
and were well rewarded for their pains.
the weather being excellent.
After the
kite experiments referred to transmission
and reception tests on the 45-metre wave
were effected on the Society's portable
station 13B installed on the hilltop above
the lead mine, some 10 miles from
Dublin.
0000

Where the Bite Failed.
Successful two-way communication was
established and maintained successively
with G6WN (London). Mr. W. Bryan
Bates (GW15C) at Ashbourne, County
Meath. and Mr. J. P. Campbell (GW14B)
at Sutton, County Dublin; aerials were
suspended from the old chimney of the
mine. The kite aerial was also employed
for transmission and reception, but,
although effective, it brought in atmospherics rather too strongly.
The Society also carried out tests from

NOTES.

The Central London representation of
"Clix " specialities has been entrusted
to Mr. P. C. Curtis, late manager of
Radio Components, Ltd.
Communications should be addressed to Lectro Linx,
Ltd., 254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1.
0000
Cossor's "Radio Mail."
The acute problem of aerial congestion
in large towns is approached in a
drastic fashion in the current number
of Cossor's "Radio Mail," in which
directions are given for obtaining maximum results with an indoor aerial. In
an article on accumulator charging service the dealer who contemplates opening
an accumulator charging business is given
useful advice : "Do the thing properly
or not at all "—a sentiment with which
the long-suffering public will heartily
concur!

BEACON.

New installations for the assistance of
navigation, known as wireless beacons,
are now under construction by Trinity
House at various points around the
English coast.
The first wireless beacon to be put
into regular commission by Trinity House
is situated at Round Island in the Scilly
Islands. This set has a power of 500
watts and is operated on a• wavelength of
1,000 metres, which is the specified wavelength for wireless beacon stations. Each
beacon station is to have a special call
sign, and that at Round Island is the
letters GGG in morse code.
The beacon transmitter has been designed by the Marconi Company to the
specifications of Trinity House, and the
whole equipment is automatically con-

TRADE
Clix London Agency.

0000
FIRST
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0000

ON THE MOVE.
Inside the armoured
car showing the operator in telephonic
communication with headquarters.

giving accurate bearings up to a range of
70 to 100 miles. Under favourable renditions of atmospherics and jamming,
this range will of course be increased.

NW 2 FROM
THE CILUBel.
13B on the hill of Howth to the north
of
Dublin
Bay
on
September 3rd.
Reports of signals from 13B will be very
welcome.

Hon. secretary, Mr. H. Hodgens, 12,
Trinity Street, Dublin.
0000

A "Schnell" Short-wave Set.
In view of the interest now shown in
short-wave broadcasting, it was not surprising that Mr. W. Gartland's lecture
and demonstration on an efficient shortwave receiver at the last meeting of the
North Middlesex Wireless Club received
a full measure of appreciation.
The
lecturer outlined the circuit, a tnodified
"Schnell." Commercial coils of the plugin type were used, being held in position
by celluloid stiips. A four-turn coil was
used in the grid circuit and two-turns as
reaction coil. The aerial was coupled by
a single turn, not earthed. to the grid
end of the former, the range with these

A.T.M. Club Rouse.
Broad Green Hall. a fine old Elizabethan mansion near Liverpool, has
recently been opened as a club house and
social centre for the sports and social
organisation of the Automatic Telephone
Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Among the
amenities provided is the opportunity for
broadcast reception, a fine four-valve set
having been installed, serving Claritone
loud-speakers in all the principal rooms.
This
can
be
individually
controlled
according to requirements, and can provide dance music in the music-room as an
alternative to piano or orchestra.
coils being between 16 and 45 metres. It
was found that a valve of about 10,000
ohms A.C. resistance gave the best results.
Mr. Gartland enumerated several traps
for the unwary in short-wave work. He
deprecated the. use of long leads of any
kind, as these produced blank spots in
the tuning scale owing to their resonant
pr-tnert ies.
Battery eliminators were
quite useless.
He emphasised the need
for low-loss construction.
Hon. secretary. Mr. H. A. Green, 100,
Pellatt Grove, Wood Green, N.22.
0000

Western Metropolitan Social Gathering.
A Social Meeting of the Western Metropolitan group of radio societies is to
take place at Sudbury on Sunday next,
September 11th.
The Sports Committee
of Messrs. Lyons and Co. have kindly
lent their ground and ballroom, situated
one minute's walk from Sudbury District
Railway Station.
The festivities will begin at 2.0 p.m.
with an American tennis tournament to
be followed at 4.0 p.m. by a thé dansant.
A competition will be held for the best
home-made portable set.
Admission will be by ticket only,
obtainable from Lt.-Col. H. A. Scarlett,
D.S.O., 357e, Finchley Road, N.W.3.
a 18
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An

Experimental Arrangement
By A.

i

P. CASTELLAIN,
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Using Very

B.Sc., A.C.G.I.,

Low H.T.

D.1.C.

T is probable that many readers who delight in trying
amplification if it is desired later to operate a loudout new circuits and ideas have wanted to experiment
speaker.
with four-electrode valves, which are just beginning
The arrangement of components is quite elastic, and as
to receive quite a lot of attention, but perhaps they have
the set is intended for experimental work, more controls
not wanted to plunge straight away into the construction
are arranged for than are absolutely necessary. The cirof a two- or three-valve set until they have mastered the
cuit makes use of centre-tapped coils for tuning purposes,
essential differences between four and the ordinary threeso that only one coil per range is necessary—i.e., two coils
electrode valves.
will cover the 3oo-500 and Daventry wavebands.
It is
Putting it quite briefly, one of the chief advantages of
not at all essential in this circuit for the tapping point
the four-electrode valve is that it can be made, by suitto be exactly at the electrical centre of the coil, so that
able design, to function at least as efficiently as a home-made coils tapped at the centre turn will do
three-electrode on very much lower H.T. voltage than is
equally well.
necessary for the latter. Another advantage of the fourThe Circuit.
electrode valve is that it can be made to have a very high
amplification factor with a comparatively low internal
There are one or two interesting points about the comA.C. resistance—much lower than a three-electrode valve
plete circuit (shown in Fig. i). It may here be said
of corresponding amplification factor would have, so that,
that if the outer grid of the valve and the connection to
for a given H.T. supply,
the terminal marked +G
much larger amplification is
were left out, the circuit
obtainable with a suitable
would then be completely
four-electi ode valve.
suitable for a three-electrode
In this article the writer
valve, although, of course,
does not propose to go into
mueh higher H.T. values
the theory of the four-elecwould have to be used.
trode valve, but simply inThe next point of interest
tends to describe the conis the use of both apotentiostruction of asingle valve set
meter and a qrvolt cell in
which is equally suitable for
order to control the mean
short or long wavelengths
grid potential.
With this
(provided the tuning coil is
arrangement it is possible to
changed, of course), and in
change over from the anode
which sufficient space has
bend to leaky grid rectificabeen left on the baseboard
tion simply by rotating the
for the addition of one or
Fig. 1.—The circuit diagram.
The vain« of the various conpotentiometer knob.
The
densers are given in the text. The coils used in the set are the
even two stages of L.F.
explanation of how this
Gambrell centre-tapped ones.
13 79
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The Four-Electrode Valve.
works is really quite simple.
When the potmtiometer
slider is over on to the side
of the potentiometer connected to negative L.T., the
grid of the valve is kept 14
volts more negative, due to
the grid bias cell. Thus, for
signals up to about r volt
(which is quite a strong
signal) the grid never gets
positive, so that grid current
does not flow, and therefore
any rectification that takes
place is due to the curvature
of the plate current—grid
volts characteristic, i.e., the
valve is behaving as an
anode bend rectifier.
On the other hand, when
2,—Panel dimensions.
A — 3 Elin, dia. holes; B = 3 16in. dia. holes ; C = I Sin, dia. holes;
the potentiometer slider is
Fig. 1/8In,
dia, holes, countersunk for No. 4 wood screws.
The "C" holes are for securing the
D
over on the. positive side,
Ormond dials, and should be drilled at 221' to vertical axle at tin. radius.
which corresponds to +2,
is the reaction condenser, about 0.0003 mfd. maximum;
+4, or +6 volts, according to the filament voltage of the
Cs is the aerial coupling condenser, which is used to revalve, and in any case is more than + r4 volt, the grid,
duce
the damping effect of the aerial on the tuning, and
or rather the end of the grid leak, will always be positive,
for 300-2,000 metres may be about 0.0003 mfd. mica
so that most of the rectification will be of the leaky grid
dielectric, but for short wave work (circa 45 metres)
variety.
it is advisable to use a tiny variable condenser, such as a
In this way, by using intermediate points on the potenGambrell Neutrovernia, in this position, which may be
tiometer, the most sensitive conditions for a given signal
varied to get oser aerial harmonic absorption troubles
may be found. A filament resistance is also provided
(i.e., dead spots where the valve will not oscillate). With
for, as critical adjustment of filament temperature is
this alteration, the set works well on the short waves
quite often found helpful.
over the whole range of the tuning condenser.
Going round the circuit in detail, C, is the main tuning
Cs is a grid condenser of about 0.0003 mfd.; Cs is
condenser, about 0.0003 to 0.0005 mfd. maximum; C,
not absolutely necessary, but
is useful where an old grid
cell is employed, and it may
"
have any value from about
0.002 mfd. upwards, and Cs
is asmall condenser of about
23s
o.000r to 0.0002
mfd.,
which is rather desirable
when phones are being used,
so as to tie down definitely
the H.F. potential of the
24
1'
end of the choke connected
to the phones and so prevent
the trailing leads of the
latter from upsetting the tuning.
It is almost essential
1%.
that C, should have a slow
motion arrangement, and desirable, though not essential,
3e
1,4
that C, should have a similar arrangement. In the set
described in this article, both
'.
"
3 4
C, and Cs are Ormond conEl /
4
14"
densers with Ormond slowmotion dials, but, of course,
any other well-made con3.—Showing the layout of the components on the baseboard. Note that room has been left
densers will do equally well.
for the later addition of one or two stages of L.F. amplification.
l

1
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The Four-Electrode Valve.
LIST OF PARTS.
1 Ebonite panel, 14in. X 71n.
I "MH" 400 ohm Potentiometer (McMichael, Ltd.).
1 Baseboard, 14in. x 8in.
I H.F. choke (R.I and Varley, Ltd.).
1 Centre-tapped coil holder (Gambrel' Bros.).
I "Magnum" valve holder (Burne-Jones & Co.).
Centre-tapped coils, aI2, BI and El (Gambrel' Bros.).
1 "Dumelohm" grid leak, 2 meg. (Dubilier).
1 Variable condenser, low loss straight line, 0-000i' mfd.
1 "Dumelohm" holder (Dubilier).
(Ormond).
2 Fixed condensers, No. 620 type, 0.0003 mfd. (Dubilier).
I Fixed condenser, No. 620 type, 0.0002 mfd. (Dubilier).
1 Variable condenser, low loss straight line, 0.0005 mfd.
I Fixed condenser, No. 620 type, 0-005 mfd. (Dubilier).
(Ormond).
I "T" square type 1¡- v. cell (Siemens).
2 Slow-motion dual indicating dials (Ormond).
9 "Eelex" terminals (J. J. Eastick & Sons, Ltd.).
I "MH" filament resistance, 30 ohms (McMichael, Ltd.).
Wire, screws, etc., etc.
Approximate cost

-

0 0
The Valve Holder.

The
four - electrode
valve, having one more
electrode than the ordinary valve, has, therefore,
to have some scheme for
making connection to this
extra electrode. ‘Vhat is
usually done is to bring
this lead out to a terminal on the side of the
valve cap, and in the
valves recommended for
the set—the Aneloy A.P.
valves— this
terminal is
placed in the cap above
the ordinary grid leg. To
connect to this terminal a
piece of flexible wire may
be used, but a better
arrangement is to use a
piece of springy brass or
phosphor bronze with a
U-shaped slot cut in it
and mounted on a little
ebonite pillar of the right
height. The photographs
of the set show this
arrangement,
which
is
extremely useful because
it enables the valve to be
plugged-in in the usual
way,
thus enabling a
rapid change of valve to
be made for experimental
work.
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Components are lettered to correspond to those in

Fig. 1.

The chief dimensions
and the positions of-the
requisite holes in the
panel are shown in Fig.
2.
The Ormond dials
used are made of aluminium, and serve very nicely
as screens to eliminate
hand capacity effects, provided they are suitably
earthed.
Both sides of
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The Four-Electrode Valve.

the condenser are " live," so that the provision of some
sort of screen is essential. If the condensers are arranged
as shown in the photograph, the dial fixing screws will be
found to be quite clear of the condensers, and in quite
get-at-able positions for wiring.
The Ormond dials are tilted at 22¡° in the set illustrated
—this is quite a minor point, and need not be done if
not desired, although if they are used in anormal vertical
position it would be advisable to use alonger panel.

It will be seen iron the photograph that the
receiver is not difficult to construct.
The clip
for making contact to the second grid of the
valve will be noticed behind the valve holder.

The construction of the rest of the set should not be
difficult, with the aid of the baseboard layout and wiring
diagram and the photographs.
The Valve.

Almost any four-electrode valve will work in this circuit, though, of course, some will give much better results
than others. If the reader has not a suitable valve, he is
strongly advised to obtain one of the Aneloy A.P. valves
—if only for the facts that the filament consumption is so
low (only o.r amp. at 4 volts) and that these are the only
makers supplying a complete range of four-electrode

valves, from H.F. to R.C. and L.F. types, which makes
the addition of one or more stages of amplification acomparatively simple matter. The most suitable valve for
this set as described is the A.P. 412 H.F., in which the
outer grid is connected to the terminal, and which has an
amplification factor of about 28. This valve works very
well indeed on a nine-volt grid bias battery—+ 9 on
plate and about +6 to the outer grid (+G terminal on
set). If a large aerial is being used it may be found
desirable to increase these values somewhat.
The A.P. 412 R.C.
valve is also suitable—
it has an amplification
factor of about 36 to
38,. and
will
want
rather higher voltages
t for its most efficient
functioning—about rot5 volts on +G and
either about
+4 to
+6 on plate or
2030 volts.
It is very
interesting to experiment with + H.T. and
+G voltages on both
weak and strong signals and to find their
effect on ease of oscillation.
One
thing
that
should be noticed with
this circuit is the beautifully smooth reaction
control that is obtained
—there is no " banging " into oscillation
and out again, and it
is even difficult to tell
when the set is oscillating unless a station
is being received—to
tell, that is, without
touching the aerial terminal to obtain the familiar double
click. The tuning should be found to be extremely sharp,
and any distant station must be exactly tuned when reaction is used near its limit, or distortion will result. This
tuning is quite easy with the slow-motion dials.
The set described in this article was tested at 30 miles
from 2L0 on an average aerial about 2oft. high, and
over adozen stations at quite reasonable telephone strength
were tuned in after dusk in the course of an evening, using
an A.P. 412 H.F. valve and a 9-volt grid bias battery as
H.T., and the set as a whole was found very nice indeed
to handle.

In the "List of Parts" included in the descriptions of THE WIRELESS WORLD
actually used by the designer and

illustrated in

the

photographs of the

receivers are detailed the components

instrument.

Where the designer considers it

necessary that particular components should be used in preference to others, these components are mentioned in the article
itself. In all other cases the constructor can use his discretion as to the choice of components, provided they are of equal
quality to those listed, and that he takes into consideration in the dimension's and layout of the set any variations in the
size of alternative components he may use.
B -22
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ITH the exception of blind
persons probably no section
of the community is more appreciative of the broadcast service than
those who are confined to bed in hospitals. To these unfortunate people
the broadcast programmes are literally a" boon and ablessing." Reading, of course, helps to while away
the time, but there are occasions when
this kind of mental relaxation becomes
monotonous; besides, many patients,
through the nature of their complaints, are unable to hold a book.
In such circumstances the variety of
attractions provided by broadcasting
cannot fail to appeal to the most
fastidious listener.
It may surprise many to learn that
there are hundreds of patients in hospitals and homes, particularly in
Poor Law institutions, who have been
compelled to spend from twenty to
thirty years as inmates and have little
prospect of recovery.
If you have
experienced the tedium of a protracted stay in hospital you will have
some little idea of the joy with which
this wonderful link with the great
outside world is received by those
people.
So eager are the patients
to catch every sound that is broadcast
that most of them are to be seen with
their headphones on some time before
the tuning note is given.
We are proud to be able to record
that through the efforts of the
League's local organisations, wireless
receivers have been installed in many
institutions. The following is a list
(by no means complete) of instances
which have recently been brought to
New
the notice
Maldenof(Surrey).
headquarters
The energy of the popular local
hon. secretary, Mr. R. J. Venner,
supported by avery active committee,
13 23
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NOTES AND NEWS
AND

THE

HOSPITALS.

has enabled the New Malden and
Coombe branch of the League to raise
sufficient funds to install a threevalve set and 300 headphones in the
Kingston General Hospital.
The
diphtheria, enteric and scarlet fever
wards of the Tolworih Isolation
Hospital, Surbiton, were provided
with a set and ten loud-speakers,
whilst the Seaford (Sussex) Convalescent Home for Surrey Men has
been supplied with a wireless receiver
and loud-speaker out of funds raised
by this branch.
Derby.
The League's branch inaugurated a
fund, which was supported by the
Mayor and several local organisations,
to provide the Derbyshire Royal Infirmary with wireless.
A sum of
£300 was raised and a receiver with
150 headphones and two loudspeakers was installed in that institution.
Mr. Barnett, the secretary of
the Derby branch, acted as hon.
secretary of the fund, and' his untiring efforts ensured its success.
A Reminder.
Those members who have subscribed
less than three shillings since October
1st
last
are
reminded
that
their
membership fee to September 30th, '1928,
is due on the 1st of next month.
As it is essential that the organisation
should be representative of the humblest
listener the League is reluctant to increase the subscription.
It has therefore been decided to keep the annual fee
at a minimum of two shillings, but any
amount in excess of this sum would be
welcomed from those members who can
afford it and who appreciate the difficulty
of providing with limited funds such a
vice as that given by the «League. Such
additional assistance would also enable
us to extend our activities.

Look at your current inembership
certificate and see when your subscription is due. An Enrolment Form will be
found on page 72.

Bristol.

A four-valve set has been installed
in the Eastville Institution as the
result of the efforts of the League's
branch here, which is fortunate in
having as its officers a very active
band of workers.
The branch also
presented a wireless set to a local
sufferer who has been bedridden for
twenty years.
Kingston-on-Thames.
Funds raised by our branch here
were applied to the provision of a
four-valve set to the Victoria Hospital, Kingston.
Goole.
Bartholomew's Hospital were the
happy recipients of aset presented by
the League's local branch.
The
chairman, Mr. Johnson, supported by
Mr. G. H. Hillary, the secretary,
and an enthusiastic committee, was
responsible for the many activities
which were undertaken to raise the
necessary funds.
This branch is
now endeavouring to obtain a sum
sufficient to provide the Poor Law
Institution with a wireless installation.
Nottingham.
. A five-valve set complete with 27
headphones has been presented to the
women's ward of the Bagthorpe Poor
Law Institution out of funds raised
by the Nottingham branch.
The
secretary, Mr. Gullick, and his committee are always to the fore where
help of this kind is required.
Redrath (Cornwall).
A fund of £300 is being raised by
this branch with the object of installing receiving apparatus in the
Tehidy Sanatorium.
Tottenham.
It is the aim of this branch to
supply the Clare Hall Tuberculosis

Wihr®11®00
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Hospital and the North Middlesex
Hospital with wireless installations,
and a fund which has been raised for
this purpose is already assuming
satisfactory proportions.
Gillingham (Kent).

The profit from a whist drive and
dance organised by this branch was
handed over to St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, Chatham.

IMPRESSIONS
OF

THE

PROGRAMMES.
To my mind, the best programme of
the month was " My Programme " by
the Wicked Uncle.
I shall refer to it
later on, but I should like to say here
how wholeheartedly I echo his remarks
on ultra modern music and " jazz." The
dreary stuff with which we are sometimes bored from the pens of new "composers
0 0 00

The change made by the B.B.C. in the
morning transmissions has aroused a
storm of protest from the retail trade. I
had recent experience of one of the objections to the later transmission. While
I was staying at the house of a friend
in a south-west town, his receiver during
the evening developed a fault. In the
morning the local expert was called in,
but he could not make an effective test
until broadcasting began.
As he had
seven somewhat similar tests to make
before ours the Children's Hour had
arrived before he was able to get to us.
And this was a wet day in a small country town with nothing much to do!
Under the old arrangement we might
have been able to receive our afternoon
concert.
0000

As I am writing I hear that valves
are " down."
We all welcome the reduction, although most of us, if not all,
are of the opinion that the drop is long
overdue, and that even now prices are
too high compared with the cost of production.
0000
Listeners who, imag.ning that acting
must be seen to be appreciated, habitually switch off their sets when a broadcast play is announced, do not realise
that by so doing they often miss a treat.
All who heard "A Butterfly on the
Wheel" from the London studio on
August 3rd will, I am sure, bear me out.
Every detail of .the various scenes was
easily seen in the mind's eve. All the cast
were good, but Henry Ncar as Collingwood and Allan Jeayes as Plaintiff's
Counsel were a shade better than the
others, while the powerful yet restrained
acting of Miss Dorothy Stephen as the
accused wife was most effective.
Those
who were fortunate enough to hear it
will look forward with eagerness to
future plays of this kind.
0000
The
versatility
of
the
" Wicked
Uncle," so beloved of the young folks
in the Children's Hour, was strikingly
illustrated in the " My Programme"
arranged by him and broadcast from
London and Daventry on August 5th.
It consisted of a feast of selections,
chiefly from Grand Opera, played by the
Wireless Orchestra, the soloists being
Miss Gertrude Johnson, Mr. Heddle Nash
—I liked his singing of " La Donna "
—and Mr. Foster Richardson. (It was the
latter's first appearance before the microphone, but he was heard again, with
much delight, in " Entre Nous," the
B.B.C. 's new Concert Party, on the following evening.)
Well done, sir!
I
for one shall hope for another of your
programmes in the near future.
0000

And why can't we have Corelli Windeatt's Band sometimes in the evening?
0000

Another excellent "My Programme"
was that of
Middle-Aged Man,"
whom I suspect to be a Scot with a keen
sense of humour and some originality,
for who else would have given us at
one sitting the following remarkable combination: The "Bridal March " from
Lohengrin, Mark Antony's Speech from
Julius Casar, the " Soldiers' Chorus "
from Fais.zt, Chopin's "Funeral March,"
a reading from the 13th Chapter of
Deuteronomy, and Beethoven's "Sonata
Sympathétique! " A catholic taste.
I
see that people have been writing to the
papers saying that details of the " My
Programme " series should be published
beforehand, but personally I think the
unexpectedness of the above, for example,
added piquancy to it. Mr. Percy Hemming gave some rousing national songs
including " The Marseillaise " to orchestral accompaniment, and Mr.
David
Tennant's diction is perfect for the reading of Scripture. It will be remembered
that it was he who usually read the Old
Testament stories on Sunday afternoons.
eno

I didn't hear the whole of "Carmen,"
but I am told it came over very well.
Personally, 1 think I prefer excerpts
rather than broadcasts of whole operas.

Do other listeners. I wonder, find the
Savoy Orpheans a cure for sleeplessness?
It seems paradoxical, yet a correspondent
who is in the habit of retiring early writes

The Bank Holiday programmes were
fair.
Mabel Constanduros. as always,
was gond, and so was her partner. The
Tidworth Tattoo was done well, and the
music, magnificently played by the Army
bands, was inspiriting to all listeners.
The commentator took his job too seriously. He has not got a "broadcasting
voice." The B.B.C. man with hini was
much clearer.
0000
Ilike the Daventry Quartet, the Covent
Garden String Orchestra. and Henry
Senside's Quintet, and the B.B.C. can
put any nf them on the air as often as
they wish.
0 0 0 0
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that he often woos slumber in vain until
he slips on the headphones at his bedside.
In a few minutes his nerves are
so soothed that he falls peacefully asleep.
He does not tell us what happens to the
phones!
coon
Some of the " Variety " seems to me
very poor.
Exceptions are Nick Adams
as " Perlmutter, M.P.," Helena Millais,
Marie Dainton, Wish Wynne, Mabel
Constanduros.
0000
I enjoyed the singing of Linda Seymour in the Ballad Concert on the 11th.
She has a glorious voice.
0000
And then the first "Prom.," on the
13th.
I must congratulate the B.B.C.
Boccherini's Minuet and the Hungarian
Rhapsody by the Orchestra, and de
Greef's playing of Grieg's Pianoforte
Concerto were especially enjoyable. I
thought. We had, too, another musical
treat when the Mozart programme was
sent out on the 16th.
The third and
fourth " Proms " on the 18th and 22nd I
was unable to hear.
0000
By the way, in the country districts
in the south-west, there is much criticism of the news bulletins. Listeners say
too much of the bulletin is taken up with
dreary news of racing, golf, etc., etc.
0000
A couple of short plays during the
month were good—" Cinderella Married"
and that charming little play in verse
" A Minuet " by Louis N. Parker; but
why should we have been bored with
"Trying it On "?
0000
On the 23rd Ihad the first opportunity
of listening to 5G B in London. I had
previously heard the new experimental
station from two or three spots in the
south-west and had been disappointed.
However, in London it comes in very well
and the broadcast from Queen's Hall was
most enjoyable with but slight inter(erence from Morse. Dennis Noble's singing of the great aria from "The Barber
of Seville ' came over well and afterwards he delighted us with " Passing
By."
0000
Welcome to Willie Rouse—Wireless
Willie.
He has had quite a long rest
and his cheery voice and humorous patter were both welcome and amusing.
0000
Chick Farr was good in the variety
items on Saturday. 27th. In some ways
lie is similar to Milton Hayes. It was
good fooling. His dialogue with the aspiring baritone was very good indeed.
0 0 00

On the same evening A. J. Alan's
lively imagination gave us "Charles."
Is it Mr. Alan's material or his broadcasting personality which so delights
listeners? I wonder.
0000
And at last, we have reached actual
alternative programmes. Will listeners in
various parts of the country let us know
what they think of the new station.
Many listeners have written saying the
B
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test tran,,nnssions are much clearer and
of more volume than those during broadcasting hours.
One thing does appear
from our correspondence bag, and that
is that the crystal user in the Birmingham
area regrets the change and asks why
he should be the only one to suffer by
the reshuffle of wavelengths.
Bournemouth listeners, too, I understand, are
now receiving the two M's—Morse and
Music—at equal strength.
O. H.

We have wanted
alternative
programmes for a long time.
We have
clamoured for them. And, thanks partly
to the Wireless League, we in the south
are already being supplied with an experimental alternative service.
Soon other
regional stations will supplement 5GB.
The point is, having clamoured for
regional stations, are we ready for
them?

(The answers to the following questions
will be found on page 72. Warning:
No prize will be given.)

Our artist foresees an unpleasant possibility.
Selectivity will be one of the
essentials of the receiver ot the future.

Unless our sets are selective the answer
is, No.
As each new regional station
comes along we find ourselves in a worse
plight than the clamorous gentleman in
the restaurant, who, after all, is not
obliged to consume everything on the
menu. In 1928 the luckless listener with
an unselective receiver may be glad to
avail himself of his sole remaining privilege—the privilege of being able to switch
off.
E. C. T.

SERVICE.
CORRESPONDENCE.

1928.
"Waitress! Waitress! Good Heavens,
is there nobody serving at this table? "
Most of us have met the man who waits.
We feel sorry for him. The poor fellow
is hungry. See how he chews his nails.
"Miss.! Drat the girl, she's gone
again ! And they call this service!
Funeral service, perhaps."
See bow he drums his fingers impatiently on the marble table.
The sight
moves us
Is a member of the British
public to be neglected thus?
Where is
the waitress?
"Miss! Miss ! Ah, at last! I've been
waiting twenty minutes."
" Sorry, Sir; what would you like?"
" M—m, now let me see. Yes—er—let
me see. What shall I have? I—I really
don't know what to have."
*

*

*

*

*

*

It would be wrong to draw too close a
parallel, but isn't it a fact that some of
us may have points in common with the
gentleman in the tea-shop?
25

at one fell swoop with the opening of
5GB the B.B.C. have snatched away
from them the pleasure they have enjoyed since the Birmingham station was
opened.
I foresee a great reduction in
licence holders in the Birmingham area
in the near future unless the B.B.C. can
devise some method by which these justly
angered listeners can be satisfied and
appeased.
V. C. B.
Birmingham, 27/8/V.
0000

WHAT DO YOU KNOW?

1. If a listener is told something he
knew already, of what is he generally
reminded ?
2. Why
does
the announcer
say:
"Copyright reserved"?
3. Why is the news bulletin specially
valuable .f
or schools?
4. What do the letters "B.B.C." stand
for?
5. State one of the benefits accruing
from increasing the number of broadcast
talks.
6. Why do listeners prefer talks to
music?
7. How do we know when a broadcast
variety turn is a good one?
8. If we fail to hear applause from the
studio audience, what circumstance is
indicated?
9. Who said (a) " Oh, blow !" or
words to that effect; (b) " That's the
stuff to give 'em "?
10. What is worse than shorting the
H.T. battery?

71

To the Wireless League.
Sirs,—While the B.B.C. tell us that the
alternative programme sent out by 5GB
has been received with enthusiastic welcome by those listeners fortunate enough
to receive it, the hundreds of poor crystal
users in the Birmingham area have useless sets.
It is no satisfaction to them
to know that their brethren in other
parts of the country endowed with two-,
three-, and four-valve sets cannot only
conspire to receive their programmes, but
by the change have been able to add to
their enjoyment by an alternative musical
diet.
We are told by the B.B.C. that
our remedy is a better, or an outside,
aerial system.
This may provide a
remedy in some cases, but not in all.
Many scores of crystal users in this area
have to put up an inside aerial because,
perforce, they have no space in which
to erect one outside.
Up to now with
this inside aerial they have been able to
receive the Birmingham programmes, hilt

To the Wireless League.
Sirs,—Why is it that the B.B.C. have
in their reshuffle of wavelengths again
allocated to Bournemouth one of 326
metres.
The thousands of letters the
Corporation must have received, when we
previously suffered 326 metres, complaining of Morse interruption should surely
have convinced them of the mistake it is
to allot such a length to a coast area.
Scores of us here have since the opening
of 5GB received little else through the
local station than dah-de-dah, until we
cut out in disgust.
As an alternative
5GB is no good to most of us.
We
cannot all afford the initial cost of a
three-valve set, to say nothing of the
maintenance thereof—and nothing leas
than three valves is much good in
Bournemouth for getting 5GB.
If the
326 metre wavelength is intended to be
permanently attached to Bournemouth I
shall seriously consider scrapping my
wireless set as useless and invest my
spare cash in renewing the gramophone
records which one can listen to without
the poisonous accompaniment of dah-dedah.
" FARKSTONL"
26/8/27.
0000

Extracts from Correspondence.
". . . Why can we not have readings
from selected passages of the multiplication table? These would be quite as inspiring as many of the present poetry
excerpts. Why do the readers of poetry
almost invariably speak in a dreamy
monotone?"
E. A. Y. (Altrincham).
0000
" . . A brass band in the studio
strikes me as an anomaly. Who would
listen to such a combination of outdoor
instruments in a room no bigger than the
studio?
By all means let the B.B.C.
give us brass band performances, but let
them be outdoors.
I notice that brass
generally swamps the-microphone."
K. B. (Chesham).
0000
" . . The B.B.C. seems to incline
towards the view that the only alternative to a religious service on Sunday
evening is another religious service, se
that we have 2L0 and 5GB dispensing
religion simultaneously. Why can't one
of these stations give us a good classical
concert? " V. K. H. (Walthamstow).
0 000
" ...Please let me say how I appre•
ciste the really excellent programme notes
of 0.H. If the B.B.C. and the artistes
received
a little
more
constructive
criticism of this sort we should get
nearer to the millennium of ideal programmes."
C. T. (Cheadle).
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BRANCHES.

Local News and Reports.
Derby.

Ipswich.

The local Hon. Secretary of the Wireless League
(Mr.
Alan R. Barnett,
A.I.S.A., Mickleover, Derby) has consented to organise a scheme for supplying
a wireless set complete in the homes of
all registered blind persons in Derby and
Derbyshire and to maintain the set free
of all charge. The High Sheriff of Derbyshire (Capt. H. Fitzherbert Wright) has
promulgated the idea through the Derbyshire Association for the Blind and an
attractive feature is a Monster Donation
Draw, the first prize of which is a 1927
Morris-Oxford car which has been kindly
presented anonymously. Tickets are sixpence each, or five shillings per book of
eleven tickets, and can be obtained from
the Hon. Secretary at the address given
above. Such a good cause will need little
recommendation to all members.

The Local Committee are anxious to
make the coming season a successful one
and invite all members to lend a hand to
increase the membership. The Committee
also contemplate running some social
events with a view to providing some
charity in the town with a wireless installation. Will all who are interested
please communicate with the local Hon."
Secretary, Mr. L. H. Woodward, 28,
Withipoll Street, Ipswich.
Liverpool.
It is hoped that within the next fortnight the Liverpool Branch of the League
will be fully organised as an active body.
A committee is being formed and a meeting will be held at, the earliest opportunity
to discuss arrangements for the present
radio season. No doubt a large number
of Liverpool listeners will avail themselves
of the opportunity of coming to the
lectures, etc., which it is intended to
provide. The Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. F.
Jones, 3, Perth Street, Liverpool will be
pleased to supply full particulars to anyone interested in the activities of the
League.

Western Area.
A meeting of the Western Area Committee was held at Taunton on Saturday,
July 30th.
There was a representative
gathering and some important business
transpired.
The following were elected
as delegates to the General Council:
H. Munro Nelson, Esq., Bristol; A. S.
Balshaw, Esq., Taunton; W. S. Trevena,
Esq., Redruth; and W. O. Coate, Esq.,
Bridgwater. The Western Area is anxious
to form new branches, especially in
Weston-super-Mare, Exeter, and Bath.
The Secretary would be pleased to hear
from those willing to assist in this project. Hon. Secretary, W. O. Coate, The
Elms, Wembdon, Bridgwater.

Stratford-on-Avon.
The energetic secretary of this branch,
Mr. J. W. Timms (9, Park Road), is drawing attention to the recent bad thunderstorms in the district and the fact that a
local aerial was struck os illustrating
one of the advantages of joining the
League and benefiting by the free insurance.
Mr. Timms is receiving very
satisfactory support in his campaign—not

MEMBERSHIP

AND

RENEWAL

only from the elements—and hopes to add
substantially to his membership roll.
Bicester.
It is hoped that soon a branch of the
League will be formed here.
Meantime
we would draw the attention of members
to the fact that Mr. Fred Smith (of 1,
Bath Terrace), the Hon. Secretary of the
local Radio Club, would be happy to
render them advice on wireless matters.
It may be of interest to quote front a recent letter received from 3Ir. Smith:
"Give us some good hotel bands and
some light music on Saturday mid-day.
This is the one day in the week when we
can lounge comfortably in an armchair
and thoroughly enjoy wireless, with no
thought of returning to work to worry
us." [Note.—The B.B.C. are now giving
transmissions on Saturday mornings as
on other week-days.—En.]

....... •
••........
WHAT DO YOU KNOW?
ANSWERS.
1. Second General News Bulletin.
2. So that the news can be saved up
for the next bulletin.
3. Because it gives the little ones a
chance to work up their ancient history.
4. Better Be Contented.
5. The saving of accumulator "juice."
6. They don't.
7. By the applause of the studio
audience.
8. Either (a) our set needs an overhaul; or (1) we're deaf.
9. (a) A non-member of the W.L.
whose aerial was struck by lightning;
(h) the man who bought goods from a
W.L. registered trader.
10. Omitting to join the Wireless
League.

FORM.

To be filled in by readers who wish to become members of the League, or to renew their membership for a further
eighteen months.
To the Secretary, The Wirelesq League, Chandoe House,
Palmer Street. Victoria Street, .5'. W.1.

19

*enrol me as a member

Please
renew sly ntembership of the Wireless League.
I enclose P.O. for Thrge Shillinget,t which entitles me to
membership with all the privilege, and rights as enumerated in the constitution of the League. including FREE Insurance, Fret,
Legal Advice, and Free Technical Advice, for the eighteen months ending 30th September, 1928.
•Croce out Line not required.
tSeep the Counterfoil of your Portal Order.
WRITE IN
CAPITAL
LETTERS.

Name (in full)
(State whether Mr., Jim, or Jam)
Address

My Membership No. is
WM* is only applicable in the case of reiteralra

Please enclose stamped addressed en velope.

"The Wireless World" devotee four pages in the first issue of each month to League Notes and News.

•

•
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RADIO BATTERIES
Give Your Set a Chance to Show What it Really
Can do by
Installing
One of
These
Batteries.
They Possess a World-Wide Reputation for Efficiency.

SMALL CAPACITY TYPE
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A complete range
Cat. No. 829. 60 Volt..
12 6.
of sizes up to 120 volts is available.

LARGE CAPACITY TYPE
for sets
using a
Power
Valve.

1113.1 size 18 volts
R.B.2 size 36 volts
LB .3 size 72 volts
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Cat. No IWt.
50 volts, 2 5 -

Ask your DEALER for further parii, alars or write for a copy of our new Catalogue No. 650.
Pay us avisit at our Stand No. 150, National Radio Exhibition, OLYMPIA, Soot. 24— Oct.1, where there will be much to interest you.
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Groot
-the eminent Violinist&Musical
Director testees to the merits afilie

eiw osigain
valve.

with thalateilameut
Sold by all
Wireless
Dealers.
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Co.,

Ltd.,

Magna Ho.sr, Kingstray, London,
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RADIO
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HE fixed condenser is one

STAND
1

th e ch eapest componentS
in your Wireless receiver.
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That is why the
country's leading radio
tec hnicians consistently use
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0009, 2
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Advt. Ielegraph Condens,P CO., Ltd., Wales Farm Rd., N. Acton,
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10,000-volt supply for the power amplifier is provided by a three-phase ha:f
rectifier.

Broadcasting the St. Leger.
To-day's running commentary on the
St. Leger will be relayed from Doncaster to 2L0 and 5XX.
The commentators will be Mr. Geoffrey Gilbey
and Mr. Q. Gilbey.
The former will
be remembered by listeners for his commentary on the Derby last June.
00

0000

00

B.B.C. at the Exhibition.
Last year's display of the B.B.C. at
the
National Radio
Exhibition
was
generally voted a success.
Separated
from the mysteries of broadcasting by
a mere pane of glass, we saw uncles,
aunts, and other artists in the very act
Gf
disporting themselves
before the
microphone.
The sight was inspiring,
and we returned to our receivers filled
with new confidence.
The same can
hardly be said of the Corporation's show
at the Ideal Home Exhibition last
March. Here the show-case element predominated without the showmanship,
and the general public failed to " bite."
0000

Changed Tactics.
This time something more exciting is
promised.
Mr. J. C. Clarke, who is
organising the B.B.C. exhibit at the
National Radio Exhibition, tells me that
the big effort this year is to capture the
casual visitor, and to this end several
novelties will be staged.
It is felt,
however, that even the tyro in broadcasting matters has a fair notion ot what
goes on in the studio, and for this reason
it is considered unnecessary to install a
full-size studio in use.

QUARTERS.

By Our Special Correspondent.

St. Leger Broadcast.—B.B.C.
at the Show.—Capturing the
"Casual."—Birmingham and
5GB.—A New Disease.
Low Power Modulation.
The other transmitter which will be
on view is a Standard Telephone and
Cables instrument with a Geneva rating
of 5kW.
The circuit is different from
that in the Marconi set.
H.F. magnification is adopted, i.e., modulation is
carried out at low power (as at 5GB),
and the modulated carrier wave is then
amplified by successive power stages.
The transmitter comprises six units, viz.,
A.C. power unit, D.C. power unit, oscillator-modulator, rectifier, power amplifier. and the tuner.
The power supply is obtained direct
from a 1,600-volt generator, while the

Some Side-shows.
Besides the transmitters, we shall have
an opportunity of inspecting a large-size
model of the London control room complete with its amplifiers, " S.B." board,
corrector desk, and checking receivers.
And last, but not least, there will be the
special section designed to titillate the
visitor who possesses a thirst for statistics and for information as to the way
the staff spends its time at Savoy Hill.
0000

Novelties.
A number of intriguing devices will
acquaint the visitor with, among other
things, the growth in the number of
licences from 1923 to 1927, the mechanism
of the " S.B." network, the sequence of
events in a boat race broadcast, and
other details well worth a little study.
I understand that the B.B.C. show will
occupy the whole of the gallery on the
north side of the hall.
0000

Birmingham and 5GB.
It is still rather early for a conclusive discussion on the merits of 5GB.
Praise of the transmissions has corne
from unexpected auarters. while protests

0000

Transmitters on View.
To Wireless World readers the most
interesting exhibits will be the two
transmitters.
One is a " Q " type telephony set designed and constructed by
the Marconi Company.
It is rated as a
6kW. transmitter with a Geneva rating
(i.e., power in the aerial) of lkW
The
instrument itself consists of four panels,
viz., the rectifier, drive, oscillator, and
modulator.
A motor alternator, which
is driven from the mains, supplies the
main step-up transformer with a singlephase power at 500 volts and a frequency of 300 cycles.
This voltage is
stepped up by the transformers to about
10,000 and passed on to the rectifier
panel, where full wave rectification takes
place.
Ordinary choke control modulation is employed.
13 29

THE WIRELESS HOTEL.
Every room in the Hotel Statler, Boston, U.S.A., is
provided with a wireless point so that guests have broadcast programmes " on tap."
This picture shows the ballroom stage, which is permanently equipped with valve
amplifiers. Note the loud-speakers.
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have arrived, not unexpectedly, from Birmingham, which has lost its local station.
On enquiry at Savoy Hill I was informed that the B.B.C. are still conducting tests on the signal strength of
5GB at varying distances, so that all
reports received at headquarters are welcomed.
0000

What Reports Show.
The reports already received indicate
that 5GB is not received so strongly in
certain directions as in others. Listeners
who compare the strength of 5GB with
that of 5XX should- remember,
of
course, the different characteristics of
the
long and
medium
wavelengths.
Generally speaking, in most directions
5GB is slightly stronger than 5XX up
to distances of seventy miles from the
transmitter.
Thereafter, owing to the
more rapid attenuation effect on the
medium as compared with the long wave,
5XX asserts its superiority.
0000
Have You Got the Disease P
The newest disease (and there are so
many to choose from in this enlightened
age) is in need of a name.
I suggest
Daventritis.
Persons most susceptible to the complaint are those in possession of valve
sets. The period of onset is marked by
a feverish desire to hear what 5GB is
doing, or, if the victim is listening to
5GB, what 2L0 is doing.
The course
of the disease is rapid. In a very short
time the victim is unable to concentrate
on either station for more than a minute,
in case he should be missing something
from the other. An awkward complication frequently accompanying the malady
is swollen wrist, due to the continual
operation of the condenser dial.
A friend of mine spends his evening
oscillating between 2L0 and 5GB at
nearly audio frequency. What will happen to the poor wretch when the other
five regional stations begin?
0000
"Madame Butterfly."
On September 15th Puccini's opera,
"Madame Butterfly," will be heard by
listeners to 5GB.
The Wireless Symphony Orchestra will be conducted by
Percy Pitt, while Miriam Licette will
play the name part, with Dorothy Helmrich as Zuyuki, Vivienne Chatterton as
Kate Pinkerton, Parry Jones as Lieut.
B.
F. Pinkerton,
Dennis Noble as
Sharples, Sydney Russell as Goro, Bernard Ross as Prince Yaznadon and The
Bonze.
The Wireless Chorus will be
under the direction of Stanford Robinson.
0000
Talks for Schools.
The B.B.C. has just issued the Programme and Syllabus of Transmissions
to Schools.
The Syllabus covers the
transmissions from all stationa for the
Christmas Term, September 23rd to December 16th, 1927, and' gives a provisional programme
for
the
coming
school year.
An effort is being made
to adapt the lessons still more to the
special needs of the medium, and to
effect
a closer
co-operation
between

t
--FUTURE FEATURES.
London & Daventry (5XX).
SEPTEM BER 11TH.—Military Band
and Vocal Concert.
SEPTEMBER 12/71. — Opening Performance of Pavlova Ballet
Season, "Don Quixote."
SEPTEMBER 13TH.—Emilio Colombo's
Orchestra.
SEPTEMBER 14TH. —B.B.C. Promenade Concert, relayed from the
Queen's Hall, London.
SEPTEMBER 15Tu.—" Early Birds,"
a sketch in one act by Roland
Pertwee.
SEPTEMBER 16TH.—" Madame Butterfly," a Japanese tragedy,
•music by Puccini.
SEPTEMBER
17TH.—Variety
Programme.
Daventry (5GB), experimental.
SEPTEMBER
11TH. — Gems
of
Oratorio.
SEPTEMBER
12nr.—Worcestershire
Concert.
SEPTEMBER 13TH. —B. B. C. Promenade Concert, relayed from the
Queen's Hall, London.
SEPTEM BER
14TH. —" Ranee,"
a
musical comedy.
SEPTEMBER 15TH. —" Madame Butterfly," a Japanese tragedy,
music by Puccini.
SEPTEMBER 16TH. —" Captain Cook
and the Widow," a comedy by
Stuart Ready.
SEPTEMBER 17m.—Light Orchestral
Concert.
Bournemouth.
SEPTEMBER 12111.—A Shakespearean
Programme,
SEPTEMBER 17m—Concert Party.
Cardiff.
SEPTEMBER 15TH. —B.B.C. Promenade Concert, relayed from the
Queen's Hall, London.
SEPTEMBER
17TH. — The
Blacksmith's Programme, by aBlacksmith.
Manchester,
SEPTEMBER 1.2TH —B.B.C. Promenade Concert, relayed from the
Queen's Hall, London.
SEPIEM BEA 17TR. —" Highways and
Byways," a Ramblers' Programme.
Newcastle.
SEPTEMBER 14TH.—" X-Q, a Night
of the Trojan War," a play in
one act by John Drinkwater,
Glasgow.
SEPTEMBER
13TH. — Band
Programme. "A Trip to the Isle
of Man."
SEPTEMBER
15TH. — " Heroes
and
Heroines,"
a musical
programme.
Aberdeen.
SEPTEMBER 15TH.—B.B.C. Promenade Concert, relayed from the
Queen's Hall, London.
SEPTEMBER
16TH. —Gaelic
Songs
sung by Mary Orr.
Belfast.
SEPTEMBER 13TH. —A Musical Crossword.

SEPTEMBER 7th, 1927.
school teaçhers and their colleagues at
the microphone.
Among the well-known names in the
Syllabus are those of
Sir Walford
Davies, Monsieur Stephan, and Professor
Noel Baker.
Six concerts, given to audiences of
L.C.C. school children in various district halls, will be broadcast, and, alternating with the concerts, six plays by a
representative company of
Old
Vie
players.
0000

At the "Proms."
There is only one opinbn, at the
moment, regarding the success of the
Promenade Concerts. The success is immense.
Every night sees eager crowds
at Langharn Place, whether the programme be Wagner, Beethoven, or a
bit of
everything.
Attendances on
" slack " nights are 25 per cent, greater
than in the best nights in 1926.
There must be something in this broadcasting which everybody talks about with
such enthusiasm !
0 0 00

"Proms" to Listen For.
Promenade concerts to be broadcast
from the Queen's Hall in the near future
include:
September
2nd:
London,
Newcastle, Aberdeen, Belfast, Dundee,
Edinburgh, Hull, Leeds-Bradford, Liverpool, Nottingham, Plymouth, and Sheffield.
September 3rd : Glasgow.
September 5th : Manchester.
September
6th : Daventry experimental
station,
Bournemouth, Glasgow, and Leeds-Bradford.
September 7th: Sheffield.
September 8th : London, Newcastle, Belfast, Dundee, Edinburgh, Hull, Nottingham,
Plymou...,
and
Stoke-on-Trent.
September 9th : Daventry experimental
station,
Bournemouth, Cardiff,
Aberdeen, Liverpool, and Swansea.
0000

Myra Hess.
Myra Hess will give her second pianoforte recital from 2L0 on September
12th, when she will play items by Schumann and Chopin.
0000

Broadcasting the League of Nations.
The
proceedings
of
the
Eighth
Assembly of the League of Nations at
Geneva are being relayed daily by the
Ecole Supérieure Station. Paris
The
transmissions begin at 10 a.m. and 3
p.m.
Ecole Supérieure operates on a
wavelength of 447.8 metres.
0000
Harpsichord and Clavichord.
A lecture on old keyboard instruments
will be broadcast from 2L0 on September 14th by Philip B. James. Miss E.
Wilkinson will give illustrations on the
harpsichord and clavichord.
0000

A Henry Arthur Jones Play.
" The Liars," an original comedy in
four acts, by Henry Arthur Jones, will
be heard by listeners to London on September 21st.
330
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THE NEW SCREENED VALVE.
Circuit Calculations for Tuned Anode Coupling.
By N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc., M.I.E.E.
(Concluded from page 263 of previous issue.)

H

AVING discovered that the screened valve is no
aristocrat, but an ordinary being with a very small
capacity, a large magnification factor and high
resistance, we proceed to see what happens when it is used
in conjunction with our old and familiar friend the tuned
anode. The equivalent simple circuit of a tuned anode
in which we neglect feed back is shown in Fig. 9. Here
we have a fictitious alternator in series with the A.C.
internal valve resistance and the tuned anode or induct-

have a drop of onl y 7 per cent. arising from an increase
in coil resistance of 900 per cent.
TABLE I.
Loss in
Coil resistance.
Possible magnification.
magnification.
R ohms.
(Per cent.)
3
96
7per cent.
9
89
Inductance= 25o microhenries. Capacity =15o NIP'.
D.E.3 valve.
Wavelength= 361 metres.

ance-condenser circuit.
In practice we want to get the voltage across the LC
circuit as l
arge as possible.
Now when the LC circuit is
tuned to resonance it can be
replaced by a dynamic resistance (where there is an
A.C. but not a D.C. voltage
drop) whose value is given by

This can be explained by the aid of Fi g. Ir.
The
circuit of Fig. 9can be regarded as equivalent to atuned
LC circuit. with a resistance
across the condenser equal to
the internal resistance of the
valve.
This may perhaps
be clearer if we imagine the
alternator in Fig. 9 to stop
ze
suddenly.
The LC circuit
cs Fr)
ulta
inductance
. will still oscillate, but the
capacity xresistance of coil
internal valve resistance is
pig. 11.—Illustrating
the
damping action of the valve
FICTITIOUS
Thus if the major part of
connected across it and acts
on the tuned circuit.
ALTERNATOR
the alternator voltage is to be
as a leak on condenser C,
expended on the tuned cirwhich causes the oscillation to die away (Figs. 9 and II).
cuit, its dynamic resistance
If the valve resistance were zero the condenser would be
Fig. v.—Simplifled equivashould
be
large.
This
short-circuited. In practice, where the resistance 4 not
lent circuit of tuned anode
with
screened
or
threemeans a large coil inductzero the condenser is partially short-circuited, and it must
electrode valve.
ance and a small coil resistbe evident that the larger the valve resistance the less
ance. The reader will immediately say that he wants a current will pass through it, and the smaller will be the
`• low-loss " coil, and we shall see very soon whether his
short circuiting or leak action on the condenser. Thus
conclusion is justified.
the damping of the tuned circuit gets less as the valve
If we use a low-loss coil having an inductance of 250
resistance gets bigger.
Now a resistance of 22,000 ohms
microhenries and a resistance of 3 ohms on the wave(three-electrode valve) is a far greater drain on the conlength of 2L0 we find that its dynamic resistance is
denser than one of 1.2 x to' ohms, which we get with a
about 5.5 x 10 3 ohms, which is about twice the valve
screened valve.
Thus the virtue of a low-loss coil is
resistance with a grid bias of —0.5 volts. The amplifiswamped by the vice of the low-resistance three-electrode
cation from the tuned anode with this coil is about 58.
valve. A screened valve, on the other hand, is not so
For stability at 361 metres this amplification is rather
greedy, and therefore exerts less damping, because it
)

on the high side.
If now we use a coil with 9 ohms
drains away less current from
the if
condenser.
less
the valve Nevertheresistance
resistance the amplification
is less than the dynamic reis
about
42,
which
is
sistance of the tuned circuit
perhaps slightly too high, but
the gain in using low -loss
more nearly the thing for
coils with a screened valve
stability. Although the coil
is hardly worth the extra
resistance has been increased
cost (apart from the possi 200 per cent. the magnificability of oscillation due to
tion has only been reduced
feed back by virtue of low
30 per cent. As a contrast
damping).
to this we can take a D.E.3
In an actual receiver we
three-electrode valve with an
we have to cope with addi internal resistance of only
tional
damping
due
to
22,000 ohms.
The possible
dielectric losses in neigh magnifications for coil resistbouring
insulators.
The
Fig. io.—Showing connection of tuned anode ssith screened salve
ances of 3 and 9 ohms are
V,. S is the screen. G the control grid. Cr the coupling condenser.
damping is increased if the
R, grid leak, C., grid-filament capacity.
given in Table i. ,Here we
13
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grid leak to the next valve
is too low because it is
virtually across the coil. In
this case the grid leak is in
parallel with the valve resistance. Where the following valve is a grid leak
detector the damping is still
greater, though as an off-set
this damping makes
for
stable operation.
Stability of Operation.

Since the inter-electrode
capacity is not zero it is
clear that• some feed back
must
occur.
Thus
the
amplification obtained consists of two components (t)
that obtained from the valve
when considered to have zero
Fig. 13.—Receiving circuit for examining the properties of the screened valve.
V .» screened
valve (amplifier); Ve« D.E.» (detector); Va
B.11 power valve.
capacity—no feed back, and
(2) the extra amplification due to the feed back. If the
stations.
If the reader has digested the preceding
magnification for stability at acertain frequency were 30,
remarks on the damping introduced into the tuned
the actual magnification would be 30 times a factor
circuit by the valve he will have no difficulty in seeing the
depending on the feed back. The factor would obviously
selectivity side of the problem.
We saw quite definitely
exceed unity.
For stability its value is limited, but
that a low-resistance valve causes heavy damping, and it
depends on the frequency.
As this increases (shorter
follows, therefore, that it is accompanied by poor selecwavelengths) the impedance of the valve capacity
tivity. To illustrate this point more intimately reference
decreases, so that the current flowing from the anode to
should be made to Fig. 12. 1 Here we have the tuning
the grid circuit increases. This means augmented feed
curve for two neutrodyned three-electrode valves. of
back.
To keep the feed back within limits the valve
22,000 ohms (D.E.3) and 50,000 (D.E.3B) resistance
magnification must be reduced by decreasing the dynamic
respectively.
Although the D. E.3B gives more selecof the tuned circuit in some manner.
Moreover, •for
tivity than the D.E.3, it is far from that of the coil and
stability the valve magnification must decrease as the
condenser alone. The screened valve with which we are
frequency rises.
now concerned has a much higher internal resistance, and
it therefore gives selectivity by virtue of smaller damping.
Selectivity with Tuned Anode.
The curve for this valve would be between the D.E.3B
This is an important issue which appeals directly to
and the full-line curve. With an infinite internal resistthose who live some distance from the main broadcasting
ance the full-line curve would be obtained, for the damping would be due to the LC circuit alone.
Thus selectivity is enhanced by increasing
c
the internal resistance, and this can be
acco.
,mplished in a screened valve by
)
increasing the grid bias. Care must he
...,
-,....
..., ....--- ....--exercised not to mar the selectivity by the
...
-...
use
of low-resistance grid leaks, as already
•..
1
.
,....
4......
explained.
...
I

,....'
..."'

"--

LY

s.,

CO L AND
CONDENSER ON

..
•

-..

`.._,

4
367 METRES

1

Fig. 12. — Selectivity curves of a tuned anode with and without valve damping.

Tuned Anode Experiment.

Perhaps a simple experiment in reception with a tuned anode and screened
valve may be of interest.
The circuit is
shown in. Fig. 13.
Here we have an
aerial coupled to a tuned circuit connected to the grid and filament of a
screened valve V,. In the anode circuit
of the valve we have another tuned circuit, and both grid and anode circuits
IReproduced
from Fig.
10b, p.
551,
Experimental
W irele 48,
September,
1926,
"The Amplification and Selectivity of the
Neutralised Tuned Anode Circuit."
IS 32
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can be considered to be connected across the condenser,
i.e., a leak. The smaller the resistance the greater is
its short-circuiting action on the condenser and the greater
the damping. Thus the tuning would be flatter with
a low- than with a high-resistance valve. Moreover, the
selectivity with ascreened valve of 1.2 X ro 2 ohms internal
resistance will be greater than that with a three-electrode
valve (neutrodyned, of course), say a D.E.5B of 3x 10 4
ohms resistance. The screened valve obviously scores
where selectivity is concerned:
7. Owing to the necessity to preserve stability, and to
the damping exercised by the valve, it is not essential to
use low-loss coils in the broadcasting band of wavelengths.
For example, a coil having an inductance of
250 microhenries and a resistance of 3 ohms at 2LO's
wavelength would be unnecessary. The extra resistance put into the coil due to the valve is 16.8 ohms, or
more than five times that of the coi1. 2
8. -The magnification factor of the screened valve is
not infinite.
It has a perfectly definite value depending
upon the anode and grid voltages. It is much higher
than that of the usual three-electrode valves because its
internal resistance is higher. For example, the valve
tested has an m value of 70 when the grid bias is zero
and 120 when the grid bias is -3.5 volts.
For tuned
anode circuits at frequencies of about r,000,000 (300
metres), these values cannot be realised owing to the necessity for lower magnification to maintain stability. The
maximum step-up per stage depends upon the resistance
of the tuned grid circuit and that of the tuned anode.
It is in the neighbourhood of 40 at 2LO's wavelength.
For longer waves the stable magnification increases, but
for shorter waves it decreases.
9. The mutual conductance or change in anode current
per volt change on the control grid is of the same ordet
Summary.
in a screened valve as in a three-electrode valve. The
In view of the novelty of the subject and of the fact
magnification factor of both types of valve is the product
that screened valves are certain to attract widespread
of mutual conductance and internal resistance. For inattention among wireless amateurs, it is well to crystalise
stance, at zero grid volts the mutual conductance is
the salient features of this article.
5.8 x ro -4 amperes per volt, whilst the internal resistance
r. Owing to the extremely small electrostatic capacity
is r.2 x ros ohms. The product is 5.8 x 12, and this is
between the anode and control grid of a screened valve
70, the magnification factor.
the tendency to self-oscillation due to energy being fed
zo. Both internal resistance and mutual conductance
back through the valve circuit is reduced to a relatively
vary
with the grid and anode voltages. As the grid bias
small amount.
increases so also does the internal resistance, whilst the
2. By virtue of this small capacity the stable highmutual conductance decreases. The product, however,
frequency amplification per stage is much greater than
increases up to a point.
that with an unneutrodvned three-electrode valve.
r1. If the grid bias were - 3.5 and the voltage swing
3. Because the amplification is stable does not mean
on
the grid were from - 2.5 to -4.5, distortion would
that there is no feed back. In general there will be a
ensue because the magnification on each side of the -3.5
small amount of feed back, but if the equivalent
volt bias would be different. This would introduce addiresistances of the tuned circuits in the valve circuit are
tional frequencies, but in the case of atuned anode these
not too low oscillation will not occur. The magnificawould hardly be likely to occur because the grid swing
tion is that due to the valve per se, together with that
would be much less than 2 volts, and the grid bias would
due to feed back.
more
usually be about - 1.5 volts.
There is no doubt that
4. It is essential to take every precaution not to add
distortion would occur in the L.F. part of an amplifier.
capacity to the anode-grid circuit by improper wiring.
12. At a certain point on the characteristic, when the
Also, to carefully screen succeeding tuned circuits to
anode voltage is less than that on the screen, the curve
avoid electromagnetic and stray capacity coupling.
slopes downwards. The screened valve may over the
5. The internal resistance of ascreened valve is greater
downward sloping portion be considered to have a negathan that of a three-electrode valve.
For example, the
valve tested at zero grid volts had a resistance of 120,000
2 There is, of course, a gain with low-loss coils, but it is not
ohms, which is about four times that of a D.E.5B.
in proportion to the reduction in resistance (see Table 1).
6 When a tuned circuit is used the valve resistance

The New Screened Valve.—
have low-loss coils. The valve was operated with a grid
bias of - I.° volts, screen volts of +7o, and anode volts
120.
There was a good deal of latitude for the screen
and anode volts; for example, the screen could be altered
15 or more volts each side of 70, and the anode could
be varied from roo to 250 or more. -The anode volts
should always exceed the screen volts.
The screened
valve was resistance-capacity coupled to a D.E.5B anode
bend detector with ro 2 ohms in its output and an H.T.
voltage of 200 (D.C. mains). This again was resistancecapacity coupled to aB.ii valve with agrid bias of - 27
having a loud-speaker output. At a distance of several
miles from 2L0 the aerial circuit—aerial about ro feet
high—could not be tuned without blasting, i.e., signals
were too strong. If the grid and anode circuits were
brought to tune simultaneously, self-oscillation occurred.
This was prevented by inserting a-resistance in one or
both of the tuned circuits, and even then the tuning was
sensibly sharp. Actually the resistances were only used
for trial, because oscillation could be stopped by
putting the grid circuit off tune or increasing bias.
The tuned anode was then quite selective.
The
quality on normal loud-speaker signals was good.
It should be pointed out that no precautions were
taken to reduce the capacity and other couplings
to a minimum, and had this been done doubtless
the stability margin would have been increased.
As a
matter of curiosity an unneutrodyned D.E.8 H.F. valve
was inserted instead of the screened valve.
This was
accompanied by the usual squeal indicating instability,
and would not be tied down in any wa) except that of
adjusting to a relatively very subdued amplification.

B
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The New Screened Valve.—
tive resistance (dynamic).

If the anode voltage

is set

about midway on this downward slope and a tuned circuit connected in series, oscillation will occur provided
the equivalent dynamic resistance of the tuned circuit at
resonance is arithmetically less than the negative resistance.
ANALYTICAL APPENDIX.
There are doubtless a number of readers who desire to know
how the various statements nade in this article are substantiated by theory, and it is the purpose of this appendix to
outline broadly some of the points raised in connection with the
valve and tuned anode.
The equivalent circuit of a
three-electrode
valve
or
a
screened valve (assuming its
internal resistance and mutual
conductance to be constant) are
identical. The circuit is shown
in Fig. 14. The voltage of the
alternator is mv„= g„,,,.• This
formula can be deduced as follows : when Z is removed the
alternator will bé in series with
p.
Thus the anode current

-

Fig. 14.—Egulvalent circuit
of screened valve. The D.C.
resistance of the load or impedance Z is small, so that
there Is no appreciable drop
in the D.C. volts, i.e., the
D.C. voltage on the valve is
sensibly that of the H.T.
battery.

This gives

1
,, = gv,,

so

SEPTEMBER 7111,

ctimpared %\ith unity.

v, =gede,
= gZr,
=mutual conductance x anode
impedance x grid awing,
or magnification=mutual conductance ximpedance.
In practice it will be found in many cases that p is smaller

that

n

or

a.=pg

ner,

=

Volts
Pen
•
Total impedance
(pi -I- itraLeje
Dividing above and below by p we get
i.=

than Z, so that the term 2 1fl muet be retained.

Le)*

But the voltage on the inductance t',

gee
= ,1:(P-Fr) t +
where

r is

the resistive and P the reactive components of Z and
r
a

[(p+
-I=infinity, p in the term (p+r)' can be neg-

But if Z.(rS+pi)!
lected.

gpr,fra -4- Pill

i„Z —

Hence we get i
L
?

and this is the maximum pos-

sible magnification, and is, therefore, the amplification factor
of the valve per se.
Coming now to the tuned anode, it is easy to show that at
resonance the combination behaves as a dynamic resistance
(there is no D.C. drop)
L
Fr:

co 1I. 4

where L is the coil inductance of A.C. resistance r tuned by
a condenser C.
Applying the above analysis, we get anode current
alternator volts
o
2P
-1 - and the volts on R (the tuned
f
"= total resistance — p-FR'
anode)

i„R-=

gar,
+R
p

m

p+R

ce

an

expression

which

i
s

identical with that for the magnification obtained with resistance
coupling in a three-electrode valve circuit.
The actual magnification is

Now, with L= 250 11 ff,r= 3 ohms, C = 150p /IF,
R=5.5 x10'.

the value of

Taking p=1.2 x10 3 ohms we get

p+R 61
From Fig. 8 we find g=3.8 X 10 -4 ,so that ni= gp= 5.8 X .10 -4 X
1.2 x 10 -4 =70.
Thus the actual magnification is 70 x0.8=56.
Making the

te.U., or

gcor.r,
(i + cia 4L4\i' •
1fp is large compared with oil, the fraction

Thus the

m

r
e°
(1 +

Thus

magnification will be reducecrcompared with its value when p
is infinite. It is easy to show that when p is finite the maximum possible amplification with an infinite impedance Z has
a finite value gp. It is assumed, of course, that the D.C. ohmic
resistance of Z is email enough to cause an inappreciable drop
in anode voltage.
Then

Now, by definition the mutual
conductance

where m=gp=the magnification factor of the valve per se.
Taking the load as an inductance L, we have its impedance as
Thus the alternator will supply current

z9.27.

is negligible

coil resistance 9 ohms gives li=js x 103 ohms " d
_
— 0.
6.
P-FR
The actual magnification ja 0.6x 70=42—a value which makes
more for stability than that with the low-loss coil.

Danish Amateur Transmitters.
The first society for Danish amateur
transmitters came into being on August
15th under the title of
Eksperimenterende Danske Radio Amatorer."
The
president is Prof. P. 0. Pedersen, the
eminent Danish scientist and Director of
the Copenhagen Polytechnic. The executive committee consists of the following
well-known Danish wireless amateurs :—
G. Branislav (7ZM), R. Rafn (7EW), and
A. Christmas Eskildsen (7AX).
The
last-named is chairman of the Association.
We understand that information
concerning the activities of thé Society
will appear in the new Danish wireless
journal, " Radio Posten."

TRANSMITTERS' NOTES
AND QUERIES.

amateur transmitters on 23 and 45 metres.
Mr. Dolphin'a addiess is 53, Higham
Road, London, N.15.
0000
New Cail.signs and Stations Identified.
PEE

Reports Wanted.
Mr. J. Hartley (G 6JH), who has recently moved to 13, Springfield Road,
Gatley, Cheadle, Cheshire, will shortly
resume operations on 8 and 45 metres.
He will be glad to receive reports and
to collaborate with other experimenters.
0000
Mr. W. P. Dolphin (G 6DP) will be
glad to arrange schedules with any

2BRI
iSEE
2A17L
2AXL
2717
.b-V9
BINDS
ET7DD

Ralph H. Parker, Radio House, Wilson 12.1.,
Smethwick, Sta is.
David D. Marshall, 41, Kelvinside Gdns.,
Glasgow, NM.
H. S. Beckett, 118, Redmines Rd., Lodge
Moor, Sheffield. (Corrected address.)
J. Skidmore, Chevin Rd., Helper, Derby.
S.
Buckingham,
b3, Beaconsfield
Rd.,
London, Nil.
E. J. Pearcev, Collingwood, Pinner View,
Harrow, Middlesex. (Change of address.)
A. J. Delmar, 2, Champs, 48, Ghent.
F. De Saeddeler, 63, Avenue Lippens, Knocke,
Belgium.
S. Lieberrnann, Modulicera 9, Zagreb, YugoSlavia.
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THREE NEW LINES
CARBORUNDUM GRID LEAKS
AND ANODE RESISTANCES.
Something quite new in grid leaks and anode
resistances, offering unique advantages over
other types. Cannot break down, are absolutely
silent and non-microphonic, therefore eminently
suited for use in resistance capacity coupled
amplifiers.
In all standard values..Price each 26.

CARBORUNDUM RESISTANCE
CAPACITY COUPLING UNIT.
This unit combines all the advantages of Carborundum grid leaks and anode resistances.
The
components are mounted on alow-loss base, the
whole being of pleasing appearance.
Carefully
made and tested, this highly efficient coupling
unit is the one for your set.
Price each 86.
ALL THREE LINES, together with the now famous
CARBORUNDUM STABILISING DETECTOR UNIT,
will be displayed on our Stand, No. 125, at Olympia.
We shall be pleased to meet you.
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WORLD

1927

IMPROVED MODEL

H.T. ACCUMULATOR

CHOKE

BI- DUPLEX
WIRE-WOUND

Visit our

STAND No. 143
at the
NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION
Olympia Sept. 24—Oct. I.

UNIQUE
/.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ADVANTAGES.

Greater range of wavelength than any H.F. Choke on
the market.
Prevents those 'blind spots' so familiar with other H.F.
Chokes.
More uniform choking effect, in addition to wider
range of choking efficiency
Complete freedom from resonant peaks.
Greater amount of latitude in application, because, in
commencing its choking effect, it comes well through
the threshold line of oscillation.
For Horizontal or Vertical Mounting.
Price

THE

MARK

B E TT E R

RADIO

çWrleil?
Kingsway House, 103, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Alentwn

The

Wireless

The H.T.3 is fitted with a strong handle enabling it to be easily carried.
Used by most leading experimenters they have also been supplied to over
100 of London's Hospitals,

P

MODEL

SUPPLIED

Ili 3

5303.

NO FILLING
WITH ACID

NO CHARGING

Dimensions
xrX
High
Weigh? Charged 16441bs-Dryi.nlbs

SUPPLIED IN 30 e. 90 yours
H.T.4 - 3O VOLTS
- - 30 4 H.T.5 - 90 VOLTS
- - 90/Catalogue supplied on application.

ACTON.

Telephone Holborn

use

READY FOR

(60 VOLTS )

ALSO
MODEL
MODEL

9 6

OF

C.A V. H.T. Accumulators have improved radio reception for hundreds of
user; who have wisely scrapped their dry batteries. They will do the same
for you.
Inconsistent discharges, temperature effects, crackling noises with
reception, and constant regulation to correct voltage variations are all troubles
peculiar to dry batteries, but these are unknown to users of the C.A.V., H.T.

Teepl.one: Chiewick 9801
(Pritote &Inset Ezehonol.

LONDON, W.3.

World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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A Description of the Bombay Station.
By V. A. M. BULOW (Chief Engineer Indian Broadcasting Co., Ltd.).

/

'T is thought that some account of the new broadcast ing stations at Bombay and Calcutta may be of
interest. The Bombay station was opened by the
Viceroy, and the opening ceremony of the Calcutta
station by the Governor of Bengal took place on August
26th.
The following description refers primarily to
Bombay.
Calcutta may be taken as being similar,
except where differences are pointed out.
When the writer arrived in Bombay on February 25th
he found that the site for the Calcutta transmitter had
been decided upon on land which is to be a public park,
but not that for Bombay. In the latter case two possible
sites were in view. Both of these were on open ground;
one near the racecourse, the other almost two miles
farther out, at Worli. The racecourse site was on rather
low-lying ground, and it was abandoned in favour of
the latter. The wisdom of this decision, from one point
of view, was proved at the beginning of the monsoon, for
the racecourse site was flooded, and, had the station
been there, engineers would have had to swim to their
posts!
The Station Buildings.

Both stations are to have Marconi equipment of the
same power as 2LO, viz., 3kW. to the oscillating valves,
but here the comparison ends, for the transmitters are to
be housed in special buildings erected for the purpose.
The sites are open and on the outskirts of the towns. It
may be said, without fear of contradiction, that the
B.B.C. has no station to compare with the Indian stations
in these respects except Daventry. The building at Bombay is 9oft. long, 3oft. wide, z5ft. high inside, and
contains a machine room, workshop, stores, office, and
battery room, in addition to a fine room for the wireless
gear proper.
Is 37

I

Before building operations could be commenced sanctions in connection with the site, plans, etc., had to be
obtained from the Government of India, the Government
of Bombay, the Municipality, and the Bombay Improvement Trust. Fortunately, the general manager was
successful in securing all the necessary permissions in
record time.
The site at Worli was pegged out on March 14th.
Two months later the roof was on the building, while at
the end of ten weeks it was possible to begin the installation of the plant. The building is a really substantial
structure having stone foundations, brick walls, and a
tiled roof. Such rapid progress makes one doubt the
truth of the saying that a tombstone is the reward of
him who attempts to hurry the East.
The Aerial—earth System.

Owing to the open situation and the extensiveness of
the ground it has been possible to erect a " pukka "
aerial-earth system. The aerial, which is a four-wire
cage T, is suspended from two self-supporting lattice steel
towers, z5oft. high. The earth system consists of two
circles of buried earth plates, each 25ft. in diameter,
under the centre of the aerial and in line with it. These
are both connected together on their adjacent sides and
to the earth terminal of the set. Radiating from the
remote sides are numerous copper wires buried just below
the surface of the ground. In this way the earth-system
is ¡male to cover an area of approximately 8o,000 square
feet— .e., a rectangle of 400ft. long by 2ooft. wide.
It is interesting to note that although elaborate mast
erection equipment had been shipped with the masts the
Indian workmen would have none of it, and preferred to
rely on their own bamboo poles for the little scaffolding

WIITÉ®00
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Broadcasting in India.—
that was needed and for forming the shear-legs by means
of which the steel members were hoisted as the work
proceeded. An iron ladder is fixed to one side of each
mast and was put up as the mast grew, but the Indians
scorned to use this—they preferred to exercise their skill
and agility and scale the lattice work itself. Each tower
was completely erected in one week, and Idoubt if this
could have been beaten by any workmen in England.
Owing to the loose nature of the soil it was thought
desirable to increase the size of the foundations above
that originally intended in order to reduce the weight
per square foot upon it. Incidentally, this also increased
the overturning factor of safety. Each tower is supported on four concrete blocks, one at each corner, and
the weight of these is 2Ii tons each.
•
(I.) Native

erection of masts and
(3.)

Studio Ventilation.

(2.)

An early stage in the
buildings.

Turning now to studio premises, we find these quite
adequate for a commencement. The Bombay studio is
located in Radio House, Apollo Bunder. Each station
has two studios. The Bombay dimensions being 54ft. x
27ft. x Lift. high, with gable roof above that forming
the ceiling—a fine lofty room for a main studio. There
is a small room, xzft. x rzft., which will be used for
talks, lectures, news, etc. At Calcutta the two studios
are 3ift. x2oft. 6in. x rzft. high, and 22ft. 6in. x
r9ft. xi2ft. high respectively.
At both stations the
natural resonance is reduced by means of light curtains
hung on rods in such a way that it is a simple matter to
expose more or less wall and so adjust the echo to any
desired amount. No drapery of any sort is used on the
ceilings.
It is not intended at present to make use of
artificial echo, but rather to make the best use of natural
resonance by reducing it to the requisite amount in the
way mentioned.

workmen

erecting a mast.

The

transmitter buildings
nearly finished.

•sZte-
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As it will be realised, studio ventilation offers a nice
problem in India. It has been decided that no attempt
will be made to give a perfectly silent background, and
therefore it has been possible to make use of natural
—

1

ventilation.
A number of fanlights have been fitted down the
two long walls giving direct access
to the open air. These can be left
open even during heavy rain, as
eaves overhang to the extent of
about three feet. Then there are
numerous windows down one side
1 of the room, which can be opened
to the outside air in fine weather;
while in wet weather several pairs
of double doors, giving access to a
wide verandah, can be utilised for
the same purpose.
In the hot
B
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(4.) A general ‘iew of the two masts and station building. (5.)
A corner of the Bombay studio.
Mr. Page, the station di - ector, is
seen at the Reisz microphone.

rioned who came to the rescue and whose assistance and
enthusiasm in this connection the writer desires to place
og record.
On account of the very great distance between Bombay
and Calcutta, and the unsatisfactory state of what lines
weather anumber of fans or punk-has suspended from the
there are connecting the two places, anything in the nature
roof set up just that gentle breeze which makes the heat
of simultaneous broadcasting as understood in the British
bearable.
Isles is out of the question. Wired wireless is an attraztive proposition; and the possibilities of using this method
Control Room and Land Lines.
of linking up the two stations is being investigated. The
In the control room, which is the nerve centre of a
problem of the successful transmission of speech and
broadcasting station, we find two tables with apparatus
music is not so simple as might appear, it is not such an
for operating two studios, but so arranged that equipment
easy thing as the application of wired wireless to teleNo. 2 can be used with studio No. r should equipment
graphy.- Another possibility would be tbe utlisation of
No. r become faulty; and similarly for No. 2 studio.
avery short wavelength of the order of 75-3o metres, for
The various switching operations necessary in •
dealing
the purpose of a wireless link. One
sont
with the input and the output of the amplifiers are accomsuch a scheme, ho‘. .er, becau
plished by means of plug and jack boards as in the
broadcasting might he spoiled
B.B.C. stations. An innovation has been introduced in
might seek to pick tip the
the stations of the I.B.C., however, in that these operathat the oscillation
tions are performed on cordless boards. The latter are
country!
not so elastic as boards having a number of double-ended
cords, but the tangles sometimes encountered with the
latter are avoided, as is also troublesome cord maintenance, which, the writer understands, is particularly bail
during the damp monsoon season in Bombay. These
cordless boards have been constructed by the Bombay
Telephone Company, Ltd., and considerable thought ha,
been given to their design to ensure that they will mee
all demands made upon them. It may be of intere.
note that originally it had been intended to fo'i
B.B.C. precedent and use cord switchboards. '.
for these had been placed, but it soon becam,
that the delivery date could not be adhered to. Thi,
created an awkward situation, but, happily, a crisis ivas
avoided, thanks to the telephone company already menB39
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Time, on the morning of
This was his first essay in this direction, and
ninctly struck by the very slight fading and
complete absence of atmospheric and other
:terference.
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It is good news that the B.B.C. are contemplating
making experiments with a very short-wave transmitter.
We in India hope they will be an early success, sc that
this great land may be able to listen to the programmes
of the Mother Country and perhaps hear the voice of the
King-Emperor.

THE

EDITOR.

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
be addressed to the Ed:tor, "The Wireless World." Dorset

House, Tudor Sweet. E.C.4, and must

TAL RECEPTION OF 5GB.
ow I suppose that thousands of letters have been
you as well as the B.B.C. headquarters regardhigh-power British station 5GB.
Perhaps my
•vaCions made at a rather more remote "outpost "
miss.
;r is of British origin, quite sensitive, and about
zs most good neutrodynes.
ked up the carrier wave of 5GB around 8 p.m.
.ugust 22nd.
By 9 p.m. signals were coming
s, clear, and by about 10 p.m. music was coming
'ull L.S. volume, brakes---figuratively speaking__
applied to avoid sadly overloading a D.E.5A in
age.
ation struck me as particularly good, the tone of
?,:r being soft and yet full; fading was conspicuous
e.
to me, however, to be one fly in what otherwise
▪the perfect ointment! And that is the particular
losen for this station. The Berlin transmitter on
just edging in the least little bit, and as I gather
!se here that this particular station is going to
tput in the autumn, I fear that it may spoil to
degree the reception from 5GB.
ot be worth while to consider assigning 5GB a
600 k.c.! The next high-power station is Vienna
3 that 5GB would sandwich nicely between Berlin
ith a safe margin of 20 k.c. either way.
Je is a lone voice in the wilderness; on the other
nay be many listeners on the Continent whose
shared by mine, but who would welcome, for
is, the opportunity of "listening in " on this
he least possible interference.
F. LESLIE BERGER.

E MUSIC.
cram published
he fol not
r"

be accompanied by the writer's naine and addle.

local station broadcast reception, operating as detector and lowfrequency.
Scratch frequency fi:ter circuits for all ordinary
domestic use can be ignored, as this is considerably reduced by
fitting a fibre needle in the pick-uh.

o

H.T.4
L.S. OR NEXT
AMPLIFIER

H,F T.

Electromagnetic pick—up connectIOUI suggested by Mr. Duckworth.

Should the pick-up not be provided with triangular needle
socket a suitable adapter is sold by gramophone dealers, fitting
in the round needle hole and holding triangular needles quite
firmly.
Manchester.
WILLIAM DUCKWGRTH.
August 23rd, 1927.

B.B.C. ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMME POLICY.
Sir,—Your Editorial in to-day's issue on the subject of the
alternative programmes appears to nie to express very accurately
the state of affairs which has arisen as a result of the in: roduction of 5GB.
I agree with everything that you have to say regarding the
-ice to broadcasting which the B.B.C. is unintentionaby
by compelling listeners to resort to valve sets for a
ce of even two separate programmes, but the B.B.C. has
•;ri so insistent in the past on assuring the public that they innded to consider first the crystal user that it will be interesting to see what explanation they will give for the present
state of affairs.
E. P.
Peterborough.
August 31st, 1927.
40
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"The Wireless World" Information Department Conducts a Free Service of Replies to Readers' Queries.
Questions should be concisely worded, written on one side of the paper, and headed "Information Department."
One question only
should be seal at a time, and must be accompanied by a stamped, addressed envelope for postal reply. Any diagram accompanying the
question should be drawn on a separate sheet. No responsibility will be accepted for questions sent in which do not comply with these rules.
i

H.T. from Private Lighting Installations,
I hare a private house-lighting set con-

4
i

sisting of a battery of 30 large-size
accumulator cells, this giving nie a
w

I

voilage of ,ixty, which 1 use to ill
inmate my house. For some time past
I liare been using three of these co ils
for lighting the valves of my fourvalre set, my H.T. supply consisting
of
large-size
As theseIcells
will
shortly dry
re cells.
uire renewal
am
wondering whet er it would not be

,

possible to utilise my lighting equip ment
forIH.T.
also.
Needless
to say,
have supply
a special
arrangement

-

consisting of oil, engine and dynamo
for charging my batteries, and am
fully acquainted with the fact t
ha
t
the three cells used for my L.T. supply become more quickly discha rged
than the other cella, and I make
special charging arrangements for
them.
D. B.
Since your supply is only 60 volts , it
i
would be impossible to use this for supplying H.T. n a direct and simple man ner to the receiver, as, naturally , 120 volts
will be required for the L.F. val ves at
any rate.
Since you are already us in g
three of the cells for L.T. supply , and
fully understand the necessity for making
special charging arrangements , w e think
• you cannot do better than invest in one
of those small machines commonly known
as anode converters, since they appea r to
meet your requirements very
aptly.
These machines consist of asix-volt motor
taking about 1 ampere or so, driving a
120-volt dynamo on the same shaft , the
120-volt dynamo being specially designe d
for supplying plate current to power
valves.
tile whole instrument is screened by
being mounted in a metal container, and
in this container is a complete smoothing
unit of chokes and condensers.
You
will see, therefore, that you can connect
the input terminal of this device to the
three cells which are already lighting
your valves, and thus produce a thoroughly dependable H.T. supply.
Most
B 45

of these instruments are of good make,
an d can be thorou ghl y relied upon; they
can usually be obtained in various types ,

all of which give satisfaction.
Alter natively, you could use a special volume

some giving 120-volt output, and some a
to Messrs.
M-L Magneto
Syndicate,
Ltd..
higher
voltage.
We advise
you to write
Victoria
Works, Coventry,
particulars.

000r.

control plug .

This matter was, however,

of
ourinto
August
gone
fully 17th
in anissue.
article on page

asking for full
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Two-volt 0000
Valves in the

A Question of Volume Control
I have
built a receiver consisting at anEveryman
/ am intending to build the "
efficient H.F. stage, an anode benddescription
Four"
fromentitled
the
given inreceiver
your book
"Every man Four."
l am, however, going
detector, followed by two resistance cou p
led stages, and in order to preserve
good quality have made no

arrangements for switching out valves
for headphone work. The receiver is,
in f
act, a slightly modified form ofany
your " All-Wave Four" receiver. Iwhich

'

to
valves
throughout,
and use
shalltwo-volt
be glad if
you will
gire me
the correct values of the fixed
resistors R, and R1, and also
other
advice
concerning
valves
might
be useful
to me.
you think

find myself in the difficulty of
wishing to run a loud speaker and a
pair of headphones simultaneously for
the benefit of a nieniber of my family

A. W. F. .
In the original description of the
receiver it was advised that six-volt

who prefers the latter form of rece ption. What arrangements can I snake
for using telephones after the detertor

val ves be used in all positions except the
detector position, where a two-volt valve
was advised, since it was found that a

valve
headphone
whilst
at the for
some
time therereption,
loud -speaker
is
operating after the fourth valre?
R. P.

two
-volt
valvethan
made
a
better
anode
bend
rectifier
a six-volt
valve,
all
other things being equal; but, naturally ,
six-volt valves give better results else -

now

You

are

not

advised

to

put

in

anyout in
where,
as has been
recently
pointed
this journal.
Since
a six -volt
accumu -

switching arrangements, or any arrangements for using your telephones after your
detector valve

Your

best plan would

to use a choke-filter output
out put transformer, after the

circuit,

lator had to be used, it became necessary
bethe to
insert filament
a resistance
in series
withvalve
two-volt
of the
detector
or

final valve
in order to drop the unwanted four volts ,
of your receiver, and you could thenbeing
and so safeguard the filament from
connect your loud-speaker and telephones
overrun.
The value of the series fila in aeries, and at the same time shunt the
ment resistance, which was a fixed one
tele p
hones
with
a
volume
control,
ofdetermined
and
variable
one,the
was
solelynot
by aOhm's
Law,
formula used
which

many specimens are upon the mar-

ket. Most of these volume controls consist of a suitable resistance having a
variation between 0 and 40.000 ohms.
They are made by various firms, such as
Messrs. Automobile Accessories (Bristol',
Ltd., 93-95, Victoria Street, Bristol ;
Messrs. Marconiphone Co., 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1; and
Messrs. Dubilier Condenser Co., /*neon
Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, etc.,

being R. 7(:
E ,where R is the resistance in
ohms, E the volts to be dropped across
the resistance (4 volts in this case), and
C is normal value of filament current
taken by the valve.
It will be seen, therefore, that the
value of this resistance would, not be the
same for all two-volt valves, but would
depend on whether the two-volt valve was

Witedem
Weirilol
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of the 0.1 -amp. type, the 0.3 amp. type,
etc. Since there was a voltage drop of
four across this rheostat, it will be apparent that by returning the detector valve
grid return lead to some spot on the
resister a negative bias could be given
to the grid, and if the fixed resistor had
a sliding arm like a potentiometer we
should have a continual variable value
of grid bias from 0 to 4 volts, which
would have been ample for the detector
valve, and it would have enabled us to
adjust the detector valve grid bias fairly
critical. Since a fixed resister with a
sliding arm was not available, two fixed
resistore were used, it being necessary,
of course, that the sum of the two resistances equalled the total value of resistance required according to Ohm's Law,
as we have previously mentioned.
A moment 't3 thought will make it clear
that by juggling with the values of these
two resistances we could fix the grid
potential at any value we wished. Thus,
if R, and R, were equal, the voltage drop

SEPTE.VBER 71*, 1927.

values with which to experiment. With
tant station at good strength and not
two-volt valves worked off a two-volt
hearing it at all, owing to the necessity
accumulator, we have only 0.2 of a
for adjusting the working point of the
volt to drop across a resistor (most twodetector valve accurately on the sharply
volt valves work to 1.8 volts), and naturdefined curve. No current is taken from
ally 0.2 of a volt is not sufficient bias for
the grid battery (which may consist of
the detector. It becomes necessary, theretwo small cells), since the potentiometer
fore, to abandon the taking of grid bias
winding is across the L.T. battery. The
automatically by virtue of the potential
drain on the filament accumulator is only
drop across the filament resistors, and to
0.015 ampere, which is, of course, neguse the grid battery which we already
ligible for an L.T. battery.
have in the set for this purpose, and the
We would point out that in the case
circuit needs to be amended slightly. In
of a set using four-volt valves throughout
Fig. 1 (a) we show the original arrangethe same ruling holds good as in the case
ment; in Fig. 1 (b) we show the amended
of your set, using two-volt valves througharrangement. It will be seen that there
out, or indeed even if six-volt valves are
is still a resistor R in series with the de.
used. Whatever combination is used, it
teeter valve filament, its only office, howis strongly advised that the original
ever, being to safeguard the filament, and
method shown in Fig. 1 (a) be abandoned 4I
its value is ascertained solely by- Ohm's
in favour of methods (b) or (c).
Law, following the example we have
With regard to valves, you cannot do
already given.
With the two-volt accubetter than refer to the reply given to
mulator used with most two-volt valves,
"C. F. T." on page 737 of our June 8th
it can be left out altogether.
issue,, where the matter was gone into
The condenser C shown in dotted lines
very thoroughly.
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SWITCH

H T+ 1

C2

(c)
Fig. 1.—Detector

circuit modifications

across each would be 2 volts, and by joining the grid return lead to the junction
between the two resistors a two-volt bias
would be applied to the grid. Similarly,
we could have used a different value at
It, compared te that of R„ so causing
a different voltage drop across each, and
thus varying the potential on the grid of
the valve (whose return lead would still
be attached to the junction between the
two resistors) according to the relative
voltage drop across Et, and R„
The
effect would be, in fact, the same as if
we had had a slider sliding up and down
one resistance, such as we have already
discussed, but instead of giving us a
:•ontinually variable arrangement it would
be variable in only comparatively rough
steps unless we obtained a very large
aunaber of fixed resistors of different

in

(c )

the "Everyman Four" when using two-volt valves.

is more or less optional, and is intenlIed
te prevent the H.F. energy wandering
through the set to the grid battery, and
thus possibly in some cases causing instability.
By using the grid battery in
this manner, we can vary the detector
valve grid bias in steps of 14 volts, but
owing to the fact that many modern
valves specially designed for anode bend
rectification have a very sharply defined
bottom bend, it has often been found that
this arrangement is too coarse, and the
arrangement shown in Fig. 1 (c), which
was used in the "All-Wave Four" rescei ver, is much to be preferred, although
it necessitates a small extra grid battery
for the detector valve grid alone. An arrangement such as is shown in Fig. 1 (c),
used with modern valves, often makes
all the difference between getting a dis-

A Critical Value of Condenser.
One often free a small blocking condenses
connected between the low-potential
end of the tuned grid circuit of an
H.F. valve and L.T.. the actual bottom end of the coil winding going
to a
tapping.
Thie value seems
to vary greatly in different sets described.
Is it critical?
T. S. D.

a.a.

The value is by no means critical, and
it is necessary only that the value should
be just large enough to by-pass all H.F.
energy, thus preventing the H.F. energy
straying along to the grid battery, and
possibly causing instability, especially if
the grid battery is situated at the other
end of the set. The average value used is
0.01 mfd., which is ample.
•
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What GREAT BRITAIN thinks about the
BRANDESET IIIA
THUR;

"be

The great Public Test Scheme proved that the
Brandeset IIIA is ideal from all view points. You
operate easily! You hear wonderfully! You pay
reasonably! Fifty people carried out private tests in
their own homes throughout Great Britain and pronounced it the receiver which will revolutionise
wireless entertainment. The map shows the different localities where the receiver was publicly tested
before being put on the market. Read what some
of the fifty say :—

•FORT WILLIAM
FORFAR

—from XfOFFAT, SCOTLAND
--from RHYL, N. WALES
_(rom
had it working on Daventry to-day, "11,efound the Set in tray way asplendid
and it is an ideal loud-speaker Set. We job, and at about 11.5o p.m. on August
were particularly struck with the absence of Ist, we tuned in on the speaker on the
impurity."
short wave band 16 stations in approximately one minute.
—from
FORT
WILLIAM,
INVERNESS
"
For volume and
pur i
ty
it bea t
s any
7p-olit
simple and gives

PERTM•

EDINBURGH •

•UPOINIOSTON
TAOON

3-Valve Set I have heard. The Set is
simplicity itself—a beginner can master
it without the must trou ble or tuition. ju.„
friends are delighted with the results."

•MOFFAT
PONTELAND •
SUNDERLAND •

a

—from CREDITON, DEVON.
"As a 3-Valve Set it is the limit of
efficiency—excellent in tone, volume and
simplicity. It is really remarkable the
number of European stations that are
perfectly available."

•COCKERMOUTH

—from KENSINGTON
" The absolute realness of everything I
heard on this Set was, I thought, really
wonderful, and I would go so far as to say
that consummate excellence has been reached'

THE BRANDESET IIIA

Distinct simplicity and perfect efficiency at low price. Single control, 3 valves,
improved station selector, sensitivity and selectivity adjustable, polished oak cabinet.
Absolutely no equal at its price in distance, selectivity, tone quality and ease of control.
Fine technical and mechanical features and adefinite official guarantee. (Width 16MS.,
depth 8ins., height qi ins.)

•YORK
PRESTON

'BRADFORD

£6 -15 -

•MANCHEST ER
RHYL

great selectivitY, andmysmall son ofseven
as
can
quietly
tuneasinlany
myself
station.
as.quickly
. Theand
Set is
undoubtedly the very .
best 3-Valve Set yet
devised."

HARTFORD
•
UTTOXETER•

SHREWSBURY •
,MONTGOMERY
MORT

(Excluding Royalty)

BRACEBRIDGE •
VT/INGHAM
•
DERBY
•LE IC ESTER

NUNEATON
AM PTON •

HER1FORD•

SHIP DMAM
LOWESTOFT

CAMBRIDCE

LUTON.
HEMEL NEMPSTEAD
•
HARROW
BOURNE END •• FULH M
*BRISTOL
•
*READING
N•
MILTON EILBOURNE
EYNSHAM •

•YEOVIL
CREDITON •

DORCe ESTER

BOURNE

sountiouTH

Brandes
EI011,414

Limited

- a 6, 3 Norfolk Street, Strand,

THE SIGN OF

GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES

A GOOD DEALER
Brandes

The ELlipticon, 95/.; The
Brandola, 57/6; The TableTalker, 30/-; The Variable
Condensers, 151- & 15/6;
The Audio Transformers,
15/. & 15/6; The Matched
Tone Headphones, 13/6.

AUTHORISED
RADIO DEALER

•.Lapt irq at the Radio
Bd. 0365
8 43

Advertisements for

W.C.a

It hangs outside every shop
authorised to sell Brandes
Products. This sign is for
your protection. It means
reliable service and guaranteed satisfaction.
Exhibition. OlvmPia, Sept. 24—Oct.

The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES.

ME CHARGE
columnr
:

FOR

ADVERTISEMIZET3

in

RECEIVERS

them

A LL-WAVE

FOR

SALE.

Four and the Famous Every-

ri man Four; high-class sets only, giving

12 words or less, 1:- and id. for every
additional word, e.g., 18 words. 1 6; 24 words, Sin
Name and address must be counted.

maximum efficiency; full particulars and
prices on application.—H. Goodwin, Woodcock Hill ; Elstree.
[
00 5
0

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire" copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions.
; 26 consecutive, l(r o ; 52 consecutive, 15' .
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
ta date of issue) at the Head Offices of "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 109, Deannate , Mancheater.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
R, Co
Payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
—
•
Treasury
Norm.being untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent as
remittances.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No, 000, c/o "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the Post except in registered envelopes;
sli all such cases the use ol the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
Department."

•

Receivers for Sale.—Contd.

-VALVE

Neutrodyne, one H.F. stage, with
short and long wave transformers, milliammeter incorporated, excellent volume and
t
io
vne
o rid. £13.—Box
3467, cío Th e Wi rel ess

[553 8
HAT Offers?—B ran d new Cantop hone
4-valve portable, self-contained loudspeaker, beautiful tone, complete with all
[5 171 valves and batteries, royalties paid; cost
DAY later, buy now: Wireless sets, com- £2 6/
5.—Letters to Bellamy, Lyceum Theatre,
ponents, loud-speakers, etc., for deferred London.
[554 8
payments. VI'rite or call for terms.—Ellis
9-VALVE Receiver on glass panel, suitable
Nicholls & Co., 132, Caledon Rd., East Ham,
GI for all wavelengths from 20 metres, will
London, E.
[544 6 receive broadcast, .4;7/10 with valves; 3-valve
11OR Alternative Programmes! " Modern short wave receiver on glass panel in
-I: Wireless " Five, £25; Screened Six, mahogany case; £9.—Box 3490, cio The
£23; Screened Eight, £45.—Express Radio Wireless World.
[5549
Service, Factory Square, Streatham.
'Phone:
Streatham 1373.
[5475
7-VALVE
Superheterodyne,
best
cornponents; what offers? Missings Wireless Depot, to, New Rd., Gravesend, Kent.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

4

7927.

QHORT Wave Sets, 0%
,
75/-; all world,
lo-loo metres.—Write John L. Harman,
Chester Rd., Erdington, Birmingham. [5497

W

W

WARWICK Everyman Four Receiver in
YV oak console cabinet, £18/ to, complete
with valves, batteries, and royalties paid; the
most efficient set designed in a high grade
piece of furniture; cabinet only, É.,4/ tol—
Warwick Radio Co., Warwick.
[54 87
Q HORT Wave Super-heterodyne, zo to 200
k..) metres; America on loud-speaker every
night;
£i6.—'rite
BM/I3DG5,
London,

BATTE RIE S.

ET H.T. Iiiitteries.—Jars, 24 x14 x
1/3 doz. ; zincs, 1/- doz. ; sacs,
/b
doz.; dozen cells complete (t8 volts), 3/6; Post
9d. extra. High efficiency, long life, upkeep
practically nil. Orders for 3 dozen or over
post free, packed in special carton with divisions for each cell, usable as container for
complete battery. Send 6d. for sample complete unit with instructions. Write for free
lists of wireless bargains.—W. Taylor, 57,
Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[
0039

'
A.B
.
"

Many
Dryother
H.T.makes.
Batteries
The
Cost
factLess
thatThan
tile),
[5555
pltARGAIN, 4-valve set, ready for wiring. are
manufactured
by
Messrs.
Thomson
with blueprint; £5.—Turner, 37, Bolton Houston et Cie., of Paris, is proof of their
Rd., Windsor, Berks.
[5559 high quality. Further, every battery carries
a full and generous guarantee. Usual sizes
-VALVE Set, Fellowes, complete with 4-volt
stocked; 6o volt, too volt, and grid bias, etc.
imp DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
accumulator,
2
6o-volt
high-tension
Ask
your dealer for same. If he cannot supReaders who hesitate to send money to unknown persons batteries, pair headphones, loud-speaker, and
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
ply you write us direct. Trade enquiries
2
dull-emitter
valves;
absolute
bargain
at
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
specially invited.—G. E. Ambatielo & Co.,
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
£4/ 102 . This set ifi practically new and quite
Ltd., Ambat ielo House, Farringdon Road,
The time allowed for decision is three days, during which up to date.—Reply to Box 3494, c.,6 The
E.C.1. Telephone :Clerkenwell 7440.
[0063
time, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they
Wireless World.
[55 61
must be returned to the sender. If a sale Is effected we
remit the amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the
Buy
Wireless
Accumulators ?
DISWAN Threesome 3-Valve Set, made by WH Y
amount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
VI' London's
Leading
Hire
Service
immahogany cabinet, engraved
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no LI Ediswan,
Saving time, trouble, and
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays panel, £1117 6; royalty paid; new; /..74/15. proves reception.
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or —Jones, 4, Rundle Rd., Preston.
money.
No big outlay.
No deposit.
Pay
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
carman on each delivery. Low tension service
all transactions up to Íro, adeposit fee of it- is charged ;on
ARCON IPHON E R B.7 6-Valve [S
55
e6
t4; from 1/3 per week. Fully charged and detransactions over íro and under (so, the fee is 2/6; over
bargain, £'5.—Andrew, 6, Park Rd., livered free within 12 miles ot Charing Cross.
15n, 5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and Forest Hill, S.E.
[55 67 Explanatory folder post free.—Radio Service.
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons
'Phone: North
Limited,
THORNBC RN H.T. Eliminator, D.C. 220, tos, Torriano Av., N.W.5
two tappings, six voltages, 30 to 15o; 062 3/4/5.
[53 27
THE SALE OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
£:212 ; selling A.C. supply in Dover.—J.
APPARATUS,
ET (sac Leclanche) H.T. Batteries, latest
A New Service to our Readers.
Williams, 73, Salisbury Rd., Dover.
[5542
booklet on how to make and maintain
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
7-VALVE T.A.T. Receiver, modern wireless these economical and simple batteries; give
re hereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
II
Scott-Taggart,
in
polished
mahogany perfectly silent and smooth reception with unlicense the set by means of the Deposit System referred to cabinet, engraved panel,
best components, limited power; suitable for small or multiabove.
valve sets of all sizes; information also of
receives most stations on loud-speaker;
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
[5530 L.T. batteries free; enclose postage, 10.—
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box — Box 344 2,c.o The Wireless World.
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
Six Receiver, complete. except
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers, nit.,
[
00 77
in the case of Marconi Patents the amount should be LA only half wired up, best parts, Igranic,
NDIAN, H.T. batteries, hi g hes t qua li ty .
calculated at 12/6 per valve holder.
Marconi, £14; Peto-Scott unit receiver, 7
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum units, in
—E. Piontek, 6, Lelie Gracht, Amstergood condition, complete, £5;
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
[5574
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by large Brown loud-speaker, good condition, dam.
"The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents £3 ; write for list of parts.—Nash
IRNI INGHAM and District.—Send for
" Treeconcerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
ton," Epsom Rd., Guildford.
[5531
vic particulars of our accumulator hire serpurchaser of the set.
e, and we will prove to you that it is
SPECIAL NOTE.
Neutrodyne (Anglo-American Six), che aper to hire an accumulator than to buy
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
V complete
with
built-in
wave-trap,
5 one . We supply the accumulator, collect and
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
H.F. trans- deli ver it, and it costs no more than you are
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have valves, 6 coils, •6 McMichael
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive sa
formers, and Brown loud-speaker; photograph pay ing now for charging.—N ew Era Wireless
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
if required; £1710 or near offer.—Baring & lectrical Co, Hobmoor Rd., Small Heath,
each one by post.
Battramsley, Lymington, Hants.
[5534 Bir mingham. Tel.: Vic. 7.1.4.
[5537
ention of
The Wireless World, " when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
B44
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See advertisement
page 21.—British
Battery Co.,
Ltd..
' Clarendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
[
09 4
8

CABINETS.

Manufactured under true scientific principles, are being incorporated in many sets
requiring components of good British make.

B

ARTCRAFT Illustrated Catalogue Free.--1-1. The Artcraft Co., 10, Cherry Orchard
Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 198t. [00.10
finish (as illustrated in
M
World in May 4th issue), new,

ASSIVE Oak Pedestal Cabinets, Jacobean
The Wireless
improved and
very substantial model now ready, stands 3ft.
high, 2ft. 9in. uide, 15in. deep, for panel up
to 26in.x8in. These cabinets are built to one
standard size and will house almost all the
best known and latest sets and circuits, including Everyman Four and Five, B.B.C. 3
and 4 valve sets. Simple adjustable fittings
permit any length of panel up to 26in. to be
fitted. £5 carriage paid, or free delivery hy
our own van London and suburbs.
May Le
inspected on van before acceptance.
Illustrated folder gives all details. Write to-day.
—G. E. Anibatielo and Co., Ltd., Ambatielo
House, Farringdon Rd., E.C.1.
'Phone:
Clerkenwell 7440.
Telegrams: Ambatielo,
London.
[oo56
•
ORNS for

all

types

Maddison, Manufacturer of
2a, Ronald's Rd., N.5.

of

loud -speakers ,

the

Allwoodorn,
[49 87

ive

P..tent No. ,.7U10).

Outer eases are of best Brown Bakelite, fitted with
two convenient sized terminals and sfider tags tor
making connections.
Best Ruby Mica used for
insulation, and ene-hole fixing for which screw is
movided. Each Condenser is tested and we gua iintee
to te correct to within 5".,.
Above reproduction is the actual size.
QUALITY

TELLS!

'00005 to -002 - 21- each.
-0025 to .006 - 26
Grid Condenser and 2 meg. leak
- 2,6
National Radio Exhibition, STAND 231.
If your dealer does
sole manufacturer:

C.

D.

it stock, write direct to the

MELHUISH,

(tale Dirodor and it orb Manner Wolool Wirele." Co. Ltd.,

8, Gt. Sutton St., Goswell Road, E.C.1.
'Phone •Clerkerneell 7494
Send for catalogue of our guaranteed products.

NEW EVERYMAN FOUR
(Described in last week's issue)
WE

CAN

SUPPLY

FROM STOCK
RECEIVER

THE

EITHER

OR

IN

ABOVE

SET

AS A FINISHED

PARTS FOR

HOME

ASSEMBLY.

NITS for Cone Speakers.—Highly efficient,
Complete instrument, fully tested and guaranteed,
patented, double acting reed movement,
cabinet made from specially selected oak or mahogany.
result of years of experimenting. Very
French
Royaltypolished
paid .. by hand. •Marconi
•• £
tor.sensitive to small impulses, but crwable el
Valves, Batteries, etc., extra.
handling enormous power without overloadComplete kit of components, including; special resonance damping device; high
ing special screening box ..
.12 .9
class workmanship and keenest value yet
Ebonite Panel, 26x 8y. j, mottled
offered; complete with fixings for attaching
and drilled
..150
cone. Fuller details, list of cones, complete
Polished mahogany Cabinet with
e2 5 0
speakers, etc., post free.—Everyman's Radio
baseboard
..
•
Service, Brent St., Hendon. N.W.4. 'Phone :
WHETHER YOU PURCHASE A COMHendon 2378.
[5105
PLETE RECEIVER OR A KIT OF
DEED Movements.—Double Acting Reed
specially designed to operate
cone and other large diaphragms; extremely
sensitive on small input, yet capable of enormous volume with sufficient input. Will work
up to a 3ft. cone with ease.
No rattle or
distortion ; 27/6 each.
Fair allowance on
Brown A earpieces, or Lissenolas and other
units in part exchange. Send stamp for illustrated Lists of these and Seamless Cones.—
Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4 loo66

EING

unit illustrated in this journal August
B
to, 1927, we can supply parts to A. R. Turthe Actual makers of the Magnet

COMPONENTS WE GUARANTEE YOU
GOOD RESULTS.

you require a powerful receiver capable ot giving
clear and loud reproduction of practically any European
programme by the operation of asingle dial, or if you
only need afew components to improwe your present
set, or build anew one, you will benefit by consulting us.
Our expert Technical and Service Dept. will advise you
tree of charge. Full range of illustrated catalogues and
folders will be sent on receipt of 6d. in stamps.

PETO SCOTT CO. Ltd.,
77 City Road, E.C.1.
62 High Holborn, W.C.1.

pin's
specifications.—Star
Didsbury, Manchester.
3 45

Drive
1-1 Loud-speaker Parts; we can give you immediate delivery from stock of all parts fer
coil drive loud-speakers described in The
Wireless World, April 13th and August toth.
1. Coil drive speaker described by N. M.
McLachlan in The Wireless World, April tith;
the best loud-speaker existing; we can supply
all parts from stock.
2. Coil drive speaker
described by A. P. Turpin in The Wireless
World, August loth; we can supply all parts
from stock.

JJ
the

R

g

BAKER'S
" Selhurst " Radio for Coil Dr
Speaker Parts; immediate delivery of

LOUD-SPEAKERS.
especially gramophone attachments and
H
Amplion
A.R.39;
illustrated
list
free.—

T

Loud-speakers.—Contd.
D AKER'S "Sellhurst" Radio for Coil

FIXED CONDENSERS

H.T. Batteries.

AKER'S " Selhurst " Radio for Coil Drive
speaker
parts
and
suitable
pedestal
cabinets.-89, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood,
• S.E.25.
[5345
ARTCRAFT Radio Cabinets and Panels for
!I all " Wireless World " sets.
A RTCRAFT Cabinets made in Oak and
mahogany, properly french polished, and
are priced at 6/- to 41 1/11 ARTCRAFT Cabinets made to any specification or design. •
Estimates by return.

—

•

C.D.M.

Batteries.—Contd.
.B.C.

A DVERTISEMENTS.

WORLD

magnet units with field windings for use
with accumulators or D.C. mains as required.
AKER'S
" Selhurst " Radio for 2i n.
LP Moving Coils; lightest made.
RAM ES and Cradles specially constructed
to enable unit to be assembled in a few
minutes without tools; from Baker's " Selburst " Radio; immediate delivery.
coil drive speaker parts
supplied by us are constructed by highly
skilled engineers of the best possible materials;
as we do not depart from specifications given
in The Wireless World you are assured of
good results.
We manufacture everything,
from the pot castings to the finished article.
WE have received testimonials from all
VV over the country and also from Belgium,
Holland and Italy, expressing complete satisfaction with the parts, and surprise at the
wonderful results obtained.
IATE shall be glad to show you all our coil
YY drive speaker parts at our works at
Croydon at any time.—Baker's, " Selhurst "
Radio, 89, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood,
S.E. 25.
Works: 42, Cherry Orchard Rd.,
East Croydon. Telephone: Thornton Heath
1488BE ING
[5344
the Actual Makers of the Magnet
unit illustrated in this journal Augtm
to, 1927, we can supply parts 'to A. R.
Turpin's specifications.—Star
Engineering,
Didsbury, Manchester.
[557 6
Q TAR ENGINEERING, Didsbury, Manchester, were the first firm to manufacture moving coil loud-speaker parts for the
home constructor.
ORKMANSIP, materials, design an t
efficiency H
are embodied in every part
manufactured by Star Engineering.
OU can construct in a few minutes a highclass moving coil loud-speaker with parts
manufactured by Star Engineering.
'LIVERY part manufactured by Star Engineering is backed by 35 years' engineering experience.
BTAl N the best possible by ordering your
loud-speaker parts from Star Engineering, Didsbury, Manchester. Lists free. Your
name and address in block letters, please.
[5577
HAT
Offers?—Brandes
table
talker,
week old.—Phillips, 295,
Portobello
Rd., W .I1.
[557i
T ARGE Cone Loud-speaker, excellent
Li volume, superb reproduction; accept 5o/-;
practically as new; approval, postage.—Pearson, Oak St., Wolverhampton.
.
[5526
«MEW,
acoustically correct,
loud-speaker
horns, welded steel, sound conduit, aluminium flare, height 21in., diameter of flare
14in., finished crystal black or brown, with
base, easily adapted to any unit; price 15'.
each, or if without base 12/6 each, post free;
overmade
for
contract.—Apply
Kennedy,
Water Orton, Birmingham.
[55 22

W
y

O

W

Engineering.
[54 0 ;
are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Advertisements for " The Wi, eless World "
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Loud-speakers.—Contd.
IRROVOX Loud-speaker, oval

Trace and Rectify

M

pleated
polished
aluminium
diaphragm,
mahogany mounted, looks like a mirror; perfectly wonderful reproduction, equal to any
speaker double the price; try one on 7 days'
approval ; satisfaction cr money refunded;
£2/10 post frce.—A. Brixey, Coldharbour
Lane, Hayes, Middlesex.
[5579

DISTORTION
WITH

slFAk
RADIO
METERS

VALVES.

High Rofstarice
4,000 Ohms.

nRITISH Valves.-2-volt
.o6 H.F.
and
L.F., 2-volt .0 H.F. and L.F., 2-volt 34
power valve, 4-volt .oó H.F. and L.F., 4-volt
.12 power valve, 6-volt .25 power valve; all
one price, 5/- each, post free; satisfaction
guaranteed.
Trade supplied.
Write your
name and
address
cic arly—H.
Howarth,
Valve Depot, 288, Deansgate, Manchester.

TUNING
COILS
and
METHODS of TUNING
By W. JAMES.

[5334
B.E. Valves, Mullard, Cossor,
ExtrauU dion, Unidyne, two-grid, etc., little used;
12/6 the lot, or 2/3 each; 2/9 Unidyne.—
Leedham, Belton, Uppingham.
[5533

g

CHARGERS & ELIMINATORS.
A CCUMULATOR Chargers (A.C.), 451complete.
Post free.
Also components
for same and for A.C. battery eliminators;
fully
guaranteed.—Stafford
O'Brien
and
Partners, Ltd., 66, Victoria St., S.W.r.
[
00 5
2

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

BELLING-LEE

Panel Fittings are des ign ed
MO listener can avoid knowing when distortion is
to give an expert finish to any homeLI spoiling his reception, hut hours of laborious
overhauling may never reveal the source of trouble.
constructed set. Catalogue post free.—Belling
The MIlliammeter Illustrated above, price 25 is one el the highly and Lee, Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders
sensitive Mien Radio instruments which tell you at once it distortion
[ootS
us due to Le Transformers, Inaccurate WT. or LT. current, or End, Max.
incorrect grid bis..
titan' Radio Meters y
ou are always liable
TANTALUM.—Tantalum metal sheet for
to sudden !am at lbs critical time of au interesting programme.
A.C. rectifiers.—Blackwell's Metallurgical
Ask your dealer to show you complete range
Works, Liverpool.
or write to (Dept. W.)
[43 86
SWAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. LTD.. DEED Movements.—Double Acting Reed
its. PAGE STREET, WESTMINSTER. LONDON, SW.!.
Lb movements specially designed to operate
Get your copy ot
cone and other large diaphragms; extremely
the
sensitive on small input, yet capable of enorSIFAIV1
mous volume with sufficient input.
Will work
Descriptive
List.
up to a 3ft. cone with ease. No rattle or
distortion; 27/6 each.
Fair allowance on
TEST YOUR SET TO-NIGHT
Brown A earpieces, or Lissenolas and other
WITH A
units in part exchange. Send stamp for Illustrated Lists of these and Seamless Cones.—
Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4. [0049

VERY useful manual
giving the maximum
of information on the
subject.
Following a
simple explanation of the
principles of wireless, the
author discusses
the
many methods of tuning
circuits, with explanations
of spade, condenser and
variometer tuning. Other
chapters treat in detail of
the choice, construction
and design of coils, and
give particulars as to size
of coil required, the best
shape, size of wire, type
of insulation, and special

tt

IFAmGUARANTEK

RADIO S

METER

03IE Storry Specialities.—Cleartron DiKast condensers, .000s or .octo3, 4/ft ;
Atlas variable condensers, with knob and dial.
3/1i ;Croix L.F. transformers 3/ •guaranteed and post paid.—Storry's, Ltd., The Wireless Mart, Eastbank St., Southport.
[5453

and it won't let you down to-morrow.
1B.10.

TSAI,

"A" "RED

THE RECOGNISED DETECTOR
FOR ALL CIRCUITS USING
CRYSTAL RECTIFICATION.

RD 40

..

Ua
SE
Die-cast Frame an d heavy
that diaphragm loud- spea ker

By Insured Post 2 3 or 2 9 with shield. Can be mounted
on brackets or through panel. Once ut always ready.
Bot affected by vibration. Each one etested o broadcast
before despatch. and le perfect. t/I all high clam Radio
Dealer. OC Mole Makers :—
EXHIBITION
STAND 210 —

JEWEL

PEN

(Radio Dept 44)

CO.

LTD.,

21-22, Gt. Sutton St., LONDON,

Mention of '` The

E.C.1.

H Ir ,h,)JI

stand
you

Odd.

•
extra, post free; 7 days' approval against
cash; trade enquirie s invited.—Die-Casting
Co., Great Hampt on St., W ol
ver hampton.
"

uses of the various coils.
PRICE

2

/
6

NET

By Post 2/10

for
are

making; uin. diameter, gold finish, complete
ready for use, price ice/6 each, post free; for
use
attachment
with Lissenola
for Brown
or A.
other
earpisimilar
ec
e, 3 /6 units,
eac h

RADIO

„

showing over 40 stations (on L.S.), price 17/6 •1
each; H.F. transformers for the All-Wave
Four, high and low wavelengths, set of two
/
and base 35/-; all coils of highest. quality
materials and finish.-1-1. Goodwin, Wood/
cock Hill, Elstree.
[
00 5,

U

2/-

SHIELD FOR SAME Gd.

—

AERIAL Grid . Coils and 11.F. Trans.
_'i. formers for Everyman Four, with chart

DIAMOND"

;
i
à
.

Obtainable from all booksellers
or direct from the Publishers:
IL IFFE

& SONS

I Dorset House,
/
•
LONDON
'

[533 8
when writing to advertisers, will ensure Prompt attention.

I

LTD.,

Tudor Street , i
E.

4.

W.W.32

B46

•

1
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7T1t,
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Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
AKER's "Selhurst " Radio for Coil Drive

B Speaker

Parts; see under Loud-speakers.
—89, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood, S.E.25.
[534 6
LL-WAVE Coils (May ith), pair with 6.11
base; 4216.—Jennens, below.
'LIVERYMAN Coils, 3, 4, 5, on ebonite
Li bases; 151- each.—Jennens, below.
TUBES, sin. x3àin., genuine Mikopac;
1 1/4 2 2/b; 3 3/6.—Jennens, below.
PACERS, grooved, with screws, 8 aerial
or anode, 1/-; All-wave b short, lb.; 12
long, 2/6.—Jennens, below.
T ITZEN \Vire (Lewcos 27/42), to wind 70
Li turns; 4/8.—Jennens, below.
YCHE Switch, 2-way, 1/3; both battery,
/6.—Jennens, below.
T EOWE Multiple Valves, 3 L.F. and
.L1 H.F.; write for price and particulars;
trade enquiries invited for all above.—Jennens
Radio, 30, Chapel St., Birmingham.
[0075

British and Better

D

ELIABILITV
WIRELESS
GUIDE.—
.L b New edition, No. 994, just issued. Free
upon request.
ELIA131LITY GOODS AND SERVICE.
—only obtainable from J. H. Taylor and
Co.,
15.
Radio
House,
Macaulay
St,
Huddersfield. Trade supplied. Send for free
Guide now.
[0028

R

TIè RITISH and Best.—High tension accumuJJ lators. pure reception and constant voltage: Ediswan 4-5,000 m.a.h. capacity, 20
volt units, 16/8; Exide 2,500 m.a., to volts
units, 5/-; Oldham zo volt units, 12/6 each:
carrier and lid Oldham, extremely neat, 4/6
each ; all above 8o volts or more carriage
paid U.K.—Radio Service Depot, 678, Washwood Heath Rd., Birmingham.
[5447
«LIXPERIMENTER'S Transmitting and Receiving
Station
Being
Dismantled.—
Large stock of apparatus for sale: Transformers up to to,000 volts, condensers, coils,
transmitting and receiving valves, etc., etc.,
as new or new.—Letters only to: 2K.G., 19,
Edith Villas, Kensington, W.I4.
[54 69
QIMMONDS BROS., Shireland Rd., SmethAi Wick.
ALL-WAVE Four.—Coils, 42/6 per pair
.tt with base; see August 3rd issue for
Editorial Notes on these ; these coils can be
made if required with reaction windings for
Reinartz circuits, six-pin base.
UZZER Wavemeter.—Coil to specification,

B

15/6.
3IPI RE Broadcast Receiver, aluminium
I
4
cabinet, drilled, slotted and polished, with
mahogany base, £2; coil with base, 8/6;
special chokes, 7/6 pair. All other parts supVERYMAN
Four.—Coils,
33/pair;
LI Everyman
Three,
35/-;
" Wireless
World " Five, 50/6 set, all with bases;
screens, cabinets, panels, Litzendraht, Paxolin formers, spacers;, all components; complete lists free, with copies of testimonials and
laboratory report; get all your parts from us,
the Everyman specialists; trade supplied home
and abroad.
QIMMONDS BROS., Shireland Rd., SmethI.J wick.
[537 1

Q COTT SESSIONS.—Suppliers to every
L7 amateur.
Express delivery.
Coils and
components for " Everyman Four," " Empire
S.W.," and all popular sets.

than slightly cheaper
Foreign made goods.

Q COTT SESSIONS.—Aladdin! Part
/.7 change old components for new!
Q COTT
SESSIONS.—Save
time '
/..7 trouble. Send your orders now I

You do get full value from
B.B.C. Batteries.
Reliability with ultimate
economy too.
This is our CABINET
TYPE with lull ate Nab.
perfect insulation, highest
efficiency.
Best materials
only used.

80 VOLTS
100 VOLTS

45.

Tapped 5, to, 15, 30,
Tapped every 15 Volts
(All Carriage Pale

••

60

ibis

There are many uses
for these No. 1W 41 volt Batteries—

Standard Pocket Lamp Size. Patent
Spiral Wire Terminals and Wander
Plug Sockets.
Permanent connec tions without soldering. Illustration
shows how to connect in series.
Build up the voltage you need.
7iPer doz. with plug. Carr. Paid.
We nipple all alandaed (yen and rollaga,
WrInfor Bonin. Medea our Watford Work.

BRITISH

BATTERY

CO.,

LTD,

Telephone Watford 617.
Clarendon Road, Watford, Herts.

EVERYMAN

tor

FOUR.

2-

Price 2/9

BROS.

J•H TAYLOR& C9
•2 RAW° HOUSE •
MACAULAY Sr

HUDDERSFIELD

KT EUTRALISING or Balancing Condenser.

e

ritEL
1101« ..
Guide
Trod.
Enquirin
Solicited.

Solid Mahogany Cabinet
Hand french polished, satin
finish, hinged lids. Will take
any set or panel up to 19' x
10", and battery compartment
19' long. 11" high. and 12'
deep.
The overall size is
34" high, 22' wide. 14' deep.
-=-Z
Delivered free
=England &Wales.

Q HORT-W AV E wavemeters, 18-70 metres,
13 every instrument individually calibrated by ===
hand; enables any required station to be found
immediately.
In upright mahogany cabinet, =—_
complete with full instructions, 30/-, cash or ▪
C.O.D.—Deepees, 22, Ganton St., Regent -1
-P_
St., W.i .
[5499
B47
Advertisements for " The IViletess

rr— TTP.,

56/-

Sco tland 26 extra.
Crate 5 -extra. returnable.

F. DIGBY, 9,
South Hackney,

Let us

Banbury Rd.
•phone : timid 5468.

quote for your own design.

[006 7

Headphones, light, strong , adjustable
Headanos, perfectly clear and comfort able; full maker's guarantee (list price i5/-)
on 7 days' approval; satisfaction or money
refunded; to/6 post free.—A. Brixey, Cold harbour Lane, Hayes, Middlesex.
[557 8

The EVERYMAN FOUR people.

Flo
um*
'must

ROWN A's.—A large purchase, on favour 1, able terms, of these genuine original A
type ea rphones enables us to offer them at
15/- each, 2,000 ohms, or complete with he adbands, in original boxes, 3o/ - per pair; ful ly
guaranteed (unused); trade supplied; this
type Brown A is specially suitable for gramophone pick-ups, as described by G. W. Sutton
in The Wireless World , July 20 th is sue.—
Goodman's, 27, Farringdon St., E.c.4.

A.J.S.

Shireland Road, Srnethwick.

6412A
50. 9"

Q COTT SESSIONS and Co., Hill Top.
L7 Muswell Hill, London, N.to.
[547 1
'LIVERYMAN Four Coils, manufactured ex Li
to specification; 25/- pair, post free;
trade supplied.—Warwick Radio Co. , War wick.
[5488

TIELETROL for Remote Control. — Simple to
1 install, one wire only for any number of
loud-speakers, indispensable for extension to
sick rooms, patented; price 35/- with instruc tions.—Baily, Grundy and Barrett, Ltd. , 2,
St. Mary's Passage, Cambridge.
[5 253

From all dealers or post free
from the Patentees,

RELIABILITY
S.L.F. CONDENSER L- -.
with ebonite ende and 4' Trolite
Dial.
.0006 69. "
,003 5/6.
Vernier Dial 10 extra.
Peat Free.
Purer, Attract:re
item in
Send for
Miecellanrona Coly..
Colo,,',,'

an d

VERYMAN 'FOUR Coils, genuine Litz
11 and Paxclin only used, complete with
ebonite cases, 28/- pair post free, or 28 /
6
C.O.D.; approval three days. — B. Rushton ,
50, Humber Rd., Wolverhampton.
[5498

the

Leakage path of
between
sockets.
Ideal for Short
Wave work. Leads clear of
base-board.

SIMONSON DS

ex -

'LIVERYMAN FOUR.—Coils exact to sped fication, 22/6 per pair, post paid. —
H. Freeman, 47, Tenbury Rd., King's Heath,
Birmingham.
[set

BERCLIF VALVE HOLDER
Specially designed

21
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H.T.
BATTERIES

S

W

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE WIRELESS WORLD

11 —This is a baseboard mounting con denser, designed for use with .o6 alves;
made with micrometer adjustment , which is
rffected by the threaded screw in the top.
Ilaving found the correct neutralising point
it can be locked into position; extremely fine
adjustment is possible, one complete turn of
screw only advances plunger .
03 of an inch.
The minimum capacity is absolutely nil ,
max i
m um capacity 8 micro-microfarads, and
owing to the fact that it has no exposed pl at es
it is impossible to short-circuit; this is a
feature which commends itself to all serious
experimenters.
Each condenser is supplied
with insulated adjusting rod, price 3/ - each .
A larger capacity type is made for work ing
with power valves and has the same efficient
micrometer
adjustment,
with
maximum
capacity 21 micro-microfarads and m inimum
capacity nil, price 4/3 each ;both can be ob tained from best dealers or direct from A. F .
Bulgin & Co., 9, to, it. Cursitor St. , Ch ancery Lane, London, E.C.4.
I00-11
D ROWNE'S Universal Cabinet and Base l) board, best Jap oak. can be used for any
set up to 26in. panel, complete with 8 adapt indg., panels;
w4 price 45/-.—Browne, 65, Sinclair
R
[557 2

World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
11/FK.II I Crystal Set and Tuner, low loss
111, tapped coils and coupler, Litz wire,
Perikon and Carborundum detectors, buzzer,
potentiometer, 2 enclosed high grade variable
condensers, tune crystal and valve switch,
in solid mahogany case; cost £30, sacrifice,
£8/ to, carriage free.
.and I. Gal vanometer ,beaut if u li
nstrument
by G.E.C. in polished mohogany case;
bargain. 25/-.
T ABORATOR V Type Volt-amperemeter,
Li beautiful high grade 9-range instrument
by Everett, Edgcumbe, in solid leather, carrying case with scrap; cost £ 8 /1o, bargain,
£4/to.—Swain, " Easemore," Llandrindod,

WIRELESS

WORI .
D

9400TH STEW,
The

Smooth Stem
bat strands
cf wire wiil not bnd
up with the thread.

Q

[5582
AIL Wave Four H.F. Transformer. L.W.,
.1. -1 exact to specifications, 9/-; 2 1st class
copper screens complete with 6-pin base, to/each, one without base, 5;-; 2 H.F. transformers, S.P. 250-550m., neutralising and
reaction windings, 9/- each; willing to consider offers.—Cook, 52, Tremaine Rd., London, S. E.20.
[55 80
WINTF.R is Coming.—Get your new parts
VV now and let me take your spares in part
payment.—Browne, 65, Sinclair Rd., W.14.

rOR

Transverse
Slot with
cla m ping
nut eliminates soldering.

Illustrated catalogue free on request.

0 («triable from all D.Were. Sat In emu- of didoulte
It nd your order to us. ruelostwe gone dealer'. some
and addl..s.
exhibiting at

National

Radio

STAND

207,

Exhibition.

BELLING-LEE-

e

TERMINALS

C

,

BELLING 6. LEE.. LTD.. Oueensway Works.
PONDERS END. MIDDLESEX.

adignew...1
4

a

e H.T.BATTERY ELIMINATORS
a
for A.C. and D.C. Mains.

4

1
4
1
1
1
4

k‘.
snOtaltt
MS. reAtan?

£6-17-6
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR SUPER
HETERODYNE SETS.
OTHER MODELS FROM
£3 - 15 to £9 - 17 - 8.
COMPLETE WITH VALVES. Bonn/ 12 ôezlm
on each model. silent in operation. GUARANTEED FOR 12 31..N THS.
BETTER RECEPTION AT LESS COST.
It your dealer cannot supply, write direct to us and
we will send ON 7DAYS' APPROVAL. Cath with

order (postage and packing l/d).

SEND P.C. FOR LIST.

HAWKINS & SOFFE,
Electrical Instrument Makers,
56, Crogsland Road, Chalk Farm, N.W.I
'Phone: nampsiead 1, 34 .
II or Id,” when writing to advertisers, will

Wanted f
or Four .0005 Ormond
dual condensers • four split sedondary
coils, 250-550; one H.F. Success choke; four
Mullard too,000 anode resistances; one• E.
Igranic 3-1
transformer; four Peto-Scott
screens and bases.—Box 3483, do The Wireless World.
[5543
V XPER13IENTER 'S Surplus.—Write list,
.1j stating
requirements —Gattiker,
Mon
Desir, Boreham Wood, Herts.
[554 0
OOD Second-hand Components at half list
1.1 prices;
money
back
guarantee; exchanges; cash offers.

W

HAT have you? What do you want?
Satisfaction is our motto. Try us and

1/6

The
Belling-Lee
Patented
Terminal la Perfectly
finished
throughout.
and
It made adth 30 different
engravings.

large insulated model IPolphed black
Bakelite) Type 13, Pd. each.
Popular model (non-imoulated) Typo M. 11-rod'.

•

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

O FFERS

see.

Used by the manufacturers of all the
best battery eliminators.

We are

OILS Wound for any Special Circuit
exactly to specification; Everyman Four,
3n/-; Everyman Three, 32/-; Regional Three,
'Wireless World " Five, 45/-; All Wave
Four, 35/6; screen and base 6 pin, 8/-; prices
for any other special coil on application;
prompt deliveries; trade supplied.—Norton,
Bannerman & Co., Bradfield Works, Hawksley Ave., Sheffield.
[55i3
MARCON I 6:
t Transformer. t2/6 ;or ex11-1- change for lower ratio, viz., 2.7 I;
or Ferranti A.F.3.—Box 3491 ,c/o The Wireless World.
[555 1
flOSNIOS Valves.—S.P. 18 gre en , re d an d
%-) blue, 15/-; small spe aker , 12 /6 ; 6 2ov.
H.T. accumulators, 30/- ; Fre nc h T.H. trans former, 5-T, 5/-; 7 do z. j
ars , 21
t
1 and
porous pots '
• offers.—L.
17, Mortlake
Rd., Ilford, E.
[555°
DOWYER-LOWE Short Wave Receiver
I/ components,
.0(103 popular conde nser ,
Royal slow motion di al, .
0003
react i
on condenser, sub panel and brac kets , H.F. choke
and clips, aerial and eart h pill ars, co il base,
set of 3 coils, cost 78/-, fi rst cheque 55/secures these new components.—Chrimes,
Bryn, Brassey Ave., Eastbourne.
[554 6
VER RANT! A.F.3, new and unused;
I! Ward, 16c, Polygon Buildings, Euston.

Mention of " The Wireless

4

Standard

[5573
Sale, all unused, Formo trans f
ormer
1 : L. F., 7/-; 4 McMichael H.T. transformers,
2,50o-7,00n, suitable superhet., 281-; 2 Ediswan Ardes, 18,1-; 2 Bretwood variable gridleaks, 3/6.—Maddick, " Rostrevor," Church
Sr., Staines.
[5554

[5544
RADIO by Post.—Watch our announce.
.LL ments; it will pay you; satisfaction or
ash refunded.—Below.
VERVMAN Four Coils, complote with
bases, exact to specification; 22;6 pair,
post free.—Below.
E VERYMA N Four Cabi nets .—S ubstant iall%
constructed in 'in. solid oak, beauti(ull
polished and complete with guaranteed finest
quality leakproof ebonite panel, magoganite
nr black finish ;3•)/6 carriage free.
DADIO Postal Service, 66, Burnaston Rd.,
It Hall Green, Birmin g ham .
[534o

The E
d
Top is independent of
the screw action head and
does not rotate.

SEPTEMBER 7TH, 1927.

Crystals, 6d. ; Ant i- pong valve holders,
1/-; flashlamp batteries, 3/9 doz.; send
all your enquiries with stamp to E. C. Waddington & Co., 64, Morley St., Bradford.
Tel.: 2635.
[553 6
TGRANIC Condensers.—Square law low-loss
slow-motion (6-1
friction drive), condensers beautifully made by Igranic; new and
perfect; .000s only 7/6, two for 14/6 post
free; list of new and second-hand bargains
free.—Selby & Co. (W.), 6, Hauberk Rd.,
Lavender Sweep, S.W. 11 .
[5535
Heavy Chokes, type 300, t '
each; H.F. chokes, 6/6 each.--tto, Festing Grove, Sou th sea.
[553 2
TERLING Multiple Button Mi crop hone,
cost „es; as new, £3 or best offer;
deposit system; exchange for gramophone
pick-op.-12
....ox 3441, c/o The Wireless World.

ntiMAX

S

11/PTLOCK Radio Manufacturers con supMI ply all the components you require for
your " Wireless World " set ;all components
are made to specification and are guaranteed
to be of the finest workmanship.
WE Specialise in " Wireless World " CirYV cuits and have an expert staff ready to
•,•st, overhaul or re-wire your set.
151 VERN'MAN Three, Four or Five, all-wave,
1:4 Regional and Empire short wave coils
and screens in stock.
•
11/1-ATLOCK Radio Manufacturers, Matlock
III House,
Woodberry Grove,
Finchley,
N.I.
'Phone: Finchley 2837.
[55 27

M cNIICIIAEI.

3
Intermediate
Transformers, t filter, 15/- each; 4 Benjamin holders, 2/-; J.B. condenser, .000s, 2/6;
2 Dimic bases, 1/6; anode resistance, 5o.000.
4/ 6 ;valves, 3 135s, 3 D.E.3bs, 7/6; ; P.M.4
(new), to/-.—A. C. Cownley, Rozel, Alleyn
Pk., Dulwich.
[55 25

1
4
4
. ". Everyman Co il s f
or use w i
th the
4
screened grid valves, 15/- each; your
1 old coils converted, 5/- per pair.
4
. ".
Holders for the new va l
ves,
i
n
1
polished ebonite, rigid both ends and
4

B

B

B

quick detachable, no flex leads; 3/6.
.
supply trade and f
actors at
keen prices.—B. & E. Wireless CO., 2,
Athelstane Mews. London, N.q.
[0043

1
4
1
4 ACCU3I111.ATORS, glass, 2 volt zo amp.,
4
3/9 each ; 4 volt, 7/6 each.—Below.
1 ACCUMMATORS, celluloid, 2 volt 40,
4 ri 7/6; 2 volt 60, 9/9; 2 Volt 8o, 12 /...-•••
4 Below.
1 ACCUNIULATORS, celluloid, 4 volt 40,
15/ . ; 4 volt 6o, 19/6; 4 volt 8o,
24/ :
4 cash or C.O.D., all guaranteed new stoce ;
7days' approval; postage extra; send for free
iist.—Bright & Hayles, 78, Church St.,
Camberwell,

London, S.E.5.

ensure prompt attention.

[0079
1348

„pp:19
•

SEPTEMBER Trn. 1927.
Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
QCREEN Coils.—Split Dri aerial, 250-500
L) and 1,000-2,0oo, 5/6 each; split H.F
transformers and secondary for 250-5oo, 7/6
each; ramp-2,00o, 11/- each.—Stone, below.
VERYMAN
Four
Aerial
Coil,
15/-;
transformer, 15/-; set complete, 28/-.—
Stone, below.
PIEl NARTZ Coils.-250-500, 7/6; 1,000-It 2,000, 11/- each.—Stone, below. ,
YDRA Fixed Condensers.-5oo v. d.c.
1mf.,
1/9; 25, 2/3 ; imf., 2/9; 2Mf..
9; 3mf., 4/5; 4mf., 6/- each.—Stone, below.
L ITZ \Vire, 27-42, 20 yds., 5/-; 25, 6/-:
40, 10/6; 50, 12/-; 6o, 13/6; and o-40
I.itz wire, 15o yds., 9/6.—Post orders to
Stone Manufacturing Co., zo8-9, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.t.
[0068
AERMONIC Valve Holders are the finest
fi. value
in
British made components;
model H antimicrophonic, 1/6 each.
(-1RID Leak Holders for Vertical or HorilX zontal mounting;
Bakelite mouldings
with adjustable springs, fitted terminals, /ter.
monic No. 1, 1/-.
f''RID Leak Clip for Mounting direct on the
IX wires; Aermonic No. 2, 4d.; if your
dealer does not stock, write to the manufacturers, James Christie & Sons. Ltd., West
St., Sheffield.
[
00 7
8
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H.T. SUPPLY
FOR RADIO
CAN BE OBTAINED
UP

TO

(400 Volts
1130 M/amps.

FROM STANDARD MODELS
oF

R. Ek B. POWER
TRANSFORMERS
WRITE FOR BROCHURE TO

RICH & BUNDY,
NEW

ROAD,
PONDERS
'Phone: ENFIELD 0777.

-

END.

LAKER

STEEL
MASTS
e
THE Wireless Doctor Will Call (London and
are 100% efficient—
1 Home Counties) if your set is troublesome; no cure, no charge; Wireless AssociaThey are made by engineers and
supplied to II.M. Government,
tion registered repairer; sets installed, mainthe B.B.C., and to Colonial and
tained, and brought up to date; experiments
foreign stations throughout the
and testing undertaken; Solodyne demonworld.
strated.—Altxander
Black,
2A,
Woodville
there are 50,000 "Laker " masts
in daily use.
Grove, N.I6. Clissold 3687 and Victoria
By mass production we are able to
6213.
b 841
offer a wonderfully efficient and
DASY Payments.—We supply, by easy payhandsome steel mast at the extra.1_J ments, components, accessories and sets;
ordinarily low price of
any make; to per cent, down, balance spread
over to months; send list of requirements to
London Radio Supply Co., It, Oat-la., London, E.C.2.
(53 60
QCOTT SESSIONS, the radio doctor (Lon.
Complete as Illustrated
L) don and environs).—Any set repaired, inAlways bear in mind thai an
efficient aerial is the most imporstalled, modernised; distortion eliminated ;
tant factor in good radio reception.
specialist in ” Wireless World " sets; no fee
until repaired.—Scott Sessions, Hill Top, Mus\\ ell Hill, N.to. 'Phone: Mountview 4928.
\
[4 861
Engineers,
1/1"12. CLAUDE LYONS, M.I.R.E., will adlee
..111. vise all constructors of supersonic-heterole
.42 Beckenham, Kent
dyne receivers, without charge; if you have
trouble with your present superhet. or contemplate building this most efficient form of
receiver, write him, c/o Messrs. Claude Lyons,
Ltd. (G.R Quality Parts), 76, Oldhall St.,
"VERONA "
Liverpool
10065
CIOII. Drive Loud-speaker parts.—If you
ACCUMULATOR
CARRIERS
V
are endeavouring to obtain the highest
FOR
SMALL
EXIDES
AND D.T.G.
possible quality in reproduction at present obPrice 11 -Each.
tainable, construct a coil drive speaker with
Obtainable from all Dealers.
parts supplied immediately from Baker's.
MADE BY
' Selhurst' Radio, 89, Selhurst Rd., South
JABEZ BATE & Co., BIRMINGHAM.
Norwood, S.E.25.
[5347
IRELESS
Doctor (Croydon, •Redhill,
Dorking district) will call; send postcard; sets installed and repaired ; any component supplied.—T. White, 8, Clarendon Rd.,
Redhill.
[54 23
WIRELESS
MASTS.
YNAMO D.C. Overtype, TO amps., 30/35
GALVANIZED TUBULAR TELESCOPIC.
volts, shunt wound, thorough working
Complete with base plate, ground pegs, stay
order; £4, or nearest offer.—Lindsay Scott,
wires, straining screws, pulley and cleat.
Worlington, Mildenhall, Suffolk.
[546i
54ft. High 53 153
5oft. High 87 5 0
WIRELESS Doctor Touring Midlands and
V1' South Coast.—Ernest J. Baty, B.Sc.,
HILDICK & HILDICK, Pleck Road, Walsall.
Luton.
[54 64
I/
AS
Adverlisemeris for
The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we

MISCELLANEOUS.

30 ft
.22 ,
6
J. &J. LAKER CO.,

W

D
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Miscellaneous.—Contd.
DADIO by Post.—Winter evenings now ap-

Ils
build up the Everyman Four.
the most efficient 4-valver yet designed ;writs
for particulars how to build this remarkablz
receiver at minimum cost; we supply everything radio and solicit your enquiries.—Radio
Postal Service, 66, Burnaston Rd., Hall Green,
Birmingham.
[54 07
ELEX Standardised Plug Socket System
will improve your set; lists free.—Ask
any trader, or Easticks, 118, Bunhill Row,
E.C.1.
[0025

E

British made, suitable
II VDROMETERS,
for all acid-lead accumulators, high

quality instrument, soundly constructed; post
free, 4/6, with booklet,
Accumulator Explained." Full particulars on application.—
Utility Syringe Hydrometer Co., Dept. A.,
16, Howard Rd., Ilford, Essex.
[
00 59
TO Sen. —too-tie volt lighting bulbs, part
I used condition; owner obliged to change
all lamps owing to alteration in lighting
plant; 3 60 w., 9 35 w., 37 17 w., 14 10
and 47 Royal Ediswan carbon filament type
(about 40 w.); ideal for charging accumulators; best offer gits the lot, carriage paid.—
Livesey, Stourton Hall, Horncastle.
[3341
(1.6D.R. Surplus.—T.V.T. unit, io/-; Aerial
ammeter 0.25, 7/6 ¡ 400 and soo coils,
5/- each; 2 6o-volt Elite accumulators, 15/each; 3a folding Brownie camera, so/-.—
Hailgate, Howden, Yorks.
[5557
THE 'Little Imp.—Combination gas blow
I pipe; indispensable to wireless workers.
jewellers, opticians, amateurs, etc. ;simplifies
small soldering; fine intense flame; does away
with soldering iron and blow pipe; marvellous
invention; 2/6 post free; approval willingly.
—Hammond, Market Hall, Burnley.
[5563
IRELESS Doctor.—Sets overhauled and
modernised; moderate fee; sets altered
for new screened valve, amazing results; Solodyne demonstrations arranged.—Morley,
Grangemill Rd., Catford.
[557 0

W

PATENT AGENTS.
ATENTS and Trade Marks.—British and

P Foreign.—Gee

and Co. (H. T. P. Gee,
Member R.S.G.B. and A.M.I.R.E.), 51-52,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.'Phone:
Holborn 1525.
[000i
"(ZING'S PATENT AGENCY, LTD. (B.T.
11 King.
Registered Patent Agent, G.B.,
U.S., and Can.). Free " Advice Handbook"
and consultations; 40 years' references.146a, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.
[coos

REPAIRS.
RANSFORMERS, phones, •loud-speakers
I. rewound and repaired to maximum effi•
ciency; all one price, 4/- post free.
A is
months' guarantee accompanies each repair.
Your present transformer can also be rewound
to Multi-Ratio type. Write giving particulars.
Trade invited.—Transform, 115, Links Rd
Tooting, London, S.W.17.
[oot
TT EADPHONES and Loud-speakers, roil
remagnetised and overhauled, 3/post free; guaranteed; Brown's " A " type,
4/ - ; established 1923.—Bradford & Co., 16,
Prospect St., Plymouth.
[5228
ITEADPHONES and Loud-speakers ReII wound,
remagnetised and overhauled,
4/-; transformers rewound, from 5/-; send to
our agents or direct to us.—Repairs fully
guaranteed by M. I. Vaughton, 88, Vyse St.,
Birmingham. Tel.: Mivyse, Birmingham.
[5511
believe to be thoroughly reliable.

jo
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"COLLETT

SELF-HOISTING AERIAL PULLEY
LIVES
CLIMBING I
The
Halyard rims la a separate
groove. Merely connect Aerial
lire to Halyard and had Into
ponitid, IICISMTIFICALLY MAIM.
Aerial, erected la live minutes.
Front an mod dream.

PRICE

WITH
HALYARD S. H. COLLETT MPG. Co.,
60 eenteneille Head,

EBONITE PANELS
Cut to any size In
BLACK EBONITE, Polished or Matt.
thi ck 6
per sq. foot.
7

NEW

WAVED EBONITE, fadeless,
same prices as above.
In GREEN, YELLOW and RED Mottled
Ebonite.
thick 7 6 per sq. foot.

r

e

Post free.

4' Sponge Rubber for Valve Holders
5 - per sq. foot. Post free.
THE MOUNTFORD RUBBER CO., LTD.,
13, Weaman Street, BIRMINGHAM.

in constantly renewing your H.T.
Batteries when acomplete set of SUPRECISION
Battery Eliminator components
for
A.C.
Mains are obtainable for the moderate outlay of
Why persist

32/-

Write to-day for our new list giving full
particulars of components, with diagrams and
directions for the Home Constructor, together
with technical instructions on the building of
multi-range Testing Sets.
Free and Pon Free from

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.,

WIRELESS AND HIGH
FREQUENCY SECTION
Courses and Classes in
WIRELESS AND HIGH I!REQUENCY ENGINEERING extending over a period of FIVE YEARS and
suitable for those engaged in or desirous of entering the
Wireless Industry; also for the serious amateur.
Courses prepare for the A.M.I.E.E. and City and Guilda
Examinations.
Session commences September 26th, 1927.
Enrolments: September i
4th-23rd from 6to 8.30 p.m.
Full particulars and prospectus from the
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION.

BOROUGH POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Is Road, London, S.E.I.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.
Head et Department: W. C. 6. Phillips, Me. MLR,.
PART TIME DAY COURSES in ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, extending over two years.
EVENING COURSES in ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, and Electrical Installation Work for
National Certificate and Institute Diploma: also in
Telegraphy, Telephony, Automatic Telephony and
Radio Communication,
Special Courses on
Lift Erection, Estimating, Illumination. Jointing (Lead
Covered Cables), and "The Economics of Telephone
Engineering."
Special Courses on Saturday mornings.
Wireless

WANTED.

W
W

ANTED, Seagull coils for new Daventry.
—Write H. J. P., Monkton Combe,
Bath.
[55 28
ANTED, high-grade 3-valve receiver,
complete with accessories and highgrade cone speaker, part exchange mahogany
cabinet, model 2, 2-valve A.J.S. receiver,
Amplion speaker, Cossor and Osram latest
valves, Lucas accumulator; cash adjustment.
—Morris, 8, Windsor Rd., Forest Gate, E.7.
[55 24
MATEURS, cash or modern gear, for
your old surplus.—Send to Marler, 104,
l.aburnum St., London, E.2.
[5552
VERYMAN Four Set, with or without
accessories; state lowest price and full
partieulars.—S. L. H., 181, Sandy Rd., Renfrew.
[5566
ANTED, Burndept receiving set, 4 or 7
valves, perfect condition, full equipment
less loud-speaker; lowest cash.—Box 3503, c/o
The Wireless Tl'orld.
[55 83
OILS.—Wanted, Dirnics 3A, also plug-in
200, 250, 60; offers of other Dimics entertained, cheap; approval.—Richardson,
26,
Colville Rd., Wisbech.
[55 65

E

W

EXCHANGE.
XCHANGE.—Marconi Ideal 6 to z for
Là I..S.5.—Herbert,
113,
Coedpenmaen,
Pontypridd.
[5547
E XCHANGE Set of G.R. Supersonic Trans1--A
formers, Marconi Pyrex variable condensers, .0003, for all-wave transformers and
two good .0005 slow motion condensers.—
Easte, Elmhurst, Holmfield Ave., Grimsby.

[5556

AGENCIES.

THE POLYTECHNIC, Regent Street, WI

Mention of " The

Repairs.—Contd.

-

89, Talbot Court, Easteheap E.C.3.

IC)2 7.

DATTERY Service for Wireless and Car
I) Accumulators; sets made to order, wired
or remodelled.—W. Francis, 26, Highgate
Place, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.
[55 60

C

HIGH TENSION

B

SEPTEMBER 7TH,

A GENTS Wanted for Cheapest and Safest
ti Non-pumping Petrol-gas Lamps; good
living made converting all paraffin lamps into
zso c.p. Titus light; particulars, Titus, Kings-ston, Brighton.
[5 240
at once, travellers to carry wellWANTED
advertised
component as sideline.—

Write Excel Radio Components, 53, Abington
St., Northampton.
[5521

AGENTS Wanted for
fi
Piontek,
Amsterdam.
SITUATION

Batteries Every6, Lelie Gracht,
[5575

WANTED.

VOUTH, aged 18, secondary education, 18
1 months' modern radio practice—theoretical
and practical—seeks situation with view to
further
Irorld. study.—Box 3440, do The Wireless

[55 23
ADVERTISER desires situation where good
11 knowledge of, and six years' experience
with, wireless recekers and transmitters considered asset; first grade certificate.—Write,
41, Arlingford Rd., S.W.2.
[555g
TOURNALIST, with very extensive wireless
t) experience, requires post as editor or subeditor to journal dealing with radio and/or
allied subjects; would also consider staff post
on newspaper as wireless correspondent.—Detailed particulars, Box 3495, c/o The Wireless
World.
[55 62

'lite YOUNG 1,NTHUSIAST.

By Mrs. Stee. I.

(From the Beginners' COMSPeilitei.)

Use your
camera!
N

OW is the time of year
when you can take
pictures out -of- doors. If
you would learn how to get
the best results from your
exposures and the greatest
pleasure from your hobby
— read " The Amateur
Photographer" every week.
It contains amass of helpful
and interesting information,
together with art reproductions of pictorial photographs
and free criticism of readers'
prints.
EVERY WEDNESDAY

3d.

heAMATEUR
OTOGRAPHER
a

•Ihe Journal for

Everybody with

Camera •

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED,
Dorset House, Tudor Street,
LONDON, E•C•4.

World," when writing to advertisers. will ensure prompt attention.
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Situations Wanted.—Contd.
Situations Vacant—Contd.
IIIIRELESS Mechanic, ex R.A.F., seeks
IRELESS Operators required by the
VV situation, 6 years' experience repairing,
Government of Mauritius for three
installing and operating.—Write Goad, Hol- years; salary, rupees 2,400 a year for candiloway Hill, Godalming, Surrey.
[55 69 dates with two or more years' experience,
VELLOW of Radio Association, Associate and rupees 2,000 a year for shorter experience; free second-class passages and furnished
1 Institute Radio Engineers, Wireless Telesingle quarters; candidates, age 21 to 24,
graphy Diploma, seeks situation as radio service manager or sales demonstrator.—BM/ must be unmarried and possess the Postmaster-General's certificate or equivalent.—
BOC8, London, W.C.t.
[55 81
Apply at once by letter, stating age and particulars of experience, to the Crown Agents for
SITUATIONS VACANT.
the Colonies, 4, Millbank, London, S.W.t,
OUTH, with good knowledge of general quoting M/38.
[5539
principles of wireless required by city
FIRST-CLASS Travellers having good confirm, previous experience not .necessary,
nection amongst leading wireless firms
honesty and intelligence essential ;write givoffered remunerative terms to introduce finest
ing fullest particulars of salary and any experience; applications giving full particulars quality ebonite at competitive prices in
—only will be considered.—Apply Box 3429, c/o uncovered suburbs and provincial territory.—
Apply by letter, stating ground covered, etc.,
The Wireless World.
[ore
Trelleborgs, Union Place, Wells St., W .I.
[5568

W

Y

"

An order
from
South
Africa!
"WE have much pleasure
in sending you a proof
of the very wide
circulation of 'The Wireless
World.'
"In response to our small
prepaid advertisements, we
have received this week an
order from Johannesburg,
South Africa.
"Wishing
success 1"

you

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

HE ABC of the Superhet," by Mr. Claude
1 L. Lyons, NH R.E., 88 pages, 17 explanatory diagrams or photographs, and including
complete schematic and point-to-point wiring
plan of the famous Evening Chronicle 8-valve
superheterodyne receiver. The only book cf
its kind at present in existence; recently
described by the Editor of The Wireless
World as "A fascinating booklet
lucid description of the operation of the superhet receiver. ...With constructional details
and useful hints and for the home constructor." Only 8d. complete, post free, from
Claude Lyons, Ltd. (G.R. Quality Parts), 76,
Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[0064

ADVERTISEMENTS.

2.
5

Books, Instruction, Etc.—Contd.
Receiver tor 30/-.—Write now for
VE
booklet
on how to build the L.R.C.3
valve set for 3o/- from guaranteed parts only
—the ideal loud-speaker sec.—II- post free
from H. Howarth, Lustrolux Depot, 288,
Deansgate, Manchester.
(5335
" A CCUMULATORS
Explained,"
how
fi they work, care hints, terms defined;
booklet 641., post free; refunded when hydrometer purchased. See under heading " Miscellaneous."—Utility
Syringe
Hydrometer
Co., Dept. C., 16, Howard Rd., Ilford,
Essex.
(
00 5
8

3-VAL

PUBLIC NOTICE.
PATENTS

ANI)

DESIGNS

ACTS.

1907

and

HWIRELESS WORLD COILS
" Eteremnn rour"
iU Ttoo,.
30 "All Wave For
type 11.1,3. on Paton,. Formen
200-00 or 900-2000 metre«
16' - each
WI/vie. World 9hort. Wave Coll
each
Heed Resletorr from '2-31 ohms
Trade Sapplied.

LAWRENCE &

29,

Parkhouse

1 4 each

HULL,

Street, Camberwell,

S.E.5.

CAXTON WIRELESS CABINETS
THOUSANDS

OF

SATISFIED

CUSTOMERS.

All Polished with new enamel that gives a glass hard surface that cannot be soiled or scratched.
Ebonite or Radion Panels Supplied and Perfectly Fitted at low extra cost. SENT FREE—Catalogue
of Standard Wireless Cabinets in various sires and woods.

Els tree

every

" Solodyne

P>

The A.C.D.C. Mains Unit Mfg. Co.
105.

Ridley Rd.,
E.7

Forest

Gate.

Fullparticularsrelating to advertising
will be sent to prospective advertisers
on request.
W.W. 59

aummenmin

Your First Steps
in Wireless
By

HUGH

Editor of

S.

POCOCK

'The Wireless World"

A most helpfull ittle book for those who an
beginning to study wireless. It explains
technical difficulties by simple analogies.

Price 9d

By Post lid

From 1LIFFE & SONS
Dorset

House,

Tudor

Street,

LIMITED
London,

and leading booksellers.

E.C.s

w.w. 14

Spedally designed for this famous Radio Press Circuit. All details and dimensions conform
to their specification, enabling constructors to follow the layout without difficulty.
PRICES:

Light Fumed Oak 66/— Dark or Jacobean Oak 70/— Real Mahogany 73/
Prices include either" fall front" with handsome solid raised panel, as illustrated, or beaded

doors, allowing ample space for tuning controls, etc. Glass panelled doors can also be
supplied at 3/- extra.
CASH WITH ORDER.
CARRIAGE PAID U.K.
PROMPT DELIVERY.
Packing Cage 51

1919.

"IVOTICE is hereby given that LOVEJOY DEVELOP-LS MENT CORPORATION, of 155, East 44th Street,
New York. State of New York, United States of
America, a company organised under the laws of the
State of New York, seek leave to amend the Specification of Letters Patent No. 263077. granted to them
for an invention entitled " Improvements in tuned
radio frequency receiving circuits."
Particulars ot the proposed amendment were set
forth in the Illustrated Official Journal (Patents) of
the 24th August. 1927.
Any person, or persons. may give Notice of Oppoeltion to the amendment by leaving Patents Form No. 19
at the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings. London, W.C.2, within one calendar month from the date
of the said Journal.
W. B. JARRATT,
Comptroller-General.

extra repaid if Case returned within 14 days Carriage paid to Works.

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., MARKET HARBOROUGH.

Advertisements lot " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we bcliere to be thoroughly reliable.
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"ELITE e9

ACCUMULATORS

— The Elite of all —

Tal

22/6

ACCUMULATORS,
69 volts
type. 02, Semi-oil Submerge d.
Complete, as illustrated.
Price
The World's Best High Tension Accumulator and of British
Manufacture. The Unique Semi-Oil Submerged feature of the
Elite. absolutely prevents surface leakage losses.
The battery lasts
a life-time.
Write for lists.
Sold on approval.
ACCUMULATORS

ELITE

Bedford

telephone: .1301.

giteTANNOYSUPPLY UNITS for
H.T. UNIT
7 days free trial

Street, LONDON, W.1

A.C. MAINS
L.T. UNIT

5716

against cash. Fully guaranteed.

COMPLETE

11'; 11e.

fur

HALIFAX.

Street,

Telegrams: Mite Halifax.

London Distributor:—CECIL POHLMAN, 77, Great Portland

'
phom

I

23
10
13

LIII! .!,,, till. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 1 lllll II 1111,111111111. Ill t

LTD.. Station
'Phone: 1485.

Ur

19
24
24
26
21

THE PERFECT
EBONITE

Sole Manufacturers :—
H. B. POTTER & CO.,
Buildings. ROCHDALE.

2927.

TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
P562

•28
•23
22
•
•
PACE

Accumulators Elite
Bate, Jabez. & Co..
Belling & Lee, Ltd....
Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd.
Brandes. Ltd......
British Battery Co., Ltd
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
Carborundum Co., Ltd.
Carrington Mont. Co.
Caxton Wood Turning Co.. Ltd.
...
Clarke, H., 6; Co. (Manchester). Ltd.
Collett Slant. Co. ..
Coasor, A. C., Ltd.
Dlgby, F.
.
.
Dubilier Condenser ('o. (1925), Ltd.
Ede, C., 5; Co.. Ltd..
Edison Swan Electric CO., Ltd.
Electradix Radios
...
Formo Co...
Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.

WIRELESS

lists.

RADIAX PROTECTED DESIGNS
Pitted Former., 3' diem. x3', 4. 3. 3r.
Ste-pla Cow Ines) Ram
Tapped Aerial Coils
..
Split Anode Coils
Split Prim. or Bee. Transformer
All-Wave Four Coils. I/too/200o, 17/4: 200/660 ..
Everyman Pour Cella, the pale .
Empire Short waui Coil
Aluminium Sheet, AU-Wave Pour
Aluminium Sheet. Empire Short Wave.
11.6. Choke (ensures perfect reaction,

4/6
2/6
6/4
6/9
30/11
la/.

10/a
1/8
114

coils wound to epecilleatIon.
All components for All-wave Four—.
EmplreShortWave—Idonotune3,etc. lamtlete•tamp. 1
,ulicatalootto2d

RADIAX LTD •Palmer
30, Accessory House,
Place, Holloway Rd., 14.7

39,6
COMPLETE

TULSEMERE MANUFACTURING CO..

Tulsemere Road, West Norwood, S.E.27.

T
112. H.T.C. TWIN

RECEIVER

A complete up-to-date set, including
loud speaker and all accessories.
seven

days

'Phone:

Immediate delivery for
Balance 2 6 per week or 10 - per
month. Total cost £6 10 0.

Peke g88 0

Deferred Term
!Ft 18 0

2, Boundaries Rd.. Balbam, S.W.12.

MAKE YOUR OWN H.T. f.ff 1,

,,,,etatw

TIIE STANDARD Sac Leclanche SELF •f`HARGIN“ WET II.T. BATTERIES can k.
,:..seinided to 0.5 voltage in a short time. upkeep is practically nil, parts ate pyrivanent
nd •atlyfaction is 2naranteed.
Popular Nodal. 90 volts, 60 cells. No. 1Sae.
. 21'9
Same model with detachable terminals
.
25/1

•

Write for our new booklet and dote number and type
econmetleal battery.

I

of

oolver—oos will recommend

mou

The WET H.T. BATTERY Co., 12, lirownlow St., High Holborn, W.C.
of " 7he

t
eas
,

4e#

andseuez,4

3valve set, Cash

H.T.C. ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.,

'Pee

5
Cash Pre*
23 40
Royalty
Pal&

trial and Initial Payment refonLlt
not entirely satisfactory.

ete

1

Streatham 8731.

1,000 BARGAINS
Are listed and hundreds illustrated
in our
NEW 72—PAGE

CATALOGUE

Now Ready
Send 4d. in stamps.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames Street, London,
E.C.4.

Uireless irorld," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt oltenttott.
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The envelopes here
shown
contained
orders from all over
the world received
by Messrs. Claude
Lyons Ltd., as a
ri suit of a review
of the" G.R." ShortWave
Wavemeter
in -The Wireless
World."
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The Penetrative Power of " The Wireless World."
The following letter gives some
indication of the valuable and
extensive circulation of "The
Wireless World," and of the
esteem in which it is held by
readers all over the globe.

"The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor St., E.C.4.
Dear Sirs,
We desire to state that the
pulling power of your Periodical
"THE WIRELESS WORLD &
RADIO REVIEW," in foreign parts,
has caused us the very greatest surprise. You will remember that on
the 3oth March last you very kindly
reviewed the "G.R." Short-Wave
Wavemeter. This review has brought

us enquiries and orders from all parts
of the world.
We are enclosing
herewith aphotograph which is conclusive proof of the penetrative power
of the journal.
All these letters
contained orders. Such is the faith
of the foreign public in your statements that many orders were
received requesting prompt shipment
at list price, whatever it might be
We are preparing some advertisements for your valuable paper, which
we shall shortly forward to you, now
that we have practical proof of this
kind.
Yours truly,
CLAUDE LYONS LTD.

This letter is of special interest to prospective advertisers to whom an
advertisement tare and full particulars will be sent on request.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4
Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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THE NEW RADIO SIMPLICITY
simply to be connected to an electric light socket and
it is instantly ready for action. Afterwards, whenever
the wireless is needed you just switch on.
With but slight alteration most existing receivers can be
converted to this new radio simplicity by means of the
Marconiphone All-Power Units.
If you haven't electricity in the home, the same
highly efficient receivers are available for the ordinary
battery-accumulator installation.
MARCONIPHONE MODEL 32, the new season's

3-valve

receiver here illustrated, exemplifies how aptly
Marconiphone have sensed the requirements of the
modern listener. Not only is range and power exceptional, but control has been reduced to the turning of
asingle knob. Stations once logged can be recorded
on the unique tuning scale and brought in with
effortless accuracy whenever desired. The standard
tuning units cover ranges of 250-550 metres and
1400-1900 metres.

Complete with D.C. mains
equipment (Royalty paid). . £22

8

6

Complete with A.C. mains
equipment (Royalties paid)

£27

2

6

Receiver only with Broadcast
and Daventry tuning unit
(Royalty paid)
..

£13

Power Unit Base £2 extra.

MARE THE ACQUAINTANCE of Marconiphone Mains-Driven
Wireless—the greatest radio convenience since Broadcasting began.
A Marconiphone Mains-Driven Receiver operates direct
from the mains, just like an electric lamp—and costs
no more to run.

The set when first installed has

Battery Base £x 125. 6d. extra.

17

6

There is a very complete range of Marconiphone
receivers, loud-speakers, components, etc., each one
the leader in its class. All Marconiphone products
costing £io or more can be purchased on the simplest
of Deferred Payments.
Full particulars on request.

MARCONIPHONE
MAINS-DRIVEN WIRELESS
FILL UP AND POST IMMEDIATELY
To THE MARCONIPHONE CO.

LTD.,

AND REDUCED, 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W .I.

Please send me full particulars of new season's models and details of The New Radio Simplicity.
Name

Mt

Address

I2I,A

Printed for the Publishers, burrs h &Ms LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, by The Cornwall

Press Ltd.. Parts

Garden, Stamford Street, London,

S.E.I.

Colonial and Foreign Agents:
Virrren Scaves—The International Newe Co., 131. Varick Street, New York.
FILANCI—W .H.Smith & Son, 248, Rue Ricoh. Pali/ ; Hachette et Che, Rue Réatmnor, Paris.
Bruarnzw—W. H. Smith a Bon, 78, Marche aux Herbee, Bromele.
Isms—A. H. Wheeler a Co., Bombay, Allahabad and Calcutta.
Rouyn Aintree—Central New. Agency, Ltd.
Avirraatra—Gordon a (Itch. Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.), Brisbane (Queerraland), Adelaide (8.A.), Perth (W.A.) and Launceston (Tasmania).
Guyana—The American News Co., Ltd., Torotto, WinMpeg, Vancouver, Montreal, Ottawa. St. John, Halifax, Hamilton; Gordon è (Itch, Ltd., Toronto ; Imperial News Co.,
Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver. Vitoria.
Ns. remain—Gordon 8 Ootch, 144., Wellington. Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin.
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NTO

COMPONENTS

OLYMPIA
STAND No. 142

MULTI -RANGE
INSTRUMENTS

VOLTMETERS and
AMMETERS

TRANSFORMERS

TRICKLE CHARGERS
Incorporating the

FERRANTI LTD.
Hollinwood,
LANCASHIRE

FERRANTI ELECTRIC
LIMITED
Toronto, CANADA
Mention of ' The

Westinghouse Patent Metal Rectiher

Wireless

FERRANTI INC,
130 W. 42nd Street,
NEW YORK, U.S.A.

World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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A Wonderful New
Series of P.M. Valves
Just consider the amazing efficiency of
a valve with all the advantages of the
wonderful P.M. filament and the added
economy of only .075 amp. filament
consumption.
You will realise what an effective improvement in radio valves this new P.M. Series
means--.07 5filament current, fewer accumulator rechargings, the same copious
emission, strength and length of life of the
P.M. filament, every P.M. advantage for
arunning cost now considerably reduced.
The new P.M. .075 Master Valves will get more
out of your set and in their great durability
prove the most economical valves you can buy.

VISIT STAN OS

164, 165 eic 166.
National Radio Exhibition,
Olympia. Sept. 24 to Oct. L

Mullard
THE -MASTER. •VALVE

10,6

TWO

TYPES

FOR 4 VOLTS
AND 6 VOLTS

THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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44

Mg

99

ARTA

MONOBLOCKS
FOR

RADIO H.T. SUPPLY
NEW

TYPE

"VV A

99

IN 10 & 20 VOLT UNITS
(20 volt units with tapping at 10 volts)

RA 10 CONTROL
BO

;

"
I

KLET—eree/

Every radio amateur requires an
authoritative guide to the correct electrical operation of his receiver. 1-lore
you have the opportunity of obtaining
such a booklet entirely free. Just fill
in and send the coupon below and a
copy will be sent to you by return.

e

fk

"Radio Control" has been prepared
by the Weston Electrical Instrument
Co., Ltd., who, for the past 30 years.
have been universally acknowledged
as the leading manufacturers of
accurate electrical measuring instruments.
Since the inception of radio
the Weston Company have examined
carefully every phase in its development and with each succeeding stage
of progress have designed and produced appropriate instruments to
assist the efforts of radio engineers.

NEW

6

FOR

The "VARTA

8c

20

is the

H.T.

MONOBLOCK
It has been imitated,
but not surpassed,
in performance
or length
of life.

WESTON
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER
Pioneers since 1888

W.Wd.

10

MONOBLOCKS

ORIGINAL

To-day is not too soon—cut out and
post the coupon now.

WESTON ELFCTRICAL INSTRU ‘' ENT Co., Ltd.
15, GT. SAFFRON HILL, E.C.1.
.
Ipplicatron for free ropy of Bookla
"Radio control" from
Name
Address

DPER VOLT i
VOLT

Now the result of many years' radio
experience is placed at your disposal.
"Radio Control" will show you
definitely how appreciable economies
may be effected in the operation of
radio receivers and how improved
reception may be obtained at the
same time.

PRICE

CHARGING,
m
IN

II
am
ma

I

THE
VARTA
DUPLEX
RECTIFIER.
H T.
Batteries
and
L.T Batteries charged
SIMULTANEOUSLY
from A.C. supply
Write for List No 4.
A.F.A.
ACCUMULATORS
120, Tottenham Ct.LTD.,
Rd.

`C.
an
ea

=I
im
al

EV f$74

London, W.1.
u
qimumm...§....m......aum
BE

l
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T last the handsome hornless loud speaker
is within everyone's reach. Two new Erown
instruments are here. They bring priceless
features of the famous erowit Sphinx and
Disc Loud Speakers to the masses. Price is now no
barrier to the possession of a hornless ou I speaker.
For £4. 10s, buys the Mascot, a handsome instrument

speaker of true beauty
perf, rmance.

.

. in appearance did in

In these new rrowit Loud Speakers you will recognise a
new standard of value in radio reproducing instruments.
Never before have such elegant loud speakers been
available for so low aprice.

Never has such

true,

life-

like interpretation of the broadcast been available for

which gives uncannily real reproduction.

such small cost. Do not buy aloud speaker

For £6. Os., too, the

without hearing them.

Universal, a loud
Universal

At your Dealer's.

(left]

£6. Os.
I

Mascot
£4. 10s.
— ——
—

NEW
,IiN/SAL 4,
LOUD
SPEAK ERS
Advc S. G. Brown, Ltd.. Western Avenue. North Acts*, W.3.

•a

Branches at 29. Mortimer Street. W.1.. Southampton and Livervoo1

M I 9460

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " art only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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THE PERFECT PORTABLE

You must hear the
BURNDEPT
Portable Five
CONDENSERS
[EA§Île

rUFIIJtb

because the shaped vanes and

Don't buy any set until you have sen the latest and
most efficient of all portables—the Burndept Portable
Five.
Compact in size— perfect in every detail.
One tuning dial, one volume control and one switch
enable you to reach an amazingly extensive range
of stations at good loud speaker strength. The set
receives Daventry high power at 200-3oo miles, Radio
Paris and Eiffel Tower at 200 miles, and local stations
at about 30 miles (some at 40-30 miles), while
Hilversum can be heard well in the Eastern counties.

unique gearing spread stations
slowly and evenly— without

EARTH
AERIAL
OUTSIDE
WIRES

backlash—over the entire scale.
The balanced

"feel" of the

"GECoPHONE" Condenser Dial
is a positive joy to all lovers
of precise radio instruments.

.0001

.0002 -17/6
.00025 - 176

.0005
.001

- 196
• 276

Straight Line
Frequency Type
.0003
.0005

• 19/- 22!.

GECoPHONE

Low LOSS SLOW Ato-rucrea
CONDEMSERS
VISIT

THE GECoPHONE

Nos.
NATIONAL

140 and
RADIO

The nearest Burndept dealer will gladly give
you a demonstration.

Completely Equipped for Use

30

Reduced Prices
Square Law Type
- 17/6
.0003 - 176

STANDS,

15

EXHIBITION.

Simple to Control
Superlative Volume
Clear Tone
Robustly Built

GUINEAS

Including Licence Fees.

NO EXTRAS OF ANY KIND.

BURNDEPT
BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3.

Stand 127

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION,
NEW HALL, OLYMPIA,
SEPT. 24 th—OCT. 1st.

Write for particulars of the Burndept range
Catalogue free on request.

for

1927-28.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Le., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, ILC.2.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Absolute freedom from surface leakage!
The first requirement of a panel is positive insulation.
The second is dignity and beauty.
Ebonart combines
both these qualities.
It is the most beautiful ebonite ever wrought, and to this
quality of beauty it adds strength, insulation, and absolute
freedom from surface leakage. It is perfection, perfection
of material, perfection of make. In black and abeautiful
mahogany grain.

REDFERN'S
REG. N0.469456.

RADIO

PANELS

'MAHOGANY.

BLACK.

6 x 9 in.
..
7 x 14 ,,
..
7 x 18 „
..
7 x 21 „
..
8 x 12 „
..
8 x 18 „
..
8 x 20 „
..
8 x 26 „
..
8 x 30 „
..
..
Other sizes per sq. inch

3/2
5/8
7/3
8/6
5/8
7/6
11/12/13/9
11/16d.

lia.
4/3
each.
7/9
10/-"
11/6
„
7/6
10/12/6
16;3
18,9
1516d.
PI
te

91
99

fe in.
4/2
7/6
9/9
11/3
7/3
9/9
12/15/8
1819/10d.

each.
5/9/11/9
13/6
8/9
11/9
14/9
19/22/1-1/10d.
911

99

99

99

PP

99
/9

Every panel safely packed in adamage-proof carton containing a station
log chart.
Full directions for easy working in the Book of Ebonart.

Obtainable from all reputable dealers.
REDFERN'S

RUBBER

Advertisements for

WORKS,

LTD.,

HYDE,

CHESHIRE.

lije Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thormiehly reliablP
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Of KW, T

D.C.

REGULATOR
using current from

HANDBOOK.

HA ND BOOK

DYNIC

THE

D C.

mains

DOES AW-AY WITH THE
NECESSITY FOR HT BATTERIES

4 fully illustrated and well-compiled work

the construction and uses of Formo
Components, including Blue Prints, etc.,
Special Test Reports, etc., by J. H. Reyner
and H. J. Barton Chapple.
on

Single lapping models, price
from
so
Super Heterodyne
Special Model for Marconi.
phone Straight Eight, price

1/
See STAND 81, National Radio Exhibition,
Olympia.
Sept 24th to Oct. lit.

£2. 7.3
£3. 0 .0
£3.10 .3

£5.15.

41-onage IM
In/halteeimal TM:Ming rest.

. £8 .10

0

JONESC STEWART.
417o, ft Viacom Street GLASGOW, CS.

frown Works. Cricklowood Lase.

Phone: rent. 4392.

'Phone: Ramp. 1707.

yd,GrAms.

..GorlodstA."

Manchester :Mr. 3. B. Levee, 23 Hartley Street,
Levenshulme.
Phew. Ilenton .11.. 175.

The

MAGNUM R.C. COUPLING UNIT
/.1 ,o/RPOR.4 TiNG

.1

I', 111; ,, I" 11,

,I

I. I, A' le

With this economical unit, your set
will reproduce with an astounding
purity and faithfulness.
It embodies
a corrsctly proportioned condenser,
anode resistance and grid leak, sealed
In a Bakelite moulding, together with

a Vibro Valve Holder.

TO

CRYSTAL

SET

USERS.

One of the recommended uses for the Magnum
R.C. Unit is in a two-valve amplifier, the
complete set of parts (which can be assembled
in 30 minutes) cost £1 .10 .0 only. Write
for aleaflet giving wiring diagram.
PRICE
DESIGNED

AND

10/6

MANUFACTURED

BY

BURNE-JONES
CC). LTD..

MAGNUM

TELEPHONE:

HOUSE

HOP

6257

288,BOROUGH HIGH ST.
LONDON. S.E.I

ON

VIEW

EXHIBITION,

WIRELESS

Stand

OLYMPIA

1 08

ELECTRIC

LTD.,

TrellebOrgS
GUARANTEED

GENUINE EBONITE
THE FINEST QUALITY PANEL OBTAINABLE.

0 N LY

1/2d.

pe
R
ertsqa
u
i
ar
l
P
er
in
ice
h.

STANDARD GLOSSY FINISH 3/16" THICKNESS.
Other prices :--1
%• Highly Polished, Id. per sq. in.;
Glossy, Id. per sq. in.; r Highly Polished, id. per sq. in.

rSiandard

Mention of " The Wireless World,"

when

TEISEN
207.

writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MIET•VICK

(Cosmos)
Wireless Sets, Components ISL Valves
for the New Season.

M

'Met-Vick" 5 Set
for working from
lighting mains.
Is
also
suitable
for
battery
working.
List 4117;9

ANY of the lines illustrated or referred to on
this page will be exhibited for the first time at
Olympia, Sept. 24th to Oct. 1st. Readers who are
unable to attend the exhibition should ask their dealers
for the literature mentioned in the adjoining column
Sets for working direct from the Supply Mains--

The new "Met-Vick" Five can be plugged into a lighting
circuit, just like any other Electric Appliance. It is a really
beautiful instrument, and, while a distinct advance on any
1926 model, remains at a reasonable price.
Eliminators..." Met-Vick" Battery Eliminators
are supplied in two models. The H.T.—G.B. Model can be
used on various supply voltages of 4o-zoo periods. Grid Bias
tappings are provided at 5, zo, 15 and 20 volts. A high
voltage (up to 250 volts) can be applied to the last valve.
The L.T. Model gives an output of 5 amperes at 4 volts
without hum.

Battery

"Met-Vick" A.N P. Cods (Patents pending)
for trouble-free H.F. stages. List 4117,8

A.N.P.
(Astatic-Non.Parasitic) Coils—These new
"Mut-Vick " products provide a clever solution of a difficult
problem. They overcome, simply and efficiently, the three
difficulties associated with H.F. amplification, namely:
Magnetic coupling between coils, Stabilisation and Parasitic
Oscillation.
Resistance Coupling Units..." Cosmos" (" Met-Vick ")
Resistance Coupling Units are well-known to all Wireless
enthusiasts. The " V " type can now be obtained fitted with
new "Met-Vick" A£. Valve Holder. The latter is also
supplied separately.

H:r.-G.B.

"Me -Vick Battery Eliminators
Model and L.T Model
List 71178.

"Cosmos" (" Met-Vidc ") Resistance
Coupling Unit and A.C. Valve Holder.
Lists 4117/7 and 4117'8
"Cosmos" (" Met-Vick ")
Valves.
The well-known
"Shortpath " series. The
complete list
is 4117/3
while the new A.0 Valves
are
fully
described
in
List 71178

53

Advertisements for

"

Valves..." Cosmos" (" Met-Vick ") SHORTPATH Valves
for 2-v. and 6-v. battery working are available at the new
reduced prices. Also, when the Exhibition opens, the new
"Cosmos" (" Met-Vick ") A.C. Valves will be available.
These make possible the operation of a set from the electric
light supply without any of the aggravating "mains noises."
A special disc adaptor enables a-battery-set" to be easily
converted without rewiring.
The various literature mentioned in the adjoining
column gives full details.
Ask for your copies.

METRO .VICK

SUPPLIES,

LIMITED.
(Proprietors:
Metropolitan-Vickers
Elec. Co., Ltd.)
1

55

Charing
LONDON,

Cross

Road,

W.C.Z.

,_7»11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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While Line
Valve Holder
A great advance over all
previous types of "Spr;ngy"
valve holders. Inter electrode
capacity is reduced to a minimum and is constant. Thus
the "Whiteline" holder is
admirably suited for superheterodyne and short -wave
receivers. The springs are so
designed that while the init'al
amplitude to any given shock
is as large as required. the
damping is quick and gentle.
Made of genuine Bakelite
and supplied with terminals,
soldering tags and fixing
screms.
Overall dimens!ons
of base 1! ins. sitiare.

STAND

Also
LOWFREQUENCY The "WHITELINE" for SAFETY
CHOKE.
List 232
- 2'3
List 287. 201-

124

nits A 1.TERNAittve

PROGRAMME
ha, made you far more
interested—the

ill make you far more
satisfied! Either alternative will sound
equally well through this Aristocrat nf
Loud Speakers, and if your set will
run aspeaker at all it will feel alot
happier with an ETHOVOX, and—so
will you! For beauty and purity of tone
it has never been equalled. To-day
it is cheaper, but NOT cheapened
—you can buy it for around £3.
Ask us for descriptivc booklet and name of nearest
dealer stocking it.

113_1
URNDEPI
IkA111110

L.F.
TRANSFORMERS
List 284. Ratio 3-1.
2
2/
6
List 285. Ratio 6-1.
251•Also in Multi-ratio.
giving IA 3. 366.
es and 6 to I.
List 286. 2716

UNIVERSAL
H.F. CHOKE.
List 288. 9:NATIONAL

RADIO
EXHIBITION

OLYMPIA

Send Iid. in stamps for the new Bowyer-Lowe Catalogue

Boyce

©We

WIRELESS APPARATUS

BLACK HEATH
LONDON, S.E.3
Mention of " The

BOWYER—LOWE

CO.

LTD., LETCHWORTH.

Wireless World," when writing 'et advertisers, will ensure pro 1/1 pr attention.
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Smoothing

C.C. Output Unit

Choke

The Family Seven
L.1. Choke

Not another Igranic Circuit but the range
of Igranic Transformers and Chokes.

"F " Type Transformer.
A successor to the popular -E " Type L.F. Transformer.
Considerable improvements in design
although the same external appearance. Ratio 3¡ :I.
An excellent Transformer at a moderate price.
Price 16/Power Trausfo:mer for H.T. Supply Unit.
A highly efficient Transformer suitable for full wave
rectification similar to those employed in the wellknown Igranic H.T. Supply Units.
Suitable for
operating off A.C. to the voltages and aperiodics
stated. Separate winding giving 4volts for lighting
filament of Rectifying Valve. Output, 250 volts to
each anode, 75 milliamps.
roo-I ro and 200-220 volts A.C., 40-6o cycles.
115-125 and 230-250 volts A.C., 4o-6o cycles.
"G" Type Transformer.
The latest Igranic L.F. Transformer.
A notable
advance on anything previously produced. Has exceptionally large iron core and a very high primary
inductance. Made in two ratios 3.6: 1and 7.2 :I.
Former for first and single stages and the latter for
second stages.
Price 30/-

We are exhibiting

Stands Nos.
148 &149

Choke

••
pe
Transformer

Smoothin¡ Choke for H.T. Supply Unit..
Has high inductance and very effective for smoothing
purposes. Completely enclosed in an attractive metal
shield with suitable terminals. Specially suitable for
use with Power Transformer.
Price 25/. each.
"C-C." (Choke Capacity) Output Unit.
A filter for use after the last valve of -a receiver.
Prevents anode current passing through loud speaker,
thus protecting its windings, and preventing demagnetization. Improvesquality. Preventslow frequency
oscillation. Long loud speaker leads permissible.
Price £1 is. 6d.
H.F. Choke.
An exceptionally compact H.F. Choke.
Effective
from 3,000 metres to lowest broadcast wavelengths.
Very small external field, low self-capacity and high
inductance. Mounting bracket provided. Enclosed
in Bakelite case.
Price 5/L.F. Choke.
A high maximum induction Choke which may be used
for inter-valve coupling or as an output Choke owing
to facilities for varying the inductance by connecting
coil sections in series or parallel.
Very low selfcapacity and ample iron core, shielded. Price 27/-

(IGRANIC

at the National
Radio Exhibition
at Olympia,
Sept. 24 to Oct. 1

H.F.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
149, Queen Victoria Street, London
Works t BEDFORD

Some interesting
booklets on radio
matters can be
obtained
by
writing
us
for
publication U 220
—a postcard will
bring them.

BRANCHES:
BRISTOL,
MANCHESTER,

BIRMINGHAM,

CARDIFF,
GLASGOW,
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
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MICRO-LOG
DIAL
when used in conjunction
with
the
Burton
Condenser
gives a wonderfully
smooth slow motion
combined with the
convenience of being
able
to
record
stations actually on
the dial—thus making it
possible
to
tune in any smtion
without unnecessary
knob-twiddling.
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"EKCD "MODEL, M. 1., D.C. —17."G
Most reliable, most compact and the cheap3Q
form of H.T. supply.
I to 3 valve sets only.
One of the ten new r927-28 "EKCO" models.
Free!
Descriptive
"EKCO"
1921 -28
folder giving all details.

C. F. & H. BURTON,
Progress Works,
BERNARD
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No fading away—
No microphonic
noises—
Use Lotus Coil Holders and
Valve Holders in YOUR set.
They ensure perfect, uninterrupted reception.
Tat.

tit o.

250.31.

2,
Ithout

6
term o

2/3

but NOT
THE

LANGHAM

From all Radio Dealers.

°TUNS

Two TYPM
Poe outside panel mounting.
Three-way ..
jo e
For inside baseboard mounting
with Ws. handle.
Two-way
8Three-way
8

COMPONENTS.

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.
Lotus Works, Broadgreen

Road, LIVERPOOL.

MAKES A GOOD
VALVE—BETTER
and

A BAD VALVE
GOOD !!

World Patents
THE MASTER

Only

Holder

do

you

give

chance

to

give

of

your

its

valve

The

" Attic "
principle ilearanfeei
under any condition of shock or vibration.

Even

perfect steadiness

when the valve is moved directly it just
into position.

FOR

FULL

these mediums.

possible

of £2:7:8,

E.:

or 30 Gas, cash —
complete and absolutely ready for use.

See Stand 105
at the National

5
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laid Mae 1927.

Iremain yours fa ¡Chi

F
ROM 'MR DEALER
OR DIRECT

THE ULTRA
SENSITIVE
VALVE
HOLD ER
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FUSE &ELLCTRICAL
BIRTLE Y . Durtri

Radio Exhibition.

by the use of

Hear ties.
may be interested to hear that I hare now for some lime
been using three of your Faire Holders, and tars never teen
ony others trAich, in my opinion. can be compared oriel. them.
1 hare also recommended them with macea, to numerous
other wirelees enthusiaets iii a government wientific establishment where quality is regarded as the find essential.
Ienclose P.O. for litYd., for another of these most reg,tleni
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-
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POST FREE
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Longhorn Radio.
Albion House, 59, New Oxford Street, W.C.1.
Telephone:

87

PARTICULARS.

£5
down
and
22
monthly
instalments

sags beck
No springs or rultber are employed

ideal conditions are not
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a
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5GB has given ihe Langham Portable
averitable triumph. Daventry Junior
comes in perfectly on the loud' speaker
at anything up to L000 miles, and
even in London 2L0 can be cut out
completely, and 5GB comes in without
interference and at FULL STRENGTH.
This is of course in addition to the
principal European Stations.
We ask you to try the Lang/tam Portable
for yourselves — we offer one week's
free trial for you to see if the Set will
do what we claim.

when
you
employ
the
"ART IC "Anti-Microphonic Valve

NON. VIBRATORY

VALVE - HOLDER

Made on
the principle
approved by the
Admiralty--

FAIttle
The opening of 5GB has proved some
makes of Portable Sets to be failures.
Their reception of Daventry Junior
is very unsatisfactory—at a distance
they cannot pick it up, while near
other stations elimination is impossible.

There will be no
more fading away
of volume, no
more breaking of
valves and disturbing
microphonic
noises once you
have fitted your set
with Lotus
Coil
Holders and Valve
Holders.
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"Lost chords"
with
CossorValves

Yuse

OU can't expect good music unless yo u
good valves. You must have valves
capable of reproducing the subtle beauty of
the low tones equally as well as the delicate
high notes. Wherever you go you'll hear Cossor
Valves referred to with admiration. Music
lovers readily acknowledge that no valves can
compare with them for faithful and true-to-life
reproduction of Radio music. Be fair to yourself—and to your Receiver. Use Cossor Valves
and you'll hear Radio music that will thrill you
through and through. Such exquisite purity and
such glorious volume that no wonder the
Cossor Valve is called "The Melody Maker."

o$ sr
melod

e

y maker"

Adt.
v of A C Cossor. Ltd.. Highbury Grove. N.5.
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CONFOUNDING THE

PESSIMISTS.

OR months past we have persistently advocated the erection of a short-wave Empire
broadcasting station in this country, and
little by little the stubborn resistance of the
B.B.C. to the project has beeribroken down
until at last we have obtained the assurance
from the B.B.C. that before the end of the
year they will have a short-wave station in operation.
We find it very difficult to understand the attitude of
the B.B.C. towards this project. They have had before
their eyes the evidence of the possibilities which the Dutch
and American stations have provided, yet they declined to
accept the point of view that the art of short-wave transmission and reception had reached a stage where
the erection of a transmitter here would be justified. It seems almost amusing, therefore, that in
carrying out the recent rebroadcast of the Australian short-wave station the B.B.C. have themselves
proved to the listening public that the establishment of broadcast communication between this country
and the Empire is an achievement which need be by no
means so remote of fulfilment as the B.B.C. by their pessimistic attitude of the past months would have us believe.
Satisfactory reception of the Australian station is achieved
direct, even on one valve, in this country, and although
the retransmission by the B.B.C. through their station was
naturally not so good as could be obtained by direct reception, yet our readers will agree that it was sufficiently
successful to render the speeches intelligible and the music
more than recognisable, whilst it is reported that the transmissions carried out by Mr. Marcuse have been received in
Australia sufficiently well to justify rebroadcasting them.
If this can be done with an amateur station, are we not
justified in looking for far superior results from a station
erected with all the resources of the B.B.C. behind it and
sufficient funds to carry it through? But however successful the B.B.C. may be with the transmissions of their
short-wave station when it is ready, as promised, before
13 9

the end of this year, no amount of success will quite wipe
out the feeling of disappointment which is so general that
we in this country have failed to respond to the desire
existing in the Dominions for broadcast contact with the
home country. If only one could instil into those responsible here for conducting Empire broadcasting some of
the enthusiasm which was conveyed in the speeches of
those who took part in the first programme from Australia
we should not be waiting now to return the compliment of that transmission.
Under " Correspondence " in this issue we publish a
letter from areader in Cape Town. The letter is, perhaps,
somewhat bitter in its attack on our lack of enterprise in
the home country, but we publish it because it is typical
of the opinion to which expression is being given throughout the Empire. We realise that we have devoted much
space in The Wireless 1Vorld to this topic, and we may
have wearied some of our readers with our persistence, but
our action was prompted by the conviction that the time
had come for some action to be taken, and we believe that
the importance of the establishment of Empire broadcast
communication will only be recognised at its full value
when we can look back on its inauguration as a landmark
in history.
0 0 00

THE LIFE

S

OF

5GB.

OME doubt has been expressed as to whether 5GB,
because it is an experimental station, is going to be
permanent or not.
In an interview with Capt.
Eckersley we were assured that 5GB will continue to
transmit at least for twelve months and that other stations
of the Regional scheme are not likely to be established
for operation before within that period.
It should also be reassuring to those who contemplate
modifying their sets to increase selectivity so as to receive
the alternative programme from 5GB that in improving
them along these lines their receivers will be equally
applicable when the Regional stations are in operation.

318
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Constructional Details of Two Short.Wave Broadcast Receivers.

F

ACTS recently revealed in regard to the use of short
waves for world-wide broadcasting indicate immense possibilities.
It has long been known that
telephony transmissions from stations using ultra-short
wavelengths can be heard in remote parts, yet it has
taken some while to acquire confidence in the potentialities of à short-wave broadcasting service as a means of
covering the face of the globe.
Representing the view
of its readers, particularly those *enthusiastic experimenters
resident in our colonies, it has been the policy of this
journal to press for the introduction of the short-wave ser-.
%ice, and now, during recent weeks, it has been seen that
the foundations have been well laid.

local station at ten miles, and it is this difference of effect
that has formed the basis of the tardiness of the British
Broadcasting Corporation in giving its support to the
scheme.
Home and Empire broadcasting must not be
viewed from the same standpoint or, otherwise, by mere

World-wide Broadcasting.

The writer would be the first to admit that the quality
and nature of reception across thousands of miles us:rig
short waves is a vastly different thing from tuning in the

in order not to limit the permissible range of grid potential swing
in the L.F. amplifier, the resistance—coupled stage precedes the
transformer coupling.
A high impedance value is used as a leaky
grid detector with potentiometer control.

A more uniform control of regeneration is brought about by the
use of a resistance in place of the usual choke.
The transformer
bra a liberal primary winding and incorporates the bridging
condenser shown here.

contrast the results obtained in the transmission across the
globe would prevent the service ever getting a start, yet
the results are amply satisfactory for conveying entertainment to listeners throughout the Empire. One could
not help noticing the sentiments of the announcer of the
Sydney, Australia, station when he opened with " Hallo,
dear old London," and many letters written in this strain
have been published in the Correspondence columns from
readers throughout the Empire.
B 10
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Chort Wave II and Short Wave =—
The sheer fascination of listening-in to these longdistance broadcasts has created a demand for a new type
of set—a short-wave broadcast receiver—as distinct from
the type of receiving set used by the short-wave enthusiast. The requirement is for a set tunable from ro to

Robust interchangeable coils cover a wide wave-range.
The
turns are spaced wound and secured to very thin celluloid.

ioo or more metres, free from capacity effects, possessing a particularly smooth control of regeneration and as
easy to operate as the more orthodox broadcast receiver.
Short—wave

379

tuned circuit will be such that amaximum potential across
the coil is maintained. The control of regeneration is,
moreover, facilitated, while each coil covers only alimited
range and carries a reaction coil of the requisite size.
The closed circuit and reaction coils are carried on
" Bakelite " strips with four-pin mounting, the grid coil
being linked with the aerial by means of inductive
coupling. Only one aerial coil is used over the entire
short-wave range, the turns being supported in an insulating clip and hinged from atwo-pin base which gives support to the aerial terminal. On the higher range of short
waves the coupling between aerial and grid coils is essentially inductive, though on the ultra-short wavelengths the
coupling becomes a capacity one, as evidenced by the
fact that only a small change results when the earth end
of the coil is disconnected. It is desirable to avoid nutted
connections in atuned short-wave circuit, and positive contact is ensured by soldering the end of the wire to a small
brass bush, which is in turn actually in soldered contact
with the split pin. The manufacturing details of these
coils have been developed by Collinson's Precision Screw
Co., Ltd. An ebonite plate fitted with six sockets and
long connecting tags supports the coils, and is elevated
on ebonite pillars so that the coils may, in the case of a
compact set, be arranged external to the cabinet away
from masses of metal such as tuning condensers, intervalve transformers, etc., and remote from the hand
capacity effects of the operator.

Interchangeable Coils.

To fulfil the first requirement
interchangeable
plug-in tuning coils must be
used. The form of construction adopted has many advantages.
The coils are
robust, and will withstand
rough handling, although the
turns are air-spaced and are
supported by the minimum
of dielectric material.
The
leading-out wires do not pass
down through the former of
the coil as required by the
vertical form of mounting,
and the leading-out wires of
the grid circuit inductance
do not exceed 1in, in length.
These coils are similar to
the form of construction developed by the Grebe Corporation
in
the
United
States and now produced by
several
American
radio
manufacturers.
With
a
successful system for interchanging coils a small value
of aerial tuning condenser
may be used, so that the inductance-capacity ratio of the
B II

•

This view serves as a good guide as to the paths taken by
the connecting miring.

WfiTigh@O
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Short Wave II and Short Wave III
Small Capacity Tuning
Condenser.

To obtain a convenient
tuning sca le the capacity
change of the condenser follows a logarithmic law.
Its
maximum value is as low as
130 micro-microfarads.
A
geared tuning dial is necessary, and it is desirable that
the operating knob should be
large not only for convenience of handling, but so that
the surface leakage path can,
if necessary, by careful fingering be made as long as
possible.
It is most important that the friction surfaces of a geared dial move
without microphonic vibration as this might be imparted to the valves, for on
short
wavelengths
valve
Panel drilling for the two—valve set.
A, ¡in.
B, lin.
C, ¡in.—holes for screws and back nuts
microphonic properties are
with screw slot to serve as dial indicator.
D. lin, and countersunk for No. 4 wood screws
intensified.
This
special
condenser for short-wave tuning is a product of the
on critical adjustment in the short-wave circuit, be found
Ormond Engineet ing Co.. Ltd.
to be an additional source of microphonic noise.
This is
For uniformity a condenser of similar outline is used
clearly evidenced by the pitch of the note set up, brought
for reaction control, its scale of adjustment being suffiabout by the circuit constants becoming changed by the
ciently critical.
Although the capacity is 250 microvibrating valve mount.
microfarads, the overall depth behind the panel is uniform
It should be noted, also, that the components of the
with the tuning condenser
tuning circuit possess microphonic properties on short
Short—wave and Microphonic Noise.

Care must be taken in short-wave work in the selection
of the holder which supports the detector valve.
What
might appear to be a non-microphonic valve-holder by
the fact that it is fitted with coiled springs may actually,

Dimensions t
or laying out the components of ibe

wavelengths. The vibrating plates of acondenser, shaky
wiring, or the loose turns of a.coil can all produce microphonic noise.
This is easily demonstrated by bringing
an absorption wavemeter, say, to within nine inches of
the grid-plate coil of the just oscillating set and tapping
the wavemeter container.
A ringing sound is heard in
the telephones which suggested to the writer the use
of a tuning fork attached to
the wavemeter so that its
note is heard at resonance,
the vibrations being actually
transferred to the plates of
the
wavemeter
condenser,
causing minute changes in its
clpacity.
Valve -holders
should, of course, possess a
minimum of dielectric
material, and the two types
shown in this article, as well
as others of nearly similar
construction,
have
been
found particularly good.
Designs are given for both
a two- and a three-valve set,
and the choice as to which
might be constructed is personal rather than technical.
For instance, apart from
two—valve set.
cost,
D E. 5 type valves
B IS

Wh'Él®00
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LIST

OF

PARTS.—SHORT

1 Aluminium panel, 12in. X 7in. X hin. (hard rolled sheet.)
1Baseboard, 12in. x6in. x4m.
1 Variable condenser, 0.00013 mfd., Logarithmic scale (Ormond).
1 Variable condenser, 0.00025 mfd., Logarithmic scale (Ormond).
Set of Short-wave coils and stand (Colvern, Collinson's Precision Screw Co., Ltd., Provost Works, Macdonald Road,
Walthamstow, London, E.17).
1Potentiometer (Igranic).
2Friction control dials, Type R 1137 (Ormond).
1L.F. transformer, 31 to 1(A.F.3 Ferranti).
2 Valve holders (Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd.).
1" Wearite" or" Benjamin" switch.

requiring a heavy filament current are used owing to their
non-microphonic properties, and liberal filament current
supply may present difficulty. The three-valve set will
not have agreater range of reception than the two, though
the signals will be slightly stronger and, in consequence,
the set will be more susceptible to microphonic valve noise
when the table is knocked or the loud-speaker stood immediately alongside.
Resistance Instead of R.F. Choke.

The tuning circuit having been discussed, the only unusual detail in the two-valve set is the use of a small
clip-in resistance having only low
capacity between its ends connected
in the plate circuit of the detector
valve in place of the more orthodox
choke coil. Its value is 50,000 ohms,
ample to permit of the functioning of
the reaction condenser.
Unlike a
choke coil, it is entirely free from
resonances, which produce the wellknown effect of " blind spots " on the
reaction condenser scale where
regeneration is only possible by
increasing to a maximum setting, rapidly readjusting again
to a low value as soon as the
tuning is moved from the critical wavelength.
Part of the
signal voltage is, of course,
dropped across this resistance,
and for this reason it is necessary to use a transformer
possessing high primary inductance, so that only a small part
of the potential developed in
the anode circuit is lost in the
resistance. Before adopting the
resistance, tests were made with
a high-frequency choke, and the signal did not appear to be in any way
superior. The actual value of resistance adopted was a matter of experiment, and, being comparatively low,
has ample current-carrying capacity.
In the three-valve set a choke coil
must necessarily be used or a loss of
signal strength would result from,connecting 50,000 ohms in seriesrwith
11 13

3,1

WAVE

II.

1Grid leak, 5megohms.
1Resistance, 50,000 ohms (Ediswan).
2 Resistance holders (Dumetolun, Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd.).
IFixed condenser, 0.0001.
19-v. grid bias battery.
2 Grid bias spring battery clips. (Deckorem, A. F. Bulgin &
Co., 9-11, Cursitor Street, London, E.C.4).
2 Ebonite shrouded telephone terminals (Belling & Lee).
1 Cabinet, 12in. x 7in. X 7in. deep with slotted top and lid,
preferably finished in green polish with black front beading
(W. & T. Lock).
Wander plugs, flex, screws, wire, etc.

the zoo,000 ohm anode resistance and passing on to the
first L. F. valve only that portion of the signal voltage
which is set up across the coupling resistance. This coil
is sectioned to reduce the self-capacity and assembled on a
Paxolin tube, the turns being arranged as a compact
air-spaced winding of small diameter so that the turn-toturn capacity is small and the field of the coil is limited,
eliminating the possibility of local station pick-up if the
set is to be operated within a short distance from a highpower broadcasting station.
Potentiometer Control.

To afford a critical control of regenention a potentio-

Another view of the Short Wave ti.
Note the turned-up clip
of the resistance holder to facilitate the removal of the
resistance.

Willr®R®nl
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Short Wave II and Short Wave III.—
meter is included in the circuit, though for maximum
signal strength the aim should be to use the potentiometer to apply a positive bias. When searching, however, it may be set over to the negative side and slowly
advanced to positive when bringing in the required signal,
at the same time adjusting the reaction condenser and
making the necessary slight compensating adjustments on
the aerial tuning dial. The best values of grid leak and
condenser for short-wave telephony reception are about
4 to 5 megohms and o.000r mfd.
Preparing Aluminium Panels.

Turning now to the construction of the sets, one would
recommend the use of metal panels. Hard rolled aluminium sheet (British Aluminium Company) of a
s, in.

gauge is comparatively easy to cut to size, and can be
drilled with almost the same facility as ebonite. Panels
exact to size, figured and lacquered, can be obtained
(White Bros. and Jacobs, Ltd., 46, Chalk Farm Road,
London, N.W.r.), while, if the reader cares to finish a
panel himself, there will be no difficulty in producing
the mottled effect by rotating beneath the thumb a piece
of the finest grade " blue back " emery paper at intervals
of about sin. in straight lines across the panel. It is worth
while treating both sides of the panel in this way, and,
while the markings are still bright, applying atransparent
lacquer or one having amyl acetate as the solvent. The
only screw heads, other than the dial indicators, appearing are those that secure the baseboard, and for uniformity with the white aluminium they should be warmed,
dipped in soldering flux, and then tinned.
The condensers are attached without bushing, and
to make up the thread of the
one-hole fixing ¡in. spacers
are inserted at the back of
the panel. These should not
exceed about rin, in diameter, or there will be distortion of the condenser, and
care is needed when tightening the centre screw to avoid
pulling the moving plates out
of position. The movement
of the dials is limited by a
peg held under the centre
nut, which should be so set
that it stops the rotation of
the condenser at exactly the
maximum capacity in order'
to prevent the plates overturning.
The dials should
then read exactly zEio°, and
it will be found that the o
precisely coincides with the
indicator, though this time
the rotation is limited by the
moving plates coming into
contact with the bar on the
condenser.
Details of Assembly.

COIL
MOUNTING
GRID

EARTH

leads and exact branching points of the two-valve set.
Most of the battery lead
the baseboard.

wiring is beneath

The potentiometer is secured by means of screws
and nuts in preference to the
one-hole fixing with which it
is provided, the centre hole
being drilled out to give
clearance to the spindle. As
it does not improve appearance, the silvered indicating
plate of the potentiometer is
omitted. It will be seen that
the face of the panel connects through the frames
of the condensers to the
L. T. — . It is advisable to
scrape away the lacquering
B 14
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Drilling details for the panel of the Short Wave III.
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Hole sizes are given in the drawing of

under the condenser fixing nuts to ensure good contact,
so that it only becomes necessary to clamp up a small
piece of bent metal under one of the potentiometer terminals, bedding this, also, against the cleaned face of
the panel before tightening up the fixing screw.

The Short Wave III.
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the

panel

of

the

two—valve

set.

The " on and off" switch, being connected in the
positive L.T. lead, must be insulated from the panel, the
bushes being made from pieces sawn off of ¡in. ebonite
tube or drilled ebonite sheet.
Assembly is carried out according to the dimensional

Small ebonite cleats are useful for holding down the battery and
L F. leads tightly against the baseboard.

Mad@N3
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LIST

OF

PARTS.—SHORT

1Aluminium panel, 18in.x 7tn. xAin. (hard rolled shed.)
1Baseboard, 18in. XMn. X ¡in.
1 Variable condenser, 0.00013 mfd., Logarithmic scale (Ormond).
1 Variable condenser. 0.00025 mfd., Logarithmic scale (Ormond).
2Friction control dials, Type RI137 (Ormond).
Set of Short-wave coils and stand (Colvern, Collinson's Precision Screw Co., Ltd. Provost Works, Macdonald Road,
Walthamslow, London, E.17).
1Potentiometer (Igranic).
1L.F. transformer, 2to 1(B.T.H.).
3" Tiger" valve holders (Athol).
1" Benjamin" or" Wearite" switch.
1Grid leak, 4megohms.
2 Resistance holders (Dumdolun).

drawings, the baseboard of the two-valve set being elevated on ).ein. battens so as to accommodate low frequency
and battery leads beneath it and to give clearance to the
projecting stems of the terminals.
In the case of the
three-valve set there is a recess in the base of the cabinet,
so that there is no need to raise the baseboard to accommodate the underneath wiring and terminal stems, though
if a different form of cabinet is used from that specified
the fitting of battens becomes necessary.
Spacers made from lin, ebonite sheet are inserted under
the porcelain Athol valve holders to prevent the grid and
plate connectors making contact with the baseboard. This
necaution is only essential, of course, in the case of the
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1 Cabinet, 18in. X 7in. X 8in. deep, fall front (Carrington).
Sistoflex, wire, Wander-plugs, flex, screws.

Tapping for the fixing screws can be avoided by drilling
an under-sized hole.
Care is necessary in locating the
holes on the baseboard for securing these uprights, as
regards the two-valve set, in order that the strip may
exactly coincide with the slot in the top of the box,
though the wood may be slightly bevelled away on the
underside to guide the strip into position. These rods
are 6in. and 2?gin. respectively for the two- and
three-valve sets.
Precautions when Wiring.

Take every care possible when wiring, particularly in
regard to the tuned closed circuit and the grid and plate
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1 Ebonite shrouded earth terminal (Belling & Lee).
2 Ebonite shrouded aerial and counterpoise terminals (Belling &
Lee).
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III.

2Fixed condensers, 0.0001 mfd.
1 15-v. grid bias battery.
1Anode resistance, 100,000 ohms.
1H.F. choke (IV atmel Wireless Co.).
1Fixed condenser, 1mfd.
Fixed condenser, 0.1 mfd., mica.
6 Ebonite shrouded terminals, optional (Belling & Lee).
2 Ebonite shrouded telephone terminals (Belling & Lee).
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'file positions of the components on the baseboard of the three—valve set.

detector valve. The clips of holders for the grid leaks
may with advantage be bent up to facilitate the insertion
of the resistances.
Drilled ebonite rods sin. in diameter support the coil
platform.
If these are made by the reader, he is reminded of the need for making the ends perfectly square.

leads .of the detector valve. Wires which pass down
from the coil holder strip, in the two-valve set, may be
tied with waxed thread to the upright pillars. No. 18
S.W.G. tinned wire is used, and all wires running along
the face or beneath the baseboard should be slipped in
sleeving before being bent to shape.
B 16
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Receivers constructed to the designs given will not differ widely in their tuning from this calibration.
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Practical

wiring of the

Short
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Wave 1H.
The battery terminals may be abandoned and substituted by a row of tags screwed to the
baseboard.
One common H.T. positive terminal is satisfactory.

Small ebonite cleats sawn from ebonite sheet and
measuring about sin. x¡in. xkin., for securing •
the surface baseboard leads, will be found particularly useful
for clamping the wire in position.
As the panel is in contact with the baseboard, and in
turn connected with the battery supply, nothing will be
gained by providing an elevated ebonite terminal strip,
and, in fact, the lnsulating properties of dry wood to the
D.C. potentials of the batteries are far in excess of the
insulation existing in the batteries themselves.
Terminals, or merely connecting tags for use with permanently
attached battery leads, are screwed on to the wood. Telephone terminals also are put through the baseboard, and
îin. holes should be made in the case for inserting the
telephone tags.
It is not essential to provide separate
H.T. terminals for each valve in the three-valve set, as

the resistance coupling following the detector valve demands a higher value of H.T. for self-oscillation on all
wavelengths, and critical adjustment of the plate volts
of the detector valve is not required.
Threshold Oscillation.

When searching for (listant stations rotate the reaction
dial backwards and forwards all the time, through a few
degrees, while slowly advancing the tuning dial over its
entire scale so as to " feel " the point where self-oscillation, as indicated by a faint breathing sound, occurs.
The set must not go into regeneration with a " pop," and
using the valves suggested earlier—type D.E.5 or
D.É.5B in the case of the resistance-coupled detector
valve—there should not be any difficulty in obtaining
exceedingly critical control of oscillation.
i8
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Short Wave II and Short Wave
Between the setting on the reaction dial of strong oscillation where signals are weak, and the point where the
condenser just creeps into oscillation, will probably be a
movement of never less than to degrees on the dial, and
at some settings considerably more. There will always
be at least one degree to move over when obtaining good
quality from distant telephony stations, and the dial can
he rotated backwards and forwards, any setting giving
just the same effect irrespective of the direction of rotation. There will be very little need to widely swing the
reaction condenser except
when using, perhaps, one
particular coil and when the
wavelength to which the set
is tuned corresponds with an
harmonic frequency •of the
aerial. To tide over this precise setting with a good control of regeneration the aerial
coil may be dropped over,
say, to an angle of less than
45° from the horizontal,
though the normal position
should be, perhaps, about
zo° from vertical.
Failure
to obtain regeneration is
often due to a fall in the
H.T. battery potential, and
the simple expedient of keeping a testing voltmeter to
hand is strongly advised.
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using the " C" coil and adjusting the tuning condenser
to a position near the zero end of the scale. The best
time to listen being at present between 6 and 7 p.m.
B. S. T. Local conditions will not materially affect reception, and it may be found that a small aerial will give
just as good results as one which is much higher and
unscreened. For broadcast reception an additional coil
(F) may be used, and in order to record station settings a
line is provided on the calibration chait for showing its

Operating Hints.
The earth tag of the coil is
not shown connected in the
wiring diagrams as it will be
found that a counterpoise,
or separate earth connection,
may give better results when
receiving from a particular
station, the effect being to control the elevation of the
angle of reception from the Heaviside layer.
The calibration, as given, will be found to hold good
within, say, z or 2 metres on 45 metres. Actually, the
two sets were found to differ on this wavelength by only
0.5 metre. Stations received are shown on the curves,
though when the particular wavelength is obtained near
the maximum end of the tuning condenser scale it is worth
while substituting a larger coil and searching near the
minimum. For this reason it may be found useful to
add to the range of coils by introducing intermediate
sizes, though each coil in the range specified overlaps
with those on either side.
A coil to cover the broadcast band with an optimum
to tune to the local station will extend the scope of the
sets giving loud-speaker reception, the circuit being equi valent to the popular Reinartz.
For this reason a grid
bias of 15 OliS is fitted to the three-valve set, and in the
output stage asmall power valve should be substituted.
On the completion of the construction of either of the
sets the reader may he quite confident that he will be able
to receive 2ME (or 2FC) Sydney, Australia, on 32 metres,
B 19
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The finished Short Wave III.
Aerial and ..ounterpoise ter—
minals are best bushed into the back of the cabinet and c n—
nected by short direct leads well away from earthed apparatus
and the operator.

wave range. On the extremely short wavelengths the
calibration curve shown dotted may involve an appreciable
error owing to stray parallel capacities, and the inductance
of the leads being comparable with the inductance of the
coil. The use of interchangeable coils is a feature of
outstanding importance, and is essential for embracing
the present wavelength range covered by the short-wave
broadcasting stations.
Readers undertaking the construction of either of these
sets are advised that receivers constructed exactly in
accordance with the designs given will be available' for
their inspection at The Wireless World Stand at the forthcoming Radio Exhibition at Olympia.
WIRELESS

EXHIBITION

AT

OLYMPIA.

September 24th lo October Isl.
NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE: GUIDE TO THE SHOW.
Forecast of the new apparatus to be exhibited
Constructional details of a Long-range Receiver.

"THE WIRELESS WORLD EXHIBITION FIVE."
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VALVE CA,PAC7T -Ea.
Reasons for Increase of Grid=filarnent Capacity under Working Conditions.
By W.

I

F we break open a three-electrode receiving valve and
examine it carefully we shall see that the elements of
the valve are supported on wires whose ends are embedded in glass. Attached to the ends of the wire supports will be found fine wires of platinum or platinum
substitute, while attached to these are ordinary copper
wires which are joined to the valve's pins. The valve pins
themselves are held in a shell of bakelite or other insulating material.
The wires connected to the elements (filament, grid and
anode) run fairly close together, with the result that the
capacity of the condenser formed by a pair of electrodes
is 'quite appreciable. The capacity of the electrodes is
larger, of course, when the valve is mounted in a holder.
If, therefore, we measure the capacity of the grid to filament with the anode connected to earth we shall get a
surprisingly large value due to the proximity of the various
connecting wires, valve pins, etc., and the nature of the
insulating material used in the construction. A typical
power valve measured in its holder had a grid to filament
capacity of 10.5 micro-microfarads, an anode to filament
capacity of 8.1 micro-microfarads while the capacity
measured between the grid
and anode terminals was a
c27 -1- I -Ie"-)
little less, being 5 micromicrofarads.
I„1
-03
Strictly speaking, then,
when we represent a valve in
a wireless circuit we should
show three condensers connected between the elements
Fig. 1.—The principal inter—
of the valve.
This is not
electrode valve capacities.
done as a rule, probably in
order to simplify diagrams ;but as a result of this omission it is safe to say that the presence of these condensers
is not always realised. These condensers, tiny as. they
are, play amost important part in the behaviour of highand low-frequency amplifiers, and in the operation of detectors as well.
Their effect in low-frequency amplifiers and detectors
is apparently only just beginning to be appreciated, but
readers will know that these capacities are held responsible for most of our troubles in high-frequency amplifiers.
Losses Due to the Valve's Capacity.

One or two effects can be explained very easily. Thus,
suppose we have a valve, Fig. T, whose anode is connected to the filament through a battery. We apply an
alternating voltage to the grid-filament as indicated, and
by the usual valve action cause the anode current to vary
according to the input voltages. But across the gridfilament terminals is acondenser C, representing the valve
capacity; this condenser will therefore have to be charged
by the applied alternating voltages, and as the capacity

JAMES.

is one having an imperfect dielectric (glass, bakelite,
etc.), a small amount of energy is absorbed. This will
tend to reduce the applied voltages because a load (which
can be represented as a perfect condenser shunted by a
resistance) is joined across the circuit. As is well known,
an imperfect condenser can be represented by a perfect
condenser shunted by a resistance, or by a perfect condenser in series with a resistance, and the poorer the condenser, that is, the larger its losses, the smaller will be
the equivalent shunt resistance, and the larger the equivalent series resistance.
The first thing we notice, then, is that the grid circuit
of a valve absorbs power. This, of course, is wasted in
charging and discharging the condenser formed by the
grid and filament electrodes, wires, valve pins, etc. Further, it will be clear that if the valve is mounted in a
holder of the type comprising valve sockets embedded in
an insulating material having poor dielectric properties,
that much more power will be wasted.
Tests show that certain valve holders are quite unsuitable for use in high-frequency circuits because they have
a large capacity measured between their terminals and
because the material used in the construction of the valve
holder is not a good insulator as regards its dielectric
properties when subjected to high-frequency currents.
Valve Holders for H.F. Work.

It should be understood that the valve holders referred
to have a very high insulation resistance as measured with
a megger, and that the losses which we are discussing are
due to the behaviour of the. material when subjected to
high-frequency voltages. This point was investigated by

Fig. 2.—Circuit for testing insulation of valve holders et high
frequencies.

the writer some time ago, and it was found that certain
valve holders put such a load on the grid circuit as to
lower the applied voltage by a serious amount and also
to have an adverse effect on the selectivity of the circuit.
The circuit used for the tests is given in Fig. 2. An
oscillator adjusted to 400 metres was set up and connected
to the input of valve V„ and the high-frequency transformer T was tuned to 400 metres. Across the secondary
B 90
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Valve Capacities.—
winding, at terminals A B, a carefully designed valve
voltmeter of the anode rectification type was connected,
and the input to valve V, was adjusted to give exactly
three volts across terminals A B. The grid and filament
terminals of various valve holders were then connected
to points A B and the voltage indicated by the valve voltmeter was noted. It was necessary to retune the circuit
to compensate .for the valve holder's capacity, but beyond
this no changes were made. The high-frequency transformer was a specially made one, having a secondary
winding of high-frequency cable, and its resistance at
400 metres was 2.5 ohms with the valve voltmeter connected.
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set is troublesome, that is, inclined to oscillate uncontrolably, changing the valve holder may make a lot of difference.
The writer has not himself resorted to this
trick, preferring to retain the efficiency of the circuit
and to stabilise it by some other means not involving
a loss.
The matter is dealt with at some length because it is
of importance to the reader who constructs receivers, and
will enable him to see why, in the writer's sets at all
events, it is necessary to use the components specified.
Importance of Anode—grid Capacity.

Returning now to the circuit of Fig. 1, we have, in
addition to the grid-filament condenser C„ the capacity.
of the grid to anode represented by condenser C,. AlterTests on Valve Holders.
nating currents will therefore pass direct from the grid
A large number of valve holders of different makes
circuit to the anode circuit, and more energy will be
were tested and the results were very surprising—in fact,
absorbed by the grid circuit, depending, of course, on the
the writer became quite alarmed at the losses of most of
nature of the anode-grid capacity.
The
the valve holders because, at that time
anode-grid
capacity
is,
of
course,
in
effect
(about two years ago), he was developing
connected between grid and filament in the
high-frequency transformers characterised
circuit of Fig. i, because the anode battery
by their low-loss secondary windings.
has a low resistance. As this condenser
It seemed at first as though the ordinary
has the same electrical properties as that
valve holders put such a load on the circuit
of the grid-filament condenser, though the
that the transformers he had developed
actual capacity is smaller, we see that the
would not show up to great advantage, but
total loading effect across the grid circuit
it was found that there were three or four
is still more increased. The applied voltvalve holders which caused only a small
age is therefore further reduced by the
drop in the voltages set up across the
anode-grid capacity.
secondary.
One of these was made of
If now we connect a resistance in series
Fig. 3.—Circuit of Fig. I
solid ebonite, another was of porcelain,
with
resistance in
anode
with the anode battery as in Fig. 3, the
while the third, the Bowyer-Lowe, .had a
circuit.
alternating current applied to the grid will
skeleton construction.
produce alternating voltages across the anode resistance,
Certain popular- valve holders had alarmingly iarge
and we know from thè simple formula for resistance
losses, and in order to put the matter on a proper basis
amplification that the magnitude of the voltages set up
the equivalent resistance of the holders was determined
depends on the value of the added resistance compared
by removing them from the circuit and connecting
with that of the valve.
It is important to remember, too,
grid leaks of known value to give the same voltmeter
that as the grid voltage increases the anode voltage falls.
readings.
For the tuned circuit specified, and with a secondary
coil of 200 microhenries, it was found that the effect of
connecting the grid and filament terminals of a popular
valve holder to points A B was equivalent to putting a
resistance of 200,000 ohms across the circuit. In one particular instance the voltmeter reading fell from 3 to 2.1
volts when the valve holder was connected. This is a
very serious matter, and proves what many people have
probably noticed, that the type of valve holder used plays
an important part in determining the stability of a highfrequency amplifier using good coils.
Stability in H.F. Circuits.

Anyone interested can find for himself the effect of
using a valve holder of the type having its sockets and
terminals embedded in an insulating material of doubtful
properties (there are many of them on the market).
He
will find it is very much easier to stabilise a set having a
neutralised stage of high-frequency amplification when
such a valve holder is used instead of one having really
low losses.
A careful experimenter will also have no difficulty in
detecting the effect on selectivity of changing from a good
to a bad one, and, as amatter of fact. when a neutralised
B 21

Values of Working Capacity.

If, therefore, the anode resistance is equal to the A.C.
resistance of the valve the Noltage magnification will be
half the voltage factor of the valve.
In other words, if
we apply V volts to the grid and the magnification obtained is M, the voltage of the anode with respect to the
filament is MV volts, from which it follows that the voltage of the anode with respect to the grid is (M + i) V
volts. The charging current which tends to flow through
the anode-grid capacity is therefore determined by the
value of this condenser and the voltage (M + r) V, and
the effective capacity of the grid is therefore C, +
(M +
C,.
Thus the working capacity of the grid is mainly determined by the anode-grid capacity of the valve and the
amount of magnification obtained. If the valve is of the
high voltage factor type and ahigh resistance is connected
to the anode, we shall therefore expect the working grid
capacity greatly to exceed the capacity measured when the
valve is not connected to a circuit, that is, under static
conditions.
Further, and this is a point which is very
important, the working capacity of the grid will vary
every time a change is made to the anode circuit, to the
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Valve Capacities.—

grid bias, or to the filament voltage. In fact, the capacity
will vary every time an adjustment is made which alters
the amplification.
These things are well known in practice.
A valve
wavemeter, for instance, is usually provided with a filament voltmeter and a milliameter for the anode circuit in
order that the conditions which obtained when the instrument was calibrated may be repeated, for in the light of
the foregoing explanation it is easy to see that changes in
filament current, which affect the impedance of the valve
and therefore the alternating voltage developed in the
-anode circuit, will alter the valve capacity and so upset
the calibration.
In order to minimise this effect, wavemeters have been produced in which the grid circuit is
joined across only a small portion of the grid tuning coil
instead of across the whole coil.
An ordinary receiver having a reacting valve will exhibit this effect, a change of filament current or anode
voltage almost invariably altering the pitch of abeat note
which may be heard, showing that tuning has been
affected.
•
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ciable capacity with acoil connected to the anode; screening will reduce, or practically eliminate, this capacity.
A further experiment which proves conclusively the
effect of the anode circuit in increasing the valve's effective capacity is easily performed.
Set up a tuned circuit
as in Fig. 4, and connect a valve voltmetei of the anode
rectification type to points A B. This instrument is used
to indicate resonance. Loosely couple an oscillator tuned
to, say, 400 metres, to the coil L, and tune circuit L C
to resonance, as indicated by the maximum reading of the
valve voltmeter. Having noted the reading, which may
be 3 volts, connect a val‘e holder and retune the circuit.

Testing Valve Capacity.

The important point to remember is this, that the effective grid capacity of the valve under working conditions,
that is, when the valve is connected in an amplifier, depends on the anode-grid capacity and on the amplification.
Anything which alters the amplification alters the effective
grid capacity
From the information given above it is easy to see that
this capacity can reach very large values in practice. For
instance, if the valve has an anode-grid capacity of 5
micro-microfarads and the magnification is 20, the effective grid capacity is of the order.of 105 micro-microfarads
to which must be added the static capacity of grid to
filament.
It is also important to remember that by the anode-grid
capacity of the valve is meant the capacity of the valve
itself, its holder and connecting wires. Bulky pieces of

Fig. 4.—Experimental arrangement for demonstrating effect of
anode resistance on grid-filament capacity.

apparatus connected to the grid and anode may have a
iarge capacity, which is included in the term " anode-grid
capacity." For this reason it is often important to screen
apparatus electrostatically, as the writer has clone on
many occasions. As an example, a coil connected to the
grid may be so placed in a receiver as to have an appre-

Fig.

5.—Resistance-capacity coupling
capacities.

showing

inter-electrode

Notice that the voltage has fallen, perhaps to 2.5 volts,
because of valve holder losses.
Now place a valve in the
holder, retune, and notice that once again the voltage has
decreased, being, say, 2.3 volts.
The next step is to
light the valve and connect the anode battery to it, but do
not join the anode resistance. Retune the circuit again if
necessary and note the voltmeter reading—probably it
will still be 2.3 volts.
We are now ready to connect the anode resistance.
When this has been done, notice that the condenser C has
to be turned by quite a considerable amount in order to
bring the circuit into resonance once more, showing that
the effect of the resistance in the anode circuit is very
materially to increase the grid's capacity.
It will also be
noticed that the voltage has fallen very considerably.
If
the resistance is altered in value it will be necessary to
retune the circuit, and, in general, the voltage across the
.tuned circuit will vary according to the anode resistance.
If a switch is fitted across the anode resistance so as to
short-circuit it, or open-circuit it, we can see very easily
what a large effect the anode circuit has on the grid
circuit.
Another thing which will be noticed is that the value
of the anode resistance affects the sharpness of tuning of
the circuit L C by an amount depending on the value of
the resistance used. The effect is an important one, and
shows that the input circuit is loaded by an impedance
instead of a pure capacity.
The Resistance Amplifier.
\Ve can now consider one or two more of the very im-

portant effects produced as a result of the valve's interelectrode capacity.
8 22
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Valve Capacities.—
The first concerns the resistance amplifier. Here we
have a circuit connected as in Fig. 5, which shows part
of two stages of resistance amplification with valves V,
and V2,a coupling condenser C, and condensers representing the valves' capacities. When a signal is applied
to the grid of V, an alternating voltage is set up across
the anode resistance R„ which is passed to V, by the
condenser C, and so produces further amplified voltages
across anode resistance Ra.
The anode-grid capacity of valve V, will therefore pass
a current depending on the amplification given by valve
V2,and the voltage applied to the grid of V,. But this
voltage, which is applied to the grid through the anodegrid capacity, is out of phase with the voltages applied
to the grid by valve V,. The phase difference depends
on the magnitude of the condenser C, and the effective
resistance in series with it, this resistance having a value
determined by the grid leak R, shunted by the resistance
R, and by the anode .filament resistance of valve V,.
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would a pure resistance of the same value,

C.R

ohms,

joined to the anode—that is, the input voltages would be
reduced in value owing to the anti-regenerative effect
which was explained above. But what happens in practice?
Everybody knows that the circuit oscillates most violently.
This is due to the fact that the circuit is not tuned to
resonance at all, but is tuned to give the loudest signals.
The action of the circuit is rather complicated under
these conditions, but, briefly, we may say that when the
circuit is tuned to a longer wavelength than that being
received, that is, when the impedance of the anode circuit
is capacitative, self-oscillation cannot so readily occur
because the phase of the current fed back to the grid is
such as to reduce the applied voltages. In other words.
the effect is one of anti-reaction. (We are assuming, of
course, that there is no magnetic coupling in this circuit.)
When the anode circuit is inductive, however, as it will
be if the capacity of the tuning condenser is not quite
sufficient for resonance, that is, the circuit is tuned to a
lower wavelength than the resonant wavelength, the effect
produced is quite the reverse. The E.M.F. applied to
the grid through the anode-grid capacity is such as to
assist the signals already there. A positive reaction effect
is produced and signals are strengthened. The strengthening may be such that continuous self-oscillations are
produced. This will depend on the constants of the grid
circuit, the valve used, and the battery voltages. Generally, it is only too easy to set up continuous oscillations in
this way, as users of tuned anode sets know only too well.
For self-oscillations to be avoided, then, it is necessary
to tune the anode circuit to resonance, but this can hardly
be effected in practice, as one naturally tunes for the
strongest signals. These will be obtained when the anode
circuit is slightly inductive, producing positive reaction
whieh strengthens the signals.
Fig.
amplifier with tuned-anode coupling.
Thus the circuit will not he working at its best because
it is slightly out of tune with the incoming signals, alThus the net applied ‘oltage representing the signal
though it has to be admitted that in practice one will
is reduced by an amount which depends on the two factors
always tune for the strongest signals except when a
just mentioned, and the overall amplification is reduced.
separate reaction coil is used to strengthen them, when it
In other words, we get here an anti-reaction effect which
is better to work with the anode circuit properly tuned.
cuts down the signal strength.
Summing up, then, we may say that the effect of valve
capacity is to provide a connection between grid and
Valve Capacities in Radio-frequency Amplifiers.
anode circuits such that the valve is not a truly unilateral
Valve capacities are particularly troublesome in radiodevice. This means that the electrical constants of the
frequency amplifiers, and act to limit the amount of
anode circuit affect the grid circuit, reducing the amplifiamplification which can be obtained with stability. As an
cation and impairing the selectivity in some instances, and
illustration of this we may take the case of the wellincreasing the amplification and sharpening the tuning in
known tuned-anode circuit, Fig. 6.
Here we have a other instances. Further, when the anode circuit is inducvalve V, to whose grid circuit is connected a tuned circuit
tive by an amount depending on the remainder of the circomprising a coil and condenser. The incoming oscillacuit, self-oscillations may be set up and the circuit rentions induced in this circuit set up voltages across the grid
dered extremely difficult to handle. A definite limit to
and filament of the valve. Connected to the anode is the
the amount of amplification which can be obtained is .
coil L and condenser C.
therefore set.
When circuit L C is tuned to resonance with the oscillations it offers an effective resistance of magnitude

CR
ohms, L being the inductance of the coil, C the capacity
across the coil, and R the loss resistance of the circuit at
the frequency considered. The phase angle is zero, and
therefore it would seem that the circuit should produce
precisely the same effects, as regards the grid circuit, as
B 23

Special Valves.

The question might therefore well be asked as to
whether it is not possible so to arrange the circuit that
the harmful grid-anode capacity is balanced out or neutralised in some manner, and one might also enquire as
to whether valves cannot be redesigned in order to overcome this defect. The answer to the first question is, of
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Valve Capacities.—

course, Ves; it is easily possible so to arrange highfrequency circuits that the anode-grid capacity is neutralised.
Quite a number of circuits are known, and we can
say at once that many are easy to set up; but the subject
is such a large one that further consideration must be left
for the time being.
With regard to the second question asking whether
valves having a very small or negligible anode-grid
capacity can be designed, readers will know that for
several years one or two types of valves having small
capacities have been available to the public.
Such a
valve is the Marconi type V.24, which has the following
electrode capacities measured with the valve in its
holder :—

SEPTEMBER 11 1/
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investigators who have interested themselves in the
problem are not-satisfied that such a simple arrangement
by any means represents finality in design. Only quite
recently Doctor Hull, in America, has published the results of experiments with valves which were specially

Grid to filament = r micro-microfarad.
Anode to grid
= /.6 „
ft
Anode to filament = r./
„.
This type of valve is unfortunately not very efficient,
reckoned in terms of its anode A.C. resistance and voltage
factor, and it happens to be quite expensive, probably
because of its special construction and because so few are
made.
Even so, at one time this type of valve was used
a good deal.
But nowadays attention is being directed
to other forms of construction, and one, which will apparFie. 7.—Circuit el Shielded valve amplifier.
ently be very extensively used in the near future, has a
fourth electrode.
constructed and have only a minute anode-grid capacity.
This is placed between the normal grid and anode, and
With such valves it is, of course, practicable to obtain
being connected to earth or to a point on one of the batvery high amplifications merely bv properly proportioning
teries serves as an electrostatic screen, reducing very
the circuits associated with the valves.
effectively the harmful anode-grid capacity of the valve.
One should remember, however, that all stray couplings
The circuit of a simple receiver comprising one tuned
have to be eliminated before really successful high-fre;Mode stage connected to a detector is therefore as drawn
quency amplification can be obtained, and in this connecin Fig. 7 (compare with Fig. 6), where the fourth election it is of the utmost importance to remember that in
trode is shown letween the usual grid and anode.
It is
many of the receivers described in the technical papers
connected to a point on the anode battery, thus acting as
of to-day the valve capacity is not the fundamental cause
a space-charge grid as well as an electrostatic screen.
of instability. Rather is it due to lack of skill, or perBecause this arrangement has such a small anode hi
haps just to lack of care on the part of the designers
grid capacity the circuit's tendency to instability is greatly
really to eliminate all. unnecessary coupling by proper
reduced.
We are, of course, still left with the capacities
circuit arrangement and disposition of parts in the
of connecting wires and apparatus external to the valve,
receiver.
but these can easily be taken care of by suitably arrang(Since this article waft prepared the Marconi and °Pram coming the circuit.
panies hare produced afour-electrode ralve of the shielded type,
The simple valve just described, having a fourth elecdetails of which were given in the .4ugust 3181 issue of this
trode, has not a practically zero anode-grid capacity, and
journal.)
Marconi Exhibits at Olympia.
Several new features illustrating the
de Jelopment which is continually being
m de in maritime wireless apparatus are
e: hibited by the Marconi International
Marine Communication Co., Ltd., at the
Shipping, Engineering and Machinery Exhibition, which opened at Olympia on
September 8th.
Perhaps the most interesting of these
exhibits, having regard to recent developments,
is
the
Marconi Auto-Alarm,
which has been designed to respond to
the alarm signal when the wireess
operator of a ship is off watch add so to
recall him to the wireless room.
Another piece of new apparatus is the
Marconi 1.¡ -kW.
C.W.-I.C.W transmitter, type MC6.
This set works on

TRADE

NOTES.

wavelengths of from 600-850 metres and
from 2,000-2,700 metres, to cover which
wavelengths it was formerly necessary
to use two two•awitterS.
It is a valve
transmitter
operating
on
continuous
waves and interrupted continuous waves,
both of which are very selective forms
of transmission. Signalling on the long
wavelengths will only be effected by
continuous waves, but for the shorter
wavelengths either continuous waves or
interrupted continuous waves can be
used.
The Marconi marine direction finder,

which is now carried on some 300
vessels
of
tbe
British
mercanti'e
marine, and has proved itself of great
assistance in navigation, is a well-known
instrument which will again be seen on
the Marconi stand.
0000

Wireless at British Industries Fair.
Next February's British Industries
Fair at London and Birmingham promises to beat all previous records in
regard to space taken by exhibitors. In
a recent interview an official of the
Department of Overseas Trade said
that among the sections which at this
early date are already larger than last
year is the wireless section. Each year
the numLer of visitors has steadily
increased.
3 24
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Aids to Better

Simple Circuit

Reception.

Theory.

required in the majority of cases.
The position of minimum reception of
any given station is not sharply deV
HEN using valves of fairly
fined and the signals from the station
low impedance, such as the
are not completely eliminated, whichD.E.5 type, always use as much negaever way the frame is turned.
It
tive bias on the grids as is possible
may sometimes be desired to improve
without weakening signals or introducthe directional effect either for the
ing distortion. Quite apart from the
purpose of direction-finding work or
other and more frequently-mentioned
for the elimination af some interreasons a negative bias on the grid
fering
station.
This may be done
of a valve reduces the steady D.C.
very simply by using an exact centreanode current and thereby lessens the
tapping on the frame windings and
drain on the H.T. supply. This is
connecting as shown in the figure. It
particularly important when ordinary
will be seen that the frame aerial
dry H.T. batteries are used.
For
tuning condenser is across the whole
headphone work with an anode
of the frame %I -endings, while the
voltage of 6o or 8o we sometimes do
potentials for the grid of the first
not trouble to provide any bias other
valve of the set are only taken across
than is obtained by completing the
half, the centre-point of the frame
grid circuit to the negative wire of
being connected to the filament circuit
the filament circuit, because we find
and thereby maintained at earth pothat additional bias does not bring
tential. The spare half of the frame
any
noticeable
improvement
in
winding can conveniently be used to
signals. But there is the other side
of the question. The inclusion of a supply reaction if required by inserting the variable condenser shown by
biasing battery of 4 or 5 volts,
although it does not make a great
difference to the signal strength, may
prolong the life of the H.T. battery
considerably.
This applies to the
use of medium and low impedance
valves such as are supplied for L F.
transformer-coupled amplifiers and
power stages. With high-impedance
valves,
of course,
the case is
different, as these cannot take much
grid bias, and in any case the anode
current is seldom much greater than
one milliampere.
GRID BIAS SAVES THE H.T.
BATTERY.

0 0 0 0

IMPROVING THE DIRECTIONAL
EFFECT OF A FRAME AERIAL.
may be found connected in the
A
usual manner to a broadcast receiver
S ordinary frame aerial such as

does not give avery sharp directional
effect, nor is such an effect greatly
B 23

Fig.

1.—Frame
aerial
circuit
giving
sharply defined minimum.

the dotted lines.
Leads from the
frame to the receiver sh‘nild be as
short as possible, equal in length and
close to each other.
This simple procedure eliminates

the non-directional electrostatic pickup, and can be made to give a sharp
zero comparable with that given by
more cumbersome methods.
0000

ACTUAL ANODE VOLTS.
practice of reading valve
curves and fixing the value of
the 1-1.T. and grid batteries is growing and is to be commended.
It
must not be forgotten, however, that
the voltage applied to the valve anode
is not the same as the voltage across
the terminals of the H.T. battery or
the " mains unit."
There is, of
course, always a drop due to the
resistance of the load, be it resistance,
choke, transformer, or loud-speaker.
In all cases but that of resistance
coupling,
the valve will receive
something like io per cent. to 25 per
Cent. less than the voltage of the
battery, which should be increased
accordingly.
In the case of resistance coupling,
a very sensitive milliammeter is
necessary to help to ascertain the •
voltage the anode of the valve is
receiving. The voltage dropped in
the resistance equals the product of
the value of the resistance in ohms
and the current in milliamperes
divided by 1,000.
This drop may he considerably
more than that across the valve, and
leads one to expect distortion, owing
to the fact that a low anode voltage.
and therefore a very limited straight
portion of characteristic curve, is
available.
Actually, for reasons
which cannot be dealt with here, the
presence of the high resistance in the
anode circuit straightens up the
characteristic curve very considerably, thus ensuring the freedom from
distortion which one associates with
well-designed resistance coupling.

THE
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MOUNTING

A BALANCING

CONDENSER.

CONSIDERATION of the circuit diagram of atypical neutralised H.F. amplifier will show that
both sides of the balancing condenser
are at high oscillating potential, and
thus, in whichever way it is connected
up, hand-capacity effects will be
observed.
To prevent trouble from
this source the majority of manufacturers fit an ebonite extension handle,
some two or three inches in length.
This arrangement is perfectly satisfactory as long as the condenser is
mounted on the baseboard, inside the
receiver, but when it is fitted to the
panel, in order that a control of regeneration may be easily obtainable,
the fragile extension rod is likely to
be broken off.
The possibility of this accident is
avoided by mounting the condenser in
the manner shown in the accompanying illustration. A small bracket of
the type sold for supporting panels,
which is screwed to the baseboard,
serves as a support. The hole in the
metal bracket through which the
shank is passed should be bushed
with ebonite or other insulating
material.
The bracket is placed in such a
position that the end of the control
rod projects about half an inch
through a hole drilled in the panel.

'ir
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LOOSER LOOSE COUPLING.

HE keen amateur constructor of
a few years ago almost invariably used a separately-tuned and
loosely-coupled aerial circuit, and
there seems to be a distinct tendency
nowadays to revert to this well-tried
and inherently sound arrangement;
particularly in receivers which are intended to cover a wide band of wavelengths. The matter has been dealt
with at some length in this section of
The Wireless 1Vorld as well as in constructional articles, but a few additional hints will be of value to those
who have failed to derive the fullest
possible benefit from loose coupling.
It should be noted that the more popular direct aerial connection came into
general use only because it eliminated
an extra control and tended to simplify and cheapen the receiver. These
advantages were obtained at the cost
of selectivity, a quality which is now
more desirable than ever, or which, at

any rate, will become so when the
regional scheme•is in full operation.
The benefit of a separately tuned
aerial circuit is not fully appreciated
until the coupling between the two
coils is made really loose, and, particularly on the longer waves, where large
coils are necessary, it is often a difficult matter to provide sufficient separation between primary and secondary
inductances.
Where sufficient space
is available it is a good plan to
weaken coupling by "splitting " the
aerial coil into two parts, as shown in
Fig. 2. By adopting this plan, it is
an easy matter to find a combination
of coils which will give the desired
transference of energy between closed
and open circuits, and which at the

Fig. 2.—Divided aerial coil for obtaining
loose coupling.

same time will tune over the waveband
required. For example, if the aerial
is of normal dimensions and capacity,
it will sometimes be found that a No.
25 loading coil (L i) in conjunction
with a coupling coil (L,) of the same
size will cover the upper part of the
200-500-metre band.
It should be
observed that the sum of the turns in
.the separate coils will be somewhat
greater than that required to give the
required inductance value when a
single coil is used. This is because
the two parts of the aerial inductance
are (or should be) out of inductance
relationship with each other. In order
to obtain this condition it is desirable
to place an earthed metallic screen between .the coils, as indicated in the
diagram; unless this is done, it may
be difficult to provide the physical
spacing which would otherwise be
necessary.
A coupling inductance of 25 turns,
as mentioned above, may prove exces-
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sively large, particularly when the
construction of the holder (or the
space available) is such that the coils
cannot be widely separated. In this
case it is necessary to use a still
smaller 'coil, with possibly some 15
turns; these are not generally obtainable from wireless dealers, but it will
be found an extremely easy matter to
remove turns from several of the more
popular commercially-made coils.
The arrangement suggested may
often be applied to an existing receiver by mounting L, externally to
the instrument; the axis of this coil
should be at right angles to that of
L2,from which it may be separated
by as much as Sin.
There is another small matter
which has been found to trouble those
whose previous experience has been
confined to the simplest type of receiver. All the reaction necessary for
a set such as the " Regional" receiver, described in the issues of this
journal for August 17th and 24th,
1927, is obtained by setting the neutralising condenser at a point slightly
"off balance." Now it will often be
found that a given adjustment will
result in complete stability (or freedom
from self-oscillation) over the waveband covered by the transformer in
use as long as aerial coupling is moderately close, but, when this is loosened
very considerably, oscillation will lie
produced, due to a reduction in the
amount of aerial damping. Troubles
of this sort may be overcome by operating the set in acompletely balanced
condition, or by unbalancing only
when it is desired to increase the
strength of a weak signal which is
already audible.
000 0

H.F. AMPLIFIERS.

HIGH-FREQUENCY amplifi
valve is usually followed
by a detector valve in the anode circuit of which is either a pair of telephones, a resistance, or the primary
of a transformer.
These
telephones or transformer primary should
always be shunted by a by-pass condenser so that there can be no appreciable H.F. voltage set up on the
anode of the detector. If this condenser is omitted the set may become
unstable and signal strength may be
lost. This is particularly so in the
case of neutralised H.F. amplifiers.
26
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A HANDSOME

PROPOSAL.

The Southwark Guardians propose to
spend £1,000 on a wireless installation for
their hospital.
-D000
EMPIRE

BEAM

0000
FRENCH TESTS FOR
LISTENERS.

BRITISH

A special experimental transmission
will be made by the French broadcasting
station, Radio Agen, in the department
of Lot-et-Garonne, on Sunday next, September 18th, at 11.30 p.m., using the
wavelength of 297 metres (1,009 kc.).
The station directors are anxious to obtain
reports from British listeners, with information as to quality, fading, power,
and other conditions of reception.
0000
ATTACK

0000

SCHEME COMPLETE.

The opening of the beam wireless
service to India last week marked the
completion of the Government scheme of
1923 for linking up the entire Empire by
wireless.
The other beam services are
those to Canada, Australia, and South
Africa.

ON RED TAPE.

[FARMERS AND WIRELESS.

HAVES YOU HEARD COMO ?

The new Italian broadcasting station
at Como has started transmissions, working on a wavelength of 500 metres with
a power of 5 kilowatts.
MODEL ENGINEERS'

EXHIBITION.

The Tenth Annual Model Engineer's
Exhibition will open at the Royal Horticultural Hall, St.
Vincent's
Square,
Westminster, on Saturday next, September 17th.
The exhibition will close
on the following Saturday.
We understand that a feature of the
exhibition will be a demonstration of television and " noctovision " by Mr. J. L.
Baird.
000n

LEAGUE

OF NATIONS BROADCASTS.

The proceedings of the Eighth Assembly of the League of Nations at
Geneva are being relayed by a number
of French broadcasting stations this week,
both at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. The stations
participating are: Ecole Supérieure, 458
metres; Eiffel Tower, 2,650 metres;
Lyon, 476 metres; Marseilles, 309 metres;
Toulouse, 260 metres; Bordeaux, 770
metres; and Lille, 286 metres.

Approximately one out of every five
farmers in the United States relies on
broadcast market reports and agricultural information, according to the U.S.
Secretary of Agriculture.
In this country the proportion of wireless-informed farmers is probably higher.
0000
BERLIN'S

GIANT LOUD-SPEAKER.

The largest loud-speaker in use in Berlin has been installed at the Tempelhof
aerodrome, writes a correspondent. It is
-f the Siemens and HaLske type and has
been designed to give audible reproduction over a radius of 1,000 metres. The
valve amplifier to operate this huge instrumettt employs s 1,500-volt
anode
supply, the last power valve carrying an
effective load of 500 watts.
The loud-speaker is used for making
announcements to the large crowds frequenting the aerodrome on race days and
other occasions.
0000

SHORT-WAVE BROADCASTING
TRIUMPH.

on

A new era of broadcasting was opened
Sunday, September 4th, when the

A handshake to Councillor Townsend,
of the Blackburn Town Council! At the
last Council meeting Mr. Townsend recommended that steps should be taken to
make it easier for persons applying for
powers to erect wireless aerials. At present they had to draft plans, etc., and
this was difficult for the ordinary lay.
man.
Councillor Townsend is evidently an
enemy of red tape. May his good works
prosper.
0000
AERIALS

AS

AIR

BEACONS.

A double purpose is served by the two
300ft. aerial towers of the new 50 kW.
station of the American National Broadcasting
Company
at Belmore,
Long
Island. They act as a valuable beacon for
aviators, and for this purpose are painted
in alternate 12ft. hands of black and
•yellow, besides being fitted with floodlighting equipment.
Tests are being conducted regularly on
a frequency of 610 kilocycles.
The experimental call-sign is 2X Z, but the
station will shortly adopt the familiar
call letters WEAF when the new transmitter supersedes the present 5 kW. instrument in New York City.
B 27

SEEN AT THE BERLIN SHOW. One of the large demonstration vans which toured
the grounds at the Berlin Radio Exhibition last week. A portion of the huge broadcasting mast can be seen in the background.
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B.B.C. was able for the first time to re.
lay a programme broadcast from Australia
The Australian station was 21IE
broadcasting a programme from 2FC,
Sydney, on 32 metres.
In spite of much atmospheric disturbance, the reception was fairly good, the
general impression being that the relay
was better than the first one from
America attempted by the B.B.C. two
years ago.
0000

MAJOR VINCENT SMITH.

We regret to record the death. on September 5th, of Major T. Vincent Smith.
who for two years had been wireless correspondent, to our esteemed contemporary,
The Times. Major Smith had been associated with wireless for over twenty
years, having joined the Amalgamated
Radio Telegraph Company
in
1906.
During the war he served as Senior Wireless Officer to the Royal Flying Corps in
France, and subsequently was placed in
charge of wireless at the Air Ministry
for all theatres of the war.
He was a
member of the wireless section of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers and of
the Radio Society of Great Britain.
0000
N.S.W.

BROADCASTING POLICY.

In broadcasting matters the New South
Wales Cabinet is putting its trust in the
principle of one main station assisted by
a number of relays.
Plans have been
approved for the establishment of a
15 kW. station in or near Sydney, with six
relay stations in various parts of the
country.
The total cost is estimated at
£30,000.
0000

VACANCIES

FOR FLIGHT

CADETS.

The Air Ministry announces that an
examination for the entry of flight cadets
into the R.A.F. Cadet College, Cranwell,
will commence on November 15th, when
no fewer than thirty-five cadetships will
be offered for competition.
Application
to sit for the examination should be made

Radio Society ot Great Britain.
Vacancies exist in the Radio Society
of Great Britain for new members, and
enquiries should be addressed to the
Hon. Secretary, Radio Society of Great
Britain, 53, Victoria Street, S.W.I. The
qualifications necessary for the granting
of membership are that the applicant
should have been engaged in research or
experimental work in the science of radio
communication for at least two years
and possess the necessary qualifications
and training. Other grades of membership are associate members and associates, the last-named not being corporate members. A membership diploma
is granted and the proceedings of the
society are issued monthly, post free to
all members, in the "T. and R. Bulletin," the official organ of the society.
Objects of the Society.
Founded in pre-war days, the society
has
among
its objects
the
general
advancement of the science and practice
of radio communication and the exchange
of information and ideas among mem-

BOOMING RADIO IN RUSSIA. The Soviet Government le losing no opportunity of
fostering an interest in wireless throughout the country.
The photograph shows part
of a Soviet radio display in a small Russian town.

to the Secretary, Civil Service Commission, Burlington Gardens, W.1, but in no
circumstances will completed entry forms
be accepted after September 28th.
All
candidates must be between the ages of
17¡ and 1%.
0000

POLYTECHNIC COURSES IN
WIRELESS.

Courses in wireless and high-frequency
engineering will begin at the Polytechnic,
307-311, Regent Street, London, W.1, on
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bers, and obtaining the maximum liberty
of action consistent with safeguarding
the interests of all concerned.
During
the session two meetings a month are
held at the Institute of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, W.C.à.
Full particulars regarding the membership and subscription are obtainable
from the hon. secretary.
oo.po
Transmission: Yesterday and To-day.
Radio transmission was dealt with in
an able lecture delivered by Mr. L. C.
Holton at the last meeting of the North
Middlesex Wireless Club.
Mr. Holton
described the desiderata of a transmitter
as being (a) reliability, (b) purity, (c)
limited elasticity of wavelength.
From

Monday, September 26th.
The courses
extend over a period of five years (including a preliminary first year course
for the elementary student) and aim at
giving complete tuition in the technique
and practice of modern radio communication.
Enrolments begin to-day (Wednesday)
and full particulars regarding fees, etc.,
can be obtained on application to the
head of the wireless section, Capt. W. H.
Date, B.Sc. (Eng.), at the above address.

the point of view of the amateur, portability should not be lost sight of. The
lecturer began with a brief account of
the early days of valve transmitters
when an ordinary French "R" valve
was
used.
He
explained
that the
tendency towards long waves was due to
the fact that the early valves refused to
work on the shorter wavelengths. A reduction in wavelength came with the improvement in valves and the introduction of the choke control method of
transmitting telephony.
After touching
upon crystal control of wavelength, Mr.
Holton concluded with advice on the
design
of
an
amateur
transmitting
station. Variation in pitch in the sending, causing a slight change in wavelength, which in turn is produced by a
fall in plate potential, was responsible
for much difficulty in reading Morse
signals and led the lecturer to recommend the use of a circuit where the valve
oscillates all the time even when the key
is raised.
Hon. secretary :Mr. H. A. Green, 100,
Pellatt Grove, Wood Green, N.22.
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FRUITS OF RESEARCH
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The B.T.H. Co have always made good valves but the new
2-volt series are the "best yet."
They are not valves made in a hurry, much time and money
having been expended in the search for the perfect 2-volt
valve—and at last it has been discovered. The B.T.H. Co. are
row able to offer a complete 2-volt series comparable in performance with the best 6-volt valves.
Every point is a "strong point" in the new valves.
The filament has no
superior in strength, endurance or em'ssion, whilst the grid and anode, by their
perfect placmg in relation to each other and the filament, further er sure the
comp ete worling eff ciency ol the valve. In short, the new B.T.H. 2-volt
va'ves at eperfect in every part, and ere a marked improvement on anything
hitherto ach eyed in the science of valve making. Whatever valves you may
be using now, it will pay you to investigate these claims, which the B.T.H.
2-volt valves will fully supp-rt under actual broadcast conditions. They are
unusually good valves offered at the tsuai prices.
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If you are interested in R. C. Coupling, write for a copy of the "RESISTOR"
Booklet to Publication Department, Vhe British 7homson-Houston Co. Ltd., Rugby
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theToroids and the KC
A

1

r STAND 162, near the centre of the Hall, will be shown, when
the Exhibition opens next week, two components which no one
interested in Radio can afford to miss.

The first is the Dubilier Toroid which has some truly outstanding
features. /t can be used as an H.F. Transformer and having, by virtue
of its special winding, no external electro magnetic field, it needs no
shield and gives unequalled stability. It also forms a most efficient
" coupler " in the aerial circuit of a recejyer.
Dubilier Toroids are made to cover two wave-length ranges 220 to 600
and 670 to 2000. Each Toroid complete with its holder costs 10/6.
The second component is the K.C. condenser, which is a fine example of
modern high-efficiency design. When employed in conjunction with either
of the Toroids it will give perfect kilocycle (S.L.F.) tuning—a claim which
you are invited to investigate. Price 12/••

1
C1

There will also be on view the new Dubilier H.T. Supply Units, the
Resistance Capacity unit, and several other items of interest to all—

L
DUBI7LIER 162
AT

Stand

Advt. of The Dubilier Condenser

CI
ir

Co. (1923) Ltd., Ducon Works. North Acton,

W.3.
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Electrostatic Loud=spcakers.—Switching in H.F. Circuits. —Novel Receiving Valves.
By A MEMBER OF OUR STAFF

ji. 1HE

r

annual exhibition of the representative Association of German Wireless Manufacturers was
held this year from September 2nd-t 1th in a
building erected specially for the purpose, which was
completed shortly before last year's show, and in which
the 484-metre Berlin broadcasting station is permanently
housed. The main tower supporting its aerial is in the
grounds, and access to its top, or to a restaurant halfway up, is available to the public.
There were approximately 300 exhibitors—an increase
of about 20 per cent. as compared with last year—and
it was observed that manufacturers of components, as
opposed to complete valve receivers, were in the majority.
In fact, half the firms which originally made valve sets
under licence have either dropped out of the radio industry or have concentrated their energies on the production of such accessories as may be freely exported
without difficulties in regard to patents. It is clear that
at the present time the home market, which includes a
considerably smaller number of listeners than this country, is amply catered for as far as complete receivers
are concerned, and that a large number of manufacturers
look to export business for the greater part of their
returns.
Almost every stand has an aerial, and many have a
demonstration booth, but it was observed that quite a
3I

IN BERLIN.

number of firms do not show their apparatus in operation. This seems to be a reasonable attitude, as it is a
difficult matter to do justice to even the best receiver
amid the noise and bustle of a crowded exhibition.
There is, however, a loud-speaker in the centre of the
hall, and another in the grounds. The latter deserves
special mention, on account of the enormous volume delivered and the high quality of reproduction. In the
open air, speech is clearly intelligible at a distance of
too yards (and probably further). The instrument,
manufactured by Siemens and Halske, is of unusual construction, having a rectangular corrugated aluminium
diaphragm some 2ft. square.
The speech-current coils
are fixed to this diaphragm, and are in the field of a
powerful magnetic system, in which zoo watts is dissipated.
An elaborate system of generators and converters, running on a common shaft, supply the very
considerable amount of energy consumed in the amplifier
associated with the loud-speakers, as well as the field
current. Sponge rubber damping strips are fitted between
the face of the diaphragm and horizontal metal bars.
The construction of the instrument is, of course, extremely
robust, due to the very considerable amplitudes to be
handled, and its appearance reminds one of a motor car
radiator. The writer has not before heard equal volume
associated with reproduction of such high quality.
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Impressions ol the Berlin Show.—
As the loud-speaker is at present the weakest link in
the chain connecting broadcaster and listener, it is natural
that this accessory should receive the first attention of the
visitor. The most interesting and novel exhibit in this

SEPTEMBER 14th, 1927.

somewhat lacking in strength; this opinion is supported
by the response curve issued by the makers. Apart from
this, only extremely favourable criticism can be offered.
A model fitted with a baffle is sold in Germany for the
equivalent of £5 15s., while instruments of the type
illustrated on this page are priced at £4 12S., or £4 5s.,
depending on whether or not a choke is fitted.
The
Reisz
electrostatic
loud-speaker,
already
de
scribed
in The
iVireless
HT +
1Vorld, is not generally avail180-200
VOLTS
able, but a specimen was in
evidence on the stand of the
Reichs - Rundfunk Gesellschaft (the German Broadcasting Co.).
Dr. Reisser,
the chief engineer, informed
the writer that this type of
instrument was used extensively by his organisation.
It was noticed that two of
them were fitted to the motor
van (exhibited by the Post
Output connections for the
Office authorities) which is a
Vogt electrostatic loudspecimen of those which are
speaker
sent into the more remote districts of Germany to demonstrate the advantages of broadcasting. (It is presumed that the Government will recover their expenditure in this direction in the shape of
an increased revenue from their percentage of the licence
fees.)
Conventional Loud-speaker.

The Vogt electrostatic loud-speaker in which the mo‘ing diaphragm consists of an aluminium disc only 0.02mm. in thickness.

class was the Vogt electrostatic loud-speaker, the appearance of which is shown in the accompanying illustration.
It is, in principle, a two-plate condenser, one electrode
of which is a rigid aluminium casting with radial ribs,
and the other a disc of metal, only 0.02 millimetre thick ;
separation between the plates is 0.03 millimetre, and the
dielectric is air. A choke output or similar arrangement,
as shown in the circuit diagram on this page, is essential
when an instrument of. this kind is used, as otherwise
H.T. voltage would be unable to reach the anode of the
last valve; in certain models the necessary choke is
included in the base.
The drawback of electrostatic loud-speakers is that a
considerable H.T. voltage is required; the type in question needs from 160 to 200 yOlts; it is comparatively insensitive, but not unduly so, as it gives a reasonable output with a power or super-power valve biassed to zo volts
or over.
Fortunately, the Vogt exhibit is housed in a
small cottage in the grounds (a relic of the
Week-end "
exhibition which preceded the radio show), and thus it
was possible to listen to a demonstration under fair conditions. With anode voltages of the order of those stated
above, reproduction was extremely pleasing, but, in the
writer's view, the output on the lower frequencies was

Still another electrostatic loud-speaker, very similar to
the Vogt, was exhibited by the important A.E.G. firm.
Apart from this, the majority of instruments on show
followed fairly conventional lines; apparently the

Telelimken

four-valve

receiver

(H.F.,

det.,

2 L.F.).

" folded-diaphragm " type described in connecteon with
last year's exhibition is still extremely popular, and
various models were seen on the Siemens stand.
The new N. and K. loud-speaker is interesting, inasmuch as it is fitted with a balanced armature movement
of unusual construction. The armature, which is heavily
damped, operates in the field of a four-pole magnetic arrangement, and drives a cone through a rod connected to
B 32
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made by the Loewe firm. The receiver, which comprises
atwo-way coil holder (untuned aerial circuit) and atuning
condenser only, sells at the extremely low price of 40
marks, complete with valve (which of course contains the
coupling resistances, etc.). The other unit (at the same
price) consists of an electromagnetic gramophone pickup device and a turntable driven by a spring motor.
The output of the pick-up is connected to the amplifier at
will by inserting the plug with which it is fitted in
place of the grid coil. The exhibit was a popular one,
judging by the number of visitors on the stand, and
the multiple valves seem to be widely used.
The pickup appears to be sensitive, and possibly this accounts
for the fact that the output was overloaded when an
average record was being played; the quality of reproduction was otherwise quite pleasing, and •
it is not
a difficult matter to reduce intensity by a slight rearrangement of the input circuit.
According to Baron
von Ardenne, who is largely responsible for the development of resistance-capacity coupling with high resistances,
there is a possibility that these valves may be manufactured in England.
Another representative receiver is the two-stage " Neutrodyne" shown by the Seibt firm. This has asingle-dial
control, with an elaborate arrangement of three switches,
coupled together with a rod, by operation of which separate H.F. transformers are thrown into circuit.
By
means of a second rod provision is made for simultaneous variation of coupling
between primary and secondary windings.
In almost
every set with a stage of
Switching in H.F. Amplifiers.
H.F. amplification, more or
In a " two-H.F." receiver it is possible to obtain avery
less complete screening was
considerable overall amplification, even when a waveprovided; the general tenchange switch is fitted, and the five-valve Telefunken set
dency is to screen the stage
is agood example of what can be done by careful design.
rather than the transformer.
The components are mounted on a metal "chassis," and
Resistance-coupling is extremely popular, and there
the H.F. transformers are completely screened.
The
aerial is capacitatively coupled, and there is a " oneis every indication that the
knob " control of tuning, with provision for individual adneed for an output valve of
liberal design is recognised.
justment (by means of enall levers projecting through
It is noted that ebonite is
the panel) of the stators of each bank of the three-gang
little used ; synthetic resin
condenser.
The inductance of each transformer is
changed by an ingenious rearrangement of its windings by
compounds take its place in
means of a switch. It is extremely interesting to note
most instances.
that the first four valves of this set have cathodes indirectly
One of the most interesting valves is that with an inheated from A.C. mains, while the output valve is of the
directly
heated
cathode,
ordinary type.
manufactured by the Tele- The " Delta Polytron" valve
The Telefunken Co. also show a simple three-valve set
funken Co. Its construction which incorporates four sets of
which is a typical example of modern, mass-production
electrodes with internal screen—
is extremely simple; the fila- ing. Two sets of elements are
methods as applied to wireless receiver manufacture. It
connected in parallel, so that
ment, which is heated from there are virtually three stages.
is assembled under the press, and has only two soldered
D.C. at 4 volts and ramp.,
connections, the remainder being stamped. The two L.F.
is passed through a small tube of specially impregnated
stages fitted are coupled by •resistances, and there is
Kaolin, having an external diameter of barely a millicapacity-controlled reaction. The set has a wave-change
metre.
It is this tube which emits electrons when its
switch, and is sold for 55 marks (a mark equals approxitemperature is raised to a very dull red heat. The immately one shilling). A similar set, but with the addition
pedance of the valve is ro,000 ohms, with avoltage factor
of an H.F. valve, coupled by a simple neutralised tuned
of ro, so it may be placed in the L.F. or " general puranode circuit, is also shown.
The Loewe multiple valve, which is already known .o pose " class. Another new valve with promising characteristics is the R.E.134 power valve, the filament of which
readers, is used in a combination gramophone-radio set

Impressions of the Berlin Show.—
a form of stirrup which is fixed to the ends of the armature. The most ambitious model, which is fitted with a
" tone regulator " (a tapped choke), sells for 82 marks
(£4 i's.), while the price of a simpler instrument (but
with the same magnetic system) is only 28s. 6d.
The outstanding point of interest in the design of
receivers is the method whereby provision is made for
changing
from
one waveband to
another.
With
few
exceptions,
in terchangeable
coils are used in
the simplest receivers only, and
in the majority of
cases a somewhat
elaborate switching arrangement
is fitted. It appears that Germ an designers
consider
sim plicity of operaAn example of German mass production
methods : the Telefunken three—valve set
tion to be a matwhich includes only two soldered con—
nections and sells for the equivalent of
ter of prime im£2 ISs.
portance (as it
undoubtedly is in sets intended essentially fbr the nontechnical broadcast listener), and are willing to make the
inevitable sacrifice in amplification per stage in order to
obtain an easy change-over from one waveband to another.
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Impressions of the Berlin Show.—
consumes 0.15 amp. at 4 volts; its impedance is only
•5,000 ohms, with avoltage factor of 10. Anode voltages
up to zoo are specified by the makers.
A new Loewe multiple valve, in which there is provision
for reaction- from the first anode, is exhibited.
Apart
from the addition of another external connection, it is substantially the same as the " Type 3N.F." valves already
described in this journal, and includes a detector and two
L. F. valves, with appropriate coupling condensers and
resistances, all being contained in a single bulb.
Another multiple valve, but of a different kind, is the
Polytron, which has four complete sets of elements (filament, grid, and anode) mounted in a single bulb, with a
screen interposed. Actually, it should be considered as
three valves in one, as two sets of elements are wired internally in parallel. It is fitted with amulti-pin base, and
of course requires a special socket. The filaments are
wired internally in a series-parallel arrangement.
The " Ultra " is one of several indirectly-heated
valves which are
The " Ahemo " eliminator
exhibited ; in this
which supplies H.T., L.T.
valve special arand grid bias from A.C.
mains.
A special terminal
rangements
are
and external smoothing circuit are provided for resistmade for connectance-coupled valves.
ing the emitting
cathode to either
side of the heating

filaments at will. It is claimed by the makers that acorrect connection does much to reduce trouble from hum.
Almost every valve manufacturer exhibited rectifying
tubes, both of the filament and gas-discharge types. The
" Rectron " range was particularly interesting. It is
claimed that an exceptionally small voltage drop takes
plade in the valve, and ademonstration circuit showed that
the variation in output volts with reasonable changes in
output current was almost negligible—in fact, no greater
than might be accounted for by voltage drop in the smoothing chokes. By the application of suitable voltages to the
twin anodes the same valve may be made to supply either
a large current at a small voltage, or vice versa; for example, the Type R.33 gives either 20 milliamps. at 120
volts or Iamp. at 20 volts. It is thus possible to use the
same valve for either H.T. supply or accumulator
charging.
In 'every show the visitor expects to find at least one
mystery exhibit; the one under discussion was no exception

Filament battery eliminator circuit designed by M. von Ardenne.

to the rule, and the writer admits to being intrigued by the.
" Weilo " rectifier.
This device is supplied in various
types, giving currents up to as much as 25 amperes. The
rectifying element is a small cartridge containing a combination of metals, the composition cf which is not disclosed. An efficiency of over 70 per cent, is claimed, with
a " life " of ro,000 hours. The popular model, delivering a rectified current of 4 amperes for L.T. battery
charging, is sold at the equivalent of 27s. 6d. complete.
The exhibits of interchangeable high-frequency transformers were distinctly disappointing, although in one or
two cases components were shown mhich, though their
design was not in keeping with our preconceived ideas on
the subject, might possibly give reasonable amplification
and selectivity.
It was
noticed that some English
designs—unfortunately of
the less effective kind—had
been copied in their entirety.
A large number of battery
eliminators
were
shown, among the most interesting of which were
those
made
under
the
.Ahemo" trade mark by
the firm exploiting the
patents of von Ardenne. A
combined H.T., L.T., and
grid bias eliminator for
A.C., with a somewhat unusual circuit arrangement, is
illustrated; it is provided with a special positive hightension terminal for feeding resistance-coupled valves; the
connection to this terminal is taken through a special
smoothing circuit.
The same firm manufactures D.C.
eliminators in which high-capacity electrolytic condensers
are used for smoothing purposes.
The exhibit of the German Post Office included the
propaganda van already mentioned, as well as a demonstration of picture transmission and reception. There was
also an educative collection of models (with accompanying
diagrams) showing how interference from electric motors,
massage apparatus, etc., might be eliminated at the
source by
the connection of
suitable capacities,
resistances, etc.
A number of out-of-date overhead tramway collectors—
so often responsible for trouble—were also shown, together with specimens of more modern types which tend
to eliminate sparking.
1
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By Our Special Correspondent.
Empire Broadcasting Experiments.-5GB's Mixed Reception.—Next Regional Station.—
Concerts from Manchester.—The National Concerts.—Grand Opera in Full.
B.B.C. and Empire Broadcasting.
The impression has spread about that,
the B.B C.'s short-wave experiments in
Empire broadcasting will take place at
Daventry. I learn from a reliable source
that the Daventry site will not be used,
there being quite enough ether shaking
in that district already!
The tests will probably be conducted
somewhere in the Home Counties.
0000
In Scotland.
5GB is not, apparently, making much
of a noise North of the Tweed. I hear
that a number of canny Scots are dubious
about wasting their battery juice on it.
Their dissatisfaction is not, surprising
considering that at the present moment
5GB is using considerably less than 20
kilowatts. No doubt the new mast will
improve the range, but it is a pity that
something nearer the advertised 30 kilowatts is not employed.
o
o,

Two Programmes at Once.
The second lamentation concerns residents within ten to fifteen miles of
Daventry, who complain that 5GB and
5XX can be heard simultaneously.
The
B.B.C. answer is that within the area of
very strong signal strength from both
stations saturation occurs in the receiver.
In other words, it behoves the listener to
secure greater selectivity by reducing the
size of his aerial.
0000
A Waiting Game.
Listeners within the service areas of
the London, Cardiff, and Manchester
stations provide the third form of complaint, their plea being that it is difficult,
if not impossible, to cut out the local sta-

tion to get 5GB. The B.B.C. admits that
at present a good deal of selectivity is
needed by the London, Cardiff or Manchester listener who wishes to enjoy
5GB, but the trouble will disappear when
the five-station double-programme regional
scheme is achieved.
In the meantime,
patience!
0000

On the Coast.
The listener on the coast, who has
generally had more solid reasons for
grumbling than the majority of toun
listeners, supplies the last form
of
grouse. He cannot pick up 5GB because
of Morse interruption from ships due to
the proximity of the two wavelengths.
This is very sad, especially as conditions

Censuring 5GB.
As Captain Eckersley recently
remarked, the inauguration of 5GB has
provided listeners with another station
to grouse at.
Now that the precocious youngster has
been busy for two or three weeks it has
been possible to take stock of the praise
and censure, both of which have been
received in generous proportions.
The
B.B.C. have accepted the praise with
becoming modesty, and have turned their
attention to the complaints.
Broadly
speaking, the complaints fall into four
classes.
0000
The Four Grouses.
The first, and most agonising, complaint comes from Birmingham, where
many people are finding that, years of
"shock reception
from a local station,
situated, as it were, at one's elbow, tend
to vitiate the sense of proportion and
make a station received at medium
strength sound like the angel's whisper.
I understand that a B.B.C. experimental van is patrolling Birmingham in
an attempt to discover how far the residents in the area surrounding the old
5IT are justified in protesting at the inadequacy of 5GB.
3
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are likely to remain as they are for some
time.
5GB employs the 491.8 metres
wavelength as providing the maximum
chance to everyone to cut out the local
station.
0000
Developing the Regional Scheme.
Nue of the sites for the five new
stations has yet been chosen, and I gather
that it will be many months before
further developments occur. There is a
strong feeling, however, that the Manchester area will be the next to receive
attention. Meanwhile 5GB is coming in
very well at Manchester, notably in the
south.
0000

Manchester Concerts.
Talking of Manchester, it is possible
that listeners will get some of the Hallé
concerts in the late autumn and winter.
A good deal of disappointment was felt
last year when the Hallé orchestra ceased
to broadcast.
If Sir Hamilton Harty
can satisfy himself that broadcasting is
not prejudicial to the attendance there is
every likelihood that a whole series of
Hallé concerts may be heard "on the
air " during the approaching season.
The success of the " Proms " this year
has impressed many eminent people in the
musical world whose opposition to broadcasting was based on the supposition that
the microphone inevitably led to empty
halls. It would be interesting to know
whether Mr. Boosey has revised his
opinion of broadcasting in the light of
recent experiences at the Queen's Hall.
0000

Xi Devon.
A friend who has just toured Devon
tells me that 5XX is the favourite
station in that part of the world. Several
hotels in the smaller towns advertise the
wireless set in tl-a lounge as the principal attraction. In fact, 5XX beats the
XXX!
0000

Gaelic on the Ether. Recognising that there must be countless listeners in the North of Scotland
who speak Gaelic, the Aberdeen station
will, on September 16th, inaugurate a
Gaelic Corner which, if sucCessful, will
be given at fortnightly intervals.
Mary
Orr (soprano) will sing Gaelic songs and
Neil Orr will render Gaelic poems and
stories.
The National Concerti.
October 7th will be the opening date of
the
forthcoming
series
of
B.B.C.
National Concerts. The first concert will
be given in the Queen's Hall.
Subsequent concerts will lie given in both the
Queen's Hall and the People's Palace,
Whitechapel, two a month in the Queen's
Hall and one a month in the People's
Palace.
Sir Henry Wood and Mr. Percy Pitt
will figure on the list of conductors, and
I understand that Sir Landon Ronald and
Sir Edward Elgar may also appear. The
soloists will include many artistes of
international reputation.

FUTURE FEATURES.
London & Daventry (5XX).
SErrEm BER 18z11.—Vocal Concert.
Religious Service
from the
studio.
SEPTEMBER 19rii.—A Garden Programme.
SEPTEMBER
2,Orsr. — Italian
Programme.
SEPTEMBER 21ST. —" The Liars." an
original comedy in four acts.
SEPTEMBER 22ND.—Concert of new
works.
SEPTEMBER
23RD.—Variety
Programme.
SEPTEMBER 24TH. —B.B.C. Promenade Concert, relayed from the
Queen s Hall, London.
Daventry (5GB) experimental.
SEPTEMBER 18TH. —Religious Service
from 'Birmingham.
Military
1i•ind Concert.
SEPTEMBER 19rn.—" The Barber of
Seville," as played by
the
British National Opera Co., relayed from Newcastle.
SEPTEMBER 20TH.—" The Liars,"
an original comedy in four
acts, by Henry Arthur Jones.
SEPTEMBER 21sr.—Symphony Concert.
SEPTEMBER
22ND. — From
the
Musical Comedies and Comic
Operas.
SEPTEMBER 23RD.—B.B.C. Promenade Concert, relayed from the
Queen's Hall, Londœi.
SEPTEMBER 9d TH. —Pont, 1
ar Concert.
Bournemouth,
SEPTEM BER 19TH. —S t
aton Concert
Party.
SEPTEMBER 22ND.—B.B.C. Promenade Concert, relayed from the
Queen's Hall, London.
Cardiff,
SEPTEMBER
19TH.—Welsh
Vocal
Concert.
SEPTEMBER 22ND. —B.B.C. Promenade Concert, relayed from the
Queen's Hall, London.
SEPTEMBER 24TH. —" No Class," a
comedy in one act.
Manchester.
SEPTEMBER
19ru.—" My
Programme," by the Mayor of
Rochdale.
Newcastle.
SEPTEMBER 23n, —Richard Cuthbert in Impersonations
and
Impressions of famous actors.
Glasgow.
SEPTEMBER 22ND.—B.B.C. Promenade Conceit, relayed from the
Queen's Hall, London.
SEPTEMBER 23R D. —" The Reed in
the Wood," a romance, by
Edwin Lewis.
Aberdeen.
SEPTEMBER 19TH. —Folk Music.
SEPTEM BER 22ND. —B.B.C. Promenade Concert. relayed from the
Queen's Hall. London.
Belfast.
SEPTEMBER 21ST. —" Samson
and
Delilah," an opera in three
acts, by Saint &lens.

SEPTEMBER 14th, 107.
A New Plea.
If the B.B.C. were to yield to the
importunings of a certain
Yorkshire
listener,
an
uncomfortable
precedent
would be created. The listener in question recently purchased an eighty-guinea
receiN'er specially to hear the Promenade
and B.B.C. Symphony concerts.
All
went well for a week; then 5GB stepped
in and cut him off.
"Is there any
doubt," he asks. " that the B.B.C. are
open to an action for damages for breach
of contract? "
If this gentleman gets a penny out of
the B.B.C.. Old Moore sees a long queue
stretching from the Accountant's Office,
Savoy Hill, all along the Embankment, to
Westminster and beyond.
Coco
Grand Opera in Full.
The British Natimal Opera Company's
production of " The Barber of Seville"
will be relayed from the Theatre Royal,
Newcastle, and broadcast in its entirety
from
Daventry
experimental
station
(5GB) on Monday next, September 19th.
The cast includes Heddle Nash, Percy
Heming, Dennis Noble, Robert Radford,
Bernard Ross. Philip Bertram, Eric
Craie. Miriam Licette, and Gladys Parr.
0000
Famous Play Revived.
"The Liars," to be broadcast from
5GB on September 20th, will be the first
of Henry Arthur Jones' plays to be heard
by wireless listeners. First produced at
the Criterion Theatre in 1897, it is
generally considered to be the author's
finest play.
London and 5XX listeners
will have an opportunity of hearing it on
September 21st.
ocoo
The Month's "Proms."
Promenadc concerts will be broadcast
in the near future from the following
stations :—September 22nd. Bournemouth,
Cardiff, Glasgow, Aberdeen,
Dundee,
Edinburgh, Swansea; September 23rd,
Daventry experimental station; September 24th. London, Bournemouth, Manchester, Belfast, Hull, Leeds, Bradford,
Liverpool, Nottingham, Plymouth, Sheffield, Stoke-on-Trent. and Swansea.
°COO

"Burlington Bertie."
Miss Ella Shields, who is shortly
leaving for America, will be heard by
5GB listenets on September 26th, when
she will include her popular favourite,
'• Burlington Bertie." in her programme.
DOC°

Old Danube Days.
Viennese waltzes are famous for their
sparkle and tunefulness.
A programmé
entitled " Old Danube Days," reminiscent
of the music of pre-war Vienna, will be
broadcast from Bournemouth station on
September 21st.
Viennese waltzes by
Johann Strauss and Lehar, and selections
from
Kalman's
operetta,
" Autumn
Manœuvres," and Fall's " The Dollar
Princess," with duets and solos by Olive
Groves and Harold Kimberley, will go to
make up the programme.
3
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U week, build the R.C. Threesome now. Be good
NLESS this is your own private" Self-denial"

to yourself and to the family. Enjoy crystal-clear
reception in full volume — as you have never
heard it before.
Here is indeed the magic of wireless—the
circuit which less than ayear ago started
the vogue for resistance coupling; and
which is still the favourite.
Even if you have never yet attempted to
make a wireless set, you will find the
putting together of this set delightfully

i01

TS

simple. The Instruction Book makes it all very
easy. Get the book first. It is free. Just fill in
and post the Coupon.
You can buy the parts for £3, or less. You can
assemble the components, complete the
wiring, and be all ready for the programmes in three hours—and then you
will be the proud possessor of aset which
is nothing less than the popular R.C.
Threesome. Why be satisfied with less ?
Why pay more? Why delay? Here is
the Coupon.

FILL IN THE COUPON -- SEND NOW

EDISWAIN

*See the Big thing of the Show on Stands 144-146, National Radio Exhibition. Olympia, Sept. 24th to Oct. 1st

Messrs. The Edison Swan Electrie Co. Ltd.,
(Publicity) 123/5 Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4
Send me the free Instruction Book and Blue Print, please.
NAME
ADDRESS
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RADIOBATTERIES
2

RADIO—
EXHIBI T ION
O LYMPIA

STANDS P492

157

GROUND

FLOOR

212
GALLERY

tço.tooltr.
H.T.3. ,z50.9 ,Ildhump hrs.
The original H.T. Accumulator of compact design.
Every
c'ell air spaced and embedded in hard wax.
Tappings
Call be taken from any cell.
Obtainable In 30. 60 and
90-volt units.
60-volt.
Fully charged. £3 tO t
H.T.18. s000 tfi llsiieip hrs.
A large capacity battery of sound constructional design.
Suitabk for laic receiving sets, public address istens and
small transmitters.

£3 :17 :

ME

COPY

OF

RATFERY

BOOKLET SUPPLIED

CHARGING
ON

ACTON

-.......""••••^

11.ACTON

GLASS.

The "Acton Glass" low tension range provide an alternative
to the celluloid cased battery, and is also suitable for tropical
climates. All capacities supplied.
2-volt. 48 amp. actual.
16/-

nerraucriont

APPLICATION.
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THE AUSTRALIAN SHORT-WAVE TRANSMISSIONS.
Sir,—The following may be of interest to your readers :—
To-day, Saturday, September 3rd, at 7.35 p.m. B.S.T., I received Station 2111E, Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia), Ltd.,
transmitting a test on 32 metres.
The following is an outline of items heard :7.40 p.m. B.S.T.
Dance music (" Save Your Sorrow till To-morrow "), followed
by announcement of station, further dance music, each item
played twice.
7.&5 p.m. B.S.T. Announcement from station that Big Ben
would be heard in five minutes' time and giving his time 4.45
a.m. Dance music, then Big Ben striking (this came through
perfectly at about R7). More dance music, announcement from
station, and closed down at 8.10 p.m. B.S.T., remarking that
they would be transmitting to-morrow morning and wishing
everybody " Good morning."
The above transmission came through very well at R5 to R6
most of the time, very little fading; speech was broken up
occasionally by a few atmospherics; carrier wave strong and
consistent. I was using a 0-v-1 receiver.
Boston Spa, Yorks.
ERIC A. TOPHAM.
September 3rd, 1927.
Sir,—I wonder if there are any who, after hearing 2LO's
relay of Australia yesterday, would begrudge a fraction of their
licence towards an Empire short-wave station. If there are
they are not entitled to laugh at a Scotch joke any more, and I
feel sorry to think that such shortsightedness may exist after
hearing the general enthusiasm over there.
There have been many critics of the advocates of Empire
broadcasting. Some state with a superior air that the enthusiasm arises only as a result of the novelty of a new thing,
but they must not think that newcomers to short-wave reception are the only ones that have unlocked the door. There are
thousands who are still keen searchers, but with whom the
actual novelty of bringing in distant lands disappeared years
ago, and a good many of them are still advocates of Empire
broadcasting • so that on close examination the novelty idea
does not. hold good.
Then there is the statement that it is merely required for
the personal benefit of afew experimental short-wave enthusiasts.
That statement does not reflect very deep thought.
The
majority of advocates are here at home, and if some of them
are short-wave enthusiasts it would be no fun for them to
receive a station at their own door. They are likely to be
among the last ones to advocate for purely personal benefit
the erection of a powerful home station which would not be
exactly an aid to searching, but the reason. I sin-mise, is that
they possess, in these days of the iron heel, that disappearing
commodity, a little bit of sentiment—not a bad thing to possess
either.
Again, there is the oft-repeated statement from the quarter
most concerned, that distant reception is unsatisfactory, and is
indulged in not for the sake of the programme but for the
interest of "getting distance."
B 39

My own answer to that is, that after 2L0 shut down I
changed over and received the transmission direct from
Australia up to 7.25 p.m. I give the programme received up
to then, and think if I am able to give the programme in such
detail it must have been received well enough to be worth
listening to.
Announcement: " You will now hear Australia's Big Ben
strike four" (which was not so majestic as our own B.B.).
Mr. —, from 'Princes Theatre Orchestra, playing some
old Irish airs.
Address l'y Mr. L. A. Cook.
Male voice singers.
Lord Mayor of Sidney's greeting to the Lord Mayor of
London, given by Mr. Oswald Anderson.
Solo violin, by Mr. Ewart Samuel.
Greetings to all parts of British Empire.
The above was received on one valve, which is a common
experience nowadays—the horizon is not so obscure as Captain
Eckersley seems to think.
One of these days some station will startle the world by
showing how to send through short-wave transmissions well
under any conditions, and it wili not be the B.B.C. if they
give way to jeremiads and do not get into a practical stride.
There is nothing like actual working practice to get •to the
bottom of most things. Practice has found out a lot, and has
upset a lot of theory before now, and will do so again. We
know the B.B.C. is jealous of its high standard—a very desirable thing to possess—but most people are aware of the B.B.C.'s
technical excellence, so they need not be afraid; it is only the
few that would grouse if bad conditions beyond control spoilt
their good work sometimes.
T. CLARK.
London, E.4.
September 5th, 1927.
Sir,—I should like to report reception of the Australian
transmission. I first heard it at 6.45 p.m., September 2nd.
However, thought it might be American, but on returning
to the set at 7.20 the same station was transmitting, and
announced " Amalgamated Wireless, Australia, Hallo London.
Dear Old London."
Quite perfect speech and music, but a
fade that prevented the 100 per cent, reception which the
quality and strength would have provided had there been no
fade.
No doubt a large number of short-wave enthusiasts experienced the thrill of receiving a so distantly located British
colony. The call " Hallo, London, Dear Old London," conveyed more than a friendly feeling of relationship.
But why are British broadcasting engineers ignoring the
short-wave band 15 to 35 metres? In addition to its proved
efficiency for annihilation of distance, it is almost free of static.
If those directing the affairs of British broadcasting would
get busy now on a really good short-wave transmission for
the pleasure of our overseas relations, they will only be one
year behind the times.
They will eventually tackle the job
despite their demonstrated reluctance. The Empire demands
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the effort. Our B.B.C. seems the only organisation with wool
in its ears.
F. E. COLLINSON.
Managing Director, Collinson Precision Screw Co., Ltd.
London, E.17.
September 3rd, 1927.

•using 250-milliamp valves, which have been entirely satisfactory, but, of course, a trifle prodigal of current. Following
the recent overdue reduction in prices, I decided that the
time was ripe for new ones. Consulting the useful list which
you presented to me with your issue of April 6th, I chose
a detector-resistance amplifier, a low-frequency transformer
amplifier, and a power valve, all described as "6-volt, 0.1
EMPIRE BROADCASTING.
amp." I then wound a resistance of 2,000 ohms with 38-gauge
Sir,—The opposing views of J. C. Finglass and "Enthusiast"
wire, tested it, and, having connected it in place of my
in your issue of July 27th fairly represent the ideas of those
16 c.p. carbon lamp, put in the new valves. The result was
who live in the distant dominions, and of those who do not.
horrible. The first thing I suspected was my high tension,
The only people who can possibly appreciate the value of shortand I tested that, and every other thing in the circuit, before
wave transmission over long range are those who receive them.
I found that the filament leads mere only passing 69 milliamps.
I know that Captain Eckersley has always been of the opinion
Thinking that there might rather more resistance in my filathat what was being done by American and Dutch stations for
ment chokes than I had imagined, I shorted a section of the
the last three years could not be done. And I attached just
resistance and brought the current up to the correct figure.
the sanie importance to his view on that subject as I did to
The reproduction was then perfect for about two days. When
his attack on home constructors.
it went off I put the old valves back again and had an inquest
The fact remains that in this country anyone who has a on the new ones.
The power valve was all right, but the
moderately efficient two-valve short-wave set can rely upon reothers had been overrun. Upon discovering this I consulted
ceiving programmes from America or Holland daily and witha friend who uses valves of the same type, and, on measuring
out any appreciable amount of static. All that we distant
his filament current, found that the alleged " point-one"
people ask for is a British station which will transmit at
valve actually took about 68 milliamps!
The makers will
times which will not make it necessary for us to get up in the
hear from me good and plenty about it, but there may be
middle of the night to get reception.
others who are doing the same, so perhaps you will give the
It is a pity that Mr. Marcuse and Captain Eckersley cannot
matter some publicity. Let them put " 6-volt, 0.1 amp." all
exchange enthusiasm for a few months. If they did we should
over their boxes if they like, but let them give us data in the
not have to wait long for what we want.
specification.
Captain Eckersley's trouble is conservativeness in its most
I bought a " Pye" choke this morning. I have never met
obstinate form. I give him full credit for the good work he
Mr. Pye, nor have I previously bought any of his wares, but
has done, and admit his knowledge of certain branches of
I shall certainly buy more after reading the little slip inside
radio, but it is galling to Britishers who know that their
the box. It told me what valve (impedance) should be used,
country can lead the world to find that they have to rely upon
the size of the coupling condenser and the value of leak, the
foreigners for what they want, because their own countrymen
D.C. resistance of the choke, its inductance, and its safe
will not try.
J. D. CUMMING.
milliampere current.
All this, mind you, not only for the
Cape Town.
choke I bought, but for all the others he makes.
That is
August 18th, 1927.
the way to do business. Surely it would not hurt the makers
of the valves regarding which I am complaining to have said
VALVE DATA.
that the valve worked best at 5.25 volts and took 0.068 amps.
Sir,—Your readers will be well advised to test any valves
Wireless is now such an exact science that the amateur has
which they intend to use in a receiver drawing its filament
a right to exact information, and an error, whether accidental
or deliberate, of 31 per cent, in a data slip is unpardonable.
current through the house lighting mains.
A recent exBirmingham.
JOHN WELLINGS.
perience of mine may be a warning to them.
September 3rd, 1927.
I have been working off the mains for the last two years,

THE

NEW

SCREENED

VALVE .-A CORRECTION.

To confirm this I have taken the secondary of an " Everyman
Four" H.F. transformer, and, with a G.E.C. low-loss condenser, produced oscillations beating with 2LO. When 20 ohms
was added to the circuit the oscillation restarted on increasing
The following is the correct version : Page 262, line 17, for
Oscillation can be accentuated by
"greater" read " less." The caption to Fig. 7 should read : the screen grid volts.
increasing screen volts asid reducing the grid bias. The latter
"For oscillation 11„—p must be positive. At a frequency of
can be made positive which helps, since it reduces p. I have
a million (300 m.) oscillation will occur with a low-loss coil."
also produced oscillations at
•
From a physical viewpoint this is pretty obvious, because a
audio-frequency by the same
high coil resistance would damp the oscillation out.
In the
means. The circuit diagram is
September 7th issue, on page 309, No. 3 of Summary, delete
shown in the figure.
"equivalent." On page 310, line 5, for "less" read "greater."
A point liable to cause misThe condition for oscillation can also be written thus :
understanding is the use of
R
1
low-loss coils.
These usually
if;
<
give rise to self-oscillation when
used for a tuned anode. When,
The lower sign is where the error arose.
however, a low-loss coil is used
as the secondary of a H.F.
Now li/2L is the coil damping factor, and —
the
transformer, the ratio of the
valve damping factor.
When the sum is zero there is no
turns can be increased
by
damping, so that an oscillation is not damped out. When the
tapping the primary. A point
sum is negative an oscillation can build up. This is the conis
found
where
oscillation
dition required in practice.
By manipulating the above
ceases.
This is due to the
Circuit for producing audioformula we get
frequency oscillations with
reduced
equivalent
dynamic
valve S626.
resistance of the primary windCR
1
1
1
i.e.
ing causing reduced magnification.
On the other hand, the
equivalent primary eapacity increases, thereby enhancing the
p must be zero or positive.
selectivity.
N. W. McL.
REGRET that in my article in the August 31st issue an

has arisen in interpreting the mathematical analysis,
I error
the sign "less than " being misread as "greater than."
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Wireless World" Information Department Conducts a Free Service of Replies to Readers' Queries. •

Questions should be concisely worded, wriUen on one side of the paper, and headed "Information Department."
One question only
should be sent at a time, and must be accompanied by a stamped, addressed envelope for postal reply. Any diagram accompanying the
question should be drawn on aseparate sheet. No responsibility will be accepted for questions sent in which do not comply with these rides.
Choosing a Choke.
Why is it that it is always recommended
that a choke of 100 henries or more
in inductance value be used after a
detector valve for choke coupling
purposes, but that 20 henries is considered sufficient after an output
valve? Would not a 20-henry choke
be equally suitable after a detector
valve, and a 100-henry choke equally
suitable, or even snore so, after an
output valve?
R. S.
In
order
to preserve quality
in
the matter of good reproduction of the
lower musical tones, it is necessary that
the impedance of the external circuit
be considerably in excess pf the impedance of the internal circuit.
Now,
the average detector valve is of medium
or high impedance, because such a valve
makes a better detector. Therefore, the
impedance in its anode circuit (that is,
the external impedance) must be high,
and, since inductance governs the impedance of a choke, it follows that a
high-inductance -choke of 100 henries
must be used.
A 20-henry choke will
result in a certain attenuation of the
lower frequencies.
Moreover, owing to
the comparatively small plate circuit in
the case of a detector valve, the iron
core of the choke need not be of generous
proportions in order to avoid magnetic
saturation.
In the case of the output valve we are
dealing with a valve of very low impedance, and we use such a valve because
it gives proper results in the matter of
handling large power without distortion ;
since the impedance of the valve is low
(that is, the internal impedance of the
circuit) it follows that the external impedance need not be nearly so high as
in the case of the high-impedance detector valve, dnd a 20-henry choke is
ample.
It might be argued, however,
that, at any rate, a 100-henry choke will
do no harm here.
Speaking of the
average 100-henry choke, this is quite
wrong, because, in the first place, such
a choke usually has a high D.C. resistance, and, since the plate current of
an output valve is large, there is a big
D.C. voltage drop across the choke, and,
therefore, the D.C. volts on the valve
anode are lessened and the valve's
power handling capacities are correspondingly reduced. In the second place,
owing to the high inductance, and owing •
to the limitations of core design in
the average 100-henry choke, magnetic
B
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saturation of the iron core will undoubtedly set in under the influence of
the large plate current of the output
valve, and, naturally, this causes distortion. It is possible, of course, to design
a 100-henry choke with very generous
dimensions of its iron core so that it is
entirely suitable for use after an output
valve, but such an instrument is expensive to make, and since, as we have
pointed out, it is entirely unnecessary,
we do not use it.
0000

"Wire Wound" or "MetaUised " P
I intend to build a resistance coupled
amplifier, using a 30,000 ohm type
valve as detector, and an anode resistance in its plate circuit of 150,000
ohms.
Would you advise a "wire
wound " type or one of the new
" metollised " type of resistance in
this case?
L. T.
Undoubtedly, in this case, we would
recommend the wire-wound resistance.
Our reasons are that, in the first place,
the plate current will be comparatively
high, since the metallised resistances are
mainly designed for use with 70,000 ohm
valves, the resistance being in the value
of about
megohm. In this latter case
the current is very limited, but with a
30,000 ohm valve and a 150,000 ohm resistance the current will be comparatively
greater, and a wire-wound resistance is
advised. In any case, if you are going to
use reaction in conjunction with your detector valve, you will have to shunt the
anode resistance with a 0.0001 mfd. fixed
condenser, and any small capacity in the
wire wound resistance will be completely
overshadowed by the condenser capacity.
As a matter of fact, however, modern
wire-wound resistances have an extremely
low self-capacity compared with some
of the earlier types.
0000
Situation is More than Circuit.
I intend
building
the
"All
Wave
Four" receiver.
win you tell nie
whether in my locality it will enable
me to receive a large number of distant stations?
S. W.
It would be quite impossible to answer
this query definitely.
We notice from
your address that you live in the middle
of a large industrial city, and therefore
it might so happen that you are badly
screened by steel frame buildings, or similar structures. Used in the country, or
in the town in any reasonably unscreened

situation, the receiver will undoubtedly
bring in a number of stations, but no delnite ruling can be given as to the performance in a definite locality, unless
actual tests have been carried out, with
the receiver.
We should advise that you endeavour
to get into touch with other broadcast
listeners in your locality, and ascertain
from them what results they get. from
distant stations on any given set.
If
you could ascertain what results are obtained by other people, and write to us
again, mentioning the type of set they
use (i.e., number of valves, whether the
receiver uses PI.F., etc.), we shall be able
to advise you more 'definitely on this
matter.
0000
Components for Remote Control
Systems.
I have been studying the article on
" House Wiring Systems," published
in your August 17th issue, and have
decided to experiment with both
systems, described at some length by
the author.
He makes no mention
of where to purchase the various component parts, and I shall be glad if
you will assist nie in this matter.
R. G. A.
Referring to the system illustrated in
Fig. 1 of that article, the jacks may, of
course, be obtained from almost any reputable wireless dealer as they are merely
ordinary filament control telephone jacks.
With regard to the relay, this may be purchased from Messrs. Garnett, Whiteley
and Co., Ltd., Lotus Works, Liverpool,
among other firms.
A suitable output
transformer may be obtained from various
firms, such as Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd. Referring to the alternative scheme, illlustrated in Fig. 2 of that article, the special
triple jack plugs may be obtained from
Messrs. Igranic Co., 147, Queen Victoria
Street, London, E.C.4, and are known as
Multijacks."
The
volume
control
shown in dotted lines niay be obtained
from various firms such as Messrs. Automobile Accessories (Bristol), Ltd., 93-95,
Victoria Street, Bristol, Messrs. Marconiphone Co., 210-212, Tottenham Court
Road, London, W.1, Messrs. Dubilier
Condenser Co., Ducen Works, Victoria
Road, North Acton. The Volume Control
Plug may be obtained from Messrs.
Rothermel Corporation of Great Britain,
24, Maddox Street, London, W.1, whilst
naturally, other items such as bell wire,
bell pushes, wooden casing, etc., are
readily obtainable from any electricians.
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Transformers v. Resistance Coupling.
/ have heard it stated that in the case
of a two 7istage resistance coupled
amplifier, if the last valve is overloaded, due to very strong signals or
improper adjustment of ELT. and
G.B., the resultant distortion will be
considerably worse than would be the
case if the last stage were transformer coupled, or the amplifier were
transformer coupled throughout.
I
wish to know il this is true, and if
so, why?
L. R. T.
As you probably know full well, the
result of overloading the output valve is
to cause an abnormally large grid swing,
which on the one hand will cause the grid
potential to come down to the bottom
bend of the grid volts anode current
curve, and on the other hand will cause
it to cross the zero grid volts axis, and so
cause grid current to flow, the reason that
grid current flows being that the grid has
become positive.
In fact, the case is
analogous to that of plate current flowing when we make the plate positive, provided there are no other causes tending to
check the flow of plate current. If the
last stage is resistance coupled, it will be
obvious that the grid condenser associated
with the last valve grid will become
charged up, and it will retain its charge
until such charge has leaked away via the
grid leak.
Now, if this condenser is
large and the grid leak is of high value,
:t will be obvious that quite an appreriable amount of time will be taken before the condenser is fully charged, and
during this period the amplifier will be
as it were "choked," and bad quality will
result for quite a considerable period,
until the condenser has become discharged.
.A strong atmospheric, or an
abnormally loud passage of music, or even
the fact of the announcer raising his
oice, will often be enough to momentarily overload the valve and charge up
this condenser, unless we are playing for
safety by using an unusually large power
valve in the output stage.
It is the
fact of the grid leak having a high ohmic
resistance which prevents the charge leak.
mg away immealately.
In the case of transformer coupling,
any momentary overload of the output
valve wiU still place the charge upon the
grid, hut this will almost instantaneously
leak away, due to the comparatively low
D.C.
resistance
of
the transformer
secondary. This obviously is the reason
why transformer coupling is often inferior in the final L.F. stage, and it will
be obvious that choke coupling is in
exactly the same class as resistance
toupling in this respect.
It may be
argued that a small value of grid leak
should be used in order to ensure a
quicker discharge of the condenser. This
cannot be done, however, for it will result in frequency distortion, but this
point was discussed fully in the "Hints
and Tips " section of arecent issue of this
journal, and we cannot go into it here.
On the surface, it would appear that a
smaller grid condenser (leaving the 'value
of grid leak as it is) would remedy
matters, as naturally, a smaller con-

denser would not accumulate so great a
charge, and therefore the time period of
discharge would be small. If we do this
we shall again run into distortion trouble
for reasons already discussed in another
section of this 'journal, to which we have
just made reference. The only means of
preventing this trouble is to have a large
margin of safety by using an output valve
of large power-handling capacity, and adjusting the H.T. and G.B. values applied
to it correctly. Use plenty of H.T. and
plenty of G.B., as directed by the makers
of the valve.
The statement then that
in
ordinary
circumstances
a transformer is "safer " than a choke or resistance coupling in the last stage of an
amplifier is quite true, for the reasons
which we have just given.
000 0

Tracing Trouble.
I have constructed afour-valve receiver to
the circuit diagram enclosed, but have
not succeeded in receiving any signals
although the local station is only 5
miles away.
The wiring has been
carefully checked, and all joints and
connections examined, but 1 can find
no error. I recently borrowed a milliammeter and noticed on connecting
this in the negative 11.7'. lead that
the plate current was about 50 milliam p&
The
valves
used
are P.M.5X,
P.31.5B, P.M.5I and P.M.256 in the
order named, and with 150 volts ILI'.
A slight reduction in current takes
place on alteration of the grid bias to
the last valve, hut variation of G.B.
on valve V, seems to have no effect.
Inotice asmall spark occurs on removing the Gil, plug for valve V, from
the grid battery.
Can you indicate
u-here 1 should look for the fault.
R. B.
We have carefully examined your circuit diagram, and conclude that provided
the receiver has been wired correctly to
this it should function in a satisfactory
manner. Assuming the wiring to be correct, the fault must lie with one or more
of the components, and we accordingly
suggest a series of tests on the following
linee.
Connect your milliammeter in the

Fig. 1.—Faulty insulation in C.s was the
cause of excessive anode current in this
circuit.
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R. T.+ lead to each individual valve, and
note the current taken in each case. If
our diagnosis is correct, you will find that
valve V, is taking an abnormal anode current. 'You should also find that disconnecting H.T.+2 from the H.T. battery
will result in the feed to V, falling to the
normal value.
A consideration of this
effect will show that the fault lies with
the coupling condenser C4, Fig. 1, as
owing to either a breakdown of the insulation or a leak of some description the grid
of the valve V, is receiving a positive bias.
This was deduced from the information
that a small spark became visible on Inserting or removing the wander plug
applying the grid bias to valve V,.
OCC 0

Correct Connections of a Milliammeter.
I have a three-valve set containing two
L.?. stages, the loud-speaker being
connected directly in the plate circuit'
of the last valve. I wink to put in a
milliammeter in order to give me an
indication of valve overload. In what
manner must 1 connect up?
R. S.
If you merely desire to connect the instrument temporarily in circuit, then all
you need do is to connect the positive
terminal of the milliammeter to that terminal of your set which is marked loudspeaker positive, the negative terminal of
the milliammeter connecting up to that
terminal of the loud-speaker which is
marked positive, the terminal of your
loud-speaker which is marked negative
going, of course, to the negative loudspeaker terminal of your set.
If you
wish to insert the milliammeter permanently in your set, you must break the
internal connection which you will find
running from the positive loud-speaker
terminal of your set to H.T. positive,
and, having broken this lead, insert the
milliammeter, the negative of the milliammeter going to that terminal on your
panel marked loud-speaker positive, and
the positive of your milliammeter going
to H.T.
0000
Battery Eliminator and Pot Magnet.
1 have decided to construct the moving
coil loud-speaker described in "The
Wireless World " of August 10th last,
but the lighting supply in my district
is 220 volts D.C. I possess a D.C.
battery eliminator giving a number of
output voltages, the lowest being
marked 35 volts. Could I connect the
"pot" magnet to this tapping, and
would you advise a series resistants
to regal tie the voltage?
R. P. F.
We do not think it would be practicable
to energise the field magnet of a moving
coil loud-speaker from a D.C. battery
eliminator designed for the supply of H.T.
to a receiver. The smoothing equipment
and potential divider, or series resistances,
would not pass sufficient current for the
purpose, and we suggest you either use a
6-volt accumulator of suitable capacity or
wind the field coil in accordance with the
instructions given for the moving coil loudspeaker described in our issue of April
13th last.
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MARCONIPHONE

IDEAL

Not much doubt about the tremendous
volume and life-like reproduction this "Ideal"
Transformer would give, is there?
The
amplification curve proves it. Every -Ideal"
is guaranteed to have an amplification curve
within 5% of the standard.
And only .002
of the many, many thousands sold have been
returned on this score. In addition, every
"Ideal" carries a IS months' guarantee of
mechanical reliability.
THE

MARCONIPHONE

COMPANY

LIMITED

AND REDUCED

Head Office 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, W.I.
Regd. Office: Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2.

TRANSFORMERS

QUALITY FIRST AND SAFETY
ALL THE TIME
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Not only is a Sterling the best Mansbridge Type Condenser you
can buy—but it is protected against dielectric breakdown by the
patent self-sealing device. Should the dielectric be punctured, you
only need to let the condenser stand idle for a few hours and it is
automatically sealed.
Prices from 28for '01 mfd., la £1.0.0 for 10 rold., from pour dealer, or full particulars on resume.

0

s

pre
\r

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LTD.,
AND

Head Office

210-212 Tottenham Court Rd., W.

REDUCED.

Regd. Office: Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2.

STERLING MANSBRIDGE
CONDENSER

Pioneers in the introduction of
Litz wound coils, LEWCOS have
rapidly established an unchallenged
reputation for quality. LEWCOS
Radio Products are backed by
over 40 years' experience in the
manufacture of electric wire.

CENTRE —TAPPED
COILS
give greatest selectivity
at amoderate price. Coils
No. 25, 35, 40 ,50 ,60 ,7.5,
Price 3/6. Coils No. too,
125,
150,
200,
300,
Price 5/3.

Radio Products

LEWCOS "X" COILS
X6o
- - Price 4/9
X200
- „ 7/-

FRAME
AERIAL
WIRE
High

Conductivity,

Copper Strand, Silk
braided. 316 per roo feet.
Colours: red, blue, green,
maroon, brown, old gold.
Advertisementà tar

MULTI WAY
BATTERY
LEADS

Complete with Wander
Plugs and Spade Terminals. One cord only for
LT, HT, and Grid Bias.
4-way 5/6; 5-way 6/6;
6-way 1/6; 7-way 8/6;
8-way 9/6 each.
The

LEWCOFLEX
CONNECTION
FLEXIBLE

LITZ WIRE
for winding low loss
coils and short wave
inductances.

This popular connecting
wire is made in sixcolours:
red, blue, green, yellow,
black and white. Supplied
in ro ft. coils.
Reduced Price 10d. per
coil and 2 ft. lengths
price 9d. per packet of
four assorted colours.
retAMITIC CColoured
onneetInz
ini=muum

•We are showing
at the

RADIO
EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA

Sept. 24 — Oct. 4

Stand No. 113

Wifeless World" are only a,cepted Porn !tints zae believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
columns is :

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

theme

RECEIVERS

FOR

SALE.

AI.I.-WAVE

Four and the Famous Every12 words or less. 1:- and Id. for every
.
man Four; high-class sets only, giving
additional word, e.g.. 18 words, 1,6; 24 words, 2
maximum efficiency;
full particulars and
Name and address must be counted.
prices on application.—H. Goodwin, WoodSERIFS DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
[
00 5
0
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a cock Hill. Elstrec.
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh DAY later, buy now : Wireless sets, corninstructions the entire " copy" is repeated from the
L ponents, loud-speakers, etc., for deferred
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5% ; 28 conpayments. ‘'rite or call for terms.—Ellis
secutive,
; 52 consecutive, 15' ,.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up Nicholls & Co., 132, Caledon Rd., East Ilam,
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (Previous London, E.
[544 6

to date of issue at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World." Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices.
19, Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 199, Deansgate, Manchester.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
&
Co '
Treasury
Notes,
being untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent as
remittances.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of (4. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. ono, c/o "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply to Rot No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes ;
in all such cases the use ol the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
Department."

war

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, during which
time, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they
must be returned to the sender. If a sale is effected we
remit the amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the
&mount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
Cifferent arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
tll transactions up to Lia, adeposit fee of 1
/- is charged; on
transactions over ea and under fo, the fee is 2/6; over
5p. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
Douse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to linfa & Sons
imi ted.
THE SALE

VOR Alternative Programmes! " Modern
Wireless " Five, £25: Screened Six,
,623; Screened Eight, £45.—Express Radio
Service, Factory Square, Streath. in.
'Phone:
Streatham 1373.
[5475

W

ARWICK Everyman Four Receiver in
oak console cabinet, £1 8 /10, complete
with valves, batteries, and royalties paid ;the
most efficient set designed in a high grade
piece of furniture; cabinet only,
to.—
Warwick Radio Co., Warwick.

F.

W. SMURTHW.AITE, Radio Engineer.
begs to announce that the removal to
larger premises being now completed prompt
delivery of all orders can again be given.

T HE Shielded Five, first announcement of
the most remarkable receiver on the
market to-day; a handsome and beautifully
made set, simple and easy to tune, with such
power that any signal above the " noise
level " will come in at full L.S. strength.
Perfect quality of reproduction is guaranteed,
the amplification being even right down to
fifty cycles, whilst volume is under complete
control: for the local station three valves only
need be used. I cordially invite everyone interested in better wireless reception to hear
and try this receiver ; to those at a distance
I will send on seven days' apnroval; price
£20, exclusive of valves or royalty.
rVERYNIAN and All-Wave Fours.—These
-U famous receivers are deservedly firm
favourites amongst four-valve sets; beautifully
made in dark oak or mahogany cabinets.
hand polished and engraved panels, hest
quality components throughout; either type.
Q HORT Wave Receiving and Transmitting
Apparatus of Every Kind;
W.W."
Empire receiver, £7;113; H.T. supply units
for any output up to 2,000 VOttS; special
attention given to Dominion and Colonial
needs.

OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICEMS8D
APPARATUS.
AUOTATIONS by Return for any PubA New Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees lot lished Circuit; whatever your wireless
whereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed requirements I can guarantee complete satisreceiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
tion.
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
T.
URTHWAITE,
I5A,
ChIslOW
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for J.
Gdns..
Wallington,
Surrey.
'Phone:
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box Wallington 1982.
[5643
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
-VALVE
Radio
Instrumant
Set
with
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers, viz.,
in the case of Marconi Patents the amount should be
valves, batteries. etc., and Magnavox
calculated at z2/6 per valve holder.
•
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum loud-speaker, all totally enclosed in handsome
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount mahogany sideboard, suitable for hospital or
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by similar institution ;original cost £70, accept
"The Wireless World " to the owners of the patents
£19/1o.—Box 3562, c/o The Wireless World.
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser of the set.
[5593

V.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the,
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

Mention of " The

sm

fetUVING? Well—thinking of buying? 'n
LI advance we say: " How do you do, sir?"
because we shall hear from you soon. Under
another heading you will find some suggestions
from Appleby's en economical purchase.
[5657

Receivers for Sale.—Contd.
ECOPHONE 5-valve Receiver (portable),
complete with valves; Amplion loudspeaker, batteries, etc., real bargain, must
sell; what offers?—Box 3419, c/o The Wireless World.
[55 0 5
Q HORT Wave Super-heterodyne, 20 to 2oo
metres; America on loud-speaker every
night;
£16.—Write
BMII3DG5,
London,
\\I.C.1.
[5555
T'1 OR Sale, wireless transmitters, receivers,
and components, great bargains, stamp for
list.—Box 3581, c/o The Wireless World.
[5 653
K-VALVE Curtis Set, complete with valves,
Si new high tension and low tension batteries and loud-speaker; £16 or near offer
—Box 3578, c/o The Wireless World.
[565o
MARCONIPHONE
Straight
Eight
for
Ill -Sale; first offer over £3i2 secures.—
Missings Wireless Depot, to, New Rd.,
Gravesend, Kent.
[3 171
RYSTAL Set, with coil for London; 17/h;
also constructors' gear at half price.—.I.
Redbourne, 9, Earl's Ct. Sq., London. [5624
D URNDE PT Ethodyne de luxe 7-valve
-LP superheterodyne with frame aerials for
long and short wavelengths; all valves, leads,
etc., in perfect condition ; cost nearly £8o,
what offers?—Groom, Wood St., Galashiels.

P

[5 634
REPARE for Winier.—Complete rece i
vers
supplied on easy payments; requirements
to Browne, 65, Sinclair Rd., W.14.
[5644

BATTERIES.

W

ET

H.T. Batteries.—Jars, 21 x 11 x11,
1/3 doz. ; zincs, 1/- doz. ; sacs, 1/O
doz. ;dozen cells complete (t8 volts), 3/6; post
9d. extra. High efficiency, long life, upkeep
practically nil. Orders for 3 dozen or over
post free, packed in special carton with divisions for each cell, usable as container for
complete battery. Send 6d. for sample complete unit with instructions. Write for free
lists of wireless bargains.—W. Taylor, 57,
Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[
0039
Dry U.T. Batteries Cost Less Than
Many other makes. The fact that they
are
manufactured
by
Messrs.
Thomson
Houston et Cie., of Paris, is proof of their
high quality. Further, every battery carries
a full and generous guarantee.
Usual sizes
stocked; 6o volt, too volt, and grid bias, etc.
Ask your dealer for same.
If he cannot supply you write us direct. Trade enquiries
specially invited.—G. E. Ambatielo & Co.,
Ltd., Arnbatielo House, Farringdon Road,
E.C.i. Telephone .Clerkenwell 7440.
[0063
ti

W

ET (sac Leclanche) H.T. Batteries, latest
booklet on how to make and maintain
these economical and simple batteries ; give
perfectly silent and smooth reception with unlimited poster; suitable for small or multivalve sets of all sizes; information also of
L.T. batteries free; enclose postage, tad.—
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[
00 77

TNDIAN, H.T. batteries, highest quality.
1 —E. Pionsek, 6, Lelie Gracht, Amsterdam.
[5574
117ireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
844
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LOUD-SPEAKERS.

EING the Actual Makers of the Magnet
D IR INGHA NI and District,—Send for
unit illustrated in this journal August
1.) particulars of our accumulator hire serso, 1927, we can supply parts to A. R.
vice,, and we will prove to you that it is
Turpin 's specifications.—Star
Engineering,
cheaper to hire an accumulator than to buy
Didsbury, Manchester.
[557 6
one. We supply the accumulator, collect and
HORNS for all types of loud-speakers,
deliver it, and it costs no more than you are
II especially gramophone attachments and
paying now for charging.—New Era Wireless
tmplion
A.R.39 ; illustrated
list
free.—
& Electrical Co, Hobmoor Rd., Small Heath,
Maddison, Manufacturer of the Allwoodorn,
Birmingham. Tel.: Vic. 744[5537
28. Ronald's Rd., N.5.
149 87
T] .0.'!'. High Tension Accumulators, tapped
Tio EED Movements.—Double Acting Reed
-1.1. every 2 Volts : 10 Volts, 4/6; 20 Vohs,
1-1) movements specially designed to operate
8/6; 6o volts, in acid impregnated crate,
cone and other large diaphragms; extremely
32/6; 6o volts, superior model, 37/6 ; the
sensitive on small input, yet capable of enorfinest battery on the market, gives excellent
mous volume with sufficient input. Will work
results; full instructions for charging sent out
up to a 3k. cone with ease.
No rattle or
with each unit.—Ridgway Storage Battery
distortion; 27/6 each.
Fair allowance on
Brown A earpieces, or I.issenolas and other
Co., Ltd., so, St. James Rd., Kingston-onunits in part exchange. Send stamp for illusThames.
[5597
trated Lists of these and Seamless Cones.—
HY
Buy
Wireless
Accumulators?
ioodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4 [oo66
London's Leading Hire Service imTAR ENGINEERING, Didsbury, Manproves reception. Saving time, trouble, and
chester, were the first firm to manufacmoney.
No big outlay.
No deposit.
Pay
ture moving coil loud-speaker parts for the
carman on each delivery. Low tension service
hotne constructor.
from 1/3 per week. Fully charged and deORKMANSHIP, materials, design and
livered free within 12 miles of Charing Cross.
efficiency are embodied in every part
Explanatory folder post free.—Radio Service,
manufactured by Star Engineering.
to5, Torriano Av., N.W.5.
'Phone: North
VOU can construct in a few minutes a high062 3/4/5.
[55 87
I class moving coil loud-speaker with parts
ADI OLEN E-ZINCI MI
New
Process
manufactured by Star Engineering.
IL Dry Batteries, perfect insulation, noiseLIVERY part manufactured by Star EnTYPE D.C. 27,6.
METAL CASE.
less and with exceptionally long life, due to
Ii
is backed by 35 years' engineerour new patent combination of chemicals
ing experience.
(Pat. Nos. 199,899, 197,542, and 200,289),
BTAIN the best possible by ordering your
British made,- satisfaction guaranteed ; high
loud-speaker parts from Star EngineerThat an efficient Mains Unit is e reel necessity.
tension: 120V., 241- ; 90V., 18/6; 6ov., 12/6;
ing, Didsbury, Manchester. Lists free. Your
Choose one of the 24 models from our Illustrated
3ov., 6/6; 15v., 3/6. Grid bias: 164v., 3/6;
name and address in block letters, please.
Catalogue. The most comprehensive ever issued.
9v., 2/-; 44v., 1/2.
Flashlamp: 44v., 9d.
Free on request.
[5577
Good quality sacs for wet H.T., 1/6 doz., post
You have the option to retain or return within
Le AKER'S "Sellhurst" Radio for Coil Drive
free; trade enquiries invited.—H. Brown, 81,
days without obligation.
-11-1 Loud-speaker Parts; we can give you imBayham St., London, N.W.I.
64
WE SPECIALISE.
mediate delivery from stock of all parts for
.T.
Exide
Accumulators,
batteries, type
slightly
WJ used;
(total 816ov.),
.
(
2
5
0v
V.2
coil drive loud-speakers described in The
STAND 257 OLYMPIA.
ll'ireless World. April i3th and August loth.
as new ;cost £6, will accept £4.—N. N. L.,
t. Coil
drive speaker described by N. W.
" Ramsing," Langley
Pk.
Rd., Sutton,
McLachlan in The Wireless World, April 13th ;
[5628
Surrey.
the best loud-speaker existing; we can supply
Offices and Showrooms:
all parts from stock.
2. Coil drive speaker
CABINETS.
21 Bartlett's Buildings,HolbornCireus,s.e.4
'Inscribed by A. P. Turpin in The Wireless
A RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets and Panels for
Cent. ,601.
World,
August
loth;
we
can supply all parts
PI all " Wireless World " sets.
from stock.
A RTCRAFT Cabinets made in Oak and
PI mahogany, properly french polished, and
TAKER'S " Selhurst " Radio for Coil Drive
The LORIO STAT
1-/ Speaker Parts; immediate delivery of
are priced at 6/- to £11/11.
1 2, t. 4, 5 or 1 valves perfectly
magnet units with field windings for use
A RTCRAFT Cabinets made to any specificaand independently controlled ty
with accumulators or D.C. mains as required.
n tion or design. Estimates by return.
one unit.
A RTCRAFT Illustrated Catalogue Free.—
'RAKER'S
" Selhurst " Radio for
sin.
A multiple unit rupersedlne the
15 0,10 ohm, axed Resistor can be used in
-LP Moving Coils; lightest made.
The Artcraft Co., 156, Cherry Orchard
4 way 7/3 any circuit to control any number
wage.
LIRAMES and Cradles specially constructed
at valves. For downright elScienor
Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 1981. [oct.se
5
9/S/9
nee aLOItIOSTAT mm. your set.
8
s
-I: to enable unit to be assembled in a few
EDESTAL Cabinets in
Massive Oak
minutes without tools; from Baker's " SelA. W. STAPLETON, L2„,
9e.more St., Walviorth,S.E.17
Jacobean Finish (as illustrated in The
hurst " Radio; immediate delivery.
Wireless World, May 4 issue), for Everyman
TMPORTANT.—All coil drive speaker parts
Four or any set with panel up to 26in.x8in..
supplied by us are constructed by highly
stands 3ft. high, sin. deep, tom. baseboard
skilled
engineers of the best possible materials;
included; £5, carriage paid; may be inas
we
do not depart from specifications given
spected on van before acceptance; fully illusin The Wireless World you are assured of
trated folder gives every detail ;write to-day.
to HEADPHONES, LOUDSPEAKERS,
good results.
We manufacture everything.
—G. E. Ambatielo and Co., Ltd., Arnbatielo
TRANSFORMERS, COILS.
from the pot castings to the finished article.
House, Farrimgdon Rd., London. E.C.1.
First-class workmanship only. This is lust the vital
WE have received testimonials from all
difference. We ere specialists with almost 30 years
'Phone:
Clerkenwell
7440.
Telegrams :
experience in every form ol intricate and accurate
VI' over the country and also from Belgium,
Ambatielo. I.ondon.
[
00 55
coil winding, and we guarantee that work entrusted
llolland and Italy, expressing complete satisA GAR for High-class Cabinets to customers'
to us will be returned to you as good as new. il not
faction with the parts, and surprise at the
better. This is no idle claim, but the unsolicited
11. requirements from selected seasoned timopinion of scores of satisfied clients.
wonderful results obtained.
ber by competent craftsmen ;maker of cabiTHE VARLEY MAONEF COMPANY
WE shall be glad to show you all our coil
(Pro eirtora
Olier, Cell Control.
nets for P.M. series and other high class sets.
BLOOMFIELD ROAD, WOOLWICH, II 6.11
II' «drive speaker parts at our works at
W. H. Agar, 19, Whitecross Pl., E.C.2.
Telephoelp
Croydon at any time.—Baker's, " Selhurst "
London W'all : 3305.
[5 646
Radio, 89, Selhurst Rd.. South Norwood,
AKER'S " Selhurst " Radio for Coil Dri vc
S.E. 25
Works .42. Cherry irchard Rd..
speaker
parts
and
suitable
pedestal
East Croydon. Telephone: Thornton Heath
cabinets.-89, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood,
14
88 .
[5344
S.E.25
[5345
5 45
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Loud-speakers.—Contd.
t
RROVOX Loud-speaker, oval

M

5,_.—British

TUNING
COILS
and METHODS
of TUNING.
By W. yiniEs

.A.

VERY useful manual
giving the maximum
of information on the subject. Following a simple

VALVES.
Electrode Valves

DEQUIRE less than half the H.T. needed
IL for 3 electrode valves; the money saved
in one year on three H.T. batteries pays for
an A.P. valve.
A .I'. 4 Electrode Valves

A RE a
n. elude

very comprehensive range and ina type for every position; they can
be used in conjunction with existing 3 electrode
valves;
they
do
not
necessitate
alteration to set wiring or require special
batteries.
4 Electrode Valves

TNCLUDE the 4t2 S.G. valve with its
▪ enormous, and hitherto unattained amplification of 110. This is a screened grid
valve with a standard 4-pin base; neutralising
is
unnecessary; it therefore represents a
great advance in high frequency amplification
and a great economy at the same time.
A.P. ECONOMICS.

explanation of the principles of wireless, the author
discusses the many methods
of tuning circuits, with
explanations
of
spade,
condenser and variometer
tuning.
Other chapters
treat in detail of the choice,
construction and design of
coils, and give patticulars
as to size of coil required,
the best shape, size of
wire, type of insu'ation,
and special uses of the
various coils.

Price 216 net.
By Post 2,10.

T HROUGH

From leading booksellers .or

economy in adv er ti si
ng , we
I are able to sell a highly efficient 4 electrode valve for the same price as a3 electrode :
money paid for an A.P. valve is vesTed in the
valve and not in publicity.
to-day
W RITE
photographs

for full data and X-ray
of the A.P. Family.
A NELOY PRODUCTS, 36, Hindmans Rd.,
E. Dulwich, London, S.E.22. 'Phone:
New Cross 4074.
[55 88

1927.

THE A.P. 412 S.G. for non-neutralised H.F.
amplification and super R.C. amplification, amplification factor Ho, standard 4-pin
base; write to-day for full data of all the
A.P. 4 electrode valves.—Aneloy Products, 36,
Hindmans Rd., E. Dulwich, London, S.E.22.

W

A RE used by " The Wireless World " beti cause they offer definite advantages, such
as a power amplifier for concert hall work,
which only requires 6o volts H.T.
A .P. Four Electrode Valves

Id.TH.

Valves.—Contd.
SCREENED Grid Valves.

pleated
polished
aluminium
diaphragm,
mahogany mounted, looks like a mirror; perfectly wonderful reproduction, equal to any
speaker double the price; try one on 7 days'
approval; satisfaction or money refunded;
2-,;2/to post frte.—A. Brixey, Coldharbour
Lane, Hayes, Middlesex.
[5579
ESTERN Electric Speaker, reed-operated
diaphragm, ebonite horn, new, perfect;
27/6.—Newsome, 12, Wolves Lane, Palmers
Green, N.13.
[
561 9
MULLARD £616 Cone Loud-speaker, new
-In £5 or near offer.—Godfrey, 3, New
End. Hampstead.
[5618
A M PL ION-RADIOL UX
R.S.2,
;
.11 Lissenola, 22/6; bargain.-87, Trafalgar
Rd., Greenwich.
[5617
nUYING? Well—thinking of buying? In
▪ advance we say: " How do you do, sir? "
because we shall hear from you soon. Under
another heading you will find some suggestions
from Appleby's on economical purchase.
[5656
TTNITS for Cone Speakers.—Highly effi ci
ent ,
1.J patented, double acting reed movemew,
the result of years of experimenting. Very
sensitive to small impulses, but capable pf
handling enormous power without overloading; special resonance damping device; high
class workmanship and keenest value yet
offered; complete with fixings for attaching
cone. Fuller details, list of cones, complete
speakers, etc., post free.—Everyman's Radio
Service, Brent St., Hendon, N.W.4. 'Phone :
Hendon 2378.
[5 10 5

A .P.

SEPTEMBER

direct from the Publishers:
ILIFFE

W.W. 32

& SONS

LIMITED,

Dorset House, Tudor Street,
LONDON,

[55 89
valves : 2 volt .o6 H.F. and
L.F., 2 volt
H.F. and 1..F., 2 volt
.25 P.V., 4 volt .o6 H.F. and L.F., 4 volt .1.
II.F. and I..F., 4 volt 12 P.V., 6 volt .1 H.F.
and L.F., 6 volt .25 P.V. ;all one price, 5/each, and all guaranteed; trade supplied;
write your name and address clearly.-11.
Howarth, British Valve Depot, 288, Deansgate. Manchester.
[
561t
VALVE suitable to your requirements can
be purchased from The North London
Valve Co., Ltd. ; quality is right, price is
right, delivery is right; send to us and you
will be right well satisfied.-221, Cazenove
Rd.,
Stoke
Newington.
London,
N.I6.
'Phone :Clissold oo82.
[5620
A NELOY 4-Electrode D.E. Valves, recomri. mended by The Wireless World:
L.F.,
power,
12/6.—Shaw,
Skipton Rd.,
Trawden, Colne.
[5629

A

CHARGERS & ELIMINATORS.
ACCUNIULATOR

Chargers (A.C.), 451complete.
Post free.
Also components
for same and for A.C. battery eliminators;
fully
guaranteed.—Stafford
O'Brien
and
Partners, Ltd., 66, Victoria St., S.W.t.

\\THY

[
00 5
2
Not Use Your Main f
or High Ten sion? The
K.O.T.
supersedes
all
other mains units, 4 tappings, special safet
device American type cabinet, polished panel
absolutely foolproof, guaranteed, type D.4,
D.C. 2oo-250 volts; 40/-.—Ridgway Storage
Battery Co., Ltd., to, St. James Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.
[5
LIM I
NATORS ! H.T.
Mains
Units..—
—
G.R. components for home construction
are unexcelled, robust, and will not burn out.
Rectifier transformers, for Ito or 230 volt.:,
for Raythron or Ethotron rectifiers, 306 each,
supplied with 74 volt 21 amp. filament winding at no extra cost, if desired; G.R. type
366 double 30 henry (6o henrys in all) filter
chokes, pr'ee 30;6. are unique; H.T. condenser banks, Clarostat universal range resistors (will carry 20 watts continuously), etc.,
etc. Send for catalogue of G.R. parts to
Claude I.yons, 7o, Oltlhall St.. Liverpool.
[5602

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.
AKER'S " Selhurst " Radio for Coil Driv e
Speaker Parts; see under Loud-speakers.
—89, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood, S.E.25.
1--r

[5346
XPERIM ENTER 'S Transmitting and Receiving
Station
Being
Dismantled.—
Large stock of apparatus for sale: Transformers up to zo,000 volts, condensers, coils,
transmitting and receiving valves, etc., etc.,
as new or new.—Letters only to :2K.G., 19,
Edith Villas, Kensington, W.t4.
[5e°
ELLING-LEE Panel
I3
-V to give an expert

Fittings are designed
finish to any homeconstructed set. Catalogue post free.—Belling
and Lee, Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders
End, Msx.
[oot8

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers. will ensure prompt attention.
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QIMMONDS BROS., Shireland Rd., Smeth0 Wick.
A'LL-WAVE Four.—Coils, 42/6 per pair
11 with base; see August 3rd issue for
Editorial Notes on these ; these coils can be
made if required with reaction windings for
Reinartz circuits, six-pin base.
UZZER Wavemeter.—Coil to specification,
▪

ASK

B
lators, pure reception and constant voltage: Ediswan 4-5,0oo m.a.h. capacity,

FOR

RIT ISH and Best.—Iligh tension accumu20

units, 16/8; Exide 2,500 m.a., 10 volts
units, 5/-; Oldham 20 volt units, 12/6 each;
carrier and lid Oldham, extremely neat, 4/6
each ; all above 8o volts or more carriage
paid U.K.—Radio Service Depot, 678, Washwood Heath Rd., Birmingham.
[5447
volt

35/ 6.

pNIPIRE

Broadcast Receiver, aluminium
▪ cabinet, drilled, slotted and polished, with
mahogany base, £2; coil with base, 8/6;
special chokes, 7/6 pair. All other parts supVERYMAN
Four.—Coils,
33/pair;
LI Everyman
Three,
35/-;
" Wireless
World " Five, so/6 set, all with bases;
screens, cabinets, panels, Litzendraht, Paxolin formers, spacers; all components; complete lists free, with copies of testimonials and
laboratory report ;get all your parts from us,
the Everyman specialists; trade supplied home
and abroad.
Q IMMONDS BROS., Shireland Rd., Smeth13 wick.
[537 1
TANTALUM.—Tantalum metal sheet for
1- A.C. rectifiers.—Blackwell's Metallurgical
Works, Liverpool.
[43 88
EED Movements.—Double Acting Reed
.11 movements specially designed to operate
cone and other large diaphragms; extremely
sensitive on small input, yet capable of enormous volume with sufficient input. Will work
up to a 3ft. cone with ease. No rattle or
distortion; 27/6 each.
Fair allowance on
Browa A earpieces, or Lissenolas and other
units in part exchange. Send stamp for Illustrated Lists of these and Seamless Cones.—
Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4. (one)
THE G.R. 247-W. Wavemeter and Filter
J. (range 200 to boo metres). A unique ;11strument ;accuracy a per cent.; for reception
or transmission ;is also an efficient series or
parallel wavetrap which will cut out your
local
with ease; only 55/- each, with
instructions.—From your dealer or Claude
Lyons (G.R. Parts), 76. Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[5 1)
03
QOM E Storry Specialities.—Cleartron DiL7 Kast condensers, .000s or .o003, 4/at;
Atlas variable condensers, with knob and dial.
3/11; Croix L.F. transformers, 3/9; guaranteed and post paid.—Storry's, Ltd., The Wireless Mart, Eastbank St., Southport.
[5453
A ERIAL Grid Coils and H.F. TransM. formers for Everyinan Four, with chart
showing over 40 stations (on L.S.), price 1716
each ; H.F. transformers for the All-Wave
Four, high and low wavelengths, set of two
and base 35/-; all coils of highest quality
materials and finish.—H. Goodwin, Woodcock Hill, Elstree.
[
00 51
A LL-WAVE Coils (May ith), pair with 611. pin base; 4216.—Jennens, below.
"LIVERYMAN Coils, 3, 4, 5, on ebonite
.L1 bases; 15/- each.—Jennens, below.
TUBES, •
3in. x31in., genuine Mikopac;
1. 1/4; 2 2/6; 3 3/6.—Jennens, below.
PACERS, grooved, with screws, 8 aerial
or anode, 1/-; All-wave 6 short, if.; 12
long, 2/6.—Jennens, below.
I'rZEN Wire (Lewcos 27/42), to wind 70
L) turns; 4/8.—Jennens, below.
YCHE Switch, 2-way, 1/3; both battery,
/6.—Jennens, below.
T EOWE Multiple 'Valves, 3 L.F. and 2
H.F. ; write for price and particulars;
trade enquiries invited for all above.—Jennens
Radio, 30, Chapel St., Birmingham.
[0075

S

HORT-WAVE wavemeters, 18-7o metres,
L7 every instrument individually calibrated by
hand ;enables any required station to be found
immediately.
In upright mahogany cabinet,
complete with full instructions, 301-, cash or
C.O.D.—Deepees, 22, Ganton St., Regent
St., W .I.
(5499

COMPONENT.r
The BEST you can buy
—irrespective of Price!
Examine a " Utility" Component at
your local dealers. The straightforward
design, good material, perfect finish—
there are no better Components than

"Utility "—pay what you will

"Utility" No Capacity ;
Change-over Switch.
Electrostatic capacity reduced to the absolute
minimum! Permanently
self -cleaning contacts.
Knob patt. and Lever
patt. in six sizes from 3/: and! 6each,respectively.

B4 7

QCOTT SESSIONS.—Suppliers to every
k..) amateur.
Express delivery.
Coils and
components for " Everyman Four," " Empire
S.W.," and all popular sets.
QCOTT SESSIONS.—Aladdin I Part ex1.7 change old components for new I
QCOTT
SESS I
ONS.—Save
time
and
lJ trouble. Send your orders now!
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Hill Top.
Muswell Hill, London, N.to.
VERYMAN Four Coils, manufactured exLI
to specification; 25/- pair, post free;
trade supplied.—Warwick Radio Co., Warwick.
[54 88

[se.

pROWN

" Utility"

Logarithmic
Condensers
The solid dielectric reduced to the minimum in the
form of thimble insulators only h'• thick. Vernier
patt. is fitted with our Micro-Dial. One-hole fixing.

Write for Lists to the makers
and keep them by you.

WILKINS &WRIGHT Ltd.,
Utility

Works, Kenyon Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

See (« Utility" at the Show.

I

W

2

A's.--A large purchase, on favourable terms, of these genuine original A
type earphones enables us to offer them at
t5/- each, 2,000 ohms, or complete with headbands, in original boxes, 3o/- per pair; fully
;.;uaranteed (unused); trade supplied; this
type Brown A is specially suitable for gramophone pick-ups, as described by G. W. Sutton
in The Wireless ll'orld, July 20th issue. —
Goodman's, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[
0087
A .J.S. Headphones, light, strong. adjustable
Headanos, perfectly clear and comfortable; full maker's guarantee (list price 15/-)
un 7 days' approval; satisfaction or money
refunded; to/6 post free.—A. Brixey, Coldharbour Lane, Hayes, Middlesex.
[557 8
T II E G. R. New L.F. Transformer, type
285D. (input or first stage transformer).
has a higher input impedance (373,000 ohms)
than any other, and is, therefore, especially
suitable for use after anode-bend rectification. The high input impedance and exceedingly fine curve, combined with high voltage
amplification, make this transformer unique.
Considerably better than any other transformer on offer. Fully guaranteed one year.
Price 27/6, post free, from Claude Lyons,
Ltd. (G.R. Products), 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[5 801

C01LS
Wound for any Special Circuit
exactly to specification; Everyman Four,

30/-; Everyman Three, 32/-; Regional Three,
" Wireless World " Five, 45/-: All Wave
Four, 35/6; screen and base 6 pin, 8/-; prices
for any other special coil on application;
prompt deliveries ; trade supplied.—Norton,
Bannerman & Co., Bradfield Works, Hawksley Ave., Sheffield.

RADIO

A RADIO EXHIBITION
Sept. 2
4
1h IN ITSELF to Oct. st
1

[ssss

Bugs Take Notice.—All kinds ot
it components and loud-speakers supplied;
special terms for kits of parts ;postage paid
o er £1
mail your orders at once! !-1.
Weider, 107, Cannon Street Rd., London,
F.1.
L5616

Advertisements for " The Witetess World" are only accepted Pont firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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TERLING

Multiple Button Microphone,
13 cost £5; as new,
or best offer;
deposit system; exchange for gramophone
pick-up.--Box 3441, do The Wireless World.

W

MATLOCK Radio Manufacturers can supe' ply all the components you require for
your " Wireless World " set ;all components
are made to specification and are guaranteed
to be of the finest workmanship.

Ill

W

E Specialise in " Wireless World " Circuits and have an expert staff ready to
test, overhaul or re-wire your set.
VERYMAN Three, Four or Five, all-wave,
Regional and Empire short wave coils
and screens in stock.
11/rATLOCK Radio Manufacturers, Matlock
House,
Woodberry Grove,
Finchley,
N. 12.
'Phone: Finchley 2837.
[55 27
.

J.

Everyman
Coils
grid valves,

DEL IABILITY
WIRELESS
GUIDE.—
IL New edition, No. 99s, just issued. Free
upon request.
ELIA1311.ITY GOODS AND SERVICE.
1-t —only obtainable from J. H. Taylor and
Co.,
15,
Radio
House,
Macaulay
St.,
Huddersfield. Trade supplied. Send for free

E specialise in Wireless
World Cabinets.

Only the best materiils are
used, and the finish and workmanship are such as can only be
achieved by skilled craftsmen.

n
Guide
.R.

Eunice Cabinets are designed,
not merely as a covering for
your wireless receiver, but as
an artistic piece of furniture.

E

B screened
&

Ill

Our prices are as low as is
consistent with a quality
production.
Let us quote for your next
cabinet.

for
withyour
the
15/- use
each;

old coils converted, 5/- per pair.
.&
Holders for the new valves, in
polished ebonite, rigid both ends and
quick detachable, no flex leads; 3/6.

EuniceWirelessCabinet Works Ltd.

B

52, Myrtle Street, Hoxton, N.1.
'Pkone

]3

.
J. — We supply trade and factors at
keen prices.—B. &
Wireless Co., 2,
Athelstane Mews. London, N.4.
[0043

ark‘nwell 5324.

iita~_izia~z~tia~~.=1;..s=s.=

G.R. Special L.F. Transform

ers are st ill the
standard of comparison and the despair
of competitors. Even amplification
curve
from below loo cycles to the upper limit of the
speech and musical frequencies. Two ratios,
1to 2.7 and zto 6, for first and second stage;
price 27/6 each and worth it. From highclass dealers or the sole importers of G.R.
products, who are Claude Lyons, Ltd.. 76,
Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[5 600
ACCUMULATORS, glass, 2 volt 20 amp..
Il. 3/0 each; 4 volt. 7/6 each.—Below.
ACC UM ULATORS. celluloid, 2 POI( e ,
ri 7/6 ; 2 volt 80, 9/9 2 volt 80, 12 /-.—

‘-

Below.

ACCUMULATORS,

celluloid, 4 volt .u)
15/- '
• 4 volt 6o, 19/6; 4 volt 8o, 24 /cash or C.O.D., all guaranteed new stock .
7days' approval; postage extra; send for free
list.—Bright & Hayles, 78, Church St.,
Camberwell. London, S.E.5.
[
00 79
Q CREEN Coils.—Split Dri aerial, 250-sis,
and 1.000-2,0oo, 5/6 each; split H.F
transformers and secondary for 250-5oo, 7,1,
each; 1,000-2,000, tt/- each.—Stone, below.
Four
Aerial
Coil,
t5 ,-:
transformer, 15/-; set complete, 28/-.-Stone, below.

vERYNIAN

::? EI
NARTZ Coils.-250-soo,
;6
1
2,000,
1/- each.—Stone, below.
,

7

;

1,000-

IT
CaVPONÉliTS
NEW EVERYMAN

FOUR

COILS and BASES 35

par set.

EVERYMAN FOUR and EVERYMAN THREE
coi LS & BASES 37/6 per pr.
H.F. CHOKE

..

6/6

REGIONAL RECEIVER
B.B.C. COILS with bases 18 9 each
5KX COILS
„
„ 22 6 each
Genuine Paxolin Formers 3X 3 1/2/i each
Send lar illustrated lists.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.,
740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17.
'PHONE

Tottenham 3132.

TTYDRA

Fixed Condensers.-5oo v. d.c.
mf., 1/9; 25, 2/3; imf., 2/9;
3/9; 3r0 f., 4/5; 4mf., 6/- each.—Stone, below.
1TZ Wire, 27-42, 20 yds., 5/-; 25. 6/-:
-1-2 40,
o/6; so, 12 /- ; 60, 13;6; and o-40
Litz wire, 150 yds., 9/6.—Post orders to
Stone Manufacturing Co., to8-9, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.
[on68
ERMONIC Valve Holders are the finest
value
in
British
made
components;
model H antimicrophonic, 1/6 each.
fi RID Leak Holders for Vertical or Horizontal mounting;
Bakelite mouldings
with adjustable springs, fitted terminals, Acr.
monje No. t, 1/-.
RID Leak Clip for Mounting direct on the
U wires; Aermonic No. 2, 4d.; if your
dealer does not stock, write to the manufacturers, James Christie & Sons, Ltd., West
St .Sheffield.
[
00 7
8
•
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RELIABILITY
S.L.F.
CONDENSER
trith ebonite endà sud 1' Trohte
-55055i9.
"
053 5, e
Sernier Dial 115 extra.
Post Free.
Further
Atiene-tire
ik.1.1
Mitrellaneee. Cots', n.e.

J• H TAYLOR

DESMO

LOUD

Send for

FRES

C9note.

2 RA.,o .0u5(
MACA,/,
HuODENSgni

Parts
now. and Accessories.—E verythi ng
[002
fo8r

the experitnenter and home constructor.
Wavemeters, geared dials, heavy duty rheostats, potentiometers, couplers, variometers,
variable condensers (29 types), short wave
waverneters (141 to 225 metres), ultra-shortwav e wavemeter (3.5 to 6.75 metres), superior
I..F. transformers, L.F. chokes, H.F. chokes,
superheterodyne kits, output transformers,
speaker filters, double impedance couplers,
sockets
for
American
valves,
American
ordinary and rectifying valves, etc., etc. See
these at your dealer, or send for catalogue,
free and post free.
See our exhibit at the
Manchester Exhibition (Stall 13), Oct. 27 to
Nov. 5.—Claude Lyons, 76, Oldhall St..
I.iverpool
[5 60 4
PEDERAL Rheostats, best American make,
baseboard or panel mounting, 30 ohms
single or duplex wound, 2/2 ;Utility combined
sn itch, rheostat and valve holder,
/3
Igranic square-law low-loss friction drive
moo5 condensers, 7/6, 2 for 14/6; Igranic
variable grid leaks, 3/9; Sterling Baby (Cleart
ron) loud-speakers, 3o/-; all absolutely new
and perfect, post free; list of new and secondhand bargains free.—Selby and Co., 6,
Ifauberk Rd., Lavender Sweep, S.W.1 t. [5614
TT I! Bargains !!—G-5CT offers the biggest
assortment of surplus ever heard of because he cannot push the walls out. Valves,
batteries, rectifiers, all sorts of loud-speakers,
sets and parts from crystals to super-hets.
components enough to stock a shop in perfect
condition ; impossible to catalogue at prices
offered; send a list of your requirements,
they sure be amongst it and at the right
figure, so hurry !—No replies unless stamped
envelope
enclosed to G-5CT,I It, Prince's
l'ad: Av., N.W.it.
[5613
THE G.R. Short-Wave Wavemeter.—This
unique instrument is indispensable to the
serious experimenter.
Range 141 to 225
metres. Has been strongly recommended by
the Editorial Staff of The Wireless World, ris
used by leading amateur transmitters, Government Research Departments, etc.
Equally
useful for reception. Complete outfit, individually calibrated, guaranteed accuracy î per
vent or better; „e5/1716; send for pamphlf t
entitled " Q.R.H."—Sole distributors. Claude
I.yons, Ltd., 76, Oldhall St.. Liverpool. [5599
SE a Die-cast Frame and heavy st and f
or
that diaphragm loud-speaker you are
making; 12in. diameter, gold finish, complete
ready for use, price to/6 each, post free; for
use with Lissenola or other similar units,
attachment for Brown A. earpiece, 3/6 each
extra, post free; 7 days' approval against
cash; trade enquiries invited.—Die-Casting
Co., Great Hampton St., Wolverhampton.
[56to
rERRANTI A.F.3, new, 15,-; Climas A.C.
-U Auto Bat unit, 220 v., as new, no vakes,
.£74; set G.E.C. super-het parts, 3 LF.T.'s,
filter, filter cctidenser, oscillator coils, long
and short waves,
;2 G.E.C. .00ce5 squarelaw variable condensers, bought this week,
t5/- each; t Burndept A.C. trickle charger,
220 v., never used £2.—Hickson, " Cairn
Beg," Canton Rd., Worksop, Notts. 15594

(luido
Track &guiri.

SPEAKERS.

peden instrument for volnune xn4
purity 01 lene. It, reprodoetion
di..
LIM ITED •
tortioniese and to method of
adjul.tm,111
very han control 01 the diaphragm.
/
GRAMOPHONE UNITS. .omplete for attaehment, 241
TRANSFORMERS, flood And variable, from 23'.
Add,.., :

Desato House, Stafford St., Birmingham

Mention of " The Wireless 14 orld," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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9 Pye Chokes, 1toH, 15/- each; small

ti W'estern Electric speaker, to/-; Marconi
mica variable condenser, lo/-; Mansbridge
condensers, .125, 1/6 each; first-class inker
with Post 011icè relay, .g,3 ; relay, Li;
dynamo, /2 V. 12 a. compound with cut-out,
L4, new condition; exchange H.T. accumulator, D.E.5A valve.—Deacon, Junr., Prospect St., Caversham.
[5609

r

XPERINIENTERS.—We allow good prices
for your surplus in part exchange for
new; any make of speaker or component
taken.—Talbots, e, Highfield Rd., Blackpool.
[559 8
EW. —Formo S.L.F., Formo dial, R.C.
N
unit, vernier rheostat, P.W. ultra coil,
safety aerial switch, two-coil holder. Used:
R.I. H.F. transformer; 30/- or singly.—
Proctor, Harthall Lane, King's Langley.
[5595
.I. Transformer, coils, Utility switches,
etc., cheap.—NVise,
Deepdale, Loftus,
Yorks.
[55 85
p.ALsE economy it is to buy cheap material.
J. The best is the cheapest in the end, and
these few lines will show you how to save on
the best. Appleby's, of The Croft, London,
N.W.to, offer you a part exchange service for
radio apparatus, and also, if you do not ehject to slightly used material, a very useful
and carefully tested stock of really good bargains.
Their prices are standard list, and
they make no carriage charges, except on
accumulators and batteries. They are the sort
of people you can say :" What do you think,
old fellow? " to; your interests become personal, and you will not be dealing with a
duplicating machine.
In order to expedite
working and make fair offers, the following
system is put forward for part exchange:
Send your " gear" to us for examination.
You need have no fear! In the unlikely event
of an agreement not being reached, we will
return it carriage paid.
Excepting large
things, like receivers ;do not write, but send !
Put your name on a piece of paper in the
parcel, with a list of contents, together with
particulars of your new requirements. Please
pack well and do not send " burnt out "
valves, transformers, etc. We will then send
you an offer. If you are satisfied—which you
will be—you can send balance due, and your
new requirements will be despatched to you.
Please remember to make your new requirements amount to£1 or over, as it is not possible
to make part exchange allowance on orders cf
less; also, any offer made is as allowance from
an order of not less than twice the allowance.
If you will do this, you will help us to give
you better service.
We shall expect your
" parcel " soon, and in return you may depend upon attention. The above condition regarding allowance enables a fair and unaffected offer to be made. If you do not wish
to " part exchange," do not forget that aJot
of money can be saved by utilising slightly
used material.
Send us particulars of your
requirements, and we shall be pleased to send
you details of anything we have of interest to
vou.
The stuff is good and the prices are
'right! If you live in London, we invite you,
on any Saturday afternoon, as this is usually
the convenient day, to call over and have a
look round and have a chat. and—but perhaps
you do not smoke. The Croft is just by the
Jubilee Clock, High Street, Harlesden, and we
shall be very pleased to see you between two
I and five o'clock.
In the meantime we bid
you " Good Searching."
[5 655
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D ICK-C P, latest used by 2L0 for perfect

grantophone reproduction '
•demonstrations
by W. J. Turberville-Crewe, M.Inst.
R.E., £3/15.—J. Glasscoe & Co., 49, East.
cheap, E.C.3.
[5652
daily

(200-600
A.indoorLoop
frame aerial

metres), the unique
which only occupies
8 inches in which to rotate (Console type).
Reduced 1927-8 season's price is 57/6. Send
for booklet, free and post free.—From your
dealer or from sole importers: Claude Lyons,
Ltd. 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[5605
TRANSMITTING Gear, comprising recti1 fier, input 220-230 volts so iv output 600
volts 30 m.a., includes H. voltage, Zenith
transformer, and filament ditto, 2,000 volt
condensers and chokes, Nalder voltmeter to
Goo colts, s Zenith 3 amp. filament rheostats,
filament voltmeter, 4 A.T. 4o's; this apparatus used only one month; snip, £12; valves:
o-2o, o-15, £i the two; Zenith tapped resistance, 20,000 ohms, 15/-; 2 Peel Connor
microphones and i pedestal, 30!-; R.A.F.
A.E. and E. switch, 3/6; modulation 'trans•
former, 7/-; Paul's buzzer wavemeter, sendreceive 3,000 metres, £2/to; 2.0003 Igranics,
5/ each ;Zenith filament transformer, 22o-23o
to 8 volts a amps., unused, Li ; voltmeter
panel mount, o-to volts, 7/6; Hoyt milliammeter o-5o, t5/.-.—Box 3579, c/o The
Wireless World.
[5 651
rouR Cyldon Double .00ri5 Variable Con': densers, two Polar coupling units, four
Amperite self-adjusting rheostats •for 6v.
.25amp. valves, four Dimic A.z coils and
bases, four Unimic No. 75 coils; all accessories bought foe Elstree Six and in unmarked, new condition; what offer for lot or
part ?—Groom, Wood St., Galashiels.
[5635
DART Exchange.
have suited hundreds.
Another addition to the famous list
1 let me take your used gear in part payof "Peerless "successes—the Peerless
ment for new goods.—Browne, 65, Sinclair
Rd., W.14.
[5 645
RESONIC
SUPER
ISTANCE Control.—A few Siemen's 200
ohm,
line
relays
for
sale;
an
infallible
unit
H .F . TRANSFORMER
for remote control; mounted in teak case
OR
with connecting terminals, 17/6; unmounted
AERIAL GRID
for fixing in set, 12/6 post free.—W. H.
Agar, to, Whitecross Pl., E.C.2.
[5 648
TRANSFORMER
WHAT Offers?—Amplion Concert gramol'
1'
phone
attachment,
D.C.
mains,
H.T.
Suitable for all the circuits described
battery eliminator, polished oak cabinet, 24in.
in this publication. Covering 220-550
x7in., and other components.-37, Holden
metres. Has interchangeable Litz
Rd., North Finchley, N.t 2.
[5638
Secondary wound with 27/42 Silk
11/rOVING Coils to fit Magnet, as specified
Covered Wire. PAXOLIN insulation
111. in " The Wireless World," with 2,000
throughout.
turns of 47G. Wire on special former
measures 1.938in. in and 1.osoin. out; price
Either type
21 /7/6 each, plus ad. postage; any other size
complete with base.
Special longcan be made to sketch.—Chas. Andrews,
wave
transformers,
12/6 each.
Ilunton Hill, Erdington, Birmineham. [5636
Be sure to
see PEERLESS
A LL Components for 3-Valve Set, including
PRODUCTS at STAND No. 52
ri valves, coils, 8o Exide H.t.; £4 or near
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
offer.—" Sherwood," Althorne. Rd., EarlsOLYMPIA,
wood, Surrey.
[5 633
Sept. 24—Oct. 1.
HORT-WAVE Sets, o-v-t, 75/-, all world.
13 —Write John L. Harman,
R.S.G.B.,
506, Chester Rd., Erdington, Birmingham.
[5630
PEERLESS
PRODUCTS
from all good dealers or direct :—
DADIO by Post.—Write us for cabinets,
BEDFORD ELECTRICAL IL Everyman Four parts, ebonite panels, etc.
It will pay you.—Below.
ISZ
RADIO
C O. , LTD.,
ET Results.—The Burnaston All-Wave
22, Campbell Road,
aerial tuner, geared reaction, British
made, highly efficient and selective, 200-2,000
BEDFORD.
metres, engraved dial and knob; post free,
LONDON:
GLASGOW:
zr, Bartlett's Buildings,
113, St. Vincent Street,
1
5/-; money back guarantee.—Radio Postal
Holborn Circus, E.C. 4.
C.2.
Service, 66, Burnaston Rd., Hall Green. Birmingham.
[5632

eel{ s
Inner/
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Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
MASON, Rotherwood, Bramhall Lane,
Bramhall, Ches. —Keystone Super Het

D

THIS BOOK forms a most convenient
little encyclopœdia of wireless technology: the kind of volume to refer
to when in difficulties.
It solves them
for you.

A few of

the

main

features:

Outdoor. Indoor and Frame Aerials; Earths.
Variorneters,
for Broadcast Wavelengths:
Basket Coils, Plug-in Coils, etc.; Coupled Circuits; Common Faults in Tuners; Reaction and
Self-Oscillation; Special Chapter on Sensitive
Single-valve Receivers; Double Magnification,
Points on Dry Cells and Accumulators, etc., etc.

PRICE 3/6 NET.

MISCELLANEOUS.

By Post,

W

3 110.

Obtainable from all Booksellers, or direct from
die Publishers of "The Wireless World."

rpm

[4861
1%/rR. CLAUDE LYONS, M.I.R.E., will ad-LYI vise all constructors of supersonic-heterodyne receivers, without charge; if you have
trouble with your present superhet, or contemplate building this most efficient form of
receiver, write him, c/o Messrs. Claude Lyons,
Ltd. (G.R Quality Parts), 76, Oldhall Si..
.iverpool
[on65
IRELESS
Doctor (Croydon,
Redhill,
Dorking district) will call; send postcard; sets installed and repaired; any component supplied.—T. White, 8, Clarendon Rd.,
Redhill.
[54 23
WIRELESS Doctor Touring Midlands and
VV South Coast.—Ernest J. Baty, B.Sc.,
Luton.
[54 64
D ADI 0 by Post.—Winter evenings now apIL proaching, build up the Everyman Four,
the most efficient 4-valver yet designed; write
for particulars how to build this remarkable
receiver at minimum cost ; we supply everything radio and solicit your enquiries.—Radi o
Postal Service, 66, Burnaston Rd., Hall Green,
Birmingham.
[54 07
HE 'Little Imp.—Combinatio n gas bl ow
pipe; indispensable to wireless workers,
jewellers, opticians, amateurs, etc.; simplifies
small soldering; fine intense flame; does away
with soldering iron and blow pipe; marvellous
invention; 2/6 post free; approval willingly.
—Hammond, Market Hall, Burnley.
[5563

T4.TH,

1927.

Miscellaneous.—Contrl.
flOIL Drive Loud-speaker parts.—If you
‘...) are endeavouring to obtain the highest

Kit, unused, type V, with integrally wired
valve holders, coupler, filter, and 3I.F. transformers, 27/6; 4 .c.005 dual Igranic S.L. condensers, 32/- set; 4 Dirnic 1A coils, 16/- set;
also 4 3A same price; 4, toomoo ohm resistances with bases, 2/6 each; 3 I.issen L.F.
chokes, 2/6 each; o.to M.C. milliammeter.
15/-; .0005 Ormonde geared condenser, to/-;
-ono' dittp, 8/6; 120 volts Exide accumulators,
used 4 months, 40/- to callers only.
[5631
liCKOREM High Frequency Choke Coil.
A highly efficient component, neat in
appearance, giving good and adequate choking effect over as wide range of wavelengths
well below 200 up to 2,000 metres). Note
the following important features :—The inductance, tested by an independent authority,
is 72,000 M.H. and self capacity 8 m/mfds.
This choke meets the needs of all radio
set constructors, is fitted with terminals,
dustproof, and is a well-finished choke worthy
of a.place in every well-designed receiver in
which the circuit calls for an efficient H.F.
choke, and what is more, it is sold at the
very reasonable price of 5/6 each.—Obtainable from all dealers, or direct from A. F.
Bulgin & Co., 9, to, ii, Cursitor Street,
Chancery Lane, E.C.4.
[
00 41

Wireless Doctor Will Call (London and
1. Home Counties) if your set is troublesome; no cure, no charge; Wireless Association registered repairer; sets installed, maintained, and brought up to date; experiments
and testing undertaken ; Solodyne demonstrated.—Alexander
Black,
2A,
Woodville
Grove, N.I6. Clissold 3687 and Victoria
6215.
[3 841
corr SESSIONS, the radio doctor (Lon.
k) don and environs).--Any set repaired, installed, modernised ; distortion eliminated;
specialist in " Wireless NVorld " sets; no fee
until repaired.—Scott Sessions, Hill Top, Mus.
well Hill, N.to. 'Phone: Mountview 4928.

SEPTEMBER

1LIFFE dt SONS LTD..
Dorset House, Tudor St.,
LONDON,
E.C.

ffi

e

Messrs. ELLIS NICHOLLS & CO., of
132, Caledon Road, East Ham, E.6,

"Small
Advertisements
inserted in 'The
Wireless World'

w.w.33
writing

to

[5 647
T EEDS and 25 Mil es Radius.—Wireless
-LA doctor attends on receipt of postcard
parts or complete sets supplied, exchanged
or pqrchased.—Wilson, 2I, Roberts Ave.
Harehills Lane, Leeds.
[561
.Y.P.—Decorate your pan el
s
w i
th ou
1f
ornamental gold panelling and coloured
centrepiece, easy to fix, and creates a work of
art ; complete packet with instructions, id-,
post free; radio word transfers, gold, silver,
or white, 6d. packet, post free.—The D.Y.P •
Co., 14, Daffodil St., London, W.12. [562 2

D

TRANSMITTING Key, heavy silver [c5o59n-1
-I- tacts, 1216; 40 ohms relay sounder,
ebonite base, 25/- post paid.—Middleton, 29.
Talfourd Rd., Peckham, S.E.
[5 640
1XTIRELESS Doctor.—Moderate fee; any
VV set modernised or fitted for new screened
valve; solodvne demonstrated ; neutralising
and super-het. expert.—Morley, 118, Grangemill Rd., Catford.
[5 637

xpER IMEXT ERS.—SPnd

your

wave-

IRMI NGHA M Listeners.—Don't be satisfied with your accumulators part charged;
ha ve them fully charged and get better results
fro m your set; for particulars of service send
P. C.

results."
when

'''S Resin Core d Sold er should always
be used for making radio and electrical
connections; it is non-corrosive and clean to
handle ; it has been tested and recommended
by The Wireless World; 1/- per carton, post
free.—W. H. Agar, 19, 'Whitecross Pl., E.C.2.

6,1-per range plus postage ; condenser capacity
and coil inèuctance measurements made also.
—H. L. Cape, Certified Radio Engineer, 9o,
Ettington Rd., Aston, Birmingham.
[5625

remarkable

Mention of " The Wireless World,"

A

1:4 meter for calibration, short or long waves,

bring

ffi

C

DASY Payments.--We supply, by easy payLA ments, components, accessories and sets
any make; to per cent, down, balance spreat
over to months; send list of requirements to
I.ondon Radio Supply Co., It, Oat-la., Lon
(Ion, F..C.2.

write:

T

possible quality in reproduction at present obtainable, construct a coil drive speaker with
parts supplied immediately from Baker's,
" Selhurst" Radio, 89, Selhurst Rd., Sal;
Norwood, S.E.25.
aTHER Systems are Superse ded by Eel
ex
Plugs and Sockets.—Ask your dealer, or
Easticks, 118, Bunhill Row, E.C.I.
[0024
D EDUCE Accumulator Troubles.—Test
IL your accumulator with a Utility Syringe
hydrometer—British made. Full instructions
in booklet " Accumulators Explained " sent
with each hydrometer; post free, 4/6; full
particulars on application.—Utility Syringe
hydrometer Co., Dept. B., 16, Howard Rd.,
Ilford, Essex.
[ooGo
LAUDE LYONS, Ltd., beg to state that
they are exhibiting at the Manchester
Wireless Exhibition (" Evening Chronicle "
Exhibition) at City Hall, Manchester, Oct. 27
to Nov. 5. You will be unlucky if you do not
visit our stall—Number 13. (We are not
scared.) Mr. C. L. Lyons, M.I.R.E., will be
there, and you can see him then about that
superhet. or those special parts for your new
receiver.
[5606

ffi

WIRELESS Sets supplied from £1 down.
complete with valves, batteries, phones
and L.S., and installed free.—W. Francis, 26,
I
lighgate Place, Sparkbrook.
[
5626
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EXCHANGE .

PATENT AGENTS .
ATENTS and Trade Marks.—British and
Foreign.—Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee,
«Member R.S.G.B. and A.NI.I.R.E.), 5t-52,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
'Phone :
Holborn 1525.
l000

REPAIRS .

HEADPHONES
and Loud-speakers Rewound,
remagnetised and overhauled,
4/- ;transformers rewound, from 5/-; send to
our agents or direct to us.—Repairs fully
guaranteed by M. I. Vaughton, 88, Vyse St.,
Birmingham. Tel.: Mivyse, Birmingham.
[55 11
UARANTEED Repairs to any type or
make of headphones and loud-speakers;
re-wi'nding, re-magnetising and adjusting by
experts ; best materials only used ; 4/-, post
free.—Howell,
42,
Fotheringham
Rd.,
Enfield, Nliddlesex.
[5 60 7
ALVES Repaired.—The North London
Valve Co., Ltd., of 224, Cazenove Rd.,
Stoke Newington, London, N.16, wish to
notify their customers that their retail price
list is now subject to 25 per cent. discount.
If you had a valve that was good it will pay
you to let us repair it. We guarantee its
original characteristics. Write for price list.
—'Phone Clissold 0082.
[5621
TT EADP HON ES and
I.oud-speakers, rewound, retnagnetised and overhauled, 3'post free; guaranteed; Brown's " A " type,
4/-; established 1923.—Bradford & Co., 16,
Prospect St., Plymouth.
[5228

G

V

WANTED .
A MATEURS, cash or modern gear, for
LI. your old surplus.—Send to Marier, 204,
Laburnum Sr., London, E.2.
[555 2
Q pLur Primary II.F. Transformer, 250-550
metres, with screen and base, I .000s
double gang condenser, 2 Indiagraph dials, 5
baseboard rheostats.—Box 3561, c/o The
Wireless World.
[559 2
Q PARK Coil, about loin, with breaker;
must be good condition and low price;
state maker.—Stephenson, 32, Tettenhall Rd.,
Wolverhampton.
[559 0
OMPONENTS Purchased, any condition.—
Particulars to J. R. Rennie, 546, New
Chester Rd., Rock Ferry, Birkenhead. [5608
ELESTION A.2 or A.3 wanted, must be
good condition and reasonable price;
approval, deposit.—Whittle, 22, Luck Lane,
Hudtlersfield.
[5627
Q HORT-WAVE
2-valve Transmitter for
k) power up to 200W. C.W. and telephony,
complete less valves; also H.T. supply for
same up to 1,500 volts run off 25o-volt A.C.
supply ; also super-het. suitable very short t-)
waves; all must be in perfect condition and good components and low price;
deposit system.—Box 3577, c/o The Wireless
World.
[5 649

C
C

AGENCIES .
A GENTS Wanted for Cheapest and Safest

Li Non-pumping Petrol-gas Lamps; good
living made converting all paraffin lamps into
iso c.p. Titus light ;particulars, Titus, Kings Clon, Brighton.
[5 240
ANTED at once, travellers to carry welladvertised component
as sideline.—
Write Excel Radio Components, 53, Abington
St., Northampton.
[55 21
A GENTS Wanted for Batteries Everyti
Piontek, 6, Lelie Gracht,
Amsterdam.
[5575

W

TUITION .

25

WANTED, 2-valve amplifier with valves,
VI' exchange stamp collection, old, in album;
eli £2.—Alletson, 6, Ball St., Poulton,
Blackpool.
15639

NNIS
H. T.

BATTERY
TROUBLE
THIS

WINTER

This "STANDARD" Wet H.T. Batter will
solve al the difficulties you experienced
last winter, and will end the everlasting
expense of experimenting
to find a better battery.
No
charging
required.
IMPROVED RECEPTION
- SILENCE — PERMANENCY are a few of the
important factors of this
WONDERFUL BATTERY.
OUR BOOKLET GIVES
FULL
DETAILS
IN
SIMPLE FORM, AND IS
FULL OF INTERESTING
HINTS.
POPULAR MODEL, 90 volts,
60 wits, No.1 sac
219
WITH DETACHABLE TERMINAL
.
25 1
Trays for aboie
.7
FIPP

booklet and advice given an to
Best Battery for your Set on hearing
number and type ot valves.

WET H.T. BATTERY CO..
12, Brownlow Street, High Holborn, W.C.I

FORMERS & PANELS

Wright &Weaire, Ltd.
their appointment
as

announce

SOLE

DISTRIBUTORS

to the Broadcast Trade for

PAXOLIN

PRODUCTS

manufactured by

MICANITE &INSULATORS CO. Ltd.
WRIGHT & WEAIRE Ltd.
740 High Rd., Tottenham, N.17.
Telegrams :
Writewea. Tottenham,
London.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
VELLOW of ,Radio Association, Associate
Institute Radio Engineers, Wireless Telegraphy Diploma, seeks situation as radio service manager or sales demonstrator.—BM/
BOC8, London, W.C.1.
IINGINEER desires position, any branch,
five years' experience engineering, four
years in wireless and electrical business ;good
references,—Box 3504, c/o The
Wireless
ivo
[55 84
ITUATION required by experienced wire13 less man with manufacturers or retailers;
thoroughly versed in transmitting and receiving apparatus; 14 years' experience; moderate
salary to Commence.—Box 3582, c/o The
Wireless World.
[5 654
DVERTISER, sound technical knowledge
wireless transmitters and receivers, to
years'
experience,
desires
position.—Box
3580, c/o The Wireless World.
[5652

[558.

SITUATIONS

Phone:
3132 Tottenham

-L L. Lyons, M.I. R. E., 88 pages, 17 explanatory diagrams or photographs, and including
complete schematic and point-to-point wiring
plan of the famous Evening Chronicle 8-valve
superheterodyne receiver.
The only book cf
its kind at present in existence; recently
described by the Editor of The Wireless
1Vorld as " A fascinating booklet. .. .A
lucid description of the operation of the superhet receiver. ...With constructional details
and useful hints and for the home constructor."
Only 8d. complete, post free, from
Claude Lyons, Ltd. (G.R. Quality Parts), 76,
Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[
0°
64
" A CCUMULATORS
Explained,"
how
/1. they work, care hints, terms defincd;
booklet 6d., post free; refunded when hydrometer purchased. See under heading " Miscellaneous."—Utility
Syringe
Hydrometer
Co., Dept. C., 116, Howard Rd., Ilford.
Essex.[0058
9-VALVE Receiver for 3o/-.—Write now for
0
booklet on how to build the L.R.C.3
valve set for 30/-, from guaranteed parts only
—the ideal loud-speaker set.--1/-. post free,
from H. Howarth, Lustrolux Depot, 288,
[56r
Deansgate, Manchester.

L .g. H ALL-WAVE FOUR 1
H.F. TRANSFORMER!

type

h 6 pine arcane,' In usual
fitted
"cross"
witformation. Suitable for use
a existing seta where that type of
colt brae la fittedShort or Long Wave
6 Pin Base
ft.k.nyed Formers 3'
Trade supplied.

VACANT.

VIRST-CLASS Travellers having good con-U
nection amongst leading wireless firms
offered remunerative terms to introduce finest
quality ebonite at competitive prices in
uncovered suburbs and provincial territory.
Apply by letter, stating ground covered, etc.—
Trelleborgs, Union Place, Wells St., W.I.
[55 86

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
"TILE ABC of the Superhet," by Mr. Claude

PAXOLIN

Beg to

FINANCIAL

DXCELLENT Opportunity for investors,
1:1 £5oo upwards, in private wireless company; large profits.—Write BM/BDG5, London, W.C.1.
[5623

!
i

each •
213 each

16/.

x34 - .... 11.c:h h:
plus pa-t ,.. g

'COLLETT" PANEL
BRACKETS
PRICES
Nol (6x6) 1
(.3.4x3i)

13

Specially Seasoned to give
CORRECT PROPORTION
and BALANCE "COLLETT'.
Bracken will support minds
no matter how heavily loaded
with components. Strong and
light. A refinement to any set.
From oil good dealers.
S. H. COLLES'? MFG. CO.,
00, Bentonville Road. N.1.

1 PARI
LAWRENCE & HULL, •
TNSTRUCTION in Morse, day or evening,
29, Panhouse St., Camberwell, S.E.5
J. easy terms.—Telegraph School, 29, Talb«...........•••••••.4
fourd Rd., Peckham, S.E.
[564 1
Advertisements for " The Wireitss World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Accumulators Elite
A.F.A. Accumulators. Ltd..
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.
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Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd. ...
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Burndept Wireless Apparatus
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W

ieWINOYSUPPLY

7 days

H.T. UN IT
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Eunice Wireless Cabinet Works, Ltd.
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Ferranti, Ltd.
•.
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Formo
Gambrell Bros.. Ltd.
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National Radio Exhibition, The
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UNITS for

A.C. MAINS

free trial

Tulsemere Road, West Norwood, S.E.27.

Th' H.
T.
C.TWIN RECEIVER

3916

trial ani initial Oolime ,
not entirely solid actor y.

COMPLETE

'Peoce i Streatham 6731.

Balance 21 per week or 18
month. Total cost £6 10 a-

5

Yaaa Pala
£8
0
Royalty
Paid.
yalee set. CaiIk
Pilca £88 0
Ueferred Senn
8 18 0

ref sois!

H.T.C. ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.,
2, Boondar:es Rd., Balbam, S.W.12.

ACCUMULATORS

DIX -ONENIETER

The Elite of all —

"ELITE"

ACCUMULATORS,

60

SALES

eclipse all others.

" The Rolls- Royce of Radio" is now used by
the B.B.C., Scotland Yard, L.C.C. and other
Authorities.
A £10 multi-rungs Precision Tester tor 5151-.

Immediate delivery for

A complete up-to-date set, ;ncludin;
oud speaker and all accessoriet.

PAC1
Ormond Engineering Co., Ltd...•
Ormiston, P., & Sons
26
Redfent's Rubber Works, Ltd....
5
Regent Radio Co.
.
19
S.D.H. Maid. Co.
...
6
Stapleton, A. W.
19
Taylor, J. H., & Co.
.
::: 22
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd...
Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
6
Trelleborg's
6
Tulsentere Mani. Co.
.26
Vandervell, C. A., & Co., Ltd....
Varley Magnet Co.. The ...
19
Weston Electrical Instrunient Co., Ltd. ...
2
Wet H.T. Battery t'o.
25
Wilkins & Wright. Ltd. ..
. 21
Wright & Weaire, Ltd.
...
22, 25

L.T. UNIT

TULSEMERE MANUFACTURING CO.,

Seven days*

SEPTEMBER I4TH, 192 7.

TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

against caet. Fully guaranteed.
Trrtte or 'phone for lists.

COMPLETE

WORLD

Fer your •
ig output Power Valves you need an Anode
Converter: we can supply for 200 VOI t
Sto amoo volts
at inn r, Li to 300 in;a, from 24 10 0.
Fine Mors( Recorders, £7 10 0. Relays, 25.'.. Sale
Of 40 inetrC.
Wavoinotors, 32 IL
Am Lamps, 6 movements, cost £8, Sale 041:-.
klettric Inunersion Heaters, 16,-.
Hot Plates. 7/11.
Fleetrie Massage Vibrators. cost f.t. Sale 25 O.
Curling Irons,
Electric Blowers. 30f, Vacuum
Cleaners, Large, £10. Medium, U. Portable, MI 10 0.
2 years' guarantee.
R-K Coil Speakers, Horseshoe Magnets, 3 O.
3-Range Micro-Ammeters
read to Ituicro-ainp, SO
Remote Control Switehu,
10,'., 15.- and 17 6.
ALTERNATORS, 70 i"
Laboratory Apparatus in great tacitly, cheap.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

EngragiNG

Send 30,1r uqu fries and el. for I:: ‘,. Catalogue. or call al
218,

UPPER THAMES ST., E.C.4.

volts

n:.,11,s:niilciUstattlebd.melUica«; 22/6

The World's Best High Tension Accumulator and of British
Manufacture. The Unique Semi-Oil Submerged feature of the
Elite, absolutely prevents surface leakage losses.
The battery lasts
a life-time.
Write for lists.
Sold on approval.
ACCUMULATORS

ELITE,

Bedford

:4304.

Street,

HALIFAX.

Telegraine: Elite

Heed:.

London Distributor :---CECIL POHLMAN, 77, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.1

BALANCING
VERNIER

CAPACITY
The

aambrell

REACTION

Neutrovernia

lished itself as the
condenser obtainable.

ORMISTON'S

CONDENSER
CONDENSER

finest

CONTROL

has estabneutrodyne

It can be used for any of the three purposes mentioned above.
Capacity approx. 2;38 m'mfds. Will not short. A
uniform increase or decrease in capacity is given by
each turn of the knob.
Can be mounted three wa ys : on base PRICE
board, on panel, or through pane l.
5/
Ask for the " Gambrell
Neu tro and refuse su bst
it
ut
es .
GAINI MERRELL BROS., ITD.,
76, Victories St., Larsclors,

F

Mention of

The

Wireless

No. 27 42 S. W.G.

LITZEN WIRE

is the best for Tuning Coils, Variometers, and 1
1.F.
Transformers.
Each individual strand is silk covered
trith an overall covering of silk.
THE "WIRELESS WORLD" USES IT.
PRICES:
20 yds.
5 6 I 50 yds.
12/23 yds.
6,6 I 60 yds.
..
... 146
150 yds. 9,40 Litzen Wire at 15,-.

P.

ORMISTON

&

SONS,

LTD.,

Electric Wire Manufacturers.
19, CLERKENWELL RD., LONDON, E.C. 7
Trade Terms on application.
World,"'

(7)te

TALA NM%

SCREW-DRIVER
Patent No. 19441J (1921).

Nothing to go wrong
The blade does not slip out of
slot, the handle remains
stationary in the palm of the hard,
turning as effected by fingers on
the knurled ring below.
screw

WIRELESS MODEL
with box spanners (illustrated) in
three sizes which fit on the flat of
the blade and are excellent for
nuts in awkward places.
the Set
.Mechanic's
Electrician's
Model
Model
No. I oil 16
with Insulated handie of Bakelite.
No. 2(711 2/No. I(8') .. 4/No. 3(81') 2 16
N.. 2 (
9 )•• 4 6
Post free at lis! Onces.
Itais Vs -tarot ror
ATALANTA. LTD., 1-3, Brutes Rd., S.W.9.
Phone !instan t:110

3/...

,

/

Shipping, Engineering A Ma,'Unery Er'nb.tion, Olympia, Sept. 8-21
Stand 3, SecUon BB, Gallery.
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ADVERTISEM -2•ITS.

Wedge
message
e

--en-World
EVERYMAN
FOUR
A 36-Page Booklet giving
full Constructional Details of
a remarkably efficient " TwoControl " Receiver for Long or
Short Waves.

The great Wireless
the Year.

By W. JAMES.
The "EVERYMAN FOUR" attracted
widespread attention when it was first
described in "The Wireless World."
It is a very sensitive set and has a high
degree of selectivity.
The local station
is perfectly received, and during a normal
evening at least fifteen different stations
may be received clearly at good loudspeaker strength.
iConstructors claim
up to twenty-eight stations.)
An additional long-wave attachment for
Daventry is described in the booklet.

Price 1/- net

AND

opportunity of

Wonderful B.B.C. Exhibit.
The latest developments in Wireless.
Sets for the Million or the Millionaire.
Every

Stand

packed

with

interest.

The Royal Air Force Band in attendance.
Dancing on specially -prepared floor.

By post 1/2

From the offices of "THE WIRELESS WORLD,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
w.w.6o

D.{

}CDC:?:«>:=M:6:70::«DC:«DC{:.:•:=DC:<:«:‹DCMDC:«:{D{:{

II

•

111

WIRELESS

I

LOUD SPEAKERS
By N. W. McLACHLAN,

•

7IRF,I,F,SS
\
1
•
•

LOUD
SPEAK ERS

rr II IS

book

de-

1 scribes in asimple
manner

the

principles

major

of

the

design
of
modern
loud -speakers and
some

•

'

m

associated

circui ts
Clearly written and fully
Wireless
...1-01+111

LTD

...LIDO

PRICE

2/6
net

By Post 2/8
From all booksellers or
direct from the Publishers:

illustrated by numerous
diagrams
and
photographic
reproductions,
the volume will be of
use

and

value

to

all

constructors and experimenters desirous of
investigating this vital
aspect of wireless reception.

& SONS LTD.. Dorset Flouse, Tudor St.,
London E.C.4.
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GOING
THE
WHOLE
HOG/

You want a vnlve

to do

everything a valve

should

do—the best way that any
valve
can
possibly do
any of it.

Which

is

to

But, at et all, you don't buy valves
for the joy of m ntally tobogganing
down their "characteristic curves."
All that interests you is what comes
out of the loud speaker, and how
much jui:e you 1711tit use to get it out.

•

say you want a Marconi
Valve—the valve that is
good at all that a valve
should be good at.

A particularly useful general purpose valve is the
'sew Marconi Type, 2-volt DEL 210. A description
this, and of all Marconi valves, will be contained in • most amusing but informative booklet
called " Back Chat," to be published shortly. To get
your copy, send off the coupon below. The Marconi
DEL 210 type valve has been reduced
In price and is no w o bta i
na bl e every where at
...
...
of

You buy a valve to be a valve.
You don't mind whether the plate
is corrugated like asandy beach, or
whether the grid is a grid. or a
spiral, or acorkscrew
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The most comprehensive range
of loud speakers in existence
For every taste and every
purse there is an AMPLION
—23 models from which to
Obtainable
choose at prices
from from
all Radio
Dealers of repute at the
fixed advertised prices.
AMPLION
Swan-Neck
Model A.R.38
38 -

AMPLION
See

the

full

range

at

AMPLION Open Cone
Model A.C.3 e3-15-0
Model A.C.1 e2-12-3

the

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION,
OLYMPIA,
AMPLION Rood Horn
Dragon Model A.R.65.0 £3-15-6
A.R.19 e5-5-0

SEPT. 24 to OCT. 1.

STAND No. 137
(FACING

MAIN

ENTRANCE)

AMPLION Cone
"Chippendale" Mahogany
Model A.C.9 e7-o-o
Other cabinet models from 84-0-0

Demonstrations at

AMPLION HOUSE
(NEXT DOOR TO OLYMPIA )
AMPLION Radiolux.
Model R.S.1.51. ee-e-o
Other Models from 83-17-6

AMPLION Cabinette
Oak Model A.R.100 482-2-0

THE WORLD'S STANDARD
WIRELESS LOUD SPEAKER
Announcemenr o: Graham .1 inrhon. La., 25, Sat.11‘ Row, Lo./on, IV. i.
Mention of • The

Wireless

it orld." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

SEPTEMBER 21ST. /927.

THE

WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

I

ijou have been
waiting for
and the label
you should look
tor on every
MuUard P.M
product

Now a 2volt super-power valve with the
wonderful Mullard P.M. Filament!

/i•
eelt‘
V•i'e

This new 2volt super power valve completes
the series of 2 volt valves. It is the only
one of its kind and in the last stage of
L.F. amplification handles powerful signals
with ease, giving pure, majestic volume.
Every user of 2 volt valves will welcome
the improved reception given by this new
Mullard Master Valve.

The Mullard P.M. 252 Price 2O
Attached to this and to every Mullard P.M.
product is the Mullard label, your assurance of satisfaction.

Mullard

THE •MASTER •VALVE

..t.et.t. The Mullard Wireless Service Co.. Ltd.. Mullard House, Den nark Street, London, W.C,2.
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Necessity

No
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Buy

SEPTEMBER 21ST.

ACCESSIBILITY

MYSTERY

to

WORLD

a

Box

cif

Tungstone

the

twice

opens
the

Motor

in

11)2 7.

Car

a Lifetime

as Spare Partially First Charged Plates perpetually replace used Plates.
Any Battery from 6 to 5,000 amps.,
First Charge only Four Continuous Hours.
Read Special Articles in this Booklet.
TUNGSTONE DE LUXE HIGH TENSION,
FITTED WITH PATENTED
EQUIPMENT FOR CHARGING on 12-16 volt LOW TENSION PLANT.
First Charge completed in the Short Period of 12 Continuous hours.

Re-charges in 7hours

The practical advantage of Tungstone's exclusive feature of BALANCED PLATES, in combination with Low Tension Charging Plant
Equipment, guarantees that the First Charge and all Re-charges are fully completed, consistently and reliably, which the present-day
long period charging cannot guarantee and never secures, the basic fault necessitating heavy costs for repeated re-charges at shIrt intervals
"ZIMMER=

ELIMINATED.

Post Free
Copy for
Asking.
pages
Illustrated
112

10 ees,ER START ER KICK
TheDELYCarStartin PbrtableStorage Battery in theWorld

TUNGSTONE
JtKPae Crids and Paste
made of Pure Lead

Central
?OM
VeP4'ney
(4 Lines)

e

IriM ir et'

f:Flee

ele""nz
Ty p
y
t
London

3. 51. BRIDE'S HOUSE. SALISBURY SO.. FLEET $T LONDON E.C.4

eeeecesbatte_a491
fae eee i3azeuiP;;,TF ci
NO SULPHATION. All Parts Replaceable
FIRST

le

ySTORAGE BATTERY from 6to 5,000 amps.

Pocket Battery
Guide.
Special Articles
on
Modern Battery
Construffion
and
Weaknesses.
Send Postcard
to the
Tungstone
Accumulator
Co., Ltd.,
St. Bride's House,
Salisbury Square,
London, E.G. 4,
where Daily
Demonftrations
are given.

a

ANNOUNCEMEfflTil
.
.)if

great important,c

to those interested in wireless
FILONATOR

NEW VALVE

RADIOBATS

NEW SET

DARI Mc )NT
ELECTRIC
BATTERIES
LIMITED
beg to announce the introduction of a new type of
Primary Battery which will
rapidly replace the ordinary
Accumulator.

THE MULLARD P.M.O.
VALVE
is
so
designed
as to operate with the
new General Radio
Filonator, which supersedes
the Accumulator and is rechargeable instantly in your
own home. simply by inserting special compressed
tablets.

Manufacturers of Electrical Batteries, beg to
announce that all products of the Company,
including Radiobat
High Tension Battery,
will in future be obtainable
as
standard
equipment with
General Radio Receiving
Sets, as Messrs.
General
Radio
Company, Limit ed, of
Radio House, Regent
Street, have purchased
the whole of this
business, including
manufacturing
equipment,
patents,
processes,
Trade
Marks,
etc., and all communications regarding
Radiobats should now
be addressed to the
Head Offices of
General
Radio
Company, Limited.

These announcements by
prominent
manufacturers
are of great importance to
prospective purchasers of
Wireless Sets.

These
unique
batteries
can be recharged instantly
at home simply by inserting special compressed
tablets.
Nothing else is
necessary! These batteries
have passed stringent tests
over a period of years and
will now be available to the
public.
The foremost Radio Manufacturers—Messrs. General
Radio Company, Ltd., of
Radio
House,
Regent
Street, London, have acquired the sole manufacturing and selling rights of this
revolutionary invention
(which is fully patented),and
after exhaustive tests in
their modern Laboratories
they have decided to supply
this Unit as standard equipment instead of Accumulators with every General
Radio Receiving Set.
The
name
of
this
type
of
electric supply Unit is the
General
Radio
Filonator
(Patented throughout the
World).

These Valves require less
than z4 volts to operate at
full
efficiency
and
are
equipped with the Mullard
P.M. filament.
They will be supplied with
General Radio Receiving
Sets.
dP

PP

THE ELECTRON COMPANY,
LIMITED,
take
pleasure in announcing that
they have designed and
produced a new type of
valve, in accordance with
the specifications of the
Engineers of General Radio
Company,
Ltd.,
Radio
House,
Regent
Street.
This valve is designed to
operate
with
the
new
General
Radio
Filonator
(which supersedes the ordinary Accumulator) and is
rechargeable instantly
at
home.

The new valve requires less
than i volts to operate at
full
efficiency
and
is
The Filonator will be on
equipped with a double filadisplay for the first time at
ment.
Its characteristics
General Radio Company's
Stands Nos. 45, 46, 47, 48 , are practically those of a
power valve.
These valves
at the National Radio Exwill
be
supplied
with
hibition.
General Radio Receiving
DARIMONT
ELECTRIC
Sets.
BATTERIES,
LIMITED,
THE ELECTRON CO.,
329, HIGH HOLBORN,
LTD., 122/4, CHARING CROSS
LONDON, W .
C.I.

RADIOBATS,
18,
SNOW'S
BERMONDSEY,

FIELDS,
S.
E.I.

The
new Cabinet Model
General Radio Set.which will
be on view at Stands 45.
46, 47. 48 at Olympia, is
the only one on the market
incorporating
these
outstanding Radio improvements!
Many other superior features
will also be found in the
General Radio Set, and in
view of the great advances
in design, you will be well
advised to write to us for
details before deciding on
the set you will buy.
GENERAL RADIO
COMPANY, LIMITED
Head Office:
235, REGENT STREET,
LONDON, W .
r.
Showrooms:
I05, REGENT STREET,
LONDON, W .I.
The coupon will bring you
full particulars.
SEND IT NOW.

To GENERAL RADIO CO., LTD., Radio House,
235, Regent Street, London, W.I.
Please send me, without obligation, details of your new set
incorporating the Filonator and New Valves.
Name
Address

ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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BOWYER-LOWE
AGAIN LEADS
THE WAY FOR

IT lilaverneter

Onivei;s'cirhfr. Choke

1928
MARK II
WAVEMETER
Covers all wave-lengths
between 150 'zoco metres.
Fitted with a buzzer,
self-contained
battery,
and a lamp to indicate
resonance for transmitting and other uses where
more convenient. Tuning
is very sharp.
List No. 226—
In oak case ¿IS o 0
In walnut case 6 10 0

‘1_FTraneforrner-ehoko

SPeed

Dia I-

VALVE HOLDER
A great advance over
all previous types of
springy valve holder.
.dal for Super-Het.
and short-wave sets.
" Whiteline
for safety.
List No. 282

LOW FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMERS AND
CHOKE.
Owing to recent developments we can now stipp/y that
transformers at an economic price, and for those who
want the best possible reproduction there is no other
choice. Supplied in two ratios for first and second stage.
List No. 284. Ratio 3-I
22/6
List No. 285. Ratio 6-t
25/Also in Multi ratio giving 1.8, 3, 3.66 ,4.5, and 6 10 l•
List No. 286
.
..
•• 276
Also Low Frequency Choke. List No. 287
20/-

While fin e

The ideal H.F. Choke,
its special sectional winding
keeps
distributed
capacity at a minimum,
but it will efficiently
operate
wave -lengths
from the shortest to the
longest.
List No. 288

Va/ve

..

9i-

Ifolder
TWO SPEED DIAL
Manufactured under Burndept Patent 243,218.
This Dial is of polished Bakelite 3}" diam. concealing
a double reduction friction epicyclic gear, giving a
reduction of 18 to i or a direct drive.
Fits
or r spindles.
List No. 233.

NATIONAL
RADIO
EXHIBITION

OLYMPIA

STAND

124

Pceileh

UNIVERSAL H.P.
CHOKE

..

Complete with Station recorder..

S'cjuare 2creenir'q Box

VARIABLE RESISTOR
Better than the panel
rheostat and an advance
on the fixed resistor, for
use on baseboard. Wound
under tension on a nonshrinking former and providing maximum aircooling.
List No. 289, 5otuns 3/List No. 290, 30 ohms 3/-

Jack

Taio

W H ITELINE

ise

SQUARE
SCREENING BOX
Matt finished aluminium,
supplied with baseboard
and fixing screws. Packed
flat and can be assembled
in afew minutes.

Liss

S)ix- Sock

No. 283.

..

BaS'e

ovet;yereo owe
SEND FOR THIS BOOK TO-DAY

JACK SWITCH
Fills the need for asimple and positive On
and Off switch.
List No. 281

..

•

••

3/ -

THE BOWYER-LOWE STANDARD SEVEN AND EIGHT
VALVE SUPER-HETERODYNE.—How to Build and Operate,
By A. Bowyer-Lowe.
Price 2'-.
A fully illustrated description of this new Receiver which covers all wavelengths from 35 ro 2,000 metres. May be built as a 7-volver, and the
8th added when required without any re-arrangement of parrs. Embodies
the new valves. Full size blue prints included with the book.

SIX SOCKET BASE
Has sockets to the standard "Southern
Cross" arrangement, and is for use in
the Square Screening Box or when th•
six pin coils and transformers are to be
used without a screen.
List No. 291
13,113

Cut This Out
THE BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD.,
LETCHWORTH, HERTS
Please send me acopy of "The Bowyer-Lowe Standard
7 & 8 Valve Super-Het," for which I enclose my
remittance for 2/—
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NEW VALVE
itjou. have been
waiting for
and the label
ushould look
or on every
MuBard. P.M
product

Now a2volt super-power valve with the
wonderful Mullard P.M. Filament!
This new 2volt super power valve completes
the series of 2 volt valves. It is the only
one of its kind and in the last stage of
L.F. amplification handles powerful signals
with ease, giving pure, majestic volume.
Every user of 2 volt valves will welcome
the improved reception given by this new
Mullard Master Valve.

The Mullard P.M. 252 Price 20'
Attached to this and to every Mullard P.M.
product is the Mullard label, your assurance of satisfaction.

Mullard
THE •MASTER. •VALVE

.4.43,t. The Mullard Wireless Service Co.. Ltd.. Mullard House. Den stark Street, London, W.C,2.
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VISIT STANDS
164, 16e, and 166
ouliMPIA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 1
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the

Car

No
Necessity to Buy a Tungstone twice in a Lifetime
as Spare Partially First Charged Plates perpetually replace used Plates.
Any Battery from 6 to 5,000 amps.,
First Charge only Four Continuous Hours.
Read Special Articles in this Booklet.
TUNGSTONE DE LUXE HIGH TENSION,
FITTED WITH PATENTED
EQUIPMENT FOR CHARGING on 12.16 volt LOW TENSION PLANT.
First Charge completed in the Short Period of 12 Continuous hours.

Re-charges in 7 hours

The practical advantage of Tungstone's exclusive feature of BALANCED PLATES, in combination with Low Tension Charging Plant
Equipment, guarantees that the First Charge and all Re-charges are fully completed, consistently and reliably, which the present-day
long period charging cannot guarantee and neve rsecures, the basic fault necessitating heavy costs for repeated re-charges at shIrt intervals

FIRST ÇRG1RISKSENTIRELYEUM1NATED

8
a
tteat

S

10Per.START ER KICK
The ONLYCarStarting Portable Storage Battery in theWorld

TUNG STONE
WitkPlate Grids and Paste
made of Pure 4Lead.

Telephoprie.
e
C
Urtriale 3 '
t
levrents:
Central
b4156
Typ;fy:Fleet
•(4tines)
London
3. 5T. BRIDE'S HOUSE, SALISBURY SO- FLEET $T., LON DON E..C..4

e
f
eeese

ttratien

73airew rjecticed
o„FiE

NO SULPHATION. All Parts Replaceable
FIRST

CHARGE ONLY

Ca4k
Firkoyy S./RAGE BATTERY from 6to 5,000 amps,
L-

Post Free
Copy for
Asking.
pages
Illustrated

I12

Pocket Battery
Guide.
Special Articles
on
Modern Battery
Construdion
and
Weaknesses.
Send Po§tcard
to the
Tungstone
Accumulator
Co., Ltd.,
St. Bride's House,
Salisbury Square,
London, E.C. 4,
where Daily
Demon§trations
are given.
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NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA, 24th SEPT.-1st OCT.

The
big thing
of the Show
Make sure you see it!

EIDISWANI
Always a lap ahead

4

ST ANDS

144 & 146

Ground Floor — Halfleft from Main Entrance

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

inimuniMIMMEI1111.

£5

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Come and
see us at
STAND 115
National Radio
Exhibition,
Olympia.
Sept. 24 -Oct. 1.

'T

kiE fixed condenser is one
Of the cheapest components
in your Wireless receiver.
But it is also one of the most
important.
That is why the
country'ding
tec hnicians s consi
lea s
radi o
tently use
111

pCreojndense
Becau se thrs in their circuits.
ey know they are not
udicing the success of their
sets. The •
fe w pen
more
for T.C.C. may mecen the
difference between
o
failua
re and
success. Frm '001 to '0009,2 4.

Advt. de& grahlt Condenser (.o.. Ltd., traies Farm Rd., N. Acton, W.3.

953

"5 FC Sydney, AustraliamCallingl "

"EDDYSTONE
ATLANTIC

TWO

SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER
RECEIVES AUSTRALIAN BROADCAST
EASILY — — — 12,000 MILES AWAY.

'EDDYSTONE " ATLANTIC TWO
SHORT WAVE RECEIVER
15-120 metres.

£11-5-0

LIST. I
NCLUDING ROYALTY.

We have received numerous reports from users that they were able to receive
the new Sydney station at good strength on our "ATLANTIC TWO" receiver.
while our own technical department also received this station clearly for three
days running previous to the first official broadcast on Sunday, September 4th.
using astandard model receiver. Convincing proof of the efficiency of this set.
In addition, the American Short-Wave stations 2XAF and 2XAD can be heard
every night they are working, and other stations which can be picked up
regularly are PCJI. 2XG, 2NM, AGC, KDKA.

jj

"EDDYSTONE" SHORT-WAVE COILS ARE IN USE AT STATION 2NM.

STAND
Sole Manufactvrers:

Stratton & Co., Ltd., Bromsgrove Street, Birmingham,

WIRELESS
Mention of " The

Wireless

USE "EDDYSTONE" SHORT WAVE APPARATUS IN YOUR
SET AND ENSURE GOOD RESULTS. SEND FOR LIST.

77.

LONDON SERVICE DEPOT:

Webb's Radio Electric Stores, 184, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2,

EXHIBITION

World, - when writing to advertisers, will ensure

prompt

attention.
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We illustrate herewith
the famous

RDIMIC
Music adds zest to the family circle, to the party, in the
garden and on the river, whilst it helps to pass many a
weary hour in the sick-room.
It is easily obtained to-day through the wonderful broadcasting, now an accepted phase of home life, in conjunction
with
Receiving Sets renowned for their accurate
manufacture and quality of reproduction.

140 RECEPITNG srets

for 1927-1928 season include a Portable Four-Valve and a Portable
Five-Valve Receiver, which are
revelation in range and quality
of reproduction.

a

Cabinet Type.
It is a 3-Valve Rece;ver
(I detector, 2 L.F.) incorporating the
acknowledged best coupling for purity of
reproduction, viz., one Choke coupling
and one Alt Ferranti Transformer stage.

me,
Receivers
true

t

rn

:O :

n:1 PORTABLE FIVE
Dimensions, closed,
121" -8£"
We guarantee absolutely first-class reception of any main B.B.C. Station up
to 30 miles on our 4-Valve Portable, and
considerably more on our 5-Valve Portable
Receiver in summer-lime in broad daylight ;
and on Daventry. under similar conditions,
150 to 300 miles respectively.
Prices Complete as sbecificotton and including all

, To the HOME CONSTRUCTOR-1I'
0
Our
a
A
p
s
p
seeam
l
blandDa full y ilrust ra ted e.ulet
im ic T he e w i
ll

give an unending source of
enjoyment.

musical

Price £11

To hear the result of a scientifically designed Receiver in conjunction
with afirst-class loud speaker of the Cone type with which all our Portable Sets are fitted, is to have an entirely fresh standard of performance.
Complete revision of the circuits of our popular Dimic Three and Four
has been made, with the result that these two receivers are absolutely
up to date and unique in quality of performance and value for money.

up

THREE

royalties :4-Valve Portable - - 27 Gos.
5-Valve Portable - - 30 Got.

In
Handsome
Leather
Case

an

giving complete details may be had on application
at the price of II-.
---------------- --- -----1

EXHIBITING

at

OLYMPIA.

SEPT.

24 to

OCT

I,

STAND

No.

12J

LW Me HA
Manufacturers of

Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

WE XHA M ROAD: SLOUGH: BUCKS:
Telephone :
Slough 441-442.

Telegrams :
"Radiether, Slough."

IRISH AGENTS. B. N. B. WIRELESS LTD.. DUBLIN AND BELFAST.

1.,
A7

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Have you tried this new Lewcos Coil?
Two Centre Tapped Coils for B.C.C. and Daventry Ranges have
now been added to the famous range of LEWCOS Plug-in Coils.
Wound with Litz wire, they maintain, in construction and
performance, the high standard of efficiency as the ordinary type
Inductance Coil.
Obtainable from radio dealers everywhere.
Coil
No.

'00003

25

7
9

35
40

50
6o
75

'croo25

mfd.

226
Z3

•0005

mfd.

mid.

150

225}

200

225

300

300

386

316

432

391
5oo

231

e
zoo
123

26.2
283

1

188

Price
each

3/ 6

555
68o

297

652

498
565

995
xx80

595
94 2

24/0
200 5

883

1625 1.

196o
2755

5/3

LEWCOS" X" COILS (Double Tapped
X 6o I
X200 I

288
595

I 391
I 1410

1 555
I 1960

I.

49
7 -

The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE Co. & SMITHS Ltd.,
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.I.

We are exhibiting at the
RADIO EXHItsITION
Sept. 24—Oct. 1, OLYMPIA.
Stand No.

113.

TAPPED
/ totectea' Type) COIL
iP
CENTRE

Patent NO727/381

991

99

Low Loss
LOG LAW

Say 99
and bri ngYour wife.
At the National Radio Exhibition
make a bee-line for Stand 99, and
examine the wonderful range of W.B.
ALL-WOOD Loud-speakers
and
Horns. Bring your wife, too—she'll
be just as interested as you, because
these horns, being made of wood, all
wood and nothing but wood (oak and
mahogany), are an actual asset to the
furnishing scheme of any room—and
that is certainly not the case with a
tin or papier miiché speaker. W.B.
ALL-WOOD Loud-speakers give a
standard of production that is unequalled; if you already have a
Speaker, bring it up to date by substituting one of our All-Wood Horns
for your present metal horn; the
results will surprise you. Our catalogue gives full details of the complete
range and is yours for a post card.

The
W.B. All- Wood
"Junior " in polished
Oak or Mahogany. Flare
I
4in., Height 2Iin. Fitted
with a movement by
Messrs. S. G. Brown.
Ltd. Price complete. £4.
Horn only, EL

WALKER BROS. (Guildford) Ltd.

7:51

BRAMLEY, GUILDFORD.
Tel.

Bramles

Mention of •' l'he

I

Wireless
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GEAR

WITH KNOB AND DIAL

THE NEW

•
0005.

SIMPLICON 4.L.
This condenser is absolutely full of new points ;
here are two of them. The vanes give logarithmic tuning.
The gear is the famous
'• Simplicon" Ball Reduction Gear, having a
higher ratio than hitherto, with ADJUSTABLE TENSION to suit the individual user.
PRECISION MADE. THE Condenser for fine
work,

carrying our full guarantee— " An
Engineer's Job."

See it at Olympia.

Colonial Agencies Vacant.

WILLIAMS &MOFFAT, Ltd.
Sole

179-,
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Don't pay for batteries and outside charging
—save money by using a Burndept Battery Unit.
If you have electric light supply, you can be rid of the bother
of having accumulators charged while your set lies idle. Just
think how convenient it must be never to have to send your
batteries away for charging!
These Burndept Battery
Eliminators and Chargers cover awide range of requirements,
and one of them will suit you. To use them is simplicity itself,
and in the long run they will save you money. Let us send
you full particulars.
Write for the latest catalogue
describing the Burndept range
for 1927-28 or visit

STAND 127
The " ALL-BATTERY" ELIMINATOR
Eliminates all batteries, and supplies LT.
at 6 volts, H.T. up to 18o volts, arid grid
bias up to 30 volts. Costs less than 6d.
per week to run and will operate any set
up to seven or eight valves.
Entirely
automatic. For A.C. only. 100 1.125 volts,
4o/too cycles.
Price £17 7s. 6d.
plus 12/8 licence fee.

ETHOPOWER H.T. UNIT
Replaces II.T, and grid batteries, supplying H.T. up to 18o volts, and automatic
grid bias. Will operate an eight-valve set
without ripple or hum. Cost of operation,
4d. per week at 6d. per unit.
For A.C.
only.
100/250 volts,
4o/zoo cycles.
Price
17s. 6d.
including Rectifying Valve, plus 1218 licence fee.

re

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION,
Nev. Hall, Olympia, Sept. 24—Oct. 1.
•

The BALKITE
TRICKLE CHARGER
Will charge a 2-, 4-, or ii-volt accumulator
at a cost of about 3d. per week. Charges
when the set is switched off, ensuring a
full accumulator at all times. No valves
or moving parts—nothing to renew. For
A.C. only.
100/250 volts,
40/loo cycles.
Price £3 3s.

L.T. & H.T. ACCUMULATOR CHARGER
For direct current.
Will charge L.T.
accumulators from any mains; up to So
volt H.T. accumulators from too-volt
mains and up to x8o volt accumulators
from
200/240
volt
mains.
Price
without
resistance lamp fa3

H.T. ACCUMULATOR CHARGER
To keep your H.T. accumulator in good
condition and at full strength, charge it
twice a month with this accessory. Cost
2d. per charge I Charges any H.T.
accumulator from 50 to 150 volts at
50-6o milliamperes.
For A.C. only,
100/240 volts, 4o/zoo cycles.
Price £5
S.

BURN DEPT
BLACKHEATH,

LONDON,

S.E.3.

Call at the London Showrooms, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2, and ask for a demonstration.

DI
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SEPARATE THEW
Howlirg eats are rothing to the anroyanee
caused by these two stations ycu can't crit!
scpa-r te , Each may be good; the two together
ire awful '
—and all b cause yoi didn't specify

A TLAS

„

LOW
LOSS
COILS.
You can get marvellous select ivity without any
alteration to your set by using Clarke's "Atlas"
Coils. The patented twin wire winding ensures
lowest H.F. losses together with maximum
distance and signal strength.
Prices. General Purpose Coils: Nos. 25!5o,
2!6. No. 65, 3:—. Nos. 75/15o, 3/6. Centre
Tapped Coils: No. go for zoo to goo metres
and No. to for 35o to Goo metres, 4 3 each.
Special Coil for Daventry, etc., 6 6 each.
"X " Coils: No. Go Tapped at 7th and rzth
turns. 5,6 each. No. 250 Tapped at 28th and
5oth turns, 76 each. No special bases required.

.

VISIT STAND 83 at the NATIONAL
RADIO

E

VEN if you haven't a crystal set there are
times when you wish you had one.
May
be you've blown your valves, worse luck l
....perhaps your accumulator is at the
"shop" or your ht. has given up the ghost.
These misfortunes always occur when there's
a good programme on the air.
Invest to-day in an Ericsson Crystal Set—
a wonderfully sensitive little set housed in a
sturdy handsome oak cabinet. Tunes up to
5 GB and 5 XX with loading coil.
Price 151At all agents
or diced from the Company.
ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD.,
67/73, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

OLYMPIA.

"Cabinets of Distinction"
RADIO EXHIBITION,
OLYMPIA,
Sept. 24th—Oct. 1st.
IF

IT '
S

CABINETS

Y 0 U'
RE

WANTING

DO

FAIL

NOT

VISIT
Have you heard Ericsson Super sensitive
Telephones are now reduced to 12/6 a pair ?
Three resistances-120, 2000, 4000. Used by
the B.B.C. and all the "DX Merchants."

EXHIBITION,

H. Clarke & Co. (M Cr) Ltd ,Atlas Works,
Old Trafford, 1111ncAester.

STAND

TO
220

GALLERY .
THE "CABINOLA.'
MANY

NEW

LINES

ARE

BEING

SHOWN

AND WE HAVE SOMETHING TO INTEREST
YOU . ASK TO SEE

THE "CA BI NOLA "Loudspeaker Cabinet
CRYSTAL

SETS

15

"PORTOLA" Portable Case
NEW "VIGNETTE " Cabinets, etc.

W. & T. LOCK/
ST.
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To build the best sets
(MIMIC)
Iesnic Tapped Tepe
lioneycnnb Col.

are essential
You'll get perfect team-work in your set if you specify
Igranic. Each component gives of the best—helps to
obtain the best from the other components in the circuit,
and the result is perfect team-work, without which even
good constructional work is useless.
Here are interesting details of some of the illustrated
components :—
Igranic

Igranic-Pacent Porcelain Rheo.tat.

Triple
Honeycomb
Coils.

The coils that set the world standard
—and keep it. The new winding
gives much lower self-capacity and
H.F. Resistance.
17 standard
sizes, giving wavelength range from
too to 25,000 metres. Prices from
2,9 to 16 .
1—
Igranic" XLLOS" (Extra Low
Loss) Coils.
The coils that live up to their name.
Totally enclosed winding and with
adjustable pin and socket to provide for wide-spaced mounting,
two-pin and two-socket mounting,
or pivotal mounting. In io sizes
for wavelengths from loo to 3.000
metres. Prices from 3/9 according
to size.

Igranic Low Loss Square U V/
Variable Condenser.

WE ARE EXHIBITING
AT

Igranic Low Loss Square Law
Variable Condenser.

7d.m

The choice of experts. A component of instrument precision.
Prices.
.00015 mfd. 12/—
.0003 mid. 14/6
.0005 mfd. 17.6
•oot mfd. 22/6

Igranic Fixed Condenser.
Its unique construction ensures
that it is a fixed condenser in the
truest sense of the word.
Prices.
•000t mfd., .000z mfd., .0003 mid..
.0005 mfd., .00l mfd. and '002 mfd.
1/3 each
.003 mfd. and •oo5 mfd.
1/6 each
•oo6 mfd.
2/— each
•or mid.
2/6 each
Igranic—Pacent Jacks & Plugs.
A comprehensive range of welldesigned, strongly-male devices too
numerous to detail here.
Prices
moderate.
The free booklet will
tell you all about them.
Igranic—Pacent Porcelain
Rheostat:
A really cheap and efficient valve
control.
Made with 2, 6 to, zo, 30
or 5o ohms resistance. Price 2/6.
Also made in Bakelite at 4/—

Write
for
Publication
U.222,
which
illustrates and describes the entire range.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.,
149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON
Works: BEDFORD.
Branches:
Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

r.F/lerff/\A/WvVv\i\
V r ire
vevrerv

STANDS Nos. 148 & 149
P3
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the new

SEE
CO LVERN
PRODUCTS
on Stand No. 80
SHORT WAVE COILS

LGECoPHONE1

SIX-PIN COILS
SIX-PIN BINOCULAR COILS

ECI, T[RE

Radio Receivers
and Gramophone
Reproducers, Cone
Lotacl Speakers
and
THE GRAMOPHONE
PICKUP

VARIABLE TUNING CONDENSERS
H.F. CHOKES

The Collinson Precision Screw Co. Ltd.;
Pro\ ost Works, Macdonald Road, Walthamstow,
LONDON, E.
I
7.

Care-free Radio

on
s

SCREENS

siT.AN

11410 and 11.5

National Radio Exhibition
Olympia,Sept.2e0cte
Many new wnd
attractive features

At

STAND

230

National Radio Exhibition.

"S WIN ][1r

If you cannot
visit the
Exhibition ,

SELF-SOLDERING

IS

WIRE

AND

Wnte for the fully illustrated descriptive Brochure "GECoPHONE
Radio Receivers and
Gramophone
Reproducers. Loud Speakers"
which gives full particulars of the new
season's models.

THE "PEERPOINT" SOLDERING IRON.
Come and sae how easy "Junit"
is going to make your work this
winter.

The

Junit

Manufacturing

Co.,

Ltd.,

24-27, HIGH HOLBORN , LONDON , W .
C .I.
Telephone

Mention at " The

Wireless

II othot n 8042.

It odd," when writing Co advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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THERE IS A T
f30.1m/Ir.

H.T.S.

Fully charged.

11.T.18.

£3

0

_woo ildhanq 'Ir:.

large capacity battery ol sound constructional design.
Suitable for lame receiving sets, public address systems and
small transmitters.
£3 : 1

P3

COPY OF BATTERY
BOOKLET SUPPLIED

2.volt.

:6

CHARGING INSTRUCTION
ON APPLICATION.

30 any.
ACTON

actual.

This 20 amp. 2-volt mass plate cell is ideal for Sets not taking
more than
ampere.
The charge can be spread over
months without danger of sulpkation.

1

Supplied dry charged

Ha..G.2.

GLASS.

ica
____Teereem
,
ACTON,

5/-

13/O

The '' Acton Class .'low tension range provide an alternative
to the celluloid cased battery, and is also suitable lot tropical
cl.matet. All capacities supplied.
48 amp actual.
16/-

vil

A.C.M. MASS PLATE.

CELLULOID.

Supplied to all capacities, this range ol low tension batteries
u offered at competitive prices, while the quality is in every
way representative of our 36 years experience in battery
annul act ure.

h.

A

FREE

ACTON

.7500 .11eMamt 4rs.

The original H.T. Accumulator of compact design.
Every
till air spaced and embedded in hard wan.
Tapping*
coo be taken from any cell.
Obtainable in 30, 60 and
90-volt units.
60-volt.

E FOR EVER RADIO uSER

Gee ;

LONDON. W. 3.

hsoo .1fillmarp

The

ideal High Tension supply for the average Broadcast
Receiver.
Any voltage obtained by coupling a suitable
number of units.
A 10.volt tapping point provided.
Supplied dry charged

15/.

fhpeta at BELFAST, BIRMINGHAM, BRISTOL, COVENTRY,
DUBLIN, GLASGOW, LEEDS, MANCHESTER a NEWCA SUI.
Santos Aetna diermene to Coyrstry.

Arkertisements for '' The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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OLYMPIA,

1927.

T the time these lines are read we shall ,be
on the eve of the opening of the 1927
Wireless Show at Olympia.
It is probably unnecessary to say that the Exhibition
promises to be by far the largest and most
interesting which has yet been held, because as wireless progresses so it is necessary that receivers and other apparatus should keep pace.
It is, however, evident even at this stage, before the
Exhibition has opened, that the show will be of outstanding merit. There are a number of new products, some of
which are referred to briefly in this issue, and no doubt
there are many others concerning which no information
will be available until the actual opening of the Exhibition.
Although we may consider that the standard which has
been set during the past twelve months is high, yet those
who have beep in touch with progress have realised that
finality is as far off as ever. The modem three-electrode
valve, for example, is a very efficient product, and will
give a good performance for some time to come, but the
intreduction of new types of valves, such as the screened
valve, which several manufacturers are showing in different forms, opens up awonderful new field of research
for the experimenter.
A feature of special interest to visitors to the Exhibition this year is that arrangements are being made whereby manufacturers will be able to demonstrate their
apparatus to the public, whereas in previous years the
public has had to be content with what we may describe
as a " dumb show."
There is one point in particular in connection with the
Exhibition which we would like to emphasise, and where
our readers could be of valuable assistance in bringing
about an all-round improvement in the standard of broadcast reception. We refer to the need for increased selec*tivity in receivers in order that advantage may be taken
of the service of alternative programmes. The price of
II

7

valves has fallen considerably, the complication of running valve sets has been greatly reduced, and the price of
valve receivers complete is very far below anything which
has been available to the public in previous years. Taking these points into consideration, we think the time has
come when the crystal receiver, except under very special
circumstances, should be regarded as almost an obsolete
piece of apparatus. There was a time when headphone
reception was popular if only for the reason that the reproduction was far superior to what could be obtained
with loud-speakers, but to-day it would be no exaggeration to say that with a really good loud-speaker and receiver where careful attention has been paid to quality the
very reverse is the case. Broadcasing will take its proper
place in the home only when the public realises the
immense superiority of loud-speaker reception from a
valve set over listening-in on a crystal set with head.
phones.
0000

WIRELESS

SETS

AND

THE

B.B.C.

NDER " Correspondence " in this issue we publish
aletter from areader who enquires why the B.B.C.
does not undertake the manufacture and sale of
broadcast receivers, and he puts forward arguments in
support of the suggestion. We submitted a copy of this
letter to the B.B.C., and are fortunate in being able to
publish their reply, in which it is made clear that it
would not be in accordance with the policy of the B.B.C.
to enter into competition with the trade and the legitimate
set manufacturer.
We consider that the reply of the B.B.C. is a fair
and proper statement of what their attitude should be, and
we believe that it will be reassuring to many who may
have visualised the possibility of the B.B.C. entering
into the set manufacturing business, which would result
not only in unfair competition with the legitimate industry. but would also deprive the listener of the advantage
he has at present of awide choice of types of receivers to
meet his particular fancy.
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Two Tuned H.F. Stages without Screening or Neutralisation.

/

T is not always an easy matter to build a rec ei
ver an d
obtain the predicted results when good performance
is dependent upon using components of the highest
efficiency, and where there is a possibility of destroying
that efficiency in the process of construction.
A welldesigned set may fail owing to some obscure condition
existing in a component, or where the home constructor
has neither the testing instruments to carefully examine
the parts, or the opportunity to interchange them with
others in his endeavour to get better results.
Avoiding Indifferent Peeormance.

Whatever the design may be, two apparently similar
sets will rarely be equally successfuli
Particularly is
this true where high-frequency amplification is involved.
For this reason a design differing radically from recent
trend has been developed.
Principally, it differs in the
H.F. amplifier, in that two stages of simple and less
efficient form than others which have appeared recently
in these pages are adopted, but the important consideration which one must not overlook is that the amplification
of two robust H.F. stages may far exceed a single stage
of the most perfect design.
That an extra valve is required is, perhaps, of small
importance in a multi-valve amplifier, as the additional
filament current required for the extra H.F. valve is
only a fraction of the total filament current, particularly where a special output power valve may be
used
requiring
more
filament and
H.T. current
than all the rest of the valves in the set.
Producing stability and the tuning required for the second
H.F. stage are, of course, the problems involved, and it
is generally contended that the additional complication
stands in the way of the use of two stages. The introduction of resistance as a preventive of self-oscillation,

to which a two-valve H.F. amplifier is particularly prone,
reduces amplification to a value far inferior to that obtainable from a good single stage. Effectively to stabilise
by neutralising involves constructional difficulties demanding carefully arranged neutralising and primary windings,
complete magnetic and electrostatc screening between all
apparatus composing the stages, and, even if one is sufficiently skilled to carry out the constructional work, a
knowledge of the peculiarities of stabilised circuits is required before good reception can be obtained over the
entire tuning range, without the circuits breaking into
oscillation. The screened valve is another solution to the
problem, and promises much, yet here, again, the difficulties of maintaining the utmost efficiency, and of screening, are involved, and the use of an extra valve in a
simpler arrangement may be found to give superior results
and fully compensate for the inefficiency of the stages.
screening and Neutralising Avoided.
There is another way, however, of solving the problem.
Regeneration is produced by the voltage feed-back across
the grid-plate capacity of the valve when the grid and
anode circuits are approximately in tune.
It follows,
therefore, that by limiting the primary winding of the
H.F. intervalve coupling to fewer turns than are
normally used, and employing a particularly loose coupling between the primary and the tuned secondary, that
the potential developed across the primary can be kept
to a sufficiently low value that, in spite of the capacity
feed-back of the valve, the point is not reached at which
regeneration can occur.
Incidentally, the losses in the
circuits are increased by the use of valves cif somewhat
low impedance, so further tending to produce stability.
In spite of these modifications, the overall amplification
for the two stages exceeds that of any single stage ampliis 8
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The Wireless World "Exhibition Five."—
fier, and there is now no serious objection to the creation
of other losses which, in proportion to the total losses,
are of minor importance. Thus no special precautions
are required as to the nature of the windings of the
transformers, neither does harm result by making them
interchangeable to cover all wavelengths, and, should incidental losses occur in valve holders or tuning condensers,
little detriment will result. The coils used for long-wave
reception have more tightly coupled primary to secondary
windings owing to the smaller feed-back through valve
capacity on the long waves. The transformers used in
the two stages are not quite identical, it having been
found that a tighter coupling is permissible in the transformer between the first and second valves than that
which precedes the second valve.
Logarithmic Condensers for Simultaneous Tuning.

The separate yet simultaneous operation of three tuning
dials arising from the use of two H.F. stages is undesirable, and a set so arranged might appear to give very
poor results unless a wavemeter is used to assist in the
slow process, of tuning each of the circuits.
A pair of condensers having plates following a
logarithmic law are linked together to a common control.
If these are suitably set in relation to one another, they
will tune the two intermediate circuits irrespective of any
differences in the inductance values of the two secondaries
providing the self and stray circuit capacities are nearly

319

coils have been modified for this purpose, and can be
obtained for either vertical or horizontal mounting as
required in following this design, thus extending their
utility in a number of other useful applications. Better
spacing of the pins also results from arranging them
around the circumference of a circle in preference to the
cross formation formerly employed.
The Detector Circuit.

Anode bend detection, a requirement for good quality,
by means of a high impedance valve, which may be so
suitably followed by resistance coupling, is adopted and
gives good performance in view of the liberal H.F.
voltage swing applied to the grid of the detector. As a
shunt condenser is required in the anode circuit of the
detector valve, the value of which must be liberal to bypass the lower frequencies of the long waves, it is considered advisable to limit the value of the anode resistance, which is shunted by this condenser to a value not
exceeding roo,000 ohms.
The coupling condenser and
the grid leak are of the corresponding typical values of
o.r mfd. (mica) and o.5 megohm. A transformer coupling
is used in the second L.F. stage, and atransformer output
feeds the loud-speaker.
Gramophone Loud—speaker Reproduction.

New features introduced include a volume control and
a breakjack for use with a gramophone pick-up.
Although there are many ways for controlling volume the

Rear view of panel and baseboard assembly with valves and transformers in position.
their axes at right angles.

The transformers are spaced well apart with

most uniform results are obtained by avariable resistance
equal, and that the shape of the plates has been detershunting the secondary of the intervalve transformer. A
mined to suit the stray capacities existing in these cirpotential divider as an output from the resistance-coupled
cuits. Actually, with asimilar number of secondary turns
on each of the transformers, there will be no need for • stage may affect quality, while a sliding contact on acurrent-carrying resistance is noisy when operated.
the individual adjustment provided on the condensers, and
Silence of operation is a feature of loading the transboth should be set to move off together.
former secondary, which is practically a no-curent windFrom the illustrations it will be seen that the three
ing, while the resistance improves the amplification charcoils are mounted with their axes at right angles, which
acteristics of the transformer. These merits outweigh the
together with a particularly liberal baseboard spacing,
prevents magnetic coupling. The standard " Colvem " point usually advanced that volume control should come
B
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Panel and layout dimensions.
Sizes of holes are as (Minns :A. 7 161n. dia.; B, 3/81n. dia.; C, 5121n. Ma. and countersunk for No. 4BA
screws; 13, USIa, dia. and countersunk for No. 4 wont screws; E, tittin, dia. for No. 6BA screws
B 10
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The Wireless World "Exhibition Five."—
earlier in the amplifier to prevent overloading of the
detector or first L.F. valve.
Contacts on the breakjack are arranged to break the
filament circuit of the H.F. valves, interpose the pick-up
winding into the grid circuit of the detector on the earth
side of the tuning coil, and to reduce the grid bias so that
the valve is no longer an anode bend rectifier. That resistance amplification is employed in the first stage is
almost essential owing to the liberal output obtainable
from the pick-up and in conjunction with the volume control shunt resistance, exceedingly good quality can be
obtained.
Clean Panel Layout.

On the front of the panel, therefore, appears the two
tuning dials, the small dial of the volume control together with the jack for the gramophone pick-up and an
"on-and-off" switch.
Economy has been observed
wherever possible, as instanced by the omission of filament resistances rendered quite unnecessary by the use of

35 1

connecting to grids and plates, are short, direct and out
of contact with the baseboard. These together with the
grid biassing leads are above the baseboard. Battery
distributing leads run beneath the board, and for good
appearance should be shaped only with right-angle bends.
Contact is picked up by drilling through the baseboard
alongside the leads, and the liberal use of small ebonite
cleats sawn from lin, square ebonite is advised.
The H.F. Intervalve Couplings.

Winding the transformers is a straightforward operation and the 8o secondary turns of No. 30 D.S.C. wire
are terminated in pairs of holes in the former or through
the ribs before connecting to the sockets. The primary
windings, consisting only of 5 turns wound in the same
direction as the secondaries, should be arranged so that
they can be slid away from the secondary turns towards
the ends of the coils. Actually,
..:h an H.T. potential
of 8o to too volts and valves of an average impedance of
about to,000 ohms, the primary to secondary spacing on
the first H.F. transformer will be about hin., and on the

Plan view et layout showing coupled logarithmic condensers.

modern 6-volt valves, while only one H.T. bridging condenser is fitted in association with the H.F. stages.
Simplification is effected by using only two H.T. values
for the five valves.
Instead of a metal or ebonite panel the new " Paxolin " or " Pertinax " polished sheet may be considered
an improvement. It is of pleasing colour, easy to work
with a sharp drill, has excellent insulating and dielectric
properties, though these are of little consequence in the
present instance, but most important of all is its stiffness
and durability.
Little need be said concerning assembly. Starting off
with the panel, purchased exact to size, the baseboard is
made up from planed ¡in. mahogany or American white
wood, and is fitted with glued and screwed ¡in, battens
to stiffen it and permit of underneath wiring. No. 18
S.W.G. tinned copper wire is used for connecting up and
is, perhaps, less conspicuous without sleeving.
Actual
branching points are shown in the wiring diagram, those
leads which pass beneath the baseboard being broken.
Leads forming part of H.F. circuits, particularly those
II

second lin. The grid and plate connections are farthest
away from each other.
Take care that primary and
secondary turns do not actually touch, or if the insulation
is frayed a short circuit of the H.T. battery may result.
The aerial input transformer consists of 75 turns, a
tapping for the aerial being made at the 25th turn from
the earth end of the coil, which is at the bottom, giving
asatisfactory degree of selectivity with an average aerial.
If a near-by station is found to be too broadly tuned,
fewer turns may be included in the aerial, whilst if the
local station is some ten or more miles away and swamping is not experienced, distant reception may be further
improved by slightly increasing the number of aerial
turns.
To provide adjustable aerial tapping the spare
pins on the holder may be made use of.
For long-wave reception on the 900-2,600 metre band
the modified " Colvern " long formers should be
wound with 280 turns of similar wire comprising eight
slots each containing 35 turns.
The adjoining slot is
wound full with 4o turns in the case of the first H.F
transformer, and 35 to 40 for thc second.
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Theoretical circuit and complete wirinl diagram.
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LIST OF PARTS.1-16I v. Grid battery (Siemen's type with flap for attaching
1 "Cyldon." 0.0003 mfd. two-section condenser, independent
to wall of cabinet).
adjustment on the driving spindle is not essential (Sydney
4—./1 r.
T" cells (Siemens).
S. Bird & Sons).
1 Pair brackets (" Cameo" Carrington Mfg. Co., Ltd.).
1" Cyldon " 0.0003 mfd. single condenser.
1-100,000 Ohms. anode resistance and vertical holder (Var2 Micro-log dials (" BR" C. F. & H. Burton, Bernard Sired,
ley, R.I.).
Walsall).
I Switch (Benjamin Elec., Ltd., or Wright & Wectire).
1 " Ferranti" output transformer 1to 1(Ferranti, Ltd.).
1 Six spring Jack type, P 70 (Igranic).
I "Igranic-Pacent" Audio-former, 31 to 1 (Igranic).
1 Plug, type P 40 (Igranic).
3 New type "Colvern" formers with stands and bases, broad1 Baseboard, 30 x91st. Planed American white wood or
cast wavelengths (Collinson's Precision Screw Co., Ltd.).
mahogany, and -Ix 4in. battens.
3 New type " Colvern" formers and stands, long wave
Pazolin or Pertinax panel, 30x 8in. (Wright & Weaire,
(Collinson's Precision Screw Co., Ltd.).
740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17, wood grained), or (George
5 Valve holders (" W.B." Whitney, Boneham & Co., Ltd.).
L. Scott & Co., Ltd., 69, Fleet Street, E.C.4, plain brownish
1 Davolcon 10,000 oluns (Dubilier).
yellow).
1 Fixed condenser, 2 mfd.
1 Cabinet, 30x8 x91st. deep (" Cameo" Carrington Mfg.
I Fixed condenser, 0.1 mfd. (mica).
Co., Ltd.).
1 Fixed condenser, 0.0005 mfd.
Plugs, flex, wire, screws, etc.
I Grid leak, 0.5 megs and holder.
Approximate cost, less cabinet—£11.
In the "List of Parts" included in the descriptions of THE WIRELESS WORLD receivers are detailed the components
actually used by the designer and illustrated in the photographs of the instrument. Where the designer considers it
necessary that particular components should be used in preference to others, these components are mentioned in the article
itself. In all »other cases the constructor can use his discretion as to the choice of components, provided they are of equal
quality to those listed, and that he takes into consideration in the dimensions and layout of the set any variations in the
size of alternative components he may use.

Lengths of flex terminated on coloured tags and plugs
are used for all external connections in place of terminal
strips. Not only are these much more readily fitted, but
they greatly facilitate the rapid connecting up of the set
and avoid the danger of short circuit across terminals, at
the same time effecting an economy.
With the HF. valves suggested earlier, and an R.C.
valve (30,000 to 6o,000 ohms impedance) as detector, followed by an L.F. and power valve, good loud speaker
reception is easily obtainable from some 12 to 20 European
stations, depending upon conditions and nearness to a
powerful broadcasting station.
Self-oscillation as denoted by the heterodyning of carrier waves does not occur
Eindhoven Short.wave Transmissions.
Through the
courtesy
of
Messrs.
Philips Lamps, Ltd., we are able to give
the following list of special broadcasting
transmissions from PCJJ, which supplement the regular weekly transmissions on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 5 to 8
p.m. G.M.T. :—
Thursday, Sept. 22.-1700-2000 G.M.T.
Tuesday, Sept. 27.-1700-2000 G.M.T.
Friday, Sept. 30.-0200-0300 G.M.T.
Tuesday, Oct. 4.-1700-2000
Thursday, Oct. 6.-1700-2000 G.M.T.
Tuesday, Oct. 11.-1700-2000 G.M.T.
Thursday, Oct. 13.-0000-0300 G.M.T.

G.M.T.

0000

Dutch Receiving Station.
The Dutch receiving station EN-R005,
registered by the Dutch section I.A.R.U.,
and operated by Mr. M. W. H. de Gorter,
is regularly standing by for British
amateur phone stations on a wavelength
of 40-45 metres or lower, and will send
full detailed reports about teats noting
strength, quality of modulation, fading, etc. Those who want a report from
this station have only to drop a line to
Mr. de Goner, Essenburgstraat 120b,
B 13

even at the minimum end of the condenser scales, and it
is at this position that the primary turns of the transformers are slid up to the secondary turns to obtain a
maximum coupling consistent with the avoidance of regeneration.
Overloading of the detector valve is evidenced by double tuning of the H.F. intervalve couplings,
and is corrected by detuning the aerial transformer. The
merit of the set is good loud-speaker reception of distant
stations without heterodyning or using the set near the
oscillating point, so that skillful handling is unnecessary
so long as the user understands that the dials are advanced slowly together, keeping them in step by moving
from station to station.

TRANSMITTERS' NOTES.
Rotterdam, Holland, stating the exact
time (G.M.T.) and alsc exact wavelength.
0000
KDKA Wavelengths.
Through the courtesy of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., we
are able to settle the vexed question of
the short waves used by KDKA for experimental work. The wavelengths now
used are 26.3, 62.5 and 315 metres. The
14-metre 'transmitter has now been replaced by the 26-metre set, and the power
used is 30 kw. We would, however, state
that as the short-wave work is experimental the wavelengths are somewhat frequently changed.
0000
Nacen Telephony Tests.
A correspondent informs us that the
Nauen experimental telephony stations are
now testing on 14.9 and 17.38 metres. The
stations are presumably AGA and AGC,
and the latter wavelength differs slightly

from that given in our issue of August
17th.
0000
American Short.wave Stations.
A correspondent writes that he has experienced considerable interference with
his reception of NU 2XAD from a station
signing itself HJG. If this is an official
call-sign the station should be in Columbia, but we are unable to trace it through
the "Berne List." We shall be interested
to learn if other readers have heard this
short-wave station and if they can give us
its QUA.
0 00 0

Reception of Australian 2ME.
A correspondent at Brockley informs us
that he has succeeded in picking up the
Australian station 2ME, Sydney, N.S.W..
on a two-valve (0-v-1) modified Reinartz
receiver with an indoor aerial 20f t.. above
ground level and only lft. under the
ceiling.
2ME was first heard between
1916 and 2100 B.S.T. on September 2nd
at a strength of R2 to R5, and still more
clearly the following day at 1825-1905
B.S.T. The chiming of a clock at 4 a.m.,
Sydney time, was very distinct.
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A Section Devoted to New Ideas and Practical Devices.
REPAIRING LARGE CONDENSERS.

It may not be generally known that
it is quite possible and fairly easy to
repair Mansbridge type fixed condensers which have developed a leak
or even a short-circuit. The larger
types having capacities of one or two
microfarads,
which cost between
three or four shillings each, are well
worth the small expense involved.
First of all warm the composition
at the top in a small flame, and dig
it out with an old penknife or some
such implement, taking care not to
damage the two contacts, and roll it
into a stick while still soft. When
most of it has been removed it will
be found that there is a strip of fibre
about a quarter of an inch from the
top of the condenser which supports
the contacts to which connections are
made from inside.
Now put a few small pieces of
paraffin wax in the space at the top
and place the condenser over a gas
flame, or in a " slow " oven. Care
must be taken not to overheat the
condenser, otherwise the outer covering of paint will be damaged, or
worse still the soldered joints in the
case will melt. Add further pieces
of wax until no more is absorbed,
then pour 'off any superfluous fat
above the level of the fibre strip.
Allow to cool, and then test by
charging it up and discharging several
minutes later.
If the leak has not
been cured it follows that the wax
has not reached the affected part, and
the condenser should be warmed again
until a cure is effected.
The black
composition may now be run into the
top, the best way being to melt it in
I flame like sealing wax.
It may be found that the metal
rase of the condenser is not air-tight,
in which event the wax runs out when
molten. If this happens the case

must either be re-soldered, or alternatively the whole condenser may be
" fried " in a vessel containing
molten wax.
This latter method is
quite as effective as that described
above; it is, however, a rather odorous process, and requires at least sixpennyworth of fat to fill a vessel
Ittrge enough for the job.
L. W.
0000

HOLDING SMALL TUBES.

When it is necessary to hold tubing
for internal or external threading, a
pair of gas or electricians' pliers with
a serrated circular grip may be used

ACCUMULATOR REPAIRING HINT.

The necessity frequently arises for
repairing the connections between the
cells of accumulators which have been
joined together by means of lead
strips burnt on to the top of the plate
lugs.
Strictly speaking, the repair
should be carried out by the process
of lead burning, which gives a joint
impervious to the effects of acid.
Soldering is, however, much more
convenient, and may be carried out
with the resources at the disposal of
the average amateur. It remains tó
protect asoldered joint of this, nature
from corrosion by the acid, and this
may be done by painting the joint
with a fairly thick solution of celluloid in amyl acetate. The joint should
be well cleaned and dried before
applying the solution, which should
be allowed to harden before coming
into contact with the acid.
H. Y. F.
0000

FLASHLAMP FUSES.

Using

pliers as temporary pipe

vice.

as a pipe vice by gripping in a bench
vice as shown. There is no tendency
to flatten or distort the tubing, and
the method is far better than gripping
between lead blocks.
F. B.
VALVES FOR IDEAS.
Readers are invited to submit brief
details, with rough sketches, where necessary, of devices of experimental interest
for inclusion in this section. A dull
emitter receiving valve will be despatched
to every reader whose idea is accepted
for publication.
Letters should be addressei lo
Eduor,
" IVireless World awl Radio Review," Dorset
House, Tudor Slree, London, E.C.4, and
marl:et " Ideas."

As was pointed out in the issue of
June 8th, there was complete justification for the insertion of a flashlamp
bulb in the negative H.T. lead, in
the days of the bright-emitter valve
consuming 0.75 amps.
Nowadays,
however, when few valves consume
more than 0.25 amps., reliance on
such a device is apt to be dangerous,
as the average 3- or 4-volt bulb will
often pass as much as 0.5 amp. for a
considerable period.
If, however, the bulb be gently
touched with a hot iron so as to crack
the glass, then the vacuum inside will
be destroyed and the "blowing
point of the lamp reduced tenfold.
On test it has been found that the
average lamp will " blow " at about
so mA, thus giving an ample margin
for liberal H.T. current and. complete safety against H.T. burnouts
G. I. W.
B 14
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Small Capacity Type.
6o"
Price 9,6
" zoo"
Price 15/6

rlaTErit

s your Set heavy on H.T. Batteries? It
so, you may be using an incorrect type.
The new Siemens Catalogue No. 650 (post
free upon request) will tell you more about it
and also offers useful hints and tips on the care
and maintenance of radio batteries generally.
SiEF
--IFSi
Batteries are available in a large
number of sizes, powers and types, each and
all offering long life, the utmost reliability, and
a smoothness of reception which is a revelation to those using them for the first time.

Large Capacity.
ela
"--1
—E7SI

l'ower
Power

"6o"
" zoo"

..
..

Price 17,6
Price 211.'••

WRITE

FOR

CATALOGUE

650—NOW .

efiri1S
RADIO

BATTERIES

INVITATION.
At our Stand No. 150, National Radio Exhibition,
Olympia, September 24—October 1, you can operate a
novel H.T. Battery Indicator which will show the type
of SIEMENS Battery you should use for YOUR set.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co. Ltd.,WOOLWICH, S.E.18

Extra Large Capacity.
for Multivalve Sets, No. 1035 size,
50 volts (nominal)
Price 25 —
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Bijou • Crystal Reaim. A si ple easi'y tuned set
Price
•.. 15s bd

ere)

e

No. 2—Two Valve L. F. R.crime. This set can be opereed
by a dry battery or a 4-volt
accumulator
Price
•••
£3 Its Cd

J

TIME is always short at exhibitions,
make at once for Stands 138 and 1:E
and see the most interesting things fir..=.
Whatever you may have to mi

No. 3--R. K. Loud Steaker.
The finest sound ieproduc ng
&wee yet desumed.
Price
...
£45 es Gd
No. 4—C2 Loud Speaker.
A lull-sized full-toned loud
spnker.
Price
..•
L3 Os Od
No. S—Head Telephones. Light
weight and extremely sensitive.
these phones are eminently suitable for long range reception.
Price
I5s Oct
No. 6—L. F. Transformer. A
guaranteed inttru ene which
give , a high.
'form amp tfication ou'.-r the entire range of
frequencies in speech or music.
Puce
..
15s Od

imoN;
6

do not fail to see the B.T.H. exhibii
and particularly the new apparat
I
illustrated and describ.
on

the

opposite

Nos. 7& 8—B.T.H. Valves2, 4and 6volt.
General Purgosg
Bright Emit: r
Dull Emitter
H.F. Amplification
Pew« Amplification

55 bd
I
Os 6d
105 6d
125 6d

No. 9 — Anti,Microphonit
Valve Holder. A holder to enstile complete abswption of
vibrations.
Price
...
••• 2s 6d
No. 10—Resistance Capacity
Quisling Unit. A complete
amplifying stage, less the rah e.
Price
•••
••• 10s 6d
No. 11-3-valve Resistor Receiver. An extremely efficient
naiver giting perfect loud
speaker results.
Price
•••
LS Os Cd
XChUilit
valva IY beu.riet)
Royalties

extra LI

17s 6d

'The above prices are app'ic•
able in Gre t Britain and
Nor hero Ireland only.
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NOS 136 and 139

Apparatus
is ilustrated new apparatus which
your special attention whether you
interested in components or receivers.

Below
merits
are

9
I
.T.H. Anti-Microphnnic Valve
is a ho!der mounted on rubber
nsures perfect absorption of shock.

8
B.T.H. 2-VOLT VALVES

The new BT.11. series represent the
lat st development in the design and
construction of 2.volt Valves.
B 21 H.F.
0.1 amp.
B 22 G.P.
0.1 amp.
B 23 Power 0.2 amp;
H. Resistance CaPacity Coupling Unit. This is •
e amplifying stage, less the valve, and used in
ion with t
he B.T.H. B8 Valve will give per!ect amn over an extremely wide range of frequencies.

The B.T.H. 3-Valve Resistor Receiver. An extremely
efficient receiver employing resistance coupling. which
Rives perfect loud spec ker results. It employs B.T.H. 58
Valves in the det
ec t
or an dfi st L.F. stage and aB.T.H.
B 23 in the power stage. Changir g from low to high
wave lengths is carried out by a simple movement of
aswitch—no coil changing.

.4orvertilement of The British Thomson-Romeo" Co., Ltd.
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vA new departure in \
R. Co Coupling
THE CARBORUNDUM RESISTANCE CAPACITY COUPLING UNIT is unique
in that the Grid Leak and Anode Resistance are solid rods of Carborundum, and
are produced in Electric Furnaces at a temperature of 4,060 Fahr.
The distinctive features of these products are that they are absolutely noiseless
and do not disintegrate with use or time.
They provide the utmost freedom from
background noise.
This Unit is small in size and soldering tags are clearly
marked and easily accessible.
Carefully made and tested.

No. 83.
) -ANODE
RESISTANCE I MEP
....MUSORUHOUM

\

CARBORUNDUM
values.

ANODE

US

AT

STAND

THE

OLYMPIA

No. 125

8/6
AND

PRICE

CARBORUNDUM
STABILISING
method of crystal detection.

PRICE

SEE

PRICE

RESISTANCES

LEAKS

all

standard

UNIT.

The

most

satisfactory

Dry Cell 5d. extra.

Ask for 24 page Circuit Diagram Book.
All

Carborundum Radio Products are sold under our complete guarantee that
will operate satisfactorily in properly deîignei circuits.

CARBORUNDUM

CO.

LTD •9
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THE

REDFERN
Pneumatic Action
VALVE HOLDER

NEW

TIVELY

they

TRAFFORD PARK,
MANCHESTER.

Anti-microphonic at

Patent No. 269,388

in

2'6

DETECTOR

12/6.

GRID

last!

INVENTION
ELIMINATES

WHICH

POSI-

MICROPHONIC

NOISES.
The system of suspension of the Redfern Valve Holder is
one that has been sought by radio experimenters for years.
Its construction is such that 100% absorption of vibratory
action is effected.
It is manufactured throughout of soft pure rubber of long
elastic limit, and its internal construction affords a hermetically sealed air cavity. The effect of this air cavity enclosed
in aunit of soft rubber is to eliminate entirely the regenerative
effect caused by vibration and by sound waves generated by
the loud speaker impinging on the valves.
The Redfern Patent Valve Holder completely solves the
problem of the proximity of Loud Speaker to Valves. It is
anti-capacity, low loss, and has none ot the moisture-absorbing
properties of sponge rubber.

Sold by all reputable dealers
PRICE

2/G

EACH
amssassis.„,

Send
Recognise them by the
util-known _yellow carton
Mention of

for

the

Book

of

Ebonart

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS, LTD.,
HYDE,

CHESHIRE

when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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"EVERYMAN " HIN r.

i' is now %%ell klION\ 11 that the
" free " detector valve bias device
included in the " Everyman Four "
receiver is applicable only when using
one of the recommended combinations
of a two-volt detector with six-volt
(or, with modifications, four-volt)
salves elsewhere. Strictly speaking, it
is not possible to obtain sufficient grid
bias from the drop in voltage across
one of the filament resistors when
six-volt valves are used throughout.
Howeser, due to the presence of a
high anode resistance, an average
specimen of the popular o.1 amp.
six-volt " R.C." valves works well
if its heating current is reduced to a
figure well below that at which it is
rated.
Thus, if the holder R, is
short-circuited, and a 3o-ohm resistor
is inserted in Rs, it will be found
that ample emission is obtainable
from the filament, and, moreover,
that the bias voltage, applied to the
grid will be approximately correct.
With many modern valves, some of
which have a sharply-defined bottom
bend, it is advisable to fit a grid
potentiometer, with two dry cells, if
maximum sensitivity is required.
C

O

0 0

REPLACING THE AERIAL HALYARD.
NE of the most annoying things
which can happen in connection
with an aerial is for the halyard to
slip right off the pulley at the top of
the mast by some mishap. The suggestion of lowering the whole mast is
often inevitable and always unwelcome. If, however, the mast is not
more than about 3oft. high the simple
procedure illustrated in the figure will
in many cases enable the halyard to
be replaced without letting the mast
doss n. A rod which will reach to the
13

19

3.55

WeEikça

top of the mast is made by lashing a
number of lengths of bamboo together and at the top of this is rigidly
fixed a horizontal piece of wood four
inches long. Two nails are knocked
into this piece of wood as shown, and
are left with their head ends projecting a quarter of an inch. A stiff,
straight piece of 12-gauge wire must
be prepared, which should be about
18in. long, one end being bent into
asmall hook and the other into asmall
eye for the attachment of a length of
string.
This should be capable of

Reader.
Once we have a length of ordinary
string over the pulley the rest is easy.
In attaching the proper halyard to the
string, however, some pains must be
taken to avoid abulky knot which will
not go through the pulley block. 'One
of the simplest ways of making the
joint is to lay the two ends to be joined
alongside each other so .that they overlap for about an inch and a half and
bind round tightly with thin iron wire.
This method has been used with
success in the case of a 25ft. mast,
and there is no reason why it should
not be applied in the case of somewhat higher masts.
0000

QUALITY OF REPRODUCTION.

quality,'
'' distortionless," and suchlike words
are, in the present stage of the wireless art, comparative terms only.
There is a tendency even now to
accept a standard which is lower than
it need be.
One
of
the
most
important
advances of late has been the
des elopment of the coil-driven free
edged cone loud-speaker, which is
probably more free from pronounced
resonances than any other type.
After using such an instrument for
a few weeks, the experimenter with
only a moderately keen ear will
notice a number of shortcomings in
the reproduction of his friends' sets
to which those good people are quite
oblivious.
The chief amongst these'
is " blast," caused by notes which
are practically inaudible in the output of most horn type loud-speakers.
The notes are, of course, the very
low ones of the organ and some
drums, and the only cure is to increase the power-handling capabilities
001)

Mg. I.—Replacing% a broken halyard.

passing through the pulley block without difficulty. The wire is held horizontally at the top of the rod between
the two nails as shown in the first diagram; asteady downward pull on the
string will keep it in position while
the rod is raised. When the wire is
on the level with the pulley it is pushed
through the pulley block and is. allowed to fall through the other side.
By means of a hook attached to the
end of the rod, as shown in the second
diagram, the end of the string which
has thus been nianceuvred over the
pulley is pulled down within reaching
distance.

Mirigheg
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of the last stage in the set by the
substitution of a " larger " valve—
i.e., a " super-power," or if that is
not sufficient, a number of valves in
parallel.
There is the vexed question, too,
of whether it is the duty of the experimenter to point out the defects
in his friends' sets or not. From the
point of view of the good of the
wireless
art,
such
shortcomings
should
undoubtedly be indicated
and their remedy made clear.
The time has almost corne when a
new edict is required :" Let no man
boast of the musical quality of his set
until he has heard the same at normal
strength on a coil-driven cone loudspeaker."
At least one serious experimenter had to change his views
on the subject of crystal detection
with 'phone reproduction after such
a hearing.

to be the more permanent remains to
be seen, since both arrangements do
the work required of them. Fig. 2 (a)
scores heavily if there is any question
of unit construction, such as in the
" Nucleus " series of receivers, since
the constants of the H.F. transformer
depend upon the characteristics of the
valve connected in its primary circuit
and not upon the grid circuit of the
valve which follows.
By bringing the grid bias connection back on to the unit containing the
valve to be biassed, as shown in Fig.
2 (a), all the variables which have
to be correctly adjusted to suit a
given valve are grouped together.
0000

OVERLOADING.
VER since the earliest days of
broadcasting the temptation to
overload receivers has been with us.
it

SEPTEMBER 21st, 1927.
nominal capabilities. This is due to
the fact that if the grid of a resistance-coupled valve becomes negative,
a certain time must elapse before the
charge which inevitably accumulates
has time to leak away through the
high-resistance grid leak. In atransformer-coupled set the grid current
can leak away through the secondary
winding with comparative ease.
The foregoing is a possible explanation of the success of such sets
as the " Everyman Four," where the
first (and therefore lightly Laded)
L.F. stage is resistance-coupled to the
detector, and the second stage is
transformer-coupled.
Chronic overloading of this set will, however,
produce the same symptoms as in any
other set.
The distortion due to overloading
may perhaps best be indicated by
comparing the tone of a cracked bell

2.—Alternative positions for screens in • high-frequency amplifier.

SCREENING.
HE use of sheet aluminium or
copper within a receiver as a
means of isolating the various H.F.
stages is amodern practice which has
everything to commend it, and which
will undoubtedly become universal in
time.
Readers may have noticed a difference in the application of screens as
carried out by the several writers who
publish complete designs of receivers.
Fig. 2 (a) and (b) demonstrates this
difference, which may be summed up
by saying that in Fig. z (a) the valve
and the apparatus associated with its
anode circuit are included between a
pair of screens (or in a complete box),
while in Fig. 2 (b) the valve and its
grid circuit are grouped together.
Just which " school " will prove

T

In the days of telegraphy, phones
were used almost without exception,
and the necessity for obtaining the
utmost noise did not exist.
Loudspeakers became fairly general soon
after the commencement of regular
broadcast transmissions, and with
them came the demand for much
greater power than before. At first
there were only available " R "
valves and small power valves taking
very heavy filament current. Nowadays, however, we have an adequate
choice of valves, and there is little
excuse for any distortion of the type
associated with overloaded valves.
It is a remarkable fact that a resistance-capacity coupled amplifier, if
overloaded, mutilates the incoming
signal much more obviously than does
a transformer-coupled set of the same

with that of asound one. There is a
jarring series of overtones associated
with every loud note.
Overloading on a reflex set is not
permissible.
If the set happens to
be of a type with a highly efficient
H.F. system, a peculiar croaking
noise will be heard on loud notes.
This is due to the L.F. causing grid
current, which severely damps the
H.F. transformer and interferes with
the incoming signal. Because of this
characteristic reflex sets are instructive, since one learns to associate a
certain volume with a certain gridswing, and can be quite sure that if
the set is only just not " croaking "
that the grid bias is being used to its
full extent. The grid swing will be
about twice the value of the bias
battery.
30
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Air Pressure and Energy Distribution in the
Space Surrounding the Diaphragm.
By N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc.,

I

N the first article of this series' we showed that owing
to the low velocity of sound in air there was a distinct
focussing effect at high frequencies with the average
loud-speaker diaphragm. The low velocity means that
the time interval between the arrival of waves, from opposite edges, A, B, at apoint to the side of the disc, e.g., P
in Fig. 1, is comparable with the time taken to execute a
half-cycle at high frequencies. We indicated in a very
approximate way how to calculate the frequency at which
focussing commenced, and saw that it depended on the
diameter of the disc and on the velocity of sound in air.
'l'he larger the diameter and the less the velocity of sound
the lower the frequency at which focussing began to get
serious.
In
the
present article our
object is to give
more exact information concerning the
above effect.
We
shall assume, as before, that the rigid
./
disc is freely suspended in a wall of
24II
large extent, so that
its two sides are
completely isolated.
Since, under norAP —PC
mal conditions, lisBC —BP —AP
teners do not put
their heads close up
to a diaphragm, we
shall deal with the
air pressure at a
distance
of
ro
metres or more (see
Fig 1.—Diagram showing differ—
ence in time of arrival at P of sound
Fig. 2) from this
from diametrically opposite sides
of the diaphragm.
When BC = halt
disc.
a wavelength the radiation from A
If the alternating
and B will practicallycancel out at P.
The Wireless World, March 23rd, 1927.
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force driving the disc is constant at all frequencies, the
alternating air pressure on the axis at a distance of to
metres is greater at high than at low frequencies. The
reduction at low frequencies is due to the " accession to
inertia," by virtue of the mass of air moved at each side
of the disc. This inertia effect is negligible at high frequencies due to the focussing effect, unless the disc is
abnormally small. In other words, with a disc of normal
diameter, the mass of air affected is materially less at

2.—Normally the distance of a listener from the loud—speaker
diaphragm may be taken as 10 metres.

high than at low frequencies, since at high frequencies
the disc has little or no control over the air at each side
(see Fig. 3). The air pressure on the axis of a disc of
to cm. radius (8in. diameter) at various frequencies is
portrayed in Fig. 4, the alternating force driving the disc
being constant throughout the range covered.
We have now to discuss the value of the alternating
air pressure at the same distance from the centre of the
disc, but at points inèlined to the axis at any angle 0.
The air pressure distant to metres on a line inclined at
qi to the axis of the disc is equal to the axial pressure

esog
We ill
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Loud-speaker Diaphragms.multiplit.(1 by a factor which depends on three things,
namely, the diameter of the disc, the frequency, the angle
f . The analytical work involved is beyond our present
purview, but from the analysis I have computed the
curves of Fig. 5. Here we have a factor or function
2G, plotted against the angular distance
for different
frequencies. The alternating air pressure at any angle 4i

it is equal at all points on the surface. As the frequency
increases the air pressure becomes less on that portion
of the hemispherical surface near the wall. When acertain frequency is reached the air pressure on acircle at
the wall to metres from the disc is zero, i.e., the air is
o
o

AI R PRESSURE AT V ARIOUS ANGU LAR D I
STANCES
FROM Axis OF Disc.
Air pressure in dynes per square centimetre.
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is equal to axial air pressure x2G 1. On the axis where
tp=o it is obvious that 2G,=r, or G1=0.5.
Taking
the pressure curve of Fig. 4and the 2G, curves of Fig. 5
it is now possible to find the air pressure TO metres from
the ro cm. disc for any angle and any frequency. Several
typical cases are set forth in Table I and illustrated

cc w

1

o
o

W E

MIDDLE

a. o
«C

32

64

128

256

FREQUENCY

612

1024

CYCLES

2048 4096
PER

8192

SECOND

Fig. 4.-Curve showing air pressure on a rigid d:sc of 10 cm.
radius driven by a constant alternating force of 6.32 x 1(P dynes
(1.42 Ib.). Owing to interference a slight oscillation in the curve
occurs at high frequencies.
TJES is of the form of the curve in
Fig. 5 (p.4096 cycles), from 30 onwards, but has been neglected
in this case, the mean line being taken,

undisturbed and there are no sound waves there. As the
frequency is increased still more, the circle of zero pressure gradually veers towards the axis. It leaves in its
trail a sort of residue, so that there is a small pressure
on the wall. But at a higher frequency the pressure at
the wall again becomes zero, and another circle of zero
pressure starts on its journey towards the axis. Thus if
we pause at a frequency of 4,096 cycles we shall
find a series of circles where the pressure is zero, and
azone within which the pressure gradually increases until
we reach the axis where it is a maximum. These circles
of zero pressure are called " nodal lines." In calm air
at any high frequency they extend from regions in the
neighbourhood of the disc out into space. These points
are illustrated by the diagram of Fig. 6 and 6(a).
First-hand Information.

Fig. 3.-foam or focussing effect at high frequencies due to interference in the regions R ani S. N, N2 are noies, or points of
zero pressure.
diagrammatically in Fig. 6. At low frequencies of 64
cycles (two octaves below middle C on the pianoforte)
the pressure of the air over a hemisphere whose centre
is that of the disc and radius ro metres is constant, i.e.,

By means of a variable note oscillator applied to acoildriven diaphragm, preferably with a thin cardboard disc
fitted to the mouth of the cone, the reader can obtain a
fair idea of the distribution of air pressure at various
frequencies. In carrying out experiments there are
several things which may detract from the ideal : (t)
resonances in the cardboard disc; (2) reflection from the
walls of the room, especially at high frequencies, when
standing waves are formed; (3) incomplete isolation of
the two sides of the diaphragm; (4) acoustic shadows or
interference with the normal spatial distribution of the
sound waves due to the observer's body. Probably a
small search tube or pipe of suitable length connected to
the observer's ear will enable him to study the distribution without introducing his lody.
The next point for consideration is the energy distribution in the space outside the disc. As we already know,
sound is propagated in the form of waves. At low frequencies the waves sent out by the disc are sensibly hemi22
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spherical in shape. As the frequency increases there is a
gradual transition due to the focussing, until ultimately
the waves are sensibly plane, i.e., the front of the wave

1
f•f3.1•1, OR LESS .

•

7
f•256 ,%., '
r:-572%
1

r..1

f196

I
10

0
J211'

f•2048 ^,..
20

ANGULAR

30

40

DISTANCE

50
FROM

60

70

AXIS

OF

80

90

DISC

Fig.

5.—Curses showing salues of the factor 2G i. The pressure at
any angular distance
is equal to the axial pressure multiplied
by 2G1.

is flat instead of being spherical.
In fact, the wave front
is practically a flat disc whose diameter increases with
the distance from the disc.
In the reception of radio telegraphy or telephony we
Know that a certain amount of energy is collected or
•rant lerred from space to the aerial. Also in the recepion of sound by our aural organs, energy is transferred
?rom the air waves to these organs, by virtue of uhich we
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obtain the sensation of sound. If we take a piston and
cylinder and trap a certain amount of air below the
piston, work is done, i.e., energy is expended, in compressing the air by depressing the piston. When air is
compressed and rarefied by the vibrating disc, a certain
amount of energy is required to accomplish the process.
Nforeover, the energy does not remain in the vicinity
of the disc in the same way that it remains in the air
beneath the piston. It is radiated from the disc and
is carried away at the velocity of sound.
Ultimately
it is dissipated in heat due to frictional loss.
We
have, therefore, a progressive system of waves spreading out in various directions from the disc as source. As
the distance from the disc increases, the area of the surface covered by the waves also increases. Assuming for
simplicity that there is no frictional or other loss due to
transmission through the air, the total energy from the
disc remains constant as it travels outwards.
Since the
surface area over which the energy is distributed gradually increases with the distance from the disc, the quantity of energy passing through each square centimetre decreases as we get farther away from the disc. But there
is a direct connection between air pressure and energy.
Hence, if the latter decreases the air pressure must follow
suit. Thus the curves of Fig. 6, showing the relation
between air pressure and angular distance 0, also show
the distribution of energy from the vibrating disc.
In electrical engineering for direct currents we know
that watts=isr where i=current and r=resistance. But
.E
==.

where

(E)s
Es
— r=
power xtime,

Fig. 6.—Distribution of air pressure 10 metres from one side of
vibrating rigid disc at different frequencies.
At 4096 cycles the
small loops shown at the left of the datum line indicate that the
pressure at any instant is opposite in sign 10 that on the right.
The actual distributions lie on surfaces formed by the revolution
of the curves about the axis XX.
B 23

E = E. M. F.,

and

therefore

watts=

Now, watts measure power, and energy is
so

that

Es
energy =— xt, where t= time.

Thus we see that the energy in an electrical circuit carrying a direct current of constant value
depends upon the square of the E.M.F. or electrical pressure.
Coming back to our acoustic problem we could show
by a different process that
the sound energy also deNODAL
CIRCLE
pends upon the square of the
AT es.
air pressure. Thus, to get a
proper idea of the energy
distribution in space from
our acoustic source, we must
square all the values of air
pressure represented in the
NODAL
CIRCLE
curves of Fig. 6. The result
AT 30.
is to elongate the curves for
1024 and 4096 cycles considerably parallel to the axis. Fig. 6(a).—Section through
pressure surface at YY in Fig 6.
The energy distribution at
low frequencies is identical with that of air pressure, but
that at high frequencies is considerably more attenuated as
the angle
increases. This spatial energy distribution can
be readily appreciated qualitatively with a coil-driven
cone with large baffle.
By standing near the diaphragm
and moving the head quickly from the side to the axis,
there is a very noticeable augmentation of the high-fre-

WibriellUO
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quency energy. Naturally there is a modification due to
the head and body of the experimenter disturbing the
normal flow of pressure waves.
Here again we could
with advantage use our search tube.

or, in other words, the amplitude of vibration, as shown in
Fig. 8.
The maximum acceleration occurs when the disc just
leaves the position of Fig. 8 on its journey to the right.
TABLE

II .

TABLE

EFFECTIVE MASS OF RIGID
Disc AT
VARIOUS
FREQUENCIES (GRAMS).

Frequency.
32
64
128
256
512
1.024
7.—Wave form of driving force ou disc.

32

64

128
256
512
1,024
2,048
4,096

23.5
13.5
12.6
11.2

IO.I
10.0

4. 680
4,680
4,680
4,680
5,010
5. 640
6,260
6,320

Now when the force acting on the disc varies as shown

I-0

0-75

VIBRATION

OF

DISC - X MILLIMETRES

oh
Thus we can calculate the value of X corresponding to
each frequency. The data pertaining to this case are
given in Table IV., and these have been plotfed in Fig. 9.
The amplitude of the excursion to and fro decreases
rapidly as the frequency increases. For example, in the
case cited the amplitude at 32 cycles is Li millimetre, and
this corresponds to a sound of considerable loudness. At
256 cycles, which is 3 octaves higher in the musical scale,
the amplitude is only erth of the value at 32 cycles. In
other words, at the lower frequencies, when the energy
radiated from the disc is constant, the amplitude varies

OF

we have postulated hitherto—as we usually do when dealing with steady state problems—that the force is alternating and of a sine wave characer. That is to say, it has
a wave form like that illustrated in Fig. 7. It starts
from zero at A and attains a
maximum value at B, after
which it falls to zero and then
reverses in direction, i.e., we
have an alternate series of
pushes and pulls on the disc
which are graduated as shown
by the ordinates of the curve.
Another deduction from
elementary mechanics is required to cope with the sine
wave motion of the disc.
8.—Maxi m um displacement, X. of diaphragm from
This is as follows: Max.
the mean position.
acceleration •= (
2/1) 2X,
or
a=co 2X where f is the frequency in cycles per second,
w=2ir xfrequency, and X =the greatest distance the disc
mores on each side of its central position when vibrating,

Acceleration
of Disc.
Cm. per sec.'

in Fig. 7 the maximum amplitude is given by X=

AMPLITUDE

figures calculated from a= —are given i
n Table III. Now,

Frequency.

13.5

4.096

An important aspect of the source has not yet been
broached.
In general the amplitude or extent of the
vibration of the disc is small enough to be overlooked.
Since the eye resolves anything above 16 vibrations per
second into a continuity, i.e., as in moving or cinematograph pictures there seems to be no interruption, it is impossible to see the vibration unless special means are
adopted. We have already seen that the air pressure on
a disc due to the generation of sound energy is usually
small compared with the mass of the disc and its accession to inertia at low frequencies. Thus we can assume
that the disc has atotal effective mass equal to its natural
or gravitational mass plus the accession to inertia.
For a
disc of ro cm. radius weighing to grammes the effective
mass at various frequencies is given in Table II. From
elementary mechanics we know that force =mass xacceleration or j= ma. If we take j as being 6.32 x to 5 dynes it is
a very simple matter to calculate the acceleration. The

Effective M ass
of Disc.

13..5

2,
04
8

III .

ACCELERATION OF DISC DRIVEN
BY
FORCE OF 6.32 X 10.
DYNES= I'42 LB.

05

025

o

32

134

128

FREQUENCY

256

512

CYCLES

1024 2048 4098
PER

SECOND

Fig. 9.—Curve of amplitude of vibration of a rigid diet of 10 cm.
radius driven by an alternating force of constant magnitude
(6.32 x 10' dynes). Amplitudes above 512 cycles can be obtained
from Table IV.
B 24
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Loud-speaker Diaphragms.— .
as the inverse square of the frequency. If the effective
mass m were constant at all frequencies, and there were
no focussing due to interference at high frequencies, the
TABLE

IV.

AMPLITUDE OF Disc AT VARIOUS

FREQUENCIES.

Amplitude.
Frequency.

32
64

128
256
512
1,024
2,048
4, 096

eg 7

4.1
1.6
6.4
2.56

X=

X 10 6
X 10 6
X I0 6
X 10 6

1.02 X 10 7

4.08 X 10 7
1.63 X 10 8
6.5 xzoo

a

2.8
7.0
z.75
4-9
1.33
3.8
9.7

(cm.).

X 10- 7
X 10- 7
x io-'
X 10- ,
X 10- 4
X 10- 6
X 10- 6

maximum acceleration would be constant, because the
maximum force is constant at all frequencies. This would
yield hemispherical energy distribution on each side of
the disc, and the energy radiated at all frequencies would
be constant.
It is interesting to contemplate frequencies below the
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lower limit of audition. Foi xample, suppose we take
a frequency of 4 cycles per second, at which the motion
of the disc would be plainly visible. From our law of
inverse squares

3
2
we find ()
—
2

=64.

Thus the ampli-

tude at 4 cycles would be 64 times the amplitude at 32
cycles. This would mean a disc movement of 64 x I.1 =
70.4 millimetres =7.04 cm., which is relatively enormous.
Although for the average residence an amplitude of r.r
mm. at 32 cycles would in general be too large, the reader
will see that to secure the low tones the periphery of the
diaphragm should not be subject to considerable constraint.
In other words, it should be capable of sensibly free
motion over about r mm. This obviously applies more
rigorously to diaphragms used in public-address loudspeakers, where the amplitude at low frequencies may be
several times the above amount.
A point of interest is the velocity of the disc. At low
frequencies the amplitude is so large (relatively) that the
disc must travel more quickly than at high frequencies to
get from one side to the other. The reader can calculate
the maximum velocity which occurs when the disc is at the
centre of its swing from the formula V=t0X, using the
values of X in Table IV. It will be found that the
velocity at 32 cycles is eight times that at 256 cycldb;,
and so on.
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N connection with the annual meeting of the British
' Association for the Advancement of Science, which
was held at Leeds during the first week of September,
an exhibition of scientific apparatus mas held. Among
the exhibits of special wireless interest was a coil winding machine shown in operation by the Igranic Co., a
gramophone fitted with an electric pick-up operating a
loud-speaker, also shown by the Igranic Co., who also
exhibited their portable superheterodyne set and various
accessories. The Mullard Co. had an interesting and
instructive exhibit, showing the various stages in the construction of valves; they also showed a complete range
of valves, from the smallest receiving valves up to the
largest quartz, and glass transmitting valves. A number
of instrument-making firms showed resistance boxes,
ammeters, voltmeters, etc., and the B.B.C., in a special
room showed what could be done in the way of good
quality reproduction from the local station. The exhibit
which attracted the most attention was that of the Baird
Television Development Co., Ltd., to whom were allotted
several rooms in a separate building. The programme
announced that Television, Noctovision, and the Phonovisor would be demonstrated by Mr. Baird, but this
proved too ambitious an undertaking. A very successful demonstration of noctovision between two rooms
separated by an intermediate room was given to large
numbers of the members, who passed through in batches
hour after hour, and left Mr. Baird and his staff little
time for anything else. A special demonstration of
television and noctovision between London and Leeds
$ 25

Mr.

J.

L. Baird

demonstratime his
Sir Oliver Lodge.

Noctoviser"

to

WfiF@E®00
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effect consequently enhanced. We noticed a peculiar
was to have been given before twenty selected members
effect which we at first put down to a fading of the
of the Association on the evening of Monday, September
picture, but which we found was an optical illusion; if
5th, but although Mr. Baird himself went to London to
one allowed one's eyes to focus on the red light sweeping
superintend the transmitting end, successful transmission
across the screen, and followed it across the screen, the
was not obtained, and the waiting scientists were dispicture vanished; it seemed necessary to ignore the sweepmissed with regrets.
We understand that the Phono- ing light and look, as it were, beyond it to infinity; the
visor was not shown in operation, but was explained in
picture then showed clearly.
In this way one could
principle by Mr. Baird at a conversazione held at the
clearly detect when the person whose face was being
University.
transmitted opened and closed his mouth, or lit a cigarette, the smoke being clearly visible, in spite of the fact
Principle of Noctovision.
that the infra-red rays are supposed to penetrate fog.
For the benefit of those readers Ni ho are not familiar
Apart from the inconvenience of dazzling the
with the names given by Mr. Baird to his inventions, we
" patient " we do not know what are the relative merits
may explain that, whereas in television the subject being
of television and noctovision, but the latter is certainly
transmitted is necessarily brilliantly illuminated, in
the greater scientific novelty, and was far and away the
noctovision the subject is in darkness, but is subjected
most striking application of science to be seen at the
to a powerful beam of infra-red radiation. Although
Leeds meeting. It reflected great credit on those who
this gives no sensation of light to the human eye, it
were responsible for it. We do not know, however,
affects the light-sensitive cell in the same way that visible
whether it represented conditions exactly as they would
radiation affects it, so that, as the revolving lenses sweep
be between two distant stations. At Leeds the sending
across the subject sitting in apparent darkness, the elecand receiving rooms were apparently separated by a very
tric current flowing through the cell fluctuates according
short distance, which would greatly simplify the problem
to the variations of the infra-red radiation reflected from
of synchronisation, or do away with it entirely if a single
different parts of the subject. If the subject being transmotor could be used to drive both transmitter and
mitted is a person's face, this method avoids the inconreceiver.
venience of the dazzling illumination, but whether the
The apparatus which has been called a phonovisor
heating effect is any less we do not know; it may have
differs from that described above in that the currents
to lie greater to obtain the same result. A disadvantage
from the light-sensitive cell are made to actuate, after
of noctovision is that the various colours in the subject
amplification, the cutter of a phonograph recorder. By
will have different reflecting powers for infra-red radiaplaying this record a sound is obtained which has been
tion to those for visible radiation, but this can only be
called the sound of the person's face, assuming a face to
considered in conjunction with the response of the lightbe the subject transmitted. Even the most beautiful face
sensitive cell to different wavelengths.
It is unnecessary,
treated in this way sounds somewhat commonplace, and
however, at this early stage of development to worry about
as a method of storing a moving picture it appears to be
such points. At the receiving end the audience is in
very far behind the film.
Although, to quote Mr. Baird,
darkness, whether for television or noctovision, and sees
" if this record is played into a televisor, the original
the subject on a screen across which a light sweeps in
moving scene which caused the sound is reproduced oft
synchronism with the sweep of the lenses at the transthe screen of the televisor," we doubt whether such a
mitter; this light being obtained from a neon lamp is
cycle, even with the possibility of having the scene and
red, and follows in intensity the fluctuation of intensity
the voices recorded on the same cylinder or disc, can be
of brightness of the subject. The impression is someimproved and simplified sufficiently to be more than a
what similar to that of avery slow-moving cinema picture.
scientific novelty.
However, scientific prophesy is a
At Leeds, owing to the temporary character of the instaldangerous pastime, and we will close by congratulating
lation and the absence of concrete foundations for the
Mr. Baird on providing what was undoubtedly the most
motors, the speed was exceptionally low, and ,the flicker
popular of the scientific exhibits at the Leeds meeting.
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Issued by the Hydrographie Department, Admiralty, published by H.M. Stationery Office,
and sold by J. D. Potter, 145,
Minories, E.1. Price 6s. net.
Handbook for Wireless Telegraph Operators. Revised in accordance with the
Radiotelegraph Convention of London, 1912, and the Paris, 1925,
revision of the International Telegraph
Regulations.
The
official
handbook issued by HM. PostmasterGeneral and published by H.M.
Stationery
Office,
London,
Ed i
nburgh, Manchester, Cardiff, and Belfast. Price 9d. net.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
A.F.A. Accumulators, Ltd., 120, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I. List
No. 3 illustrating and describing
" Varta" H.T. accumulator monoblocks, type "
Cantophone Wireless Co., Remo House,
310, Regent Street, London, W.I.
Catalogue of Cantophone cabinet and
portable wireless receivers.
Unolith, Ltd.. 406, Merton Road, London,
S.W.18.
Leaflet
describing
Unolith papier-mâché horns for wireless loud-speakers.
16-
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By "EMPIRICIST."

- o
arity with the effects of acurvature of the former
HE design of a source of radio fre - .
and the presence of the latter, factors which
quency for reception experiments for
govern absolutely the performance of oscillating
general laboratory work is a matter of con.circuits. If avalve had astraight characteristic and
siderable interest. Numberless circuits have been
were free from flow of grid current, the oscillations
devised by means of which oscillations can be genein a reaction circuit connected to it my '!build up
rated, but it is useless to investigate these arrangeto an infinite amplitude, and we are thus o:
.to deal
ments without having some idea in the first place as to
with curved characteristics and grid current .i we wish
what is wanted, and in the second place as to how the
to face facts.
various typical devices can be best made to fit in with
practical requirements.
A Typical Circuit.
This article does not purport by any means to exhaust
The mathematical theory of this subject has been placed
all possible varieties of circuit for this purpose, but rather
to deal with a few particular cases by way of illustration
on a sound footing by many eminent writers, but it is
by no means necessary to go deeply into this aspect of the
and to show how certain main principles seem to govern
their design.
problem in order to obtain a general appreciation of the
main principles. It is easier, as always, to start by the
In the first place, let us consider what are the main
consideration of a particular case, and we will take in the
requirements of such a generator. Foremost among these
first instance an ordinary plate tuned circuit as shown in
we may put constancy of calibration, since in practically
Fig. t. Referring to this figure, L, C, constitutes the
all cases it is desired to employ the oscillator as a standard of radio frequency, and naturally enough it is of
oscillatory circuit, which is situated in the plate circuit
of the valve, and the reaction coil L, is coupled to L„
importance to be able to repeat an adjustment whenever
it is required. Next in order of importance
with mutual inductance M. We need not
consider the circuit L, C, as having any
we may place purity of wave-form; this is
losses of its own, since these will be out•a matter which anyone will appreciate who
has had to do with what may be termed
weighed by the damping effect of the valve
which is placed in shunt across it.
" lash-up" oscillators, since, as often as
\Ve may now consider the characteristic
not, these produce harmonics of a strength
quite comparable with the fundamental freof the valve employed in Fig. 1; this is
quency, and it is sometimes quite imposshown in Fig. 2, which is agraph of plate
sible to judge whether one is tuned-in to one
current against plate voltage for one paror the other. Occasionally it is desired to
ticular value of steady grid voltage which
set up a generator which produces harwe will assume to be constant under all
monics in great quantity and strength, but
conditions, although the instantaneous voltinasmuch as this is something of a special
age natty/ally fluctuates about the mean
Fig.
1.—Tuned
plate
circuit
requirement it need not be considered in
value when oscillatory currents are flowing
oscillator.
any great detail in the present article.
in the circuit. This curve represents at
Finally, it is desirable that the oscillator should be conevery point the instantaneous current that would
venient in use and flexible as regards wavelength range,
flow in response to oscillatory voltage across L, C, if
so that by a simple interchange of coils it can be made to
there were nu reaction coupling. Inasmuch as the latter
give a continuously variable wavelength within whatever
is present, however, the instantaneous plate current is
limits may be required for the purposes in hand.
modified at every point, and in order to consider what the
Bearing these requirements in mind, we may next give
relationship is between plate voltage and plate current we
brief attention to the fundamental properties of valves in
have to work out and plot a totally different characterso far as they affect the subject under consideration.
istic; the latter is usually called the dynamic characterValves are so frequently considered on a basis of the
istic of the circuit, and as opposed to the static characassumption that they have straight characteristics which
teristic which is that of Fig. 2.
are free from grid current that there is no general familiReferring again to Fig. t, we must consider what the
27
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The Experimenter's Notebook.—
effect of the reaction coupling is, and for the present purposes we will neglect the effect of grid current, though
this must necessarily be considered later on. Since we are
dealing with generators of oscillations we will at once
assume what every experimenter knows, namely, that the
sense of the winding of L., reckoned from battery to grid
must be opposite to L, reckoned from battery to plate; the
mutual inductance is thus negative, and at any instant the
volts on the grid are in opposition of phase to the volts
on the plate, the value of grid voltage being actually
—

times the plate voltage.

If, then, we consider an oscillatory voltage to be maintained somehow across L„ say by inducing a small
E.M.F. in the circuit L, C„ the current flowing at every

CHARACTEFOSlIC

NEGATIVE DYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTIC

Fig. 2.—Valve

characteristics with and without reaction coupling.

instant will not be given by the static curve of Fig. 2since
the grid voltage is variable; it will sometimes be greater
and sometimes be less than the figure given by this curve
according to whether at the instant under consideration the
grid voltage is greater or less than its steady value. But
since the voltage across L2 is negative when that across
L, is positive, and vice versa, we see that when the plate
voltage is greater than its steady value the plate current is
less than is given by the curve of Fig. 2, and vice versa.
When the plate voltage is equal to its steady value the
plate current will be the same whatever the reaction coupling, since then there is no superimposed voltage either
in the plate or grid circuits.
Suppose then we consider the H.T. battery voltage to
be 6o, the dynamic characteristic of the circuit of Fig. r
will pass through the point of the curve corresponding to
this voltage whatever the reaction coupling, and according
to the degree of coupling it will take a form, in the neighbourhood of 6o volts H.T., of a line sloping more gently
than the static characteristic or actually in the opposite
sense. These latter characteristics correspond to the conditions under which oscillations may be generated in the
circuit, and as this is the only case we are considering
we shall confine our attention to them. One such characteristic is shown as a dotted line in Fig. 2, from which
it will be seen that within certain limits of voltage an increase in plate volts gives rise to a decrease in plate cur-
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rent, and vice versa. This effect is, however, obtainable
only over a limited extent of the characteristic; the
negative slope outside these limits being first of all less,
and then actually positive.
If we consider various values of the reaction coupling
M we can plot a series of dynamic characteristics, all of
which will pass through the same point corresponding to
6o volts
and all of which will also pass through
the origin, since at zero plate volts no plate current will
flow. It is evident, therefore, that there will be a curve
in the dynamic characteristic on the left of the 6o volt
H.T. line, and the greater the value of M the sharper
this curve will be.
Now, since we have postulated negligible losses in the
circuit L, C„ oscillations will be generated in it however
slight the negative slope, and they will build up until an
extent of characteristic is traversed which embraces both
positive and negative slopes in such a way that as much
power is fed into the circuit as is absorbed fro-n it. It is
clear from the figure that the main positive slope in the
dynamic characteristic occurs on the left-hand side of the
6o-volt line; hence, when the curvature of this portion is
great there will be a very sudden change of slope and
the feed current will be of very irregular wave-form. In
any case, however, the feed current will have a complex
wave-form, and harmonics will be generated in the circuit to a greater or less degree.
The object to be borne in mind is, therefore, the adjustment of the reaction coupling to a value which will
give oscillations of adequate amplitude without an excess
of harmonics. This is found to be readily possible with
a good valve at any one wavelength, but the difficulty
lies in the arrangement of the circuits in such a manner
that there is no excessive reaction over the complete tuning
range of the oscillator.
A further practical point to be considered in connection
with questions of wave-form is the working point chosen
on the valve characteristic. In the figure the centre point
of the static characteristic has been selected, and it is at
once clear that this is far from being the centre of the
dynamic characteristic, a much greater value of negative
grid voltage being indicated. In practice it is invariably
found that a considerable measure of negative bias is
possible, and it is of interest to note how this necessity
is indicated by the dynamic characteristic.
So far we have assumed that there is no flow of grid
current, and in consequence that the oscillatory grid voltage was in a simple fractional relationship to that on the
plate. In practice it is frequently far from being the
case and, as a result, we have, in the grid circuit, not
only the voltage induced by L, in I- 2,but also the voltage set up in L3 as a result of the flow of grid current.
This latter voltage, while of highly irregular wave-form,
will have a fundamental component in quadrature with
the voltage in L, which will give rise to an effective increase in the capacity of the latter circuit and thus change
its tuning. Since grid current is, in the highest degree,
dependent upon the filament brightness of the valve, the
detuning effect is correspondingly variable and the result
is that the frequency of oscillation of the circuit, if L, is
large, may be quite unreliable.
(To be continued.)
all
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gives wireless reception
and control in EVERY
room at small cost
No interference between listeners; no
journeying to the set to switch on and off.
You simply place the "Lotus Relay near
the set, wire to the rooms desired, and there
connect with a"Lotus -Wall Jack and Plug.
The last plug withdrawn cuts off the
filament circuit.
FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW FOR
FREE BLUE PRINTS AND INSTRUCTIONS HOW TO WIRE TWO ROOMS
IN HALF AN HOUR.
li

Complete Outfit for
Wiring Two Rooms
1Lotus Relay. 2Lotus Relay
Filament Control Wall Jacks.
2Lotus jack Plugs. 21 yards
of Special 4-Strand 301
Wire Each additional
room

7/6

„."

•

See these Components at
Stand 93 at the National
Radio Exhibition,
Olympia, Sept. 24-Oct. 1.

THE

MIMS

REMOTE CONTROL
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Ask also for "Lotus" Coil Holders,
Jacks, Switches and Plugs. You can't
buy better.
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From all Radio Dealers.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co.,
Lotus
B29

Works,

Broadgreen

Road,

Ltd.,

Liverpool.
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Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firsn
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
AT

LAST!

POCKET

A correspondent, writing to a northern
newspaper,
describes
himself
as
a
" Satisfied Listener." It is understood
that the B.B.C. is unable to explain the
phenomenon.
0000

THE

WIRELESS.

is reported that
United States
police are to be provided with pocket
wireless receiving sets, complete with
valve and batteries. Portable set manufacturers, please note!
It

A New York "D.X." enthusiast has requested the American Federal Radio Commission to decree that all local stations
should remain silent between 12 noon and
3 p.m. to permit of the reception of
Pacific stations. The request has not been
acceded to.

INTERNATIONAL

WIRELESS

LAW.

More i
han forty countries will be
represented at the International Radio
Conference ulna opens at Washington
on October 4th.
M. Henri Ettienne,
director of the Internationale Bureau uf
the Telegraph Union at Berne, will act
as secretary-general.
'1'he principal purpose of the conference is to secure a revision of the International
Radiotelegraphic
Convention
signed in London in 1912. and to prepare
new articles which will be applicable to
all the new developments in wireless
science, including broadcasting.
0 0 0 0

EMPIRE

BROADCASTING

EXPERIMENTS

0000

B 31

BROADCASTING

0000

RADIO.

NATIONS

BUSIEST

MODERNISING

1ore Church broadcasting stations "
is aslogan of the " Osservatore Romano."
the official organ of the Vatican. which
decries certain phases of broadcasting as
at present practised.
One indictment brought against broadcasting is that it. causes waste of time
by creating the habit of listening in at
all hours of the day. But is this waste
of time?
OF

BEACON.

To stat ion KM ON., situated at St.
Louis, Missouri, probably belongs the
distinction of being the world's busiest
station. It is scheduled to operate nineteen hours per diem.

0000

LEAGUE

WIRELESS

STATION ?

FROM

WIRELESS.

That the League of Nations should
possess two wireless stations for disseminating news of international interest
is the considered opinion of experts consulted at the present session.
It was agreed that the establishment
of a powerful station with a world-wide
range was impossible on the ground of
expense. but if the additional expense
were not very great the transmission of
information and debates by wireless
might be contemplated. In that case the
wireless station should have a range
covering the whole of Europe.
It was
also agreed that a relatively powerful
short-wave transmitter would give the
required results as regards communication
with non-European countries.

FAITHFUL.

0000

A five-metre broadcast transmission
from Melbourne may shortly take place
for the benefit of British listeners.
accordiag to the Colonial Technical
Press.
The organisers are " Popular
Radio Weekly." It is possible that the
experiment will be made in two or three
weeks' time, and it is understood that,
if signals at-e reasonably strong, the
B.B.C. will relay the transmission.
AND

THE

0000
IRISH

WORLD'S

000 o

ROME

CALL

A wireless " beacon " is to be installed
at Malin Head, on the north coast of
Ireland.

OPTIMIST.

FIVE—METRE BROADCAST
AUSTRALIA ?

TO

Calcutta's newest mosque is to be fitted
with loud-speakers and valve amplifying
equipment.

AN AERIAL PRECAUTION. One of the
new 300 feet masts of station VVEAF,
Bellmore, Long Island.
Engineers are
seen adjusting one of the 1,500 candie—
power searchlights which Illumine the
masts to prevent airmen from colliding
with them.
IN

THE

ARGENTINE.

Popular enthusiasm for wireless in the
Argentine has developed to such an extent that there are now approximately
1E9.000 holdeis of receiving licences.
The majority possess crystal sets, but
valve receivers are coming into favour.

The general sympathetic regret that
Mr. Marcuse was only partially successful in his first full Empire broadcast on
Sunday, September 11th. is tempered
with the reflection that. but for the burning out of a generator, the whole programme would probably have been heard
in the Antipode. Reports from Sydney
and Melbourne go to show that, prior to
the breakdown, the speeches by Mr.
Marcuse and Captain Fraser were quite
discernible.
Thereafter practically nothing was picked up.
Mr. Marcuse will continue his experiments. though it is doubtful whether he
will
secure
permission
to
broadcast
turns " other than gramophone records.
As gramophone records are about as
common in Australia as in this country,
the intrinsic value of the " programmes "
will be open to question.

WIF@II &PO,
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BEAM DEVELOPMENTS.

'Hie mildly exciting rumour which
gained ground last week, to the effect
that the Marconi Company would shortly
inaugurate beam telephone services to
North and South America, owed its
origin to a newspaper printer's error.
The services will be by beam telegraph.
Whilst the inauguration date is uncertain, we understand that it will be in the
very near future.
0000

MANCHESTER COLLEGE OF
• TECHNOLOGY.

The Manchester Municipal College of
Technology announces that courses in
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering
and kindred subjects will open on Monday, October 3rd, enrolment week beginning on Monday, September 26th.
Full

The programmes consist of gramophone
music and concerts from local cafés, in
addition to certain market reports.
The other broadcasting station in Tientsin, writes a correspondent, is owned by
the Gisho Electric Company, a Japanese
electrical firm. This station is restricted
to the modest power of 50 watts.
0000
THE "EVERYBODY

FIVE."

" What the world needs is not so much
a good five-cent, cigar as a five-tube
radio set on which Ma can get the
Women's Hour on one tube, while Dad
gets the political speeches on the second
tube, and Sis gets the jazz on he third,
Brother the sport news on the fourth
and the Kid gets the bedtime stories

1927.

•

HEW5 FROM
"THE
Plans for the Winter.
One of the first societies to prepare a
complete syllabus for the winter session
is the Stretford and District Radio
Society.
Of special interest are the arrangements made for a series of classes
extending throughout the winter on such
subjects as elementary and advanced
radio theory, practical working, set construction, and Morse transmission and reception.
A superheterodyne demonstration will be given to-morrow evening
(Thursday) by Mr. Sheffield. The meetings of the•Society take place at 8 p.m.
at 6a, Derbyshire Lane, Stretford.
" Memories of a Mast " is the intriguing title of a lecture to be delivered on
Wednesday next, September 28th by Mr.
Woods (2UA).
Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. Hardingham,
21, Burleigh Road,
Stretford, Manchester.
000 0

Wave-traps.
A subject of growing importance—selectivity—was dealt with a a meeting of the
Western Postal Radio Society on September 1st. An outline was given of the
principles and applications of various
hems of wave-trap, including those of
the rejector, acceptor, and absorption
types.
The eager discussion which followed showed how keenly the topic of
seiectivity interests listeners of to-day.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. G. Nurse
(2AJM, Western District Office, London. W.1
0000
AMATEUR RECEIVES AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING. A radiogram received by
Mr. Allen, of Belvedere, Kent, confirming his successful reception of short-wave
broadcasting from Sydney, Australia. The set—a short-wave superhetodyne—embodies the "superhet" unit producei by Messrs. L. McMichael, Ltd.

particulars are obtainable
from
the
Registrar, J. A. 13inks, Esq., at the College of Technology. Manchester.
0000
BRITISH

BROADCASTING IN
AMERICA.

A British broadcasting 'programme was
radiated over a large area of the United
States on Sunday last, September 18th,
when the network of 16 stations owned
by the Columbia Gramophone Company
gave their inaugural programme.
The chain of stations acquired by the
British company extends from the Rocky
Mountains to the Atlantic coast.
The
programmes originate at \VOR, New
York, other stations in the network including WCAU, Philadelphia; WMAK,
Buffalo; WFBL, Syracuse; WKRC, Cincinnati; and WMAQ, Chicago.
oo oo
A CHANCE

TO HEAR CHINA?

With the opening of XOL, the city of
Tientsin, China, now has two broadcasting stations.
XOL, which is owned
by the Chinese Government radio administration, employs a power of 500
watts with a wavelength of 480 metres.

on the remaining."—American
Journal.
0000

Radio

OBITUARY.

We regret to record the death, which
occurred on Thursday last, of Mr. Walter
Gladstone Fuller, editor of the Radio
Tintes.
The late Mr. Fuller, who was born in
Dorset 46 years ago, had been connected
with journalism for many years.
He
joined the staff of the British Broadcasting Company on the programme side at the
beginning of 1925, taking over editorial
duties a year later.
0000
ELECTRIC LANGUAGE.

Terminal markings, electiic symbols,
and standard voltages are among the
topic being discussed this week at the
technical meetings of the International
Electro Technical Commission at Bellagio, Lake Como, Italy
The Commission is engaged on the unenviable
task
of unifying electrical
language
with the object of producing an electrical
vocabulary to serve all nations.

Helping Lame Dogs.
This (Wednesday) evening's meeting
of the Golders Green and Hendon Radio
Society promises to he of unusual interest.- It will be devoted to members'
wireless troubles. Those in distreas have
been invited to send their questions to
the hon. secretary in advance, and the
answers will be given at the meeting, ten
minutes being allotted to each question.
No names will be divulged. The chairman will be Mr. Maurice Child,
00 00

Winter Dances.
As ,:onie members have been unable to
attend on Tharsdays, the Golders Green
and Hendon Radio Society lias decided
to hold meetings on the first Thursday
and the third Wednesday of each month
at 8 p.m.
Four dances will be held during the
coming session, the dates being October
27th, November 24th, December 29th,
and January 26th, tickets price 3s. 6d.,
which may be obtained from Mr. E. E.
Marshall, " Wayside," Golders Green
Road, N.W.11.
The " Georgian Trio "
have again been engaged.
Hon.
Secretary
of
the
Society :
LL-Col. H. A. Scarlett, D.S.O., 357a,
Finchley Road, N.W.3.
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The Dubilier Toroids
The Dubilier Toroids are High Frequency Transformers. This does not, however, imply that
their application is limited to multi-valve receivers ; they are, in addition, highly efficient
when employed as couplers in the aerial circuits of receivers, whether crystal or valve.
In the toroidal principle there is nothing new.
The success of the Dubilier Toroid lies in
the fact that by using a most ingenious system of winding we employ this principle
to its utmost advantage, and offer you an instrument which for electrical efficiency and
variety of applications must be unique.
An examination of the Dubilier Toroids will show that there is no air gap between the
turns of the coils at their outer edges such as must exist if an ordinary solenoid were
bent round into horse-shoe shape.
The result of this is, first, that the coils have no
external electro -magnetic field, and, secondly, that they are not affected even by power' ul
fields emanating from outside sources, such as nearby and strong radio signals.
A little reflection will show that these properties are of the greatest value when we are
•
:onsidering the use of Dubilier Toroids as H.F. Transformers.
Since there is no external
electro -magnetic field, there can be no interaction between the Toroids themselves.
neither can their efficient working be upset by the close proximity of metal work.
Consequenth the metal shields with which it has become the custom to envelop H.F.
Transformers and which in themselves tend to introduce losses almost as serious as those
which they are designed to avoid, are now things of the past.
Again, since the Toroids
are not affected by outside stray fields they afford extremely stable working for the entire
receiver.

Where more than one stage of H.F. Amplification is to be used, however.

some method of neutralisation is essential, and we accordingly supply tapped Toroids
for such cases.
As will be seen, the Dubilier Toroids are made in two models.
The Red Toroid covers
the ordinary broadcast band, while the Blue Toroid is for wavelengths of from 1,000 to
3,000 metres.
A non-reversible holder, as shown, is supplied with each Toroid,
making rapid interchange a simple matter.
The price o: either Dubilier Toroid complete
with its holder is to 6.
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The Dubilier K.C. Condenser
The Dubilier K.C. Condenser has been so designed that stations will be received not
crowded together at one end of the scale readings, but evenly spread out according to
their kilocycle spacing throughout the capacity range of the condenser.
In other words
this is a kilocycle or Straight Line Frequency Condenser.
It is obvious that a condenser can only be said to give true S.L.F. results provided that
certain conditions are observed.
No condenser can be designed, for example, which will
give S.L.F. readings with any and every inductance.
The Dubilier K.C. Condenser
has, therefore, been designed to give true Kilocycle tuning when used in conjunction
with either of the Dubilier Toroids
It will also give these results when used with other
inductances, however, provided that the effective capacity shunted across the condenser
is kept at the correct value of ten micro-microfarads.
From a point of design and workmanship this is a beautiful instrument which must
appeal strongly to every constructor who values good components.
The fixed vanes,
which are of brass, are held by bakelite pillars in compression ; the rotary vanes, also
of brass, are connected to the end plates which are usually at a low potential point of
the circuit.
All these factors make for extremely low losses.
A special slow-motion
drive is provided giving a reduction ratio of 200 to 1, and the movement of the rotary
vanes is of that silky quality sc essential to fine tuning.
The maximum capacity is
o•0005 infd.
Selling at the modest price of 12'- this condenser has few, if any, equals
on the market to-day.
It is not too much to claim that the introduction of the Dubilier Toroids and the
K.C. Condenser supplies the constructor with two very valuable accessories while
opening out for the serious experimenter a most interesting field of research.
We
have prepared a booklet entitled "The Story of the Toroid and the K.C.," which
contains, in addition to a full description of these two components, a series of interesting
circuits giving photographs, wiring diagrams and circuit diagrams, with full descriptions
of each.
We shall be very pleased to hand or to forward you a copy.

Price lei each
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The Dubilier H.T. Supply Units
The Dubilier H.T. Supply Units are made in three models and cover the full range oz
radio receivers at present on the market and also the various different supply voltages
and frequencies at present in use.
Models Nos. t and 2 are illustrated above.
They are both for use on D.C. Mains and are
so designed that for A.C. Mains it is merely necessary in either case to add Model No. 3.
which is a Rectifier Unit and is of similar shape and size

to Model No.

2.

Model No.

is intended for use with Radio Sets employing only a small number of valves.
It
gives three different H.T. supplies, two of which are fixed at predetermined values and the
third is variable.
Model No. 2 is designed for large multi-valve sets and where extra special filtering is
required.
Four different H.T. supplies are available with this De Luxe Model : Two being
fixed and two variable, these being controlled by the dials on top of the instrument.

All

Dubilier Units have been designed to comply with the special regulations prepared by the
Institute of Electrical Engineers, and their silent efficient working as well as their generous
margin of safety and long lasting qualities are their chief features.

Model No. i (D.C.) £4 :12 :6
Model No.

2

Model No. 3 (A.C. Rectifier) including

(D.C. De Luxe) £8 :10 :0

Rectifying Valve £6 :6 :

The Dubilier R.C. Coupling
Unit
This Resistance Capacity Coupling Unit, introduced a feu
weeks ago, has met with, highly tavourable reports and an
eager re:-eption on all hands.
It employs the famoir,
D.unetolun Resistances whose well-known qualities ot constancy under temperature and load, absence 01 self-Induction
and self-capacity, and noiseless working, have contributed
laigely to the success of the unit.
Used in conjunction with spe. -ial high amplification-facto:
valves it gives pure undistorted amplification over the cuti:
audible range from So to 10,000 cycles.

Price
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News from All Quarters :
Empire

Tests

at

By Our Special

Chelmsford.—Colonial Enthusiasm.—A

Fellowship."-5GB
B.B.C's Short-wave Station.
It is now an open secret, that the
short-wave Empire broadcasting experiments are to be conducted at the Marconi Company's works at Chelmsford.
The fact that the B.B.C. will work in
close as..sociation with the Marconi engineers
augurs
well
for
the
Empire
scheme, for the Marconi people are experts in the domain of the short wave,
with which the B.B.C. is less familiar.
while the B.B.C. engineers have little
to learn in connection with microphone
work. A happy combination.
000 0

A Call horn Nairobi.
It is difficult, in this tight little island,
where broadcasting pours in upon us
directly we turn a knob, to realise the
which
has
fever-heat of excitement
been generated
in
the less-favoured
Colonies over the mere possibility of
picking up a programme from England.
From Nairobi comes a copy of the
Times of East
Africa—the settlers'
Sunday paper—in which columns are
devoted to Mr. Marcuse's efforts, and
listeners are exhorted to flood 2NM
with reports.
" Swamp him." says the
writer; " he will pass them on to the
B.B.C., and it is hoped that they will
no longer ignore the claims of the
majority—the mighty British Empire of
which we are a part."

to

Increase

367

Correspondent.

Moue

Power.—B.B.C.'s

An Economical Scheme.
lii the meant inie, Nairobi is busy
with plans for the erection of its own
local broadcasting station to work on
a wavelength under 100 metres.
The
station will have a dual personality,
being required for official purposes to
work C.W. telegraphy with England.
This seems an excellent idea, for presumably
the
expenses
are
shared.
Hoots, mon!
0000

"Miss Hook of Holland"
NLss llook of Holland," the Dutch
musical incident which had a great
stage success in London ten years ago,
is to be broadcast from 2L0 on October
5th.
The cast will include Huntley
Wright, Norman Williams, Mary Allen,
Dorothy Monkman, and Dorothy Shake.

to

Clapham.--" The

Testing

Silent

Van.

Research Department Moves.
Capt. Wet and his little band of
followers composing the B.B.C. research
department have ventured into fresh
fields and pastures new in the neighbourhoOd of Clapham.
Here they have
set up their gear in an old house, specially
converted, and innocent of the distractions of Savoy Hill.
The surroundings are quiet and free
from electrical disturbance, so if some
epoch-making discoveries are not made
in Clapham very shortly .
0000
Not World-Beaters.
As a matter of fact, the research department is mainly concerned with improvements in existing apparatus rather
than with recondite questions affecting
wireless phenomena as a whole. In other
words, it is not out to beat the N.P.L.

0000

Paying the Piper.
On the question of financing an Empire service, the writer resolutely declares that the Empire -can and will pay
for its own programmes, but adds :
" We cannot, build a station in Britain
to broadcast to ourselves; we must rely
upon the home country for that."
0000

A Note of Irony.
The advertisements, too, reflect enthusiasm for the short wave, but there
is a note of irony in the cheerful announcement, " You can now listen in to
the excellent concerta, music, latest news,
etc., broadcasted from Holland and
America."
The italics are theirs, not
mine!
B
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AMERICA'S NEW 50 kW. BROADCASTING STATION.
Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, chief
engineer of WEAN', New York, showing visitors a bank of large water-cooled valves
employed in the new high power transmitter at Bellmore, Long Island. The new
plant supersedes the original 5 kW. station in New York City.

Wh'®11@feo
Walt u1
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A Complaint.
Correspondents are more sophisticated
than they used to be in the early days
of broadcasting, hence the Savoy Hill
letter bag rarely yields such gems as the
following, which carne in a few days
ago :—
" Please corne and
take away
a
Frenchman's two-valve set what has been
upsetting all near the Five Bells Public
these four months.
It's not right these
people should corn% and upset us ladies
what was bred and borne here and
swears at all our old men who complain.
We had no trouble till he started."
0000
And Another.
More subtle was the following :—
Membership Card No. 5GB.
The Silent Fellowship.
Erdingion District.
ecioo
Broadcasting and Corpulence.
Does broadcasting encourage corpulence?
This question, trivial perhaps
to some people, is of very real moment
to a number of the Savoy .Hill staff.
During the past year an undoubted tendency towards
" beefiness" has asserted itself in unsuspected quarters. nor
is it confined to the educational, dramaic, and research departments.
0000
Wanted: Aborts Ground.
What one may call inter-studio agility
may have served to stave off the monster
of obesity in the past, but, now that their
numbers are increased the staff no longer
find it necessary to engage in a miniature
steeplechase from studio to studio between
" turns" in order to maintain a continuous programme.
I am not surprised,
therefore, that they are seeking a new
sports ground. Somewhere in the southeast of London has been suggested, but
the question of locality seems a small
matter beside this growing accretion of
large matter.
0000
5913 to Increase Power.
Signal strength throughout the Birmingham area is at least equal to that
in the East End of London, according to
careful tests made by the B.B.C. engineers
in
their
celebrated
" Green
Maria." However, there is undoubtedly
a spirit of discontent in this area, due
to the prodigious strength at which the
old 5IT used to be received, and
listeners will not be sorry when 5GB
increases
its
power in
about three
weeks' time, when the new aerial will
also go np.
0000
Work of the Testing Van.
Talking of the " Green Maria," it is
interesting to note that this particular
van has covered a distance of over 6,000
miles in making similar reception tests
in different parts of the country.
The apparatus carried consists of a.
seven-valve
superheterodyne
and
a
frame aerial.
In the plate circuit of
the detector valve is a microammeter
which gives a reading depending upon
the strength of the received signal. The
method is to adjust the sensitiveness of
the -receiver so as to obtain a suitable
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reading on the ammeter.
The frame
aerial is then turned through 90 degrees
until the signals from the station which
it is desired to measure are no longer
received.
The operator then employs a
local signal from a carefully screened
oscillator of variable output, inducing
an E.M.F. in the frame aerial to give
the sanie reading in the ammeter as
FUTURE FEATURES.
London & Daventry.
SEPTEMBER
25TH. —Brass
Band
Concert,
SEPTEMBER
26TH. — " The
Pied
Piper of Hamelin," a cantata
for tenor, bass, chorus, and
orchestra.
SEPTEMBER 27TH. — Variety Programme.
SEPTEMBER
28TH.—" Il
Troya.
tore," an opera by Verdi.
SEPTEMBER 29TH.—Wireless Military Band Concert.
SEPTEMBER 30TH.—Symphony Concert.
OCTOBER IST.—" OR With the Show
of 1927."
Daventry experimental.
SEPTEMBER 25TH. —.A ben Sandler
and the Grand Hotel, Eastbourne, Orchestra.
SEYIEMBER
26TH. — A
Charles
Dickens Concert.
SEPTEMBER
27TH. —" II
Trovatore," an opera by Verdi.
SEPTEM BER 28m.—Orchestral and
Vocal Concert.
SEPTEMBER 28TH.—Symphony Concert.
SEPTEMBER
30TH.—" The
Vaux hail Belles," a light romantic
opera.
OCTOBER lsr.—Orchest rai Concert.
Bournemouth,
SEPTEMBER 25T11.—Sweet Tuneful
Musick, a pingramme of old
and new favourites.
Cardiff.
SEPTEMBER
27)11.—" The
Ghost
Sh;p," a play in one act.
Manchester.
OCTOBER In.—Violin Recital by
Daisy Kennedy.
Newcastle.
SEPTEMBER 27rii. — The Electric
Sparks Conceit Party.
Glasgow.
OCTOBER
1ST. — Two
Highland
Plays.
Aberdeen.
%Pi EMBER 29To.—Scottish
Programme.
Belfast.
SEPTEMBER
26TH.—French
Composers.
. .

that obtained from the distant station.
Direct measurement by means of an
A.C. milliammeter then gives, by a
simple
calculation,
the
amount
of
E.M.F. which is induced in the aerial.
This is, of course, equal to the E.M.F.
induced in the aerial by the signal from
the distant station.
In the course of is 6,000-miles tour
the van has delved into most districts,

including Scotland.
The tests are made
during the day-time, when signals are
normally at their weakest.
000 o
Dundee Leads.
When the Duchess of York broadcasts this morning (Wednesday) from
the Glasgow, Dundee, and Edinburgh
stations, it will not be the first occasion
on which Her Royal Highness has addressed the microphone.
On August
26th, 1926, the Duchess spoke at a Dundee flower show, the proceedings being
broadcast from 2DE.
This morning's proceedings will begin
at 11.30 o'clock, when Her Royal Highness will be presented with the freedom
of the city of Glasgow at St. Andrew's
Hall.
0000
End of the "Pronas."
The Promenade Concert season comes
to an end on Saturday next, September
24th.
The B.B.C. will be the first to admit
that, in some respects there has been
room for improvement in this year's
" Proms."
Perhaps next year it may
be possible to have a longer season.
The reason for limiting the period this
year to six weeks was the protracted
negotiations
with
the
Queen's
Hall
people.
The concerts were undertaken
at very short notice—in fact, the normal time taken in preparation was cut
down by two months.
The 1927 season stands out both on
account of the attendances and the enthusiasm displayed, leaving with us the
moral that broadcasting does not affect a
series of concerts with a big tradition
behind them.
0000
Morning Transmissions.
Important changes are to be made in
the hours of morning transmissions from
2L0 and 5XX from September -26th
onwards.
On Saturdays London and
Daventry will broadcast from 1 p.m. to
2 p.m.,
thus
giving
thousands
of
listeners who are not able to spare time
for tuning-in on other afternoons of the
week an opportunity of hearing lunchtime music.
From Mondays to Fridays
inclusive 5XX will transmit from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m., while 2L0 transmissions are to
take place from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
0000
Man with Three Voices.

A singer with a double voice will be
heard by 5GB listeners on September
30th. He is Mr. Strath MacKay, whose
peculiar vocal gift was discovered a few
years ago by Sir William Milligan, the
eminent throat specialist. Mr. MacKay's
natural voit-e is tenor, but he can also
sing bass at the same time, due to one
vocal chord vibrating at a faster rate
than the other.
In 1925 Prof. James
Brown, Mus.Bac., Cantal), discovered a
further register. and in some of Mr.
MacKay's songs this third voice is heard.
his singing resembling that of a small
choir.
May I suggest that Mr. MacKay
should charge the B.B.C. triple fees for
this rare entertainment?
B
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Patent No
254203.

e
EW RETROACTIVE TUNER MODEL "B"
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR

NEUTRODYNE

WORK

The popularity of our standard Retroactive Tuner has been so great, and its advantages
over plug-in coils so marked that we have developed a new model specially designed for
neutrodyne work. In this Tuner the winding has a cen re tapping point vti.h °periodic
aerial coupling and reaction coll. Instead of the ordinary 8-point switch a special
double pole change-over switch is provided for the long and short waves, the centre
tap on the coil being permanent in both cases.
A very wide choice of aerial coupling and reaction circuits is available. Space permits
us to mention only a few, but users will appreciate the possibilities opened by this
new tuner.

25/-

THE

magnetic
coupling coils

(I)

Standard aperiodic aerial coupling for selectivity with ordinary

reaction.

(2)

The popular " Reinartz" reaction
with the reaction condenser.

in

(3)

" Rice " Neutralised circuit.

(4)

Capacity reaction with centre tapped coil.

(5)

Combined magnetic and fixed capacity

reaction.

MARK

I

The
New
CENTRE TAPPED REACTIVE ANODE UNIT

OF

by

1

using the aerial

BETTER

series

RADIO

Wiley)
A special booklet containing full details and a number o' mom>.
mended circuits for all models of the tuner issued with each instrument.

Specially recommended for use with
our Retroactive Tuner Model" B."
Kingsu ay Rouse, 103, Kinosway, London, IV .C.2.
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"lam
pleased to say
that your 'Ethovox .
'oud speaker has proved
entirely satisfactory.
The
reproduction of broadcast items,
when using the 'Ethovox; is
so near to perfect that it is
almost impossible to believe that
une is receiving broadcasted matter,
the quality of the music and speech
being so faithfully reproduced as to be equal
to the original interpretation of the various
items inside the studio.
Ihave never previously tested a speaker that gave such good
results. The tonal quality, absolute absence
of resonance, and the reproduction of exceptionally fine
and undistorted music and
speech,
brand
the
•
Ethovox
as the
'super -speaker'
of to-day."

Would YOU
like aSuper
Speaker ?
One that would give you the
same satisfaction, the same
service as that which caused
the above description to
be written by a user in
Australia.

Ile

PRIM
THE

VALVE-HOLDER
14411111111111

NOW BEING SOLD
DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC
By cutting out the middleman, by initiating more
efficient methods of manufacture, and being aided by
the already large demand for this super Valve-Holder,
we have pleasure in announcing that on and after
SEPT. 21st The "ARTIC" Valve-Holder will be
reduced in price from 3/9 to 2,
3each, POST FREE.
Its superiority as a valve-holder has always been
admitted, and this astoundin g reduction places it within
the reach of EVERY valve user. Quality and construction have not been altered in the slightest degree.

Olympia—
Sept. 24th
to
Oct. 1
st.
will find us

The "ARTIC" principle guarantees perfect
steadiness under all conditions of shock and vibration. Even when the valve is nioved directly, it
just sags back into position. No springs or rubber
are employed — these are but makeshifts and
,ucceçs can never be possible with such mediums.

st

127

and there we will be only
too pleased to show you how
readily the

Ethovox

can be adapted to your own
receiving set and how wonderfully it will add to your enjoyment of all the programmes
of the day.
Remember, to-day you can
buy it at

MASTER

NON - VIBRATORY

If you would, we invite you to call at our
Stand at the National
Radio Exhibition at

You

192 7.

wo RLD
PAT EN
NO
SPRIN GS.
RU BBER
N° USED.

DIRECT
FROM US
TO YOU
.11/, I.NS .1 (
¡'FR
VA LVE-HOLDER FOR YOU.
2i3 each POST FREE with P.O. remittance or COD with Ci).
charge extra.
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Oempià 1927
September 24th to October 1st.
Things to Look For at the Show—A Forecast of Some of the Exhibits.
0 OMEWII ERE the suggestion was made recently that science
should take a ten years' rest and that humanity would
profit rather than suffer thereby; but, fortunately perhaps,
it is contrary to human nature to endeavour to curb enterprise.
Wireless, one of the youngest of the world's inventions, is progressing at a prodigious rate and, no doubt, the enormous
publicity which the subject has received through broadcasting
is largely responsible for accelerating progress in development.
Were it not for such events as the annual Exhibition of wireless apparatus by British radio manufacturers now about to
take place at Olympia, it would be very difficult for the public
to attempt to keep pace with the ever-increasing number of
new things, all of which in some way or another indicate progress either in the direction of greater efficiency or simplicity in
receiving sets. The progress made on the transmitting side
is largely instrumental in setting the pace for receiver development and such innovations as the regional scheme of broadcasting and the proposed short-wave Empire stations take
a prominent part in guiding the technique of receiver design.
Although we in England took up broadcasting considerably
later than some other countries, we shall find plenty of evidence
at Olympia that British manufacturers have been able to make
up whatever time they may have lost as the result of a belated
entry into competition with other_ nations.
Examples of Progress.
Whilst we may safely say that in almost every detail substantial progress has been made since last year, there will
nevertheless quite naturally be certain innovations of outstanding
importance. -Those who may have said that the three-electrode
valve had reached finality will realise that the introduction
of the new screened valve will compel them to modify their
point of view. This is probably the outstanding novelty of
the Exhibition and it opens up new lines of research both
for the professional engineer and the amateur experimenter.
Valves of the more usual types but having a very high
magnification factor have served to turn the attention of manufacturers to the subject of resistance-capacity coupling which
hitherto hie been regarded as a somewhat uneconomical
a 37

arrangement, because the earlier valves were not suitable
for the purpose. It will not be surprising, therefore, to find
that a very large number of the manufacturers are marketing
resistance-capacity coupling units complete in themselves including the valve-holder.
Attention to Quality.
As the public has been educated to an appreciation of better
quality in reproduction, the necessity for comparatively high
anode voltages has been recognised, and many of the sets
incorporate battery eliminators working from the mains, thereby simplifying the question of current supply at the necessary
voltages. It will, of course, be a very long while before the
majority of listeners are in the fortunate position of having
electric current supply available for their sets, and therefore designers of H.T. batteries, both secondary and primary,
have also been busy improving their !products. Indirectly
heated filament valves for working direct from mains supplies
were introduced recently and will be shown at the Exhibition
in standard form and incorporated in receivers.
Simplification of Sets.
A great deal of attention has been paid to aimplifyoig the
control and tuning of receivers, and the logarithmic condenser
plays an important part in assisting to bring about this
simplification. The number of controls on the panels of sets
is fast reaching the minimum, for, in addition to simplified
tuning, the temperature at which the filaments of valves should
operate is no longer so critical as formerly and for this reason
variable rheostats with panel dials are being replaced by fixed
or semi-fixed resistors incorporated within the sets.
It is difficult to attempt in advance of the Exhibition to
forecast the novelties in any detail. In the pages which follow
we comment on a number of interesting exhibits which the
visitor should not miss, but it must be realised that many
manufacturers aie guarding zealously the secret of their
innovations until the opening of the Exhibition, and the information we are able to give in advance is limited to what
manufacturers have been prepared to disclose at this stage.

;-n
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Guide to the Show.—
AMPLION (137).
Since the inception of broadcasting the Company have shown
themselves to be pioneers in developing loud-speakers. At their
stand this year the well-known horn type models will be shown,
notably the A.R.19 with wooden flare and non-resonant sound
conduit, and the smaller edition the A.R.65.0. Of later design
are the " Radiolux " cabinet hornless loud-speakers with large
metal grilles; these are shown in two sizes and in various
finishes. A range of cone loud-speakers is exhibited; the characteristics of this latest type are roundness and depth of tone
and better reproduction of the lower frequencies; the Amplion cone series do not require special output circuits and
can be connected to an ordinary power valve.
The cabinet cone types with wooden grilles are beautifully
finished in Jacobean or Chippendale styles and are of artistic
design. Two examples of open cone loud-speakers will be shown,
one arranged with a conventional wooden stand and the other
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Pirtoid tubing which provides a good material for coil formers
will be shown ill several sizes.
No less than nine H.T. battery eliminators for various inputs
and outputs are being shown. Three are for D.C., and six for
A.C. An L.T. battery charger with battery floated across it
for use with A.C. lighting mains should be of interest.
The Atlas Neutrofour receiver (I.v.2) will be shown;
H.F. coupling consists of a neutralised transformer wound o
Pirtoid with the primary placed laterally to the secondary an
with provision foi- variable regeneration within the former. The
H.F. transformer and an aerial coupling coil also wound on
Pirtoid are sold as separate units.
H. Clarke and Co. (Manchester), Ltd., Atlas Works, Eastnor
Street, Old Treord, Manchester.
BENJAMIN (79).
The antimicrophonic valve holder which has gained such
popularity during the last two years will, of course, be a

I. Peto-Scott dual neutralising condenser. 2. Bowyer-Lowe two-speed epicyclic dial with renewable scale. 3. Dubilier K.C. (Kilocycle) condenser with 200 to 1 reduction gear. 4. Dubilier fleldless Toroid coil. S. Dubilier resistance-capacity coupler with interchangeable units. b. Ferranti moving-coil meter containing protecting ¡fuse. 7. Bowyer-Lowe collapsible aluminium screening box.

fitted with an adjustable hook to allow of attachment to a
picture rail.
There are now available no less than 23 different models of
Amphion loud-speakers.
Orahain Amplion, Ltd., 25-26, Sande Row, Regent Street,
Lbiidon • W.1.
ATLAS (113).
Besides the well-known general purpose Atlas coils, a new
series of tapped coils have been introduced. One range
i f coils tapped
at their electrical centres will be found most
useful for neutralised circuits, and another range tapped at
two suitable points can be used for auto-coupling of aerial
or :or Reinartz circuits.
A resistance-capacity coupler will be •shown containing- a
coupling condenser and anode and grid resistances suitable for
use with valves having a high amplification factor and high
impedance.

feature of this stand. A good panel mounting battery switch
with positive on and off action, also the self-contained
rheostat in three different maximum resistances will be shown.
A new development is an efficient earthing device consisting of
two strips of corrugated metal riveted together at right angles
so as to expose as great a surface as possible. A new H.T.
battery eliminator for 220-240 volt A.C. mains is provided with
smoothing chokes with liberal cores to prevent saturation and
a further good feature is the incorporation of a wide range
of voltage controls; it is claimed that absolute silence is obtained
with this unit.
Benjamin Electric, Ltd., Brantwood Works, Tariff Road,
Tottenham, London, N.17.
BOWYER-LOWE (124).
New components will include an anti-microphonic valve holder
constructed of " Whiteline." It is claimed' that the dielectric
values of this substance are particularly constant so that the
B 38
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Guide to the Show.—
valve holder may be used with success in superheterodyne
and short-wave receivers. Another component which should be
of considerable interest to amateurs is a well-finished matt aluminium collapsible screening box.
A very neat geared two-speed condenser dial giving direct
drive or a reduction of 18 to 1 by a concealed epicyciic gear is
another new product of this Company. There is no backlash
Ind the moving parts are self-compensating for wear; an added
refinement is the provision of a station recorder with renewable
scales.
For baseboard mounting inside a receiver a useful variable
resistor is being manufactured in which from time to time
new settings to compensate for voltage drop, etc., can be
made.
These resistors (5 ohms and 30 ohms maximum) are
graduated so that settings may be repeated.
This means of
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implies, is a wooden cabinet model shaped like the head of a
sphinx, the workmanship and finish are excellent, and for those
who require a high-grade instrument this model should appeal.
The new Brown " Disc " loud-speaker is made in two distinct
finishes, oxidised silver and black and gold. The disc is contained within a circular metal case provided with an artistic
grille. The " Mascot " brings the disc type loud-speaker within
the range of all pockets, the disc itself is exposed in front and
is supported at the back by a handsome wooden frame. No less
than seven horn type loud-speakers, from the baby H.4 to the
large 23-inch "Q " type, are still manufactured.
For those who wish to construct their own cone loud-speaker
at a very low price, a set of parts known as the C.T.S. unit
can be purchased if desired. This unit can be adapted for use
as a gramophone attachment. Two receivers will be shown incorporating the Brown valveless mechanical amplifier connected

1. Peto-Scott midget condenser. 2. Cosmos A.N.P. (astatic non-parasitic) coil with limited external field; a few turns of resistance
wire are wound on each half of coil to prevent parasitic oscillation. 3. igranic condenser. 4. Cosmos holder for Indirectly heated
cathode valves. 5. Cosmos A.N.P. short-wave coil. 6. Bowyer-Lowe
Whiteline" low-capacity valve-holder.

controlling filament temperature would appear to be an advance
on panel rheostats and permanently fixed resistors.
A high-class buzzer wavemeter and multi-ratio L.F. transformer will also be exhibited.
7'/te Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd., Radio Works, Letchworth,
Berta.
BRANDES (161).
The well-known " Brandola " and "Table Talker" loudspeakers and matched tone headphones will be shown; the
" Table Cone " mark...; the introduction of a cone loud-speaker
at a popular price. S.L.F. condensers and two different ratio
L.F. transformers and three complete sets in which great attention has been paid to good quality of reproduction will be
exhibited.
Brandes, Ltd., 2and 3, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C.
S. G. BROWN (122).
This firm has for long specialised in the manufacture of loudspeakers and telephones; their exhibit this year will create a
widespread interest as a number of new types of disc speakers
will be seen. The " Sphinx " disc loud-speaker, as the name
39

to a crystal receiver.
Besides the well-known Brown headphones, a gramophone pick-up device and a public address unit
will be exhibited.
S. G. Brown, Ltd., Western Avenue, North Acton, London,
IV.3.
B.T.H. (138, 139, .•••
A very compact resistance capacity coupling unit is a. new
product of this company: it contains a valve-holder mounted on absorbent rubber, a coupling condenser and anode and grid
resistances of suitable values to function in connection with the
B.T.H. B.8 valve, which has the extremely high amplification
factor of 50. The base of the moulding is cut away so as to
give access to the removable components.
A new anti-microphonic valve-holder will be exhibited in which
absorption of vibration is effected by rubber rather' than by
metallic springs; it is claimed that the latter are inclined to
cause and prolong vibration.
A new series of 2-volt valves will be of special interest ;the
B.21 has an amplification factor of 16, an A.C. resistance of
32,000 ohms, and can, therefore, be used as an H.F. amplifier or
as a detector followed by an anode resistance of about. 150,000
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ohms. Type B.22 is a general-purpose valve having an amplification factor of 7.5 and an A.C. resistance of 14,000 ohms.
Type B.23 has been specially designed for the last L.F. stage,
where moderately strong loud-speaker signals are required. The
amplification factor is 6 and the A.C. resistance 8,000 ohms •it
might be pointed out that the mut ua lcon duc tance of this valve
is nearly as high as the well-known B.4, although the filament
wattage is only 0.4.
Type B.8 has an amplification factor of
50 and an A.C. resistance of 180,000 ohms; it is designed for
use in L.F. resistance coupled stages. The filament consumption
of this 2-volt series is one-tenth of an ampere (except the
B.23, which is one-fifth ampere), which renders them specially
suitable for portable sets.
A three-valve " Resistor " receiver will be exhibited containing a detector and two L.F. stages, the valves used being two
B.8's, followed by a B.23. A push-pull switch is provided to
change over from short to long waves.
British 7'honison Houston Co., Ltd., Crown House, Aldwych,
London, W.C.
CAPACO

(12).

A very comprehensive range of cabinets, from a small box
to contain a crystal set to a large piece of beautifully finished
furniture in Chippendale style, will be shown. Besides supplying cabinets complete with panels in every conceivable shape and
type and into which constructors can build their own sets, this
company specialises in the standardisation of bo,ces and cabinets
for sets described in the various utreless journals. Ready-made
cabinets with properly fitting panels are a great boon to the
wireless amateur who is not expert in cabinet-making and polishing and to whom such work is monotonous.
Right-angle aluminium brackets for holding panel and baseboard together also guaranteed ebonite panels in matt, polished
and mahogany finish cut to standard sizes will be shown. It
should be noted that this company undert akes engraving of
panels to individual. requirements.
Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Cameo Works, Sanderstead Road, South Croydon.
C.D.M. (PAELHUISH) (231).
An ingenious vernier dial having three speeds will attract
attention. A fixed vernier cam, haying two slopes which provide
two different ratios of movement for fine tuning, is so arranged
that it can be set to any angle by means of a set screw; ratios
up to 500 to 1can be obtained. The dial, which is well finished,
is 4 in. in diameter, is moulded in ebonite and is divided into
180 degrees.
A range of fixed mica dielectric condensers in very clean
brown bakelite mouldings will be shown, the capacities are
guaranteed to 5 per cent, and one-hole baseboard fixing is
arranged by the inclusion of a metal bush in the centre of the
condenser; both terminals and solder tags are provided. Difficulty is sometimes experienced in removing plug-in coils from
their holders, but the " C.D.M." plug-in coil adaptor levers the
coil at the proper point and prevents damage to windings. A
high-frequency choke and variable condenser will be shown.
C. D. Melhuieh, 8, Great Sutton Street, Goswell Road,
London, E.C.1.
COSMOS

(158, 156).

A new range of components and sets of considerable interest
will be exhibited by this company.
A range of A.C. short-path valves in which the cathode is indirectly heated will be a new feature. By means of a suitable
step-down transformer which the company manufacture, the
low-tension supply for a sel can be derived directly from A.C.
lighting mains, thus dispensing altogether with the L.T. accumulator. The heater is in the form of a hair-pin wire disposed
within a porcelain insulator on the outside of which is a metal
tube coated with the oxides of various rare metals. This tube
Lecomes red hot when cm-rent is passed through the heater wire
and emits the necessary stream of electrons. It is claimed that
hum due to complex wave-forms in the A.C. lighting supply
is sliminated as the heater is non-inductive and the cathode has
an equipotential surface. The A.C. valves have five-pin bases,
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but a special adaptor renders them suitable for ordinary valveholders. The A.C./G and A.C./fl valves have respectively
amplification factors of 35 and 10 and A.C. resistances of 14,000
and 2,500 ohms, and they can safely be used with 180 volts
H. T. It must be conceded that a valve that will handle an input
of about 24 volts grid swing, that has an amplification factor of
10, an A.C. resistance of 2,500 ohms and a mutual conductance
of 4 mA. per volt, exhibits a high standard of efficiency.
The " Cosmos " L.T. battery eliminator for use with these
valves has an output of 5 amperes at 4 volts and is designed
so that no rheostats are required, but a potentiometer is fitted
to eliminate all traces of hum from specially noisy mains.
The " Cosmos" A.N.P. centre-tapped and quarter-tapped
coils should be of great interest to constructors, for it is claimed
by the makers that the usual inherent defects in stabilised high.
frequency amplification are reduced to a minimum. The coils
are astatically wound so that there is a limited external field
with resultant lack of magnetic coupling between adjacent coils.
This avoids the use of close-fitting screens which considerably
increase high-frequency resistance. A few turns of insulated
resistance wire are wound on each half of these coils, thereby
eliminating the tendency for parasitic oscillations at high frequency. The coils are wound on skeleton formers and are interchangeable, a baseboard mounting with spring clips being
provided.
Other products of the company are a high tension and grid
bias eliminator, two short-path rectifying valves, one for halfwave and the other for full-wave rectification and a few additions to the range of the well-known Cosmos short-path valves.
A five-valve set (2.v.2) has been specially developed foi- the
advent of the regional broadcasting scheme to give a liberal
output of undistorted signals from alternative stations.
The
H.F. 'couplings are neutralised and include A.N.P. coils described above.
Capacity reaction is employed and the L.F.
stages are resistance-coupled.
The controls are calibrated in
metres, a feature which is likely to become standard on all
sets in future; compartments are provided for batteries or
battery eliminators.
Metro-Vick Supplies, Ltd., 155, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.
DUBILIER

(1M).

A new 0.0005 mfd. true S.L.F. condenser known as the K.C.
is a fine example of modern radio design. It has been manufactured essentially to work in conjunction with the new Torpid
coils, but any inductance may be employed with equal success
provided the effective shunted capacity across the condenser is
kept at 10 micro-microfarads. The rotary vanes are connected
to the end plates, and the fixed vanes are held by bakelite
pillais in compression. The spindle runs on ball bearings and
a slow motion drive gives a ratio of 200 to 1. A factor which
militates against the success of H.F. amplification is the interaction of the magnetic field of the H.F. transformer with that
of other inductances. Dubilier toroidal coils, therefore, will be
a feature of interest, as their external fields are practically
nil. Long- and short-w a ve toroid transformers suitably tapped
for balanced circuits will be shown. There are three types of
Dubilier H.T. eliminators, two are for D.C. mains and the
third is an A.C. rectifying unit for use after either of the D.C.
units; the smoothed outputs by means of suitable potential
dividers have fixed as well as variable tappings. The popular
sizes of the Dubilier-Mansbridge condenser now have a beautifully finished maroon-coloured bakelite moulding as a containing ,case in place of the nietal case; the advantages are better
insulation resistance to case, imperviousness to moisture and
temperature change, and reduced possibility of short circuit
to ease. These condensers are made in fourteen different
values between 0.01 and 2 mfd., and are tested at 350 volts
D.C., but the normal working voltage should not exceed 150.
The " Duvarileek" variable grid leak and " Duvolcon "
volume control are variable high resistances in which it is
claimed that constancy of the resistance element is maintained
under varying temperature conditions. The well-known fixed
mica
dielectric condensers and " Dumetohni " metallised
grid leaks need no description; however, mica condensers of
the order of 0.1 infd. are now made for L.F. resistance coupling
and ensure by their perfect insulation that the H.F. potential
is not impressed on the grid of the succeeding valve. Among
B 40
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the other accessories shown, low-capacity switches and wirewound anode resistances will be of some interest.
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, North Acton, London, W.3.
EBONART (84).
Redfern's Ebonart panels, cut to standard sizes and so well
known to amateurs, will be the chief feature of this stand;
there will be a number of new and useful sizes shown, and
the same standard of all-round efficiency is exhibited.
A very useful ebonite H.F. choke former having six slots
sin. deep by ¿in. in width and screwed to a suitable base with
two terminals will particularly appeal to the constructor who
wishes to wind his own choke to satisfy specific conditions.
Should two or three chokes be wound to different values for
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number of windings are to be accommodated (e.g., primary,
secondary, reaction, and tappings, etc.).
Red/em's Rubber Works, Ltd., Hyde, Cheshire.
ELECTONE

(28).

The Electone automatic programme selector is an ingenious
device which will attract attention.
It consists of a clock
in a mahogany case having 24 holes around the face into which
metal plugs can be pushed for the selection of one or more
periods of half an hour's broadcasting; the clock has two leads
so that it can be interposed in series in the L.T. battery circuit.
By means of this programme selector it can be prearranged which
items are to be heard and at the end of the programme the
receiver will be automatically switched off for the night.
The Gordon radio charger for D.C. mains consists of an in.
dicating ammeter with aconnecting plug and socket, and has the

I. C.A.V. heavy duty H.T. accumulator unit. 2. Oldham accumulator in glass container shaped to take carrier. 3. L.T. Leclanché unit
made by the Wet High Tensioa Battery Company. 4. Exide
Mass" type 10-volt H.T. accum ulator. 5. Hart 12-volt H.T. accumulator
note the spring-clip connectors.

experimental purposes it will be found convenient to remove
their bases and to screw two terminals into the end holes
provided and suspend the chokes between grid leak clips.
An anti-microphonic valve holder moulded entirely of rubber,
with stranded connectors from the terminals to the valve sockets
will undoubtedly appeal where insulation from shock has to be
of the highest order.
The anchoring to suitable terminals of the ends of various
windings on a coil former has presented a number of difficulties
to the amateur, it will be, therefore, of considerable interest
to see a new coil former on this stand in which there are seven
nickel-plated pins projecting vertically downwards from seven
ribs, each having a suitable terminal at the end of the winding
face of the former. An ebonite base is provided with seven
sockets so that coils are interchangeable.
The former has
eight ribs, the overall diameter is 2/in. and the winding length
about 4n.
This should be a valuable component where a
3
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advantage that having been plugged into an ordinary lamp
socket the source of light is still retained.
F. J. Cordon cé Co., Ltd., 92, Charlotte Street, London, W.1.
•
EVER READY
(184).
This company, being one of the pioneers in producing wireless batteries, naturally has a very comprehensive range of
H.T. and L.T. and grid bias units. The H.T. range includes
super capacity dry batteries capable of discharging at 20 milliamperes, Sac type Leclanché cells which can be made up to
any voltage required, and H.T. accumulators in various sizes.
The L.T. range contains accumulators and dry cells, the latter
being of sufficient capacity for sets with three or four valves
of the new and popular 0.1 amp. class and provide a source of
current with avoidance of acid fumes—a consideration where
portable sets are concerned. Grid bias batteries tapped at every
volte are now made up to 16 volta; in view of the increasing
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use of power valves having an impedance of about 4,000 ohms
the use of a single 16-volt unit is more handy than two smaller
units wired in series.
Ever Beady Co. (Gt. Britain), Ltd., Hercules Place, Holloway, London, N.7.
EX UDE (187, 233).
This company's well-known products will be examined with
keen interest by the amateur. L.T. batteries will be shown in a
great variety of capacities, and cells with glass containers are
a predominant factor. The Exide D.T.G., D.F.G., and D.H.G.
in glass, and known as the "Mass " type cell, with heavy
plates have capacities of 20, 45, and 100 ampere hours respectively; the special feature of these cells is that they will hold
their charge for extremely long periods without sulphation or
other detriment, and are of great value for use with low-consumption valves where the total rate of discharge is under
1 ampere.
Type C accumulators in celluloid or glare have
a capacity range from 6- to 120 ampere hours, and are the
standard popular type suitable for heavier discharges than the
" Mass " type.
With the increasing popularity of portable sets and the
advent of really efficient 0.1 ampere 2-volt valves it is natural
to find that special attention has been given to the production
of a wide range of Exide unspillable celluloid batteries. The
special acid trap will survive the test of complete inversion,
and, having tortuous passages, is likely to minimise the risk of
acid-laden fumes being emitted.
High-tension accumulators
often suffer from self-discharge by surface leakage, but attention
has been paid to this defect, and all Exide H.T. accumulators
have well-designed cell tops in which creeping is impossible.
Made up in 10-volt glass units and having a capacity of
2,500 milliampere hours, the W.J. H.T. "Mass" battery is
recommended for discharges up to 20 milliamperes.
The
W. T. G. is similar to the W.J., but has 2-volt tappings for
grid bias use; the value of employing a small grid bias
accumulator which will hold its charge for a long period should
not be overlooked. The W.H. 24-volt H.T. battery is recommended for discharges of over 20 milliamperes, and is a stoutly
built glass unit which will withstand rough handling.
An illustrated catalogue is issued by this firm giving a fund
of information concerning valve characteristics, wavelengths
of broadcasting stations, etc., and should be most helpful to
the amateur to best apply his battery power.
The Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., 217-229, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.
FERRANTI (142).
Those who have installed either the A.F.3 or A.F.4 L.F.
transformer and who has-e appreciated their excellent performance will be interested to see that the Ferranti Co. are producing a further series of transformers and other radio
equipment.
The 0.P.1 output transformer hz.s a core of ample dimensions
and is not likely to saturate with the current from the ordinary
super-power valve, the ratio is 1 to 1 and is suitable for use
with a 2,000 ohm loud-speaker. The company claims that this
transformer affords a better means of keeping the D.C. component out of the loud-speaker th an th e choke met hod ow i
ng
to the absence of the time factor which a condenser introduces.
The 0.P.2 output transformer lias a ratio of 25 to 1, and is
specially designed for use with moving coil loud-speakers. The
new A.F.5 L.F. transformer has the remarkable primary inductance .of over 120 henries, and it is claimed that using a valve
with a- magnification factor of 14 an overall amplification of
16 between 50 and 8,000 cycles is obtained.
The primary to
secondary ratio is 1 to 3.5. No fewer than six push-pull intervalve and output transformers are being shown; the Ferranti
have decided to develop this method of coupling as it
is undoubtedly a means of handling big inputs without the
use of excessive H.T. These transformers have similar characteristics to the A.F. and O.P. series already described above.
A range of extremely well-finished moving-coil meters is
exhibited; they are designed either for flush or projecting panel
mounting, or can also be obtained as portable models; an
accuracy of 1 per cent, is guaranteed.
Non-metallic cases are
provided to prevent the accidental shorting of leads, and the
voltmeters are wound to either 200 or 1,000 ohms per volt, thus
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ensuring an extremely small consumption.
Milliammeters,
ammeters, and voltmeters of every possible range which are
likely to fulfil the requirements of any wireless set are either
being shown or are in the course of production. A valuable
feature is the provision in every instrument of a fuse to prevent damage to the coil winding when an overload is accidentally
applied.
The Ferranti trickle charger for A. C. mains consists of a
Westinghouse metal rectifier in a metal container, which gives
0.5 ampere output for either 2-, 4-, or 6-volt batteries. The
average filament consumption of three- and four-valve sets is
about 0.5 ampere, so that the charger may conveniently be left
on for approximately the sanie period that the set is used.
In view of this company's long experience in transformers and
choke design, wireless enthusiasts will welcome the introduction
of a Ferranti D.C. and A.C. eliminator; the former, it is
claimed, will deliver 95 mA. plate current without hum, while
the latter employs the D.C. filter followed by a Westinghouse
metal rectifier.
For those who wish to construct their own smoothing circuits
three new chokes are provided, having inductances of 40, 10,
and 48 henries and respectively passing safely 50, 100 and
6 mA.
Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancashire.
FORMO (81).
The Formo-Densor will interest those who require a small
compact variable condenser with mica dielectric which can be
varied between certain specified limits; there are many uses
for this component, and mention may be made of tone control, series aerial condenser, grid condenser, by-pass across
anode resistance, etc. The Formo logarithmic condenser is of
robust design, and is provided with a framework so that it
can be screwed to a baseboard or fitted to a panel. Logarithmic condenser; provide the only proper means of simultaneously tuning two or more circuits, and so as to arrange for the
ganging of separate condensers a small universal joint giving
slight flexibility to the drive is supplied; this is considerably
cheaper than purchasing a built-up ganged condenser. A new
idea is an illuminated condenser dial which deserves attention. A flash lamp bulb is fixed behind the panel so as to
illuminate a semi-transparent ivorine scale which is read
through a small window. The lamp is fed from the L.T.
battery and is operated by a push-pull switch: The close
metal screening of coils carrying H.F. currents leads to the
production of eddy currents and consequent. loss; the Formo
Company, appreciating this, will be showing a collapsible
aluminium screening box large enough to take a whole H.F.
stage, the sides are lapped, and a close-fitting lid is supplied.
A large range of interesting components and a catalogue
giving a vast amount of information to the constructor will
be available.
The Formo Company', Crown Works, Cricklewood Lane,
London, N. W.
G.E.C. (50, 140).
In view of the excellent quality of reproduction which is
now obtainable from electrically-cut gramophone records, it is
of great interest to note that nearly all new Gecophone wireless sets will be provided with a socket into which can be
plugged the company's new gramophone pick-up device, thus
utilising the low-frequency portion of the set to.amplify the
gramophone signals and reproduce them on one or more loudspeakers. The G.E.C. are bringing out a series of diagrams so
that the amateur who has purchased a pick-up device can construct an amplifier best suited to its needs. The company points
out to the constructor the necessity of rearranging the wiring
of a complete receiver so that the pick-up jack is inserted at
the input of the first L.F. stage, and not at a point that
includes a part of the detector circuit. With each pick-up are
supplied eight Tungstyle needles each capable of being used
some dozen times, and adaptors can be purchased so that
the tone-arm of practically all well-known makes of gramophone can be fitted.
Among the accessories to be shown, mention must be made
of a high-resistance potentiometer (I megohm) with an extremely smooth control, seventeen contacts are provided, and
the component is arranged for one-hole fixing, only a small
is 4a
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knob appearing on the front of the panel; for volume control
this should be extremely popular. A new rheostat, the body
of which is moulded in Bakelite, is to be shown. It can be
used as a semipermanently set resistor for baseboard mounting or as an ordinary panel mounting variable rheostat; good
contact is obtained on the internal periphery of the resistance
winding by a spring-loaded plunger, the spring being soldered
to the spindle to ensure reliable contact.
A variable twin coil holder for plug-in coils, employing fine
adjustment for panel or baseboard mounting, exhibits the

cone loud-speaker, which can either be supplied with a stand
or with means for attaching to the wall.
General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kin gsway,
London, 117.C.2.
HART

(112).

This company will show an attractive series of accumulators
with glass containers. Amateurs have already begun to realise
the many advantages of glass over both ebonite and celluloid,
and the slight disadvantage of weight is more than counterbalanced by cheapness, rigidity, and ready visibility of the con

I. Princeps concert receiver with mains unit; a trigger circuit with battery-coupled valve is employed. 2. M.P.A. table cabinet
loud-speaker. 3. McMichael portable set with built-in lou --speaker. 4. Brandes 3-A receiver.
5. Cosmos H.T. and grid bias
battery eliminator for A.C. mains. 6. M.P.A. plaque loud-speaker. 7. Igranic absorption wavemeter with Litz-wound single-layer coll.

same excellent workmanship that characterises the other products of this company.
A full range of Osram valves is shown, the latest additions
to which are the S.625 or screened grid valve and the K.H.I.,
which is a new indirectly heated cathode valve having an
impedance of 30,000 ohms and an amplification factor of 40.
For heating the filaments of the " K ' type of valves front
A.C. mains, a step-down transformer is supplied which gives
a constant output voltage of 3.5 for one to four valves, and
without employing any regulating resistance.
A large range of sets will he exhibited, also a new open
3
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dition of the plates and electrolyte. The R.M.E. is a 2-volt
cell with glass container so constructed that other cells can be
connected on the unit basis by means of non-corroding connectors. A number of celluloid L.T. batteries are being shown,
one series of which are unspillable and are essentially made
for portable sets.
The popular R.A.O. type H.T. accumulator, with a capacity
of 2,500 mA. hours, is still retained ;it is a noteworthy feature
that both positive and negative plates are enveloped with sheets
of perforated ebonite, thus preventing the dislodging of active
material from the grid structures. A large type H.T. accums-
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lator is shown which has a capacity of 6,000 mA. hours, and
should therefore provide the anode current needed for the
largest set. A new 12-volt H.T. unit Comparto, with spring
clip terminals, is so designed that large voltage batteries can
easily be built up. The capacity is 1,500 mA. hours.
Other exhibits include hydrometers and various accumulator
carrying crates.
Bart Accumulator Co., Ltd., Afarahgate Lane, Stratford,
London, E.15.
IGRANIC

048, 149).

A number of new components and sets of general appeal will
be exhibited. The Plionorox gramophone pick-up device is a
neat, compact unit entirely enclosed in a metal case provided
with an adjustable clip within which is a rubber ring for attachment to the tone-arm of a gramophone; ordinary needles can be
used. A special plug adaptor for insertion into the detector
valve holder in place of the detector valve connects the pick-up
device at a point where the impulses are applied to the input
of the L.F. transformer, a volume control device is necessary,
and is supplied in cases where this is not already fitted to the
L.F. portion of the receiver.
As the two-foot rule is to the carpenter, so should the wavemeter be to the wireless student. It will be, therefore, of interest to find the simplest type of absorption wavemeter exhibited. The receiver to be calibrated may be made to oscillate
feebly, and the wavemeter adjusted until oscillation ceases.
The wavemeter can be used as a wavetrap, and consists of a
completely enclosed precision condenser in parallel with a low
loss coil wound with Litz wire, each coil is separately calibrated and a curve is supplied.; a waveband of 15 and 2,000
metres being covered.
The new baseboard mounting Igranic H.P. choke is exceptionally neat and compact, being about the same size as a
watch; the single deep and narrow waveform winding is
attached to a bakelite moulding is provided with a cover
and is suitable for wavelengths up to 3,000 metres. The wellknown Igranic high-resistauce potentiometer has been redesigned
and is more constant. For volume control or as a variable grid
leak this component should be valuable, and is obtainable in
models of values of 1 meg. or 5rasp:
A good feature is a wire-wound anode resistance shielded to
prevent interaction.
Such an enormous range of components and sets will be shown
that space will not allow of detailed descriptions, but constructors will be well advised to examine the 20 to 80 metres shortwave receiver outfit of parts incorporating a stage of screened
high-frequency amplification, using transformer coupling, also a
new seven-valve superheterodyne kit supplied at a very modest
price.
Electric
Ltd., 147, Queen Victoria Street, London,

co.,

LEW COS

(113).

The efficient Litz-wound Lewcos plug-in coils are retained,
and an additional series of centre- and double-tapped coils added.
The centre-tapped variety are for balance circuits such as the
neutralised tuned anode, and the double-tapped are useful for
aerial auto-coupling or Reinartz reaction. The connection to the
fkppings is by a spring plug, so that the interchanging of coils
is' made extremely simple. A range of binocular coils with
external fields sufficiently limited to render unnecessary the
employment of screens is a new feature; these coils are proaded with six pins to plug into the standard six-socket base.
The Lewcos dual screened coil is an innovation whereby aseries
nr short-wave screened coils may be changed over to a similar
series of long-wave screened coils in one movement by the rotation of a small panel control knob. As so much attention is
now being directed to screening H F. stages, the constructor
will find a large number of coils and screening boxes which
will inevitably be of interest. Research work has shown that if
proper attention is given to the length-diameter ratio of a single
layer tuning coil a minimum B.F. resistance can only be
obtained by using Litz wire; it is therefore important to note
that a very comprehensive range of standard conductors will
be available in 36, 38, 40, 42, and 44 gauge, a choice of either
9, 27 or 81 strands being possible. Glazite and stranded frame
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aerial wire will be shown in six colours, and a new multiple.
membered battery cable complete with wander plugs and spade
tags will appeal where tidiness is a first consideration.
London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths, Ltd., 7, Playhouse
Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.0.1.
LIBERTY (3).
The Liberty eight-valve portable superheterodyne receiver
presente a neat appearance. The lower portion contains a builtin cone loud-speaker and the upper portion is provided with a
hinged lid behind which the two usual controls are fitted. It
is claimed that at least thirty-two stations can be received at.
loud-speaker strength. An internal frame aerial, H.T. battery,
and a chargeable L.T. battery are contained within the set.
An added refinement is the provision of a compass. Made in
the saine design and similar in general layout, two straight.
circuit self-contained portable sets are to be shown, in which
provision is made for .he frame aerial to be moved independently of the receiver when the latter is used in a confined
space.
Two high-tension battery eliminators are exhibited, one for
A.C. and one for D.C. ;both of these are capable of delivering
50 mA. of smoothed current, and both have ten voltage tappings, a feature of no small importance where a multi-valve
set with various anode potential requirements are concerned.
The A.C. eliminator employs full-wave rectification.
The Liberty two-stage resistance capacity coupler in the form
of a single unit should appeal by reason of the space which
it saves in a set.
Other components of interest are a comprehensive tester fitted
with a double-reading voltmeter and neon lamp for batteryvoltage measurement and continuity test, and a series of electric
soldering irons with hinged bits consuming from 55 to 159
watts.
Badi-Arc Electric Co. (1927), Ltd., Bennett Street, Chiairick,
London, W.4.
LOTUS (93).
The Lotus remote coAtrol relay for house-wiring will be of
considerable interest; reception is obtainable from any number
of points simultaneously, and the receiving set is controlled
from any one point; the list person to withdraw the jack-plug
cuts off the set. The relay is suitable for sets using 2.. 4- or
6-volt accumulators, and a separate battery is not required to
operate the relay. An innovation in the form of a relay to
control the L.T. and the H.T. when the latter is obtained from
the mains by an eliminator will appeal to the amateur. Thie
Company will be showing a series of well-finished coil holders,
anti-inicrophonic valve holders, jacks and switches.
Garnett, Whiteley and Co., Ltd., "Lotus" Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.
MARCONIPHONE
54, 128-135).
Of the various sets exhibited, great interest will undoubtedly
be taken in the eight-valve euperheterodyne ' in which provision
is made for short- or long-wave tuni ng by the incorporation
of switches and by arranging two separate windings at right
angles to one another on the frame aerial. By this means interference between the two frames amid dead-end effects are
avoided. A single control for tuning simplifies control;'the
frame aerial condenser and the control of the oscillator are
arranged on one axis, and two concentric dials are made to
rotate together with the refinement that, should slight differential movement be required, a clutch is provided to release one
dial temporarily. It is often convenient to be able to control
volume and switch off a set from a comfortable chair a few
yards away; this is effected by means of a small unit with
10 ft. of three-member flexible cable; volume is controlled by
the dimming of the I.F. valve filaments and the L.T. circuit
is broken as a means of putting the set out of action.
Thu Marconiphone Company has evolved a very comprehensive range of eliminators from small D.C. and A.C. units
suitable for two-valve sets to "All-Power " units with H.T.,
L.T. and bias outputs for five-valve sets. In the D.C.1 unit
ihe emoothing chokes, which have liberal iron cores, are placed
together with condensers of 4 and 6 mfds., and the necessary
reducing resistances in a metal container having a bakelite
panel. Two controls are provided; one is a potentiometer
giving a variable smoothed H.T. supply for H.F. and detector
B 44
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anodes and the other is a variable 200 ohms rheostat in circuit
with an ammeter which gives warning when 0.1 amps is exceeded by the filaments of the valves, which must be connected
in series. Either 2-volt, 4-volt or 6-volt 0.1 amp. valves may
be used in this circuit, and fur the plates of the L.F. and
power valves up to 20 milliamps can be taken; six values of
grid bias are obtainable.
Among the components the well-known Ideal transformers and
chokes are to be shown. Two variable high resistances, 0 to
40,000 ohms and 0 to 500,000 ohms, are very useful for volume
control, and the smoothness of their action is a noteworthy
feature. A number of constructors' sets are on view, in which
prominence is given to smoothing and rectifying equipment for
A.C. and D.C. eliminators, a choke with large core and capable
of carrying 150 mA, also a 200 ohms filament rheostat and
various smoothing condensers are provided for D.C. work, whilst
for A.C. mains, chokes, transformers, half-wave and full-wave
rectifying valves can be supplied. Of outstanding interest is

377

ance to the M.H. L.F. transformer, and has an inductance
of 25 henries; the winding is split up into a number of sections
which are well separated to reduce risk of breakdown.
The general tendency in receivers is to cut down the number
of controls on the panel.
Keeping this in view, Messrs.
McMichael are putting out a range of semi-fixed resistors foi
baseboard mounting with the value in ohms engraved at suitable points on the circumference of the resistor; repetition oh
settings is thus made simple. A range of semi-aperiodic H.F.
transformers not requiring to be tuned with a variable condenser and giving with two stages, it is claimed, a good degree
of amplification with absolute stability should interest those
who require a set with the very minimum of controls.
The well-known Dimic and Irnimic coils are retained, and a
screening box for them (Sin. x3ain. xgin. high) is now made in
polished tinned copper; suitable holes are drilled near the base
for entrance wires, and a tight-fitting lid is provided. This
box can also be supplied with a valve base for use with the new
screened valve

I. Dubiller H.T. eliminator. 2. Cosmos five—valve set in which the controls are callhratei in metres. 3. Amplion Chippendale model
loud—apeaker. 4. Automobile Accessories Mark XVII receiver. 5. 11TH. three—valve (0.v.2.) receiver; L.F. resistance—capacity coupling
is used. 6. Liberty battery eliminator.

the 8.625 valve, in which the plate-grid capacity is practically
neutralised within the valve by the interposition of an electrostatic screen which is connected to a point of positive potential
on the H.T. battery; the amplification factor of this valve is of
the order of 110 and the impedance about 175,000 ohms, a fact
which makes it desirable to use low loss coils wound with Litz
wire in the associated tuning circuit. As copper screening is
necessary, the Marconiphone Company advises the use of astatic
or fieldless coils to reduce eddy current and reaction effects.
It is claimed that if proper attention is paid to screening and
coil construction, an overall amplification of 35 to 50 per .1-1.F.
stage with absolute stability can be obtained. The 8.625 valve
will probably attract more attention at the Exhibition than any
other component.
Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210-212, Tottenham Court Road,
London, W.1.
240MICHAEL (120).
Many new components have been evolved since the last Exhibition. The McMichael L.F. choke has a similar external appear45

in conjunction with Messrs. Ferranti, a metal-shrouded L.F.
transformer is being put on the market and will be incorporated
in all complete and home assembly sets. In view of the growing importance of short-wave reception, the 1928 M.H. Dimic
Three receiver should create interest, as it is capable of reception on waNelengths from 15 to 10,000 metres; this set is also
sold in parts for home assembly.
The new M.H. four-valve portable receiver is entirely selfcontained in a leather case with Celestion loud-speaker built
in, is very compact, measuring only 15in. x12in. x84in., and
weighs but 28 lb. Tuning is effected by means of one dial
only, and reaction control is by variometer. Provision for
reception from an open aerial is made. A five-valve portable
set of the same design as that just described has two stages
of H.F. amplification and an increased range. A six-valve
superheterodyne home assembly set specially designed for shortwave reception will be shown.
L. McMichael, Ltd., Hastings House, Norfolk Street, Strand.
London, W.U.2.

UPS
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M.P.A. (57).
This company has for some time concentrated its energies on
marketing self-contained portable sets giving high quality of
reproduction.
The M.P.A. " Transportable Three " and the " Transportable Five'' contain many features of interest, and the circuits
and layouts follow sound and well-tried practice. The cabinetmaking is extremely well done, and the appearance of the
sets is most pleasing and artistic. The th ree va l
ve se tcompr i
ses
a detector and two L.F. stages; the first L.F. stage is resistance
coupled and the second transformer coupled; the avoidance of
a (ondenser in the grid circuit of the output valve is a good
roint. The five valve set contains two H.F. stages (the L.F.
portion of the set is the same in principle as the three-valve
wit), which are stabilised and screened by brass shields, and
the panel is made of aluminium. To change over to long waves
it, is necessary to plug in a suitable five-pin transformer.
The self-contained loud-speaker has its sound conduits so
arranged that signals are emitted from both sides of the receiver,
so that when the set is placed in the centre of a room a more
oniform and natural effect is claimed to be produced. The louds2eakers are sold separately and should be of considerable
interest.
IV .1.

Wireless, 62, Conduit Street, Regent Street, London,

OLDHAM (71).
This company, having had long association with the electrical
industry, naturally provides exhibits the merits of wni( h are
based on sound practical experience. The superiority of batteries with glass containers is becoming evident to wireless
enthusiasts, who will find a large selection of this type of
battery shown. There are also slow discharge cells which can
be charged at normal rates; these are useful for small sets
contalning one or two dull emitters. The firm has paid a good
deal of attention to carrier crates for accumulators; these
elcome means of l
essen i
ng th e bur d
en of transport to the local
charging station will he examined with interest.
The popular Oldham high-tension battery, whh can be built
up on the expanding bookcase principle, starting with 60 volts,
is an inteiesting exhibit.
-There will be a good range of
accumulators in celluloid cases, also a well-designed, unspillable
type for portable sets.
Oldham and Son, Ltd., Drnton, Manchester.
ORMOND (72, 73).
New components include a range of logarithmic condensers
which are fast betoming popular in view of the convenient
scale they provide between square law and straight line frequency; they give the only logical means of gang-controlling two
or more tuned circuits. A receiver can be calibrated irrespective
of the inductive value of a coil with which the condenser is
used, in fact the logarithmic condenser can be fairly well calibrated with a wavelength scale, which can be set to suit the
coil with which it is associated. These condensers are of the
same general design as the Ormond S.L.F., and are supplied
with an earthing shield and friction control is optional. The
" Neutracondenser" for balanced circuits or capacity controlled reaction will be of interest as it has the exceptionally
low minimum of 1.5 micro-microfarads, the maximum capacity
being approximately 50 micro-microfarads. It is constructed
for baseboard or panel mounting and the electrodes are wholly
enclosed within a dustproof ebonite container mounted on a
cleanly moulded base.
A new anti-capacity valve holder for baseboard mounting with
nickel plated parts and sold at a popular price deserves attention. The well-known Ormond S.L.F. condenser has undergone
modifications, the frame has been reduced and the end plates
are of highly finished bakelite; attention bas been paid to a
low minimum capacity and one hole fixing is provided; the
control is either by a plain 4-in. bakelite dial or a 55 to 1
slow motion dial.
A dual indicator dial of very attractive appearance will be
shown and is now fitted with a slow motion drive with a reduction ratio of 16 to 1. Accurate reading of the dial is effected
by a fine hair line and a convenient feature is that the direction of rotation of the control knob is the sanie as that of the
cursor; the dial is provided with a terminal and can thus
be used as an earthed shield.
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A new series of well finished jacks and plugs with nickel
plated fittings, also a range of fixed resistors will be shown.
Three complete receivers are being manufactured this year
with two, three and five valves respectively, all employing
straight circuits. The five-valve set is a self-contained portable
set with Celestion loud-speaker built in and it is claimed that
4 kilowatt stations givr good loud-speaker reception up to 40
miles, while Daventry can be heard satisfactorily up to 400 miles.
Ormond Engineering Co., Ltd., 199-205, Penton-vine Road,
London, N.1.
R.I.-VARLET (5, 143).
A number of new prod acts of interest will be found on this
stand. The Multi-cellular H.F. choke wound by the patented
bi-duplex system consists of a skeleton former containing the
very minimum of dielectric; the winding is divided into seven
sections, the centre sections having a higher inductance than
the outer sections. This method conforms to the latest practice in choke winding, c.nd tends to reduce self-capacity and
to prevent choke resonance. A moulded bakelite base is fitted,
and the choke itself is protected by a transparent cover. Two
L.F. resistance-capacity units will be shown.
Type A has
components with suitable constants for valves with A.C. resistances between 15,000 and 40,000 ohms. Type B is suitable for
use after valves of 30,000 to 100,000 ohms resistance. The units
consist of two tubular containers, one holding the bi-duplex,
wire-wound anode resistance, the other holding a vacuum type
grid leak; within the lid is .the coupling condenser.
The
values of the components in Type A are :approximate anode
resistance 200,000 ohms, grid leak 1 meg., coupling condenser
6.01 mfd. Anode resistances called upon to carry a milliampere
or more are liable to become noisy in operation and to undergo
change in value unless they are wire-wound; it will, therefore, be interesting to examine the fine range of R.I. Valley biduplex resistances, which are now made in values from 10,000
to 500,000 ohms. A series of tapped resistances give a satisfactory means of controlling volume.
A neat moulding with
clips to take the resistances provides for horizontal or vertical mounting, and will be available at the exhibition. Various
panel mounting tuners will be shown, the latest addition to
this series being a neutrodyne centre-tapped retroactive unit.
R. I. and 'Farley, Ltd., 103, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
SIEMENS (150).
Siemens Bros. have an enviable name in the electrical world
for the excellence of their dry batteries. The " Super-Radio"
extra large capacity H.T. battery with spring clip connectors
is capable of giving up to 20 mA. discharge, being sufficient
for the largest, receivers.
It contains thirty-six cells, and is
nominally rated at 50 volts. Next in capacity is the " Power "
type H.T. battery with a normal discharge rate of 5 mA. and
a maximum economical discharge rate of 10 mA., while the
smaller ordinary capacity H.T. batteries are still supplied for
those who have sets with one or two valves with a total plate
current of not more than 2.5 to 5 mA.
Only impromptu methods have been used up to now for
securing grid bias batteries to panels and baseboards; a proper
fixing flap attached to Siemens bias batteries so that they can
be held in position by screws is, therefore, an important improvement. A section of this stand will be devoted to ebonite,
which is turned out in very large quantities at the company's
works at Woolwich.
Siemens Bros. and Co., Ltd., Woolwich, London, S.E.18.
T.C.C. (116).
This company having specialised in condensers for many years,
it is naturally expected that the exhibits will include a comprehensive range to cover all uses in receivers, eliminators, etc.
Besides the well-known small type condensers in green cases
up to 0.01 mfd. a aeries of seven mica condensers from 0.01 to
C.3 mfd., tes.ed to 300 volts D.C., are now made chiefly for
L.F. resistance capacity coupling where insulation resistance is
of utmost importance. it has been shown that anode battery
resistance is a prevalent cause of L.F. vacillation and that the
standard reservoir condenser of 2 mfd. is often too small;
T.C.C. Mansbridge condensers are made in the usual capacities
up to 2 mfd., and a further range tested to 300 volts D.C.,
including 3, 4, 5, ("'
) 8 and 10 mfd. aie no w ava il abl e atreasonable prices.
For battery eliminators and smoothing circuits
13
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OSMOS A.C. Valves seen for the first time at
the Exhibition are now a% ailable. With them it
is possible to operate a receiving set from the
electric light supply without any aggravating "mains
noises." The exclusive features of these valves are
protected by patents or patents pending and include:1 A Non-inductive insulated heater which eliminates hum.
2
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see leaflets 4117/3 and 7117/8.

PRICES OF COSMOS VALVES.
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The illustration shows the new Met-Vick 5
with the eliminators contained in the side
cupboards.
It can be plugged into a
lighting circuit just like any other Electric
appliance.
If used with H.T. and L.T.
batteries these can be accommodated in
the cupboards.
The circuit employs two
phase-balanced and stabilized H.F. stages
before the detector, and two resistance
coupled L.F. stages.

Operation is extremely simple, the local station
can be easily cut out and a wide range of
alternative programmes obtained.
Special attention has been paid to running costs
which are remarkably low.
The Met-Vick 5is areally beautiful instrument and
while adistinct advance on any 1926 model it still
remains at a reasonable price.
Obtain Leaflet
4117/9 for complete range of prices.

j!

atteryEli minators
Met-Vick Battery Eliminators are supplied in two models, one
for providing filament current and the other for anode and grid
currents, by plugging in on electric light mains. The H.T.•G B.
Model provides ahigh voltage (up to 250 V.) for the last valve
(ensuring alarge volume without distortion).
It is fitted with
aswitch, aprotective fuse and adistributor panel enabling it to
be used on various supply voltages of 40-100 periods. Grid Bias
tappings at 5, 10, 15 and 20 volts.
The smoothing system is of exceptional efficiency. The eliminator can therefore be used successfully with multi-valve and the
most sensitive sets even in districts where there are considerable
irregularities in the electrical supply.
The L.T. Model gives an output of 5 amperes at 4volts and a
potentiometer ensures complete absence of hum.
Obtain
copy of List 7117/8.

MET-VICK
(COSMOS)

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LIMITED
(Proprietors: Metropolitan-Vickers Elec. Co. Ltd.)

155 Charing Cross Road

SEE THEM AT THE EXHIBITION

-
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Astatic-Non-Parasitic)

Coils

A CLEVER SOLUTION OF A
.DIFFICULT PROBLEM.
Patents pending.

Designed to overcome in a simple
manner the three difficulties associated with high frequency amplification
namely: Magnetic coupling between
coils,Stabilisation,and Parasitic Oscillation. The first named is prevented by

Astatic winding, obviating the necessity for
metal screens with their disadvantages, the
second is obtained by centre and quarter.
tappings accommodating valves of various
impedances, and the third is avoided by balanced'self-damping windings, thus dispensing
with the expensive double condenser and
resistance method previously used.

List 4117,8 gives full details and prices.

Resistance Coupling Units

Thousands of radio enthusiasts are loud in their praises of "Cosmos "(Met-Vick)
Resistance Coupling Units. L.F. stages coupled by means of these Units result in
clear Loud Speaker reproduction without distortion. The 'V' type unit can now be
supplied fitted with the new 'Met-Vick' A.C. Valve Socket for use when building a
net for working off the E.L. mains.
The A.C. Valve-socket is also supplied separately for panel or baseboard mounting. Obtain List 7117IS for full details and price,.

MET-V1CK
(
COSMOS )

METRO-VICK

SUPPLIES

LIMITED

(Proprietors: Metropolitan-Vickers Elec, Co. Ltd.)

155 Charing Cross Road

SEE THEM AT THE EXHIBITION
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HART

BRITISH
AERIAL

a

GENERAL

TUNING

UNIT

You can tune in any wavelength
from 250-2000 metres by means of
asimple 10 Stud Tapping Switch.

BATTERIES

FOR ALL WIRELESS CIRCUITS

No plug-in coils required, and reaction is smooth over the entire
wave-band. Simple two-hole fixing.

a valuable aid to better reception)

Essential for good reception of 5GB.

"HA R f" BATTERIES are supplied in awide range of sizes
and capacities—each worthy in the most critical selection.

Standard model
De Luxe model

Write Dept. W.W. to-day for price list and FREE iLlustrated
Looklet of interest to all wireless users

18/6
30/-

Can be obtained from all reputable
dealers or direct from :

HAMT NCcUriuLATOR Ct`IM
&Ili-10,0PD LONDON. E IS
Birmingham, 1,6S, Edmmet Street.
Bristol: 37.
Victoria Street. Cardia
Charles Street. Dublin:
5. South Anne Street.
tilasgow. 107, Welli .gtott
Street. Manchester: SS, Chapel Street. Wntntinstert
3 I, Victoria Street, 5..W.1.
York 6, Bridge Street.

BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
Brockley

Works,

London,

S.E.4.

SEE OUR STAND No. ill at the WIRELESS EXHIBITION.
(.04411211 ..1‘1.

THE GUARANTEE
PERFECT

OF THE

TERMINAL
Each terminal
packed In a carton
with a
printed
ONE
YEAR'S
GUARANTEE
and instructions
for mounting.
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STAND

N on

- rotating
name.
Bakelite Insulated.

No. 207
OLYMPIA.

Highly finished.
Price 9d. each.
Tyne
B

THE BEST DESIGNED TERMINAL IN THE WORLD.
Other types available.

›Type M.
Type R.
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name ..
..
..
..
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BELLING-LEE
TERMINALS
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r

all Dealers, or in ease of diyicultv send ,out- order to us,
endOSing your Dealer's name and addres,.

C. F. & H. BURTON,
Progress Works,
BERNARD

BELLING & LEE Ltd. Queensway Works,
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MIDDLESEX.
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Guide to the Show.where the maximum peak value of voltage does not exceed 400
(tested to 600 D.C.) a number of Mansbridge type up to 10
mfd, will be shown. A small hook is issued giving the fullest
possible details as to how to use T.C.C. condensers to the best
advantage when building A.C. and D.C. eliminators.
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road, North
Acton, London, 11.3.
UTILITY (95).
A condenser following a logarithmic scale has been added to

ARTANDIA. Ltd.,
(126)
38, Bedford St., W.C.2.
Atkinson, C. Creswick,
(06)
35, High St., Bedford.
Auto Sundries, Ltd.,
(237)
10a, Lower Grosvenor Place, S.W.1.
Automatic Coil Winder and Elec.
(38)
Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Winder House, Rochester Row, S.W.1.
Automobile Accessories (Bristol),
(260)
Ltd.,
93-95, Victoria St., Bristol.

B.S.A.

Radio, Ltd.,
(10 & 64)
Small Heath, Birmingham.
Batteries, Ltd.,
(63)
Crabbs Cross, Redditch.
Bedford Electrical and Radio Co.,
(52)
22, Campbell Rd., Bedford.
Belling and Lee, Ltd.,
(207)
Queensway Works, Ponders End,
Middlesex.
Benjamin Electric, Ltd.,
(
79 )
Brentwood Works, Tariff Rd.,
Tottenham, N.17.
Bird and Sons, Sydney S.,
(121)
Sarnesfield Rd., Enfield Town.
Bowerman, Ltd., George,
(205)
10-12, Ludgate Hill, E.C.
Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd.,
(124)
Radio Works, Letchworth, Herts.
Brandes, Ltd.,
(161)
2 and 3, Norfolk St., W.C.2.
British Curtis Radio, Ltd.,
(60)
11, Red Lion Sq., E.C.1.
British Ebonite Co., Ltd.,
(76)
Nightingale Rd., Hanwell, W.7.
British General Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
(111)
Brockley Works, Brockley, S.E.4.
British Radio Corporation, Ltd.,
(59)
Elm Grove Rd., Weybridge, Surrey.
British Thomson-Houston (138, 139 & 56)
Co., Ltd.,
Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2.
Brown Bros., Ltd.,
(25 & 26)
20, Great Eastern St., E.C.2.
Brown, Ltd., S. G.,
(122)
Western Av., North Acton, W.3.
Brownie Wireless Co. of Great
(145)
Britain, Ltd.,
Nelson St. Works, Mornington
Crescent, N.W.1.
Bulgin and Co., A.F.,
(236)
9-11, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane,
E.C.4.
Bullen, William,
(152)
38, Holvwell Lane, Great Eastern
St., E.C.
Burndept Wireless, Ltd.,
(127)
Eastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3.
flume-Jones and Co., Ltd.,
(123)
288, Borough High St., S.E.1.
Burton, C. F. and H.,
(37)
Progress Works, Bernard St., Walsall.
B 51

the range of Utility condensers, and embodies ball bearings,
pig-tail connector, a single-bearing mounting for the shaft, and
a special form of support for the fixed plates arranged to
eliminate dielectric loss.
A new Micro-Dial having an aluminium face which is surveyed by a hair line and cursor should facilitate the taking of
fine readings which can be made in a clockwise or anti-clockwise
direction. The popular antbcapacity self-cleaning change-over
switches in twelve patterns will be among the exhibits.
Wilkins (le Wright, Ltd., Kenyon Street, Birmingham.

LIST OF
EXHIBITORS.
CAHILL and Co., Ltd.,
(101)
64, Newman St., W.1.
Camden Engineering Co., Ltd.,
(96)
Bayham
Place,
Camden
Town,
N.W.1.
Campbell and Addison,
(
90 )
40, Howland St., Tottenham Court
Rd., W.1.
Carborundum Co., Ltd.,
(125)
Trafford Park, Manchester.
Carrington Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
(12)
Cameo Works, Sanderstead Rd., S.
Croydon.
Celestion Radio Co.,
(151)
29-31, High St., Hampton Wick,
Kingston-on-Thames.
Champion Accumulator Co.,
(18)
2, Prebend St., Leicester.
Chloride Electrical Storage (167 & 233)
Co., Ltd.,
217-229, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.
City and General Radio Co., Ltd., (202)
79, Cannon St., E.C.
Clarke and Co., H. (M/c), Ltd.,
(83)
Atlas Works, Eastnor St., Old Trafford, Manchester.
Climax Radio Electric, Ltd.,
(88 & 89)
Quill Lane, Putney, S.W.15.
Cole, Ltd., E. K.,
(11)
Ekco Works, London Rd., Leigh-onSea.
Collett Mfg. Co., S. H.,
(255)
60, Penton ville Rd., N.1.
Collinson's Precision Screw Co.,
(801
Ltd.,
Provost
Works,
Macdonald
Rd.,
E.17.
Cossor, Ltd., A. C..
(86 & 87)
Cossor House, Highbury Grove, N.5.

D. A.R.,

370

Ltd.,
(104)
522-525, Australia House, Strand,
W.C.
D.X. Coils, Ltd.,
(213)
4 and 5, Glebe Rd., Dalston, E.8.
Damard Lacquer Co.,
(119)
68, Victoria St., S.W.1.
De La Rue and Co., Ltd., T.,
(222)
90,
Shernhall
St.,
Walthamst ow,
E.17.
Detex Distributors, Ltd.,
(2)
125-129, Rosebery Avenue, E.C.
Dew and Co., A. J.,
(21 & 22)
33-34, Rathbone Place, W.1.
Dibben and Sons, Wm.,
(68)
80, St. Mary's Rd., Southampton.
Dionoid Battery Co., Ltd.,
(107)
Victoria Works, Prince of Wales
Rd., Darnall, Sheffield.

Donotone Loud Speakers,
(206)
40, Furnival St., E.C.4.
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd., (162)
Ducon Works, Victoria Rd., North
Acton, W.3.
EAGLE ENGINEERING Co.,
(58)
Ltd.,
Eagle Works, Warwick.
East London Rubber Co.,
(29 & 30)
29-33, Great Eastern St., E.C.2.
Eastick and Sons, J. J.,
(245)
Eelex House, Bunhill Row, E.C.1.
Edison Bell, Ltd.,
(153)
Edison Bell Works, Glengall Rd.,
S. E.15.
Edison Swan Electric Co.,
(144 & 146)
Ltd.,
123, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4.
Electron Co., Ltd.,
(141)
122-124, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2.
Ellison and Hillman,
(
33 )
123-125, Albion St., Leeds.
Empire Elec. Co.,
(244)
303, Euston Rd., N.W.1.
Empress Radio and Elec. Co.,
(118)
105, Union St., Stonehouse, Plymouth.
Engineering Wks. (Elec. and
(42)
General), Ltd.,
7 and 8, Gt. Winchester St., E.C.2.
Enterprise Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
(259)
Grape
St.,
Shaftesbury
Avenue,
W.C.2.
Ever Ready Co. (Gt. Britain), Ltd., (154)
Hercules Place, Holloway, N.7.
FALK STADELMANN and Co., (147)
Ltd.,
83-93, Farringdon Rd., E.C.1.
Fellows Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
(116)
Cumberland Avenue, Park Royal,
Willesden, N.W.10.
Ferranti, Ltd.,
(142)
Hollinwood, Lancashire.
Formo Co., The,
(81)
Crown Works, Cricklewood Lane,
N.W.
GAM, Ltd., A. W.,
(69)
Holborn, E.C.I.
Gambrell Bros., Ltd.,
(66)
Merton Rd., Southfields, S.W.18.
Garnett, Whiteley and Co., Ltd.,
(93)
"Lotus " Works, Broadgreen Rd.,
.
Liverpool.
General Electric Co., Ltd.,
(50 & 140)
Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.2.
General Radio Co., Ltd., (45, 46, 47 & 48)
235, Regent St., W.1.
Gillan Radio-Electric, Ltd.,
(235)
64, High Holborn, W.C.
Gordon and Co., Ltd., F. J.,
(28)
92, Charlotte St., W.1.
Graham Amplion, Ltd.,
(137)
25-26, Savile Row, Regent St., W.
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Guide to the Show.Graham and Co., R. F.,
(201)
Norbiton Eng. Wbrks, 101, Gloucester Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.
Graham-Farish Mfg. Co.,
(218)
17, Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent.
Grosvenor Battery Co. ' Ltd.,
(41)
Grosvenor Works, Lower High St.,
Wat ford.
H.T.C. Electrical Co., Ltd..
(258)
2s, Boundaries Rd., Balham, S.W.12.
Halcyon Wireless Supply Co., Ltd. (168)
110, Knightsbridge, S.W.1.
Hart Accumulator Co., Ltd.,
(112)
Marshgate Lane, Stratford, E.15.
Hart Collins, Ltd., •
(114)
38a, Bessborough St., S.W.1.
Henderson and Co., Ltd., W. J.,
(254)
351, Fulham Rd., S.W.10.
Hoare and Jagels,
(14)
28-29, Great Sutton St., Clerkenwell,
E.C.1.
Hobday Bros., Ltd.,
(19 & 20)
21-27, Great Eastern St., E.C.2.
Houghton-Butcher (G.B.), Ltd.,
(61)
88-89, High Holborn, W.C.1.
.
IGRANIC Electric Co., Ltd., (148 & 149)
147, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4.
Iliffe and Sons Ltd.,
(109)
Dorset House, Tudor St., E.C.4.
Incorporated Radio Society of
(226
•
Great Britain,
53, Victoria St., S.W.1.
Isdurite. Ltd.,
(49)
430, New Stone Bldgs,. 62, Chancery
,
Lane, W.C.2.
J.R. Wireless Co., •
(229)
• 6 and 8, Rosebery
Clerkenwell,
E.C.1.
Jackson Bros.,
(85)
8, Poland St., Oxford St., W.I.
Jewel Pen Co., Ltd.,
(210)
21, Great Sutton St., E.C.1.
Junit Mfg. Co., Ltd..
(230)
• Napier House. 24-27, High Holborn,
W.C.1.
Manufacturing CO.. Ltd.,
210, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.

(238)

LAMPLUGH, Ltd., S.A..
(117)
King's Rd., Tyseley, Birmingham.
Longhorn Radio,
(105 & 106)
9-11. Albion House, New Oxford St.,
W.C.
Lear° Linx, Ltd.,
(227)
254, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., S.W.1.
Lewis and Co., Ltd, S. W..
(242)
• 39, :Victoria St., SAVA.
Lis-ten, Ltd.,
(158 & 160)
18-22, Friars Lane, Richmond,
Surrey.
Lithanode Co., Ltd..
(204)
190, Queen's Rd., S.W.8.
W. and T.,
(220)
St. Peter's Works, Bath.
London Electric Stores, Ltd.,
(221)
9, St. Martin's St., Leicester Sq.,.
W.C.2.
London Elec. Wire Co. and
(113)
Smiths, Ltd.
7, Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane,
E.C.I. •
London Metal Warehouses, Ltd.,
(13)
Hill St., Pocock St., Blackfriars Rd.,
S.E.1.
London Radio Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
(2611
Station Rd., Merton Abbey, S.W.19.
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M.P. A. Wireless,
(57)
62, Conduit St., Regent St.. W.I.
Manufacturers Accessories Co.. Ltd., (219)
85, Great Eastern St., E.C.2.
Marconiphone Co., Ltd..
(54, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133,
134 & 135)
210-212, Tottenham Court Rd., W.I.
McMichael, Ltd., L.,
(120)
Hastings House, Norfolk St., W.C.2.
Melhuish, C. D.,
(231)
8, Great Sutton St., doswell Rd.,
E.C.1.
Metro-Vick Supplies, Ltd.,
(155 & 156)
155, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.
Mie Wireless Co.,
(246)
White Horse PI., Market St., Wellingborough.
Mullard Radio Valve Co. Ltd.
(40, 44, 164. 165 & 166)
Nightingale La., Balham, S.W.12.
NEUTRON (1927), Ltd.,
(
63)
13, Swan La., Cannon St., E.C.
New London Electron Works, Ltd., (70)
East Ham; E.6.
OLDHAM and Son. Ltd.,
(71)
Denton, Manchester.
Ormond Engineering Co., Ltd., (72 6: 73)
199-205, Pentonville Rd., N.1.

pELHAms,

Ltd.,
(
23 )
5, Banner St., E.C.1.
Peto and Radford,
(62)
50, Grosvenor Gardens, S.W.1.
Peto Scott Co.. Ltd..
(163)
77, City Road, E.C.
Pettigrew and Merriman (1925), Ltd., (
7)
2 & 4, Bucknall St., W.C.2.
Pohu, G. E.,
(216)
16, Colville Rd., Bayswater, W.11.
Portable Utilities Co., Ltd..
(
94 )
Eureka House, Fisher St., W.C.
Princeps Wireless,
(65)
Columbia Av., Edgware, Middlesex.
Pye and Co., W. G.,
(136)
Cranta Works, Montague Rd., Cambridge.
QUARTZ Oscillators, Ltd.,
1. Lechmere Rd., N.W.2.

(214)

R.I. and Varley, Ltd.,
(5 & 143)
103, Kingsway, W.C.2.
Radi-Arc Electrical Co. (1927), Ltd., (3)
Bennett St., Chiswick, W.4.
Radio Service (London), Ltd.,
(203)
105, Torriano Av., Camden Town,
N.W.5.
Rarhbourne Elec. and Eng. Co.,
(9)
18, Sylvester Rd., East Finchley,
N.2.
Red fern's Rubber -Works, Ltd.,
(84)
Ilyde, Cheshire.
Rees. Mace Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
(249 & 250)
39o, Welbeck St., W.1.
Regent Radio Supply Co.,
(257)
45, Fleet St., E.C.4.
Reid and Co., L. H.,
(211)
32, Victoria St., S.W.1.
Rooke Bros., Ltd.,
(215)
55, Carditigton St., Euston, N.W.1.
SELECTORS, Ltd.,
(110)
1, Dover St., W.1.
Sel-Ezi Wireless Supply Co., Ltd.,
(17)
6, Greek St., W.I.
Selfridge and Co., Ltd.,
(239 & 240)
400, Oxford St., W.1.

Sharp, Cecil,
(243)
188, Blyth Rd., W.14.
Shore, G. C.,
(
15 )
28, Newman St., Oxford St., London, W.1.
Siemens Bros. and Co., Ltd.,
(150)
Woolwich, S.E.I8.
Solidite Synthetic Mouldings, Ltd., (39)
Albion Works, North St., Clapham,
S.W.4.
Stapleton A. W.,
(225)
19o, Lorrimore Buildings, Lorrimore
St., S.E.17.
Stevens and Co. (1914), Ltd., (27 & 159)
Walsall St., Wolverhampton.
Stratton and Co., Ltd.,
(
77 )
Balmoral Works, BromsgroVe St.,
Birmingham.
Stuart Laird, Ltd.,
(4)
8o, Great Chapel St., W.1.
Sun Electrical Co., Ltd.,
118, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2.
Sylvex, Ltd.,
(228)
144, Theobalds Rd., W.C.1.

TELEGRAPH

Condenser Co.,
(115)
Ltd.,
Wales Farm Rd.,
North Acton,
W.3.
Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.,
(108)
207, Aston Rd., Birmingham.
Trader Publishing Co., Ltd.,
(8)
139, Fleet St., E.C.4.
Trelleborg Ebonite. Works, Ltd.,
(9.1)
Audrey House, Ely Pl., Holborn
Circus, E.C.
Truphonic Wireless Co.,
(82)
189, Regent St., W.I.
Tungstone Accumulator
Ltd.,
(9,8_ )
3, St. Bride's H ouseCo.,
, alisbury Sq.,
E.C.
Turner and Co.,
(224)
54, Station Rd., New Southgate,
N.11.
UNIVERSAL Bracket Co.,
Alpine Steelworks, East
Surrey.

(209)
Molesey,

VANDERVELL and Co.,
(157 & 212)
Ltd., C. A.,
Warple Way, Acton, W.3.
WALKER Bros.,
(99)
St.
Joseph's
Works,
Bromley,
Guildford.
Watmel Wireless Co. ' Ltd.,
(1)
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware,
Middlesex.
Webb Condenser Co.,
(217)
24, Hatton Garden, E.C.1.
Wet II.T. Battery Co.,
1161
12, Brownlow St., Holborn, W.C.
Whiteley. Ltd., William,
(241)
Westbourne Grove, W.2.
Whiteley, Boneharn and Co., Ltd., (256)
Duke St., Mansfield, Notts.
Whittingliam, Smith and Co.,
110, Kew Green, Kew.
Wholesale Components and G. Z.
Auckland and Son,
8 & 8o, Cross St., Islington, N.
Wilkina and Wright, Ltd.,
(95)
Kenyon St. Birmingham.
Wingrove and Rogers, Ltd..
(
67 )
Arundel Chambers, W.C.2.
Wireless World,
(109)
Dorset House, Tudor St., E.C.4.
Wright and Weaire, Ltd.,
(253)
740, High Rd., Tottenham, N.17.

iti7)
(e)
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ELTERS To
THE DIJoR
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Corresponds:» should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wirelese World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must te accommied by the writer's name and address.
WIRELESS

SETS AND THE B.B.C.

Sir,--In recent issues you have pointed out the need for
cheap and reliable valve sets to replace the crystal receivers
which you justly say can never give the same satisfaction as
the valve set with a loud-speaker.
It seems to me that so long as each of the many manufacturers
of valve sets continues to design his sets independently there
will never be a sufficient demand for any one type to justify
mass-production in this country and so provide the cheap set.
It is for this season that I put forward the suggestion that
there is a way in which the demand for the cheap valve set can
be met. The B.B.C. is responsible for broadcasting both on the
programme side and also on the technical side so far as the
transmissions are concerned. As the result, the B.B.C. engineers
are in the best position to decide on the types of receivers most
suitable for the requirements of the listeners.
Is there anything to prevent the B.B.C. from undertaking the design and
manufacture of mass-production receivers, which, with their
unrivalled facilities for recommending and explaining the sets
to the public, would be sure of a ready sale? By standardising receivers in this way most of the technical troubles of the
listener would disappear because spare parts and service would
be available in any part of the Kingdom.
London, N.W.6, August 22nd, 1927.
C. R. H. STEWART.

Sir,—Thank you for the opportunity of commenting on Mr.
Stewart's letter to you of August 22nd.
For the B.B.C. to enter into the field of marketing and selling
wireless receivers would not be appropriate. One of the results
of such a new departure in policy would be probably to paralyse
a great industry and throw many thousands out of work.
It might well be argued as unfair competition.
Nevertheless, the B.B.C. recognises that the k resent unevenness and inadequate standard of receiving apparatus are aserious
obstacle in the way of the progress of broadcasting. It has,
therefore, indicated at exhibitions and in its publications the
sound general principles upon which various types of receivers
may be efficiently constructed.
It is felt that this lead has
already stimulated both the trade and the buying public.
, THE BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION,
P. P. Eckersley, Chief Engineer.
London, W C.2, September 9th, 1927.

THE PROBLEM OF H.T. UPKEEP.
Sir,—Apparently the Show novelty this year is to be. so far
as valves are concerned, the 0.075 valve.
May I congratulate our manufacturers in producing valves
which, in point of L.T. consumption and in quality, beat the
world. I would, however, point out that, if they bring out a
2-volt series of 0.075 valves, they will save me exactly 20.
a month, 2s. 6d. a year, and, at the most, five journeys to the
charging station per annum.
In other words they leave me
colder than their valves.
Now, if by the production of first-class four-electrode valves

at the price of the 0.075 valve, or in some other way, they
could multiply my H.T. bill by 0.75, I would sit up and take
notice, for my H.T. bill, by dint of much care, has been
reduced to just twelve times that of my L.T. Here they
would save me 2s. 6d. a month, or 30s. a year, something to
write advertisements about!
Are not our valve manufacturers frantically chasing each
other down the wrong street—L.T. Street, instead of H.T.
Street? In the opinion of the average "man under the aerial,"
the L.T. consumption of the modern 3-valve set is utterly
negligible, while the provision of H.T. for his loud-speaker valve
is, for him, the only problem in wireless matters.
Trusting that they will adopt my suggest ion for their Exhibition in 1928, if not earlier.
WILLIAM B. WEST.
Deal, September 10th, 1927.

EMPIRE BROADCASTING.
Sir,—I was pleased to read Mr. G. Leslie Morrow's letter
re " Empire Broadcasting" in your issue of August 24th, and
particularly his reply to Capt. Eckersley's statement and the
question he asks the B.B.C.
The question can only be answered in one way, which
would be tantamount to an admission that Empire broadcasting
via short waves is as feasible as domestic broadcasting on
medium waves.
I first listened to American broadcasting in December, 1922,
on a wavelength of about 430 metres, which was at that time
regarded as a remarkable achievement. I have since repeated
the performance at rare intervals, but it is quite a different
matter to receive 2XAF on. 37 metres.
I can receive this
station regularly every Tuesday and Saturday night on two
valves, detector and L.F., at very good strength, and on several
occasions have put it on the loud-speaker (using only one stage
of L.F.).
On the occasion of the visit of 11.11. H. The Prince of Wales
to Ottawa I heard quite clearly every word of his speech
from the Canadian beam station, and continued to listen to
the programme from this station an hour after the B.B.C.
ceased to relay it.
Why should Capt. Eckeraley worry about the reception side
of the business? If the B.B.C. will transmit on short waves
for the benefit of overseas listeners the colonies will take care
of tlse reception side.
If British amateurs can receive American programmes, surely
Britishers abroad will be capable of
receiving British
programmes.
Bravo, 2NM. If the B.B.C. cannot or will not do it, there
are amateurs who can and will.
Presuming the B.B.C. wish to ignore the splendid work
already accomplished by amateurs on short-wave transmissions,
let us hope that as a result of the Empire transmissions, due
to commence from 2NM on September 1st, the B.B.C. will
realise that an Empire service on short waves is possible now.
Menston, Yorks.
J. W. RIDDIOUGH.
September 2nd, 1927
G 5SZ.
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Questions should be concisely worded, written
on one side of the paper, and headed
"Information Department." One question
only should be sent at atime, and must be
accompanied by a stamped, addressed

:ANSWERED

"The Wireless World " Information Department Conducts
Ohm's Law Again.
/ intend to run a 3-volt 0.06 amp. type of
valve from a four-volt accumulator.
What value of filament resistance
must be used?
L. H.
Working from Ohm's Law, and using
the

formula

resistance

required= •
è,

which by substitution becomes R=

1

F(76

we find that the resistance required to
safeguard the filament is 16.6 ohms. In
the formula, of course, 1 represents the
number of volts to be dropped, for obviously if you have a three-volt valve and
a four-volt accumulator, one volt must
be dropped in the resistance, whilst 0.06
represents the normal current consumption of the valve. You should then either
use a fixed resistor having a value as near
as possible to that which we have already
mentioned, or, alternatively, use a 30ohm variable wire wound resistance, and
adjust it to a point slightly less than
the half-Way position.
0000

H.F. Amplification and the Tropodyne.
On page 160 o/ " 7'/te Wireleee World "
of August 3rd last you gave a reader
a circuit showing the method of adding a stage of high-frequency amplification before the first detector valve
of a superheterodyne receiver. This,
however, employs a separate oscillator, and I am not quite clear in my
mind how this addition can be made
to a superhet. of the " Tropodyne "
type.
C. A. S.
The addition of a high frequency amplifying valve to a supersonic heterodyne
receiver embodying a combined oscillatordetector valve should be made as shown
in Fig. 1 on this page. The H.F. transformer, T„ should be constructed on the
lines of either the "All Wave Four " H.F.
transformer or the one used in the "Regional Receiver."
The high potential
end of the secondary winding should be
connected to the centre point of the oscillator grid coils L,— L,. It is interesting to note that an improvement in the
performance of this type of oscillator can
be made by constructing the oscillator
grid coil in two parts and locating the

envelope for postal reply. Any diagram
accompanying the question should be drawn
on a separate shed.
No respons.bility
will be accepted for questions sent in
which do not comply with these rules.

a

Free Service of Replies to Readers' Queries.

plate or reaction coil between these two
coils.
A further addition, which is to
be recommended, is the inclusion of a
small variable condenser, N.C.2 (neutrodyne type), between the low potential end
of the oscillator grid coil and L.T. —•
This is to enable a balance between the
H.F. tuned circuit and the oscillator circuit to be obtained and thus overcome
mutual interference in tuning between
these circuits. When H.F. amplification
at signal frequency is included in a supersonic heterodyne receiver, it is very difficult to prevent this circuit from coupling
magnetically with the frame circuit. The
presence of a coupling of this nature is
indicated by the stability of the H.F.
amplifier being affected on orientating the
frame.
This difficulty can be overcome
by totally enclosing the portions of the
H.F. circuit within the dotted line, in a
copper screening box and connecting this
box to L.T.— as shown.
The circuit
given should function quite satisfactorily
with a valve in the H.F. position having
an A.C. resistance of about 20,000 to
30,000 ohms, and an amplification factor
of about 20. The oscillator-detector circuit will perform best with a moderately
low impedance valve, and it is suggested

that one having an A.C. resistance of
about 8,000 ohms, with the highest amplification
factor
obtainable
with
this
resistatice.
0000

Power Amplification.
/ recently attended a demonstration in a
large hall and noted that three large
valves awe used for operating the
loud-speaker, and the plate voltage
applied to each of them was 400 volts,
grid bias being 80 volts. Can you tell
une whlt type of valves these would
be, and how they were coupled? I
might state that the volume and
quality were most excellent.
D. G. R. A.
Undoubtedly these valves were of the
L.S.5A type, and the method of connection was merely that of paralleling three
valves by connecting their filaments in
parallel, joining all three grids together,
;nd also joining all three anodes together.
Exactly the same method was used in the
case of the " Wireless World Demonstration Receiver," which was described with
full constructional details in our issue of
February 16th, 1927.

L.T+

Fig. I.—Adding a stage of high—frequency amplification to a superheterodyne receiver.

Wireeez
Woutc4
Is Home Charging False Economy I'
I have a 6-volt 50-ampere-hour accumulator, which I use for my wireless
set, taking it to the local garage for
charging purposes.
Would it be
snore economical for me to charge it
myself from my lighting mains,
which are 240-volt D.C.?
If so,
please give Inc the instructions how
to do this, Z pay 6d. per unit for
my electricity.
R. S. A. B.

:SEPTEMBER 21.st,

mulators of the same capacity as yours,
it would cost you no more to charge them
than it would to charge your one accumulator, because you would only have a
comparatively small amount of volts to
drop across lamps, most of your energy
being used for charging the accumulator.
The same 5 amp. charging current which
had to pass through one accumulator
would pass through sixty accumulators,
and charge them without extra cost. In
the case of people on D.C. mains, therefore, who have no special facilities in the
way of heater circuits, etc., we should
advise that they place their accumulator
in the hands of a reliable charging
station, who at the same time will undertake to see that it is in order in other
respects, and renew the electrolyte where
necessary.

Since you do not give us any indication of the price which you are at present
paying for your accumulator to be
charged, it is obvious that we cannot give
you a definite answer to your question,
but we will indicate to you how much it
would cost you at home, and from this
you will yourself be able to make comparison with the charges made by your
local garagm
Now the normal charging rate of
BOOKS FOR THE
your accumulator will be 5 amps..
and a current of 5 amps. will save to
HOME CONSTRUCTOR
be kept flowing through the accumulator
for a period of ten hours in order to fully
Issued in COPI id mt. ion with" The IVireless World."
charge the accumulator.
The charging
•• TUNING COILS AND METHODS OF
current, therefore, is 5 amps., and the
TUNING," by W. jsziss. Price 2/6 net. By
mains voltage which is pushing the 5
Post, ¡Izo.
amps. through the accumulator is 240
" THE
HOME
CONSTRUCTOR'S
volts. Since volts multiplied by amperes
WIRELESS GUIDE," by W. JAstis. Price
3,6
net.
By
Post,
3/9.
gives us watts, it is obvious that you will
"MAST AND AERIAL CONSTRUC—
be using 960 watts, or nearly one kiloTION FOR AMATEURS,"
by F. J.
watt to charge your accumulator. NaturAINSLEY, A.
M.
I
.
C.
E.Price 2/6 net. By Post, z/8.
ally, of course, since the accumulator is a
6-volt one, and your mains are 240 volts,
Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from
there are roughly 230 volts which must
ILIFFE & SONS, LIMITED,
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4,
be wasted by dropping them across a
or of Booksellers and Bookstalls.
lamp or electric heater, and actually, only
about 40 watts out of the total 960 are
being used to charge the accumulator,
Trickle Charger Troubles,
there being over 900 watts which we are
compelled to deliberately waste in heating
/ am building the II.T. Trickle Charger
up series lamps or an electric heater.
described in your issue of August 3rd,
but there are one or two points which
To charge your accumulator, then, we
only use (in very rough figures) 40 watts
are doubtful to me. Ihave purchased
suitable transformer which has two
for a period of 10 hours, and thus conterminals marked 220 to 240 volts on
sume 400 watt-hours. Now the Board of
one side, and three terminals on the
Trade unit for which you pay 6d. equals
other.
Between one of the outer
a 1,000 watt-hours, or as we more usually
tirminals of these three and the
put it, one kilowatt-hour. It is obvious..
centre terminal, is the figure 3, and
therefore, that you are using less than
between the other outer and the centre
half a unit to charge your accumulator,
terminal, is the figure 5, while over
and the cost to charge the accumulator
the top is the figure 8.
I do not
would be less than 3d.
Actually, howguile understand the meaning of
ever, you are taking 960 watts from the
these symbols, and should be glad if
mains for a period of 10 hours.
This
you can snake them clear.
Also, regives us 9,600 watt-hours, or in other
ferring to Fig. 1of the article, a conwords, 9.6 units.
The cost of which is
nection is shown joining one end at
roughly, in your case, 4s. 9d.
You can
he primary and one end of the
safely assume, therefore, that it woe:
A.condary. Is this already done in
cost you 5s. in round figures, to charte
the transformer, or is it an external
your accumulator at home, and we do not
connection
which
I must
snake
suppose that your local garage would
myself?
T. G.
make this charge.
On the face of it, it looks uneconomical
You must obviously connect the two
for any commercial concern to undertake
terminals marked 200 to 240 volts to your
to charge your accumulator, but actually,
mains.
They can be connected from a
of course, they pay, not on the lighting,
lamp socket by means of a length of
but on the heating rate for energy con"flex" and an ordinary adapter. With
sumed, and this rate will be about 10.
regard to the other three terminals, these
per unit in districts where 6d. per unit is
are connected to the secondary winding
charged for lighting. The cost of their
,of the transformer.
This winding concharging your accumulator alone, theresists of a single winding which terminates
fore, would be only is. 3d.
You will
at either end in the two outer terminals
realise, that if you had, we will say for
of your gioup of three terminals, the
the sake of example, twenty 6-volt accudifference of potential between these two

1927.

outer terminals being 8 volts. If a tapping is made on this winding at the
electrical centre and brought out to the
centre terminal of the group of three,
it is obvious that the difference of potential between the centre terminals and
the outer terminals will be 4 volts, but
actually a tapping is not made at the
•electrical centre of the winding, so that
the difference of potential between the
centre terminal and one outer terminal
is 3 volts, and between the centre and
the other outer terminal is 5 volts, the
difference of potential across the whole
winding being, of course, 8 volts.
If you have a rectifying valve, such,
or instance, as the Burndept U.695,
which takes 6 volts, it is obvious that
neither the 3-volt nor the 5-volt tappings would be enough, and you must
connect the valve across the whole 8 volts
and insert a resistance in series with the
filament to drop the unwanted 2 volts,
the value of this resistance being given
by Ohm's Law. In the case of this particular valve it would be 2 ohms. In the
case of a rectifying valve operating on
4 volts it would be possible to connect
it across the 5-volt section, inserting a
1 ohm resistance to drop the odd volt.
Most single-wave rectifying valves take
a filament current of 1ampere, and practically all the "bell-ringing " type of
transformers are designed to give an output of 1 ampere at 3, 5, or 8 volts, and
are sold with various primary windings
to suit various mains voltages.
It is
quite unnecessary, therefore, to use any
particular make of transformer.
We would point out also that in the
case of many valves, such, for instance.
as the Mullard D.U.10, which was used
by the author in his original instrument,
a pamphlet will be found in the valve
carton giving the value of resistance
necessary to use in the plate circuit of
the valve to safeguard the valve.
The
author actually made use of a lamp for
resistance, but it will be realised that
the value of resistance depends, among
other things, upon the voltage of the
accumulator to be put on charge, and this
data is also given on the pamphlet.
With regard to your query concerning
the wire joining the primary and secondary, this is not done in the original
instrument and must be made externally
when building the charger.
0 0 0 C

Wet or Dry P
Will you kindly inform sae if it would be
possible to use a small 10-volt accumulator battery, with tappings to each
cell, as agrid bias battery?
W. H. L.
There is no objection to the use of
a small accumulator of the H.T. type for
obtaining grid bias, but we should like
to point out that the current taken from
zhis battery, under working conditions,
will be very small.
It is, therefore, recommended that you make it a rule to
discharge and re-charge your grid bias
accumulator at least once a month, otherwise the plates may show signs of sulphating and thus seriously curtail the life
of the battery.
B 56
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SKY -HIGH QUALITY
ROCK-BOTTOM PRICES
Brandes production powers are now at their
ze'nith. Output has so increased that it is now
possible to get prices right down to rock-bottom.
But the quality of Brandes Products is stiA at the
top and their design proves them to be in the
fzre-front of radio. You have only to compare
the new prices with the old to see how Brandes,
designers of the best headphones ever made, are
creating an economic price level with the greatest
"value for money" range on the market. See—
and hear—for yourself.
Ask any Authorised
Brandes Dealer to strike a comparison for you
among other instruments at doul3'.e the pr*ce.

The
TABLE -TALKER
30! ,

THE FIRST OF THE NEW
BRANDES PRODUCTS

The greatest loudspeaker va 'tie
to-day.

Reduced from 75/.
Greater volume with minimum current input.
Large
d.aphragm gives fullness to
upper and lower regitters.
Walnut plinth, electro -plated
fittings.

Material used in the constr. cton of goosemecked horn
eliminates metallic harshness.
Adjustable.
Nei ht 18 ins.
Neutral broc n finish, padded
base.

L.F.
TRANSFORMERS

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
*C003 at 15/.

1-3 at 15/.

'0005 at 15/

Reduced fro.n
The bett ever made.
The
synchro ised effort of both
receivers
discovers
greater
sentiiivity an I volume and
truer .one. Light, com'ortable
and rturdy.

1.5 at 15/6

Reduced from 17/6

Reduced from 18/- and 18/6

MATCHED TONE
HEA LPHONES
13,6

The
BRANDOLA
57;6

THE BRANDESET

The
ELLIPT ICON
95

IIIA

A remarkable 3-valve receiver
which, in distance, selectivity,
tone quality and ease of control,
has absolutely no equal at dbuble
is price. An ideal loudspeaker
set.
£6 - 15 -

Reduced from 110/.
Undoubtedly the best loudspeaker produced. The sped.
ally designed cabinet 'reflects'
the sound in rich and mellowed tones and with great depth
and sweetness.

Brandes

RADIO
The sign of a pool
dealer. It hangs outside ererg shop
aIthoriset
to
sell
Brandes Products.
Brandies

Bd. o363.

B57

PRODUCTS

Brandes
AUTHORISED !
RADIO DEALER

at

Ltd., 2-3 Norfolk Street,

This sign is for now.
protection.
It means
reliaWe service an I
guaranteed
satisfaction.
Stresad

W.C.z

-on Stand 161
at the Radio Exhibition, Olympia, Sege 24-- Oct. I.
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EXHIBITION

'EVERYMAN FOUR" RECEIVER

J.B.

Lo ,
j. Slow

Tcis remarkable set follows in all ita essential points the
deolrn of Mr. W. Seine, I" Wirele,s World"), but einhodle,
et rtaln modification, and rennementa to simplify operation.
etc. The most eticient result,' are obtealled on distant reptlon.
Wavelength covering WU to 2,000 metre,
In
handsomely nnimbed Oak cabinet with disappearing front.
Price, Bet only with 10 v. C.B. Battery
4
Marconi Royalty
E2 W 0

Motion.

Our new Logarithmic models will be one of the features of
the Exhibition.
Fitted with nickel-plated brass skeleton end
plates.
Ball
bearing
centre spindle.
Pigtail connection.
Brass Vanes.
Rotor Vanes tied at tips.
The plain model is
fitted with a Variable Tuning Tension.
J.B.
are going to be the condensers of the season.

THE

PERFECT

Condensers

FIVE.

1.

7.B. Log. Plain.
Priem, romylete re ith 4- Bakelite Deal.
.0005 oold. 11 6; .0005
10,6; .000.25 "ofd. 10 -; .00015 'a«. 10 -.
2. Z.B. Log.
Ile • Motion.
Double Reduction Fr"on Dried Ratio 60 -1.
Pricey
complde nigh 5" Bakelitt knob for meal.. control and 4' Bakelite Dial for wain control.
.0003 mid. le e; .0003 mfd. 151; .00023 mfd. 154; .000 0 tare 15/,
S. 3.11., S.L.F. Prices complete .0111. 4' Ba.belite Dial.
.0003 mid. 111; .00033 »q.t.
100• .0002.1 cult'. 101.;
001.1 led. UR,
4. 1.11..8.L.F. Slow Motion. (3.11. True Toning S.L.P. 1 Doable Rednetion Friction Drier
Ratio
Prices, complete with 4' Bakelite Die for coerce inning and r Bakelite two , far
Slow 31.00e Dreg,. .
0001
166: .0005 oif.l. 151; .00005 rnfgl. 13'-; .0001 enfJ 15 -.
5. Lit Neutralising Condenser, Price 3 8.

e

8. POLAND ST- OXFORD

Lorioon -

RG'

:J7elephone.-

GERRARD 7414

"EVERYMAN FOUR"
COILS.
The
Wireless
World
says
"The Chaimphone Coils can he
recommended for building the
Everyman
Four' receiver. Elec.
trically correct,
the
coils are well tiniahed,
and, with the green
milk-covered
ladendraht
wire,
are
uf
particularly good

"EVERYMAN

Price per pair, boned
with " W.W." booklet,
Long wave"E.4" Coils
800-2,800 metre.. RI-

EAGLE MINEEZins. ZRZ1:

31 '•

1doo Shou rooms

VALVE HOLDER
BASEBOARD
SECTION

-1HE

"Blue
spot"
tsithout

PROCESS

RESISTANCES
STAND

218G
OLYMPIA

RUBBER
DAMPER

These Resistances are an improvement
NIEGITES
on anything hitherto produced-they
are superior to wire-wound-hermetically-sealed in Bakelite-dead accurate
•-c4nnot vary-guaranteed for ever.
Megite - Grid Leaks
1-5 3degobin
Ohmite - Anode Resistances
OHMITES any size 2,3

FOR

HIGH

Visit Stand No. 53 at the
Radio Exhibition, Olympia,
Sept. 24th to Oct. 1st,

ii6

Mention uf

1he

mtg.co.,17,\LISon13
II treless

Hill, Bromley

TENSION

only 1I- per volt.

.00.3—.006

Graham -Farish

W. H. TANT & Co., Dolman St.
BIRMINGHAM

vAuxitad.L.

STEEL
PLATE
ACCUMULATORS

1/Advert, of the

Anti-rnicrophoni,

lotie Ada.

Still the finest
Condenser at
any price-upright or flat
mountingseries or parallel G.L. Clips.
Guaranteed.
.0001-.002

2/6

leading

Section shows
balanced
valve sockets, straight through contact,
secure mounting, stops, terminals, etc.
Underside-the four light spring 5,
stops, and
floating centre."
It's
the Balloon Tyre of Radio." Guaranteed perfect rtsuits.
Red spot lure extra Rubber Damper.
NOTE THE PRICE
. 2,'The New S.U.X. Adep:or .
316
ASH YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR WRITE

marimmumsesalats

CONDENSERS
BAKELITE CASE

•007—.01

is
the
Holder.

FOR SAMPLE HOLDER POST FREE, 2 3.
UNDERSIDE

2/-

GRAHAM-FARISH
MICA

-14, Pall 31,111,

TRANSANT

BETTER
THAN
WIRE
WOUND

I 1%

FOUR" CONSTRUCTOR'S SET.

Complete net of parts lens Cabinet - ZS 19 0
Above parts assembled, wired up and tested
ell 0 0
Do.
Fitted with Oak open
panel Cabinet • £14 113 0
Marconi Royalty .tra.

BATTERIES
220,

SHAFTESBURY

¿ling to advertisers,

LTD.,
AVENUE,

zedi ensure prompt ulttri!ion.

REDDITCH
LONDON,

W.C.2.
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teeters
otessale
e et&
The great Wireless
the Year.

opportunity

of

For seven days only.
Will show you how to get 5G. B. on
your set.
Wonderful B.B.C. Exhibit.
Everything that counts in

Wireless.

Sets for the Million or the Millionaire.

RECUPERATING
IN

THE

AGENT

HELLESEN
DRY

Every Stand packed with interest.
The Royal Air Force Band in attendance.
Dancing on specially prepared floor.

BATTERIES.

It is the price you pay per hour
of enjoyable radio reception that
matters, not the price you pay
for your dry battery.
Hellesen Dry Batteries have been known
for over forty years as the best in the
world. The No. 7 recuperating agent marks
a development to meet a new need; the
old Hellesen standard of construction, the
best material in the hands of expert workmen, remains.
With quadruple insulation and sealed cover,
buy a Hellesen for safety and satisfaction.

60-volt " WIRIN " 1216
99-volt " WIRUP " 21'Postage Extra.,
All types, voltages, etc., in Double and
Treble capacities for H.T. and L.T.
Supply. Ask your dealer for the type
to suit your set and get the maximum
service, or write us for full particulars.
Obtainable

at all Radio, Electrical (Mil General
Harrods, Selfridges, etc., or direct from

Stores,

A. H. HUNT, Ltd., (Deipt .). CROYDON, SURREY.

ADMISSION
)
à...DA I
LY

B59
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RADIO

WIRELESS

EXPERIMENTER'S

HANDBOOK
in Two Volumes.

VALVE
•
▪
I
•

By P. R. Coursey, B.Sc.
PART ONE deals with
the general principles underlying the design of radio
receiving equipment, and
explains in clear and simple
language the fundamental
properties of the Aerial and
the Aerial Circuit, Receiving
Tuners, Receiving Amplifiers and Detectors, Heterodynes, etc., etc.
PART TWO is devoted
to data and actual quantitative design, swell as to
the description of many
suitable
high -frequency
measurements which can
readily be carried out by
the experimenter. A few of
the subjects discussed are
the Measurements of HighFrequency Currents and
Volt ages, Fundamental
Formulas and Data, Aerials
and Tuning Circuits, Tuning
Coils and Inductances Condensers, Valves and their
Constants, etc.

Price 3/6

net per vol.

TRANSMITTERS
By W. James
THE DESIGN AND OPERATION
OF SMALL POWER APPARATUS

▪

•

This book deals thoroughly with
the design and operation of valve
transmitters. Written by a recognised authority who has had a
wide experience in the design and
construction of valve transmitting
sets, it is essentially a book for the
practical
amateur
experimenter.

e
▪
▪
•

270
▪

pages:

Price

210 photographs
diagrams.

9/— net.

By

post 9/6.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset

House,

Tudor

Street,

LONDON, E-C-4-

From leadinglooksellers or direct from the Publishers:

9

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee.C.Cree.D.C.C.C.C.eeee

111.......... ,••••••• ••••••• •••••••••••••• ••••••• •••••••.•••••••••••••• .111.•11,11. 4

A
Handy
Volume

W.W10

This is a perfect Encyclopedia of Wireless—a book
to which you can refer
when in difficulties. It wit
quicklysolve your problems

A FEW ot the MAIN FEATURES:
Outdoor, Indoor and Frame Aerials, Earths, Tuners
and Couplings, Variometers for Broadcast Wavelengths, Basket Coils, Plug-in Coils, etc.
Coupled
Circuits. Condensers and Coils. Crystal Receivers.
The Valve: the principle of its working and the
correct method of operation for best results. Two
and Three-Electrode Valves, Dull Emitters, etc. The
effect of Variation of Filament Temperature, Plate
Voltage, etc.
Reaction and Self-Oscillation.
The
Valve Amplifier. Special Chapter on Sensitive SingleValve Receivers.
A Single-Valve Amplifier with
Crystal Rectifier.
Double Magnification.
Points
on Dry Cells and Accumulators.
Current from
Alternating Current Mains.

Price 3/6 net.

By poet 3/10.

Obtainable from Booksellers or direct from the Publishers:
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

Mention ot

and

From leading booksellers or direct from
the Publishers :

By post 3/10 each.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor St.,
LONDON, E.C.4.
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TUNING COILS
AND

METHODS

OF

VERY
useful
A manual
giving the

TUNING i

By II". James

maximum of informai tion on the subject.

The author discusses
the many
forms of
tuning circuits, with
explanations of spade,
condenser and vario meter tuning.
Other chapters deal in
detail with the choice,
construction and design
of coils, and give
particulars as to size
of coil required, the
best shape, size of wire,
type of insulation, and
special
uses
of
the
various coils.
Obtainable from all Booksellers or direct from the
Publishers :

It ti u
,

I i,(1.

.

Price 26 net.
By Post, 2

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
RECEIVERS

NOTICES.

FOR

SALE .

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in thus
A LL-WAVE Four and the Famous Everycolumns is :
man Four; high-class sets only, giving
12 words or less, 1/- and id. for every
maximum efficiency; full particulars and
additional word, e.g., 18 words, 1/6; Si words,
prices on application.-11. Goodwin, WoodName and address must be counted.
[
00 5°
SERPES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers cock Hill, Elstree.
u follows on orders for consecutive insertions. Provided • DAY later, buy now: Wireless sets, corncontract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
ponents, loud-speakers, etc., for deferred
instructions the entire" copy" is repeated from the
Write or call for terms.—Ellis
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions,
; 28 con- payments.
secutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
Nicholls & Co., 132, Caledon Rd., East Hain,
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up London, E.
[544 6
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
ARICK Everyman Four Receiver in
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. or
oak console cabinet, £18/1o, complete
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19. Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildlsall Buildings, with valves, batteries, and royalties paid ;the
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 199, Deansgate, Man- most efficient set designed in a high grade
chester.
pece of furniture; cabinet only, £4/so.—
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular Warwick Radio Co., Warwick.
[54 87
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All Q HORT Wave Super-heterodyne, 20 10 200
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
Ll metres; America on loud-speaker every
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver- night;
£16.—Write
BMIBDG5,
London,
tisements should be made
payable to ILWFE
[5555
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
-Treasury
Notes, W.C.
being untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent u D OR Sale, 2-valve wireless set, with Amplion
loud-speaker, phones, etc. ; cost £18;
remittances.

WW

Receivers

for Sale.—Contd.

A -VALVE Home-constructed Receiver, H.F.

`± pet., 2 Lie., best components, including
Gecophone
geared
condensers,
Peto-Scott
power transformer, etc., 2 DEll I:, z DFAt
valves, Siemen's 120 volt double-capacity H.T.
battery; first £to secures, carriage forward.
—Young. " Greenwood Lodge," Frant, near
Tunbridge Wells.
Receivers in walnut
[579
-VALVE Neutrod
cabinets, very sensitive and selective, easy
to tune; coils for high and low wavelengths;
only a few left; £5/19/6; royalties, £2/1o;
carriage paid.
A -VALVE Receiver, H.F., Det., zL.F. (R.C.
"I and transformer); coils for high and low
wavelengths; very sensitive, pure tone, in oak
American type cabinet; L:5/59/6; royalties
£2/1c); carriage paid.
HILI PSON and Co., Ltd., Radio Engi'leers, Holland St. Works, Astley Bridge,
Bolton.
[0082
D DIS WA N Threesome 3-valve Set, with
KJ valves, 75/-, plus 37/6 royalties; handsome polished oak cabinet for above with
space for all batteries, £4 ; will sell separately.—Box 3662, c/o The Wireless World.
[5 60
SACRIFICE, £35.

P

open to offer.—Box 3652, c/o The Wireless
IVorld.
[5 693
1), AD10 Communication Co. Receiver, combUs prising
detector,
6-valve
amplifier
(3 v. 3), valves, Negatron oscillator and
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
speaker, range 200 10 20,000
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be Magnavox
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office. metres; bargain price; seen by appointment
ENUINE Bargain, 1926 7-valve Western
When this is desired, the sum of 6d to defray the cost of
Electric Super-het in perfect order, inin City.—Box 3651, c/o The 1Vireless 1Vorld.
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
[5 688 cluding valves, batteries, battery box and
words Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World." Only the " THE
Wireless World " Oualitv Three special frame aerial, simple to work, long
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
J.. set by W. James; perfect; £à or best and short waves without extra coils; cost £70,
should be addressed No. coo, c/o "The Wireless World,"
demonstration.
Gambrel'
neutro- sacrifice £35 or offer.—Seen and demonstrated
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who offer;
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending vernia, 2/6; Marcnni Ideal transformer, 4-1, any time at Arthur's Wireless Stores, 6, The
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes;
Arcade, Victoria Station, S.W.1.
[57 02
in all such cases the use ol the Deposit System is recommended, 12/6; Bowyer-LDwe super-heterodyne, set of
ADIO by Post.—We can save you money.
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit matched transformers and filter, two oscillaWe
supply
complete
sets,
also
component
Department."
tor couplers, £2.—Box 3605, cío The Wireless
sir DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
World.
[5662 parts for all advertised circuits at minimum
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
Q-VALVE R.C. Threesome Receiver by prices; send us your enquiry or let us suggest
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
the best set for your personal need; no obliDeposit System. If the money be deposited with "The tJ Ediswan, complete with Ediswan valves
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
and Igranic coils, mahogany cabinet, royalty gation.—Radio Postal Service, 66, Burnaston
The time allowed for decision is three days, during which paid,
[57 13
90/-.—Simpson,
208,
Spring
Rd., Rd., Hall Green, Birmingham.
time, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they
[5 682
must be returned to the sender. If a sale is effected we Ipswich.
BATTERIES.
remit the amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the
pocH ELECTRIC SOCIETY, Ltd., 53,
amount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
H.T. Batteries.—Jars, si xtit x14.
LA Gracechurch St., E.C.3 Largest range of
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
VV 1/3 doz. ; zincs, 1/- doz. ; sacs, lit)
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays receivers in the City; before buying your new
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or set compare every popular make side by side doz. ;dozen cells complete (18 volts), 3/6; post
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
[57 24 9d. extra. High efficiency, long life, upkeep
all transactions up to £m, adeposit fee of
is charged ;on in our demonstration room.
Orders for 3 dozen or over
transactions over £zo and under £5o, the fee is 2/6; over 0-VALVE Set in Polished Cabinet, with practically nil.
post free, packed in special carton with divi£5o, 5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and Li valves and coils, also Western Electric sions for each cell, usable as container for
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe lk Sons No. 44104 amplifier (cost £24); £12 the lot; complete battery. Send 6d. for sample comLimited.
sell separate.—Box 3665, do The Wireless
plete unit with instructions. Write for free
THE SALE OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
World.
[57 23 lists of wireless bargains.—W. Taylor, 57,
APPARATUS.
QOMETHING Really Good at Last.—The Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0039
A New Service to our Readers.
L/ last word in receivers, 6 valves, push-pull
ET (sac Leclanche) H.T. Batteries, latest
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed amplification, fitted voltmeter and milliarupbooklet on how to make and maintain
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can meter, z H.F. patent cabinet, gang tuning,
these economical and simple batteries; give
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
selectivity,
volume
without
distortion;
details
perfectly silent and smooth reception with unabove.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars fer of bargain price from Browne, 65, Sinclair limited power; tunable for small or multihis advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box Rd., W.14.
[57 15 valve sets of all sizes; information also of
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
mAGN IFICEN T Gramophone, with pick up L.T. batteries free; enclose postage, i¡c1.—
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers, viz.,
in the case of Marconi Patents the amount should be In 3 valve amplifier and speaker, all acces- Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
calculated at 52/6 per valve holder.
sories; bargain price.—Browne, 65, Sinclair
[
00 77
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
Rd., W.14.
[57 16
HY
Buy
Wireless
Accumulators?
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
(.1
ENEROUSLY
Deferred
Payments
on
Sets,
London's
Leading
Hire
Service
imdue in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
"The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents \-A accessories, etc.;
immediate possession proves reception. Saving time, trouble, and
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
after first instalment ;send enquiries to Desk money.
No big outlay.
No deposit.
Pay
purchaser of the set.
" W1," New Times Sales Co., 77, City Rd., carman on each delivery. Low tension service
SPECIAL NOTE.
from
5/3
per
week.
Fully
charged
and
de[oo8o
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no E.C.1.
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
ESTERN Electric Large Power Ampli- livered free within 12 miles of Charing Cross
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
fier, complete with valves, very little Explanatory folder post free.—Radio Service.
already been disposed oL Advertisers often receive so
los, Torriano Av., N.W.5.
'Phone: North
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to used; £4/15.—Box 3663, c/o The Wireless
each one by post.
[5587
World.
[5695 062 3/4/5.
•
ubt
Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
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Batteries.—Contd.

Dry Ii.T. Batteries Cost Less Than
Many other makes. The fact that they
are
manufactured
by
Messrs.
Thomson
Houston et Cie., of Paris, is proof of their
high quality. Further, every battery carries
a full and generous guarantee.
Usual sizes
stocked; 6o volt, loo volt, and grid bias, etc
Ask your dealer for same.
If he cannot supply you write us direct. Trade enquiries
specially invited.—G. E. Ambatielo & Co.,
Ltd., Amben ielo House, Farringdon Road,
E.C.i. Telephone .Clerkenwell 7440.
[0063
IRMINGIIAM and
District.—Send
for
particulars et our accumulator hire service, and we will prove to you that it is
cheaper to hire an accumulator than to buy
one. We supply the accumulator, collect and
deliver it, anti it costs no more than you are
paying now for charging.—New Era Wireless
8/ Electrical Co ,Hobmoor Rd., Small Heath,
Birmingham. Tel.: Vic. 744[5537
HAT Offers for Three 6o Volts C.A.V.
H.T. Accumulators, purchased August,
t927?—Tetley, 1, Palace Gate, 'London, W.S.

WIRELESS WORLD

NOT AT OLYMPIA!
You will look in vain for these, and
our other hundreds of
American
Advanced Components, at Olympia.
We are not there because American
goods are prohibited. The inference
is very, very obvious, and
very
flattering to us.

E

W

[5 674
H.T. Batteries. See advertisement,
page 38.—British Battery Co., Ltd.,
Clarendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
[
00 4
8
TARS, 21in. X din., square or round, 7d.
doz.; bored corks, 3.'ad. doz. ;jars, 21in.x
din., 1/3 doz.; carriage extra; also few sacs,
clips, etc.; bargain list free.—Selby & Co.
(W.), 6, Hauberk Rd., Lavender Sweep,
S.W. rt.
[57 0 5

.
B.C.

J

A

The " G.R." Type 358 Short Wave Wavemeter Kit. Accuracy 1% or better guaranteed. As
ti ,ed by "WIREI ESC WORLD," and endorsed and
re/ ommended by them. In use at four Government
Research Stations,
Waveband 141 to 225 Metres.
For receiver or transmitter calibration.
One of 120
"GR." 1927,8 Season Advanced Components. Built
by Laboratory Instruments Manufacturers.
Price, per complete Outfit, £5 .17 .6.
Descriptive folder entztld "Q.R.Il." free on request.

CABINETS.

RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets and Panels for
all " Wireless World " sets.
A RTCRAFT Cabinets made in Oak and
PI mahogany, properly french polished, and
are priced at 6/- to £11/1t.
A RTCRAFT Cabinets made to any specific-all
or design. Estimates by return.
A RTCRAFT Illustrated Catalogue Free.—
The Artcraft Co., 156, Cherry Orchard
Rd., Croydon. 'Phone :Croydon 1981. roo+,
A GAR for High-disc Cabinets to customers'
11. requirements from selected seasoned timber by competent craftsmen ; maker of cabinets for P.M. series and other high class sets.
W. H. Agar, 19, Whitecross Pl., E.C.2.
London Wall: 3305.
[5646
RAKER'S " Selhurst " Radio for Coil Driv.
I, speaker
parts
and
suitable
pedestal
cabinets.-89, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood,
SE. 25
[5345
ASSIVE Oak Pedestal Cabinets, Jacobean
finish (as illustrated in The Wirefes,
World in May 4th issue), new, improved and
very substantial model now ready, stands 311.
high, 2ft. gin, wide, isin. deep, for panel op
to 26in.x8in. These cabinets are built to one
standard size and will house almost all the
best known and latest sets and circuits, including Everyman Four and Five, B.B.C. 3
and 4 valve sets. Simple adjustable fittings
permit any length of panel up to 26in. to be
fitted. £5 carriage paid, or free delivery by
our own van London and suburbs. May be
inspected on van before acceptance.
Illustrated folder gives all details. W'rite to-clay.
—G. E. Ambatielo and Co., Ltd., Ambatielo
House,
Farringdon
Rd.,
E.C. I
'Phono :
Clerkenwell 7440.
Telegrams: Ambatielo,
I.ondon.
roo56
pIRM Able to Take Contracts for Wireless
1.
Cabinet Work; quotations on receipt or
particulars or quantities.-196, Lewisham Rd.
Lee Green 1206.
[57 19

heavy duty Variable
Resistor, as used by
nearly
one
hundred
H.T. Eliminator Manufacturers.
Also useful
wherever a dependable
variable resistor is desirable. Range 500 ohms
to 5megoluns. Excellent
as a tone control across
transformer secondary.

Mention of

The

19-27.

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

the Actual Makers o f the M agnet
-LP unit illustrated in this journal August
to, 1927, we can supply parts to A. R.
Turpin 's
specificat ions.—Star
Engineering,
Didsbury, :Manchester.
[5576
OR NS for all typ es o f loud-speakers,
especially gramophone attachments and
Amplion
A.R.3g;
illustrated
list
free.—
Maddison, Manufacturer of the Allwoodorn,
la, Ronald's Rd., N.5.
[49 87
EED .Movements.—Double Acting Reed
-1.1 movements specially designed to operate
cone and other large diaphragms; extremely
sensitive on small input, yet capable of enormous volume with sufficient input. %'ill work
up to a 3ft. cone with ease.
No rattle or.
distortion; 27 /6 each.
Fair allowance on
Brown A earpieces, or Lissenolas and other
units in part exchange. Send stamp for illustrated Lists of these and Seamless Cones.—
Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4 [no66
n AKER'S "Sellhurst" Radio for Coil Drive
1.0 Loud-speaker Parts; we can give you immediate delivery from stock of all parts for
coil drive loud-speakers described in The
Wireless World, April 13th and August loth.
I. Coil drive speaker described by N. W.
McLachlan in The Wireless World, April 13th;
the best loud-speaker existing; we can supply
all parts from stock.
2. Coil drive speaker
described by A. P. Turpin in The Wireless
World, August moth; we can supply all parts
"romo stock.

H

RAK ER'S

_

" Selhurst " Radio for Coil Drive
Speaker Parts; immediate delivery of
nagnet units with field windings for use
vith accumulators or D.C. mains as requi re d.
.'
" Selhurst " Radio
for 2in.
M oving Coils; lightest made.
VRAMES and Cradles specially constructed
to enable unit to be assembled in a few
ninutes without tools; from Baker's " Seldurst " Radio; immediate delivery.
MPORTANT.—All coil drive speaker par t
s
supplied by us are constructed by highly
skilled engineers of the best possible materials;
is we do not depart from specifications given
in The Wireless World you are assured of
good results.
We manufacture everything,
Irons the pot castings to the finished article.
WE have received testimonials from all
YY over the country and also from Belgium,
Holland and Italy, expressing comPlete satisfaction with the parts, and surprise at the
wonderful results obtained.
E shall be glad to show you all our coil
drive speaker parts at our works at
Croydon at any time.—Baker's " Selhurst "
Radio, 89, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood,
S.E.25.
Works: 42, Cherry Orchard Rd.,
East Croydon. Telephone: Thornton Heath
14
88 .
[5344
'FAR ENG IN EER ING, Didsbury,
chester, were the first firm to manufacture moving coil loud-speaker parts for the
home constructor.

I

Price 12,0 each.
Send for free leaflet (Willed "Control."
lOontaine practical Wiring Chart of amoot
efficient H.T. Eliminator.)

AERO LOOP—SILENCER OF
STATIC.
A Unique Frame Aerial.
" A loop
within a loop."
Inside loop can
be used for a variety of useful
purposes.
The finest loop for
Superheterodynes,
T.R.F.
Sets.
Super-regenerative sets.
Height
3o*: a feature is that it turns in
only r of space. An ideal "drawing
room" loop and highly efficient.
2927/8 Season reilu-ed price

57/6
Sea for

B EING

21ST,-

B KER'S

The " Clarostat " 20
Watt Universal range

M

SEPTEMBER

2-colour 4scriptioe folder,
free.

FREE!

Our So Page educational catalogu:,
(usual price gd.) will be sent free
and post free on request.
Profusely 1111L-trated.
Over 25o exclusive specialties.
"The most instructive and interesting catalogue in the
Trade." (See Misaellaneous ads. also.)

CLAUDE LYONS 1."1"76, OLD HALL STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

W

W

ORKMANSHIP, materials, design and
efficiency are embodied in every part
manufactured by Star Engineering.
VOU can construct in a few minu tes a high1 class moving coil loud-speaker with parts
manufactured by Star Engineering.
'LIVERY part manufactured by Star Engincering is backed by 35 years' engineering experience.
l3T AIN the best possible by ordering your
loud-speaker parts from Star Engineering, Didsbury, Manchester. Lists free. Your
name and address in block letters, please. ,

O

Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.5(12

[5577

•

SEPTEMBER 2IST, I927.
Loud-speakers.—Contd.
Loud-speaker, oval pleated
polished • aluminium
diaphragm,
mahogany mourned, looks like a mirror; perfectly wonderful reproduction, equal to any
speaker double the price; try one on 7 days'
approval; satisfaction or money refunded;
£2110 post frte.—A. Brixey, Coldharbour
Lane, Hayes, Middlesex.
[5579
UNITS for Cone Speakers.—Highly efficient,
U patented, double acting reed movement,
the result of years of experimenting. Very
sensitive to small impulses, but capable (4
handling enormous power without overloading; special resonance damping device; high
class workmanship and keenest value yet
offered; complete with fixings for attaching
cone. Fuller details, list of cones, complete
speakers, etc., post free.—Everyman's Radio
Service, Brent St., Hendon, N.W.4.'Phone :
Hendon 2378.
[5 10 5
ADIO by Post.—An .unusual opportunity
to obtain a really efficient cone loudspeaker for 25/-, post paid ; send at once;
money back guarantce.—Radio Postal Service, 66, Burnaston Rd., Hall Green, Birmingham.
[57 14
MOVING Coil Speaker Parts.—Before or
LU. after visiting the Olympia call at Baker's
Selhurst Radio Works; all parts supplied.42, Cherry Orchard Rd., East Croydon
Station ; zo minutes only main line from
Victoria Station.
[5720
A MPLION Loud-speaker, A.R.39,
,çonfi
15/-.—Foden, Woodlands, Great
Barr, Birmingham.
[57 03
LD Speakers Bought or Taken Part Pavment for new; give particulars and type
required; other wireless goods also purchased
or taken part payment new accessories.—
Radioparts Supplies (Exchange Dept.), 7a,
Victoria House, South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8.
'Phone: Brixton 4982.
[57 00
oNoToNE Loud-speaker, listed at
only a few months old; sell £5.—Apply
66, Hawthorn Rd., Upper Edmonton, N.I8.
[57 10
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CHARGERS & ELIMINATORS.
Chargers (A.C.), 451▪ complete.
Post free.
Also components
for same and for A.C. battery eliminators;
fully
guaranteed.—Stafford
O'Brien
and
Partners, Ltd., 66, Victoria St., S.W.1.
[0052
ALTERNATING
and
Direct
Current
▪ problems.—Kaynite components will solve
them.—Call at The Lisle Radio Co., 37, Lisle
St., W.C.2.
[5686
WORK Your Radio Receiver from the
VV Mains with a Philipson Safety H.T.
Eliminator; more volume, better tone, and
'more distant stations.
H !LIPSON 'S
Safety
High
Tension
Eliminator for D.C. Mains, 200 10 250
volts, no hum or ripple, gives 7 voltages from
6o to 135 volts, maximum output 38 M.A.;
fitted in well-finished oak cabinet, price
„C2/19/6, carriage paid.
DIEU PSON 'S
Safety
High
Tension
1 Battery Eliminator for A.C. Mains, 200250 volts, gives voltages from 20 to 120 volt,:
at zo M.A. discharge, and grid bias 5 voltages
from 2 to 12 volts, maximum current output
so M.A.; fitted in well-finished oak cabinet,
£5/19/6, royalty 12/6 ; 12 months' guarantee given.
DIIILIPSON and Co., Ltd., Radio Engin 1 errs, Holland St. Works, Astley Bridge,
Bolton.
'Phone: 2038 Bolton.
Telegrams:
" Safety," Bolton.
[oo81

Acc:L.:NI ULATOR

P

B63

& Eliminators.—Contd.

ELIMINATORS ! H.T.
Mains
Units.—
G.R. components for home construction
are unexcelled, robust, and will not burn out.
Rectifier transformers, for izo or 230 volts
for Raythron or Ethotron rectifiers, 39/6 each
supplied with 71 volt 21 amp. filament wind.
ing at no extra cost, If desired; G.R. type
366 double 30 henry (6o henrys in all) filter
chokes, price 39/6, are unique; H.T. condenser banks, Clarostat universal range resistors (will carry 20 watts continuously), etc,
etc. Send for catalogue of G.R. parts to
Claude Lyons, 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[5602
11/FALLIZOTO High Tension Eliminator for
el D.C. mains, zoo-25o volts, z tappings Caa120 volts, suit any circuit ;guaranteed, 35/-,
post free.—From dealers or The Maluzoto Co.,
9, Howland St., W.t.
[57 13

.
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Reception and
Transmission

VALVES.

For whichever purpose batteries

sCREENED Grid Valves.

are required, you want the best
procurable if good results are to

9111E

be obtained.
Does this meet

your conception

of a good battery?
One that will—
Deliver

30

rnfa

and

more

without protest.
Give astonishingly long service
at that drain.
Maintain its E.M.F.
Deliver

smooth,

current

without

free-flowing
sign

of

parasitic noise.
Such a battery it the

Columbia
Layerbilt 45 volts

Radio "B " Battery.
Amateurs throughout the country
are

using

this

battery for both

transmission and reception.
Laboratory reports

published in

various radio journals

testify to

the

Layerbilt

ability

of

the

battery to stand up to extraordinarily
heavy
drains
for
extended periods.
And

the

secret

of

this

efficiency

33

is

in the unique "Layerbilt" construction.
Ask your dealer or write to us for full
particulars.

J. R. MORRIS
15, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Scottish Representative :—
J.T.Cartwright, 3, Cadogan St.,Glasgow.

A.P. 412 S.G. for non-neutralised H.F.
-1- amplification and super R.C. amplification, amplification factor zro, standard 4-pin
base; write to-day for full data of all the
A.P. 4 electrode valves.—Aneloy Products, 36,
Hindmans Rd., E. Dulwich, London, S.E.22.
[55 89
A VALVE suitable to your requirements can
rt. be purchased from The North London
Valve Co., Ltd. ; quality is right, price is
right, delivery is right; send to us and you
will be right well satisfied.-224, Cazenove
Rd.,
Stoke
Newington,
London,
N.I6.
'Phone: Clissold 0082.
[5620

A.P. 4 Electrode Varves

A RE used by " The Wireless World " be11. cause they offer definite advantages, such
as a power amplifier for concert hall work.
which only requires 6o volts H.T.
A .P. Four Electrode Valves
for 3 electrode valves; the money saved
R
in one year on three H.T. batteries pays for
EQUIRE less than half the H.T. needed

an A.P. valve.
Electrode Valves

A RE a very comprehensive range and in/I dude a type for every position; they can
be used in conjunction with existing 3 electrode
valves;
they
do
not
necessitate
alteration to set wiring or require special
batteries.
Electrode Valves
TNCLUDE the 412 S.G. valve with its
1 enormous, and hitherto unattained amplification of mio. This is a screened grid
valve with a standard 4-pin base; neutralising
is
unnecessary; it therefore represents a
great advance in high frequency amplification
and a great economy at the same time.
P ECONOMICS.
THROUGH economy in advertising, we
1 are able to sell a highly efficient 4 electrode valve for the same price as a electrode;
money paid for an A.P. valve is vesTed in the
valve and not in publicity.
RITE to-day for full data and X-ray
photographs of the A.P. Family.
A NELOY PRODUCTS, 36, Hindmans Rd.,
ti. E. Dulwich, London, S.E.22. 'Phorie:
New Cross 4074.
[55 88
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Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
and Best.—High tension accumu-IJ lators, pure reception and constant voltage: Ediswan 4-5,0oo m.a.h. capacity, 20
volt units, 16/8; Exide 2,500 m.a., so volts
units, 5/-; Oldham 20 volt units, 12/6 each;
carrier and lid Oldham, extremely neat, 4/6
each ; all above 8o volts or more carriage
paid U.K.—Radio Service Depot, 678, Washwood Heath Rd., Birmingham.
QHORT-WAVE wavemeters, 18-70 metres ,
every instrument individually calibrated b
COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.
hand; enables any required station to be found
'WEER'S " Sellturst " Radio for Coil Drive
immediately.
In upright mahogany cabinet,
Obviously you are going to save money if
1 -) Speaker Parts; see under Loud-speakers
complete with full instructions, 3o/-, cash or
you make your own Loud Speaker. But the
—89, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood, S.E.25.
C.O.D.—Deepees, 22, Ganton St., Regent
greatest difficulty in making a Cone Loud
St., W .I.
[5499
[534 6
Speaker has always been to find a really
icz ELL1NG-LEE Panel Fittings are designed
VERYMAN Four Coils, manufact ure d ex suitable material for the Cone.
to give an expert finish to any homeactly to specification ;25/- pair, post free;
Now, Six-Sixty have obtained the sole rights
constructed set. Catalogue post free.—Belling
trade supplied.—Warwick Radio Co., Warin
this
country
for
the
paper
which
is
used
in
and Lee, Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders
wick.
[54 88
all the well-known Cone Speakers in America.
End, Msx.
[mug
nROWN A's.—A large purchase, on favour
Amost attractive paper, the special processes in
able terms, of these genuine original A
TANTALUM.—Tantalum metal sheet for
its manufacture ensure unique and pure tonal
type earphones enables us to offer them at
A.C. rectifiers.—Blackwell 's Metallurgical
qualities unobtainable with any other material
15/- each, 2,000 ohms, or complete with headWorks, Liverpool.
[4386
bands, in original boxes, 3o/- per pair; fully
Six-Sixty specially prepared Cone Speaker
D EED Movements.—Double Acting Reed
guaranteed (unused); trade supplied; this
paper is sold in an attractive envelope
IL movements specially designed to operate
complete with diagram and full instructions.
type Brown A is specially suitable for gramocone and other large diaphragms; extremely
phone pick-ups, as described by G. W. Sutton
sensitive on small input, yet capable of enorin The Wireless World, July 20th issue.—
mous volume with sufficient input. Will work
PRICE
Goodman's, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
up to a 3ft. cone with ease.
No rattle or
[0067
distortion; 27/6 each.
Fair allowance on
Ask your dealer or write to us about
A.J.S. Headphones, light. strong, adjustable
Brown A earpieces, or Lissenolas and other
a.
Come to Stand 141 at the
Headanos, perfectly clear and comfortunits in part exchange. Send stamp for IllusExhibition, and see the actual paper.
able; full maker's guarantee (list price
)
trated Lists of these and Seamless Cones.—
on 7 days' approval; satisfaction or money
Goodmans, ay, Farringdon St., E.C.4. [
004')
THE ELECTRON CO., LTD.,
refunded; zo/6 post free.—A. Brixey, Coldrp HE G.R. 247-W. Wavemeter and Filter
122-124, Charing Cross Road, London, W.0 .2.
harbour Lane, Hayes, Middlesex.
[557 8
.1 (range 200 to 600 metres). A unique inrp HE G.R. New L.F. Transformer, type
strument; accuracy s per cent.; for reception
1. 285D. (input or first stage transformer),
or transmission ;is also an efficient series or
has a higher input impedance (375,000 ohms)
parallel wavetrap which will cut out your
than any other, and is, therefore, especially
local
with ease; only 55/- each,
with
suitable for use after anode-bend rectificainstructions.—From your dealer or Claude
tion. The high input impedance and exceedLyons (G.R. Parts), 76. Oldhall St., Liveringly fine curve, combined with high voltage
pool.
amplification, make this transformer unique.
[5 603
T AKER 3oft. handsome Steel Mast, 22/6.
Considerably better than any other trans1-1 See descriptive advertisement, page 38.
former on offer. Fully guaranteed one year.
E.h,ily erected.
[0021
Price 27/6, post -free, from Claude Lyons,
Ltd. (G.R. l'roducts), 76, Oldhall St., LiverQOME Storry Specialities.—Cleartron
pool.
[5 601
Kast condensers, .0005 or .0003, 4/11 ;
.R. Special L.F. Transformer s are still the
Atlas variable condensers, with knob and dial.
standard of comparison and the despair
3/1i; Croix L.F. transformers, 3/9; guaran,of competitors. Even
amplification
curve
teed and post paid.—Storry's, Ltd., The Wirefrom below soo cycles to the upper limit of the
less Mart, Eastbank St., Southport.
[5453
.speech and musical frequencies. Two ratios,
AERIAL Grid Coils and H.F. Transto 2.7 and
to 6. for first and second stage;
/I. formers for Everyman Four, with chart
price 27/6 each and north it. From highshowing over 40 stations (on L.S.), price 17/6
class dealers or the sole importers of G.R.
each; H.F. transformers for the All-Wave
products, who are Claude Lyons, Ltd., 76,
Four, high and low wavelengths, set of two
Oltlhall St., Liverpool.
[5600
and base 35/-; all coils of highest quality
QCREEN Coils.—Split Dri aerial, 250-50o
materials and finish.—H. Goodwin, Wood10 and 1,000-2,000, 5/6 each; split H.F.
cock Hill, Elstree.
[0051
Practically unbreakable (withstands
transformers and secondary for 250-500, 7/6
20
tons
per sq. in.). Does not warp,
ALL-WAVE Coils (May 11th), pair with 6- soften or burn under heat (up to
each; 1,000-2,oce, 11/- each.—Stone, below.
pin base; 42/6.—Jennens, below.
180 degrees centigrade). Much
VERYNIAN
Four
Aerial
Coil,
15,'-;
'LIVERYMAN Coils, 3, 4, 5, on ebon it e
more rigid than ebonite. Cheaper
id transformer, 15/-; set complete, 28/-.—
than
ebonite.
Di-electric
con.1f-I bases; 15/- each.—Jennens, below.
Stone, below.
stant 4-5. Specific gravity 11TUBES, 3in. x34in., genuine Mikopac;
1'4. Colour does not fade or
EINARTZ Coils.-250-soo, 7/6; 1,0001_ 1/4; 2 2/6; 3 3/6.—Jennens, below.
change.
Made in highly
IL 2"m, 11/- each.—Stone, below.
Natural
Brown
PACERS, grooved, with screws, 8 aer i
al polished
DR.% Fixed Condensers.—soo v. d.c.
ipecially
recommended)
or anode, 1/-; All-wave 6 short, 1/-; 12
Walnut.
and
smf., 1/9; 25. 2/3; smf., 2/9; amf.,
Black. Send P.O. and order
long, 2/6.—Ponens. below.
3/9; 3mf., 4/5; 4mf., 6/- each.—Stone, below.
lid, stamp for sample sq.
T ITZEN Wire (Lewcos 27/42), to wind 70 or
1TZ Wire, 27-42, 20 yds., 5/-; 25, 6/-;
inch Waling colour required)
1-A turns; 4/8.—Jennens, below.
tor—
40, so/6; 50, 12/-; 6o, 13/6; and 9-40
YCHE Switch, 2-way, 1/3; both battery,
Geo. L. Scott &Co
Litz wire, 1.,o yds., 9/6.—Post orders to
1/6.—Jennens, below.
Ltd. U. Fleet St.,
Stone Manufacturing Co., ¡o8-9, Great SafE.C.1.
EOWE Multiple Valves, 3 L.F. and 2
fron Hill, London, E.C.x.
[oo68
Li H.F.; write for price and particulars;
TAXER 3oft. Handsome Steel Mast, 22 /0.
trade enquiries invited for all above.—Jennens
1J See descriptive advertisement, page 38.
Radio, 30, Chapel St., Birmingham.
[cm75
Easily erected.
[ooaa
Mention of " The ¡Fireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention,
B64
valves: 2 volt .06 H.F. and
L.F., a volt .s H.F. and L.F., t volt
.25 P.V., 4 volt .o6 H.F. and L.F., 4 volt .t
H.F. and L.F., 4 volt 12 P.V., 6 volt .1 H.F.
and L.F., 6 volt .25 P.V.; all one price, 51each, and all guaranteed; trade supplied;
write your name and address clearly.—H.
Howarth, British Valve Depot, 288, Deansgate, Manchester.
[56 it
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glass, 2 volt 20 amp.,
£
-1- 3/9 each; 4 volt, 7/6 each.—Below.
ACC UM UL ATO RS, celluloid, 2 volt 40,
7/6; 2 Volt 6o, 9/9; 2 volt 80, 12/-.—
,Below.
ACC UM UL ATORS, celluloid, 4 volt 40,
«CI 13/-; 4 volt 6o, 19/6; 4 volt 8o, 24/-;
cash or c.o.d., all guaranteed new stock;
7 days' approval; postage extra; send for free
list.—Bright & Hayles, 78, Church St.,
Camberwell, London, S.E..
[
00 79
A ERNIONIC Valve Holders are the finest
n value in British made components;
model H antimicrophonic, 1/6 each.
RID Leak Holders for Vertical or Horizontal mounting;
Bakelite mouldings
with adjustable springs, fitted terminals, Aer
monic No. i, t/-.
rl RID Leak Clip for Mounting direct on the
Uf wires; Aermonic No. a, 4d.; if your
dealer does not stock, write to the manufacturers, James Christie & Sons, Ltd., West
St., Sheffield.
[0078

High Frequency Choke Coil.
DECKOREM
A highly efficient component, neat in

Two

Polar

Components
you must have
The new Polar
CarnVernier Square
Law Condenser.

-0 .R.

Parts and Accessories.—Everything for
the experimenter and home constructor.
Wavemeters, geared dials, heavy duty rheostats, potentiometers, couplers, variometers,
variable condensers (29 types), short wave
wavemeters (t44 to 225 metres), ultra-shortwave wavemeter (3.5 to 6.75 metres), superior
L.F. transformers, L.F. chokes, H.F. chokes.
superheterodyne kits, output transformers,
speaker filters, double impedance couplers,
sockets
for
American
valves,
American
ordinary and rectifying valves, etc., etc. See
these at your dealer, or send for catalogue,
free and post free.
See our exhibit at the
Manchester Exhibition (Stall 13), Oct. 27 to
Nov. 5.—Claude Lyons, 76, Oldhall
Liverpool
[5 60 4
THE G.R. Short-Wave Wavemeter.—This
.1 unique instrument is indispensable to the
serious experimenter.
Range Id to 225
=metres. Has been strongly recommended by
— the Editorial Staff of The Wireless World, as
_used by leading amateur transmitters, Govern-ment Research Departments, etc.
Equally
useful for reception. Completé outfit, indivi=dually calibrated, guaranteed accuracy t per
=cent or better; £5/17/6; send for pamphlet
entitled " Q.R.H."—Sole distributors. Claude
Lyons, Ltd., 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[5599
a Die-cast Frame and heavy stand
for
that diaphragm loud-speaker you are
=flaking; t2in, diameter, gold finish, compleie
—ready for use, price 'to/6 each, post free; for
use with Lissenola or other similar units.
attachme*n for Brown A. earpiece, 3/6 each
extra, post free; 7 days' approval against
'cash; trade enquiries invited.—Die-Casting
o., Great Hampton St., Wolverhampton.
[5610
ICK-UP, latest used by 2L0 for perfect
gramophone reproduction; demonstrations
aily by W. J. Turberville-Crewe, Minst.
•E.. £3/15.—J. Glasscoe 8: Co., 49, Eastheap, E.C.3.
[56 58
ERO Loop (2oo-600 metres), the unique
indoor frame aerial which only occupies
inches in which to rotate (Console type).
educed 1927-8 season's price is 57/6. Send
or booklet, free and post free.—From your
eater or from sole importers: Claude Lyons,
.td., 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[5 60 5
HORT-WAVE Sets, 0-v-1, 75./-, all world.
—Write John L. Harman, R.S.G.B.,
o6, Chester Rd., Erdington, Birmingham.
[5630

appearance, giving good and adequate choking effect over as wide range of wavelengths
(well below 200 up to 2,000 metres). Note
the following important features :—The inductance, tested by an independent authority,
is 72,000 M.H. and self capacity 8 rn/mfds.
This choke meets the needs of all radic
set constructors, is fitted with terminals,
dustproof, and is a well-finished choke worth)
of a place in every well-designed receiver in
which the circuit calls for an efficient H.F.
choke, and what is more, it is sold at the
very reasonable, price of •5/6 .each.—Obtainable from all dealers, or direct from A. F.
Bulgin & Co., 9, to, it, Cursitor Street,
Chancery Lane, E.C.4.
[
00 41
ERE IT IS—an absol u tely new t
un i
ng
unit, designed for aoo-5o0 metres, free
from oscillation, with level amplification, a
units complete with circuit diagram; 30/-,
c.o.d.—I.. W. Mell, 124, Marlborough Ave.,
Hull.
[5 679
AKER 3oft. Handsome Steel Mast, 22 /b.
See descriptive advertisement, page 38.
Easily erected.
[oo23

Jj

L

A
low-loss
brass
sane condenser
with brass end plates
Fast and slow
motion by one knob. Cam reduction
gear protected from external damage.
0003
15/6

Polar

u-SE

A9
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ACCUMULATORS,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The smallest and
most efficient Coil
Unit on the market
Twelve coils of uniform size available,
3- each.
Wave
lengths 170 to 4,720
metres. Fits Standard 4 pin valve
sockets.
Extreme
delicacy of tuning.
Unit consisting of
carrier and two
in
cha ngeable
coils
9/Polar Products are Guaranteed.
Call at the nearest Polar Service
Agent or any RADIO Dealer and
examine these Components.

Wmgrove &Rogers Ltd.

Proprietors of the Broadcasting Business
of
Radio
Communication
Co.
Ltd.
Arundel Chambers, STRAND, W.C.2.
LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER. GLASGOW, NEWCASTLE.

STAND No. 67, NATIONAL
RADIO

EXHIBITION,

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only

OLYMPIA.

XPERIMENTER'S
Surplus,
as new
.1..0 Polar R.C.C. units, tred, tgreen (brand
new), 6/- each ;2 Standard ditto, 5/6 each;
3 P.M. I.H.F. valves, 5/6 each; Lotus 2-way
coil-holder, 4/6; new Sterling .00t vernier
(25/- type), 6/6; Royal transformer, 7/6;
Ormond square-law .00025, 4/6; Edison Bell
variometer, 4/6.—Needham, 8, Eastwood Rd.,
Goodmayes.
[5 678
ARCONI V24, QX valves, 2 vertical a
horizontal adapters; aperiodic H.F.
transformers for saine, s broadcast, t Daventry, as new; the lot 40,'- ' Cost 90/-.-503,
Chorley Old Rd., Bolton, Lancs.
[567 6
QUPER-HETERODYNE, one set general
AY radio, 30 K.C. intermediate and filter,
new, so/-; also t set Haynes-Griffin intermediate, with filter and oscillator coupler, 60
K.C.; 3o1-.—Wood, 90, Helix Rd., Brixton.

M

[5 675
Q McMichael H.F. Transformers, 216 each;
C., s R.I. reactance unit, 2o0-3.cioo, to/-; t
Burndept .cron8 variable condenser, 2/6;
3 ex-W.D. telephone and L.F. transformers.
2/6 each; numerous other bargains at giveaway prices.—Dimond,
132, Griffin Rd.,
Plumstead, S.E.18.
[5 672
ALUZOTO Radio Panels.—Incomparable
for quality and finish, highly polished
or matt ebonite and mahoganite, .45d and .3e1
square inch respectively for
in. thickness,
standard sizes, guaranteed leak free ; also
cheaper quality, matt finish ;Maluzoto aerial
tuner, D.C.C. wound on ebonite former 2803,oceo meters; complete set of coils in one
component; 12/6, post free.—From dealers or
the Maluzoto Company, 9, Howland St..
London, W .I.
[567o
HU has for Sale a Fotos 2o-watt Valves,
4 Volts, 2 amps., brand new; 12/6 each.7, Eynella Rd., S.E.22.
[5 669
rl OUNTRY
Listeners.—Time is money,
‘../ order from your fireside and save both:
all products displayed in this issue supplied at
advertised prices, post free; special cods for
screened H.F. Everyman Four, exactly to
specifications; 3o/- per pair; prompt, reliable,
cconomical.—The Ready Radio Supply Co.
(the radio house for the amateur constructor),
4/,Newcomen St., London Bridge, S.F. I.

M

(566e
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et-4

D EFLEX Coils, 50, 75, too, 150, 200, 80.
lb lot; Watmel variable grid leak and anod.•
resistance, 1/6 each ;Lion micro detector, 1/6;
accept 10/- lot, or separately.—Stanley, 4z,
Darenth Rd., N.
[
566 7
XPERIMENTER, desirous of disposing of
LA a surplus of transformers, valves, condensers, etc., of first-class manufacture, in
perfect condition, invites correspondence from
anybody interested therein.—Box 3606, c/o
The Wireless World.
[5 664

1927.

FIXED

CONDENSERS

Manufactured under true scientific principles, are being incorporated in many sets
requiring components of good British make.

2R.I.
18/-

Pro.. P.S.

Rood. Deriou

Eset•loo amateurs to construct • highly
efficient Receiver equal In appeal:tore to the
best factory prod= . Practically half a bet,
this lnit contists of a ighly -engraved metal
panel ln black and goal or silver, on which
ara mounted coila and specially calibrated
dial, covering Broadcast wavelengtht. 8.L.T.
Slow Motion Condenser and twitch for changing from low to high wavelength'.
No
Ebonite panel required, and the Unit can he
mounted to any form of Cabinet. Full diagrams supplied for building 2 or 3valve en'.
PRICE complete

i Radio Ex .ibitton
STAND

35/ -

117

ag illustrated.

aÁLLItLIHI

801;111/In
BEST 'RADIO
;.A.LAIIIPLUOR
LTD., King's Bd., Tyseley
BIRMINGHAM.
11.dribtdors foe Landon a•d Soothers
Couostiot:—Empire Eleetrle Co., 303. Euston
Road. London.

ANODE

SUPPLY

FILAMENT

SUPPLY

ROTARY - TRANSFORMERS
Input

12 to

Output

to 1,000 v. 100 w.

250 y

D.C.

MOTOR - GENERATORS

Input
Output

Efficient.

A.C. or D.C.
to 170 w. H.T., or
80 w. H.T. at 80 w. L.T.
Silent.
Ripple-free.

•
Not.

M

-

L

MAGNETO

SYND.

Ltd.,

Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
('Phone :5001.)

Mention of

The

Transformers, mounted, cost £3;
pair; Polar new type vernier 3-coil
holder, cost Li ; 6/-; Saba telephones, cost
141- : 6/6; Marconi L.S. 5 valve; to/-;
II.P.R. 3 valve set, royahies paid, cost £20;
; all unsued, sent c.o.d.—Dearden, 362,
Lytham Rd., S.S. Blackpool.
[566o

B

. & J. Everyman Coils, new and old type,
15 - each; guaranteed to specification:
inade under personal supervision.
. & J.
Mottled Aluminium Screens; 4 each.

Patent No. 27580).

Outer cases are of best Brown Bakelite, fitted with
two convenient sized terminals and slider tags for
making connections.
Best Ruby Mica used for
insulation, and one-hole filing lor which screw is
provided. Each Condenser is tested and we guarantee
to be correct to within

B
& J. Porcelain Panels, see Sept. 7th issue,
B.page
2g8; any size cut and drilled to tem-

Above reproduction is the actual size.

B

National Radio Exhibition, STAND 231.
I. your dealer does not stock, write direct to the

plate; Everyman Four panel drilled it holes,
14/3.
.&
Screened Grid Valve Holders in
polished ebonite, rigid each end and
quickly detachable, no flex leads; 3/6.
.&
Keen Prices to Trade and Factors.

B

j' Wireless Cd., 2, Athelstane
B.London,
N.4. Mountview 1695.

Mews.
[
00 4.4
THE Cheapest High Frequency Transformer
1 in the world, two windings, best double
silk covered wire, covers broadcast band;
former price 2/6; this offer 1/6, plus zd.
postage, sent by return of post with instructions.
This transformer will enable you to
add a stage of high frequency magnification
to your set.—Magna Radio Co., Magna
House, Fore St., Ipswich.
[5 691
1)ELIABILITV
WIRELESS
GUIDE.—
.11 New edition, No. gga, just issued. Free
upon request.
PELIABILITY GOODS AND SERVICE.
It —only obtainable from J. H. Taylor and
Co.,
15,
Radio
House,
Macaulay
St.,
Huddersfield. Trade supplied. Send for free
Guide now.
[0025.
e

T AKER 3oft. Handsome Steel Mast, 22/6.
-LI See descriptive advertisement, page 38
Easily erected.
[
00 .3.r.•
HAKOPHONE Tuning Unit with Re•
V action, 250-2,000 metres, complete with
instructions,
8/-;
Everyman
Four
coils
(Chakophone), boxed with " Wireless World "
Booklet, 31/,
TUNEWELL Coils, 25, 35, 50, 75, 1/6 each,
loo, 1/8; 150, 2/3; 175, 2/6; 200, 2/9;
250,
3/3;
air-spaced,
robust,
efficient. I
Special Lines.—Wanderplugs, 1/3 doz.•, terminals, with nut washer and indicating label,
2 B.A. pillar, 4 B.A. W.O., 2 and 4 B.A.
phone, 2/- doz.; plated, 2/6 (state markings);
coil holders, 2-way B.bd. 2/6, geared 2 /9;
switches,
push pull,
lid.; S.P.D.T. Oil
ebonite or porcelain, gd.; D.P.D.T. on porcelain, 1/6; red and black flex, 1/6 doz. yds.;
R.C. cable, 2 mm. II-, 4 nun. 1/9, 5 min.
2 '3 doz. yds.; insulated staples, 1/9 too.
DOSTAGE up t is.. 6d.; over is., free:
1 Send us your enquiries.—Radio Supplies
Co., 37,
Bedford St.,
Leamington Spa,
Official Traders and Repairers to Radio
Society of G.B. and Wireless League. [568;

Ti ieeless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

QlifALITY

TELLS

'00005 to *002 - 2,'- each.
'0025 to *006 - 2/6 „
Grid Condenser and 2 meg. leak
- 26

role manufacturer:

C. D.

MELHUISH,

(Lido Director and Works Manager 'Carmel W lode.» Co. Dd.,

8, Gt. Sutton St., Goswell Road, E.C.1.
'Phone •Clerkentoell 7494
Send for catalogue of our guaranteed products.

1st

RELIABILITY
8.L.F. CONDENSER

_„1

with ebonite ends cad 4" Trulite
Dial.
11505 Mi. '
0503
Vernier Dial lie extra.
Poet Free.
Farther
Atielesirti
item
in
3fienelloncond Colums.
Send T
oe TREE
Guido door.

ateltt 55
wet
leh

Feet
WO"
eV:es'

J•
H TAYLORE,C9
2 1200 ,0 HOuSt

MaCtutsv Sr

HuriOt/t5sifiCe.

COMPONE

Trade Eniciiriu,
Solicited

TS

NEW EVERYMAN FOUR
COILS and BASES 35/u per set.

EVERYMAN FOUR and EVERYMAN THREE
COILS& BASES 376 Per pr.
H.F. CHOKE
..
. 6 ,6

REGIONAL RECEIVER
B.B.C. COILS with bases 18 9 each
5XX COILS

„

„ 226 each

Genuine Paxolin Formers and Panels.
Send for illustrat.ld lists.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.,
740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.V.
THONE: TO1te1111.1111 3132.

prompt

attention.

A I0
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"I AM PERFECTLY S
H
ATIS,
FJ11"
ABE

R.

VERSHED'S H.T. Wireless Generator,
600-i,000 volt with condenser; brand
new; not used; cost £12; cheap, £6.Above.
[5 62 4

°HEAP ! Brandes

headphones, lo/-; .0005
S.L.F. Eureka, 4/6; .0003 Ormond S.L.,
2/6; 2 Cleartron slow motion dials, 3/6 each;
Igranic transformer, 3/.; Lissen L.F. choke,
2/6; Cossor z H.F., 5/-; Weco Peanut L.F.
-valve and holder, 5/6; all guaranteed.-Write
Advertiser," 159, Ifiley Rd., Oxford. [5683
New,
New,

Brandes 5.t transformer, le.;
R.C.C. unit with valve holder,
761-; Burndept rheostat, 2/-; Dubilier Mans:bridge condenser, 2mf., 2/6; T.C.C. ditto,
:2/6; the lot, £1.-Choules, Headland Place,
:Pa ignton.
[5 861
ININIONDS BROS., Shireland Rd., SmethWick.
LL-WAVE Four.-Coils, 42/6 per pair
21 with base; see August 3rd issue for
Mditorial Notes on these; these coils can be
- nade if required with reaction windings for
RZeinartz circuits, six-pin base.
tliZZER W'avemeter.-Coil to specification,
4.1

r,
MJ

'INIPIRF. Broadcast Receiver. aluminium
-L4 cabinet, drilled, slotted and polished, with
mtahogany base, £2 ; coil with base, 8/6;
=pedal chokes, 7/6 pair. All other parts supVERYMAN
Four.-Coils,
33/pair ;
Everyman
Three,
35/-;
" Wireless
" Five, 50/6 set, all with bases;
=Teens, cabinets, panels, Litzendraht, Paxo- n formers,
spacers; all components; com-l
ete lists free, with copies of testimonials and
Moratory report; get all your parts from us,
se Everyman specialists; trade supplied home
-Id abroad.
- 11MMONDS BROS., Shireland Rd., Smeth.
'I wick.
[537 1
LJ

yyp.E

D.C.

27/6.

METAL CASE.

SATISFY YOURSELF!
That an efficient Mains Unit

a real

is

necessity.

Choose one of the 24 models from our Illustrated
Catalogue. The most comprehensive ever issued.
Free on request.
You have the option to retain
days without oblU,ation.

or

return within 7

Fegenione :nstruments & Components are

BRITISH

THROUGHOUT

A.C. and D.C. Models for Every Purpose
Ranging from

60v 10 m a to 300v

130 m'a.

OV1NG Coil Speaker Parts.-Before or
after visiting the Olympia call at Baker's
hurst Radio Works; all parts supplied.Cherry Orchard Rd.,
East Croydon
lion; 20 minutes only main line from
toria Station.
[57 21
ALUZOTO Radio Panels, incomparable
for quality and finish; highly polished or
It ebonite and mahoganite, .45d. and .5d.
tare inch respectively,
in. thickness;
ndard sizes ; guaranteed leak free.-From
lers or 9, Howland St., London, W.
[5711
II

QCOTT SESSIONS.-Suppliers to every
1..) amateur; express delivery.
QCOTT
SESSIONS.-New
Everyman
1,3 Four coils, 12/6 each!
QCOTT SESSIONS.-All parts " Wireless
/.../ World " Short Wave Il and III.
QCOTT SESSIONS.-Send us your require.
ments. We will deliver the goods!
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Hill Top,
Muswell Hill, London, N.to.
[57 01
('lOOPER'S 1927 Triple Tested Hertzlite,
t.) Nature's gift to radio, post free, 70.;
money gladly returned in full if dissatisfied:
testimonials coming in daily from all over the
country.-W. T. Cooper, 97, Arkley Rd.,
Walthamstow, London, E.17.
[5699

PAIR
Brown's
unused Marconi

A Type Phones, LI;
Ideal transformer, 2.7 to
12/-.-Box 3660, c/o The Wireless World.
[5 698
.T. Unit, Phillip's A.C. for zoo-22o volt
mains, 2 variable taps; cost £7/10 in
January, accept £5.-Box 3664, c/o The
Wireless World.
[5 694
4,000

J
J

THE

AKER 3oft. Handsome Steel Mast, 22/6.
See descriptive advertisement, page 38.
-asily erected.
W36
IELETROL for Remote Control.-Simple to
. install, one wire only for any number of
0d-speakers, indispensable for extension to
.
21z rooms, patented ;price 35/. with instrucns.-Baily, Grundy and Barrett, Ltd., 2,
. Mary's Passage, Cambridge.
[4 253

ELECTRICAL SOCIETY, Ltd.,
.1.-4 53, Gracechurch St., E.C.3-Buy your
own components from experts; all the latest
components in stock.
[57 25
OILS Wound for any Special Cir cuit
exact to specification : Everyman Four,
25/-; Everyman Three, 27/-; genuine Litz
wire : " Wireless World " Five, 38/-; AllWave Four, 35/6; screen and base 6-pin, 7/6;
price for any special coil on application; trade
supplied; prompt deliveries.-Norton Banner.
man and Co., Bradfield Works, Hawlzsley
Ave., Sheffield.
[57 22
VEW Bowyer-Lowe Short Wave Corn.
ponents, immediate sale, Popular .0003
condenser, 8/-; Royal slow motion dial, 6/-1
.0003 Eureka S.L.F. condenser, 10/-; H.F.
choke and clip, 5/6; aerial earth pillars, 1/6;
coil base and set of 3 coils, 16/-; sub-panel
and brackets, 3/-.-Chrimes, Brassey Ave.,
Eastbourne.
[57 06

C
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-
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AMATEUR

Giving up Wireless. -Anglor1 American six, £8; Peto-Scott unit receiver, £3 ; Burndept filament resistances,
2/-; 2 Ormond low loss .0003 sq. law, 4/-;
2
Bowyer-Lowe
sq.
law
vernier,
;:louble .0003 sq. law, lo/-; Sterling sq. law '
.0005, 9/.; R.I. L.F. transformer, 14/.; Polar
2-coil holder, 3/6; 3-coil holder, 4/6; Lissen
chokes, L.F., H.F., 5/-; 2 Wootton .0003
sq. law low loss 6o to z vernier, 9/-; write
for full list.-Nash. " Treeton," Epsom Rd.,
Guildford.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Choke 30H. High
D.C. Resistance
Potential

or

Dividers,

Low

Series

10/6
Resistances,

Transformers, High Voltage Condensers,
Rectifying Valves, etc.
CATALOGUE

WE

ON

ILLUSTRATED
REQUEST.

SPECIALISE.

OLYMPIA STAND 257
REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Offices and Showrooms:

21,

BARTLETTS
BUILDINGS,
HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.C.4.
'Phone

CENT. 9661.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Wireless Doctor Will Call (London and
1 Home Counties) if your set is troublesome; no cure, no charge; Wireless Associa.
lion registered repairer; sets installed, maintained, and brought up to date; experiments
and testing undertaken; Solodyne demon.
strated.-Alexander
Black,
2A,
Woodville
Grove, N.t6. Clissold 3687 and Victoria
6215.
[3 841
TAKER 3oft. Handsome Steel Mast, 22/6.
1-1 See descriptive advertisement, page 38.
,Easily erected
[
0037

in R.

CLAUDE LYONS, 111.1.R.E., will adIll vise all constructors of supersonic-hetero.
'dyne receivers, without charge; if you have
!trouble with your present superhet, or contemplate building this most efficient form uf
receiver, write him, c/o Messrs. Claude Lyons,
Ltd. (G.R Quality Parts), 76, Oldhall St.,
Liverpool.
[0065
WIRELESS Doctor Touring Midlands and
VY South Coast.-Ernest J. Baty, B.Sc.,
Luton.
[54 64
'Little Imp.-Combination gas blow
.1 pipe; indispensable to wireless workers,
jewellers, opticians, amateurs, etc.; simplifies
small soldering; fine intense flame; does away
with soldering iron and blow pipe; marvellous
invention ;2/6 post free ;approval willingly.
-Hammond, Market Hall, Burnley.
[5563

THE

Advertisements for '' The Wireless World " are only accepted front firms we believe to be thorouehlv reliable.
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LAKER

STEEL
MASTS

are 100% efficient—
They are made by engineers and
supplied to 11.M. Government,
the B.B.C., and to Colonial and
foreign stations throughout the
world.
There are 5o,000 "Laker" masts
in daily use.
By mass production we are able to
offer a wonderfully efficient and
handsome steel mast at the extraordinarily low price of

30 n. 22 ,6

Complete as Illustrated
Send 1 • extra
We pay the net.

for

part

tar:men

Always bear in mind that art
efficiaa aerial is lie most important facior in good radio recephon.

J. &J. LAKER CO.,
Engineers,

Beckenham, Kent

WIRELESS

WORLD

SEPTEMBER

2 IST,

1927.

Miscellaneous.—Contd.

L

AKER 3oft. Handsome Steel Mast, 22/6.
See descriptive advertisement on this page.
Easily erected.
[
0°4 6
rIOIL Drive Loud-speaker parts.—If you
are endeavouring to obtain the highest
possible quality in reproduction at present obtainable, construct a coil drive speaker with
parts supplied immediately from Baker's,
Selhurst ' Radio, 89, Selhurst Rd., South
Norwood, S.E.25.
[5347
rILAUDE LYONS, Ltd., beg to state that
V they are exhibiting at the Manchester
Wireless Exhibition (' Evening Chronicle "
Exhibition) at City Hall, Manchester, Oct. 27
to Nov. 5. You will be unlucky if you do not
visit our stall—Number 13. (We are not
scared.) Mr. C. L. Lyons, M.I.R.E., will he
there, and you can see him then about that
superhet. or those special parts for your new
receiver.
[56o6
AGAR'S Resin Cored Solder should always
be used for making radio and electrical
connections; it is non-corrosive and clean to
handle ; it has been tested and recommended
by The Wireless World; 11- per carton, post
free.—W. H. Agar, i9, Whitecross Pl., E.C.2.
[5 647
30ft. Handsome Steel Mast, 22/O.
See descriptive advertisement on this page.
Easily erected.
[
00 47
EEDS and 25 Miles Radius.—Wir el
es
s
doctor attends on receipt of postcard;
parts or complete sets supplied, exchanged,
or purchased.—Wilson, 21, Roberts Ave.,
Harehills Lane, Leeds.
[5615

BATTERIESt

Britih
s an d Better

sl ightly cheaper
de goods.

You do get full value from
B.B.C. Batteries.
Reliability with
economy too.

ultimate

This is our CABINET
TYPE with lull size oella,
perfect insulation, Eighest
efficiency.
Best materials
only used.
60 VOLTS Tapped 5, to, /5, 30, 45, 60
100 VOLTS Tapped every 15 Volts
..
(dll Carriage Pate.

..

96
113 -

There are many uses
for these No. 1W 4} volt Batteries—
Standard Pocket Lamp Size. Patent
Spiral Wire Terminals and Wander
Plug Sockets.
Permanent connections without soldering. Illustration
shows how to connect in series.
Build up the voltage you need.
TjPer doz. with plug. Carr. Paid.
We supple all standard types and »Uwe-.
Write for [Wall. Madera oar Watford Worts.

BRITISH

BATTERY

Telt.phonè Watford 617.

CO..

LTD.

Clarendon Road, Watford, Herts,

T AKER

H.T. SUPPLY
FOR RADIO
CAN BE OBTAINED
UP TO

400 Volts
{130 M/amps.

FROM STANDARD MODELS
OF

R. & B. POWER
TRANSFORMERS
RICH & BUNDY,
ROAD,

PONDERS

END.

Phone: ENFIELD 0777.

1111111•111111R11111
ONE, TWO THREE, YOUR.
FIVE, SIX Valves periwig,
and independently controlled
by one not.

THE

LORIOSTAT
as use: in the

"Wireless
1way 2/.
2 „ 319
3 . 518

World Regional Receiver.'

A multiple unit superseding the
Sued Resistor.
Ca. be used in
any circuit to control any number
of valves. For downright ellkiency
me aLOR1OSTAT in your set.

4way 73
90 .10 8

8, 15 or 30 o:Irni.

A.

W.

STAPLETON,

19a, Lorrimore Buildings, Lorrimorr St.. Walworti. S.E.17

Mention of " The

THE FAMOUS
'
ca

"
77
in

DIX-ONEMETER
still

leads

the way

12 ASY Payments.—We supply, by easy pay.14
components, accessories and sets;
A £10 Tester for 55:—
any make; to per cent, down, balance spread
0
over to months; send list of requirements to
Anode Converters,
400
volt..
'e
.7.
£41 10s. Charging Valve Bargains,
London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat-la., LonB.T.H., Cossor, etc., A.C. to D.C. 50
don, E.C.2.
[559 1
:
milliamps at 200 volts to 1200 volts.
XPER I ENTERS.—Send
yo ur
wave cost 35 -, Sale 8/8, guaranteed.
Switches. 250 volt Tumblers, 6d. 8-way Lucas for
meter for calibration, short or long waves,
Phone or Speaker circuits, 36. S.K. Amplifier Micro.
6/- per range plus postage ; condenser capacity
Units 2,000 ohms. 131.. Buttons, L.. W
Electric
and coil inductance measurements made also.
Loud Speakers. 15, -. Violins', 251, Sullivan Headphones, 31.. Single Phone, 116. Rubber Ear Pads, 4d.
—H. L. Cape, Certified Radio Engineer, 90,
per pair. Gramo. Pick.ups, 21'.. Gyroscopes, 15/..
Ettington Rd., Aston, Birmingham.
[5625
Mains Smoothing Chokes. 1;-. 2 mfd. Condensers,
2
6. Remote Relays, 10 - Pear-Pushes, N. Sterling
AKER 3oft. Handsome Steel Mast, 22 /6.
1-Valve Amplifiers, 22
2-y. T.B. Amplifiers. 2216.
See descriptive advertisement on this page.
Inert Fuller, IIcells. 1 -. Thermo A.C. Meters 250 m/s,
Easily erected.
[oo61
15 -. 4-range 1321 Testera, A.C. or D.C. 200 mia, 4
6 v. 120 v. 401-. Large Steal Horseshoe MagQCOTLAND'S First Radio Doctor (Glas- amps.
nets for
by..
Speakers, 3/6. Bargain Sale of TransU gow and District) will call if your set is
mitters and Receivers. Ito 6 Valves now on. Send 4d.
for out Sept. edition of illus. catalogue. It will save £4.
troublesome; no cure, no charge; sets installed, maintained and modernised; EveryELECTRADIX RADIOS
man Four specialist; fees moderate '
• a postcard brings me.—" Radio," 744 New City w218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4
Rd., Glasgow.
[5 68;)
QCOTT SESSIONS, the radio doctor (Lon1.7 don and environs); any set or component
supplied,
installed,
repaired,
modernised; 11111111111111111M111111101111101 .11111111WIRlIMIIIMMIIMIIIIIM111111111111111fflq
" Wireless World " set specialist ;no work too
" RED
DIAMOND
big or too difficult !—Hill Top, Muswell Hill,
THE RECOGNISED DETECTO
N.to. 'Phone: Mountview 4928.
[5671
FOR ALL CIRCUITS USIN
12 ELEX Standardised Plug Socket System
CRYSTAL RECTIFICATION
.1-j will improve your set ;lists free.—Ask
any trader, or Easticks, 118, Bunhill Row,
E.C.I.
[oo25

E

L

WRITE FOR BROCHURE TO

NEW

L

•

TAKER 3oft. Handsome Steel Mast, 22/6.
-U See descriptive advertisement on this page.
Easily erected.
[0062
UYDROMETERS, British made, suitable
-1-1- for
all
acid-lead
accumulators,
high
quality instrument, soundly constructed ;post
free, 4/6, with booklet, " Accumulator Explained." Full particulars on application.—
Utility Syringe Hydrometer Co., Dept. A.,
16, Howard Rd., Ilford, Essex.
[oos‘,

RD 40

2/-

..

SHIELD FOR SAME Bd.

By Insured ron 2 3 or 2 9 with shield. Can be mounted
on brocheta or through panel. Once set always ready.
Not affected by vibration. Each one
tested on broadcairt
before despatch. and is perfect. Of all high de.. Radio
Dealers or dele Makers:—
RADIO
EXHIBITION

—

up ElArEt.
(Radio Dept. 44)

STAND

PEN

21-22, Gt.

Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

—
CO.

210

LTD

Sutton St., LONDON, E.

1.12

SEPTEMBER 21ST,

THE

1927.

Solid Mahogany Cabinet
Hand french polished, satin
finish, hinged lids. Will take
any set or panel up to 19" x
10", and battery compartment
19" long 1rhigh. and 12"
deep. The overall size is
34" high, 22" wide, 14" deep.
r-e'

Miscellaneous,—Contd.

W

IRELESS
Doctor (Croydon,
Redhill,
Dorking district) will call; send postcard; sets installed and repaired; and component supplied.—T. White, 8, Clarendon
Rd., Redhill.
[57 08

„
Scotland ciu extra.
. -• • •
Crate 5!.. extra, returnable.

Get the best out of your
valves with the New
AERMONIC no-loss, novibratio n holder. Anticapacity because minimum di-electric between
sockets. Anti-phonie because properly sprung.
(Valves don't wobble all
over the
place
with
Model K.)
ANTI-CAPACITY
ANTIPHONIC
VALVE
HOLDER el

PATENT AGENTS.

_p_-- F. DIGBX, 9, Banbury Rd. =_4
'Phone

Clissold 5453.

Let us quote for your own design. -_---_=_

DATENTS and Trade blarks.—British and
.1.
Foreign.—Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee,
Member R.S.G.B. and A.M.I.R.E.), 51-52,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
'Phone:
Holborn 1525.
[coot

'RAH' SHORT WAVE COIL / -WING'S PATENT AGENCY, LTD. (B.T.
20 to TO metres.
n. King. Registered Patent Agent, G.B.,
This coil is specially designed
U.S., and Can.). Free " Advice Handbook "
for Empire Broadcast Recepand consultations; 40 years' references.tion. For full particulars see
IVirdess iVorld, June 29, 1927.
146a, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.
Price complete with base 0 !"
[0002
LAWRENCE & HULL,
Se Parkhouse St, Camberwell,S.E.5
REPAIRS.
'Phone: Rodney SOW.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I

BERCLIF VALVE HOLDER
'Pros. Pat. 22826.)

Specially

designed

EVERYMAN

for the
FOUR.

Leakage path of 2" between
sockets.
Ideal for Short
Wave work.
Leads clear of
base-board.

Price 2/9
From all dealers or post free
from the Patentees,

SI RN IVI ON DS

BROS.

The EVERYMAN FOUR people.

Shireland Road, ernethwick.
MAHE OR RUT A GRAMOPHONE.
_or Cabinets only, for Wirele.s.
=Jacobean Solid 1in. Oak top. Solid
mashies. Sideboard etc° 32 x 30 o 16,
e.eith double epring motor, 3 rec. one
12 In. Velvet table. Swan
_mnearm. Full tone.
MI Um. Nett
ash. Can.. paid. Approval. Mo.my
All the above fitting» le , .
•abinet
ilnr. 64. rash. Motors Ps..
cemorles. List Fire. 64 pp. Draw =g and How to make Gramophones
Id. Regent Fittings Co.. W.O., 120.
Id Street, London, E.C.1.

61eflom

e

firYour fae

WIRELESS SET
-

-

UR
STANDARD
CABINETS
inF and
house the whole apparatus, leaving no parts
to be Interfered with.
Beautiful in Design and
Finish.
Rode on mass
production lines, hence
the low price. Provision
is made to take panels
up to 30 and baseboard
20' deep.
Special
From ea s15 s
Cabinets for the ELSTR ER SOLODYNE, NIGHT HAWK,
ALL BRITISH SIX, EVERYMAN POOR. etc.. no. mar.
You cannot buy Cheaper or better.
IVrite for foil portimia. FREE

(Dept.
A13

3)

MAKERIMPORT CO.,
60a, Lord Street, LIVERPOOL.

39

patit Meet

Doctor.—Solodyne
and
expert, moderate terms;
sets altered to latest new circuits, wonderful
results obtained; satisfaction guaranteed.—
Morley, 18, Grangemill Rd., Catford.
[5707

Delivered free
England at Wales.

:= South Hackney, E.9.

A DVERTISEMENTS.

WORLD

WIRELESS
neutralising

56/-

▪

WIRELESS

AERMONIC Grid

Leak Clip for horizontal or
vertical
mounting.

J'

EADPHON ES and Loud-speakers Re1! -1-1- wound, remagnetised and overhauled,
AERMONIC Grid
each in
. Leak for mounting
4/- ;transformers rewound, from 5/-; sent to
Cartons.
on wires of A d.
our agents or direct to us.—Repairs fully
your set. only ge•each
guaranteed by M.I. Vaughton, 88, Vvse St.,
If any difficulty Write 10 eu er address below:
Birmingham. Tel. : Mivyse, Birmingham.
JAMES CIFIRISTIE & SONS, LTD.,
[55 11 246, West Street SHEFIIEl.D.
EADPHON ES
and
Loud-speakers re- London Agents: A. P. HOLM! CO., 10, Connor St.. London, E.C.4
wound, remagnetised and overhauled, I/post free; guaranteed ; Brown's " A " type,
‘I'-; established t923.—Bradford & Co., 16,
l'rospect St., Plymouth.
[5528
V ALVES Repaired.—The North London
V Valve Co., Ltd., of 224, Cazenove Rd
Stoke Newington, London, N.I6, wish to
More Power to your Wireless!
notify their customers that their retail price
list is now subject to 25 per cent. discount.
A. & N. STORES, GAMAGE, HARRODS,
If you had a valve that was good it will pay
SHOOLBRED and leading Wireless Dealers
you to let us repair it. We guarantee its
— SELL -original characteristics. Write for price list.
11
'Phone :Clissold oo82.
[5621

II

TOHN W. MILLER, the foremost repair
1./ specialist, is back again after an absence
of several months spent in extensive research
work, and is anxious to give his 21,000 customers and friends the benefit of his newlygained knowledge at the same old prices;
telephones,
loud-speakers,
transformers,
eliminators, and all descriptions of repairs
undertaken and guaranteed as good or better
than when new ; latest American methods;
rapid delivery.—Miller's Radio Products, Ltd.,
68, Farringdon St., E.C.4. 'Phone: Chiswick 3018.
[5 692

"LEION

RADIO POWER UNIT
To

(See - Wittiest World, - May 4.1927)
B.E.S.A.

Specifications.
Maximum Output

30 Milliamps
per tappiag.
5years Guarantee.
MPA.KERS :
5.42.

Ltd.,

10.Vase SL.BIRMINOHAM.

OUD-SPEAKERS and Phones, guaranteed
repairs, re-wound, re-magnetised and adL
justed by experts; best tnaterials only used ;

post free, 4/-.—Howell, 42, Fotheringham
Rd., Enfield, Middlesex.
[5 69°
TRANSFORMERS, phones, loud-speakers
1. rewound and repaired to maximum efficiency; all one price, 4/- post free.
A 12
months' guarantee accompanies each repair.
Your present transformer can also be rewound
to Multi-Ratio type. Write giving particulars.
Trade invited.— Transform, 115, Links Rd.,
Tooting, London, S.W.t7.
[oo I

WANTED.
EL-CAUTO
Concert
BM/VTNIA, W.C.z.

Loud-speaker.—
[5 677

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to bc thoroughly reliable.
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Wanted.—Contd.

Situations Wanted.—Contd.

Disc, or other noted cone.—Box
1-1 3618, C/o The Wireless World.
[5673

IRELESS Mechanic, ex R.A.F., seeks
situation, 6 years' experii nee repairing,
installing and operating.—Wrhe Goad, Holloway Hill, Gadalming, Surrey.
[5 661

DROWN
A.J.S.

7-valve Supersonic wanted, or Burndept Supersonic; state price and year.—
L. Ratcliffe, Crown Hotel, Harrogate.
[5659
11/r.L. Anode Converter from 12 Volts YO T50
131
Volts D.C., with tappings, or would exchange Magnavox Major speaker.—Jones, 64,
Florence Rd., W'est Bridgford, Notts.
[5704

W

ANTED, lessons on wireless set building,
suitable to Carlisle district.—Box 2661,
:/o The Wireless World.
[5 697

W

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

"A

CCU MULATORS
Explained,"
how
fi they work, care hints, terms defined;
booklet 6d., post free; refunded when hydrometer purchased. See under heading " Miscellancous."—Utility
Syringe
Hydrometer
Co., Dept. C., i6, Howard Rd., Ilford,
Essex.
[
00 5
8

Q-VALVE Receiver for 3o/-.—Write now for
AGENCIES.
0
booklet on how to build the L.R.C.3
A GENTS Wanted for Cheapest and Safest valve set for 3o/-, from guaranteed parts only

Li Non-pumping Petrol-gas Lamps; good
living made converting all paraffin lamps into
150 c.p. Titus light; particulars, Titus, Kingsston, Brighton.
[5 240

FINANCIAL
XCELLENT Opportunity for investors,
£5oo upwards, in private wireless company; large profits..—Write BM /BDG5, London, W.C.1.
[5623

SITUATIONS

VACANT.

—the ideal loud-speaker set.— /-. post free,
from H. Howarth, Lustrolux Depot, 288,
Deansgate, Manchester.
[5612

CAXTON WIRELESS CABINETS
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.

All Polished with new enamel tsat gives a glass lard surface that cannot be soiled or scratched.
Ebonite or Radios Panels Supplied and Perfectly Fitted at low extra cost. SENT FREE—Catalog..
of Standard Wireless Cabinets in various sizes and woods.

Elstree

-IIIRST-CLASS Travellers having good connection amongst leading wireless firms
offered remunerative terms to introduce finest
quality ebonite at competitive prices in
uncovered suburbs and provincial territory.
Apply by letter, stating ground covered, etc.—
Trelleborgs, Union Place, Wells St., W .I.

SUDAN Government.—Vacancy exists [55
for

138
a

Telegraph Inspector in the Engineering
Branch of the Posts and Teh-graphs Department, Sudan Government; pay, £E.3oo to
£E.324 on two years' probation, after which
permanent service may be offered; age 23
years upwards, single men preferred.—Full
particulars on application in writing to Controller, Sudan Government London Office,
Wellington House, Buckingham Gate, S.W.t,
marking envelope " Telegraph Inspector."

LIVE

[5 666
Wireless and Electrical Salesman re quired to take charge of a small retail
depot in London. must be good window
dresser and capable; cash security essential ;
state qualifications, age, also salary and commission expected.—Box 3607, c/o The Wireless World.
[5 66 5

manager for highW IRELESS.—Wanted,
class retail shop, also good mechanic,

previous experience essential.—Apply by letter,
giving all particulars and age, to J. W. Caldicott, 2, Princes Bldgs., Bath.
[5 66 3
IJACANCY for energetic young man of good
V education and address as manager for retail radio branch; exemplary character, good
knowledge and experience of up-to-date radio
sets and components; quote age, experience,
salary, and references.—Brand, 33, .Mutlev
Plain, Plymouth.
[5 680

. Books, Instruction, Etc.—Contd.
•' THE ABC of the Superhet," by Mr. Claude
L. Lyons, M.A.R.E., 88 pages, 57
explanatory diagrams or photographs, and including complete schematic and point-to-point
wiring plan of the famous Evening Chronicle
S-valve superheterodyne receiver.
The only
book of its kind at present in existence ;recently described by the Editor of The
Wireless World as " A fascinating booklet.
A lucid description of the operation of
the superhet receiver. ...With constructional details and useful hints and for the
home constructor." Only 8d. complete, post
free, from Claude Lyons, Ltd. (G.R. Quality
Partsl, 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[
0064
Q END Sixpence for the well-illustrated
booklet giving comprehensive and constructional details of successful high tension
battery elimination from alternating current.
—A. W. Knight & Co., ifio, Tower Bridge
Rd., S.E.1.
[5 687

.olodyne

re—

.---, -'---.,-Zz--__

__-----:-.--.-.---_,-_____:.,.

Specially designed for this fam ms Radio Press Circuit. All derails and dimensions conforms
to their specification, enab ing constructors to follow the layout without difficulty.
PRICES:

Light Fumed Oak 66/-

Dark or Jacobean Oak 70/-

CASH WITH ORDER.

CARRIAGE PAID U.K.

pELLow

of Radio Association, Associate
Institute Radio Engineers, Wireless Telegraphy Diploma, seeks situation as radio service manager or sales demonstrator.—BM/
B0C8, London, W.C.i.
[55 81

PROMPT DELIVERY.

Packing Case 15 • extra rep. ,id if Case returned within 14 days Carriage paid to Works.

CAXTON WOOD T1RNERY CO., MARKET HARBOROUGH.

ACCUMULATORS

"ELITE"

- - The Elite of all —

HT
•

«

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Real Mahogany 73/.

Prices include either" fall front" with handsome solid raised panel, as illustrated, or beaded
doors, allowing amp!e space or tuning controls, etc. Glass panelled doprs can also be
supplied at 3/- extra.

ACCUMULATORS,
60 volts
type, 02, Semi-oil Submerged.
Complete, as illustrated.
Price

22/6

The Wcrles Best High Tension Accumulator and ol British
Manufacture, The Unique Semi-Oil Submerged feature of the
Elite, absolutely prevents surface leakage losses.
The batters lartr
life-tirre.
Write for lists.
Sold on approval.
ACCUMULATORS

ELITE

r•I•rsee.: safra.

Street.

HALIFAX.

Telegram. • Kid. Mafia,

London Distributor:—CECIL POHLMAN, 77, Great Portland

Mention of ' The {I ireless World," when writing to adver ¡sers, will ensure prompt

Bedford

attention.

Street, LONDON, W.1
Ai

THE
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WIRELESS

ON

The ETON
Glass %I
r
For use with the ETON
Primary H.T. Battery

1

Ever, genuine ETON
Jar bears the Mon ,, mark
BCM,N.O.T.E.

The ETON Class jar. being made from aspecial
glass having •non.metallic base. is unsurpassed.
Therefore, perfect insulation is obtained even
with 120 volt batteries. Smooth action over long
periods is guaranteed. All component parts ot
ETON cells are made from the finest materials
only. Complete instructions and other information are contained in our 6d. manual. To secure
this extremely useful 20 pp. booklet just send us
•lid. stamp. H.T. troubles vanish when you
use ETON H.T. Batteries in the special ETON
Glass Jar.

ADVERTISEMEN7a.

WORLD

A high-clas. L.P. Transformer
scientifically constructed and
carefully wound. Worthy of
InclUeloo
In
the
Ratiosfinest
5-1 andsets.
3.1

"Wireless
World"
HIGH EFFICIENCY
COILS AND

All wound exactly to designer's
specification, with 27 42 wire
and complete with Ebonite
Supçorts and Bas.

S and
10

8

ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,
Rd., Wham.

,utral

Mratn.,

E..cort. Binning ham

W.B.
14 -each
11- ..
28 -

ANTI-PHONIC

LOW -LOSS

VALVE HOLDER

Cut open tor your inspection.

"REGIONAL RECEIVER"
as fully described in "Wireless World...
Aug. 17th issue.

Notice that—
I.—Floating springs and valve
sockets are riveted and
-nanmsm.m eoldered.
2.—Springs ere st right angles to valve
sockets, avoiding side strain and
snooping.

Complete sets of coils and parts no,
ready for this new three-valve receiver.
Coils and Transformers also supplied
to specifications for "Everyman Four "
(2-range), "Everyman Three." "AllWave Four." "'Wireless World' Five."
etc. Ill
if leaflet free on request.

TRANSFORMERS

WIRELESS

TELSEN 207, Aston

12/6

The Eton Glass Ratters. Co.. 46, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10

"EVERYMAN FOUR"
Aerial Coil •
Transformer
Complete Set

VIEW

EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA

42

3. — The price is only 2/- each without terminals.
or 2/3 each with terminals.
Cupplied by all good class dealers from stook.
in erne of clifficuifo write to the makers—

Obtainable from all Dealers, or

FINSTON MFG. CO., Ltd.,
45, norsetemi Road, London, 8.W.1.

WHITELEY, BONEHAM & CO.,
LTD.

-

Dulce Street, Mansfield. Non:.

REFUSE IMITATIONSt

ILLUMINATED DIAL.
A wonderful and perfectly

made dial. Push Pull Switch
6controls
Illumination. Tem-

plate provided makes easy
fitting behind panel.
Buy FORMO HANDBOOK.
Price 1, —

See Stand St National Radio Exhibition,
Olympia. —
Sept. 24th to Oct. 1st.
Crown Works. Cricklewood Lane. N.W.2.
'Phont: limp. 1787.

Manchester: Mr. 7. B. LEVEE,
23 Hartley St., Levenshulme.
'Phone

Brass Pulleys with
close fitting wheels
so that halyard cannot
jam, straining screws
rust-proofed all over, include.
.
mg Thread Pulleys at 1, - ea.,
straining screws at 1,6 ea., post free.

1
_-)r)
)

\

Guara nteed

pa nels
The

experts
m ade by
at loEwbprni
icetse.

...--

•••••• Ala.\ <• OOOOO

ot wisiii.‘„!,
IrIale se,
e
Nueing e e tbeeleren-1„ by btir.tt g
Ile Yci-..orinerS beareA
OnVY
m ec " bec°`•

RADIO

Stand 76.

PANELS

EBONITE—

Tre e

•• eminvoir

Olympia, September 24-Oct

1

The BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd., HANW ELL, LONDON,W.7

CUT THIS Oil

FOIL CABINETS
and post lo ttfl for new FREE lie illuerating C'atinotia•
bhoun in " iVirwess World." etc., etc.
NAME
ADDRESS

Trade friquiries Solicited.

REDICK & REDICK,

AIS

Moor 575.

New Standard Sizes in
three finishes.

PLECK ROAD, WALSALL.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only acceped from firms ice believe to

(Wdte In block letters please.)

CARRINGTON

mfg. co., Ltd.,

t.AMCO WORKS, Sacderstead Road,
S3uth Croydon.
Telephone :Croydon 0823 (2 lines)

Olympia: Stand No. 12.
be tho,, ,tighly reliab!e.
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Qualities: Matt, Semi-Polished
Mahogany, Hand-Polished

in Four

Sole illar,uf acnrri rs :—
H. B. POTTER & CO.,
Buildings, ROCHDALE.

LTD., Station
'P none: 1485.

reir11,1,1111,- 1TTTTTTTT

'Ike right place for the

Entirety

new range of components, Aerial Tuners, Tapped
Chokes.
Variable Eliminator Resistances, Home
Constructors' 3 Foot Cone. Multi Switches, Eliminator
Trati•formers, etc.
Catalogue post free on request.
H.F.

Mic Wireless Co., Market St., Wellingborough.

"COLLETT
PRICE

WITH
HALYARD

2/3
each

tiA% Es •
Halyard rune in a separate
groove. Merely connect Aerial
line to Halyarif and haul Into
position. scievriricatur MADE.
Aerials erected In five minutes.
From on good eyalr,,
Stand No. 255,
S H. COLLETT MFG. Co.,
60 Pentonville Road, N.E.

,

,,,,,,,,

,,,,,

Seven (An),

trio: and initial Saumon.
not erdirelu solid actor re.

reían in I

H.T.C. ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.,
2, Boundaries Rd.

BYFLEET, SURREY.
rd,,,nm: B,rhii 22ti.
Televrar.:

Balance 2 6 per week or 10, - per
month. Total cost £6 10 2
.
/

N
e

•

•,)

Brabant, S.W.12.

UNIT

7 days free trial

A.C. MAIN

57 f6

against cash. Fully guaranteed.

COMPLETE

Il rite

or

'phone

for

5

alA Prie
£6 4 0
Royalty
Pail.
valve eet, (sib
Price 138 0
Deferred lei...
stt is

•-••
"*.

WuJANNOYSUPPLY UNITS for
H.T.

vepreeine,

Immediate delivery for

RECEIVER

A complete up-to-date set, includin_4 .701
loud speaker and all accessories.

C. EDE & CO., LTD.,

er

SELF -HOISTING AERIAL PULLEY

7, 7 , 11.,IT111

If unobtainable, please send us
the name of your dealer.

' H.T.C. Twirl

LJ

,

The C.E. PRECISION FLOATING VALVE
HOLDER maintaina the high standard of
efficiency and value associated with the name.
It Is anti-capacity and non-microphonie and
judging by the ever-lnereaamg demand, It is
preferred by radio enthuslants. Comparison
le the only real test and you will find by
actual comparleon that this valve holder
shows obvious points of superiority.
There are also the famous C.E. PRECISION
Rheoatats, Sectionally Wound Fixed
Resistors, H.F. Choke', etc., etc. Write for
full fist of componente.

The right Choke not only
in the right place but at
the right price. The eperial method of
cross winding the double silk covered wire in
Our accurately balanced eections reveals the
superiority of the Watmel and the extreme
ecientifle care taken in it. manufacture.
Low selfcapacity — constant impedance and small external
field are featurea which no other H.F. Choke mn as truly
clahn as the Watinel. Winding. protected by transparent cover. Mounted is bakefite base with nickel.
pistad terminals. The right place for the Watmel ELF.
Choke fa fa terry circuit where radio frequency chokes are
aPcrilled.
WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD.,
Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware. Middlesex.

COMPONENTS

TrfrrTY

For utmost efficiency

PRICE

-ZAMPA-P246
7- "D-1

ess

1i,f,

L.T. UNIT

3916
COMPLETE

TULSEMERE MANUFACTURING CO.

Tulsemere Road, West Norwood, S.E.27. 'Phone: Streatham 6731.
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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GAMBRELL/

MAINS

Use

ADVERTISEMENTS.

REDFERN'S
REG NO 469456

REC.EIVERS
AT
STAND

RADIO

No. 66
OLYMPIA.

ECONOMIC

Be gore to
see the tau
Gambrel'
rongent
Maim Receireno and
their famous
«Rlielenor"
comp ,amnia
on STAND
No. 66.
RADIO
EXHIBITION,
OLYMPIA.

EFFICIENCY !!!

The GA MBRELL
MAINS
RECEIVERS
are the finest examples of efficiency combined
with economy without precedent, giving simple
yet thoroughly reliable service at minimum cost,
supplying the solution to all wireless worries and
cares
Gambrell Mains Receivers work off your
electric light and do not require either batteries or
accumulators.
Models ranging from two to three or four valve
cabinet receivers are supplied for working direct
from AC. or D.C. Mains. Prices from £17 to OS,
including Valves. Coils, and Royalties paid.
Convince
yourself
of
the superiority
of
GAMBRELL MAINS RECEIVERS by calling at
Stand No. 66, Radio Exhibition, Olympia, or by
writing to us for illustrated folder G.M.R., which
gives fullest particulars.

PANELS

for

easy working, positive insulation, beautiful
appearance, and an entire freedom from surface
leakage. In black and abeautiful mahogany
grain, in nine standard sizes and prices. The
"Ebonart Log Station Chart" given with
each panel.

Redfern's

NEW 7PIN COIL FORMER AND BASE.
This new and highly-efficient model is
sold complete with base and seven brass
pins and sockets, ready for winding.
Price, complete
..
••
Spare Coil Former with
fittings
..
Send

5/6 each.
3/9

for Book of Flonart.

Obtainable from all reputable dealers.

GAMBRELL BROTHERS LTD.,

REDFERN'S

75, Victoria Street, LONDON, S.W.1.

A RADIO BOOK
EVERY ENTHUSIAST
SHOULD HAVE.
Set Builders. The World's Greatest Radio Publication is here.
EUROPEAN EDITION OF CITIZEVS RADIO
CALL BOOK.
Contains full details ot very latest American Circuits and Receivers.
Graphic
illustrations and diagrams, constructional
data and other information enabling the
novice to construct the World's finest sets.
Full list of Broadcasting Stations, helpful
hints and tips. Unquestionably the finest
value and most useful book of the day.
Over zoo pages, size
by if, crammed
full of information and hundreds of illustrations. September issue is now ready—
secure your copy at once and get to
know about the most up-to-date developments in Radio.
The European Edition of the Citizen's
Radio Call Book is on sale at all W. H.
Smith h Son's Book Stalk, and can be
obtained also from THE ROTHERMEL
RADIO CORPORATION OF GREAT
BRITAIN, LTD., of 24, MADDOX ST.,
\
Va. In France: Brentanos Ltd. Price
3/. per copy. Send P.O. to-day.

e

The component
parts for malting
these sets are distrgbu led thro:gghout
Great Britainèy the
Rotlhermel Rad so
Corporation # 24,
Maddox St, W.z,
and may be obtained
from all high class
deal ers.

I

Pub lishod hr
THE

CITIZEN'S RADIO
BUREAU,
Chicago, Illinois
Uaited

Il
immanimummm

SERVICE
States

of
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RUBBER WORKS,

THE BEST IN THE WEST
Captain
as

Rownd's

specified

in

acknowledged to
valve

yet

latest

screened

the Wireless
be the

valve

Press

and

most wonderful

produced.

Place
your orders
rotation from Sept.

now.
Delivery
15th, 1927.

in

It will pay you to call at our showrooms to
hear a demonstration of the marvellous
apparatus for electrical Gramophone reproduction.
•
Every type of pick-up can be demonstrated
upon request.
Brown, Igranic, Marconi.
Celestion, etc.
Latest devices and newest components always
in stock.
Do not fail to secure a copy of our latest catalogue
just published (free to callers), by post 6d. to defray
posingc and parking.
Wait our stands at the Model Engineering Exhibition,
Horticultural Hall, Sept. 17-24.

WILL DAY LTD.

(Dept.

W.W.),

19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone: Regent 4577.

at., ad,

LTD.,

HYDE, CHESHIRE.

Telegrams

Titles

Westrand London."

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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NEW CIRCUITS
EMBODYING THE NEWEST
DEVELOPMENTS IN RADIO CONSTRUCTION

"Ç HE Marconiphone Research Department

is
in the nature of things, never at rest, leading
in progress, evolving forever something new.
In the new Marconiphone receivers are ultra 'modern developments which nevertheless can
be incorporated in home-built receivers.
SIX special circuits by the Marconiphone
engineers are offered to the home constructor.
Each one, designed for a particular purpose,
incorporates the very latest developments in
radio.
Four circuits are for receivers to
operate direct from the mains, whilst the
remaining two show how to get the best pos-.
sible results from the new Marconi S.625 valve.
1-

(for A.C. Mains).
A three-valve
broadcast receiver employing the famous K.L.i
valves.
y

K

2

(for A.C. Mains).
Similar to the K.1
circuit, but this receiver
incorporates one stage of
high frequency.
.2

3

MARCONIPHONE

D .P.y (for D.C.Mains).

FREE CONSTRUCTIONAL BOOKLET.

4
D .P.2 For greater range

A free booklet, including blue print, and full constructional
details, will be supplied for any one of these receivers.
Booklets, including blue prints of the other five receivers, 6d.
each.
Send the coupon now, stating the circuit book you
require.

A three -valve
receiver. Easy to construct. Simple to operate.
Life-like reproduction.

and
selectivity
than D.P.I build this receiver.
It incorporates a
neutralised high frequency
stage.

THE MARCONIPHONE

COMPANY, LIMITED
AND REDUCED

Head Office:

210212

To the MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD.

Tottenham Court Road,

(AND REDUCED) 210-212

DISTANCE—
with ;he new
Marconi
S.625
Shielded
Values.
5

T.'

A 4-valve receiver ,
including

H.P'.

stage.
Both
sensitivity
and purity of reproduction
are excellent. Simple to
construct,
incorporating
one S.625 Shielded valve.

T2A

6

5-valve receiver,
incorporating
two
S.625
Shilded
valves.
Essentially along-distance
set. Stations hundreds of

miles away can be tuned
in with complete stability.

Tottenham Court Road, L;mdon,It.i

Please send me free constructional booklet, including blue-print for circuit
I am also enclosing
NAME .
ADDRESS .

for the following booklets
.

TOWN
,
,
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«LION

CONE

SPEAKERS

Model A.C.3
e3-1E-CI

ant eeetti tastele waif frewse
Each model a
Masterpiece of Melody

NI ode A .(
b-0-

Model A.C.4
(Oak) £4-0-0
(NlahoganY1

£4-4-0

See them at

Hear them at

OLYMPIA

AMPLION HOUSE

STAND No. 137

next door to Olympia).

tacing main entrance).
Model A.C.7 £6-10-0

The Afaeuell Teme rued

‘e-eeei
g
ke t

Annouruentetat of Grainer,' Amp/ion Limited, 25, Sa file Row, London, WA.
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New Mullard Valves
that make
1/10th
Ampere Extravagant
Mullard Valves were the first to
consume 1/ 10th ampere! Now they
are the first to cut that current down
by another quarter.
The new series of Mullard P.M. Valves
give you 33à per cent more for your
L.T. outlay. This is only one advantage of Mullard Research.
The merits of the wonderful Mullard
P.M. Filament have increased year
after year, the huge emission, the long
life, the great toughness, the improved
results, each has been carried stage
by stage beyond all equal.
Every !dullard year is a year of
advance. Demand !dullard P.M.
Valves and secure the finest
valves that have ever been
produced.

Mullard

THE •MASTER.- VALVE
AI

Advertisements for " The

Wireless

World " are only accepted 110111 firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Other Valves in the famous
Six-Sixty range are:
210 H.F. 10;6. S.S. 210
H.F., Type T. 21/6.
S.S. 210
L.F. 10/L
S.S 210 R.C. 106.
S.S. 210 R.C.. Type T. 21 «6.
S.S. 215 Super Power
12 6.
S.S. 410 P. 12 6. S.S. 425 Sever
Power 20/, S.S. 610 P. 12 6.
S.S. 625 Super Power 20/,

Here are the 10 6 '03 amp.
types :—
S.S. 4075 H.F. 4volt accumulate?
S.S. 4075 R.C. 4volt accumulahr
S.S. 6075 H.F. 6volt accumulator
S.S. 6075 R.C. 6volt accumulator

The Research men has done it
The filament current consumption of eight Six-Sixty
Valves has been reduced to '075 amp.
T. ink of tee saving in batter, expenses •••and
the additional convenience and comfort. And lour of these wonderful valves can be obtained
or 10.8 ears I
Siv-Sisty Valves have won their way to the front rank through their startleng good perotmences stone. Tneder Practically all the leading Set klanufacturers standardise Sixsixty Valves in their Receivers, and the public used no further recommendation lean rant

SIX-SIXTY

A post card will bring you post
free amost attractive booklet,
complete with illustrations
and diagrams of characteristic
curves of each of the valves in
the Six-Sixty range. Write for
it to-day.
THE ELECTRON CO.. LTD., 122-124 Charing Cross Read. Londan, W.C.2.

-,GLOWLESS VALVES

Mention of " The

Wireless

World," when writing

to advettisers, will ensure

prompt

The remaining four '075 amp.
Six-Sixty Valves are the New NonMicrophonic types. The characteristics of these valves are the same as
the 10 6types, but the valve proper
is enclosed in alarge outer bulb
from which all air is removed.
This renders the valve absolutely

immune
fluences.

from

all

external

in-

Pr:ce 21,8.

STAND 141
at

OLYMPIA

attention.
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I

gives wireless reception
and control in EVERY
room at small cost
No interference between listeners; no
journeying to the set to switch on and off.
You simply place the "Lotus "Relay near
the set, wire to the rooms desired, and there
connect with a"Lotus "Wall Jack and Plug.
The last plug withdrawn cuts off the
filament circuit.
FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW FOR
FREE BLUE PRINTS AND INSTRUCTIONS HOW TO WIRE TWO ROOMS
IN HALF AN HOUR.
li

Complete Outfit for
Wiring Two Rooms
1Lotus Relay. 2Lotus Relay
Filament Control Wall Jacks.
2Lotus Jack Plugs. 21 yards
of Special 4-Strand 30 Wire Each additional
room

/
7/6
•

"arms
THE

[

See these Components at
93 at the National
Radio Exhibition,
Olympia, Sept. 24-Oct. 1.

1 Stand

£3

Broadgreen

Road,

Liverpool.
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From all Radio Dealers.
Works,

d,' soé> .
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/
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Ask also for "Lotus" Coil Holders,
Jacks, Switches and Plugs. You can't
buy better.

Lotus

e

15, 4 eq

ee

REMOTE CONTROL

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
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TUNGSTONE 12-96 volt. H.T. DE LUXE
Special Ebonite
and
No Current Leakages.

Rubber
Insulation.
3Amp. Hour Actual Capacity.

PATENTED 12-16 LOW TENSION REMOVABLE CHARGING
Equipment shpwn on the Front of Illustration.

SEPTEMBER

28m?,

T927.

FREE
for

Asking
Illustrated
Pocket
Battery Guide
on

Tun9stone.12 to anr Voltage HT.
Fined

MODERN

with Patent removal,*

Low Tension Charging Equipment

Can be fuliy Re. Charged in

7

Hours

BATTERY
Price: 60 Volt. £5 15s.
; 96 Volt. £10 10s. Od.
Sold U.K. on Extended Monthly Payments. Apply for Details.

FAILURES

TUNGSTONE DE LUXE HIGH TENSIONS Fitted with Patent
Equipment for Charging on 12-16 Volt Low Tension Plant. First
Charge completed in the Short Period of 12 Continuous Hours.
Re-Charges in SEVEN Continuous Hours.
The practical advantages of Tungstone's Exclusive Feature of BALANCED
PLATES; in combination with Low Tension Charging Equipment, guarantees that
the first charge and all re-charges are fully completed, consistently and reliably,
which the existing present day charging cannot guarantee and never secures.

FIRST CHARGE ONLY FOUR CONTINUOUS HOURS
For any Tungstone Storage Battery from 6 to 5,000 Amps.
On Car or Bench the Charging Rates for Portable Storage Batteries are from
6to 30 amps. based on the rated Ampere Hour. House Lighting, Works and Central
Station Batteries can be discharged for Light only during the First Charging period.

All Competitive Makers of High or Low Tension
Batteries "pass on "to the Purchaser the many serious risks of Forming and giving
the First Full Charge, also the increased cost of anecessary and exceedingly long
First Charging period extending from 24 to 72 hours and longer.
For Post Free Copy of Free Booklet on MODERN BATTERY FAILURES containing Special
Illustrated Articles, send name on Postcard to:—

TUNGSTONE ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD., SALISBURY SQUARE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.4.
mention o
f The li ,reie
U orlii,'' when wetting io ad:•crtzàers,
iU
p,ompt ultention.
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NOW HERE'S
SOMETHING
LY
NEW!
\

MADE IN
AN HOUR
OR
TWO

NTIRE

The bevgpreeed
'

R.C.Threesome

It is equal in reception qualities to the original R.C.
Threesome—the set that started the R.C. vogue.
By means of a "brain wave" idea of pluggedtogether coupling units the new R.C. Threesome
is easier than ever to build. No soldering is required.
Wiring has been reduced from 24 to 5connections.
The parts can be purchased for 50!-, or less. Use
the Coupon and get all the particulars.

EDISIVAN

Always a lap ahead
W.
W.289.2 7.

To THE EDISON SWAN ELE:TRIC CO. LTD.
(Publicity) 123/5 Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4
Yes!

I'll have acopy of your free Instruction Book and Blue Print.

NAME
V',

ADDRESS

Thanks!

Tree
BLUE -PRINT
AND
IN TRUC ri ONS

Fill in and post

the Coupon now.

The new R.C.
Threesome is the
centre of interest at
the National Radio
Exhibition,
Stands 144
and 146

36
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EVERYTHING
1/014

ELECTRICAL

r 9na ra PI tee

MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN.

vo l
it teemsFonimE RpA

Fireçuency
Reeporra§e

I.

Fifty cycles is the lowest frequency
with which an L F. Transformer
has to deal.
of

the

The generous windings
GECoPHONE

L. F.

TRANSFORMER enables it to
deal with this low frequency faithfully and with ease.

through with startling reality.
Reduced Prices
...

17/6

Ratio 4-1 ... 20'.

GEC0PHONE
L• F •TRANS FORMERS
for volume and purity
att. o/ 1/a

By cutting out the middleman, by initiating more
efficient methods of manufacture, and being aided by
the already large demand for this super Valve-Holder,
we have pleasure in announcing that on and after
SEPT. 21st The "ART1C" Valve-Holder will be
reduced in price from 3/9 to 2/3 each, POST FREE.
lis superiority as a valve-holder has always been
admitted, and this astounding reduction places it within
the reach of EVERY valve user. Quality and construction have not been altered in the slightest degree.
The "A RTIC " principle guarantees perfect
steadiness under all conditions of shock and vibration. Even when the valve is moved directly, it
just sags back into position. No springs or rubber
are employed — these are but makeshifts and
success can never be possible with such mediums.

With the

GECoPHONE, the bass notes come

Ratio 2-1

NOW BEING SOLD
DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC

W °RLDNTS'
PATE

NO

spR INOS•

RuBB
usE
D. ER
L
TRA
u

T
s
FIENsITIv
vALY46 LD ER.

DIRECT
FROM US
TO YOU
111E.A.VS .1 CHEAPER
VALVE-HOLDER FOR YOU.
2/3 each POST FREE with P.O. remit.
tance or COD with C.O.D. charge evens.

ARII
Flià aELECTRICAL
BIRTLE

.

C
NI,Lo

MAKES A GOOD VALVE BETTER, AND A BAD VALVE GOOD

end rot Eli-Wit Co. lid., Magnet Rona., Kingsway, London, II .(
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The new frown
CRYSTAFRAME
£4. 10s, complete
with one pair of
A2 Headphones

The new Stow's
C.T.S. UNIT for
making loud speaker
at home, 136

The new Zeown
GRAMOPHONE
PICK.UP.

a•

The new SZOWil
UNIVERSAL LOUD
SPEAKER. £6

The new 76 rown
MASCOT LOUD
SPEAKER, £410a.

Don't miss seeing these new

features on Stand 122, Olympia
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA - SEPT. 24 - OCT. 1
S. G. BROWN, LTD., WESTERN

A7
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"In many, perhaps in the
majority of cases one must
admit that the loudspeaker
is not doing justice to the
transmission or to the receiving set."
—Popular Wireless,

a

10 927

LOUD SPICAKER

does ejustice
lo both hecause-

RADIO METERS
permit

"SCIENTIFIC TUNING"
‘.3i.n d

ENSURE

PERFECT

RECEPTION

by this Simple Rule!
ONTROL your set with Sifam Radio Meters—.

C

this is the rule that listeners should follow to
achieve "perfectly balanced" reception I
Remember, a Valve Set is highly sensitive and requires exact
adjustment.
A Sifam Voltmeter (price 9/6, illustrated below)
enables you to control Plate and Filament current in the exact
proportions necessary for maximum results.
NO listener can avoid knowing when distortion is spoiling
his reception, but hours of laborious overhauling may
lthe source of trouble.
The Shim leilliammeter, price 26, is soother ot the highly sensiove
instruments whico tells you at once it distortion it due to Le Tn.,
inaccurate ELT. or L.T. ^zri e.i. oy
i
yr¡,; ;, ta,¡
Without Sam], Rod,
vo s

tatero.nets

"". .;iways liable to
erosramme.

sudden failure et ive c'ne,2!

Sifam Meters

non' .?

are

USED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE WIRELESS PRESS '-

on their own sets. Conic into line with modern developments.
Fit Sifam Meters and make your set a precision reek m!
instrument.

SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., Ltd.,
(Dept. W) 10, Page Street, Westminster, London, S.W.1.

The W.B. "Junior"
in ALL WOOD
Polished Oak or
Mahogany.
Flare
14 in. Height 21 in.

Price £4 : :

-it is ALL WOOD—not ascrap
of metal used in the horn—therefore
no resonance.
—it is fitted with amagnetic unit
especially designed by Messrs.
S. G. Brown, Ltd.

No other type of Speaker gives such excellent reproduction Put aW.B. ALL-WOOD Speaker up against
the best "metal model you know of and note the
difference. There is not ashadow of resonance—there
can be none, because the W.B. Speaker is made of ALL
WOOD. And being in itself afine looking instrument,
it adds grace to any room (husbands, please note!).
You have awide choice of models and each is manufactured under World's patents. W.B. Speakers are
the only range on the market produced entirely from
pure wood. Let your set show you what it can do
when aW.B. All-Wood Speaker is used; the results
will surprise you and will introduce you to astandard
of reproduction which you did not think possible.
Wr ite for our illustrated Catalogue. If you already have a"Tin"
Speaker with agood movement you can easily substitute one of our
horns, thus bringing it right up-to-date.

1.00°'
OO
,
e
0,\..e •14° 1009

NEW
POCKET
re 1.t.ou

9

•res1 %‘.•

MODEL
6

The W.B.
% irr..
ALL-WOOD
"Cabinda" for use
with any Speaker Unit,
In
Polished
Oak or
Mahogany. Measurements:
Length 171 in.. Width 7in.,
Height 8 in. Price f2 :0: 0

VOLTMETER
4,000
Ohms.

f

STAND

99
National Radio Exhibition

Walker Bros. (Guildford)Ltd.
M.R.zo
Mention of " The

Wireless

BRAMLEY,
GUILDFORD.
Telephone : Brernley 117.

World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention
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Two New
POPULAR POWER
H.T. Batteries
for 10 to 16 milliampere emission.

P.P. 64
Dimensions,

14î x 5 x 3 ins.

P.P. 105
Dimensions,

17'6

E.M.F. 64 volts
Weight,

11 lbs. 9ozs..

E.M.F. 105 volts

15î- x 8 x 3Á- ins.

29'

Weight,

20 lbs.

In new container to save you trouble.
TAPPED EVERY 6 VOLTS.

Write for your copy

of

our

New

Wireless

Battery

Catalogue.

Regd. Trade Mark.

EVER READY

BRITAIN'S

BEST

BATTERIES

Service Dept. D.L., Hercules Place, Holloway, London, N.7

ARE SAFE
PUREST IN TONE
CLEANEST IN USE
FREE FROM TROUBLE
LESS IN COST
Than any other form
High Tension supply.

of

We invite you to visit our STAND No. 154 RADIO EXHIBITION.

Advertisements for " ¡he Wifeless World" are only

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly relioble.
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IN

THE

AGENT

HELLESEN

with the Ileitelanunt

LOUDER SIGNALS
CLEARER
REPRODUCTION
LOWER
CURRENT
CONSUMPTION

DRY BATTERIES.
he proof of aDry Battery
is the number of hours of
efficient service you get out of
it for the money you spend.
We are confident of the result
if you rely on a Hellesen Dry
Battery for your H.T. Supply.

T

Get a smooth uniform H.T. Supply
at the minimum cost per hour from
asealed genuine Hellesen H.T. Battery
with the quadruple insulation and
the No. 7 Recuperating Agent.
60-volt " WIRIN " 12 16
99-volt " WIRUP " 21
(Postace Ertna.)

All types, voltages, etc., in Double and
Treble capacities for H.T. and L.T.
Supply. Ask your dealer for the type
to suit your set and get the maximum
service, or write us for full particulars.
Obtainable at all Railla, Electrical and General
Harrods, Selfoulges, etc., or direct from

Slopes

A. H. HUNT, Ltd. (Deipt :), CROYDON, SURREY.

A complete series for
2Volt 4Volt ê 6Volt Users
MADE

IN

GREAT BRITAIN.

Advt. of llie General LIcctru. (o., Ltd., Magnet House, h.ingiamy, London, 11.C.2,

Alention of " The Wireless

World," when writing to advert m2rs,

ensure prouipt attention.
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CONT It OL CONDENSE

111-1UM

consist of one, two or more Cyldon Log mid line Condensers (square law also can be supplied if required)
mounted on a stout aluminium angle plate bracket.
Mounted flush to the panel, the angle plate bracket
forms a very effective anti-capacity shield.
The condensers are mounted in such a position that
perfect mechanical balance is maintained.
Rotors (or moving plates), Stators (or *fixed plates)
and anti-capacity earth plate are all electrically
separated, so that the units are suitable for any circuit.
The bakelite control drum is provided with detachable
scales, reading from o to 180 degrees, and projects
just through the front of the panel, the milled edge
giving perfectly smooth control. The edge diameter
of the drum is 4f in., this diameter giving acontrol
equivalent to avernier drive.
Slots are provided in the control drums so that two
or more condensers can be locked together, thereby
affording single dial control.

The Totally enclosed and Shielded "Thumb Control" Model with part of shield
removed to show interior.

Totally Enclosed
and Shielded

Semi-shielded

SINGLE.
Capacity.
Mfds.
.0003
.0003

Cat.
No.
11.3
1T;

.00025
.0002

fr23
ITa

l
',I ,e.
4 n d.
1 0 0
19 0
18 6
18 0

Capacity.
Mids.
.0003
.0003

IT2A

Price,
£ s. d.
1 5 0
1 4 0
1 8 8
1 8 0

.0003
.000;
.00023
.000a

2T3a.
irla
ar25a
aTaa

2 15
2 13
2 12
2 11

.0003
.000;
.00023
.ceoa

3-1
-3a
3T3a
3T25a
3T2a

4 2 6
3 19 6
3 18 0
3 16 6

.noo5
.0003
.00023

4T5a
4T3a
4T2sa

.0002

4T2a

5 10 0
5 6 0
5 4 0
5 2 0

.00023
.0002

Cat.
No.
sTsa
trio
IT2sa

Each Thumb Control outfit includes a panel plate
having hail' line indicator, a steel drilling template
and very precise instructions.
In addition to the ordinary type, Cyldon Thumb
Control condensers are also supplied completely
shielded, thus giving the added advantage of absolute
protection against stray capacities and dust.
Cyldon quality is maintained throughout, and no
efforts have been spared to place the Thumb Control
models in a class on their own.

TWO GANG.
.0003
xx.o3
xeco23
.000a

arj
ir3

2'1'25
aTa

2
2
2
2

5
3
2
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

THREE GANG.
.00ns
seo;
.0.3025

3T5
3T;

.0002

31.25
fTa

.0003

4T5

.0003
.00025

4T3
4T25
iT2

8 7 6
3 4 8
8 8 0
3 1 8
FOUR GANG.

.ffloa

4 10
4 6
4 4
4 2

0
0
0
0

Condensers of different capacities can be supplied mounted on same frame
Prices on application.
CY' LDON earner re. be obtained Imn dock by rehrrn; end de net
Milan any statements to the condrary.
If any difficulty 'Phone:
Imitate! 0672 Win: CAPACITY. ES f/IUD, at tue the C.O.D. mien,

SYDNEY S. BIRD

&

SONS,

Cyldon Works, Sarnesfield Road, Enfield Town, Middx.
Contractors to the B.B.C., H.M. Royal Air Force, H.M. Office of Works, and
all the leading manufacturers of quality receivers.
Ma Australian Agenda: E, V. HUDSON, 53'7, Charlotte Street,
BRISBANE. QUEE3113LAND.

Telephone: Enfield 0672.
Al I

Semi-shielded single
"THUMB CONTROL"
Be sure to see " CYLDON"
products at Stand No. 121,
National Radio Exhibition.

Telegrams: Capacity, Enfield.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted front firms we believi to be thoroughly reliable.
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BAKE LITE
THE

MATERIAL

OF A

THOUSAND

USES

is employed by many Industries,
but to the Radio Industry it is
indispensable.
mean

Bakelite to no

extent has

made Radio

possible.
BAKELITE Moulded parts have
enabled manufacturers to sim—
plify their designs and to beau—
tify their products.
The fact that aRadio Component

Regulation
of voltage
by means of
WESTON
Instruments
gives improved
reception
To obtain maximum results from your receiver
you must be sure that the H .T., L.T. and
G .B. voltages are regulated correctly. For an
exact measurement of these variable voltages
use aWeston Pin-Jack Voltmeter with high.
range stand. Only the Weston standard of
accuracy and reliability is sufficiently fine to
be of any use for such measurements.
The Weston ftee booklet "Radio Control" explains
the necessity for accurate electricalcontrol of yourradio
receiver and gives much helpful advice. Let us have
your name and address.

MODEL 506 Pin-Jack Voltmeter complete with
high range stand and testing cables £2 :10:0

WESTON
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER

Pioneers since 1888

Weston

Electrical Insuument Co. Lui.
15, tit. Saffron Hill,
'London, E.C. 1

is made of Bakelite or includes
Bakelite in one or more of its
many forms, is sufficient guar—
antee of quality.

by the manufacturer.

At the Radio Exhibition Bake—
lite will play an important part.
On

almost

every

II ireless

II orld," when writing

Stand

this

wonderful material will be on
view.

STAND NP 119
will include a display of many
Bakelite Moulded parts, from
a

small Insulating Screw to a
Speaker.
In

complete Loud
addition,
Bakelite

the

applications

Varnish,

of

Capping

Cement and Laminated

Panels

will be demonstrated.

BAKELITE
IS

MANUFACTURED

BY

THE DAMARD LACQUER COMPANY, LIMITED,
IN ASSOCIATION WITH
BAKELITE, LIMITED ,
MOULDENSITE ,LTD ., &
REDMANOL,LIMITED .

68, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.
BIRMINGHAM

i/enfi) ,:of ' 7he

It signifies

that the best material is used

ORk
& DARLEY

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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It's full of good things—those Igranic components which have proved themselves to be
second to none in radio, and many interesting new inventions without which your
constructional work will soon be out-ofdate. There is the "G " Type Transformer
whose faithiul reproduction of all notes,
low as well as high, excels that of any transformer at present on the market; à Tapped
Triple Honeycomb Inductance Coil which
can also be used as an aperiodic coupler;
the C.C. Output Unit which prevents loudspeaker demagnetisation and increases sensitivity; the Absorption Wavemeter for
measuring wavelengths and which is also a
very efficient wavetrap.

7

G Type Igranic L.F. Transformer.

But there are many more! You can read
all about them yourself by sending for a
clpy of publication No. U.221.

WE ARE EXHIBITING
AT
Dalancing

COMit ri se r.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.,
149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON
Works: BEDFORD.
Branches: Birmingham, Bristol Cardiff,
Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle.

IGRANIC •' XLLOS"
(Extra Low Loss Coils).

e

IGRANIC
Absorption
IVaremeter.

Ironic Choke-capacity Output

Tapped Triple Honeycomb Inductance Coil.

/A\Af\lit\
A IA
r\AA«"Aj
Ai/UkiJkliallâjàî.k&ALUAAAAAAAÁÁAA
\
,\
^
A I3
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Made with the accuracy
of aGun !!

s

N

OW there is no excuse whatever for buying a. cheap
condenser.
Éor T.C.C. Condensers are reduced in price. It
costs you less, now, to buy the
finest condensers made—condensers that are e
up to the
In capacity and in insulation.
Ask for T.C.C. Condensers—in the
green cases.
Green for safety!

uaranteed

Here are the Reduced Prices:
Mica Condensers.
Capacity Mfds.

Prices
Old
New

0001-0009 SIP type
'0001 0009 ..
'001 -1504
003 009
01
..
'05
..
.•

2/10
2/4
2/4
3/3/6
5/8

2/4
214
2/4
3/3/6
5/6

a?

Prices
011
New

Capacity Mida.

9/.
10/9
12/6
16/.
19/6
231-

•125
'15

25
•3

8/9/6
11/14/6
18/21/6

Vw-

Mansbridge Condensers.
Prices

Capacity Mfds.

Old

New

003- 009
01 .1)9 •
'1
'23
'
3

2/2/4
2/6
3/.
3/3/4
3/10

1/8
1/9
1/10
2/3
2/3
2/7
2/10

1

•
•
•
•
•
.
.
•
.
•
•
•
•
•

Prices
Old
New

Capacity Mfds.

4/8

5
8
10

..

7.

7/
W.
Hi.

13/.
17/.
21/.

3/10
6/
6

7/6

9/6
11/6
14/9
18/6

The same care and attention which are
exercised in the design and construction
of the most delicate mechanism of a gun
are displayed in all J.B. Condensers.
Accurate to the finest point, and perfectly
finished, J.B. Condensers can be well
compared to the finest gun ever made.
There is no sign of backlash in the J.B.
models.
The dial is turned and the
stations
come
in
with
unfaltering
regularity.

THE PERFECT FIVE.
I. J.B., S.L.F. Slow Mo -Ion.

(J.B. True Tuning S.L.F.)

Double Reduction Friction Drive. Ratio 6o-r.
Prices, complete with
Bakelite Dial for coarse tuning and a" Bakelite
knob for Slow Motion Device.
.0005 mid. 16;6; eao35 mid.
15/6 ;.00023 iiifd. 15/-; .cwor5 mfd. 15/-.

e

-

2. J.B., S.L.F. Pr:ces, complete with 4 Bakelite Dial. ocas5
mid. 11/6; .coo35 mid. 106; .00025 mid. 10/-; .00015 mid,
3. J.B. Log Plain. Prices, complete with 47 Bakelite Dial.
.0005 mfd. 11/6; .0003 mfd. 10/6; .000.15 mid. 10/ - ; .00015
mid. 10/ -.
4. J.B. Log. Slow Moqon.
Double Reduction Friction Drive
Ratio 6o-r. Prices, complete with 2' Bakelite knob for vernier
control

and 4" Bakelite Dial for main control.

.00o5 mfd.

16/6; .0003 mid. 15/6; .00025 mid. 15/--; .oDoz5 mfd. 15/-.

5. J.B. Neutralising Condenser.

Advt. Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Rd.. N. Acton. W.3.
Mention of " The

Wireless

Price 316.

8. POLAND ST- OXFORD SF

Uerephone!-

LONDON - W.1,

GERRARD 7414
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The new patented S.L.F. Cunch.n.ser,
complete with 4inch dial.
.0003 5/9

Micro Log Dial 5/- each.

•oo4,5 SI-

Panel Mounting Rheostat,
6, zo, 55, 30 ohms, 2/5

Battery Switch 1 3

Two Burton Micro Dials are incorporated
in
the Wireless World Exhibition
Five

C. F. & H.

A15

o. 37

BURTON,
PROGRESS

'Phone 560.

STAND N

WORKS,

BERNARD

ST.,

WALSALL,

ENGLAND.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Heavy Duty Resistors

Owing to the popularity of
H.T. Battery Eliminators
and
also
of
Resistance
Capacity Coupling, a need
has been felt for a range
of wire wound res:stance
units capable of carrying
relatively
heavy currents
continuously.
Composition resistances
cannot
give
the
same
efficiency and aro a poor
substitute.
The new Ilurndept «Heavy
Duty Wire Wound Resistors
will be found to fill all
requirements, as they aie
made in all values from
330 to 250,000 ohms.
Each resistor gives
four
different values of resistance.

Total
lte,dance

Reslstan-e of
each section

Maximum
Current

C
ie
1

Ohms.
600+750

M.A.

2150
3500
5500
12500
25000
50000
80000
150000
250000

s.

50
40
30
25
15
10
5
5
2
2

1000+1150
1500+2000
2500+3000
5000+7500
10000+ 15000
20001+ 30000
40000+ 40000
50000+ 100000
125000+ 125000

57100
d.

6
7
7
7
7
8
8
10
15
22

o
o
8
6
e
o
6
8
0
e

33 different values of resistance can be obtained from this set of Resistors by
connecting the sections either separately, In series or in parallel.

BURNDEPT

FILTER

CHOKES .

Specially deligned for use as Smoothing Chokes for Eliminators and for Loud
Speaker Output Chokes.
Full inductance Is maintained at quite heavy currents.
..
..
..
el 5
..
•.
..
el 10
Write to us for full details and new season's catalogue.

No. 1211
No. 1212

20 Henries at 25 M.A.

40 Henries at 50 M.A.

BURNDEPT
See tile complete Burndept range /or 1927-28 at our Stand or the London Showrooms,
Bedf,...d Street, Strand. W.C.2.
Offices: BLACKHEATH. LONDON. S.E.3.

OVER

0

o

STAND

127
National
Radio
Exhibition

2000

EVERYMAN

COILS

With the BERCLIF Trade Mark
Have now been incorporated in sets by readers of this
journal: don't fail to have them in yours this season and
ensure success. We were the first to introduce these coils
commercially, and with them we issue indisputable test
figures and invite comparison.
We lead because we
faithfully serve.

SOME

COIL

PRICES:

EVERYMAN FOUR

EVERYMAN THREE

per set

per set

El :13 :

El :15 :

FIRST

ALL-WAVE FOUR
per set

£2 : :6

AGAIN

With the BERCLIF "IIIGHWIRiNG" VALVE HOLDER,
specially designed for high-efficiency sets, shot t-wave work, etc.
2' leakage path between sockets.

ALL -WAVE FOUR.

Note the NON—SHORTING
five—pin base as recom—
mended by the Authors,
and ORIGINATED BY US,
for the " All—Wave Four."

Price List of components and test report on coils post free.
Complete sets and cabinets to customers' requirements. Readers
and the Trade supplied with all components, Home or Abroad.
(Watch our weekly advertisements in the miscellaneous columns.)

SIMMONDS BROS.,
SMETHWICK, STAFFS.

SHIRELAND
ROAD,

Mention of " The

Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Price
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Ask to see the KC at Stand 162.

T

HE Dubilier KC (kilocycle) variable
condenser designed in the light of our
long experience, beautifully finished
and costing only twelve shillings, is a very
real triumph of modern Radio practice.
Used in conjuction with the Dubilier
Toroids it gives true Kilocycle (S.L.F.)
Tuning. Small bakelite pillars reducing dielectric losses, slow motion reduction
movement (200 to 1), ball bearings to
spindle, stout brass vanes and spacers,
and one hole fixing complete the specification of what is electrically and mechanically
a fine instrument.

TM not order your variable until you have seen
.le KC: if you are not able to get to Ike l,Thibitioa
WC will send you free on request a most interesting
booklet containing full description of the KC, and
a twalth of circuits, photos and diagrams as well as
information upon a variety of subject ,. Post free 3d.
Please say that you area" Wireless1Vorld "reader.

DUBILIER

Advt. of The Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., Ducon Works, North Acton, W.3.

"""
A17

1C4 1.

nom116...1L.41.416..mim

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Note carefully
that very definite
statement and then this question
—IS YOUR SET MISMATED It may
be a 7r7Ctly good set, yet coupled
with a loud speaker which can neven
do it justice—one on which quality has
been sacrificed to cheapness, or one
which, while good in itself, cannot
operate satisfactorily on the power you
can give it. If that is so your greatest
need is for the speaker which is described above and has never been
equalled for beauty and purity of tone
—the

II

MI II

II

1927.

II II

IR

I

11 111316()
? Y61;11;1 1111
SAVE MONEY ?

DO

<e‘ lteteSeejes
ile
ye` te,4
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SEPTEMBER 28TH,

YOU

SAVE

MONEY

BY

USING

66

N

MONOBLOCKS
FO R

RADIO H.T. SUPPLY
u

a

" VARTA " 20 VOLT H.T. MONOBLOCK
TYPE "WA" (with one tapping at 10 volts).

PRICE NOW REDUCED TO

9I.

THUS

A

60

VOLT

BATTERY

OF

3

" VARTA " MONOBLOCKS COSTS 27,-,

a JUST
ou can buy
at a round
£3.

Write us for
descriptive
booklet now.

AND

3 TIMES AS MUCH AS A DRY
BATTERY,

LASTS

INFINITELY

LONGER.

"Don't scrap—recharge."
WRITE FOR LIST Nos. I, 2 & 3 to

IWIRE LE S5 APPARATUS.,

BLACKHEATH,

LONDON,

S.E.3.

Olympia No. 127
Mention of " The

Wireless

•

A.F.A. ACCUMULATORS LTD., 120, Tottenham Ct. Rd., W.1
Ball II Ill III MINIM
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CARBORUNDUM RESISTANCE CAPACITY COUPLING UNIT.

T

HIS Unit is quite different fron t any other at present on the market, presenting as it does many distinct
advantages over Units employing ordinary Grid Leaks and Anode Resistances. The Resistances used in
the Carborundum Resistance Capacity Coupling Unit are solid rods of unbreakable Carborundum, which is
created in the largest electric furnaces in the world, at the terrific temperature of o6o° F. They cannot burn
out, present no capacity effects, and are absolutely non-microphonic. The Unit takes up far less room than
the smallest L.F. transformer, and the complete absence of background noises enhances the already great
possibilities of R.C. Coupling.
Not being dependent on a metallic film,.the resistances will not disintegrate
and are unaffected by atmospheric changes.
-

No. 73.

Price 8/6.

CARBORUNDUM ANODE RESISTANCES AND GRID LEAKS in all standard values.
Price - each 2/6.
CARBORUNDUM STABILISING DETECTOR UNIT. The most satisfactory method of crystal detection.
Price 126 (Dry Cell 5d. extra).

SEE

US

AT

OLYMPIA

STAND No.

TH E

125

SEND FOR NEW 24 PAGE BOOK CONTAINING
CIRCUITS AND MUCH USEFUL INFORMATION.
All Carborundurn Radio Products are sold under our complete guarantee
that they will operate satisfactorily in properly designed circuits.

cARBoRUNDuri
"A NCH
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THE PERFECT TERMINAL

DIAGRAM

SHOWING
INTERCHANGEABL£
BOBBIN

S TAND
207

Pal‘

,e„e
ei•/-elscbe

bMfARIFOPM.
1
(PATE NT)

OLYMPIA

L.F. TRANSFORMER
HE Efesca "Variform" is desig d t
Tmeet
the necessity for matching the impe-

For perfect design, finish, and workmanship, Belling-Lee
Terminals are unequalled.
Chosen by Mullard for all
the P.M. circuits in "Radio for the Million," by all the
leading Wireless Journals, and by manufacturers of sets
and battery eliminators.

ne

o

dance of the primary of a transformer with
that of the valve to which it is coupled. It
is made with the primary and secondary
windings on separate bobbins, the primary
bobbin being detachable and interchangeable
with others of different impedance values.
The secondary is permanent and is wound to
sufficient resistance to prevent grid current
flowing, variations of ratio being obtained
by interchanging the primary bobbin.

Unique advantages :—
(1) The name cannot rotate.
(2) The head cannot come off.
(3) The terminal cannot twist loose.
(4) Shockproof.

Price 2o/- each including one
primary
bobbin; specify ratio required, or with
complete set of 4 interchangeable fi5 /
primary bobbins
..

(5) Slot and nut eliminate soldering.

OD

(6) Minimum risk of burning out valves.

Spare interchangeable bobbins 2/- each.

(7) Each terminal packed in a separate
carton, with a year's guarantee,

Always ash your dealer for Efesca Components.
WRITE FOR
COMPLETE
CATALOGUE

Price 9d. each.

No.573/.3

OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE :—
Type M.
sunilar to Type B. but not insulated.

6d.

each.

Type R
Small insulated model with rotating name. W.
Illustrated Catalogue FREE

on

each.

request.

Obtainable from all dealers, but in case of difficulty send
your order to us, enclosing your dealer's name and address.

e

BELLING-LEE r
TERMINALS

Adv.. of Belling & Lee, Lid., Queensway

Mention of " The

HIGH TENSION
BATTERY
ELIMINATORS

REGENERATIVE
AERIALTUNER

for H.T.
current direct
from your electric light
supply.
PRICES
£1 15s. and £4 10s.

FALK

PRICE 253. each.

STADELMANN
Efesca

83,93,
and at

Does the work of a whole
set of plug in coils.
Perfect reaction.

Glasgow,

Electrical

FarrIngdon

Road,

&

CO.

LTD.,

Works,
London,

Manchester, Birmingham, Dublin,

E.C.1,

Newcastle, Cardiff.

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT THE NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
STAND 147. NEW HALL. OLYMPIA, SEPT. 24th to OCT. lot, O727.

Pinkie-Is End, Middlesex.

Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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What it
saves

la et 20volts
good

re 40 volts
dead

„00.,,

CZ----_;,;s°
S

When your present H.T. Dry
Battery runs down, make this test.
Put a voltmeter across the first
40 volts. You will not get areading..
Then test from 40 yolts upwards
and you will probably find the
higher voltages still have plenty of
punch." Why? Because only the
last valve uses the whole of the
battery. And yet you have to
throw the whole battery away.
Stop wasting good volts by using the
common-sense "GECoPHON E"
Interchangeable H.T. Battery,
specially made for radio in ordinary
and super-capacity sizes.
Prices
66 volts Standard Units
12/6
115 volts
„
22:6
66 volts Super Capacity Units 22,..

USE
the new
Ce eratn
Valves
with the

MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN

New Filament

Adz.g. of ¡he General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet ¡louse, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
A2 I
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THE

THE FILONATOR
is supplied with every General
Radio Receiving Set.
The
Filonator can be recharged
instantly in your own home
simply by inserting refill tablets
supplied.
More economical,
efficient, permanent and reliable
than any accumulator. None
of the usual inconveniences of
accumulators— No acids, No
fumes, simple and safe.

WIRELESS

WORLD

STANDS

45, 46
476'48
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Cete greate.

THE NEW VALVES
Standard equipment with the
new General Radio Receiver.
Operates at full efficiency on
only 1.4 volts, with "power
valve" results, and has adouble
filament designed to the specification of General Radio Research Engineers, by the famous
Valve Manufacturers, Messrs.
Mullard Radio Valve Company
Limited. The Valve Holders
are a patented Anti-vibration
type and have the lowest interelectrode capacity of any valve
holder on the market.

THE TUNING UNIT

GENERAL RADII
.1928 MODEL
CABINET
RECEIVER.

are ENTIRELY SELE

tures, it is only six inches in CONTAINED and a=
The Tuning Unit in the new diameter and produces volume
General Radio Receiver is quite and tone superior to the large transportable.
unique. The "Astatic Vario- unsightly horn speakers. It is
The Cabinet is made f.
Coupler" is tuned by a Die- fixed inside the Cabinet.
first quality genuine han ,
cast S.L.F. Variable Condenser
AMPLIFIER polished English Walnu
with constant vernier control. THE
This is the most sensitive and The Amplifier in the General
selective Tuning Instrument in Radio Receiver is an improvec0)
any Receiver.
ment of the well-known and
widely -used General Radio
The LOUD SPEAKER Transformer -Coupled Audio NO INCREASE IN PRICE
The new patented "Magnetic- Amplifier, and is responsible to
Cone "Loud Speaker is areve- alarge extent for the amazing 2—valve receiver absolutely cotnple
and installed free.
Cash Price £1
lation in perfect reproduction. purity and volume of reproEasy payment terms of 20,'— down a
Embodying entirely new fea- duction.
20/— a month for 12 months still app
Mention of

The

Wireless

World," wizen writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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advance since September 1923

GENE

RtPRESENTS

A NEW RANGE OF
GENERAL
RADIO
RECEIVING

SETS

incorporating

features

the

following

exclusRve

patented

NO ACCUMULATOR!
NEW

DOUBLE-POWER

DOUBLE-LIFE

VALVES

THE PATENTED "ASTATIC VARIO-COUPLER"
which

provides

perfect

"MAGNETIC-CONE"

selective

LOUD

tuning with ONE control

SPEAKER

BUILT

INTO

SET
e.
••

MANY OTHER EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

FREE INSTALLATION
FREE SERVICE
This Coupon (or apost card will do)
will bring you full particulars
without obligation—
Send it now.
.*
0°.

A23
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.
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•••

•.
,..
To
"
General Radio
•••° Company Limited,

...

••
Radio House,
•
••••
235 Regent St., London, W.1
••

Please send me full particulars without

••

obligation.

•

•••.°

.• ..
.

Address

Name

Town

County
30
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evitliwts
Set
Doe
at etley
I

F you are not satisfied with your
Receiver don't blame it without
investigation.
The fault may
lie in the Valves. Even the best Set
will be handicapped when the wrong
Valves are used. Fit Cossor Valves
and you'll be certain of good results.
Cossor Valves owe their wonderful
efficiency largely to their supersensitive Kalenised filaments.
No
other valve can equal them for
length of service, economy and
quality of reproduction. Fit Cossor
Valves and hear the living music
of the Studio—not a travesty of
jumbled, muffled sounds.

fit

Cossor Valves

-rand enjoy trouble -free Radio
Advt. of A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury urove,
Mention ol " The

Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

prompt

attention.
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As many of the circuits and apparatus described in these pages are covered by patents, readers are advised, before making use of them, to sartsfy themselves that they
would not be infringing patents.
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SHOW

NUMBER.

LTHOUGH all those who possibly can do so
will, no doubt, make a point of visiting
the Wireless Show, there will, of course,
be a large number of our readers who
will find it impossible, owing to distance
or lack of time, to avail themselves of the
1
opportunity which this annual Exhibition
provides for seeing all the latest products of the wireless
manufacturing industry.

or two ago it was certainly not possible to make such a
statement concerning the apparatus of that date. Improvements will, of course, continue to be made all the time,
but we have now reached a standard where reception is
very close to the ideal when a very careful choice is made
of the type of receiver and the loud-speaker to use. A
year or two ago one might certainly have been justified in
hesitating to make a purchase in the anticipation that a
vast improvement might be expected at an early date, but
the position is very different to-day.

Review of the Exhibits.

The Essentials of a Good Receiver.

In this issue we attempt to review the Exhibition as a
whole, and deal as far as possible with all the items of
outstanding interest. We hope in this way to give to our
readers who may be unable to attend the Exhibition at
least a very comprehensive idea of what is to be seen this
year, whilst the issue should also prove very valuable to
those who visit the Exhibition, but who naturally will not
find it possible to see everything nor to carry away with
them impressions of more than a limited number of the
exhibits. The pages in this issue devoted to the Exhibition
will serve as a reminder after the Exhibition us well as a
guide to what to look for when visiting the Show.
In our last issue we gave, a forecast of some of the
exhibits, but as that issue was prepared prior to the date
of the Exhibition it was not possible to comment on more
than a limited number of the products, and our attention
had necessarily to be confined to those exhibits concerning
which information was available in advance, but it will be
seen from our report in this issue what amultitude of new
things have been evolved since the corresponding exhibition
was held last year.

There are points, however, which we must still bear in
mind when -we choose a set to build for ourselves or when
we buy a manufactured receiver for our own use, or are
asked to recommend one to a friend. As time goes on
the importance of selectivity is becoming more and more
apparent. Therefore we should see to it that the receiver
of our choice has a reasonable degree of selectivity. The
other essential is, of course, quality, and provided we
make sure of both these essentials, robustness, durability,
and appearance are the only factors remaining to determine our choice of the receiver.
On the question of accessories the time has now
arrived, we think, when anyone who has electric light
mains available in the house should very seriously consider the advantages of having a mains eliminator at
least for the supply of the plate current to the valves,
even if he does not go so far as to dispense with the
filament battery as well; but batteries, both primary and
secondary, have also been improved so much that they
need not be regarded as such a perpetual source of
worry as earlier types unfortunately proved themselves
to he.
In our issue of next week we hope to deal more in detail
with anumber of the exhibits, and special attention will be
paid to those components or sets which, from one point of
view or another, constitute a substantial improvement en
the apparatus of last year.

Stabilisation.

Wireless has developed at a very high rate, and in the
past receivers and components became obsolete all too
quickly. The position has now stabilised, however, to a
very large extent, and a good receiver of to-day is likely
to remain a good receiver for some time to come. A year
A 25
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A Home=built

Loud=speaker for High

SEPTEMBER 23112, r927.

Quality Reproduction.

By F. H. HAYNES.

E

XPERIMENTAL interest in home receiver construction lies always in the direction of achieving
better quality of reproduction. The importance
which the amateur attaches to this aim is evidenced by the
careful consideration given to such points as the avoidance
of regeneration and excessive selectivity in H. F. amplifier
design, the decline in the use of leaky grid detection
coupled with attention to the possibilities of overloading
the detector valve, the growing popularity of resistance
coupling, particularly for a first L.F. stage, and the significant demand for low-frequency power amplifying
valves operated with high anode voltages. Receiver
design having reached a high degree of perfection, energies have recently been turned to acareful study of those
principles which govern quality in loud-speaker construction. The loud-speaker has recently become just as much
an object of interest to the experimenter and home constructor as the receiving set. Cone and paper diaphragm
loud-speakers have afforded those possessing perhaps
limited circuit knowledge, yet having mechanical skill,
with a hobby coincident with better broadcast reception.
Enthusiasm was aroused in January of last year when
Dr. N. W. McLachlan demonstrated a moving coil loudspeaker at a meeting of the Radio Society of Great
Britain.
The remarkable quality then obtained was a
revelation to those present, and for the benefit of readers
Dr. ,McLachlan has fully discussed the underlying principles both in a series of articles which have appeared in
this journal 1 and in his recent book written for the broad'The W ire/sea World, March 30th, April 13th, and September
21st, 1927.

cast listener.' The paper read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers 3 by C. W. Rice and E. W.
Kellogg marked the commercial introduction of the moving coil loud-speaker, and instruments built to their design
are manufactured in this country by the British ThomsonHouston Company.
In order that readers may avail themselves of the information advanced by Dr. McLachlan and to cater for
the demand to put the points which he has advanced into
practice, a design has been developed based on his
theoretical, articles, and illustrates the considerations
which he has advanced.
Leading Dimensions.

Having studied the requirements of the moving coil
loud-speaker design, the amateur perhaps hesitates in deciding upon several of the dimensions. Starting with a
diameter of 'tin. for the centre pole and the necessity
of employing some to to 30 watts to establish the field,
the size of the field coil can be readily arrived at.
It
should be noted, however, that the space required for a
mains voltage winding is appreciably greater than that
required for acoil operating from a 6-volt battery, owing
to the greater ratio of insulation to conductor, though for
uniformity one size of spool has been adopted giving
ample field strength across the gap for all voltages. The
electro -magnet in this instance embodies the core as aonepiece cristing, although this entails some difficulty in
" Wireless Loud-speakers." Iliffe and Sons Ltd.
American I.E.E. Journal, April, 1925, pp. 461-480,
XLIV.
2
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Coll Drive Loud-speaker.—
boring when facing up the
inside of the cylinder and
the pole particularly as an
appreciable taper must be
provided when casting to
allow
for
a satisfactory
" draw."
It was rather to
ensure perfect centring of the
pole that this one-piece construction
was
adopted,
though to simplify internal
machining the pole may be
separately bolted in place
to a stepped machined face
in the manner employed
in
the
parts
produced
by the Star Engineering
Company,
of
Didsbury,
Manchester.'
With the front flange is
incorporated radial supports
to hold the turned ring to
which the diaphragm is
After the edge of the hole in the buckskin has been securely attached to the diaphragm the
attached.
This
greatly
skin is fixed to the plywood ring, taking care that the circles as viewed from the front are
concentric and that the axis of the coil is at exact right-angles to the face of the ring.
simplifies the setting up of
the diaphragm and its subsequent fi:.:ing to the baffle.
yet continual difficulty may be experienced with a smaller
Only three bars support the ring in order that the back
gap even if acentring device is incorporated by the moving
of the diaphragm may be well ventilated, the bars being
coil after use becoming slightly distorted in shape or
ribbed as cast-iron so readily fractures.
its movement not remaining absolutely parallel with the
The outer rim is made just strong enough to withstand
axis owing to changes in the condition of the flexible
turning, and is provided with three lugs for gripping the
material supporting the rim of the diaphragm.
Six
ring, with extensions which may be used for bolting to a hexagon-headed screws clamp the cover plate to the
substantial baffle for supporting the entire loud-speaker,
cylinder of the magnet, and six clearance
if necessary, without other fixing.
holes are provided around the outer rim
A liberal thickness of iron is allc wed where the
for holding a wooden ring.
cover engages on the turned inside face of the cylinder,
Where it is beyond the facilities of the
and the surfaces are a good fit to avoid a break in
reader to attempt the construction of
the magnetic circuit. The inside face of the cover is
wooden patterns or the machining *of liezp,y
machined and hollowed out, leaving a tunnel length
castings, these parts may be obtained at
of gin. for the moving coil. It may be considered that
reasonable cost from Collinson's Precision
the gap of -Ain. which is allowed is somewhat liberal.
Screw Co., Ltd., Provost Works, Macdonald
Road,
Walthamstow,
London,
''lite Wireless World, August 10th, 1927.

Materials for making up the coil.
A 27

Good shellac varnish is used as the adhesive.
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Coil Drive Loud-speaker.—
boring when facing up the
inside of the cylinder and
the pole particularly as an
appreciable taper must be
provided when casting to
allow
for
a satisfactory
" draw."
It was rather to
ensure perfect centring of the
pole that this one-piece construction
was
adopted,
though to simplify internal
machining the pole may be
separately bolted in place
to a stepped machined face
in the manner employed
in
the
parts
produced
by the Star Engineering
Company,
of
Didsbury,
Manchester.'
With the front flange is
incorporated radial supports
to hold the turned ring to
which the diaphragm is
After the edge of the hole in the buckskin has been securely attached to the diaphragm the
attached.
This
greatly
skin is fixed to the plywood ring, taking care that the circles as viewed from the front are
concentric and that the axis of the coil is at exact right-angles to the face of the ring.
simplifies the setting up of
the diaphragm and its subsequent fixing to the baffle.
yet continual difficulty may lie experienced with a smaller
Only three bars support the ring in order that the back
gap even if acentring device is incorporated by the moving
of the diaphragm may be well ventilated, the bars being
coil after use becoming slightly distorted in shape or
ribbed as cast-iron so readily fractures.
its movement not remaining absolutely parallel with the
The outer rim is made just strong enough to withstand
axis owing to changes in the condition of the flexible
turning, and is provided with three lugs for gripping the
material supporting the rim of the diaphragm.
Six
ring, with extensions which may be used for bolting to a hexagon-headed screws clamp the cover plate to the
substantial baffle for supporting the entire loud-speaker,
cylinder of the magnet, and six clearance
if necessary, without other fixing.
holes are provided around the outer rim
A liberal thickness of iron is allowed where the
for holding a wooden ring.
cover engages on the turned inside face of the cylinder,
Where it is beyond the facilities of the
and the surfaces are a good fit to avoid a break in
reader to attempt the construction of
the magnetic circuit. The inside face of the cover is
wooden patterns or the machining Of heavy
machined and hollowed out, leaving a tunnel length
castings, these parts may be obtained at
of gin. for the moving coil. It may be considered that
reasonable cost from Collinson's Precision
the gap of 55
7. in. which is allowed is somewhat liberal,
Screw Co., Ltd.. Provost Works Macdonald
Road,
Walthamstow,
Lon lOfl,
The Wireless World, August 10th, 1927.
-

Materials for making up the coil.
A 27

Good shellac varnish is used as the adhesive.
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Coil Drive Lood-speaker.E.17, together with a brass bobbin where required, for
carrying the field as well as a plywood ring for holding
the diaphragm.
The brass bobbin is made by soldering a pair of flanges
made from No. 16 brass sheet to a brass tube of 2in. external diameter and hin. wall thickness. With a thin
paper packing this brass tube will slide tightly on the pole.
For winding with the heavier wires a lathe is not essential
and the bobbin can be rotated by hand in a like manner
to winding inductance coils.
For winding with finer
gauge wires a winder can easily be set up with bearings
and crank, the turns being run on with no great care
except that of keeping the surface of the turns level and

L

W-

to
n>
e.
•—•
00 le— e0C..GOOZA

(A

DCC
DCC
DCC
DCC
DCC
DCC
DCC
DCC
DCC
DCC
DCC
DCC
SSC
SSC

Layers.

en
.

50

50
100 (e)
200 (8)

14
16
18
18
20
20
20
22
24
26
28
30
31
38

Lbs.

e.

4 (a)
6 (b)
6
8
8
10
12
18 (c)
24 f.a)
36 (e)

S.W.G.

11.4

••• Volts.

Turns.

Yards.

500
600
1,000
1,01)0
1,790
1,700
1,700
2,600
3,600
4,900
6,200
7,500
19,000
37,000

106
130
215
213
355
355
355
650
770
1,050
1,300
1,570
4,1110
7,700

3*9

spool a thin fibre or brown paper ring should be slipped
over the pole, and insulating rings must cover the ends
of the windings.
Reference to the accompanying table of windings for
different voltages shows that the watts dissipated vary.
Appreciable heating may be permitted, though except
where otherwise stated in the table no observable temperature rise will occur and the magnet can be kept on
circuit for prolonged periods. In view of the weaker fielal
strengths obtained on the higher voltages the reader can
safely wind with the next larger even gauge without risk.
Ne can, for instance, take the too-volt winding of No. 34
S.S.C. for use on a200-volt supply, though No. 36 S.S.C.
would be recommended, giving a slight temperature rise.
Ohms.

0.5
0.96
2.9
2.9
8.4
8.4
8.4
22
48.3
98
182
313
1,390
6,500

Current
Rating,
1,000 amps.
to 1sq. in.
5.0
3.2
1.8
1.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.6
0.38
0.25
0.17
0.12
0.07
0.028

LEE.
Rating.

Current.

Amp.
Turns.

Watts.

19.0
12.9
7.2
7.2
4.0
4.0
am
2.3
-

8.0
6.3
2.1
2.7
0.95
1.2
1.4
0.8
0.5
0.37
0.27
0.16
0.1467
0.03

4,000
3,781)
2,100
2,700
1,615
2,040
2,400
2,080
1,810
1,824
1,700
1,200
1,200
1,100

32.0
38.0
12.6
21.6
7.6
12.0
17.0
14.4
12.0
13.0
13.5
8.0
6.7
6.0

Winding Space (same in all cases) : 31in. length x 1à in. diameter with 2in. centre hole, allowance being made for insulation thickness.
(a) Suitable for 2 volts; can be run on 6 volts with moderate temperature rise.
(f) Can be run on 60 volts.
(6) Slight temperature rise.
(g) Suitable for 110 volts ;can be used on 123 or 150 with only slight temperature
(e) Can be run on 20 volts.
rise.
(d) Suitable for 26 or 28 volta.
(k) Suitable for 220 or 240.
(e) Can te run on 40 volts.
Order quantity of wire slightly in excess of amount stated.

winding from end to end. It is most important to completely cover the surface of the brass tube and inside faces
of the flanges with several thicknesses of brown paper
secured with shellac varnish, as well as to provide small
ebonite bushes for the holes through which the ends of
the winding will pass. Ready wound spools in the form
of a self-supporting winding, without bobbing, and impregnated can be obtained to the overall dimensions given
here from the Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd., 332a, Goswell
Road, London, E.C.r. Two bushed holes are made in
the back of the electro-magnet exactly coinciding with
the wires passing through the flange of the bobbin for
the leading out wires. In the case of the self-supporting

Machined magnet and flanged casting9.
A 29

A light paper former carries the moving coil winding,
and it is best to shape, varnish, and dry this former
before attempting to wind. A strip of drawing paper
known as " detail paper " (grade B.70 Drawing Office
Supplies, Ltd., 51, Cheapside, London, E.C.2), is cut
as a strip to the dimensions given and wrapped round
a turned wooden cylinder rilin, in diameter, which
can be ordered at the time of obtaining the machined
parts.
This former is thoroughly impregnated with
shellac varnish, the inside face being treated after
removal.
It must be examined while being dried out
to see that it retains its shape, and can be slipped on and
off the wooden cylinder.
Two other narrower strips
are
then
prepared
and
secured
to
form
ridges
between which the wire may
be accommodated. One of
these strips is provided with
six projecting pieces, which
may, perhaps, subsequently
prove useful for holding a
ring used
for
centring,
though in the experience of
the writer, the use of a
centring
device
is
unnecessary.
Winding is not commenced
until
the
former
is
thoroughly dry and liard,
and it must fit, yet be easily
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Coil Drive Loud-speaker.—
removable from the former in order that satisfactory
clearances will be obtained between the poles. A groove
is then scraped away on the inside face to accommodate
a leading out wire from that end of the former which
is to be remote from the diaphragm. The leading out
wire consists of fine Litz or some five strands of No. 38
wire. A clean soldered connection is made to the No. 46
enamel wire used for winding, and with the former set
up on a spindle there will be no difficulty in winding
on to the space provided 1,300 turns, winding not layer
by layer, but completing the winding by advancing from
one end to the other across the former.
This winding
projects just slightly above the rings on the former, and
is covered with a single layer of exceedingly thin greaseproof paper, still using shellac varnish as an adhesive.

SEPTEMBER 28th, 1927.

The leading out wires are fixed in position by passing
in and out of pairs of holes on the centring ring. It
may be mentioned here that if it is cons'idered necessary
to make use of this ring for centring four valve legs
should be inserted into the face of the electro-magnet
cover so as to secure cottons terminating on and in the
same plane as this ring.
Next the diaphragm is constructed so as to make a
tight fit over the former carrying the coil, using " twosheet " Bristol board, obtainable from dealers in artists'
materials, and carefully setting out to the details given
in the drawing.
After roughing with glass paper,
Seccotine secures the overlapping edges. To turn over
the edge a piece of wood is used, carrying agroove equal
in depth to the width of the turnover.
Working this
round the edge readily produces the bend without fracturing the paper, though it
is important that the angle
made by the cone does not
even slightly exceed,
by
error of
construction,
a
right-an..e, or the bent-over
portion uill tear.
The Serrations.

Details for cutting out, folding over the rim and assernblin/ the diaphr4rn uni coll.

With the cylinder making
a tight fit on the diaphragm,
scraping away the edge of
the diaphragm very slightly,
perhaps, to admit the former,
the serrations are very carefully made, cutting almost
to the point of fixing of the
centring ring.
It is now
necessary to glass-paper the
centre
surface
of
the
diaphragm and to scrape the
shellac surface on the serrations to ensure a good fixing
with Seccotine.
To assist
the serrations in bending
over, a warm iron may he
passed lightly over them.
A good tip is to press them
backwards with ahot electric
light bulb, covered slightly
with French chalk to prevent
sticking.
All the points
must be continually .
pressed
down in position until they
firmly adhere, and remembering that
Seccotine dries
rather than sets, this will
take place quicker in the
open.
A re-entrant cone
fitted as a stiffener to the
mounted cylinder is not considered necessary.
Thin kid, obtainable from
George & Co., 2 IA, Noel
Street, Berwick Street, Soho,
London,
W.,
holds
the
diaphragm to the plywood
A 30
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Coil Drive Loud-speaker.—
"lamping ring. As the hole in ring is £01in. in
diameter and that of the diaphragm at the point of
turning over is 7¡in., only
in. of flexible material is
provided. It was found that a wider flexible mounting

A finished loud-speaker.
Oversize holes
with small bolts and washers provide the
necessary
latitude
for centring the coil
between the poles. The two pairs of terminals may be inserted in the wood on lowvoltage supply which might also carry the
non-inductive resistance spool which bridges
the magnet winding when this is required.

necessitated the use of acentring device,
as the increased latitude of movement
permitted a sideways action of the coil.
This narrow mounting in no way impairs
the
free movement
of
the
diaphragm.
It is better to cut away the hole in
the skin before attaching it to the
diaphragm. Every care must be taken
to avoid unevenly stretching the skin before marking out
the 7¡in. circle with inked compasses. Only the folds
need to be removed, and this may be done by fixing the
skin smooth side uppermost at the centre with a drawing
pin and evenly pressing out in all directions without
stretching, taking points in turn diametrically opposite
and inserting a circle of drawing pins. On removing
the pins the marked-out circle should not lose its shape,
as woul Ioccur if any portion was unduly stretched.
A 31
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After the diaphragm is secured to the skin with Seccotine applied to the rough side and dried off, the skin is
stuck to the plywood ring, gently pulling so as to careOn examination the coil
fully centre the diaphragm.
should stand perfectly perpendicular when the ring is
laid flat on the table. Six -hin. holes around the wooden
ring provide lateral movement for centring the coil in
the poles. The leading out wires are brought out by
attachment to the underside of the diaphragm diametrically opposite the seam, and soldered to a length of
thin flex taken to terminals.
The Output Amplifier.
The output stage of the amplifier may well consist of
an L.S.5A or B.T.H. B.' z valve, operating on 250 or
more volts, bias being obtained from a 6o-volt H.T.
battery. A battery eliminator may provide the H.T.,
and this loud-speaker has been tested, using the Benjamin
A.C. rectifier, and it may be
mentioned
that
without
adequate bias this rectifier
is capable of running the
valve anode red hot, and is
entirely free even on heavy
load from mains noise.
For details of the L. F.
amplifier one is referred to
the description of The Wireless World Exhibition VI or
the Demonstration Receiver,'
circuit arrangements which
are strongly recommended,
the former incorporating a
breakjack for gramophone
pick-up, one of the applications of this type of loud-speaker
being its suitability for reproducing the electrically recorded
recqrds.
The output transformer
should
in
this
instance,
be
substituted with the usual choke
feed arrangement, using a 32henry choke with 4-mfd. condenser. The reader will be well
rewarded in the results he will
obtain for having employed a
high-resistance coil winding in
preference to the few-turn coil
with step-down ratio output transformer.
On A.C. supply the magnet
should be wound with No. 16 wire
and connected to aTungar or large
type Phillips rectifier, bridged
ith a 6-volt accumulator. This arrangement gives no
ripple. It may be considered advisable, also, to shunt
the field winding with anon-inductive resistance of avalue
about ten times that of the coil to prevent rise of voltage
when the circuit is broken.

The Wireless World, September 21st, 1927.
The Wireless World, February 16th, 1927.
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Coa Drive Lmul-3p3aker.--

As the space occupied by
the winding of the moving
coil very slightly exceeds the
length of the gap, the pole is
left raised beyond the front
of the cover.
Fringing of
the magnetic field is of little
consequence, and the precaution of narrowing the
pole behind the gap for the
purpose of concentrating the
field
across
the coil is
scarcely worth while.
Full constructional details
of the baffle board are
given, the dimensions being
the permissible minimum.
In lieu of the large area
baffle a cabinet is sometimes
suggested to keep apart the
sound waves emitted from
each side of the diaphragm.
Although more easy of accommodation, the danger of
resonance occurring in the
column of air enclosed by
the box is introduced and
may give rise to a peculiar
box resonance.
The
results
obtainable
with
a coil-driven
loudspeaker operating from a
good amplifier are so vastly
°different from those produced by other means that
it would be difficult to exaggerate the superior merit.
The bowing of the strings of
the double bass and the
sound of the drum are
heard with their true timbre.
Loud signals are not overpowering, and speech can be
Constructional details of baffle board and supporting column. Where space Is available the
followed with ease.
Probaffle can with advantage be increased in size to 4It. square.
vided there is no condition
existing in the transmission to falsify the effect, it would
delivered from the coil-driven loud-speaker and one from
the actual concert platform.
be difficult to distinguish between a studio programme

London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths,
Ltd., Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.1.
New 25-page catalogue of
"Lewcos" radio products including new
"Lewcos" coils, together with circuit
diagrams for their correct use.
J. and J. Laker Co., Beckenham, Kent.
Leaflet giving particulars of the" Laker"
steel radio mast, the "Laker" bell insulator, and the "Laker" earth tube.
G.
H.
Hadley,
Norwich
Union
Chambers, Congreve Street, Birmingham.
Leaflet
illustrating
and
describing
"Seva" electric soldering irons.

CATALOGUES
RECEIVED.
Aneloy Products, 36, Hindmans Road,
East Dulwich, S.E.22.
Catalogue of
"A.P." valves, including the 412 S.G.
valve for screened grid H.F. amplification.
Garnett, Whiteley and Co., Ltd.,
"Lotus
Works,"
Broadgreen
Road,

Liverpool. Illustrated list of "Lotus"
wireless components, including remote
control jacks, switches, plugs, and valve
holders.
Burne-Jones and Co., Ltd., "Magnum
House." 288, Borough High Street, London, S.E.1.
1928 catalogue of "Magnum " radio products, with constructional details of a new range of "Magnum " screened receivers.
Tungstone Accumulator Co., Ltd., St.
Bride's House, Salisbury Square, E.C.4.
112-page booklet describing the "Tungatone " range of batteries.
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the L.F. TRANSFORMER
that lets through more
sound
and brings a newer, fuller range of
tones for your receiver. There is not a
shade of distortion in spite of a high
amplification ratio. Greater reality and
mellowness, too, because the overtones
are so perfectly amplified.
For a given input voltage the amplification is constant over a wide
band of frequencies, thus eliminating
resonance.
The inductance of the
primary winding is much larger than
usual, giving good amplification at low
frequencies.
No condenser need be shunted across
the primary winding. When used, it
may be found necessary to use grid
cells for biasing purposes to obtain
purest results.
To use grid bias all
that is necessary is to insert cells
between L.T. Sec. and the negative
terminal of the L.T. Battery such that
the L.T. Sec. terminal is connected to
negative terminal of cell, and the
negative terminal of L.T. Battery is
joined to positive terminal of cell.
Cells from 1.5 to 8volts should be tried.
The unit is well protected mechanically,
and the shielding is such that transformers
may be placed close together without interaction. The insulation between primary
and secondary coils and also from these to
laminations is very high.
As well as ordinary terminals for connection, soldering tags are provided.
GREATLY
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BRANDES L.F. TRANSFORMER
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No. 1— n Bijou ' Crystal Receiver. A si', pie easey tuned set
Price
15a Od
No. 2—Two Valve L. P. Rec.-iver. This set can be operated
by a dry battery or a 4-volt
accumulator
Price
...
£3 Its

Cd

NO. 3—R.K.Loud Speaker.
The finest sound leproduc ng
dance yet designed.
Price
..•
£45 Oa Od
No. 4—C2 Loud Somber
A full-stied full-toned 1014,1

,
ealter.

l'rice

..•

£3 Os Od

No. 5—Head Telephones Light
weight and extremely senstute,
I
hese phones are eminently suitable for lung ra, ge reception
Price
...
•.. 15s Od
No. 6—L. P. Transformer A
quaranteed
em which
give, a high.
"form amp m.
cation over the entire range 0.
i.equeneks in speech or music.
Rice
..
..• 15a Od

•••••••
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T IME

is always short at exhibitions, sc
make at once for Stands 138 and 13S
and see the most interesting things first:
Whatever you may have to miss.
do not fail to see the B.T.H. exhibits.

and particularly the new apparatue
illustrated and describec
on

the

opposite

Nos. 7& 8—B.T.H. Valves2, 4and 6init.
General Purpose
Bright Emit, •
Dal Emitter,
H F. AmpliRcatii n
teel Amplification

Si
10 5
lOs
12e

Od
6d
6d
6d

No. 9 — Anti -Mwrophinn,
\'alta Holder. A holder to en111T
complete
abso.plion of
ibn at ions.
,

Price

21

6d

No. 10—Resistance Capacay
upling Unit. A Melee
amplifying stage, km the valte.
Price
•••
10a 6d
No. 11-3-valve Resistor Receiver. An extremely efficient
noire, giving perfect laud
speaker results.
Price
•••
£8 Os td
(xeluiivo of valves eV bars, rirr)
Royalties

extra LI

17. 6d

1he above pricer are app'ic•
able in Gre t Britain and
Nor horn Ireland only.
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components
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9
Anti-Microphonic Valve
ildec is a holder mounted on rubber
_ich ensures perfect absorption of shock.

8
B.T.H. 2-VOLT VALVES

The new 13 T.H. series represent the
lai st development in the clerign and
construction of 2-volt Valves.
li 21 H.F.
0Iamp.
B 22 G.P.
0.1 amp.
B 23 Power 0.2 amp.
e B.T.H. Resistance Capacity Coupling Unit. This is •
nplete amplifying stage. less the valve, and used in
junction with the B.T.H. B8 Valve will give perfect arn'cad -n over an extremely wide range of frequencies.

53

The B.T.H. 3
-Volve Resistor Recegver. An extremely
efficient receiver, employing resistance coupling. which
gives perfect loud speaker results. It employs B.T.H. 138
Valves in the detector and fi st L.F. stage and aB.T.H.
B 23 in the power stage. Changing from low to high
wave lengths is carried out by a simple movement of
aswitch—no coil changing.

advertisement of The British Thomson-Houston Cc., Ltd.
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for perfect
Loud Speaker
Reception

The B.S.A. Kone Loud Speaker
reproduces completely the lowest
notes of an organ as well as the
highest harmonies of the piano,
giving a richness and fulness of tone
hitherto unknown in Loud Speaker
reproduction.

B.S.A.
Radio

Sets

include
2valve, 3-valve,
4-valve, 4valve de Luxe,
7-valve
Universal and
8-valve de_
Luxe receiv ers.

B. S. A- KON E

Loud Speakers
from

.€3. 3s
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HITHERTO the attractive appearance and
special convenience of the cone type speaker
has had to balance a slight inferiority in
reception as against the horn type.
The
Marconiphone organisation has not been
disposed to accept this disability, and after

No matter how efficient and selective
your radio receiving set may be,
without you are operating a B.S.A.
Kone Loud Speaker you are not
obtaining the best results.
The appearance, performance, and
efficiency of B.S.A. Loud Speakers
are infinitely superior to the old horn
type of reproducers.

WORLD

years of research now introduce a Cone Speaker
of such acute sensitivity as to equal any horn
speaker.
That is why it is honoured with the
name which implies a high standard satisfied—
Marconiphone.

MARCONIPHONE
MODEL
75
CONE SPEAKER.
Adjustment is controlled from the front, while
the Cone, at the back, is amply protected. A
feaure of no little value is the ease with which
it can be kept free from dust.

75 -

There
is
also
the
MARCONIPHONE
MODEL
105
CABINET CONE—cone of pre—eminent performance and
distinctive appearance—sensitivity enabling the extremes
of the musical range to be completely audible.

105/Full particulars from :

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LTD.

(
.
4

(AND

REDUCED),

Head Office: 210-212, Tottenham Court Rd., W.I.
Regd. Office:
Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2.

THE

Catalogue Post Free from

CONE

OF

SUPERIORe

PERFORMANCE.

B.S.A. Radio Ltd.,
21, Small Heath, Birmingham.

Mee

.Proprn.lors: The Birmingham Small Arms Co., Li I.
ii 1, 7 E.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention
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A Section Devoted to the Assistance of the Beginner.
TRACING FAULTS.
T has been noticed that many amateurs, when searching for elusive
faults, show a tendency to place too
much confidence in certain components.
Either because they are new
or the products of firms whose name
is well known, the usual tests are not
applied, and the source of the trouble may easily be missed.
It should
be realised that many pieces of wireless apparatus are
fragile,
and
though all reputable manufacturers
carry out exhaustive tests before dispatch, accidents can and do happen
in transit or during assembly into the
receiver. In this matter it is wise to
reverse the principles of English
law, and to consider every part as
guilty until it is proved to be innocent.

of the former, to which they are firmly
secured either by an 8 B.A. screw
and nut or by a brass rivet. Whichever is used, the head should be
countersunk, in order that there may
be no projections which would prevent easy insertion of the finished coil
into its holder. This latter is made
from a rectangular sheet of ebonite
some din. square, to which are
screwed suitably spaced clips for engaging with the contacts on the
transformer.
These clips may be
bent to shape from springy brass
strips, or grid-leak clips, as obtainable from many dealers, may be used,
as in the base illustrated.

0000

INTERCHANGEABLE
H.F. TRANSFORMERS.

construction of the various
THE
plug-in high-frequency trans-

formers described in recent issues
is not altogether an easy matter
for those who are without adequate
workshop
equipment,
and
under
these
circumstances
many
will be interested in an arrangement devised by a reader of this
journal, Mr. W. A. Sloane, and illustrated on this page.
The former is a Paxolin cylinder,
usually with a diameter of sin. and
a length of Ain. Ebonite tube, preferably with a wall of
could
be used if desired. Round the lower
edge are spaced a number of clips
(five are generally required), made of
copper or brass strip sin. wide and
about in long. These are bent over
in such a way that they lie closely
against the inner and outer surfaces
13 5

Constructing interchangeable
frequency transformers.

high-

To prevent incorrect insertion, the
contacts and clips may be spaced in
an irregular manner, or, more simply,
both transformer and base may carry
a distinctive mark ;these marks will
coincide when in the correct position.
The windings will be as described
in the various constructional articles.

In the case of long-wave transformers it is sometimes recommended
that the turns should be sectionalised; no great difficulty will be experienced in making and fitting
ebonite strips having the required
number of slots, although many will
prefer to sacrifice a slight amount of
amplification
by using a simple
single-layer winding of, say, No. 36
D.S.C. wire.

VV E

SCREENED COILS.

have developed to such a
stage in the technique of H. F.
amplification
at
broadcast
wavelengths that interstage screening has
become a virtual necessity if more
than one H.F. stage is being used.
The reason for this is that whereas
an amplification' equivalent to half
the amplification factor of the old
" R " valve—say, 4—was quite good
a few years ago, an actual amplification of 40 per stage is not now uncommon with modern valves and
Litz-wound H. F. transformers.
Because of this greatly increased efficiency, small stray c' apacities which
would once have passed unnoticed
will
now
pro(luce
uncontrollable
oscillation.
The neutralising condenser will
correctly balance out true capacity
strays between the grid and anode
and their connections of any valve at
any frequency within the tuning
range of the receiver, but this condenser can be made to balance any
stray magnetic coupling between the
circuits
at one
frequency
only.
There are, in fact, quite a number
of " neutrodyne " receivers in which
the neutralising condenser has to be
reset during the normal operation of
the main tuning condensers.

WITÉlseco
Mutcl

,11
94
.
To overcome this defect two main
courses have been adopted, first to
screen each coil by placing it in a
copper .or
aluminium
box,
and
secondly to screen each stage by
placing valve, condenser, coil, etc.,
in a comparatively large copper box.
Of the two methods, the former
suffers from the defect that in order
to keep the coil screen to reasonable
dimensions, it is made to enclose the
coil fairly closely, which robs it of
quite a large proportion of its inductance, since the screen tends to
act as a short-circuited turn.
This
means that a coil which has to be
screened will need more wire than
a simple coil, which in turn means a
greater H. F. resistance and reduced
amplification.
When a box large enough to take
the whole stage is constructed, the
coil can be kept sufficiently far from
any part of the metal sides as to be
practically unaffected, thus retaining
full efficiency.
0000

ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMMES
I NTEREST in circuits, which peril. mit of an easy change over from
short to long waves, or vice versa,
has been stimulated by the inauguration of the Daventry 491-metre transmitter, and it is considered that little
excuse is necessary for repeating a
few hints regarding what is probably
the simplest arrangement of this
kind.
The circuit diagram of the receiver
suggested
is given
below,
from
which it will be seen that three coils

A

simple

receiver

for

are used.
These are carried in an
ordinary three-way holder, the centre
one giving reaction control.
The
coils on the right and left are, respectively, the short and long wave
aerial
tuning
inductances,
which
must, of course, be chosen with regard to aerial capacity, etc. Either
of these may be thrown into circuit
by operation of a single-pole changeover switch.
At the same time, a
readjustment of the tuning condenser,
and also possibly of the reaction
coupling, will be necessary.
The receiver, on examination, reveals itself as nothing more than the
classical reacting detector arrangement, with directly coupled aerial,
and thus it cannot be expected to
have a high degree of selectivity. It
may be slightly improved in this
respect by inserting a fixed condenser
of o.000z mfd. (or even less) in
series with the aerial, although it is
not put forward as a suitable circuit
for those living in the immediate
vicinity of a powerful broadcasting
station. However, for many who are
situated between two transmitters, it
is perfectly adequate.
Those who have had any experience with sets depending mainly for
their sensitivity or reaction effects
will realise that the coil which functions most satisfactorily on the long
waves is far too large for use on the
normal broadcast waveband, so it
will be obvious that a compromise
must be made.
This point is most
easily decided by trial, and in most
cases it will not present any very
great difficulty; as a rule, maximum

covering

two

separate wavebands.

SEPTEMBER 2Stb, 1927.
sensitivity will not be required on
both long and short wavelengths.
When rendered necessary by reason
of distance from the transmitter, or
by the use of .an, indifferent aerialearth system, an extra stage of lowfrequency
amplification
may
be
added in the usual manner—in fact,
exceptifig for the aerial and reaction
circuit, it is possible to introduce a
number of modifications and elaborations without sacrificing the advantages of an easy change-over.
Incidentally, the operation of the set may
be still further simplified (as a "twostation " receiver) by gradually removing turns from the coil requiring
the highest tuning capacity until a
similar
condenser
reading
corresponds to each of the stations most
generally received.
0000

IS NEUTRALISING WORTH WHILE ?
steady increase in the effiTHE
ciency of valves from the old

R " type bright emitter right
down to the present-day " o.1 amp."
series manufactured by most firms
has brought with it a problem of
its own, namely, that of obtaining
stability.
Arrangements such as unneutralised
tuned anode, inverse reflex circuits,
and the like, used to be set up, and
they would work quite well for those
days.
When
looking
at the modern
receiver with its complications of
neutralising condensers, screens, Litz
wire, etc., the thought sometimes
comes to one as to whether the simple
receivers of the good old days were
better.
The answer is without a doubt an
emphatic " No.':
The crux of the
whole matter is that a modern
receiver will do all and more than
the very best of the older arrangements without resort to reaction, and
as a result can be calibrated and
relied upon to keep its "tune"
indefinitely.
There is really no
excuse for distressing one's neighbours when searching for the most
distant station.
Amateurs who have neither the
time nor the resources to carry out
careful experimental work on their
own have only to follow good published designs to ensure
results
undreamed of a few years ago.
a6
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The Prospective Purchaser's Wanderings through Olympia Made Easy.
By

T

N.

P.

VINCER =M INTER.

HE history of almost every invention which concerns itself with the entertainment of man has
progressed along more or less the same thorny
path of amazement, disillusionment, improvement, and
commonplaceness.
The gramophone, the camera, the kinematograph, and
the automobile each in its day has trodden this path
which ' Radio broadcasting " is treading to-day.
Each
of the inventions mentioned above has in its time burst
suddenly upon the great public, who, ever seeking after
some new thing, has readily assimilated it and paid extortionate prices for articles of doubtful value, for in each
case as with wireless in 1922, the article has been presented to the public as a perfected production long before
results warranted it.
Who does not remember the early
gramophone with its cacophonic tintinnabulations for
which we readily paid high prices? Apart from its defect
in fulfilling its intended function of a reproducer of
music, it was not even pleasing to the eye.
In reality it
was not as an instrument of entertainment that the man
in the street purchased it, nor indeed, was it sold as such,
but as a scientific novelty which readily seized the
imagination of the public.
In a few months the glamour
of novelty wore off, and the proud owners realised what
a travesty. of musical entertainment the instrument provided.
The early motor car had a similar history, and
passed also to the period of disillusionment in which only
a few stalwarts comparable with the wireless experimenters of pre-broadcasting days carried on, and then
gradually, as in the case of the gramophone, there came
improvement not only in the instrument itself, but also
in the attitude of mind adopted by manufacturers and
vendors, who in the case of motor car and gramophone
alike, realised that the general public, were no longer
interested in the function of clockwork or the complicated
mechanism of an internal combustion engine, and accordingly commenced instead to sell a musical instrument and
a reliable and simply controlled method of transport.
8

7

The result is that now, with the exception of the comparative few, corresponding to the true wireless amateurs
of to-day, who are interested in these things, the general
public purchases its gramophones and cars almost solely
on the score of appearance relative to the price demanded,
performance, reliability, and ease of operation being
taken for granted.
Thus, a car purchaser is mainly
guided in his choice by the price he can afford to pay.
The more he pays the greater the cc:nee. the appearance,
and the flexibility of his purchase.
It is scarcely necessary, therefore, for the car purchaser to have any
technical knowledge, or alternatively, to have a purely
technical adviser with him when setting forth to the Motor
Show at Olympia.
The Influence of Price.
This is not so, however, in the case of the man who sets
out for Olympia a month earlier when the Wireless Exhibition is the centre of attraction.
He cannot make his
choice by the simple expedient of striking a balance
between the depth of his pocket and the appearance of a
receiver, for the wireless receiver has not yet reached the
same stage as the gramophone and motor car, nor is it
likely to do so in the present decade.
It is still in the
" improvement" stage.
In the winter of 1922-1923 it
passed hecticly through its initial stage of being ascientific
novelty, when mechanical monstrosities emitting sounds
reminiscent of a battalion of banshees sold in their
thousands.
By the summer of 1923 the novelty had
passed, and only the real stalwarts struggled on until at
the present time, although a long way from perfection, it
is possible to purchase a receiver which can be classed as
a simply controlled instrument without the subsequent
necessity of joining the tail of the Carey Street queue.
It is absolutely necessary, however, that before proceeding
to Olympia a clear idea be had concerning the exact type
of receiver it is desired to purchase.
There are two things
which will mainly influence our choice just as in the rase
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of the motor car.
One thing, namely, the price to be paid
will be the same in both cases, but instead of considering
the question of appearance, we must concern ourselves
with the duties which a set will be required to perform,
and then having decided this point it will be permissible
for us to examine several sets of the type required, and
see if we cannot find one housed in a cabinet suitable to
our taste and our pocket.
We will therefore proceed to
consider what we want our receiver to do.
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valves, and all accessories can now be obtained for less
than £8, but it is still possible to pay much more and
only obtain a relic of 1922.
If possible arrange to have
the receiver on trial, and do not be afraid, if necessary,
to take advantage of the money-back-if-not-satisfied
clause.
Many manufacturers of inferior goods. wireless
and otherwise, readily make use of this " bait," as they
are well aware that owing to the curious psychological
"stung again " attitude adopted by the general public,
money back is rarely demanded.
When H.F. is Essential.

"Who does not remember the early gramophone with its cacophonic tintinnabulations?"

We will commence by exploding the old but firmly ingrained idea held by a great number of the non-technical
public that provided one is prepared to pay a large enough
price, a set can be secured which will receive any and all
stations at will with perfect quality and freedom from
interference.
It just cannot be done, and those who have
this desire as a sine qua non had better remain at home
and order a gramophone.
Receivers employing the
" sine qua non " circuit will not be on sale this year, nor
yet next.
•
The man who wants to use telephones only on a large
number of stations, is strongly advised to plump for a
good single-valve regenerative receiver, as he need only
use a 3o-volt H.T. battery at the most, and consequently
both initial outlay and upkeep costs will be low.
In
malicious or ignorant hands such a receiver is capable of
widespread interference to neighbours, but since an
" H.F." •
set put into similar hands is capable of equal
devastation, we can at once short circuit the stock argument against the single-valve receiver.

We must now consider the man who lives within reasonable distance of a broadcasting station, but owing to the
impossibility of erecting an outside aerial would have to
use a degree of reaction inconsistent with good quality
reproduction if he made use of a regenerative type of
receiver.
For him there is no alternative but to purchase
a receiver containing a stage of high-frequency amplification, and we have first, therefore, to settle what system of
H.F. coupling it is necessary for him to employ.
The
simplest arrangement is resistance or choke coupling, but
for broadcasting wavelengths both these systems are so
hopelessly inefficient that they may at once be dismissed.
There remains tuned anode or transformer coupling.
Lest the phrase " transformer coupling " should conjure
up visions of those little interchangeable barrel transformers, it should be said at once that such a coupling
behaves in every respect as a tuned anode and may be
treated as such.
By transformer coupling is meant atype
of intervalve coupling similar to that employed in a large
number of receivers described from time to time in The
Wireless World.
Since such aform of coupling is readily
interchangeable for different wavelengths, it would appear
that almost the last disadvantage as compared with the
relatively inefficient tuned anode has disappeared.

A Complete Outfit for £8.
We now come to what is probably the most universal
set in use to-day. and, moreover, one which is probably
the most useful to have from the purely entertainment
point of view, namely, the two- or three-valve receiver,
consisting of a regenerative detector followed by either
one or to stages of L. F. using areally good transformer.
Without any " pushing " such a receiver will, under
ordinary circumstances, to-day give really good reproduction from Daventry and the local station, and when conditions are reasonably good, other stations can be received.
The set is thus peculiarly adapted to the average household which requires musical entertainment rather than
caterwaulings from far Cathay.
It is not particularly
selective, but since those who really desire musical entertainment rather than distance will usually listen to the
nearest station in any case, this will not be adisadvantage.
A really well made receiver complete with loud-speaker,

" No longer interested in the complicated mechanism."

This type of receiver used on the outdoor aerial will
bring in quite a number of stations on the loud-speaker,
although for really adequate volume a second stage of
L.
(preferably transformer coupled) will probably be
needed. It may safely be said that a four-valve set consisting of one really efficient H.F. stage and two L.F.
stages will provide all that is needed in the way of loudspeaker results from both British and Continental
stations, whilst in the matter of American reception on the
broadcast wavelengths, it will stand as much chance, when
conditions are good, as will a far more ambitious instrument.
Moreover, such an instrument used in conjunction
with a frame aerial will bring in all that is worth while
hearing from a musical point of view, and is, therefore,
u8
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the ideal instrument for the flat dweller.
It is also
probably the nearest approach to the ideal circuit for the
average portable receiver.
The considerations of the
advantages obtainable from a really good four-valve
receiver prompt one to ask whether any advantage is to
be gained whatever by using more than one H.F. stage.
From the point of view of the ordinary member of the
public, 'two H. F." receivers have three main advantages

r

"Money back is rarely demanded."

over the "one H.F." instrument.
In the first place the
extra H.F. stage enables a greater degree of selectivity
to be obtained, which is vitally important to the man
living within a five-mile radius of a local station.
Secondly, it enables the flat dweller who is limited to a
frame or a small indoor aerial to receive stations of equal
distance to those obtainable %yid' a four-valve receiver
working on an ordinary aerial.
Thirdly, it is possible by
using two stages of H.F. to arrange for a small degree
of amplification per stage and so secure more certain
stability and still obtain a greater aggregate amplification
than is obtainable with one H.F. stage working at maximum sensitivity.
It must not be forgotten, however, that
when passing from one to two H.F. stages we are in many
cases buying a " wireless set " radier than solely a simply
controlled instrument of musical entertainment.
It would
be well, therefore, before making a purchase to decide
whether we wish to acquire our pleasure from listening to
music or from the manipulation of a wireless receiver.
With regard to the third advantage of a " two H.F." set
which we have mentioned above, it might be of interest to
point out that nearly all the American manufacturers have
adopted this system solely for the purpose of rendering
their instruments essentially foolproof in that no adjustment of neutralising condenser is necessary, and the instrument. therefore, can be sold all ready for work much in
the manner of a gramophone.
The Advantages of the Supersonic Heterodyne.

The man with plenty of money to spend who desires
to get the last ounce of thrill from the possession of a
wireless receiver will find himself adequately catered for
by means of receivers employing eight valves or more,
housed in expensive cabinets.
Such instruments may
either employ a straight " H.F." circuit, using three or
even four stages of H.F. in conjunction with a small
frame aerial or the supersonic heterodyne circuit may be
employed.
Whichever form of coupling is used sensitivity and selectivity will be of a high order, enabling the
user to pick and choose among the stations of Europe.
5

9
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As has already been pointed out, however, no matter how
much money he spends, he cannot purchase complete
freedom from interference, and mush, and the main
advantage he gains is that he can have areceiver in which
all such devices as aerial and batteries are completely
hidden in an expensive piece of furniture.
A by no means
small portion of the money he pays will find its way into
the pockets of the furniture rather than the wireless set
designer.
From the strictly wireless point of view, the
main advantage gained is long range with extreme
simplicity of operation, since by using a very large number of " H.F." stages each designed to give individually
only a limited amount of sensitivity and selectivity, but a
large overall efficiency in these respects, it is not impossible
to get clown to real one knob control.
This is in distinct
contrast to the case of a small " one H.F." set where any
attempt to use one-knob control means that efficiency must
be sacrificed in the interests of simplicity of control, the
designer being unable to use a large number of valves to
make up that loss of efficiency in an " H.F." stage which
is insuperably bound up with one-knob control.
Horn or Hornless.

Having chosen our receiver we shall naturally turn our
attention to those stands displaying loud-speakers. Now
in one sense the choosing of a loud-speaker is not so
difficult as one might at first suppose when viewing the
myriad types which flood the market, for loud-speakers
can, broadly speaking, be divided into three main classes :
the horn type, the diaphragm type, and the moving coil
type.
Speaking very broadly, it may lie said that these
three types give better reproduction and cost more money
according to the order in which we have placed them
above. This is not so in every case, as there is more than
one make of horn type instrument which is preferable to
many of the diaphragm or so-called cone types, but undoubtedly in time the horn, at least in its present form,
will disappear altogether.
When purchasing a hornless

And here we have a combined bed and wireless set."

loud-speaker make sure that the horn has not merely disappeared into a box as in the case of the gramophone.
Many gramophones are sold as hornless, but in actual fact
such articles are almost non-existent.
When buying a
diaphragm loud-speaker it must be remembered that such
instruments may be obtained with the diaphragm naked
and unashamed, which is, as a general rule, all to the
good from the reproduction point of view, or, on the other
hand, it may be obtained housed in a cabinet.
When
choosing a loud-speaker of this type, therefore, it is just
as well to make sure that no horn is concealed in the
cabinet.
This must not be taken as indicating that the
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concealed horn type of instrument is undesirable.
On
the contrary, many of these give really excellent results,
and in such cases it will almost invariably be found that
its makers will boldly indicate that it is ahorn type instrument, and make no attempt by means of a diplomatic
silence to sell it under false pretences.

And

now turned

our attention to stands
speakers."

displaying

loud-

Having purchased the set and loud-speaker we now
only need batteries or battery eliminators to complete our
outfit, for naturally valves will have been decided upon
by taking the advice of the manufacturers of the particular
set which has been chosen. At the present day the design
of H.T. battery eliminators, both in the case of D.C.
and A.C., has been brought to afine art, and the eliminator
of to-day bears no more resemblance to the product of five
years ago than (loes the receiver or the loud-speaker.
There is really only one important point to remember
when purchasing a battery eliminator, and that is to see

that it is of a type which will deliver adequate power, for
if this point is neglected, and the eliminator has not an
adequate reserve of power, the only result will be a
horrible hum.
The cause of more than half the disappointments experienced with eliminators to-day is inadequate output. When purchasing, therefore, make sure
that the eliminator will provide enough power for the
particular set which you have chosen. Those who have
mains in their house have the full choice between dry
batteries, H.T. accumulators, and -ffiminators as their
source of H.T., and they would do melt to at once discard
the idea of dry batteries. In deciding between batteries
and eliminators a good rule to bear in mind is this: Ifa
broadcast receiver has been purchased with the main idea
of musical entertainment, it is best to buy an eliminator
to suit the receiver. If, however, the main idea is wireless experimenting, and more especially if short wave
reception is to loom large in the scheme of things, agood
H.T. accumulator and a good H.T. battery charger will
be the better proposition. In the case of those with no
mains, experience teaches that large size dry batteries of
a first-class make will, taking everything into consideration, require less attention than H.T. accumulators.
In conclusion, it may be said that the complete novice
would do well to have the personal guidance of a knowledgeable friend before he embarks on the by no means
simple task of choosing apparatus which will give him
real entertainment and pleasure without the necessity of
having to constantly "get out and get under " as in the
case of the early motor car. Let him be sure, however,
that his friend does really know what he is talking about.
So many expert friends have, when put to the test, proved
to be only whited sepulchres.

Northern Societies in Conference.
All the radio societies in the counties
of Northumberland and Durham were
represented at the annual general meeting of the Northumberland and Durham
Group of Radio Associations held at
Sunderland on September 17th.
The
treasurer presented the balance-sheet,
which showed that the Group is in a
healthy financial position, despite having
gone through much tumultuous water
during the last year.
The retiring
officers were unanimously re-elected.
It was decided to retain the title
and maintain the unity of the Group
despite the geographical position of some
of the societies in the North. Two interesting future events include a lecture
by an engineer from the Ferranti Co. and
a description by Mr. W. R. Pape, of
Newcastle, of the apparatus used by
Mr. Baird in his experiments in nodo.
vision and television at the British] Association meeting in Leeds.
The next meeting of the Group will be
held at Durham on December 10th. The
hon. secretary is Mr. R. E. Fabian, 5,
Egremont Drive, Gateshead.
0 0 0 0

Haolmey and District Radio Society.
The
Hackney and
Dist rict Radio
Society will open its winter session on
Octoblr 3rd at the Hackney Electricity
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NW 3 FROM
HE CLUBS.
Halls, Lower Clapton Road, E.5. A lantern lecture will be given by the Dubilier
Condenser Co., Ltd.
Hon. Secretary is Mr. George E. Sandy,
48, Melrose Avenue, S.W.19.
0 0 0 0

The Elimination of Red Tape.
That too many rules and attendant red
tape did not contribute to the success of
any radio society was the view expressed
by Mr. J. E. Nickless, A.I.E.E., 2KT,
President of the Ilford and District
Radio Society at the annual general meeting
on
Thursday,
September
15th
During the winter, said flie President,
the club would meet for the exchange
of experiences, for experiments and social
purposes.
It was proposed that necessary steps
he taken to renew the use of the
vo
transmitting licences 20V and 20T.
It
is hoped that one of these stations will
operate on short waves.
The treasurer
reported that accounts had been successfully balanced.
Mr. Largen has been

elected treasurer, while the post of hon.
secretary will be filled by Mr. H. H.
Carr, 39, Lynford Gardens, Goodmayes.
The next meeting of the Society will be
held to-morrow (Thursday) at the Wesleyan Institute, Ilford, at 8 p.m., when
Mr. Collinson will demonstrate a new
five-valve screened coil set not yet on
the market.
0000
Milan with a Crystal.
Mr. H. 0. Crisp, of the Ilford and
District Radio Society, has succeeded in
picking up signals from the new 8 kW.
water-cooled
Marconi
transmitter
at
Milan on a crystal set, this having been
accomplished on the night of September
14th.
The set employed loose coupling
without amplification.
On the same set.
Langenberg has been received at strength
R9 without interference from 5GB.
0000

TRADE NOTE.
New

Radio Showrooms.

Messrs. Hook and Willis, Ltd., of 74,
Goding Street, Vauxhall, London, S.E.11,
agents for several important manufacturers of electrical and radio specialities.
have taken new offices and showrooms
at 29, Ely Place, Holborn, E.C.1, where
all future communications should be
addressed.
B 10
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HONOUR

TO

A COINCIDENCE

COME!

An American has computed that the
world now contains 18,000,000 radio receiving sets, and he assumes that the
number of listeners totals 90,000.000. No
wonder the National Radio Exhibition is
asuccess!

On the very das- lie was summoned for
possessing an unlicensed wireless set,
Ernest Eley, of Dagenham, took out a
licence. He was fined 40s. and 4s. costs
at Stratford last week.
0000
PCJJ

WHOM

. . .

Thanks to the radiophotograph, says a
writer, it is possible for a new Paris hat
or costume to be worn in New York e
hours after it has been designed. And
thanks also, he should have added, to the
husband.

TO

RELAY

DAVENTRY.

We understand that the famous Eindhoven short-wave station. PCJJ, will
undertake a special 30.2-metre relay in-

0 0 0 0

A HARDY

ANNUAL.

As usual, the present epidemic of wet
weather has brought forth the suggestion
that meteorological conditions are being
affected by the extended use of wireless.
But there was no wireless when Shakespeare wrote :"The rain, it raineth every
day "!

0 0 0 0

A GENEROUS

The Merioneth County School governors have accepted the generous offer of
Sir Walford Davies to provide suitable
wireless receivers to allow pupils to take
weekly broadcast lessons. One-third of
the cost will be provided by Sir Walford
Davies's fund, which will be controlled
by the National Council of Music.
0000

ELECTRICAL COMMISSION VISITS
MUSSOLINI.

The delegates of the International
Electro-technical Commission, which has
been holding strenuous conferences at
Bellagio, were entertained by Signor
Mussolini, the Italian Premier, on their
recent visit to Rome. The Commission
is engaged on, among cther things, the
preparation of an international vocabulary of electrical terms.
II

INCH.

0000

IN

SWEDEN.

Sweden is evincing a growing enthusiasm for wireless, an increase of 4,000 in
the number of licensed listeners being
registered during August. According to
a correspondent, there are now 303,338
licences issued, which means that every
twentieth Swede has his wireless set.
The new high-power station at Motala is
credited with having increased public interest in broadcasting.
NOISY

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

Municipal authority has exerted itself
in West Ham, where the Town Council,
with the assent of the Home Office, are
to adopt a by-law against noisy loudspeakers. The provisions of the by-law
will forbid persons " operating or causing
or suffering to be operated any wireless
loud-speaker or gramophone in such a
manner as to cause annoyance to or disturbance of occupants or inmates of any
premises or passengers."
Provision is made for fines not exceeding £5.
The Council's action has been taken
under a section of the Municipal Corporation's Act of 1882. and is not directed
against loud-speakers in private houses.

BRISTOL.

WIRELESS:
GIFT.

THE

0000

A radio exhibition. a series of public
meetings, and a special broadcast programme by Bristoleans, are promised
features of the forthcoming " Bristol
Wireless Week," to take place during
October.
Bristol's example might well be fol 7
lowed by other important cities throughout the country.
SCHOOL

BY

ENTHUSIASM

QUELLING

0 0 0 0

UP-TO-DATE

MESSAGES

" The transmission of pictures across
the Atlantic has been so successful that
within a year facsimiles of messages will
be sent at so much a square inch, or so
much a page."—General James G. Harboard, President of the Radio Corporation of America.

0 0 0 0

UNAUTHORISED
SOMETHING LIKE AN AERIAL! The
aerial system of 6ZP, an amateur transmitting station owned by Mr. Geo. Pallia,
of Audenshaw, near Manchester.
The
mast in the foreground is 90 ft. nigh,
while the other is 70 ft.

tended for South Africa on October 6th
when the B.B.C. broadcasts from Daventry a description of the bantam-weight
boxing match at the Albert Hall between
Teddie Baldock and Willie Smith. The
fight will have a special interest for South
Africans, as Smith has been the amateur
bantam-weight champion of South Africa.
It is expected that the transmission will
be re-broadcast in Cape Town and Johannesburg.

TRANSMITTER

FINED.

The owner of an illicit transmitter, run
to earth by the Post Office engineers at
Swinton, Lancashire, was fined 4 guineas
at the Eccles police-court last week.
The defendant, William Lucas, 24,
manager of a wireless shop, admitted that
he radsated messages last year with the
call sign " 50B " and this year with the
call sign "2EZ." He told the magistrates that he was carried away by his
enthusiasm for experiments and that he
liad not committed the offence for personal gain.
The prosecuting counsel said that the
conduct of Lucas came to the notice of

«
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the authorities last year, but before the
Department could locate the sender the
transmissions ceased.
In imposing the fine, the Bench ordered
the confiscation of the defendant's transmitting apparatus, comprising a microphone and tuning inductance.
BRITISH

REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON.

AT

Senatore Marconi and the Rt. Hon.
F. G. KtlIals'ay, P.C., managing director
of Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co..
Ltd.. will represent the Marconi Corn•
ponies' interests at the World Radio
Telegraph Conference which will open at
Washington on October 4th to consider
amendments to the international regulations that have become necessary by the
development of wireless since the International Radio Telegraph Convention was
signed in London in 1912.
The British Broadcasting Corporation
will be represented by Captain P. P.
Eckersley.
0000

SHORT—WAVE
IN

COAL

TELEPHONY
MINES.

Wireless telephony experiments at a
depth below the ground approaching
2,000ft. are to be conducted by Mr. Keith
Murray, a Calcutta amateur, in the coal
mines owned by Messrs. Macneill & Co.
According to the Times of india, the
object of the tests will be to improve the
existing methods of communication between the various workshops, pumping
stations, and other central points underground.
The wavelengths used will be
30 metres and another wave, not vet decided. between 1 and 6 metres.'
The
latter has been specially licensed by the
Government. It is considered likely that
signals, although intended for underground communication, may be picked up
at considerable distances on the surface.
0000

ROYAL

COMMISSION

AUSTRALIAN

CRITICISES

WIRELESS..

The Royal Commission appointed by the
Commonwealth Government to enquire
into the control and development of wireless severely criticises Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia), Ltd., which claims to
hold many patents embracing all branches
of wireless communication, says the Melbourne correspondent of 7'he Timen.
The Commission says that the company's demands for royalties are based on

•

"On the Air," 'as its title implies, is
an American book. In it the author has
been bold enough to 'offer us eighteen
short stories all taking radio as their
theme.
This serious limitation—for restriction to even the wide gamut which
wireless gives is a limitation—has not
lessened the author's resourcefulness or
his enthusiasm.
The
atmosphere
is
indubitably
romantic.
It is non-technical.
The
purport of each tale will be grasped by
"On the Air," by Paul D. Augsburg,
pp. 274. London :D. Appleton and Co.,
34,
Bedford Street, Covent Garden,
W.C.2. Price 7s. 6d. net.

THE BEAM TO BOMBAY.
A scene at the G.P.O., London, showing the reception
of messages via the Indian beam service.
The receiving station in this country
is at Sicegness.

the principle that it is entitled to obtain
from the public whatever it can get. Not
only has it made excessive, demands on

" WIRELESS WORLD"
SETS.
In addition to those on our
Stand at Olympia, a number of
"Wireless M'orld " Sets are now
on view for the benefit of readers
at 116, Fleet Street, E.C.4, from
10 to 6 daily.

wireless dealers, but it has sought to impose oppressive and unfair conditions. It
is of the first importance that the
Commonwealth Government should see

WIRELESS IN FICTION,
the veriest tyro.
There are no concesshins to the technically-minded.
But
despite these omissions the author has a
trick of gripping the reader even when
the said reader knows that this sort of
thick sentiment is not quite his line. One
of the best tales concerns an unreclaimed
soul who, surrounded by "DNA tubes"
and no end of miscellaneous apparatus,
spends his days and nights in quest of
the rara hookuppa, "that Utopian ar-

that the validity of its patents is established immediately.
If the company fails to make the sug
gested reductions in the charges for
patents and broadcast transmitters, the
Commission urges that the Commonwealth Government, after ascertaining
that the patents are valid, should purchase all the privately held shares in the
company and so acquire complete control.
0000

BURNDEPT

" ALL—BATTERY"

ELIMINATOR.

We regret a slight error which occurred
in the announcement of Messrs. Burndept, Ltd., on p. 9 of the advertisements
in our last issue. The " All-Batter) "
Eliminator, for A.C. only, takes 100/250
volts, and not 100/125 volts, as stated.

rangement which would reach to the
earth's dim corners and bring in Alaska,
Hawaii, London, Paris, Lima."
His
wife goes nearly mad with loneliness,
but is saved by the arrival of a timely
consolation. "It wasn't as Cora's father
liad feared, half human and the other
half heterodyne, but a normal little boy
baby, weight nine pounds and a quarter."
As might be experted, the baby does the
trick, and father finds that the new
"loud-speaker" is as interesting as the
old.
In a few places the author's style
approaches that of O. Henry, than which
no higher praise can he hestowed on a
modern American fictionist.
E. C. T.
5 12
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Aset to be proud of
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HIS is the Langham Portable—the
well -known
self -contained loudspeaker
Portable
that
will
get
Daventry and Daventry Junior anyuhere in Great Britain, uith perfect volume
and clearness: that has a single-dial tuning
ontrol. which in conjunction with the
Calibration Chart, makes tuning childishly
easy : that is scientifically constructed of the
best, and only the best materials and components, and contained in a solid leather case.
The Set that, with no outside aerial or earth,
has practically one thousand miles range !

30 GNS. COMPLETE
7'6.
See

is

dcfmiit and 12 iiionth4 instalments of
Complete and absolutely ready for use.
at

Stand

105 at the National Radio
Exhibition.

Call for a demonstration at our showrooms
below—or just write for particulars.

Lan g iWn
Po
\
rtegi e
ANGHAM RADIO..‘1. BION HOUSE,
I
.
*1(), NEW OXFORD SIREFF ,W .
C.
I.
Telephone:

Adveiii.scmcnt3 for

Nluseum 2878 & 8293.

The 11ireless Would" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thorou,ghly reliable.
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Their amplification is nearly constant
over the whole musical scale and this
results in exquisite quality of tone and
purity of reproduction
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The Annual Dinner of the Radio Manufacturers' Association.—Lord Birkenhead on
the Opportunities of Broadca3ting.—Sir Edward M. Iliffe, M.P., on the Importance
of Good Reception.—The Aims of the Exhibition.--Stand to Stand Report.
HE wireless season opened ,,rt September 22nd with the annual
IL
dinner of the Radio Alanufactu. ers' Association, which was held at
the Hotel Victoria. with the president
of the association, Sir William Bull,
M.P., in the chair.
Opportunities of Broadcasting.
The toast of the " Radio Industry
and Success to the Exhibition " was proposed by Lord Birkenhead, who emphasised the importance of broadcasting
and the enormous influence which it was
within its power to wield—he hoped for
the good of the public. Very nearly one
household in every three in England was
listening.
Even in the United States,
which so obviously defeated us in almost
everything, statistics showed that only
one household in seven there owned a
receiving set.
The transmitting side of
broadcasting in this country, he said, had
reached a standard of remarkable efficiency, but there was still room for improvement in many types of receivers, as
the receiving elements were still of varying efficiency. He felt that if the great
industry
of broadcasting carry
was to carry
through adequate;y the chances and opportunities which lay before it, it was
essential that everyone should concentrate
on perfecting the technique of the recei‘ittg instrument. He was old enough
D1

t remember the tinte when no man could
drive a motor car in the streets unless a
corpulent pedestrian with a red flag
walked in front. We might, indeed, draw
some consolation from that fact when
impatience was shown at the attitude of
authority in relation to what was unquestiontubly the most amazing development of modern tintes. No great statesman in the past, before modern Press
developments, ever enjoyed the opportunities of making the acquaintance of his
fellrow-countrymen
which
broadcasting
might one da'y afford. The certaintv and
direAness uf contact which broadcasting
provided even exceeded the emwmous
influence of the modern Press.
He
looked forward to the time when the
honest statesman who had an honest message to deliver and an honest creed to
te ,ich, if it could be made public by
means of broadcasting, wouid not only
himself succeed
hich mattered little—*
but would carry this country and the
Empire to success—which mattered much.
Controversial Broadcasts.
Capt. Ian Fraser, .\J. P,, who ;,,ave the
toast of the British Broadcasting Corporation. outlined some of the vary definite
indications of progress which had been
made since the British Broadcasting Company became a Corporation.
The news

service had improved and we now had
eye-witnesses' accounts of national events.
He made a special plea for more latitude
tu be given to the Corporation by the
Government, with more freedom to use
their discretion on the question of controversial broadcasting. He believed that
controversial matter would do much to
enliven the programmes.
B.B.C.

and

Set manufacture.

Sir Edward M. lliffe, M.P., who responded to the toast to the guests, expressed the view that the British Broadcasting
Corporation
had
sh,.wn
a
disposition to utilise its privileged, position
in such a way as to safeguard as far as
possible the interests of the various industries upon which its activities could
be said to encroach. In referring to this
question of competition with other interests, he expressed his satisfaction at
the statement published recently by the
Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., indicating
that the Corporation did not intend at
any time to embark upon the trade of
manufacturing and selling wireless receiving apparatus. He thought that the
trade owed a debt of gratitude to the
B.B.C. for making that position clear.
He hesitated to endorse the policy of
the B.B.C. of holding up an Empire
Broadcasting Service until ne-irIv perfect
results could be assured because he felt

«I'LL
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Olympia, 1927.—
that by so doing progress would he retarded.'
The Handicap of Obsolete Sets.
The greatest handicap of efficient reception and satisfaction with the broadcasting service was, he felt, due to the
fact that so many of the receivers in use
at the present time were out of date and
did not compare with the more perfect
sets of to-day.
It would be greatly to
the advantage of the trade and broadcasting generally if possessors of old sets
could be induced to throw them away and
invest in new ones.
One of the reasons
why old sets were not discarded was that
a royalty of 12s. 6d. per valve-holder had
been paid on. the sets and this royalty,
as things stood at present, would live to
be paid again when a new set was purchased.
He believed that it would hs
to the commercial advantage of the company which collects these royalties if the
wireless licensee could be induced in dis.

mous attendance as soon as the doors
were opened proved how important a
factor in public life broadcasting has now
become and indicated the undoubted
value, from an educational as well as
from the commercial point of view, of this
and similar exhibitions.
The principal
annual shows at Olympia have many
features in common and deal with problems of which, perhaps, those connected
with the Ideal Home Exhibition and the
National Radio Exhibition are most akin.
Both of these shows are designed to attract and interest the layman as well as
th.. technical expert and manufacturer, and
in the design of either broadcast receivers
or labor, saving devices the sa me three
classes of user must be considered—the
average citizen, the super-intelligent, and
those who have little or no scientific or
mechanical knowledge.
The design of a receiver or a laboursaving device for use by a person of average intelligence offers no very great diffi-

SEPTEMBER 2S/1I.
Education of the Public.

Broadcast receivers have now become so
much a household necessity that their
comparison with the general labour-saving
devices to which we are now accustomed
in our homes becomes every year less incongruous. We have heard of agood lady
whose enthusiasm for lightening the daily
task of her servants was so keenly
aroused at one of the first "Ideal Home "
exhibitions that she placed a large order
for useful "gadgets," only to find that
her cook and parlourmaid gave notice the
day after their arri‘al. Similarly, in the
early days of broadcasting the raucousvoiced loud-speakers and other somewhat
primitive apparatus introduced into the
house by the wireless enthusiast were not
welcomed with joy and gratitude by unscientific inembers of his family. Thanks,
however, largely to the educative influence
nf these popular exhibitions, the general
public now appreciates and demands both

he Annual Dinner of the Radio Manufacturers' Association held in connection with the

card his obsolete set with greater frequency and purchase a new one.
He
therefore made the suggestion that it
might well be a good business proposition
for that company to give a rebate on
the royalty when a new set was purchased
and the rlil one dismantled. A kind of
crematoriuni for old receiving sets might
be organised, where they could be secretly
buried and a ticket given which would
entitle the owner to a rebate on the
royalty of his new set,
in conclusion, he paid a tribute to the
B.B.C.. and to Sir John Reith. the ('bief
Executive Officer of the Corporation. and
emphasised that the continued success of
the wireless industry was bound up with
the success of the broadcasting organisation.
Opening of the Exhibition.
No ceremony marked the
opening
of the National Radio Exhibition on
Saturday. September 24th, but the enor-

culty. as the manufacturer may reasonably
assume that such a purchase'r will retie'
the directions given and will take_ some
trouble to understand the purpose and
proper working of the various corn-•
ponents. In catering for those whose intelligence does not run in the direction of
any scientific or mechanical ability the
problem is slightly more difficult', but
such persons may generally be relied on to
read the directions, and eventually, after
some trial and error, to acquire a ;corking
knowledge of the moper uses and functions of the apparatus. It is perhaps in
dealing with those who suffer from
" superiority complex " that the greatest
difficulty is encountered, for they are too
elevated to study any directions and
almost invariably blame either the manufacturer or the apparatus when they fail
to obtain the desired results: in 'other
words, apparatus designed for their use
must
actually be made " super-foolproof "!

1927.

opening

of the Wireless Exhibition.

the labour-saving devices which have
become
almost
essential
to
modern
domestic comfort and an efficient wireless
receiver which can reproduce speech and
music from a choice of stations with good
volume and purity of tone.
Manufacturers are therefore reaping the benefit
of their early efforts and overcoming the
inherent conservatism and passive resistance of those unable to realise the many
obstacles to be surmounted in the introduction of any new contrivance, and those
who, in their impatience, expect immediate perfection without considering the
necessity for experiment and gradual
development.
This year's Exhibition demonstrates in
a marked manner the great advance along
the path towards the achievement of the
ideal receiver which will not only satisfy
the needs of the expert, but at the sanie
time be proof against mishandling by the
novice, for the general trend is towards
simplicity of control and maintenance.
D 2
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A.J.S.

Circular
Frame
Aerial. —0 wing
to
rapid advances made lately in high-frequency amplification, it is safe to predict
that the frame aerial will have a greater
sphere of usefulness than heretofore.
The A.J.S. frame consists of two hoops
of the same diameter joined together
by a number of ebonite strips in which

Wb®Esg
Waste
Symphony Portable Five Receiver.—
As the H.F. valves and the detector are
usually a source of microphonic trouble,
it is interesting to note that in this portable receiver the valves used are made
by the Six-Sixty company and have
double walls between which is a vacuum.
The H.F. stages are aperiodic and choke.
coupled, while two transformers couple
the L.F. valves.
The only tuning control is across the frame, while volume is
controlled by a variable condenser working on the Reinartz principle.
A key
switch changes over from short to long
waves, and provision is made for attaching an outside aerial and earth if greater
range is required.
For those to whom
a capital outlay of £22 10s, for this receiver does not appeal, the hire purchase system can be arranged.
A. J. Ste rf It$ and Co. (1914), Ltd., Wedsal/ Street, Woleerhamplon.

40 3
either oak or mahogany, is also a newcomer to the Amplion c7ne range. For
a low-priced loud-speaker the cabinet is
particularly
well
polished,
and
the
removal of sharp cornees on the cabinet
work, although minor, is a noteworthy
point.
Mottled Bakelite mounting, harmonising, in colour with the eoodwork,
supports the moving coil and gives a cen

(202)
ADVANCE.
The leading feature is a completely
self-contained set housed in a remarkably
attractive
caliiRet.
This
receiver
is

Jacobean

A.J.8. areolar Frame Aerial with provision for earthing the centre point.

saw cuts hold the turna of wire apart.
Frames are provided for short and long
waves and a supporting circular wooden'
boss to attach the frame to a wooden base
is provided with three flush concentric
metal rings which pick up contact with
each end of the winding and with the
centre point %%licit is earthed.
Cone Reproducers.—The A.J.S. Company have decided to abandon the word
loud-speaker
and
substitute
reproducer" as being more indicative of the
true function of this latest type. An enclosed model cone reproducer sells at
£3 10s., while a less pretentious open
model is so!d at the moderate figure of
£1 15s.

AmPlioit Cabinet Loud-speaker type A.C.4.

A.J.S.

3

Cone

Loud-speaker.

Model

A.C.7.

tral adjustment. This model is priced at
£4.
Amateurs will appreciate the production
at a popular price of cone assemblies for
fitting to portable and cabinet receivers.
A good feature is the inclusion of a
mahogany or oak grill with the cone,
which is available in 10in. or 12in.
diameter.
The two large type cabinet loudspeakers recently introduced were inspected. The Jacobean oak model A.C.7
is 15in. in height, the cone being fitted
with apex to the back.
Differing only in appearance is a Chippendale model. A.C.9, housed in a wellmade cabinet. the nark of quality being

known as the " Advance " Super 3. The
instrument is intended to be carried from
rooni to room as desired, although, of
course, provided that some method of
transport is available there is no reason
why it should not be taken out into the
country in. the summer time.
A diaphragm type of loud-speaker is built into
the set, and it is claimed that, using its
iiitérnal frame aerial, good loud-speaker
volume can be obtained within twenty -Rie
miles of the local station. At the price
uf 18 guineas this instrument should have
a very wide appeal.
Cita, and General Radio Co., Ltd., 79,
Cannon Street, London, F.C.4.
(137)

D

Amplion

AMPLION.

A cone type loud-speaker at a popular
price is afeature of the Amplion exhibit.
The Junior cone, model A.C.1, sells at
£2 12s. 6d., and takes the form of a
cone dia'phragm, with apex outwards,
mounted in a well-finished metal rim and
fitted with a hinged piece so that it can
either stand vertically or hang from a
picture rail.
The overall diameter is
nearly 15in.
The Junior cabinet, model A.C.4, in

The new open type Amplion Cone A.C.3.

"tre-11!
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Stand to Stand Report.—
good polishing. Its grille is circular and
harmonises with the Chippendale design.
Horn type and Radiolux Amplions form
a large part of the exhibit.
Visitors are recommended to call at
Amplion House in Hammersmith Road,
adjoining the exhibition, where arrange-

facility, but it cannot be denied that a
proper permanent, cabinet type of instrument has amore attractive appearance
for use indoors. Messrs. Ardite, Ltd.,
get over this difficulty by a special design
of their portable receiver.
The whole
of the receiver, including batteries and
loud-speaker, can be withdrawn from the
leather carrying case and inserted in a
special home type cabinet which is provided. The home cabinet can be obtained
in various woods, such as oak, mahogany,
etc.
When the receiver is used in the
house an ordinary external- loud-speaker
may be used if desired.
Another interesting feature is a remote control unit and jack, which should
prove popular amongst those who are
contemplating the installation of a permanent house wiring system.
Ltd., 54. Theobald's Road.
Landau,
(89)

•* The Persian King. - an example of
Andia Loud-speaker construction.

ments have been toads to demonstrate
the various models.
(helium. Am piton, Ltd., 25-26, Sarile
Row, Brent Street, London, W.
(128)

ANDIA.

This stand is probably more pleasing
to the eve than any tither at the Exhibition, and goes to show that wireless
apparatus, and in particular loud-speakers,
need not necessarily be surrounded with
the severe atmosphere to which we have
become accustomed.
Unless one were definitely told so, it
would be difficult to believe that the
artistic porcelain figures and ornaments
are indeed loud-speakers,
A'lamb'', Ltd., 38, Redford Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
(248)
ARCLITE.
It is often contended that a portable receiver designed for use outdoors
can be used in the home with equal

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER.

" Slektun
coils are on show at this
stand and are being sold at reduced prices
during Exhibition week as an advertisement.
The coils are of the multi-layer
type with ebonite spacers, and the turns
in each layer are air-spaced.
Mechanically minded visitors will find
much to interest them in an automatic
coil-winding machine, and the experimenters in an interesting testing instrument
(the " Avometer ") indicating voltage
current and resistance.
The .4 tdomdfie Coil Winder and Electrical Ea.h.innent Co., Ltd.,
fr iader
House, llocheeer Bow, Lmulon. SAVA.
(237)

The

Arclite portable Is shown

interior unit removed.

with

the

rm.

with hoth an internal and an external
frame aerial, the former being for use on
the local station and the latter, of course,
for receiving more distant stations. Everything, with the exception of batteries, has
a twelve months' guarantee.
Jtito Sundries, Ltd., 10e, Lower Grosvenor Mace, London, S. W.1.
(100)
B.S.A.
" Kone" Loud-speakers.—The model
36 D has a 36in. diameter diaphragm and
is eminently suitable for use in large halls
and for the reproduction of dance music
where great volume is required.
This
model is fitted with a special pedestal.
but is made also with an attachment to
enable the speaker to be fixed in au
elevated position on either a picture rail
or other suitable ledge. The price of the

ATLAS.

Tapped Plug-in Coils.—The well-known
Ai ja,. coils are now produced with centre
tappings for use in neutralised circuits.
For use in auto-coupled aerial circuits.
Reinartz circuits, etc., a doulde-tapped
coil t an he obtained.
Resistance Capacity Coupler.—For use
in conjunction with va hes having a high
impedaace and high amplification factor,
a coupler with interchangeable components is now on the market.
The price
is 7s. bd.
Neutro-four Receiver.—In this 4-valve
set (1-v-2). special attention has been paid
to the neutralised 11.F. transformer coupling. The primary is wound laterally to
the secondary, and swinging coil reaction
is arranged inside the Pirtoid former.
The H.F
transformer and an aerial
coupling coil also wound on Pirtoid can
be purchased as separate units.
Those wishing to dispense with H.T.
and L. T. batteries would lee well advised
to examine the very comprehensive range
of D.C. and A.C. battery el
'ators
.3xhibited.
H. Clarke and Co. (Mk), Ltd., Atlas
Works, Radnor Street, Old Trattord,
Man, hesier.
(38)
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remote

control

unit.

stand model is £18 2s. 6d., and the hanging model £16.
4-Valve Receiver.—A new 4-valve receiver. consisting of a detector value
followed by three how-frequency amplifying valves. the last two of whir h operate
on the push-pull principle.
This set is
fitted with the B.S.A. patent coil tuning
assembly, and a switch enables a qui/ k
change from short to long wave to he
achie-ved.
Volume and quality are the
two outstanding features of this receiver,
and tue best results are obtained when
the receiver is used in conjunction with
the large 36in. " Hone " loud-speaker.
8-valve
Superheterodyne
Receiver.—
This receiver, as its title implies. funitions on the well-known superheterodyne
principle, and embodies a separate oscillator. first detector valve, an intermediate
amplifier, a second detector valve, and a
low-frequency amplifier functioning on the
push-pull principla. To change from short

AUTO SUNDRIES.

A large number of high-class receivers
were exhibited which were of the selfcontained type. The R.S.N. dual frame
aerial and loud-speaker were of particular
interest. One of the most interesting receivers was the R.S.N.5, which is fitted

Atlas
D.C.
Eliminator.
Note
the
provision for a number of H.T. tappings.
D

4
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Stand to Stand Report.—
to long waves it is necessary to replace

the frame aerial by one suitably wound
to cover the wavelengths required, but
the oscillator circuit can be changed over
by means of a switch.
All component
parts of the receiver are attached to the

Atlas Double-tapped Plug-in Coil. U111.
ful for auto-coupled aerial or Reinarts
circuits.

'ellTel@oe
Warllol
resistance, access being obtained to the
resistance mountings from the under-side.
Like the B.T.H. valve holder, it is constructed of special moulded insulating
material, red in colour, and is fitted with
an anti-microphonic rubber support for
the valve.
A booklet describes the
method of using the unit, and recommends the use of the B8 valve.
The Resistor Receiver.—A new home
receiver has been introduced, employing
a detector valve with capacity reaction,
followed by two resistance-coupled L.F.
stages
using
the
B.T.H.
resistance
coupling unit.
The two-wave ranges are
readily obtained by a plunger switch
action, and the tuning condenser is fitted
with vernier control, l'he aerial is autocoupled to the tuned closed circuit, three
tapping points being provided to regulate
the aerial load, and to compensate for
differences in aerial dimensions.
The
high gradé cabinet merits special comment, and harmonises with the vertical
front panel made of bard insulating

baseboard, the case being merely a shell
which oan be removed by loosening a few
screws, leaving all parts in edit.
The
set can be operated in this condition and
any adjustments required carried out,
after which the case can be replaced.
Coil Unit.—This patent coil unit is
fitted to all B.S.A. receivers. and carries
three specially-wound low self-capacity
coils. An extension rod enables the longor short-wave coils to be brought into
operation.
Radio, Ltd., Sporkbrook. Birmingham.

three-coil Tuner
mounting
an 139)

Unit for pane

B.T.H.

Anti-microphOnic Valve Holder.—The
valve mount is supported on absorbent
rubber and not on metallic springs, a
method which effectively prevents audiofrequency vibrations reaching the valve.
Moreover, the form of construction employed avoids the prolonging of vibrations or the setting up of periodic swing.
Resistance-capacity
Unit.—Selling •at
10s. 6d. the unit embodies anode resistance. coupling condenser and grid leak
5

New B.T.H. Valves.—For use with resistance coupling units, the B.8 valve has
recently made its appearance. Requiring a
filament voltage of 1.8 to 2.8 and passing a current at minimum potential of
0.12 amperes, an amplification of 50 is
obtained with an impedance of 180,000

B.T.H. anti- nicrophonic valve holder. A
rubber cushion support is provided.

B.T.H.
ieslstance
capacity
coupliut
unit incorporating a rubber—supported
salve holder.

111.8.A.

'405

mate, ial with a mahogany vernier on
the outer face.
Two-volt valves are
recommended in the sequence. B8, B8,
1323, filament control only being provided in the case of the detector valve.
Instead of terminals, the more convenient
method of using a cable is adopted. Exclusive of valves, batteries and royalties,
the set sells for £8.
Although slight
modification of wave range results from
altering the aerial tapping, a wave band
of 250 to 2.000 metres is covered with the
aid of the change wave switch.
Rice-Kellogg Loud-speaker.—As
was
the case last year, the B.T.H. still
carries on the exclusive manufacture of
the moving coil loud-speaker. For use with
either A.C. or D.C. supply the unit incorporates the output amplifier as well as
the mains equipment giving the necessary high anode voltage exceeding 400,
while grid bias is also obtained from the
mains.
The electro-magnet is of large
diameter, the pole being about lain.
across.
A supple centring device holds
the coil in position, and the diaphragm is
about 6in. in diameter. Plunger-operated
contacts break all current supply circuits
by the act of removing the unit front its
attractive containing cabinet.

ohms. Of considerable importance is the
new B.12, a super power valve which is
likely to become popular owing to the increlsing interest in moving coil type loudspeakers.
It requires the unusual filament voltage of 7.5, conveniently obtained
if the amplifier is mains-operated and
passes a current of 1.2 amperes. A super
power rectifying valve is the new R.H.1
suitable for a maximum D.C. load of
65 mA, working with an A.C. anode
potential of 550 volts H.M.S.
Screened Valves.—Now being shown to
the public for the first time, are the new
B.T.H. screened valves.
They differ
considerably from Other types which have
just become available, being fitted with
a 1-volt filament passing 0.1 ampere, no
doubt admirably suited for H.F. work,
while they are capped to stand vertically
in a standard valve holder, the additional
connection being made at the top
Of
particular interest to the home constructor is a four-valve set of compact design,
and enclosed in a metal container, the
H.F.
stage
employing
the
B.T.H.
screened valve.
Britieh Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
1138-139l, Crown House, .11dorych, 11"

The

new

B.T.H.

three-valve

receiver

Wfin3@hez
Stand to Stand Report.-119)

BAKELIT E.

An interesting exhibit showing the
number of uses to which Bakelite may be
put in the construction of
wireless
apparatus.
We are all familiar %% ith its
applications to such purposes as the
making of knobs, small and large mould-
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An addition to the range of exhibits
this year is the " Popular" cabinet
model, which sells at 47s. 6d. and is of
neat and attractive appearance.
Other interesting types are the " Portable " and the "Cabinet de Luxe."
Eltetrical Soles Orgonieat inn,
Alexandra
Worke,
Brentriew
Rood,
Hendon.
(78)
BECOL.
Ebonite Panels.—Ehonite panels cut to
standard sizes with matt, polished or
mahogany finish are shown in a variety of
sizes: every panel is guaranteed against
surface leakage.
Tapped Former.—A six-ribbed former
with six spring contacts provides a means
for the constructor to wind various coils
to his own requirements. A base is puteided with six comolementary (monads and
by means of a slot and pin it is impossible
to insert, a coil making a wrong contact.
All formers produced by this Company
now have flat surfaces between the ribs,
so that should it be required to attach

Recliner and Amplifier unit combined
with the R .
K . moving coil Loud-speaker
which can be inspected at the B .
T.
H.
stand.

(100 & 102)

BECO.

The Beco "Junior " and "Rose Bowl "
are already widely known, and the Bee°
movement is to be found in many of the
portable sets at the show.

Benjamin Copperstrip

exposing

over

100

Earthing Device,
square inches of

surface.

and moving contact within the body of
the knob and dial, so that when .panelmount en thore is practnally no projection
inside the receiver.
For portable sets
where space is confined this should be a
valuable feature.
The knob is of large
dinten•ont•-. and a scale is provided on
the dial so that settings can be repeated.
Three s:zes are manufactured, viz.. 6, 15
and 30 Mums, and the price of each is
28. 9d.
The Benjamin anti-mierophonic valvehold er , so well known to amateurs, has
been reduced in 2s.
Begliaggi;li
chi ,. Ltd.. Brant ur
Tatilf Rood, Tottenhow, .V.17.

D.
T .'s. Screened Valve Set for the home
constructor.

lags, coil shrouds, terminal strips, etc.,
but ut her less known uses such as for
impregnation purposes and lacquering are
not so well known.
An " All-Bakelite"
receiver is shown.
Laminated panels, made of Bakelised
paper, ate produced in a munber of
colourings, some of which closely imitate
woods such as mahogany and walnut.
They are of extre nely pleasing appearance, and it is claimed that the
do
not de'eriorate with age.
1%4E41:Mica!
strength is excellent. The exhibit is not
strictly cmtfined to wireless products, and
visitors will be interested in (ether
cations of this substance.
Da in
r
68,
l'ideria
Street, T,ondon,

mum surface exposure of over 100 square
inches. Connection is made by soldering
preferably a stout stranded conductor to
one end uf the device, and coke or cinders
are paelted tightly around it to hold
moisture befoie the soil is replaced. The
price is 59. 9d.
Battery Switch.—This Push-Pull switch,
made es ,
,entiallv for breaking L.T. circuits. has a good positive " on " and
" off " action. and is designed for panel
mounting.
The price Inn, been reduced
to Is.
Self-contained Rheostat.—lhis rheostat
is de›igne.1 with the re-istanec. element

(205) BOWERMAN.
Becol

six tapped

Ebonite Coil

Former.

a right-angle bracket this need not be
made to conform to a curve as was necessary heretofore.
Briti,11 Ebonite C O., Ltd., Nightingale
¡loud, /Inn ,"ell, W.7.
(207)
SELLING-LEE.
In addition to the well-known type
"M " ebonite shrouded terminal with
non revolving top a new type terminal of
attractive design is being shown.
This
terminal sells at 30., and is intended
to take the place of the type " M " when
expense is a consideration in designing
a receiver.
It will be appreciated that
this reduction in price as compared with
the more expensive type will mean a by
no means negligible sating in a multi%alve set where a large number of terminals are- used.
The type " B" terminal is in evidence, and also dial indicators,
sub-connectors,
and air-spaced
aerial wire.
RPliing and Lee. Ltd., Q,ree oe troy
Work... •
hood ere End, .11 iddle,,x,
(79)

Cabinet loud-speakers of very ',leasing
appearance are shown on this stand.
These instruments are rather smaller and
more compact than the usual cabinet
loud-speaker, but, although selling 'at
competitive price, it is claimed that by
means of special design the output obtainable, from the point of view of quality
and volume, rivals that of In,,t1 uments of
a similar type selling at 5 guineas.
Another interesting feature si,,,%%n is a

BENJAMIN.

Earthing Device.- -The earthing device
for a receiver is probably
the most
neglected component : interest will
fore be taken it% a well-designed flexible
copper etrilong strip, consisting of two
long pieces 'it stout copper tape interlaced at right angles and giving a mid-

The Bowerman Cabinet Loud-speaker
presents a very pleasing appearance.
D

6
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The design shows careful thought, particularly in the arrangement of tuning
condensers, which are spaced away from
the front panel and operated by ebonite
rods to reduce hand-capacity effects.
The main tuning condenser is built in
two halves set at an angle of 180°, and
by connecting these in series a very low
minimum is obtained, while both sets of
fixed plates may be joined to " live"
points in the circuit.
There is a big demand for these sets
overseas and special coil formers. etc.,
have been developed for use under
tropical conditions.
Wavemeters.—The Mark I is a buzzer
wavemeter for 150-600 metres, and can
also be used as a wave trap.
The Mark II covers a wave range of
150 to 2,000 metrea, and is buzzer-excited.

Stand to Stand Repart.--

The

Bowerman Crystal

Set.

crystal set, and it was gratifying to note
that, although comparatively few of
these were seen in the exhibition, the
model shown was of superior design, both
from the technical and the appearance
point of view.
In addition, telephones at the extremely
low price of 12s. 6d. were available.
From the brief examination which we
were able to make it would appear that
no sacrifice has been made from the point
of view of technical design.
G. Bozrerman, 10 and 12, Ludgate Hill,
London, N.C.4.
0111rti
t

The

Bowyer-Lowe
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BRANDES.
Ill—A Receiver.—Selling at the popular
price of £6 15s. (excluding royalties),
this three-valve set undoubtedly give.
good value.
Behind the wooden front
panel of the polished oak cabinet is •
metal screen, to which points of low
potential are connected to minimise hand
capacity effects. The circuit follows well
tried practice. and consists of a detectoz

Bowyer-Loue Mark 11. Buzzer R avemeter for wavelengths between 150 and
2,000 metres.

Bowyer-Lowe" Whiteline " Sprint Valve
Holder.

Tt can also be used as an absorption
wavemeter for checking transmitters,
resonance
being
indicated
l'y
a
lamp.
Componente. —Among the many useful
components on this stand the following
should receive special attention.
The
"Whiteline " valve holder, of greater
mechanical strength than its predecessor
the well-known " Antipong." but retains
many of its excellent electrical properties, " Two Speed" dial and station
recorder manufactured under Burndept
licence. " Universal " H.F. choke, sectionalised and with graduated diameter,
inductance 50 millihenries. semi-variable
filament resistors with calibrated scale
on base, L.F. transformers and chokes.
of liberal design and neat appearance.
The Bowyer-Lowe ro., Lid., Ratlio
Works, Lek:1111.0rib, Herts.

valve followed by two L.F.
valves
coupled by Brandes transformers. Swinging-coil reaction is so arranged that on
turning the panel-reaction control clockwise the coil approaches the long-wave
inductance, and when turned anti-clockwise it approaches the short-wave coil.
The volume control consists of a switch
which cuts out one L.F. stage at will,
but it is arranged that the last power
valve always feeds the loud-speaker, a
point in design which militates against
overloading. Two knurled circular discs
placed edgewise to the front panel provide

H.F. Choltt.

(124)
BOWYER-LOWE.
The
Bowyer-Lowe
Co.,
Ltd.,
are
equally well known as manufacturers of
components and designers of complete receivers, and their stand this year bears
witness to this versatility, for there are
kits of parts for superheterodyne and
short-wave sets and many components of
new design.
Short-wave Sets.—Two models tuning
from 20 to 200 metres are available with
two and three valves respectively, and the
receivers may be purchased complete or
may be built up by the constructor from
sets of parts.
D

Wfireceee

Brandes 111.—A Deceiver. Note the
thumb-drive condenser control.

The Bowyer-Lowe tw,o-valve short-wave
receiver, a duplicate of which was presented by the R.M.A. to Mr. Goddard,
of Sandown, the first visitor to enter the
Exhibition.

thumb-di ives for direct and vernier condenser controls respectively ; this is a
very convenient means of tuning. and is
to be found on many sets this year.
There are three alternative aerial connections, one wired to the grid of the
first valve and the other two through
0.0003 and 0.0001 mfd. condensers to increase selecti vity.
Elliptieon Loud-speaker.—Among the
popular loud-speakers shown, this is one
of the most elaborate. consisting of
a cone housed within a polished wooden
cabinet with artistic grille in front ; its

WilF,
S11®00
Warlld
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design is such that it harmonises with
the furniture in a drawing room as there
is little external evidence that it is an
electrical instrument.
S.L.F. Condensers.—Condensers with a
smooth 20 to 1 friction reduction gearing
are made in values of 0.0003 and
0.0005 mfd., and are priced respectively
at 15s. and 15s. 6d.
Brand's, Ltd., 2 and 3. Norfolk Street,

Other products of this firm are L.F.
transformers with highly polished screening cases, L.F. chokes, and a choke coupling unit.
British General Mfg. Co., Ltd., frock.
ley 11 -arks, Broil:ley, 8.'1.4.
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cost of this method with the first cost
and running expenses of a good rotary
converter, such as the £5 17s. 6d. D.C.
model "Giljay," which consumes under
100 watts and delivers a maximum of
four amperes at nine volts. The machine
is built on sound lines and has ample
plain bearing surfaces with large greasers;
an ammeter in series with the accumulator

G.E.C. H.T. Accumulator Charger for
D.C. mains.
A milliammeteris provided
to indicate the charging rate.
(Brown
Bros.)

Brandes

Ellipticen

Loud-speaker.

(111)
BRITISH GENERAL.
Aerial Tuning Unit.—A good specimen
of the popular tapped aerial tuning unit
is produced I.y this firm. It is arran .
ged
for easy mounting on a panel :two holes
pass the spindles for an inductance selector switch and reaction control.
It is
noticed that the reaction coil is wound
with extremely fine wire, and the damping

British

General

All

Wave

Tuner.

introduced will make for easier and better
control of regeneration over the wide
tuning range covered.
All-wave Three-valve Recelver.--A detector-L.F. combination Incorporating the
tuner mentioned above. The apparatus is
mounted in an attractive cabinet having
a sloping panel, at the side of which are
compartments for H.T.. L.T., and grid
batteries. As the latter has a voltage of
164. it is assumed that the use of a superpower valve in the output stage is enisaged.

GilJay D.C. Charger.
This provides an
economical
means
of charging
L.T.
accumulators from D.C. mains. (Brown
Bros.)

(89)

BRITISH

RADIO CORPORATION.
For revolutionary technical developments the calibrated semi-fixed tuning receiver is an outstanding example. Lever
switches throw various stations on to the
loud-speaker, yet the circuit changes are
not effected by the more obvious methods
of sacrificing efficiency. The design has
involved the development of intricate
mechanical devices, while careful attention
has been paid to the electrical requirements of the circuits.
Particularly does
the receiver shown represent an achievement when it is realised that the H.F.
stages employ the new screened valves.
Further reference, giving more detailed
information, will be made later to this
set, which is of outstanding interest, in the
pages of this journal.
Briti4 Radio Ccrporation. Ltd., El,.
Grore ¡load, Weer/dye, .ç'orreg.
(28 & 214

indicates the charging rate, which can be
controlled by a variable resistance in the
field circuit. A great advantage in using
this machine is the short tinte required to
charge an accumulator, since the fu'l
charging rate as given by the manufacturers (•an be utilised.
H.T. Accumulator Charger for D.C.
Mains.—The i. E.C. high-tension battery
charger, shown by Brown Bros., consists
of a suitable length of resistance wire
wound on a former of ample dimensions
to dissipate heat, and is provided with a
rubbing contact so that a variable output
up to 250 inA can be obtained. The resistance element is housed in a robust
metal container and the charging rate is
indicated by a milliammeter.
An excellent range of eliminators manufactured by well-known concerns can be
seen rti this stand,
frost s,
Bro... Ltd... 20, Great Eastern
Street, E.C.2.
(122)

BROWN.

The range of horn type loud-speakers
and also the world-famous type of headphones remain practically unchanged, and
there is a wide selection on' view.-on the
stand.
There are, however, two important
additions
to
the
series
of
"diaphragm '• type loud-speaker!,
" mascot " and " Universal " Loudspeakers.—While retaining all the acoustic
qualities of the " Disc " lo ud -speaker.
these tWo types are mounted in cases

BROWN BROS.

D.C. Rotary Converter.—The charging
of an L.T. accumulator from D.C. lighting mains has always presented a difficulty
owing to the fact that as much as 25 per
cent, of the energy taken from the mains
is absorbed in heating the resistance
which has to be interposed to reduce the
current. Amateurs who use their W..
lighting mains for LT. accumulator charging might well compare, say, two years'

The
Brown
Crvstaframe
Receiver,
showing collapsible frame aerial.
D
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Stand to Stand Report.—
of different design, and are consequently
sold at lower prices. The " Universal"
is contained in a polished mahogany case,
and the diaphragm is protected by an
openwork metal front, the price being
£6. The "Mascot," in a less expensive
cabinet without front. costs £4 10s.
C.T.S. Constructors' Unit. —This is an
inexpensive loud-speaker unit (13s. 6d.),
which can be used as a gramophone attachment or converted into a table or
cone type loud-speaker with the aid of a
set of accessories supplied by the manufacturers for the modest sum of 2s. 6d.
Electrical Gramophone Pick-up.—Tbe
" Brown " pick-up incorporates many of
the principles which made the " A"
type telephone so successful, and has been
designed with a view to reducing noise
due to scratch.
It is an excellent
example of " Brown " instrument making,
and the price is £4. Adaptors are supplied which enable the pick-up to be
fitted to British or Continental gramophones.
There are also on view on this stand
public address amplifiers, microphones

ibe

Brown

Mascot

Loud-speaker.

and loud-speakers, and an interesting
range of valveless receivers, including a
crystal set working off a frame aerial.
S. O. Brown, Ltd., Western Avenue,
North Actop ,
. W.3.
(145)
BROWNIE.
Styled - a valve set for the million " the
two-salve Brownie receiver represents
extraordinary value. Selling at £2 10s.
complete with coils, but plus the price
of valves and Marconi royalty, it is a
thoroughly robust set, of good appearance
and sound technical design. Its circuit
is the typical two-valve arrangement,
using coupled plug-in coils of durable
construction having carefully arranged air
spaced windings. There is a tuning condenser with attractive indicating scale.
The set is in the form of a large moulding in good black material, possessing a
matt surface comparable with sand-blast
ebonite. No screw leads are to be seen.
Connection to H.T., L.T. and grid batteries is made by a coloured multi-wire
cable.
Brownie Wireless Co. of Great Britain,
Ltd., Nelson Street Works, Mornington
Crescent, London, N. W.1.
r

. /fiz@il@eo

i927.

Warilâ

(162)
BULLPHONE.
Copper Cone Loud-speaker.--The NC2 is
an interesting model finished in oxvdised
copper and incorporates the well-known
Bullphone movement. The overall dimensions of this speaker are 17in. high by
14¡in. wide, and lias very little depth
so that it can be easily accommodated
on a shelf or other support where no
great depth is available.
A New Cone Unit. —This is the model

An inexpensive two-valve Receiver on the
Brownie
stand.
The
novel
form
of
condenser scale is of Interest.

NC3, and is intended to be used in conjunction with home-constructed cones.
The descriptive leaflet supplies the necessary informaton to enable the constructor
to make up a diaphragm from stout paper
or other suitable material.
Irm. Bailin, 38, Holywell Lane, Great
!eastern Street, London, R.C.2.
(127)
BURNDEPT.
An atmosphere of soundness and real
worth surrounds the array of exhibits on
the Burndept stand.
Designed by an
active research department, constructed
with the best materials and components,
and finished to present a neat and
businesslike appearance, it is not surprising to find them surrounded by people of
discriminating taste.
Short-wave Receiver (Mark IV).—A
compact instrument of high-class construction designed for headphone and loudspeaker reception and covering a wave
band of 12 to 1C0 metres. Eight special
wound, plug-in coils are used to cover
these wavelengths and fit into sockets in
a compartment behind the front panel.
This compartment also contains the
valves, the rest of the receiver being
covered in by partitions. This not only
gives a clean appearance to the interior,

The

Brown

Universal

Loud-speaker.
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but excludes dust from the variable condensers, etc.—an important precaution in
short-wave work.
There are three valves, a regenerative
detector, resistance-coupled L. F. amplifier and transformer-coupled output valve.
In the amplifier, attention has been paid
to quality of reproduction—an important
point if short waves are eventually to
become the medium for world-wide broadcasting- and it is claimed that the frequency response is practically uniform
from 80 to 5,CCO cycles.
This; is in no
sense a freak receiver, and is just as easy
to handle as one designed for ordinary
broadcast wavelengths since particular
altention has been paid to stability and
freedom from hand capacity effects.
Broadcast
Receivers.—These
remain
substantially the same as last year when
they
were
rightly
regarded
as
of
advanced design, particularly in respect
to the amplifier couplings and output to
the loud-speaker.
This amplifier gave
exceptional quality for a commercially
produced instrument. This year the prices
are considerably reduced, and the sets
represent very good value for money having regard to the high standard which
the manufacturers have set for themselves.
There are two- and three-valve sets for

Tuning Coil used with the
Brownie
Receiver showing the air-spaced winding.

high-quality loud-speaker reception of
the more powerful B.B.C. stations at
Daventry and other stations close at hand,
the Ethophone-Four for long-distance reception, the Ethodyne seven-valve superheterodyne and other types including a
tobust portable using five valves.
" All Battery " Eliminator.—Among the
numerous mains units this instrument is
by far the most interesting.
It is designed to funclron on A.C. mains of any
voltage from 100 to 250 with frequencies
of 40 to 100 cycles, and not only supplies
L.T. current at 6 volte and H.T. at 50,
100, 150 and 180 volts, but also provides
grid bias up to 30 volts. Thus it fully
justifies its title, yet the overall dimensions are not more than 16h -i. x10in. x
hin. The values of H.T. and grid bias
available indicate that it is suitable fur
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use with receivers designed for the highest quality loud-speaker reproduction. Yet
the cost of running is estimated at less
than 6d. per week.
Power Ampliber.—An exhibit of interest
to the student of design is the special
power amplifier for demonstrations, dancing, etc.
This is self contained and de-

The

Burndept
Mark
IV. Short-wave
Receiver (12-100 metres).

rives its power supply from A.C. mains
through a single plug adaptor which is
suitable for power' points or lighting
sockets.
There are two L.S.5 amplifying valves
in parallel wc.rking off 500 volts H.T..
and the input circuit is designed to take
the output from an ordinary receiving set.
An adjustable output circuit enables the
amplifier to be adapted to any number or
type of loud-speakers.
Accessories.—There is a demonstration
board showing the principle of the Burndept Auto-broadcast System by means of
which the receiver may be controlled
from any part of the house.
In addition to a comprehensive range
of well-known and well-tried components
the visitor will find one or two recently
developed features of special interest. Fo.r
instance, there is a range of heavy-duty
wire-wound resistances ranging front 330
to 250,033 ohms and also some shielded
power filter circuits of liberal design.
Iinnidept
Wirshse, ,Lid .,
East par
House,
Asrial
Works,
Illackbenth,
Landon, S.E.3.
(37)
BURTON.
An interesting S.L.F. condenser incorporating many novel points of design is
to be seen on this stand. The bearings.

Ilie Burndept "AH-Baltery
Vliminator
presents a particularly 'neat exterior.

Wfilfe@e3
WOIM
which are supported in bakelite end
plates, are each of the cone type and
can be adjusted fur end play but do
not supply the friction necessary to keep
the moving vanes in position.
The required degree of friction is applied by
a miniature adjustable band brake and
anchorage, which is also used to pie.:
up contact with the rotor.
The condenser as a whole is well made and well
repays examination, as does the "MicroLog " dial, which is increasing in popularity.
Other components on this stand which
should not be missed are a calibrated resistor for baseboard mounting and a neat
push-pull switch for one-hole fixing.
C. F. and II. lintlan, Progr,..ss Works,
Bernard
rev I'. 1r at+1711.
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other similar units can be built on top
of each other by dowel plugs provided.
A large variety of low-tension accumulators are to be seen at this company's stand; of particular interest is a

(157 & 2121
C.AV.
Baby Grand 5-valve Receiver.—This
pedestil cabinet receiver is a very fine
and artistic example of radio design :
the cal.:inet-making and polishing are
simper! i. and although the receiver is entirelv
•self-contained with lti nged franie-

The Burndept Portable Five.

series of unspillable two-volt cells of large
capacity for portable sets.
1'. .4. randerrell und Co., Lid., Warple
Way. Acton, rr.3.
(12)

The Burndept Power Amplifier for use in
conjunction with Rice-Kellogg and other
large Loud-speakers.

aerial, batteries, etc., the price is only
£35 iroyalties extra). There is only one
tuning control for the frame aerial, the
two H.F.
valves being aperiodically
coupled by chokes. The two L.F. stages
are tespectively transformer- and resistance-coupled. the reverse order giving
difficu'ty in providing reaction on long
waies.
Volume control is by Reinartz
typ e reaction, and a key switch provid es
a means of changing ft. 'in short to long
was e.
A t. A.V. vune loud-speaker if
the
Musicola " type is built into the
cabinet and is biddea In• an artistic
wooden
High-tension
Accumulator H
8.
Experimenters will app tu-' te a lii11
tensi.m battery cap.able of ,:ising a really
big discharge when occasion demands.
This battery will gis e 300 mA. far 8
ho ti
cs
conStallt
diSdIlltge. In 200 in A.
for 15 bout-s: at lower rates of discharge
the capacity is 5.000 ntA. hours.
By
limiting the voltage jer unit to -12 the
battery still retrains portable. althangli

CAMCO.

Ready-made cabinets into which the
home constructor can build his receiver
are shown in profusion, and a specia,
feature is made of cabinets for the most
popular
uf
the
sets
described
in
various l% ireless journals. In addition to
supplying cabinets with ebonite panels
fitted, a special stand for the purpose of
supporting the wireless receiver is featured. This is provided with a compartment. open at the top, in which the
H.T. and L.T. batteries can be accommodated.
The unsightly leads which
would otherwise be required to connect
externally the sarious batteries to the
receiver can be totally enclosed and the
appearance of the receiving equipment is
thereby greatly enhanced.

Burton Calibrated Filament Resistance
for baseboard mounting.
D IO
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Panel Braokets.—These are right -angle
'brackets cast from aluminium, and they
facilitate the attachment of the vertical
panel to the baseboard.
Two sizes are
supplied, 6in. x4in. and 3in. x24in.
Carrington Mani( farturing Co., Ltd.,
Sanderstead Road, Sout!, Croydon.

Weli3eiseg
Woutcl
All Caydon sets use "Simplicon" variable condensers made by Messrs. Williams
and Moffat, Ltd., Birmingham, which have
an ingenious internal reduction gear, and
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the instrument and this should always
be set so that the moving parts do not
foul the magnet system and thus produce a rattle which would naturally lead
to distortion.
The Celestion Radi-o Co., 29-37, High
Street,
Hampton
Wick,
Kingston-onThames.
(981

C.A.V. Cnsplilable Accumulator, especially suitable for portable sets.

(125)
CARBORUNDUM.
A feature of this exhibit is the R.C.C.
Unit
incorporatin
carborundum
resistance elements. fltese elements consist
of a mixture uf carborundum powder and
a bonding material, which is forced into
sticks and fired. The result is a practically unbreakable element of large crosssection capable of carrying a considerable
current.
Other interesting exhibits are large carborundum crystals, sections of permanent
detectors and a testing unit for demonstrating the rectifying properties of carborundum.
The Carborundum Co., Ltd., Traerd
Park, .Vanehester.
(90)

CAYDON.

A new Caydon model known as the
"Long-range Portable" is on view on
this stand.
The loud-speaker and receiver are assembled side by side in a
narrow case which is somewhat easier to
carry than the standard model.
A new
circuit has been developed and the range
considerably increased.
Two types are
available; one in oak at 25 guineas and
the other in pearl walnut with a C'elestion
loud-speaker at 30 guineas.
The Dispatch Case Model remains practically the same, the price being 35 guineas.
A Cie luxe edition of this instrument in
real pigskin is available at 40 guineas.
A Table Model designed in anticipation
of the B.B.C. Regional Scheme is also
on view. It operates without aerial and
earth and has the range and selectivity
required for the reception of the proposed alternative
programmes;
many
existing stations including Daventry are,
of course, already within its range.
D IT

CENTROID.

This stand is almost exclusively devoted to components, though there is
one complete receiver which at once
attracts the eye. This demonstrates the
uses to which Centroid products may be
put in a receiver of typical design.
C.A.V. Heavy Duty H.T. Accumulator.
Screening boxes in copper and aluminium are on view, and the ingenious
examples of these condensers are on view
method of assembly should be noted.
at this stand.
There are also a series of screened coils
Campbell and Addison, 40, Howland
of
rectangular shape, together with nonstreet, London, W.1.
reversible bases.
(151)
CELESTION.
The Centroid variable condensers are
an attractive job, the vanes being (lie-cast
The various models of loud-speakers
now manufactured incorporate many imtogether.
Series of gang condensers
provements, and the latest addition to the .with screw-down compensating condensers
range of this company's products is the
are also on view.
C24 model, priced at £25. This has a
Last, but not least, there is a very
simple and effective slow-motion dial at
resistance of 750 ohms, and is primarily
intended for use where a great volume is
3s.
required.
This speaker incorporates the
l'he Camden Engineering Co., Ltd.,
well-known specially
constructed reinRayham Plate, Camden Town, London,
forced conical diaphragm which is the
feature of all Celestion products, and is
mounted in a handsome cabinet carried
on four legs.
The smaller sizes of loudspeakers range from the C10 at £5 10s, to
the C14 at £14. and are made in either
mahogany or oak. If desired the models
can be supplied finished
in Japanese
lacquer carried out in a variety of designs.
These speakers do not require a
specially built amplifier, but owing to
the
sensitivity of the movement will
function in a satisfactory manner with
the average broadcast reieiver.
A knob
for adjustment is provided at the hack of

C.A.V. Baby Grand
Five-valve Pedestal
Cabinet Receiver
with hinged frame
aerial.

C.A.V. MUsicola Coo, Ioud-speaker.
(58)

CHAKOPHONE.

The policy of ti,ii Eagle Engineering
Co. is the supplying to the public of
certain receivers described in constructional articles in this journal, such as
the •` Wireless World Everyman Four,"
" All-Wave Four," the "Long Range
Five-valve Receiver," and the "Fourvalve Portable " modified for reception on
two wave ranges.
The performance of
these sets is well known to readers and a
call at the stand is recommended to
inspect the receivers, which necessarily
embody minor modifications, such as the
fitting of switches in L.F. stages, the use
of Ferranti plate current meters in power
stages, and alterations of cabinet work,
tendering the general appearance more
attractive than the designs upon which
they are based. For those requiring ILF,
transformers for building Wireless World
receivers a complete range is available.
including the new transformers specified

Wilnllegsz
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with the recently described screened valve
set.
Eagle Engineering Co., Ltd., Eagle
Works, Warwick.

drums are used; there ia a volume control, and a particularly neat double-push
mains switch. The mains unit is screened
to avoid induction effects with the frame.
Mains Equipment.—A comprehensive
range of transformers, heavy and light
duty chokes, resistance units and potential dividers are on view; there are practically all the materials necessary for the
construction of battery eliminators for
H.T. and L.T., AC. and D.C.
Another corner of the stand is devoted
to a series of cone loud-speakers, of which
the most interesting is probably the
" Puritan " model. which sells at 37s. 6d.
The well-known Climax insulators and
earth pins are again displayed.
I'limax Radio Elertsie, Ltd., Quill
Work.s, Putney, London, S. W.15.
(227)

Carborundum

(18)

CHAMPION

R.C.C.

unit.

ACCUMULATORS.

Accumulator
Parts.—An
in terest ing
feature is a complete set of all the necessary parts by means of whit-h a 60-t olt
H.T. accumulator can be built up in about
half an hour.
The plates are constructed on generous lines, and a capacity
of 3,000 milliampere hours is claimed.
H.F. Choke.—A very compact component for baseboard mounting.
The
winding is sectionalised, and the selfrapacity is thus reduced to a minimum.
It can he used in all positions in a
receiver where a choke of this type is
required.
Tuner.—A very neat unit fitted with a
single hole fixing attachment, and intended for panel mounting.
The wave
range covered, when used in conjunction
with a 0.0005 mfd. variable condenser, is
200 to 2,000 metres, and reaction is
available over the whole band. The price
is only 12s. 6d.
Th; Champion Areumulatar ea., 2,
Prebend Street, Leieester.
(88, 89)
CLIMAX.
Some very businesslike mains receivers
are shown with frame aerial and loudspeaker built into the lid.
The design
is very clean and the arrangement of controls neat.
Thumb-control condenser

Centroid Screening Box showing method
of Jointing corners.
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CLIX.

The ubiquitous Clix, with its famous
" Clix " uses, is again present at the
exhibition, but in a new and improved
form. Of particular interest are the new
Clix sockets with special bushings for
panels made of non-insulating materials.
In view, of the fact that metal panels are
becoming more and more common, this
small device should have a widespread

Centrold Triple Gang Condenser
screw—down compensators.

with

appeal. Among other innumerable des ices
shown are spade and pin ends, wander
plugs and valve sockets.
It should be
noted that all the types of plugs shown
employ the new Clix fittings, with which,
it is claimed, that far better contact is
obtained than with the ordinary split pin
or even the "banana " fitting.
Multiplugs for the purpose of connecting up
batteries, etc., are also on view. One of
the leading features of this stand is the
reasonable
price
demanded
for
the
majority of components shown.
Lectco Lins, Ltd., 254, Vauxhall Bridge
Road, Weatmineter. London, S. W.1.
(255)
COLLETT.
An imposing array of well-made small
components, such as terminal tags and
adjustable panel brackets, is shown.
Special spring clips for making rapid
connection when experimenting are an
interesting feature, and should appeal to
the real enthusiast.
One of the most
interesting features, however,
is the
Col'ett self-hoisting aerial pulley, which
not only makes aerial erection easy, but
enables broken aerials to be raised in a
very few minutes.
This component is
made of very heavy gauge brass with tin
finish
for the pin-pose of resisting
inclement weather conditions.
S. 11. Collett Manutoeturing Co., 60,
Pentonrille Road, London, N.1.

(SO)

COLVERR.

All those interested' in short wave receiver construction either as short-wave
enthusiasts or for short-wave broadcast
reception should find an opportunity of
seeing the special short-wave equipment
exhibited by Collinson's Precision Screw

The Champion H.F. Choke.

Company. To cover an extensive tunin4
range un short wavelengths plug-in coils
are essential in order to keep a high rat i•,
of inductance to capacity in the tuned
circuit and to produce a smooth contr.!
of regeneration by associating each tuning
inductance with a reaction coil of the
requisite size.
For convenience of receiver construction these interchangeable
short-wave coils give a simple wiring layout and leave little to be done to complete
a set.
The construction of a first-class
set is further simplified by the introduction of aluminium panels cut to size and
fitted with brackets, apertures being made
for viewing the edgewise scales of the
new rolvern vertically mounted condensers.
These embody new features of
particular interest to the home constructor. The short-wave equipment conforms
to all the constructional requirements of
the II -ir,4,ge 110,/d " Short Wave II "
and "Short Wave III" described recently. Pa xolin and brown Bakelite insulation are
features in the method of mounting the
short-wave coils, while the pin connectors
engage tightly with a snap action mi
spring faces without the difficulty which
occurs when locating pin connectors ii,
the holes.
Coker')
plug-in
formers
are
well
known, and these are shown in the
modified form as used in the Wirebs ,
World "Exhibition Five" for horizontal
as well as vertical mounting and with
more liberal pin spacing.
This company is now specialising in th.,
marketing of machined castings and
parts
for building moving-coil loudspeakers.
callinson•s Precieion Sere w co., lid..
Pro,-net Works, Maedonald Road. London.
E.17.

The

Champion

tuner, With
action.
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COSMOS.

Constructor's
Set
for
A.G.
Mains.-This set deri%es both H.T. and L.T. from
A.C. lighting mains; the Cosmos H.T.
and L.T. eliminators are sold as separate
complete units and would be too bulky

Colvern Short-Wave Tuning Coils for use
in building "The Wireless World " Short
Wave it and III.
to be included in the receiver.
The circuit used is a reacting detector valve,
followed by two stages of resistance couphug. The detector valve-holder, which has
special contacts to accommodate the
A.C. /G valve, also contains the grid leak
and condenser in a moulded container.
Reaction is of the capacity type, controlled by a variable condenser, a Cosmos
H.F. choke suitably deflecting the H.F.
impulses. The L.F. resistance stage components are contained within the valveholders. which again have special contacts for the indirectly heated cathode
valves.
Short- and long-wave A.N.P.
coils are accommodated very close together and in the same plane, their astatic
windings effectually preventing magnetic
coupling.
The Cosmos series of A.C.
valves has such an excellent mutual conductance that a set built up on the above
lines exhibits considerably better characteristics than is possiWe with ordinary
three-electrode
valves.
Constructors
having A.C. lighting mains will do well
to examine this set.
A.C. Valves.—The convenience of obtaining filament current for valves from
lighting mains, thus dispensing with the
L.T. accumulator, is influencing manufac-

•
WfiFeeem
Wpflica
tarera to produce a number of types of
indirectly heated cathode valves.
The
Cosmos A.C./G and A.C./R valves have
a very high efficiency where this is considered in terms of amplification factor
measured against anode impedance. It is
claimed that even with the noisiest mains
these valves give an output free front
hum, owing to the fact that the heater
is non-inductive and the cathode has an
equipotential surface.
The valves have
five-pin bases. but an adaptor can be
obtained so that ordinary valve-holderP
can lie used.
A.N.P. Coils.—The inherent difficulties
in high-frequency amplification are many,
but the more important can be classified
under three headings—magnetic coupling
between coils, stabilisation at fundamental
frequency, parasitic oscillation at high
frenuency. As the A.N.P. coils are astaticatty wound there is practically no external field, and thus magnetic coupling, even
if the coils are adjacent. parallel and not
screened, is absent.
These coils are

Cosmos indirectly heated Cathode Valve
showing " Getter " Plate.

quarter and centre tapped, so that
neutralisation can be suitably carried out.
It has lately been found that centretapped coils produce parasitic oscillation
on wavelengths far below their fundamental ;to obviate this A.N.P. coils have
a few turns of resistance wire wound on
each section.
The short-wave coil sells
at 6s. 6d. and the long-wave at 10s. 6d.
Metro•Virk Sigridie8, Ltd., 155, Ciarmy Croa !Mad, Ir. e.
(86 & 87)

Modified Colvern Coil Former now adapted
for horizontal as well as vertical mounting.
D 13
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with two moulded end caps, but with
spherical bulbs, these valves are manufactured with indirectly heated 4atliodes
to run on raw A.C. from lighting mains

Cosmos Composite Resistance Coupler
with valve holder for A.C. valves.

suitably reduced in voltage by a transformer which the Cossor Company supplies. One end cap carries four ial;e pins
disposed in the usual positions, the other
cap carries two terminals to take the
connections for the heater element. It is
thus seen that a special valve holder is
not required, and that little alteration in
wiring is necessary when these valves are
substituted for ordinary valves.
The
valve pins occupying the normal positions
for filament pins are shorted within the
valve cap.
Four types at 22s. 6d. each
are sold for the following uses: H.F.,
detector or first L.F.. resistance coupling,
and power amplification.
Three-electrode
Valves.—There
are
three series of valves for 2-, 4-. and
6-volt
accumulators
respectively,
and
further. there is a valve for suitable
characteristics for H.F., WC., L.F. and
power amplification for each series. The
filaments of these twelve valves all consume 100 milliamperes (except the 2-i elt
power valve, which takes 200 mA.). The
Stentor Six (610 Power) is an interesting
valve having good characteristics; the impedance is 3.000 ohms, amplification factor 3.5 and at 150 volts H.T. agrid s ing
of over ,70 volts can be accommodated on
the straight part of the anode curve.

COSSOR.

Screened Grid Valves.—Tliese valves
take the form of a cylindrical glass bulb
with moulded caps at each end provided
respectively with three and two contact
pins.
It is arranged that the getter
enters into the screening scheme by being
present on the inside of the bulb to a
point half-way along the valve. Full information was not available at the time
of writing these notes, but it is understood that two different types of valve
will be marketed, one for 2-volt accumulators consuming but 0.1 ampere, and one
for 6-volt accumulators with a filament
rating of 0.25 ampere.
A.C. Valves.—Somewhat of the same
appearance as the screened grid valves

Cosmos L.T. Battery Eliminator for A C.
Valves, giving an output of 5 amperes
at 4 volts.
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Weq.c1
Stand to Stand Report. -Home Constructor's Three-valve Set.—
This twceiver (0-v-2) is sold in the form of
parts for assembly by the amateur. Components of well-known make are employed
and the circuit given follows well tried
practice. The single layer tuning coils are
wound on a large-size former, and an Ormond condenser is used for tuning. Reinartz reaction is employed, and the first
L.F. stage is resistance coupled, while a
Ferranti transformer couples the second
to the third valve.
Fixed T.C.C. condensers are used.
A r. (
'essor. Ltd.. now ,'
tirare.

a carefully thought out change over system being effected by means id a multicontact switch, the circuit arrangement
altering front the series to a parallel connection of the sections. The loud-speaker

ject through a rectangular hole in the
front panel, for which a special metal
" window " and hair line is provided.
Two or more drums may be locked together if desired to give unified control
for searching, after viiiich they may be
operated for final adjustments. The fixed
and moving vanes and the frame are each
electrically- isolated, so that the units
are adaptable to all types of circuits.
Short-wave
Condenaers.—These
are
very similar to standard Cyldon conderiserfi, the only important point of

Cyldon Bebe Cond

Cossor Screened Grid Valse, made ter
s-volt and 6-volt accumulators.

(60)
CURTI S.
Ilfradyne. —The trend
in design is
marked by the development of the portable into a self-contained home receiver,
including frame aerial, multi-valve receiver and enclosed cone lotol-tpeaker
capable of giving a good rendering of the
local station piogramme as well as Davitti-y, and with a good possibility of tuning in other stations, thus doing away
with installing difficulties.
The new
Curtis product is a two-stage 11.F. amplifier with valve detection and two L.F.
stages.
One of the H.F. attiges is
°periodic, and the other tuned so that a
simple three-dial operation is obtained
representing the frame, the tuned H.F.
stage and reaction control.
TI te frame aerial in this instance is of
special merit, for, although self-contained, it is comparatively large and built
in four sections.
There is no dead end
or disused part of the frame when switch.
ing from Daventry to the broadcast band,

Cossor Indirectly Heated Cathode Valve.
The two pins at the top connect with the
heater element.

incelporated is Lite large-size Celestion,
and the price of the complete set, ito
cludin u val ve s, batteries and royalties, l•
£30.
Brit iilt etirtis Bailie,. Ltd., 11, Bed
Lion Sidiire, London,
(121)
CYLDON.
This stand slutuld tint be missed bv
anynne who takes an interest in (rafts.manship and perfection of workmanship.
It is no exaggeration to say that Cyldon

Cyldon Triple Gang 'rhumb-Control
Condenser.

condensers could not possibly be surpassed in any of the essential mechanical
properties required in a variable condenser—rigidity.
accurate
spacing
of
vanes, perfect fitting bearings, etc.
To
budd a single Cyldon condenser would
be an achievement, yet these component ,
are produced in quantities with astonishing uniformity and at quite normal
prices.
Thumb-control Condensers.—This system is rapidly gaining in popularity owing to the ease with which the controls of independently operated condensers
can be centralised and to the nicety of
adjustment provided by the large diameter drum and open scale of degrees.
The Cyldon method of mounting makes
use of an aluminium chassis, which also
serves as a capacity screen.
Standard
Cyldon Log Mid Line condensers are used
with the spindles running parallel to the
panel, and units incorporating from one
to four condensers are available.
The
knurled drums are of Bakelite and pro-

A

novel Change-over Switch made by
Messrs. A. F. Bulgin dt Co.

diffeience being the increased spacing of
the end plates from the fixed vanes. This
ensures the low minimum capacity so
desirable in short-wave work.
Connection to the moving vanes is made
as usual through a phosphor-bronze hair
spring, but the length and shape of the
spring has been carefully chosen to prevent turns touching, a circumstance which
would give rise to irritating noises on
short Nva velengt I's.
Square law or Log Mid Line vanes are
available, and there are four capacities0.0001. 0.00015, 0.0002, 0.00025 mfd., the
prices being 12s. 6d. 13s., 13s. 6d. and
14s. respectively.
" Bebe " Condenser —A miniature condenser for capacity reaction, balancing.
etc., is shown, the workmanship and finish
of which, even down to the pig-tail connectinn, is the same as in the larger
models and performs its function with the
same precision. It should prove useful to
the experimenter as well as the set constructor. The vanes are of true squarelaw shape.

The Decko
Panel Lion
and Indoor
Aerial Insulator are extremely attractive.
D 14
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In addition to these special features.
standard square-law, S.L.F., Leg Mid
Line and
gang
condensers are on view,
together with a range of Tempryte filanient control units.
Sydney S. Bird «C- Sons. " ryldon"
Works, Sarneefield Bond. Enfield Town,
Middlesex.
(213)

D.X. COILS.

WO11101,

picture hook.
The indoor aerial, therefore, may be mounted an inch or so
away from the wall, thus bringing about
greatly enhanced efficiency.
.1. F. Bulyin and Co., 9-11, Cureitor
Street, Chancery Lone, London, E.C.4.
DIBBEN.
111.—A three-valve receiver consisting of a detector valve followed by two stages of transformer-

DE

LA

RUE.

The whole uf the display on this stand
is devoted to the exhiliition of high.

class moulding. Almost every variety of
article employing ebonite was represented
on this stand, the workmanship being
of a very high order.
Thottms De I,, Rile find Co., Ltd.,
Shernhall Street, Walthometow, E.17.
(236)

DECK°.

firm needs no introduction to the
enthusiastic experimenter. In addition to
the large number of devices shown in
previous exhibitions there is an extremely useful change-over switch of the
push-pull type, its main use being for
the purpose of changing over from one
programme to another, although, of
course, a large number of other uses will
suggest themselves. In view of the evergrowing popularity of loud-speaker extension and house wiring systems, the new
wall jacks should not be missed. These
may be obtained in a variety of finishes,
such as oxidised silver, oxidised copper,
etc., the wood blocks on which they are
mounted being obtainable in mahogany,
walnut, or oak, thus rendering them inconspicuous in a well-furnished room.
They are made for either series or
parallel wiring.
Of particular interest
also is a new type of indoor aerial
insulator consisting of a small insulator
permanently attached
to a standard
This

D 15
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DIONOW.

This new range of batteries includes
several novel features.
The cells are
contained in a heasy moulded case, with
a special sealing arrangement for the lid,
which, however, may be easily removed,
together with the plates which are firmly
attached to it. The usual opaque container makes an examination of plates
or acid rather a difficult matter, and the
user is often at a loss to know whether
gas is being evolved at the epd of a
charge; this difficulty is overcome in the
Dionoid cells by fitting a small glass window, which also shows whether the arid
level is correct, as an indicating line is
provided.

The

To improve selectivity a tapped plugIn coil is now included in the Detex
range.

fill for improving selectivity. It is well
made, the moulded plug-in mount bein.3
particularly well finished.
tietrx
Distributns.e,
Ltd.,
125-121
Bosebery Arenne, E.C.

(68)

The Aficlear

Carefully designed coils of the plug-in
type are the predominant feature of this
stand.
Ordinary coils are shown, and
also those having one or more tappings.
In addition some extremely compact
mains units are shown.
D. X. Cods, Lid., ta, be flood, Dideton,
E.8.
(222)

115

NVoutell

Monarch II.

(Wm. Dibben.)

coupled low-frequency amplification. An
interesting feature of this receiver is the
provision of two separate compartments,
one to house the L.1. battery and one for
the H.T. batteries.
The L.T. battery
compartment is lead lined to prevent any
loose acid from affecting the other portions of the receiver.
The H.T. compartment is provided with a two-tier removable tray in which the batteries are
rested.
This greatly facilitates their
removal from the set when renewals become necessary. A remote control circuit
is incorporated, and employs a neatly
housed relay for operating the salve
filaments.
Dibben and Son*, Sontherapion.
(2)
DETEX.
The Detex range of components includes a distinctive tuning dial gis Mg a
fine adjustment with metal cover plate,
scale and aperture for indicating station
tuning.
All Detex prices have this
season been reduced, the 3in. Vermo
dial selling for 3s.
Among the corn-

H.T. batteries in glass cases, but with
a somewhat simtlar sealing device for
the moulded top, are also shown, as is a
special gravity bead hydrometer in which
risk of accidental breakage is ininimisad
by a simple yet most ingenious fitment 'n

Dionoid H.T. batteries.

the foi ni of a soft rubber flange. This
useful accessory sells at 3s. 6(1.
Dionnid Battery t'n., Ltd.
rietorio
Works, ¡'fiar, of Woles Road, Portion,
Sheffield.
(206)

The Dibben: Allclear Ill.

piments already well known are various
types of breakjacks, keys and switches,
a permanent crystal detector and a twocoil holder. The new components are an
B.F. choke and tapped plug-in coil. The
former is section wound and stands vertically from the baseboard, three terminals being fitted to provide a tapping
point. Listeners within the shadow of
5GB will find the Detex plug-in coil use-

DONOTONE.

insu ument, which was mie of the
leading features of last year's show, was
again well to the fore. As is st-ell known,
the ordinary type of loud-speaker, apart
from other defeets, suffers from the fact
that it possesses ses eral resonances in the
musical scale, that is to sa y, that in the
whole of the musical scale there are it
number of notes to which the loudspeaker gives special prominence, the result being a blaring effect very displeasing to the ear.
The older horn
type of loud-speaker was specially prone
to resmetnee, and, of course, the diaphragni type of instrument, in spite of
careful design, is not altogether free from
this disadvantage.
In the Donotone
loud-speaker an effort has been made to
subdue resonance in a very ingenious
This

fiill®
Woul1c1
stand to Stand Report.—
manner. Inserted in the instrument are
a large number of tuned gongs whose
purpose it is to absorb any resonances of
which the loud-speaker may be guilty.
It is claimed also that, using this loud-

The Dlonoid L.T. Cell with
window.

observation

tpeaker after a well-designed amplifier,
the lower end of the musical scale does
not suffer from the same attenuation common to many instruments.
This loudspeaker is obtainable in many different
finishes for the purpose of harmonising
with Cie furniture of various rooms in
the house.
The Donotone (Re/.) LotobSpeokrr, 40,
Foroirol
401111111
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The

The condenser is of the one-hole fixing
type, with a novel and interesting slowmotion device giving a reduction of 200
to 1.
There is an alternative direct
drive. The vanes are of brass, and, taking
into cons:deration the high standard of
workmanship and general design, the
component may fairly be considered as
extremely good value at 12s.
The
capacity is 0.0005 mfd.
The Toroids are "fieldless " high-frequency transformers, wound on what is
generally known as the toroidal principle, which gives an electro-magnetic
field no more intense than that of a
sini.:Je turn
having the same mean
diameter. It is thus possible to use them
without screening, even in modern lightly
damped circuits.
The iirimary is inside the secondary,
and there is no neutralising winding, as
it is recommended that the special bridge
method of balancing developed by the

Donotone
Loud-speaker is designed on entirely novel lines.

(162)
DUBILIER.
The " K.C." Condenser and Dubilier
Torolds.--These new products, which are
primarily (though not essentially) intended to he used together, represent a
successful attempt to produce a combination which will give what is to all intents
and purposes a "straight line frequency "
tuning curve.
In other words, changes
in the frequency to which the circuit is
tuned are strictly proportional to dial
readings.

A

Dubilier

Rectifying

Unit,

Dubilier Co., and shown in their pamphlet, ehould be used.
The short-wave
transformer is wound "on air " in spite
of this it is extraordinarily rigid and
robust, and would appear to be capable
of withstanding quite rough treatment,
although, as a precaution, a separate base
is supplied with each coil in order that
spare ones may be mounted on a board.
In the pamphlet already mentioned a
number of other possible uses for the
transformers are discussed, with accompanying circuit diagrams.
One of the
most interesting suggestions relates to the
use of the combination (Toroid and K.C.
condenser) as a heterodyne wavemeter,
in which the primary acts. as the plate or
reaction coil.
With the calibration as
supplied,
the
instrument
should
be
accurate enough for the average wireless
user without additional checking.
A five-valve demonstration
receiver
having two H.F. stages illustrates the
use of the components in question. The
Toroids are placed on a common axis
and are only two or three inches apart.
H.T. Ellininaters.—The Dubilier Co.
have adopted a somewhat unusual, but
nevertheless eminently practical, method
in designing their new high-tension bat-

SEPTEMBER 2Sth, r927.
tery eliminators. The D.C. unit ma y be
regarded as the nucleus, and comp rises
a potential-dividing and smoothing device.
Two models are available, the larger
being for heavy currents
and where

Eddystone Short-wave Inductance Unit.
The coils are wound with No. 16 gauge
enamelled wire and are air-spaced.

specially complete filtering is necessary.
On A.C. supplies a rectifier is added to
the D.C. unit. using a specially designed
valve.
Electrostatic Gramophone Pick-up.—
This component, which is the most,
recent product, is of exceptional interest,
and, it is be!ievel, is quite original.
Designed for fitting on the tone-arm of
a gramophone, it is, in effect, a small airdielectric condenser, one plate of which
is rigidly fixed while the other is free to
vibrate under the influence of the needle
traversing the record.
A polarising
potential is obtained from the high-tension battery, voltage variations produced
being applied to the (Hector vahe of an
ordinary wireless set by means of an
adapter (supplied separately) which automatically converts this valve into a firststage L.F. amplifier.
Cr»ides.x,r Co. (1925), Ltd..
Duron
Workd.
l'ieloritr
Rood, North
Arlon, W.3.
• (77)
EDDYSTONE.
Short-wave Unit.—An interesting serie,
of air-spaced coils wound with 16-gauge
enarriel:ed wire and provided with tw
pins for attachment to an ebonite strip
give scope for experiment on waves be
tween 15 and 200 metres. On 30 metres,
for example. a three-turn aperiodic aerie:
coil could be used next to a six-turn
coil, part of which would serve as a
reaction cnupling hy the Reinartz method.
The ebonite strip allows of a third coil

Eddystone B.B.C. Aerial Transformer
on skeleton paxolin former.
On the
the Eddystone Coned H.F. Choke.

right is
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being attached, which can be hinged to
give a variable coupling if desired. The
turns of wire touch the dielectric at only
three points, yet the coils are mechanically strong. The same type of coil with
two-pin fixing is now wound on Paxolin
formers to cover the ordinary B.B.C.
band.
Scientific Four Receiver.—The circuit
and design of this set follow closely that
of the " Everyman Four." The Paxolin
formers on which the aerial and H.F.
transformers are wound are slotted so as
to cut down by about 34 per cent, the
amount of dielectric used without impairing strength. The aerial and H.F. transformers have a series of pins to make
contact with sockets on a baseboard, thus

153

EDISON

BELL.

Resistance, Wire Wound.—A
series of anode resistances wound on long
slotted spools have certain features which
distinguish -them from the more usual
Anode

417
inserting the plug into a socket in the
centre of the coil a suitable proportion
of the inductance is short-circuited, leaving a abort-wave coil. The manufacture
of this coil was prompted by the introduction of the regional broadcast scheme.
Daventry Portable Five Reeelver.—This
set liai leen designed to twelve Daventry
only and is emit ii ely self-contained, with
built-in cone loud-speaker and frame
aerial.
There is conspicuous freedom
from knobs, dials, terminals, etc., and
virtually only one control exists to tune
the frame.
The two H.F. valves are
choke-coupled and are aperiodic, and the
detector working on the leaky grid principle is followed by a transformer, which
is again followed by a final resistance.
coupled stage; the relative positions of
these two L.F. couplings is controlled by
the fact that if an anode resistance is
put In the detector plate circuit. reaction
control on long waves is made difficult.
A large-capacity two-volt accumulator is rendered wisp
.Wattle by the use
of glass wool to absorb the free acid.
The price of this interesting set is £22;
Marconi .nyaleres extra.

Edison-Bell Portable Daventry Set, with
one tuning control only.

111411son-Bell Hylo Coil, with
h plug
to
change over from short to long waves.

allowing the coils to be easily interchanged. For Daventry, Litz coils wound
to the fu:1 inductance are used rather
than loading, and the H.F. stage is not
cut out.
Within each Paxolin tube at
the top is an ebonite crossbar to facilitate removal of coils.
A potentiometer
is shunted across the LT., while a connection from the grid return lead of the
detector is taken to its moving arm, thus
giving a volume control by causing the
input to be impressed either on the bend
or the straight of the characteristic. To
prevent H.F. impulses from reaching the
L.F. portion of the set, a H.F. choke
is incorporated in the grid circuit of
the first L.F. valve. Resistance coupling
follows the detector and a Ferranti transformer couples the third and fourth
valves.
H.F. Choke for Short Waves.--Wound
on a skeleton foi-nier of about 2in. diameter, this choke is suitable for wavelengths between 8 and 100 metres. The
length of the fine silk-covered winding
is about 4in., and turns are air-spaced.
The problem of evolving an efficient H.F.
choke for short waves is a difficult one,
but this firm appears to have produced
an article built on sound lines.
Stratton
and Co.,
Ltd.,
Balmoral
Works, Broma grove Street, Birmingham.
D 17

types now on the market. The end caps
which form the contacts are about 4in.
apart, and •
thus capacity effects, which
can exist where soinewhat massive metal
plates are used close together, are absent.
There are ten slots, and the direction of
winding is reversed in alternate slots to
prevent, as far as possible. inductive
effects.
Tim resistance element is suspended between clips mounted on a
numlded ebonite base, and any value of
resistance between 10,000 and 100.000
ohms can be supplied at prices starting
at 4s. 6d. for the lowest value.
The
current cal-lying capacity of these resistances is 20 m.%.
S.L.F. Condensers.—Two new condensers, 0.0003 and 0.0005 mfd., are now
made. Ball hearings are provided at each

Edison-Bell Wire Wound Anode Resistance.
The length of the resistance spool
is over 3 inches.

end of the spindle, which is hollow to
allow the spur-wheel reduction gearing
rod to pass through. The reduction ratio
is 92 to 1, and an extremely smooth control is obtained.
The vanes are stamped
from hard brass sheet and have particularly clean edges, and to prevent handcapacity effects a metal plate, which can
be earthed. is attached to the undersurface of the dial.
" Het," Ult.—To avoid having a
number of plug-in coils to interchange
rapidly from Daventry to the lower
B.B.C. band. the " Hylo " coil has been
produced, in which a small wander-plug
is attached to a length of flexible wire,
one end of which is permanently connected to the last turn of the coil. By

New Ediswan A.C. Battery Charger
suitable for use on all common voltages
and making use of an arc rectifying valve.
" King" 3-valve
Receiver.—Designed
for lise with an outside aerial this set
(0-v-2) sells at a popular price and contains a detector with swinging coil reaction.
followed
by
transformer
and
lesistance-capacity coupling to the last
valve.
The twin coil holder carrying
the reaction coil is interesting; the first
turn given to the control dial causes the reaction coil to move away radially from the
aerial coil, and further movement causes
a twist of the axis of the coil mount;
this ingenious movement in two planes

Ediswan Baseboard Mounting Grid Leak
Holder.
The new type Ediswan tubular
condenser is shown in the clips.
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Stand to Stand Report.—
is brought about by introducing a cam
into the ordinary friction control.
A gramophone
pick-up
de' ice
at
12s. 6d. should attract much attention.
Edison Bell, Ltd., Edison Bell Works,
Glen gall Road,

Wiring is

simplified

by

of construction making use of the Loewe
patents.
A cable battery connector
further simplifies the wiring.
For use with the clip-in condensers,
which retail at is. 6d, and are obtainable
in values of 0.0001 to 0.0005 mfd. and
0.001mfd., a useful insulating mount with

the plug-in connectors now fitted to the resistance-coupling
units of the Ediswan B.C. Threesome.

1146)
EDISWAN.
New B.C. Threesome.—As many home
constructors find difficulty in carrying
out internal wiring it has been the aim
In the new three-valve resistance-coupled
set to limit as much as possible the
number of connecting leads. Tu achieve
this the detector and two resistancecoupling units are so devised that many
of the circuit connections are automatically completed by means of pin-andsocket connectors when the units are
assembled side by side. As a result. it is
understood that only five connecting leads
are required for joining up the tuning
equipment.

clips has been introduced for baseboard
mount i
nu.
A.C. Battery Charging Unit. —Making
use of an Ediswan are rectifying valve
and current limiting resistance, this battery charger. which gives 1.3 amperes,
for charging 2, 4, or 6 volt batteries, resembles a mains transformer. The heavy
iron cover plate is pierced for the recessed valve and resistance holders while
the removal of the under cast-iron cover
exposes several terminals so that the
rectifier can be adjusted for use with all
comma voltages.
This battery charger
is both compact and robust and sells at
£2 2s. plus the price of the valve and
resistance.
A new L.F. transformer retailing at
2Es, is shown for the first time. Both
primary and secondary are section wound
and the ratio is 1 to 3.5.
Edison Swan Eleciris ro.,
Quien
l'ictorio Street, E.r.4.
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new and well designed types have been
introduced.
The new treble duty terminal
is worthy of special
attention;
it is supplied with the top finished in
various
colours
and
markings
for
easy identification.
The terminal is
so designed that it may be used in the
ordinary manner for telephones or other
connections, and in addition a socket is
arranged in the top. into which fits au
Eelex plug so that, if necessary, the plug
and socket system of connection to batteries, etc., may be used.
This device
is so designed that a spade head can be
gripped easily under the head of the terminal or the: plug may he inserted. It
should be stated that the dimensions
of the actual plug and socket are the
same as the ordinary barrel pin and
socket, so that there is ready interchangeability for using othei• makes of
plug or plugs hastily made from valve
pins.
This is a most useful accessory
which will undoubtedly find its way into
the design of a large number of home
constructed sets.
J. J. Eastirk and .Sons. Eel's ¡Pao's,
118, Dunhill BOW, London,
(70)
ELECTRON.
Useful Strip.—This •o ,»,:,,ts of a perforated strip Ain, in width which can be
made to answer a variety of purposes.
Supports for grid leaks, aconnecting piece
between individual cells in a battery, and
an earthing clip to wrap round a water
pipe readily suggest themselves. In midi.

12,

(245)

EELEX.

Among the many types of terminals,
plugs and sockets, spade ends, etc., several

Absence of wiring is a feature of the new
Edism an
R.C.
Threesome
for
home
construction.

A novelty is the production of a grid
condenser in the form of a capped sealed
glass tube of the type adopted for
grid leaks. though distinguished by being
blue in colour. Front the anode of the
detector valve is connected the coupling
condenser, stated to have a value of 0.0007
mfd., while the anode resistance is of comparatively low value. The second I.F.
unit, in which a moderate power valve is
used (the P.V.2), is coupled through a
low-value condenser. The anode resistance
serving as
its
input has a value
of about 3 megohms. Anode resistances
and grid leaks are of the special form

The novel Earthing Bowl made by Metiers.
J. J. Eastick, Ltd.

The New Electron Cabinet Loud-speaker.

tion, straps for holding grid batteties in
position can be made up in a few seconds.
The perforation: obviate the necessity
for drilling holes, and considerable time
and labour are thus saved.
The Neu. London Electron Irorka, Ltd.,
East Ham, London.
(11)
EKCO.
•
H.T. Adaptor Type M1.—This is for
use on a D.C. supply circuit only, and
fits into the standard lamp-holder.
Its
erall dimensions are no greater than
the household electric lamp; it forms
a ‘ery compact and useful unit for the
supply of H.T. current to a receiver with
a limited number of valves. Voltages of
60. 90 or 120 can be obtained with different units, and a maximum current of
10 milliamps is available.
The price of
this unit is only 17s. 6d.
A comprehensive range of battery
eliminators for both A.C. and D.C.
supply circuits are manufactured by this
firm. and a special model for D.C. only
enables H.T., L.T. and grid bias to be
obtained from one unit.
D
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Stand to Stand Report.—
Mains Receiver..—An "All from the
mains" receiver dispensing with an outside aerial is made a special feature, and
embodies a high-frequency amplifying
valve, a detector and two stages of low.
frequency amplification.
A switch enables both short and long wavelengths to
be received without changing coils.
E. E..Cole, Ltd., Ekco Worke, Loudon
Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.
251))

tr .

EMACO.

A large sele.:tion of highly attractive
cabinets of all types are shown, not only
for the purpose of housing wireless re-

Wou'licl
(244)
EMPIRE ELECTRIC.
An exhibit which is completely unique
in
the
show
is
a special
station
locator, consisting of a map, a compass
and a locating device. By making use of
this instrument anybody, no matter in
what part of the country he lives, can
at once ascertain the exact direction of
any broadcasting station, thus enabling
him to rotate his frame aerial or his
portable receiver to the correct position
for picking up any given station ; the
whole is enclosed in a unique case and
can easily be slipped into a breast
po..ket.
Needless to say, a high-class
portable receiver of thoroughly sound
design is shown.
It is very interesting to note that the weight ;if this receiver is only 15 lb., thus bringing it
into the class of a true portable which
can be carried a considerable distance
without fatigue.
Batteries and loudspeaker are included in the receiver, and
at the modest price of 10 guineas it is
good value for money. A de luxe model
can be obtained for 12 guineas.
Ens pire Electric ('o., .703, Fusion Rood,
London,

I

Earth dip made from Electron " SimpleStrip."

ceivers but also for fitting to existing
reproducing units. The receiver cabinets
present a very attractive appearance,
some models having an oval opening in
the front.
The loud-speaker cabinets
may be obtained completely fitted with
internal sound chamber, and are very well
finished.
All that remains to be done
is to introduce one of the many loudspeaker units now upon the market and
a handsome cabinet type of loud-speaker
is then available at i"omparatively small
expenditure.
High quality filament resistances and
similar components are also shown, but
probably the most interesting component
are the new E.M.C. coil, complete with
screen, which is designed on thoroughly
scientific lines.
Enterprise Manufacturing CO., Ltd.,
Enlace) House. (rape Street, Shaftesbury
Avenue, London, W.C.2.

Ekco HT
1113)
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Battery Adaptor.
EMPRESS.

" Classic " 4-valve Receiver.—A combination of high-frequency amplifier with
neutralised transformer, detector and two
transformer-coupled L. F. stages. There
is a wavelength change-over switch and
another switch for eliminating the last
valve.
Both L.F valves are of the low
impedance type.
The increasingly popular "edgewise " dials are.used, and they
are mounted side by side so that tuning
may be carried out with two fingers of
one hand. As the condensers may be set
so that they are " in step " over a large
part of the tuning scale, it is almost correct to say that there is a single control
only.
The same firm produces another and
cheaper receiver having the same valve
combination but with a " gang " condenser for tuning both circuits.
It is
priced at £13, without accessories, but including royalty.
Empress Radio and Elec. Co., 105,
Union Street, Stonehouse, Plymouth.
(94)

The Ekco Combined Baiter, Eliminator
H.T., L.T. and grid bias for. D.C. malee.

4,9

EUREKA.

A new product on this stand is the
Orthodyne five-valve receiver.
This is

entirely self-contained and is intended for
home use. The finish is excellent and may
be liad in oak or mahogany. The loudweaker, iihieh is housed in the lid, is a

Four-valve
Ekco
Receiver H.T., L.T.
and grid bias from D.C. mains.

Celestion, and is surrounded by the frame
aerial. Single dial tuning is adopted and
tho H. F. transformers are interchangeable
foi' long and short waves.
A new condenser, the "Loga-cyclic,"
has been developed to obtain greater
spacing of the more powerful stations at
the upper and lower limits of the broadtest band, and other special condensers
are on view. The "Loga-cyclic " is supplied with an ebonite coupling sleeve for
ganging, and the end moving vane is independently adjustable for balancing purposes.
" Eureka "
transformers
and
the
" Ortho-cyclic " condenser
are
again
chow n.
7'he
Portable
Utilities Co., Ltd.,
Eureka House, Fisher Street, London,
W.C.1.
(154)

EVER-READY.

Power Type High-tension Batteries.—
This is a new and popular size of H.T.
battery, the 64-volt model, selling at
17s. 6d.
The %thole of the top of the
battery is sealed against ingress of moisture by a waxed sheet of cardboard, and
in order to obtain contact with a wander
plug tilts cardboard has to be punctured.

The

Supreme cabinet,
Enterprise mtg.

made

co.

by

the

The idea is obviously a good one in that
it protects the purchaser from obtaining
batteries that have already been used for
'feminist rat ion, etc.
Grid Bias Batteries.—These are now
made tapped in 1,-volt, steps up to 16
volts. This is an advantage where power
valves are concerned, as in the past it
has been necessary to connect two smaller
batteries in series.
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Stand to Stand Report.—
A feature of importance is the metal
casing of Ever-Ready high-tension batteries which, for hc me use and especially

Station Locator.
Out of the unique
features of the exhibLion made by the
Empire Electric Co.

for export„work, is of importance for protection against moisture.
l' rer-Ready Co. ((.reat Britain), Ltd.,
mecoles Place, Holloway, .V.7.
(187)

EXIDE.

13-volt Accumulator Type 3 CZ4,110L.—
This 6-volt accumulatw consists of a
cleanly moulded container divided into
three compartments, and is provided with
a removable lid. The assembly is carried
out on similar lines to the self-starter
batteries used in cars, and will stand up
to a fairly heavy discharge.
H.T. Batteries.—A novel feature of the
new high-tension accumulators is the employment of 10-volt units from which batteries of 20, 40 and 60 volts can be readily
assembled. Each unit consists of a glass
container having five separate cornpartments, and the plates are constructed to
have a long life under normal working
conditions. These units can be obtained
tapped at every two volts should it be
desired to employ an accumulator in place
of the usual dry battery for obtaining
grid bias.
D.H.G.—The extensive use of low consumption valves necessitates the employment of an L.T. accumulatw capable of
being discharged at a very slow rate without deteriorating or showing signs of internal sulphation, and the D.H.G. type of
2-volt cell would seem to he admirably
suited for this purpose.
The plates are
constructed on the "mass " principle and
are very thick. A slow discharge of 1.000
hours will not damage the accumulator.
and in addition this can he left charged
for a period of six months without sulnhation or other detriment. It naturally
follows that
accumulator of this type

The Empress Classic Four—vase Recel er
has edgewise condenser dials placed
side by side.

SEPTEMBER 28th, 1927.

cannot be charged at the normal rate, and
certain precautions are necessary in this
The charging rate for these
direction.
special accumulators is marked on the
instructional label, and must not be
exceeded, otherwise the working life of
the cells will be adversely affected.
Unspillable Accumulators.—The increasing popularity of the self-contained portable sets would not be so marked if a
suitable L.T. battery were not available,
and the wide range of cells specially constructed for this purpose proves that the
makers of "Exide " batteries realise the
potentialities of this type of receiver.
Special crates and carrying devices for
all types of H.T. and L.T. batteries are
prov.
ided, and by the use of these the
burden of carrying the batteries to the
chareiwc station is considerably lessened.
Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.,
Clifton Junction, Manchester.

(142)

FERRANTI.

It is not out of place to draw attention again to the new type of Ferranti

(118)
FELLOWS.
" Little Giant " 2-valve Receiver.—
There have been interesting changes in
the design of the majority of Fellows
receivers, including that of this particular
set.
The
increasing
need
for
selectivity seems
to have been fully
realised ;a coupled aerial circuit. in conjunction with
bottom-bend
detection,
tends ti ceduce damping. Grid bias for

!Cede D.H.G. Accumulator for very slow
discharge at a low rate.

The

Empress

Concert

Receiver,

"gang " control.

with

the detector valve, which is of the highmagnification type, is obtained by utilising the drop of potential across its rheostat, which is connected in the negative
L.T. lead.
Coupling to the detector is
by means of a resistance of high value,
and reaction is capacity-controlled.
The
tuning condenser is of the logarithmic
type, and a metal panel is fitted to this
and all the new models.
" Premier " 4-valve
Receiver.—The
general arrangement is similar to that of
the two-valve set, the same detecting and
L.F. coupling device being used. The
H.F. valve is coupled by interchangeable
transformers, balanced by means of a
fixed neutralising condenser. The aerialgrid transformer is also of the plug-in
variety, and there is a selector switch
for three or four valves. A special base
for the batteries is supplied as au extra.
Both LP*. stages are resistance-coupled.
Cabinet Loud-speaker.—A reed drive
transmits vibration to a " doped " fabric
cone, which is in tension.
The instrument is of particularly neat appearance.
and is supplied in black crystalline hiiish.
as well as in oak or mahogany.
FrlIn'ex Mfg. r'o., Ltd., f'1111,b, rliond
Arenne, Park Royal, Willesden, X. trio.

audio-hequency transformer, the A.F.5.
Still maintaining the 1 to 3.5 primary to
secondary ratio, the primary inductance
is 120/15.
0 henries when passing 4/2.5 mA.
Response curves show that with a 17,000
ohm four-volt valve of the 0.1 class an
amplification of 50 is obtained throughout the larger portion of the audible
scale. The droop in the curve at 50 and
8,000 cycles is only 8 per cent., quite an
indiscei-nible
amount.
Although
the
curves terminate at 50 cycles, it is understood that at as low a frequency as 32
cycles the amplification still remains at
about 60 per cent. of the maximum, showing the performance of this transformer
to closely approach perfection. As with
other Ferranti transformers, the practice
of inteinally bridging the primary with

Exide

3C1.4 IGL

6—yolt

Accumulator.
D '.'..

77-141reril., 11ptle.
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mall by-pass condenser is retained.
opportunity is afforded at this stand
!xami»ing the unique construction of
ranti transformers.
idle Meters.—The introduction of a
e of first-grade meters at moderate
es has long been awaited by the radio
istry, and the new Ferranti meters
contribute largely to the obtaining of
roved reception by revealing errors in
working conditions of valves. Equal
viternal finish to high grade instruits the new meters are fitted with
rsonval jewelled movements, a unique
gn of magnetic circuit, a fuse to prothe winding and, in the case of the
!e-range instrument, a switch which in
tging the scale alters the external circonnections. External short circuits
avoided by using moulded cases. A
prehensive range of milliammeters and
meters are %Old at the low price of
,and the descriptive pamphlet giving
?.s and sizes is well worth securing.
ermanent
Trickle
Charger.-1ntided. an entirely new form of battery
ser has made its appearance in the

ne

of

the new low-priced Precision
Meters of F
ti.

ranti range. Little technical informais available although it is understood
t the rectifying unit is of the dry
eand at the sanie time indestructible,
evidenced by the fact that access canbe readily obtained to the interior.
has no valves to burn out, chemicals to
ew, or vibrating parts to get out of
er. The charging rate is 0.5 ampere.
'errant' Components.—It is interesting
observe that bridging condensers and
ide resistances, together with specially
iigned low-frequency chokes of large
-rent-carrying capacity, as well as a
d-speaker of the horn type, are new
rrauti products making their first
iearance at this Exhibition.
7erranli. Ltd..
La nyaeire.
h
(81)
FORMO.
Formo-Densor.—This component proles a means of varying the capacity
,ween small limits in a coupling conaser. The dielectric is mica, and the
istructor will find many uses in which
!light adjustment of capacity, where he
s hitherto usel a fixed condenser, is
importance.
illuminated Condenser Dial —When revers are operated in a dark corner of
.00m this condenser dial, behind which
a small flash lamp bulb operated from
L.T. battery. will prove of value.
semi-transparent ivorine scale is read
-nigh a small window, and a template
D 21

WteeiliSZO
is provided so that the correct-shaped
hole can be cut in the panel.
Ganged Log Condensers.—Logarithmic
condensers provide the only proper means
of simultaneously tuning two or more
circuits, and so as to arrange for the
ganging of separate single condensers a
small universal joint giving slight flexi-

The Ferranti Battery charger embodying
a new type of dry rectifier.

bility to the drivé can be supplied. This
is considerably cheaper than purchasing
a built-up ganged condenser.
Individual
Ganged
Condenser.—The
unique design of this instrument in which
there are three separate condensers is
such that, although the three sets of
moving vanes are controlled by the centre
vernier dial by means of a linking arm,
individual adjustment can be made to
each condenser, if necessary, to ensure
their remaining in step.
The collapsible aluminium screening
box to contain all the components for a
high-frequency stage will appeal to those
who appreciate that stability is not only
obtained by neutralisation of the valve
capacity.
The Forma ro., Crown Works, Crieklewood Lone.
(140)
G.E.C.
8-valve Stab i
I
ised Receiver.—Duplicate
equipment to cover the long and
short broadcast wave range is a feature
of this stabilised receiver, consisting of
two H.F. stages. valve detector, and
three L.F. stages.
The multi-contact
wave change device is cleverly designed,
nod consists of double springs for every
contact, engaging on short pins projecting from the H.F. screening boxes. By.
means of a breakjack the output from a
gramophone pick-up can he applied to

The new Parex Screened Valve Holder
seen at the stands of several wholesalers.

421
the L.F. amplifier, which, by the way,
would seen' to be a feature of all "Oecophone " sets this season. Two forms of
volume control are fitted, one regulating
the filament current to the H.F. valves
and the other a potential divider in the
L.F. amplifier.
8-valve Portable.—This is an entirely
new set incorporating two H.F. stages
tuned
by means of
two
dials.
A
two-position range switch changes over
front 250-650 to 740-2,200 without recourse to the (-hanging of plug-in coils.
The L.F. stages are transformer-coupled,
the output operating a cone loud-speaker
built in the cabinet.
Combined
H.T.
and L.T.
Battery
Charger.—An entirely new accessory is a
compact electrolytic rectifier giv ing output suitable for H.T. and L.T. battery
charging. The H.T. rectifier consists of
four small cells for full-wave rectification,
and the L.T. output is obtained from a
three-electrode electrolytic rectifier of
slightly larger dimensions in a single
container.
Banks of H.T. batteries are also to be
seen fitted
with suitable electrolytic
rectifiers so that the batteries can be
readily put on charge.
Cone Loud-speakers.—The diaphragm
and drive of last season's "Standard

Formo-Densor: Small-capecit) \ariable
Condenser with mica dielectric.

cone
loud-speakers
are
now
available in other mountings.
One toi,
renient form is an anangernent for either
hanging from a picture rail or for standing vertically, and another is fittud in a
walnut fire screen, the increased ilinicasions probably improving the :win:tic
properties. In the cabinet range. ()..ilig
to the increased available depth. a ikoucr
cone can be accommodated, the si.:es
being actually curved so that the diaphragm is conoidal in shape. The chive
and mechanism is of the balanced armature type.
Osram Valves.—A new valve of the
super-power type has been added to the
2-volt Osram range having air impedance
of 3,000 ohms and the relatively high
amplification factor of 3:5. This result is
obtained by large filament surface area,
the filament being long, in the form of a
"%V," and passing a current of 0.4
amperes.
Other new valves are the
4-volt
series
D.E.L.,
D.E. H. , and
D.E.P.410.
As a guide to the home constructor a

4111101
P
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Stand to Stand Report.—
receiving set is shown using the new
Osram screened valve, type S625.
The
tuning inductances only. are in metal
boxes, though screening for the tuning
condensers gnd
wiring
results
from
placing the condensers in the recesses
between the metal boxes.
A pamphlet
is available giving full information concerning this valve and showing in a circuit diagram exactly how to use it.
Ge ne rill Meet ric
Ltd_ Magnet
House, Kingswriy, Lmidnn, IVY: .2.

Formo Collapsible Screening Box for •
stage of H.F. amplification.

P •'...weelelIMM.Wiel

various Indian woods.
The receiver
embodies a high-frequency amplifier, a
detector and one stage of low-frequency
amplification; selectivity, simplicity of
operation and qualitv of reproduction
have been given preference over sensitivity.
The
mains model can be obtained
with an additional stage of L.F. amplification, and a switch is provided to
enable three or four valves to be brought
into operation.
When the switch is in
the three-valve position the first L.F.
stage is put out of circuit, the last valve
being used under all conditions as the
output valve.
Inductance Coils.—All Clambrell coils
can now be obtained with a tapping
brought out from the electrical centre of
the coil, thus enabling their employment
in neutralised tuned anode circuits where
a centre tapping is required.
It is interesting to note that since the first coil
was made 15.000.000 of the small strips
spacing each layer have been used, each
une having been assembred by hand.
Buzzer Wavemeter.—Thi3 . wavemeter
lia› been designed to meet the requirenenta of experimenters who desire an
accurately calibrated instrument for research work.
A switch enables the
buzzer to be put in or out of use as the
c-easion demands.
The new Gambrell
buzzer is incorporated, and when the

SEPTE.VBER 281/1, 1927.
arrangement comprises a regenerative detector followed by a transformer-coupled
L.F. amplifier; reaction is controlled by
two moving coils operated through a reduction gear.
Waveband change is by
means of a switch which eliminatee a part
of the aerial coil for short-wave reception.

A useful plug, the tags being released by •
plunger. A new G.E.C. product.

The valves are of a new type, having
double " V " filaments with an external
connection. When one filament is broken,
or when its emission fails, the other may
be put into circuit. The consumption is
slightly over 0.1 amp at about 1.4 volt.
The holders are of interesting design.

(69)
GAMAGE.
Remote Control Relay.—This relay is
intended for use in receivers embodying
a remote control circuit. Current is consumed only at the moment of operating
the relay, and no wasteful drain is therefore imposed on the battery. The switch
is enclosed in a mahogany box and all
brass contacts are heavily lacquered.
A.
(:rtrnago. Ltd
High Holborn,

w.

(66)
CAMBRELL.
3-valve Mains Receiver.—The Cabinet
three -ialve recei‘ey has been designed to
work entirely from the house mains, two
models being available, one for D.C.
mains and the other for AC'. mains. The
receiver is totally enclosed in a handsomely finished cabinet constr uct ed from

The Wave-change Switch fitted to the H.F. intervalve coupling of the Gecophone
Six-valve Receiver.

most suitable adjustment has been found
will remain constant over a long period.
The instrument can be supplied with
coils and charts to cover wavelengths of
Irons 20 metres to 7.000 metres. and each
coil is separately calibrated.
The price
of the wavemeter type D with two cali•
bratel •( Is
Heterodyne Wavemeters.—In many respects similar to the buzzer type of wavemeter but embodying an
oscillating
valve.
C'alibrated Coils to cover wavelengths of from 50 to 7.000 metres can
he supplied with this instrument.
Grim brell Brno., Ltd., 76,
Victoria
Street, London,
(45-48)

Formo Illuminated Dial. On the left iN a
template for cutting away the panel.

GENERAL

RADIO.

The standard ta i, valve receiver lias
been completely redesigned, and includes
several interesting features.
The circuit

with spring contacts to the pins and a
single-turn helical phosphor-bronze spring
as a shock-absorber.
There is no sed
dielectric between the pins.
The provision of a new two-fluid pri•
mary cell ae standard L.F. equipment mar
be regarded as revolutionary.
A zinc
electrode is contained in a porous pot,
which is in turn surrounded by a carbon
plate, the whole being fitted in a moulded
case.
The cell is re-charged with tw,.
solutions prepared by dissolving tablets in
tap water, and a new zinc (which is, of
course, consumed during the process of
discharge) is supplied with each chaige.
The title of " Filonator" is applied to
this cell, which is sold separately.
The loud-speaker, with a 4-inch metal
cone, is included in the cabinet, on the
front panel of which are mounted tw.,
edgewise dials (for tuning and reaction¡,
an " on-off " switch, and a wave-change
D 22
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switch. Magnifying glass windows facilitate the reading of dial settings.
General Radio Co., Ltd.„ Regent
Street, 1V.1.
(235)
GILLAN.
Those who are in search of a really
high-class receiver, which at the same time
is relatively inexpensive and tastefully
designed in the matter of external
appearance,
might
well
consider
a
visit to this stand.
.4 large number of
high-class models are shown, from the
small and inexpensive one-valve set to
the large "Monodyne 4" receiver.
In
addition, a soundly constructed portable
containing an internal loud-speaker built
on novel lines should not he missed.
Various other components, such as the
Whin "Charge Adapta " for charging
wireless batteries
from
the lighting
system of motor cars, should also be
examined by the visitor.
nadin-Blertrie, Ltd., 64, High
Holborn, London, W.C.1.

U .
F.,
shog
Wouild
guaranteed by the manufacturers to be
absolutely constant in the matter of resistance and are quite unaffected by climatic conditions or by the application of
high voltages.
It is stated that one
of the tests which had been carried out
was alternately boiling and then connecting across electric light mains, subsequent tests showing no change in rèsistance value. The standard type of grid
leak selling at the extremely low price
of is. 3d. particularly meets the requirements of the amateur owing to the
fact that it is fitted with spring plungers
at each end. This not only enables it to
make good contact with the clips supplied
by the firm, but also means that it may

1
(218)
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(211)
GRIPSO.
The chief feature of this stand is a
large number of well-finished small corn- .
poneuts, including terminals. earthing
clips. Pitt ends, wander plugs, spade tags,
etc., which are justly proving very popular with the more discerning of the visitors to the Exhibition. From a close
inspection of the articles shown it is
evident that they have been designed as
a result of considerable practical experience.
L. H. Reid and Co., 32, Victoria
Street, London, S.

GRAHAM FARISH.

A new G.E.C. product. An Electrolytic
Charg tr for H.T. anl L.T. b.maritt.

the middle of an interesting item in the
programme, by insertion of this device
crystal reception can
be carried on
straight away on the telephones.
R. F. Graham and Co., Norbiton Engineering Works, 45 and 47, Cambridge
Road. Kinggton-on-Thamee.

Gambrell 4-valve Receiver for A.C. mains.

(78)
GOTTLIEB.
Instrument Wires.—A good selection of
all types of wire is demonstrated in plain,
enamelled, cotton and silk coverings.
Those who wish to wind their own coils,
chokes, etc., should find interest in this
exhibit.
Xtratone Plus Valve UnIL—This is a
device for quickly incorporating a further
stage of I,.F. amplification in an existing
receiver.
It takes the form of a small
3-inch cylinder, with four pins in the
base to plug into the valve-holder of the
last valve of the set. Two valve-holders
are placed at the top of the unit, and by
inserting valves in these a further stage
of resistance capacity coupling is added
without altering the wiring of the set.
J. L. Gottlieb and en., Ltd., 89, Upper
7/rimes Stre•t, London, E.C.

A very interesting R.C. coupling unit
in which, by means of a special design of
fitting, it is possible to mount the unit
in several different ways is to be seen
The anode resistance and grid leak are

423

The G.E.C. Cone Loud-speaker. The dip
may be used for supporting from the
picture rail.

be used with any make of clip. Few experimenters have not been annoyed at
some time or other when using leaks and
clips of different manufacture in their receivers to find that the grid leak was
either too large or too small for the clip.
This device completely overcomes this
iiitficulty. Anode resistances are also obtainable with spring plunger ends, thus
rendering them of equal utility.
l'hr Graham Pariah Manufacturing Co.,
17, MaRan'x Hill. Brantley. Kent.
(201)
GRAHAM (R.F.).
On this stand
is shown a large
variety of the well-known " Norbex " devices for wireless receivers, including
plugs and sockets of various types, panel
mounting valve sockets, and other interesting features of a similar type.
Of
particular interest is a universal crystal
detector made to plug into any valve receiver.
Supposing that batteries fail in

(el)
GROSVENOR BATTERIES.
A large variety of high-tension batteries
are shown on this stand, ranging from
108-volt high-tension units at 15s. to 9.
volt grid bias batteries at is. 11d. These
batteries are of comparatively small
dimensions and are admirably suited for
use in portable receivers.
On the stand is a long list of manufacturers of portable sets who make use
of Grosvenor batteries in their products.
The Grodeenor liatt•ro Co., Ltd., ()rimrenor Works, Loterr High Street, Watford, Herts.

The General Radio Standard Receiver.
Filament current is supplied by a new
type of two-fluid cell.
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(168)
HALCYON.
Portable 5-valve Receiver.—This set is
entirely self contained, with Celestion
loud-speaker built in; it has a very neat
appearance, and the cabinet work is of
the highest order. Above the grille which
covers the loud-speaker is a hinged lici.
which when shut conceals the recessed
'controls.
There is only one tuning dial

eallrefflt:lt

the
frame aeriai. the two highfrequency valves being choke-coupled and
aperiodic.
Capacity-controlled reaction
gives a smooth means of controlling
volume, and an interesting feature is the
provision of a small red flash-lamp bulb
which glows when the valve filaments are
alight.
By means of a low-capacity
switch added inductance can be brought
into circuit for long-wave tuning; it is
thus unnecessary to make use of any plugin units either in the aerial or the H.F.
stages. Should greater volume of signals
than that given by the built-in loudspeaker be required, an external loudspeaker may be plugged into a socket provided for that purpose. An outside aerial
fur

6.000 milliampere-hours lias been produced.
These are sold in 10- or 15-cell
units (20 or 30 volts), mounted in a solid
teak crate in such a manner that one

battery may be placed on top of another
in order to economise space.
The eels
are contained in cylindrical glass jars
with sealed tops.
Another battery, with acapacity of from
1,500 to 3,000 Milliampere-hours, depending nit the rate of discharge, is assembled
in glass containers having separate compartments for six cells, and internal ribs
to avoid the need for separators.
Hart Arrumulator t'o., Ltd., Marshyate
Lone, Stratford, R.15.
(114,

,
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The Graham Farish Plug-in Coil is very
substantially built.

Gottlieb's
Xtratone
double-valve fitment, whereby an extra stage of L.P. can
be added without alteration to wiring.

L_____

three-valve receiver (detector, two L.F.)
provision for connection of a gramophone
pick-up is provided by a jack, the contacts of which automatically convert the
detector into a first stage L.F. amplifier
by making a suitable change to its grid
bias voltage. The change from long to
short wavelengths (or vie, verso) is mad .
by a switch, and a special short-wave cod
for waves of the order of 100 metres is
also supplied. The batteries are contained
in the cabinet.
Hart Collins, Ltd., 38a, Beeiburough
•treet, S.11 ..1.
(254)
HENDERSON.
One iif the most interesting exhibits
shown is the "Kwik " Tester, which
consists virtually of a small oblong box
on which are mounted a valve holder
and a Neon lamp. With this instruibent
tint only can a rapid point to-point continuity test be made of wiring comiections but instruments such as L.F. ti ansformets and chokes can be examined in a

HART COLLINS.

receiver of particidatly pleasing appearance supplied in
either •an oak or mahogany cabinet.
Tuning control is by a single condenser.
as the two high-frequency stages are
coupled by chokes which "peak" on the
short waveband and act as pure chokes on
long waves.
" Hartley " type reaction
between the detector and frame and detector is included.
9-valve Cabinet Receiver.—fn the new
" Portable

Five."—A

The hart Large-capacity H.T. Battery.

The Graham Parish R.C. Unit.

and earth may be used if desired. wheit.
of course, the directional properties of
the frame are no longer useful.
The
weight of the set with 48 ampere-hour
accumolator is only 35 lb.. and the price
complete and including royalties is 32
guineas.
Halcyon Wirt'/es
op-idy Co., Ltd.,
110, A";i
/Abridge, S.
(
112) HART.
Small-sized high-tension accumulators
are of little use in ambitious receivers
having two or three paralleled supetpower valves in the output stage, muid for
heavy duty a battery with a capacity of

Halcv on

Portable Five Receiver
single tuning control.

with

manner far more rapid and sati›,fact,,ry
than the old "telephones and dry cell "
method. A modern valve, which. owing
to its absence of filament glow, gives iii
visible indication of whether or no its
filament has burnt out, can be inserted
in the valve-holde'r provided and the required information immediately obtained.
At the modest price of 12s. 6d. this
tester should find its way into every enthusiast's wireless den. Other and more
ambitious testing instruments employing
the Neon lamp principle are on show.
H.T. battery eliminators suitable for
D.C. mains are shown in great variety,
.from the No. 1 unit, which supplies an
output of 12mA. at 60 volts, to the No.
4 (al, which gives two variable and one
fixed voltage tappings, being thus eminently suitable for the experimenter. The
A.C. unit, which has been designed by a
very well known radio engineer, employs
D 24
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full wave rectification, and gives an output sufficient for even the largest type of
receiver.
The Henderson portable receiver, which
is designed for both long and short wavelengths contains a built-in Celestial loudspeaker and presents a very handsome
appearance which is in keeping with its

Hart Collins Portable Five-valve Receiver.

well designed circuit.
A waterproof
cover is also supplied for the instiument.
W. J. Ilenel,ronn and Cu., LW.. 351,
lorrMflell Rom). South
ngt
Lun•
(Ion. 5.11 ..10.
(258 ) H.T.C.
S.doe e.
tremely at tractive receivers
are seen on this stand, together with
mode's of H.T. eliminators and

The Hart Collins Cabinet Three with
enclosed
batteries
and provision
for
100-metre reception.

L.T. chargers which have evidently been
%cry carefully constructed. Probably the
wrist interesting feature of all is the
two-valve set, which can be obtained
romplete with loud-speaker for the very
reasonable sum of £6 4s.
It should be
pointed out that this price includes the
complete outfit.
Arrangements can also
be made to obtain the receiver on the deferred payment system on very reasonable
terms.
A complete three-valve receiver
on the same terms can also be obtained.
D23
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and the moderate price of 8 guineas is in makes its Iii -L ilppPii11111CP 011.4
ernpkys
simil it
its favour.
in the Neu! costal,:
yen. namely,
The H.T. Electrical Co., Ltd., 2,
of H.F. amplification before the fist
non Marks
Road,
Bal ham,
London,
detector valve, a separate oscillator,
W.12.
second detector. and une stage of low(148449)
MBA NIC.
frequency amplificatias
L.F. Transformers.—Three types of L.P.
Iraustorinets are proluitient among the
new components manufactured by this
company :the type a, in two ratios. 3.6
to 1 and 7.2 to 1; type F. 3.5 to 1: and
the metal-shrouded Super Audioformer.
The lower ratio of the Ci type is intended
for use in the first stage of an amplifier,
and the 7.2 to 1 ratio in the second stage,
or in the anode circuit of low impedance
valves.
Micro Condenser and Balancing Condenser.—The micro condenser and balancing condenser are now made for both
panel and baseboard mounting, the later
type being provided with a long ebonite
handle to keep
down hand capacity
effects. The panel mounting type is fitted
with a conical metal sheath, and the
spindle is in two rarts joined by an
ebonite link.
This method of construetion enables the condenser to be attached
to a metal panel without first bushing the
holes with in.ulating material.
H.F. Choke.— Low- frequency oscillation
in a multi-valve set is often caused by
H.F. oscillations finding their way into
the L.F. portion of the amplifier, and the
high-frequency choke made by the Igranic
Company will prove an effective filter
when included in the anode circuit of
Hendersi..8 Portable Receiver, with Celestials
the detector valve, with the usual byLoud-speaker built in.
pass condenser to negative filament.
H.T. Supply Units.—Included in the
Short-wave Outht.—An exhibit of outrange of battery eliminators for A.C.
standing interest is a kit of parts flout
mains is an auto-charger H.T. unit which
which a three-valve short wave receiver.
supplie, the revived anode potential to
embod cing a high-frequency amplifier. l'iUm
the valves of the receiver, and charges
be constructed.
The question of Il I...
the 1.T. accumulator when the set is
amplification on wavelengths in the legion
not in use.
A special cut-out is incorof 20 metres bas always been one cf coo.
porated which switches off the charging
sidera ''he coctroversv. •but by the esieful
current when the accumulator is fully
design of the H.É. transformer and
charged.
The advantage of this is that
special idtention to perfect ..eut ridisation il
the unit requires no personal attention
of the circuit this company have ov PI Collie
and the accumulator cannot be damaged
the difficulty.
The essential parts, conby overcharging should this be left con•
sisting of i-wo special short-wave II.F.
nected to the supply for a longer period
transformers (20-40 metres). two mountileg
than would otherwise lie necessary.
A
bases.
aluminium
screens, and three
red lamp glows when the unit is supplyspecial H.F. chokes, are priced at £2 5a.
ing H.T. and L.T. to the receiving set
The wavelength can be extended to 81
and a green lamp is alight when the
metres if desired, and for this purpii,e
accunmlatcr is being charged.. When the
two additional II.F. transformers. whitit
automatic cut-out conies into operation
cover the wavelengths 40-80 metres, si e
and disconnects the accumulator from the
available at 19s. the pair.
charging circuit the green lamp is extinguished.
An ammeter indicates the
rate of charge and discharge of the L.T.
accumulator.
Supersonic Heterodyne Outfits.—When
it, is desired to receive distant stations
under the shadow of a main broadcasting
station a receiver possessing a very high
degree of selectivity is called for.
The
supersonic heterodyne receiver enables
distant stations to be received under
these conditions, even though their wavelengths are closely related to that of il •P
local. The Igranic six-valve and sevenvalve supersonic outfits will therefoie lie
of interest to all who desire to achieve
this
in
similar
circumstances.
The
The Henderson " Kwik Tester " is exsix-valve outfit was shown at lost season's
tremely simple.
exhibition, but the seven-valve outfit

-
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.., - tjaventery
Portable
Set.—A
5-stalve
portable receiver for the réception of
Daventry, 5XX, employs a circuit consisting of two H.F. valves, a detectoe,
and two L.F. stages. the first being
resistance-capacity
coupled
and
the
second transformer coupled.
5-Valve Neutralised Set. —For distant
reception using an elevated aerial and the
usual earth connection a five-valve neutralised receiver has been designed. This
incorporates two stages of stabilised H.F.
amplification, and the construction is in
accordance with the usual high standard
linked with the name Igranic.
Igronie Electric Co.,
Ltd., Meow
Works, Bedforel.

not fail to examine the electrical pickup and amplifier.
A large number of
plug-in
coils and six-pin type coils
compete with screen are also shown.
7'he ,1.11. IV ireleee Co., 6 and 8, Roseberg Avenue, Clerleenteell,

The

(35)

A popular two-valve outfit, a product of
the H.T. Electrical Co.

(49)

INDURITE.

The average wireless user will not be
fami:iar with the moulding material produced by this firm. Neverthe:ess, in spite
of the fact that it has been only recently
introduced on the wireless market, it is
already
used
by
several
well-known
manufacturers.
Its insulation resistance
is high, mechanical strength is good and
mouldings are exceptionally clean.
The
fact that it is fireproof is conclusively
demonstrated, and its colour is stated to
be unaffected by sunlight.
Eighteen diffetent colours are supplied, as well as
grained surfaces.
Two-colour mouldings
may be produced at a single operation.
Indurite, Ltd.. 430, New Stone Build52, rhaneerg Lane, London, W.P.2.
(229)

SEPTEMBER 28th.

igranic

JACKSON

(230)
JUNIT.
Those amateurs who find difficulty in
soldering could not do better than pay
a visit to this stand, where Jana, wire,
which requires no solder and no flux, is
shown. This wire carries its own supply

Shc twave

anos.

Neutralising Condenser.—The electrodes
of this condenser take the form of concentric cylinders with a dielectric of
glass.
A smooth control is arranged by
the inner cylinder having a fine threaded
control rod to which is fixed an ebonite
knob.
This condenser is fro- baseboard
mounting only.
The minimum capacity
is 1.5 and the maximum 20 micromicrofarads.
Log. Candensers.—A good range of
logarithmic condensers is being shown
both as single condensers and ganged
multiple condensers.
The spindles are
all arranged with ball bearings at either
end, and slow-motion devices having
friction drives at-e fitted as optional.
In
the gauged condensers slight differential
movement is obtained by allowing small
latitude of movement between iodividual
condensers, which can be arrested at will
by a grub screw.
Jach•on Brae., 8, Poland Sheet, Oxford
Street, W.1.

1927.

Outfit

assembled.

of solder in a groove on each side of the
wire, and all that is needed is the touch
of a hot iron and the job is done. For
those, however, who prefer to make use
of ordinary solder and flux, the Junit
Pearpoint soldering it-on is available.
This device; by a very ingenious arrangement, reduces the troubles of ordinary
soldering by the novice to a minimum.
¡unit
Manufacturing
Co.,
Ltd.,
" Napier ¡buse," 24-27, High Holborn,
London, 1V.C.1.
(221)

L.E.8.

The principal attraction shown by this
firm
is
an
interesting
radio-control
clock designed for switching the wireless
receiver on or off at any •predetermined
time. Being wholesalers, most of their
stand is devoted to the products of
various manufacturers which are dealt
with elsewhere.
Landon Electric Store., Ltd., 9, St.
Martin'e Street. Leireeter Square, If.C.2.

J. R. WIRELESS.

Several attractive articles are shown,
including a wavetrap and a three-valve
receiver.
In view of the fact that electrical reproduction of gramophone musk
is becoming popular the visitor should

Receiver

assembled

from

the

igronic

seven-valve

Supersonic

Outfit.
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(117)
LAMPLUGH.
Panel Plate.—It seems probable that the
average amateur welcomes any device
which relieves him of the less interesting
and mechanical side of home construction. If this opinion is correct, this corn-

Auto-charger and H.T. Battery Eliminator
an Igranlc product.

poilent should appeal to those mho are
about to make up simple detector-L.F. receivers. It comprises atuning condenser,
tuning unit with switch to short-circuit
the lung-wave section, and a swinging reaction
coil
These
components
are
innunted on a nicely-finished oval metal
plate (gilt or silvered) measuring 8in. by
4in. This may be mounted on a nooden
panel in the easiest possible manlier, as
the plate itself serves as a drilling
template.
An excellently finished but low priced
tao -valve set selling at
£6 5s..
with
rnyalty included, is also exhibited. The
above-mentioned panel plate is used in
its construction.
Lomplugh, Ltd., S. A. King'', Road,
Tetley, Birmingham.

type.
The built-in loud-speaker is a
Celestion. and waveband change is by
means of a simple switch. In fact, the
designers have made every effort to avoid
unnecessary complexity.
A phone jack
is fitted, whereby the loud-speaker is
nutomatic-ally cut mit of circuit. The set
is contained in a well-made leather ease
and weighs only 27 lb. complete. A somewhat similar model, but with four valves,
is also produced.
The glass-enclosed receivers exhibited
by this firm at last year's exhibition attracted considerable attention, and a complete range of improved models is now
shown. The five-valve set (2 H.F., det..
2L.F.) is a particularly good-looking instrument. being mounted on a pedestal
base, sfanding some 3ft. high, and containing a Celestion loud-speaker and all
batteries.
Interchangeable
screened
aerial-grid and intervalve H.F. transformers are fitted.
Longhorn Radio. 941, Albion ¡louse.
Neu. Oxford 5;treet. Tr. r.

Power Transformer for
Eliminators.

lgranic Plug-in Coil with two intermediate
lapping,.

coverings, is produced by this firm, and
all their deservedly popular and wellknown specialities are exhibited.
London Electric Wire CO., find Smith's.
Ltd., 7, Plityhmt8e Yard, Golden Lone,
E.G.!.

igranic

Panel

Mounting Balancing
Condenser.

(105,
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(242)
LEWIS.
H.T. and L.T. chargers in great
variety are a leading feature, these instruments being of au unusually compact
and
pleasing appearance.
They
ale
obtainable both for A.C. and D.C. mains.
A unique pole finder of a chemical pattern selling at 5s. 6d. should appeal to
many visitors, but possibly the most

Igranic " Spr ingmore " Wander plug.

Battery

106)
LANGHAM.
The Transatlantic Portable.—A good
example of the increasingly popular 5aIve self-contained receiver. It includes
two semi-aperiodic high-frequency amplifying stages of special design. There is
thus a single tuning control only, the
condenser dial being of the " edgewise "

assembled side by aide in a moulded
container.
Litz wire is used, and all
coils now have a centre tap socket, for
which a plug with shrouded head is
provided.
There are also special coils with two
tappings, the position of which is suitably arranged with a view to thei r bei
ng
use.
/1 in " untuned " aerial circuits. etc.
A very wide range of Litz high-frequency cables, in various gauges and

113
LEWCOS.
Ganged Matched Coils.—These H.F.
transformers, with a linked switching
device, are entirely novel. By Operation
of a single knob mounted on the fane of

a panel the necessary switching operation
for transferring from one waveband to
another is effected with a minimum of
trouble.
Two separate transformers are
contained in each scaled screening ease:
these are mounted in line on an ebonite
base, with a suitable spacing to permit of
short and direct connection to adjacent
sections of an ordinary "gang " conden set-.
New Lewcos Golls.—These deservedly
popular components have been completely
redesigned, and are now wound in an efficient single-layer "pancake " form, the
necessary number of single coils be'ng

'Ironic

427

Igranic H.F. Choke dissembled.

intriguing
device
shown
is
the
"Quixo
battery tester.
It is well
known thiit using ait ordinary voltmeter
for accumulator testing a false impression
is often obtained of the true condition of
the battery.
This instrument, however,
when put in contact with the accumulator
cell automatically places a suitable electrical load on the cell so that voltage

Wfiz®Ilem
Welltea

428
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eading is obtained under working conditions.
In addition the dial of the
meter is marked in various colours to
indicate full charge, half charge, and

Jacksoa's

Neutralising Condenser,
glass dielectric.

(3)
LIBERTY.
Two-stage B.C. Unit.—As the amplification from a single resistance-coupled
stage is usually insufficient, two intervalve coupling units are often employed.
The values of the resistances, however,
in the two stages should not be similar,
and consequently the manufacture of a
two-stage unit would seem desirable.
Thus, in the Liberty unit the apparatus
for two resistance-coupled stages is provided resulting in simplifying the external wiring and a saving in cost, the
double unit being sold at 10s. 6d.
H.T. Battery Eliminators.—Making use
of full-wave rectification with a U5 valve,
the Liberty A.C. eliminator is capable of

the more elementary student the value of
grid bias, the method of depolarising in
dry cells, etc. All those who have not a
clear understanding as to the effect the

Lampiugh Panel Plate.

grid bias lias on the high tension battery's
life should not fail to visit this stand.
To show that the small Linen L.F.
transformer is watertight about twenty of •
these are placed in a tank of water, and
ran be taken out and tested at will for
ingress of water.
These transformers
are completely shrouded in a moulding
of Bakelite, and sell at 8s. 6d.
Lis ,wn, Ltd., 18-22. Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.

with

su on, so that it can be used even by
those devoid of all technical knowledge.
11 7. Lewis and Co., 39, Victoria
.vrevt, London, S. IVA.

The L.E.S. Radio Control clock.

giving a heavy output. Ten voltage tappings give potentials up to 120 volts and
three wander plugs provide three voltage
outputs. An aim in design is to produce
a universal instrument for use on all
supplying voltages, and an internal adjustment renders it suitable for use on
A.C. mains potentials for 100 to 250. It
retails at £5 5s., plus cost of valve and
Marconi royalty.
A D.C. eliminator is also available
fitted with a similar liberal smoothing
equipment to that fitted in the A.C.
model. It is suitable for use on all
D.C. supplies from 100 to 250 volts, the
ten voltage tappings giving up to 130
volts at 10 mA.
The D.C. eliminator
sells at £2 5s. and is fully guaranteed.
Heterodyne Wavemeter.—An
unusual

SEPTEMbER 23111. 7927.

(204)
An aid to home constructors: back view
of the Lamplugh Panel Plate.

yet useful accessory is a calibrated wavemeter.
This instrument is fitted with
three plug-in range coils covering wavelengths of 200 to 3,000 metres, calibratiou
being indicated by chart.
It is fitted
with a two-volt valve operated from
external batteries.
Radi-Arc Electrical Co. (19V), Ltd.,
Bennett Street, Chiswick, London, W.4.
(168 & 160)

LISSEN.

Cone Loud-speaker.—This loud -speaker,
selling at tlie popular price of 29s. 6d.,
is designed with a reed drive; at the
same time there is a small horn attached
to the electro -magnetic apparatus, so that
the sound emitted from this is reflected
from the concave surface of the cone.
The loud-speaker is mounted in an artistically finished wooden frame.
Headphones.—Owing to the fatigue
usually associated with wearing heavy
headphones the wireless listener will welcome the Lissen extra light headphones,
by reason of the fact that their weight is
only 4 on. including headband, but
without cord.
The price is extremely
moderate at 8s. 6d.
R.C.C. Coupler.—A compact unit designed so that the grid and anode resistances are easily interchangeable sells
at the popular price of 4s.
The value
of the mica condenser is 0.01 mfd. in
all of these units.
High Voltage Mansbridge Condensers.—
These are essentially designed for work
with battery eliminators; they are contained in a neat moulding and are tested
at 1,000 volts D.C.. and are supplied
in 1. 2 and 4 mfd.
Laboratory Demonstrations.—The Liasen
Company have arranged some interesting
demonstrations on their stand to show

LITHANODE.

Batteries for all purposes and in all
capacities
are shown in bewildering
array. A special form of construction is
adopted, with which it is claimed that
vastly increased life is obtained, and also
that the battery is capable of standing up
to a heavy overload for a far longer
period than is the case with an accuinulator employing a " pasted " positive
¡late.
One of the most interesting features is a substantial-looking doubleduty battery, which is designed so that
it can be used for car lighting and starting in addition to ordinary use um the
wireless set, it being far less cumbersome
than the ordinary type of car accumu
lator.
The Lithanode Co., Ltd., 190, Queen's
Road, Battersea, S. W.8.
(220)
LOCK.
The products of this firm are too well
known to wireless users to need emphasis.
A large selection of high-class cabinets
are shown, including not only the almost
universal upright panel type, but also de
luxe models with fall fronts and cabinet
type doors which are carried out in
various woods.
Cabinets of suitable

•
The

Lamplugh
iwo-vai‘e
receiver.

Popular
D 2.

Wireige30
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dimensions for use with most of the published receiver designs may be examined.
Cabinets having doors with decorated
lacquer panels are worthy of special
mention.
11. and T. Lock, Ltd., St. Peter,
Works, Bath.
(13)

LONDON

METAL

well made and have obviously been carefully designed for the purpose they serve.
Free use is made of mouldings.

WARE-

HOUSES.
Aerial Wire.—An efficient aerial contributes largely to the results obtained from
any receiver, but unfortunately this portion of the receiving equipment is so often
ignored.
This firm provides an assortment of aerial wires from which the wireless user can make a choice. Copper or
phosphor-bronze stranded wires are supplied either bare or enamelled, and, for
use in cases where weight must be considered, a special aluminium stranded
aerial wire is available.
Ellem Terminals.—A range of insulated
terminals in two colours (red and black),

The

Lamplugh

Inter-stage

Screen.

each terminal being clearly marked with
appropriate lettering.
The London Metal Warehouees, Ltd.,
Hill Street, London, ,.E.1.
(225) 'LORIOSTAT.
A large variety of components were
shown, including the " Maluzoto " H.T.
unit, which is extremely compact and is
fitted with two poeitive tappings.
It is
claimed that the output from the instrument is 35 milliamperes. The well-known
"Loriostat" baseboard type of fixedvariable
filament
resistance
is also
shown.
In addition, there is a very
attractive show of smaller components
such as coil plugs and mountings, fixed
pin bases, ebonite wall plugs, phone extension boards and other articles too
numerous to mention.
.4. Ir. Stapleton, 19e, Lorriunore BuildLorrimore
Street,
Walivorth,
'F.17.
(93)
LOTUS.
The principal exhibit is the Lotus remote control relay and loudspeaker extension system. An additional telar unit
has now been developed for sets NN (,rk ing
flop, battery eliminators.
These units
and their associated plugs and jacks are
D 29
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Shrouded L.F. Trans.former.

amplifier, and the lower compartment is
reserved for batterres, records, etc. The
electrical pick-up is sold separately for
35s. and incorporates a volume control
which takes the form of adjustable
mechanical damping.
receiver
is the
Another interesting
" Cube." which is entirely self-contained.
requires no aerial and earth, and works
a loud-speaker within ten miles of a
B.B.C. main station.
Among the numerous components. the
new B.C. coupling unit may be singled
out for. comment.
In appearance it resembles a large valve holder ;indeed, it
incorporates a Magnum " Vibro" valve
holder, and all resistances and condensers are contained in a circular moulded
base with terminals rnd soldering tags
marked for appropriate connection t9 the
external circuit.
The complete unit
costs only 10s. 6d.
Other components
worth examining are the H.F. choke, a

The Lotus range of jacks, coil holders
and spring valve-holders is again shown.
Garnett, Whiteley and Co., Ltd., Lotus
Work., Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.
(57)
M.P.A.
It is in the M.P.A. receiver that the
trend in design to meet the demand for
an entirely self-contained set is evidenced. Although there are no external
accessories, it makes no pretence of being
portable, the aim being to provide simplicity of adjustment from a •ingle unit
in the form of an attractive piece of
furniture.
The operating panel is re
ceased, and easy to manipulate, the loudspeaker being accommodated behind a
grille.
Styled the Transportable Three
and Transportable Five, two models are
available selling at 25 guineas and 35
guineas complete in every way, including
batteries, valves, waterproof cover and
the payment of royalties. These sets are
best examined in operation at the demonstration room opposite the Addison Road
Sta tion.
31.P.A. Wirele.q8, 62, Conduit Street,
Regent Street, London, 11 -.1.
(123)

MAGNUM.

The principal exhibit on this stand is
a combined gramophone and wireless receiver in a handsome cabinet.
This is
divided into three sections; the top contains the gramophone motor and pickup. the middle a four-valve receiver-

The Li:Ingham Transatlantic Portable.

The new Leucos Centre-tapped coil with
cover cut away to show internal construction.

calibrated rheostat for baseboard mounting and a series of multiple battery
cords.
Burn. ,Jones and Co., Ltd., Maquino.
House, 288, Borough High Street, London, S.E.1.
(12S-135

MARCONIPHONE.

The
Round Six."—It need hardly be
stated that the name of this receiver refers
to its designer. Indications are not lacking that this is generally (and rightly)
regarded as one of the most interesting
features of the Exhibition.
Unfortunately, more space than is available would
be required to do full justice to its many
points, but, briefly, it may be stated that
it has three high-frequency stages, using
the new Marconi 8.625 shielded valves.
These are coupled by means of tuned
anode circuits with astatic cells, two sets
of which are mounted in screening cases;
the long- or short-wave sets are thrown
into circuit by operation of a switch..
There are four separate tuning condenser,.
but as they are arranged iii pairs, with
adjacent edgewise dials, the set may be
looked upon as having two controls. with
provision for final adjustment of indivi•
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Stand to Stand Repart.—
dual circuits
Every precaution is taken
against interaction between output and input ends of the H.F. chain; although the
interior of the set is visible when the lid
is lifted, an electrical " seal" is provided
when it is closed.
The detector operates on the anode bend
principle, while both L.F. stages are
coupled by resistances.
A small frame.
measuring about 18in. x12in., is mounted
on a bracket attached to the "input " end
of the set in such a way that it may be
ritated. An opportunity to test this set,
which is the latest product of the Marconi-

witegue
waeild
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transmissions. The receiver is also supplied with a pedestal base containing
either a reed-driven reine or an R.K.
moving coil loud-speaker.
The type 32 receiver, with a regenerative detector and two L.F. stages, includes

Ir
simmuummumi
A set for the home constructor showing
the application of the Liberty Two-stage
R.C. Unit.

The H.T. Battery charger for A.C. mains
manufactured by S. H. Lewis & Co.
phone Co., is eagerly awaited, as a high
degree of sensitivity, combined with the
highest quality of reproduction, is condentiv ex pected.
Type 51 5-valve Receiver.—This set is
more or less typical of the new range of
Marconiphone receivers, and embodies
several outstanding features.
The two
II.F. amplifiers are coupled by neutralised
tuned anodes, and all three circuits are
tuned by interconnected condensers, with
dancers for final adjustment, which are
sellom required over the greater part of
the tuning scale. An elaborate switching
ariangement, operated by a single knob
which also contro% the filaments) throws
or short-wave coils into circuit at
will.
S reening is complete, and the
assembly is built up on a metal chassis.
Provision is made for operating the set
on batteries or mains supply (A.C. or
I).('.) in a particularly ingenious manner.
The filament connections, etc., are brought
out to a row of small screw terminais.
to which a multi-way supply cable is connected. The varions alterations, such as
series connected filaments (for D.C.) extra
leads for indirectly heated A.C. valves
or parallel connections for batteries, are
automatically effected by using the appro
priate type of connecting cable.
The dial of this set is calibrated in
wavelengths as well as in arbitrary units,
while provision is made for pencil markings showing the setting for favourite

many of the novel features of the fivevalve set, and will appeal to tnose whose
requirements are less ambitions.
Provision for alternative battery, A.C., or D.C.
supply is retained.
R.K. Loud-speaker.—This moving-coil
loud-speaker is another new and interestlog production.
It is mounted in a
pedestal cabinet, the front of which acts
as a baffle ;an output single-stage amplifier, with two L.S.5a valves in parallel,
is included.
Models for A.C. or D.C.
supply aré available; the former includes
a rectifying system in which the field
magnet winding serves as a smoothing
choke. Volume and " pitch " controls are
fitted.
Components.—The
new
cone
loudspeaker is distinctly promising, and is
sold at a popular price, model No. 75
costing £3 15s.
This instrument is of
particularly good appearance. and has a
small baffle. The cone is reed driven and
its edge is practically " free." as it rests
lightly on a ring of very soft felt.
Other new components include sets of
parts for A.C. and D.C. receivers. astatic
coils. screens for the new shielded valves,
anew R.C.C. nuit, and n heavy-duty L.F.
.

Liberty Heterodyne Wavemeter.

1927.

choke with a current-carrying capacity of
150 milliamps.
Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210-212, Tottenhant Court Road,
(120)
McklICHAEL.
Screening
Case.—The
well -known
" Dimic " coils lend themselves admirably for use as tuned-anode couplings in
connection with the new screened valves,
and it is not surprising that a special
screening case has been produced for accommodating one of these coils, together
with a Marconi-Osrain S.625 valve, one
end of which projects through a suitablyarranged hole. A demonstration receiver,
incorporating this device, is shown.
It
has a single stage of H.F. amplification
and a detector which may be made tu
function either as a grid circuit or
bottom-bend rectifier, the latter will give
the best selectivity, so the negligible
amount of extra complication introduced
by this refinement is justified in the

Lissen Cone Loud-speaker, uith reeddrive and small horn to give added ioiume.

immediate vicinity of a transmitting
station. The L.F. amplifier is coupled
by means of a transformer.
The firm
issues circuit diagrams mid a leaflet giving
constructional in format ion.
Supersonic Receiver.—The method of
ton\ eiting this receiver (built up round
the McMichael intermediate frequency
unit) by means of a special adaptor,
giving a form of autodyne circuit, is
clearly shown on ademonstration receiver.
Portabee Five-valve Receiver.—The two
H.F. stages included in this set are
coupled by means of chokes arranged to
" peak " at something under 2,000 metres,
and wound in such a manner that
self-capacity is reduced to a minimum.
in order that the falling off in amplification on the short waves shall not be
too severe. The arrangement is one which
tends to simplify a receiver very considerably.
Reaction is provided between
the detector and first grid circuit. It is
noticed that Duralumin fittings are used
extensively; this accounts for the fact
that the weight is less than that of the
majority of self-contained sets of the same
D
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class.
The appearance is particularly
" clean." as no loose wires are visible;
connections between the set proper and the
lid, which contains the frame and loud-

Liasen 4 mid. Mansbridge type Condenser, tested at 1.000 volts D.C. and
suitable for use in eliminators.

speaker, are concealed in the supporting
straps.
L. McMichael, Ltd., Holdings House,
It'ait ,J1: Street, W.C.2.
(231)

165,

166)

MULLARD.

New Valves.—A visit to the valve, section of the Mullard stands discloses important advances in filament constructimt
resulting in still further economies in
filament current consumption. Three new
valves are to be seen for the first time,
equivalent in characteristics to the P.M.3
and 4. P.M.4.A. and the P.111.5B. Where
in the past each of these valves passed
a fil:oneto current of 0.1 ampere. it is now
reduced to 0.075 ampere, a saving of
25 pet tent. without change of filament
voltage and yet retaining the amplification
and impede I'CPS f-nmerly possessed by
these valves.

Lotus Remote Control Unit tor
Battery Eliminators.
D

31

44 welcome announcement is the reduction in price of the D.U.2, a popular
full-wave rectifying valve for use in A.C.
battery eliminators. Formerly 30s., it is
now to be 22s. 6d.
For the transmitting amateur two new
valves are shown for
the first time.
specially designed for short-wave work.
The S.W.2, suitable for an anode dissipation of 150 watts, possesses the moderately high impedance of 11.000 ohms with
an amplification factor of 20. and can
be used on 1LT, potentials of between
1,500 and 3.500 volts. The filament passes
10 amperes at 11 volts.
The other is a
40-wait transmitting valve, styled the
S.'W.50, has an impedance of 11,000 ohms
with an amplification factor uf 15, and
is suitable for use with anode potential,
of between 800 and 1.600 volts.
The
manufacturers state that both of these
valves have been specially designed for
operation on wavelengths down to 20
metres, and the method of assembling
the internal parts permits of easy filament
renewal at small cost, giving a long
insulation path between the electrodes.
The introduction of a new two-volt
super-power salve will lie welcomed by
those desirous of obtaining the hest
quality in their loud-speakers. The anode
impedance is as low as 2.800 with an
amplin eation factor of 3.8. giving a

MELHUISH.

A high-grade fixed condenser of a
'lithe' unusual shape selling at a really
low price is one of the leading features.
A vernier dial of unique construction is
also %%why of mute Ulan passing :.:tention.
The makers claim that it is the
first dial produced which has three speeds,
and back-lash is conspicuous by its a bsence.
This component sells at 8s. 6d.
and should be examinei by every set
constrnetor.
Some extremely well-designed vsriable'condemers of 'the S.L.F.
and square law types are also on show.
e. D. Melhaixh. 8. tlreat Sultan Street,
Goeicell Mead,
(164,

4 ?I

use

with .

Lotus',

Loud-speaker Jack for
control system.

remote

mutual conductance of LO with a filament
current of no more than 0.3 ampere at
2 volts. This valve is supplied with the
American form of base if required.
R.G. UnIL—The PM. resistance-capacity-coupling unit, an entirely new elanponent, is of unusual outline, the resistances being mounted vertically under a
pressed metal cover, and supported on a
cleanly moulded insulating base.
The
terminals, which are fitted with tinned
tags, are suitably arranged for baseboard
wiring.
The unit is some 3in. in height
and of good appearance, and sells at
17s. 6d.
P.M. H.T. Supply Unit.—For use with
an A.C. supply and provided with fullwave rectification, the P.M. H.T. supply
unit is very similar to that formerly
marketed by. the Philips Company, and
therefore carries the reputation of being
thoroughly reliable.
A modification is
the provision of four H.T. tapping points
Pffected by potential dividing across a
resistance.
The top of the instrument
is a clean moulding. there are no parts
of the circuit exposed from which shocks

The

Internal assembly of the
Transportable Three.

M.P.A.

might le obtained. and the containing box
is of metal supported on rubber feet.
The mice of the complete unit is £7 10-.
A maximum potential of 180 volts is
obtained ',II a had of 10 milliamperes, a
reduction of about 2.5 volts occurring for
an increase of 1 milliampere load up to
the permissible load of 40 mA.
A trickle charger is also available using
an arc rectifying valve giving a charging
rate of L3 amperes for a 2-, 4- or 6-volt
battery.
New Type Grid Leak.—A new form of
construct ion is adopted for the P.M. gild
leak of orthodox dimensions and external appearance. Internally it consists
a glass core upon which the resistance
material is deposited. making actual contact with the metal end caps. The grid
leak is en:tramped to be capable of passing 0.5 inA. without deterioration or
chi lige of resistance value.
As demonstrations ar.? not permitted in
the exhibition, readers are recommended
to visit the demonstrat ion quarters taken Ity
Milliard adjoining the Exhileition at 81.
Hammersmith Road.
In particular, they
will fuel the P.M. loud-speakers of interest, being edge-driven cones of rattle'
unusual design.
All Mullard products
now bear a label setting out the terni'
(If full guarantee_ while twenty main.
tenance engineers equipped with transport and testing facilities are available it:
advise li-tenets in regard to difficulties

Magnum (Burne-Jones) D.C. t'ait.
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concerning receiver set operation, no
charge being made for their services.
Mallard Radio l'aire Co., Ltd., Nightingale Lane, nalhuni, 1.,,,ndon, S. W.12.
(216)

circuiting. Of special interest to wireless
users is the H.T. unit, containing 24
cells and giving 30 volts. Each cell may
be tapped by means of a spring clip, and
the battery can be recharged at any

MULTIFORMER.

On this stand is displayed an interesting
L.F. coupling device consisting of an
iron core of substantial design into which

SEPTEMBER 28M. 1927.
to show whether the filaments are "on"
or " off." The set weighs under 40 lb.
Another model, described as " Transportable." weighs about 50 lb., and is of
similar design, but has a slightly longer
range, due to the larger frame aerial
which is used.
A demonstration model, contained in a
Japanese lacquer case, has space for a
6-volt L.T. accumulator and a mains
unit.
It is thus suitable for use with
valves having a large power-handling
capacity.
Creerick Alkinfton,
45,
High Street, Bedford.
(71)

The Nlarconiphone Five-valve Receiver ;
adaptable for D.C., A.C., or battery supply.

The

Mai.Oluin
" ube " Self-contained
Receiver.

%arious units remiMseent of a small plugin coil can be inserted.
The leriee
van in the first place be used
as an
l. F. transformer. One of these " coils "
is, of course, the primary winding. and
the other the seondary winding.
By
purchasing additional plug-in units at a
relatively small cost either the inductance
-4 the p.rimary or the ratio of the transformer can be varied as desired.
Thus
several
primary
winding
units
are
available, each having a different inductance value, and by inserting a suitable
va:ue of secondary coil any primary inductance or any turns ratio within the
limits of L.F. transformer design are
obtainable.
Other units are obtainable
which can be plugged in for the purprise of converting the coupling to either

reasonable rate.
The c%lindrical giass
containers
are fitted into rubber-lined
depressions in a substantial moulded base.
It is interesting to learn that 20-volt
140 ampere hour batteries of this type
have been supplied for ships' lifeboat
emergency wireless installations.
not t
Ltd..
Crubbe Cro,o, Red-

se
NULLI SECUNDUS.
Five-valve Portable Receiver.- This set
has two high frequency stages. ,ole being
tuned and the other 'intuited. The latter
comes first, and, as the sequence of
resonant circuits is broken. neutralising
is unnecessary.
React'
control is by
capa it v, and there is provision for an
external aerial-earth system, which is
optional; otherwise the set is normally
quite self-contained, as a Mullard loudspeaker unit is included.
A pilot lamp
is mounted on the front panel, and serves

Tb.

Burns-Jones (Magnum) Calibrated Resistor for baseboard mounting.

the resistance-capacity
or the choke.
capacity system.
In addition, units are
provided enabling the device to be used
as an output transformer for either highor low-resistance loud-speakers and as a
choke capacity output unit
George R. Poilu, 16, Colville Road,
Landon, W.11.
(53)
NIFE.
In spite of the fact that a lower voltige per cell is delivered by nickel-ironalkaline accumulators, there are growing
indications that these cells are increasingly popular, especially where extreme
durability is of first importance.
For
instance, they are not damaged by short-

OLDHAM.

Type
L.T.
Accumulator.--A
special type of slow dischargeL. J,accumulator for low-consumption valtes in
which the positive and negative plates are
each built up of three separate plates
welded together.
This method of construction enables the accumulator to be
discharged at a very low rate over a long

A new Nloving Coil Loud-speaker:
Marconiphone R.K.

new

Marconiphone Loud-speaker
with free-edge Cone.

period but te cliaiged at the normal rate
for a cell 4 the same ampere-hour capacity.
To facilitate transport, a carrying
device in oXydised metal can be attached
to the glass container on which ridges
have been moulded for this purpose. The
cell is provided with a double top, the
inner being of bitumen and the outer a
polished ebonite lid.
The top surface
of this is about ¡in. above the sides of
the glass container and cart be easily
cleaned. The outer lid is held in position
by a knurled nut run down each stem before the moulder terminal top is screwed
on.
60-volt
H.T. Units.—An interesting
feature of the 60-volt units is that they
call be added to and built up on the expanding bookcase principle, the whole
making a very neat battery assembly.
Unspillable Accumulators,--The lange
of L.T. batteries in celluloid cases include
two types of unspillable accumulators, the
01..4 and the S.31.V7. The former is a
2-volt 14 ampere-hour capacity cell and
the latter a 2-volt 20-ampere hour. These
are intended for employment in self-contained ii ml portable receivers.
Charging Equipment.—This has been
desieed for use in battery charging
D 32
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stations, and provision is made for a
number of cells to lie charged simultan•
eously.
Oldham and Son, Ltd., Denton, :11ancheater.
(72-73)

ORMOND.

5-valve Self-contained Receiver.—A recei‘er designed for portability or use
where an elevated aerial cannot be erected.
A handsome mahogany cabinet houses the
receiver which embodies a circuit consisting of 2 H.F. valves, a detector and 2
L.F. valves.
The control panel carries
one tuning condenser, one reaction condenser and a three-position switch. With
the switch in the uppermost position the
receiver will cover a hand of wavelengths
of from 1,2C0 to 2,000 metres, and in the
lower position 250 to 5C0 metres, the intermediate position switches off the valves.
A frame aerial is included in the cabinet,
and under average conditions a range of
50 to 40 miles from a main broadcasting
statiou is obtained. On the longer wavelengths it is estimated that Daventry can
be received at good loud-speaker strength*
up to 400 miles. A Celestion loud-speaker
is housed in the lower part of the cabinet
behind a fretworked front panel.
R.F. Choke and R.C.C. Unit.—The
high-frequency choke is a very compact
unit and is designed for baseboard mounting. This has a high inductance and can
be advantageously employed in all circuits V. here a choke of this nature is required.
The resistance-capacity-coupling
unit is similar in appearance to the R.F.
choke but is provided with four terminals
appropriately marked. This unit is primarily intended for use in the anode circuit of high impedance valves and is supplied with a baseboard mounting attachment.
Fixed Resistors.—In certain circuits a
fixed resistor of definite value can be used
in place of a variable rheostat to control
tIre current to the filament of a valve. The
(lunie value of those made by the Ormond
Company has been carefully calculated
for the various types of valves most commonly used in present-day circuits, and a
suitable resistor for practically every standard valve can be obtained.

Neutrocondenser.—This has been specially designed for use in neutralised highfrequency circuits and has the very low
minimum. capacity of 3 micro-microiarads
and a maximum of 50 micro-microfarads.
It is adaptable to either panel or baseboard mounting and is provided with a
long ebonite handle to reduce hand capacity effects.
One complete revolution of

D
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the spindle varies tile capacity by approxi
matelv 2 micro-micrufarads.
Orin.ond Enuint, ling ('n.. Ltd.. 199-205,
Pentonrille Rood, King's Cross, London,
N.1.
(281)

ORPHEAN.

Some extremely attractive loud-speakers
are to be seen on this stand, both of the
horn and of the cabinet type. The most
attractive of them i
,
. undoubtedly the
Orphean
Gem.
which
at
the
very

Receiver shovil net the use of
new shielded salves.

the

reasonable price of 30s. should prove
firm favourite. The finish of the instrument is of the same high class as the
more expensive 50s. and 70s. modela.
The new cabinet instrument is also %% ell
worthy of attention.
Radio M000lorturing Co., Ltd..
Atoti ,,, Pond, Merton Abbey, London,
S. Ir.19.

NIcNlichael screening box designed to accommodate
For ths new screened grid valves: The which
compensates for small errors in the fitting of
DimIc Coils. Note the supple mount
the valve caps.

•
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,

Dimic

coils
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PEERLESS.

" Resonic " H.F.
Transiormers.—A
form iif
equilley campling device
very much on the ,•eneral lines of the
" Everyman Four " transformers.
The
secondary of the me dium-wave coil is
wound'with 27/42 Litz on a ribbed
ebonite former, and the primary-neutralising section is carried in narrow slots cut
in are ribs.
It is thus inside the
secondary. from which it is separated by
air dielectric.
Consequently, intersvinding capacity slintild Le low, and a high
degree of amplification may be expected.
A six-pm base is fitted as standard. and
one i.f the pina is normally "dead."
although it could be connected to an
extra reaction winding when this addition is desirable. as it often is when grid
citruit certificat ion is used.
Alternatively. a tapping on the secondary could
be ju tted to the -idle pin. The long-wave
coils ire of similar construction. except
that th€ secondary is wound with solid
wire of a sufficient ly fine gauge. The end
plates art" of l'axolin, as is the liase.
which is fitted with terminals for easy
connect ion.
Neutralising Condenser. -This component is enr-1. rs.,.1 in a neat iilumininni case,
with a diameter of approximately flit,.
It is of the compression type with nu
mica diele ,trie.
The vane is moved in
relation, t., the fixed plate by means of a
screw operated by the control knob. The

434
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insulation is of Pax()lin, and the con.denser has minimum and maximum
capacities of 3 and 22 micro-microfarads
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combination, with transformer coupling,
and a switch change-over from long to
short waves.
A cone loud-speaker is
housed inside the cabinet, which is of
bit ge size, with ample space for batteries.
The complete set, with all accessories,
aerial equipment and royalty, is priced at
the very low figure of £10.
Bedford Elertrirn1 and Radio Co., 22,
Campbell Rood, Bedford.
(260)
P.D.
Users of the famous P.D. wire-wound
volume control will need no introduction
to this firm.
This unit is obtainable
either boxed or otherwise, and can also
be had complete with filter unit. Other
components include an interesting double
wavelength reaction unit, a 0.0005 mfd.
midget variable condenser having a mica
dielectric, and the P.D. loud-speaker extension lead unit. A complete range of
receivers is also available, including a

Note the novel construction of this condenser by C. D. M., Ltd. (MeMulish).

respectively.
Another pattern, with a
maximum of 0.0001 mfd., is primarily
intended for reaction control, and is sold
at the same price (2s. 6d. for panel
mounting and 3s. with baseboard attachment).
Filament Resistances.—The new rhcostat for baseboard mounting is of particularly sensible design. The former, on
which the resistance element is wound, is
bent to a semi-circular shape, the contact
arm being fitted with an operating knob.
It occupies a minimum of space, and is
suitable for use with all modern valves
which do not require constant adjustment
of filament brilliancy.
The well-known
Peerless rheostats, of the panel-mounting
type, are now reduced in price to 2s. 3d.,
and are fitted as standard with a neat
knob and silvered indicating scale.
Peerless type 102 2-valve Receiver.—
This set has obviously been designed for
those whose primary object is the reception of ne local station (and also possibly of Daventry) with a minimum of
trouble.
The circuit is a detector-L.F.

Mallard P.M. Battery Charger fitted
Arc Rectifying Va.ve.

very attractive specimen of portable receiver, complete with leather cover, prosision being made for an outdoor aerial.
This instrument employs fis-e valves, but
smaller models are available. One of the
most interesting receivers is the Mark
17 instrument employing four valves, one
being
a neutralised
high
frequency
amplifier. The wavelength covered is 250
to 550 metres and 1,000 to 2,000.
This
instrument is housed in an attractive
cabinet with fall front and sells at £19 9s.
complete with valves. One of the most
interesting features of the stand, however,
is
undoubtedly
the
I'D.
engraving
maehine.
Automobile Accessories (Bristol), Ltd.,
93, 95 and 99, rirloria "tri et, Bristol.
(101)

The Mallard P.M. Ite‘Istance-capacitycoupling Unit.
The
components
are
housed under a metal container.

with

(163)
PETO-SCOTT.
Model 640-1 Receiver.—A 5-valve receiver with two H.F. stages stabilised by
means of loose-coupling in the interstage
transformers, which are tuned by a 3gang condenser. There are two sets of

The Point

multiformer " is here shown
dissembled.

these transformers (for long and short
waves) art anged symmetrically on each
side of the condenser. Necessary alterations for waveband change are effected by
a switch. An ingenious arrangement for
balancing individual circuits is included
in the Peto -Scott " gang" condensers.
Tim reception of 50 stations is claimed
for this receiver, hence its title (5 valves,
50 stations, 1 dial).
Unit Gang Condensses.—These coin
ponents, which are used in the abovementioned receiver, are worthy of special
mention. They are made up in such a
way that, commencing with a sir.gle unit,
other interconnected condenseus may be
added one by one, with the help of inexpensive fitments which are supplied.
The condensers are fitted with taper trunnion bearings, which are independent of
the main spindle; this can be obtained in
any length.
A rough adjustment for balancing individual circuits is obtained in the usual
manner by turning the rotor. while a fine
setting is made by means of a milled
edge ebonite disc, which moves the inside
fixed plate with respect to the end vane
of the rotor.

PELICAN.

The portable sets shown in this stand
are adaptable for use in conjunction with
lighting mains for home use, batteries
being used for out Of doors.
Detachable
filament connections are
provided inside the set and series connections are used for mains, parallel for batteries. The D.C. eliminator fits inside the
set in place of the batteries, but an
external unit is necessary for A.C. mains.
The sets incorporate five vals-es and the
prices are as follows : With batteries,
£27 10s.; for D.C. mains, £28; for A.C.,
£33,
('ohill and Co., Ltd., 63, Neecluan
Street, London, WI.

Oldham Type IVD. Accumulator.

D 34
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The condenser is designed in accordance
with the logarithmic principle, and the
rotor is insulated from the end plates;
this small detail facilitates constructional
work when a metal panel is used in circuits employing negatively biased valves.
The New Everyman Four.—This re.
ceiver. recently described in The Wirelee.. World, is manufactured by the Peto Scott Company, which also ‘iiipplies well-

Oldham C.L.G.

Slow Discharge
mulator.

Accu-

made copper screening boxes for it, constrwled in accordance with the designer's
specification.
1.-lo Scott Ca., Ltd., 77, City lload,
London, E.C.1.
(7

PETTIGREW

&

MERRIMAN.

Battery
Eliminators.—T hi .,
D.C.
models of battery eliminators are manu:
factured by this firm, the Junior, Popular and Senior. The Senior model allows
for two variable output II.T. voltages.
one fixed H.T. voltage of 150, and a grid
bias variable in steps front 3 to 25
volts. A switch is incorporated which,
when in one position, gives the full available voltage at the output terminals. and
in the other position 60 per cent. of the
total voltage is delivered. All resistances
in the unit are wire wound and sectionalised. and a difference in potential
of 15 volts only exists between the two
ends of any one section.
The supply units for A.C. mains are
made iii two models, the Popular and the
Senior. The atter is v.rt al y the same

Ormond Fixed Resistor and base.
D
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as its D.C. prototype, hut with the addition of a rectifying valve.
6-valve Portable Set. —This receiver
employs
resistance
capacity
coupling
throughout and embodies two stages of
H.F. amplification, a detector and two
stages of L.F. amplification. A switch is
provided to enable both long- and shortwave broadcasting stations to he received.
The whole is enclosed in a handsome
mahogany case with self-contained frame
aerial
loud-speaker.
Prttlyrew and Merriman, Lid., 122-124,
Tooke/ Street, Landon, S.E.1.
(67)
POLAR.
R.C.C. Units.—The anode resistance is
non-inductively wire wound and assembled on a bakelite moulding housing the
condenser. The grid leak fits into a hollow recess in the centre of the anode
resistance and results in a neat and compact unit.
Three models .are made, the
yellow seal with an anode resistance of
150.000 ohms, the red seal 80.000 ohms,
and the green seal 40.000 ohms.
Polar Three Receiver.—This receiver
has been redesigned and the two separate
coil units are now housed inside the rase.
Coils suitable for the reception of a longwave station and a short-wave station can
be inserted in each coil unit and by moving the change-over switch from one
position to the other, an alternative programme can be easily tuned in.
The
circuit employed is a regenerative detector
followed by two stages of low frequency
amplification.
The first stage is transformer coupled. and in the second resistance-capacity coupling is used.
Cam Vernier Condensers.—This condenser has a built-in slow motion device
ss-hich is operated over a 10-degree movement of the tuning dial. For initial adjustment a direct drive to the moving
vanes is available and for fine adjustment
the cans vernier device becomes operative.
The fixed plates are insulated from the
metal end plates, which are constructed
on the low-loss principle.
Winyrare and Roy.-re, Ltd., Arundel
Cha,,,lier, Strand, London. W.C.2.
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coupled LF. amplifiers, with a switching
device to make appropriate changes to
frame and H.F. circuits for changing wavebands. Reaction is provided between the
detector and frame circuit. There is only
one tuning control (for the frame), while
the set is completely self-contained, including a large-capacity "Ever-ready

Ormond

ti.F.

Choke and

R.C.C.

Unit.

H.T. battery and 2-volt unspillable L.T.
accunmlator. An interesting feature is the
method of securing the salves, which are
clamped between strips of sponge rubber.
5-valve Receiver, Type 750.—This set
coniprises two tuned and balanced highfrequency stages, with interchangeable
transformers. which appear to have been
carefully designed. Regeneration is pro
vided in the detector circuit, and the L.F.
side is transformer coupled.
The set
would appear to possess a high degree of
sensitivity and selectivity, and, due to the
fact that .coils are carefully matched, the •
readings of the three tuning condensers
should be almost identical, thus facilitat
ing operation
Space for batteries
provided
3-valve Receiver, Type 830.—A good
example of the simple •• home " receiver
(detector and two transformer-coupled
L.F. amplifiers) with no unnecessary corn
plications. The chanze over from long to

(97)
PORTADY NE.
The neat portable receivers manufactured under this name are made in two
types the standard model in oak or
mahogany, and a leather attaché case
model. Only one main tuning control is
used and provision is made for an external aerial or an external loud-speaker,
although there is a loud-speaker incorporated in the set itself.
The back is
completely removable, giving easy access
to valves and batteries.
Whittinyham, Smith and Co., 110, Kew
Green ,Kew, London.
(136)
PY E.
The Dual Portable.—The Pye 5-valve
portable,
arranged
for reception of
Daventry only, was justly considered as
one of the outstanding features of last
year's show.
The set, with minor improvements, is still sold, and anew model.
with provision for long- as well as shortwave reception. has now been introduced.
It
has two
H.F.
stages
(reactance
coupled). detector. and two transformer-

Ormond Neutrocondenser.

short wases is by an anti-capacity switch.
and, again, space for batteries is provided
inside the cabinet.
L.F. Chokes.—The range
of
LF.
chokes has been extended by the addition
of one having an inductance of 20 henries
and a current-carrying capacity of 130

WI?gee@
Wo
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Stand to Stand Report.—
milliamps, which will prove useful for
choke-output circuits with super-power
valves in parallel, for smoothing purposes
in heavy-duty eliminators, and also for
filament circuits of series-connected valves
fed from D.C. mains, etc.

The new Oriel Loud—speaker.

Anti-capacity Switch.—An examination
of the new anti-capacity switch. made in
various types with up to 10 poles, gibes
the impression that it could be relied, upon
to function for years without trouble; the
space between opposite pairs of nickelsilver springs is bridged by a suitali:y shaped metal piete cairied on an
insidated rotor. Single-hole panel mount
. ing is provided, also a neat dial. The
iusulating material is Bakelite.
L.F. Transformers.—.\ new design, enclosed in a metal shimul, has now been
produced.
Terminals are fitted on a
Bakelite strip mounted on the top.
Other components include the well-known
biLtarithmic variable condensers. which are
substantially reduced in price (0.0005
mfd., 1Ps. 6d.). and also made in capacities
•.1 0.000' :Ind 0.0002 mfd
Their porcelain insuhition should render them particularly suitable for short-wave work in
tropical countries.
G. Pile and Co_ (:rmiln Work*,
Manta:lea, Baud, Caw!). je.
(214)
QUARTZ.
Keen experimenters will not fail to pay
a visit to the stand occupiee by this firm,

who are perhaps better known under the
name of Hinderlich. One interesting exhibit shows the process of cutting and
preparing the quartz from the natural
rough state to the time when it is ready
for electrical testing. The chief application of the quartz crystal is to control
the frequency of a wireless transmitter.
A quartz .crystal suitable for the fiegamey to be controlled is introduced into
the tuning circuit in a suitable manner,
and by its peculiar oscillatory properties
holds the frequency of the circuit under
control
constant,
and
thus
enables
the
wavelength of
the transmitting
stittion to be kept absolutely steady. This
has a marked effect in increasing the
clarity of transmission and the effective
range of the station.
In addition, the
quartz crystal may le used in conjunction with suitable instruments to 0-•
mine the frequency of a varial.'
of radio-frequency oscillation, the
y
h:.ing of the order of a few pints in a
Anotl;er exhibit on this stand which
attracts considerable attention is till
Pant D. Tyers microphone.
Ordinary
crystals for wireless reception are also

The Peerless Resonlc H.F. Transformer.

shown in peat variety, together with an
extremely interesting trouble-free crystal
detector.
No visitor should leave the stand without obtaining a copy of " Quartz." by
A. Hinderlich, M, A., which has only just
been published.
In addition to a complete and masterly summary of all available information on the subject of quartz
crystal, the book gives useful' practical
advice on the construction of quartz-controlled unite.
A very complete bibliography, which should le valuable to the
experimenter, is also given.
Quartz 0.•rillatorx, Ltd., 1, Leu-unie,Pond, London, :1. W.2.
18)

RATHBOURNE

EckerSley's

The Orpbean Gem Loud—speaker.
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Detector

ELECTRIC CO.
De

Luxe.

can be employed. The complete detector
is enclosed in an ebonite case fitted with

The Peerless Neutralising Condenser.

a standard size of watch glass to keep out
dust.
Th e llathbone Elertrir and Eng. Co.,
18, Sylreetcr Road, Kant Findley, London, .V.2.
(42)

RAYOL.

Portable receivers are the principal inteiest on this stand, and two main types
are shown.
There is the " Rayol
a two-valve set in a narrow, upright case
ith tuning controls at one end, which
works a self-contained loud-speaker and
can lie operated without opening the case.
Then there are the " Rayol V.S.C." and
"liayol V.R.C.," two more expensive
models which work with the lid open.
This lid, which contains the loud-speaker
and frame aerial, is pivoted and rotatable
for direction without moving the base of
the set.
A self-contained cabinet receiver for use
in flats is also shown.
Engineering
Worka
(Electrical and
(entra?), Ltd., 7 and 8, Great Windeder
Strret, London, E.(.2.
•

trill)

RED

DIAMOND.

The
instability
of
the
ordinary
catwhisker type of crystal detector has
led many listeners to employ the more
stable Perikon combination wherein two
crystals are kept tightly in contact by
a spring: a disadvantage, however, exists
in that a battery to bias the detector to
about 1.5 volts is psually necessary. The
Red Diamond Zincite-Teilurium Perikon
detector lias the advantage of stability,
and avoids the disadvantage of requiring
a biasing battery.
Those who have
studied tuning coil construction will
appreciate that there arc certain winding

-A

eryi,tal detector of unique tle,i I in which
the catwhisker carrier can be moved to
enable the whole abailable surface of ilie
crystal to be searched for sensitive faces.
The vertical and lateral movement is
carried out with one knob attached to the
end of a hollow epindle through which
passes a rod to control the pressure of the
catwhisker on the crystal.
The crystal
cup and catwhisker . holder are easily
removed and can be replaced by either
other crystals and catwhiskers or, alternatively, a Perikon crystal combination

The Peerless baseboard mounting rheo—
stat.
D 36
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Stand to Stand Report.—
diameters which give the lowest high
frequency resistance for a given winding
length; it is therefore very interesting
to find on this stand a skeleton coil
former in which it is possible to vary the
mean diameter of winding from 211n. to
41in. by an ingenious control which
causes ebonite bars to move up or down
on radius rods.
These expansible coil
formers are made in 4in. or 6in. models.
Among the other accessories shown are
well designed H.F. chokes and multiple
battery connectors.
Jewel Pen Co., Ltd. (Rodin Department),
21-22,
i;ieofSutton
Street,
well, London. E.C.1.

Redfern's Ebonart panels in matt,
polished and mahogany finish, and cut to
standard sizes, are one of the chief features of this exhibit.
lied/era's Rubber Works, Ltd., Hyde,
Cheshire.
(249 & 250)
REES MACE.
As was the case last year, portable sets
of attractive and high-class designs are a

(84)
REDFERNS.
All-rubber Valve Holder.—Great interest
will undoubtedly lie focussed on this corn plient as it provides a valve mounting in
whit h insulation from shock should be of
the highest order.
A rubber moulding

The

The Peerless Self-contained Receiver for
open aerial.

holds the four valve sockets, and a further moulding separated from the first by
an air space gives a means for providing
terminals and metal-bushed holes for inserting screws into the baseboard.
Fino
stranded wires connect the valve sockets
to four nickel-plated terminals and soldering tags are provided. The whole aIve
holder being elastic, any vibrations which
(veil'. ale quickly damped down.
Th.e
price
2s. 6d.
H.F. Choke Former.—Selling at 2s. 6d.
this
former gives scope for experiment in choke winding. It is cut from
stud ebonite, and has six slots 4 inch
deep by j
i inch in width, and is screwed
te a moulded base with two terminals. If
anumber of chokes have been wound and
it is desired to interchange them, their
bases can be removed and end terminals
RCM% ed iii so that they can be suspended
bet vern grid leak clips.
Seven-pin Ebonite Coil Former.—This
component provides a means for the vonstructiir to wind air-spaced low loss coils
to his own specification. There are eight
ribs, seven of which are provided with
pins to allow of connections being taken
to tappings, reaction windings. etc., and
the whole former has an overall diameter
of 2„'inches. A seven-socket base is supplied, which provides a means of quickly
interchanging coils.
D
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Wou'llo1.

Princeps

models are available, with outputs ranging from 60 volts 10 mA. to 400 volte at
130 mA. The Regentone Midget, which
sells at the low price of 27s. 6d., gives
two voltage outputs, and is intended for
one or two-valve type receivers.
In
addition to the ordinary models, De Luxe
models mounted in handsome cabinets
are available. The De Luxe No. 1 gives
a very large number of tappings, and is
capable of supplying multi-valve sets.
The A.C. mains user is catered for by
similar high-class instrnments. A junior
model giving three positive tappings and
a maximum ‘oltage cf 140 at 15 mA. may
be obtained for 87s. 6d. Complete pow(;i•
units and some very attractive receivers
capable of operating direct front the niai: s
are also shim
One of the most valuable features from
the point of view of the home constructor
is the large range of apparatus for loin)e
assembly of eliminatois.
Power ti anformei s, chokes, potential dividers. and

3-valve Portable.

feature of the stand. It will lie remembered that this firm was one of the first
to bring out acompletely self-contained receiver.
This was over dime yeais ago.
and as a result of their experience they
are now able to produce instruments
which are designed as the result of real
practical experience. A two valve set is
obtainable for 16 guineas, a three valve
instrument costing 20 guineas, whilst for
28 guineas it is possible to purchase the
well-known Rees Mace "Super Four
receiver, with which it is claimed that both
Daventry and Continental stations can be
received anywhere in Great Britain.
An
attractive feature is that atwelve months'

Complete Battery Eliminator. A.C. mains
model, Pettigrew & Merriman.

also half- and full-u-ave rectifying valves
are being shown. It, is possible to °Mani
a transformer giving a voltage of 900 with
a centre tapping for full wave rectification. This latter component, as might Inc
expected, is of extremely generous proport ions.
lirent Radio Supply Co., 21, Harder.
Buddinyo, Holborn Cirrus, E.P.4.
(34)

RHAPSODY.

The Rhapsody-Twin is well designed
and extremely lavishly equipped. Built
into
an
aid istically-designed
cal iii
it consists of three units, a central loud-

Cone-type Cabinet Loud-speaker; a product
of Pettigrew & Merriman.

guarantee is given with each instrument.
Rece Mace JI
. Ltd., 39o, Wetben Street, London, II
(257)

REGENTONE.

One of the main exhibits on this stand
is, as might lie expected, the Regentone
range of eliminators, of which over 24

per- s•-sw
gm

& Merriman Receiver for
acting to A.C. supply mains.
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Stand to Stand Report.—

Pettigrew & Merriman's Portable Receiver with back removed.

SEPTEMBER 2Sth,

good feature is the use of various stampings to produce a circular cross-section of
core through the spool. To limit self.
capacity in relation to the high value of
primary inductance the windings have
been sectioned, and N.P.L. curves show
that good amplification is obtained with
frequencies as low as 25 cycles under
normal working conditions. As a super
transformer it is well finished and offered
at the popular price of 25s.
The Multibalancer.—For use in connection with the tapping points provided on
this transformer, a new component has
been created, which, with its 16 terminals,
may at first sight seem somewhat bewildering. The perusal of the instructive
pamphlet, which is strongly recommended,
shows the device to consist of two resistances of 2 megohrns and 0.5 megohm
and two condensers, 0.01 mfd. and 0.0005
mfd.. combined with two three-point
switches giving thirteen different circuit
arrangements, such as a variable ratid' of
transformer coupling, the loading of the
transformer and resistance, the push-pull

1927.

A transformer is also shown for the
construction of H.T. battery eliminators,
the associated special apparatus also being
listed.
Transformers are now available
for operating valves of the indirectly
heated cathode type and carrying windings, if required, for giving H.T. rectifier
potentials as well.
Retroactive Tuners.—Receiver construction, but the tapping switch is suitably
a complete tuning unit. A tapped inductance with indicating scale and incorporating variable reaction coupling built as a
unit demands little wnrk for wiring up as
a receiver. The Standard model is such
a unit and consists of a large diameter
solenoid inductance tapped with a switch
to give a wave range of 200 to 2.8C0 metres
with a 0.0005 mfd. tuning condenser and
a rotating reaction coil working through
bevel pinions.
The switch action is accommodated behind a well-finished circular plate, a scale on the front showing
the settings. The model A, in addition,
incorporates the tuning condenser and is
a really compact unit.
A third type,

speaker with an eight-valve superheterodyne receiver on one side and a gramophone motor and turntable on the other.
In some types the gramophone is a
separate instrument
working
independently, but in the more expensive model
the amplifier in the receiving set is used
in conjunction with an electrical pick-up
to reproduce the record ria the loudspeaker. These are really high-class productions and fully justify the prices
asked, which range from 90 to 126
guineas.
Reproduction, Ltd., 5, 6 and 7, Dysart
...treet, Finsbury Square, London, E.C.2.
(143 & 5)
R.I. and VARLEY.
New Straight Line Super Transformer.
--Intended essentially as an intervalve
transformer, terminals are provided to increase its application.
The primary inductance is understood to be of the order
of 100 henries when passing a normal current of between 2 and 3mA., the primery
and secondary ratio being 1 to 3.25. The
iron content is particularly liberal, and a

A

new

Pe
Self-contained
the Dual Portable.

Receiver;

A Handsome

Home" Receiver—the

arrangement, and choke coupling with the
provision of volume control. In view of
the fact that the price of this component
is considerably lower than the price of
the resistances, condensers and switches
bought separately, and its many useful
applications, it is an accessmv well worth
adopting for use with the tian-sformer.
New Output Filter Choke.—The increasing demand for an output choke of
liberal current carrying capacity is met
by this new component.
Liberal iron
cross-section with large spool of moderae
inductance are the essentials.
It will
comfortably handle a current of 20 to
25 mA., and has a working inductance of
20 henries. One-piece stampings are used
instead of interleaving the core; they are
thin and particularly well assembled. Of
similar external appearance is an output
transformer giving ratios of 1 to 1 or
25 to 1, both ratios being available in
the one component. The increasing use
of power output valves, as well as tbe use
of supply mains as a source of H.T., has
created a big demand for a component of
this type. Its price is 21e.

Pye

type

830.

model B, is of similar general construction, but the tapping switch is suitably
arranged so that it serves as an
F.
transformer for
intervalve or aerial
coupling giving aperiodic excitation, a
Reinartz circuit and other arrangements.

The Pye shrouded transformer for A.C.
mains units.

n
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Interdyne Receivers.—An important new
preventing regeneration it the
HF
stages is employed in these receivers, the special type of salves adopted
being virtually self-stabiiising. By means
of two separate anodes, a double gi id.
ctomected with symmetrical primary and
neutralising windings, effective stabilising
is produced without the use of it tiNiltat
apparatus.
Two H.F. stages ate etnpl.wed. the three transformers being t
oi
closed in the compartments of a topper
screening box. A wave range of 250 to
&JO mettes is obtained with adjustable

4-
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Designed for selectivity and sensitivity—the Pye type 750 with 2 H.F. stages.

method .,f

-.is. -

aproperly neutralised H.F. amplifier. The
set presents asimplicity of adjustment not
usually associated with a long-range loudspeaker equipment.
Another model includes H.F. tuning for
long- as well as short-wave reception, and
the change over is effected by multi-contact switches linked together, arranged
close to the screening boxes, and near
the bases of the valves, giving short
direct wiring. A good feature is tlutt only
one H.T. potential is required.
11.1. and Varley, Ltd., 103, Kingsway,
W.C.2.
(14)
" ROLLS."
Portable Reeelvers.—The " Rolls " portable receivers are made in 2-, 3- and 5valve nntdels, and can be obtained with
or without loud-speakers. The 5VLS is
a 5-valve model with loud-speaker and
franje aerial incorporated.
The "on"
and •• off " switch can be used also for
the purpose of cutting out two valves when
the receiver is in close proximity to the
local broadcasting station or when telephones are used.
The receiver is built
into a well-finished leather carrying case
which when closed has the appearance nf
an ordinary suit-case.
Hoare eind Jartelx. Ltd., 28-29. Great
Sutton
Street,
('Ferien well,
London,
E.e .1.
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(215)
ROOKE.
The most interesting exhibits shown
are the Faradex H.T. and L.T. trickle
chargers for A.C. mains.
These instruments employ an electrolytic rectifier
which is neither of the ammonium phos
pbate nor the tantalum type. The disadvantages associated with the ordinary
chemical rectifier are well known, such as
corrosion, heating up, the need of frequent
examination and electrolyte renewal.
A
completely new electrolyte, which is the
subject of a patent, is employed, and it
is claimed that the useful life of this
electrolyte continues for an indefinite
period.
It is entirely non-corrosive.
Both rectifiers are extremely cheap. the
high-tension model selling at 30s. and the
low-tension model at 35s.
In addition, variable rheostats having a
maximum of 5, 15 or 30 ohms are shown,
each instrument being supplied with an
adjustable stop which renders them invaluable for safeguarding the delicate filament of a dull-emitter valve.
Several
different models of coils are shown, including the well-known six-pin type, and
in addition an extremely robust type of
centre-tapped plug-in coil in which the
terminal associated with the tapping is
affixed in a new and reliable manner rendering the whole component extremely
robust without in any way sacrificing
efficiency.
Pndonbtedly, however, the rectifiers
already mentioned are the most interesting feature of the stand, and should
attract widespread attention from those

'now
ur/1

Redfern's

high

efe

trequency Choke Former.

who have suffered at the hands
of the old type of electrolytic cell.
Ranh liras., Ltd., 55. Caldington
Street, Landon, N. 11"
visitors

The Rayol il. 2-valve Portable Set with
Self-contained Loud-speaker.

;.erial tappings to compensate for sarions
¡et till constants.
The valve detect", is
t
by two L. F. stages empli ing a
ro mbio ati tU
t of
both resistance-capacity
and transformer coupling.
Tuning is
effected by a single knob operating a
three-sect ion condenser arranged laterally
behind the panel so that each condenser is
closely associated with its transformer
winding. The condensers are logarithmic
and can be individually adjusted.
The
tuning scale is viewed through an aperture
in the panel.
Another control regulates
volume, and rotation past the minimum
position sy.itches off the H.T. and L.T.
batteries. Capacity reaction is provided,
effectively increasing the performance of
D 39
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(110)

A Plug and Socket anti a Fixed Filament
Resistance by the Jewel Pen Co. (Red
Diamond).

SELECTORS.

The Selector Super is a portable superheterodyne
with
combined
oscillatordetector, three I.F. stages and two L.F.
amplifiers, with transformer and choke
coupling. The set is completely self contained and is mounted on a turntable. A
60-volt high-tension accumulator is fitted
as standard, with the novel arrangement
of a vent tube led out to the exterior of
the case.
A jack is fitted so that this
battery may be charged in situ by inserting a plug connected to a source of D.C.
with suitable limiting resistance.
A demonstration model is ingeniously
arranged so that when the calibrated dials

In
Stand to Stand Report.
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WOPile
it be desired to increase the range of the
receiver.
0. C. Shore, 28, Newman Street, Oxlord Street, London, W.
150
SIEMENS.
" Super-Radio " Dry Battery.—This is
a 50-volt battery consisting of 36 cells of
extra large size and is fitted with nickelled
spring clips in place of the usual sockets.
Intermediate tappings at 25 and 36 volts
are provided, and inside the lid of each
battery is pasted a slip giving the general
irstt•uctions for use. Special attention has
been given to the insulation between in.
dividual cells of the battery, and a longer
working life thereby obtained.
This
battery is primarily intended fo 7use with

SEPTEMBER 281h, 1927.
small capacity types of batteries, and
these have ninny obvious advantages. Experimenters are well aware of the difficulties that arise due to high resistance
contacts, especially in the H.T. circuit

Redfern's Seven-pin Coil former.

coincide with the settings for a given
station a coloured view -A the city where
the station is situated is automatically
shown on the surface of a mirror mounted
b..hind the set.
Fifty different views,
Equal to the number of stations guaranteed, are shown in this way. This exhibit
it attracting a good deal of attention.
Setertore, Ltd., 1, Dover Street, London, W.1.
(15)
SHORE.
The "Shore Portable Five " is a selfcontained receiver built into a solid oak
cabinet. Two high frequency amplifiers
are employed, and the change fbam short
to long wave is accomplished by
the
movement of a switch. The short wave

Redfern's All-rubber Valve holder. Note
the flexible stranded connectors between
valve sockets and terminals.

range is approximately 250 to 550 metres,
and the long wave 2.00 to 2,500 metres,
thus effectively covering the broadcast
band of wavelengths.
Two-volt valves
are used throughout, and a large capacity
accumulator is included for filament heat.
ing.
The H.T. battery is of generous
dimensións, and a reasonably long period
should elapse before renewal becomes
necessary.
The frame aerial consists of
two separate windings, one for the short
•wavelengths and the other for long wave
reception.
Two terminals are provided
on the left of the control panel, and these
permit the use of aerial and earth should

The

The Regentone Receiver, made by the
Regent Radio Co., operates entirely from
the mains.

multi-valve receivers where current in the
order of 15 to 20 milliamps is required,
but this figure can be exceeded without
damaging the battery. However, this will
result in the period over which it will
function satisfactorily being more than
proportionately reduced. At the price of
25s. for a 50-volt unit, this battery compares very favourably with other sources
of lIT. supply.
Standard H.T. Batteries.—For users of
one- or two-valve receiving sets, the
small capacity H.T. battery should appeal.
and these are made in units varying from
15 to 120 volts.
Intermediate voltage
can be obtained in steps of 3 volts in the
15- to 36-volt batteries, and in steps of
6 volts in the larger sizes. When initial
outlay is not the primary consideration,
the large capacity type of standard H.T.
battery will be found more economical,
and these are made in three sizes, viz.,
18 volts, 36 volts, and 72 volts. Spring
clips replace the sockets employed in the

The
ingenious
Nluiti-balaiicer. of R.I.
Varley, for use with the new transformer,
for giving various circuit arrangements.

large Output Tranefornser
Varley.

ut

R.I.

of a multivalve receiver, and owing to
the more certain electrical connection that
can be made with the spring clip, this is
(-lie less possible cause of trouble.
Grid Bias Batteries.—These vary in
voltage from 14 to 14 volts, and the
models GI, G12, and G3 are variable in
steps of 14 volts.
To facilitate fixing, the grid batteries
are fitted with a cover flap provided with
two eyeletted holes and can be fastened
to the cabinet by means of small wood
screws.
Testing
Instruments.—Type
650A,
priced at £2 14s.. Is a two-range voltmeter with readings 0 to 7.5 volts and 0 to
150 volts.

R.I. Two-range Tuning Unit,with variable
reaction coupling operated through bevel
pinions.

Three terminals are provided and suitably marked to indicate the correct pair
to use for the different ranges.
For a full scale deflection, a current of
only 3.3 milliamps is required, and the
instrument has a resistance of 300 ohms
per volt.
The type 650B is a combined volt-milliammeter with six ranges, 3, 15. and 150
volts, and 7.5, 75, and 750 milliamps.
There are two terminals for connecting
up purposes and the range in use is de.
tcrmined by inserting a plug into the
appropriate socket of six provided. When
used as a voltmeter, this instrument has
a resistance of 150 ohms per volt. The
V 4,

0,=e ,

Willr@h@g
Walla
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Stand to Stand Report.—
price of the combined instrument is
£4 5s. 6d., and this includes flexible connecting leads.
.ieniens Bins. god Co., Ltd., ir ool•
'rich, London, S.E.18.
(141) "SIX-SIXTY."
A perusal of the booklet available at
this stands reveals that "Six-Sixty"

44 1

microphonic valves is now in production.
To screen the entire envelope of the
valve, as well as its mounting, from
microphonic effects it is enclosed in an
outer glass container which, it is understood, is evacuated by air, the insitle
valve unit being both rubber supported
and the connections made with supple
leads. High frequency and resistance
coupling valves being more particularly
susceptible to microphonic noise, are now
available in this new form of mounting.
For the home construction of loudspeakers an envelope is to be had at this
stand containing a selected form of paper
suitable for making the cone diaphragm
marked out to the required shape and
accompanied by brief working instructions.
Electron Co., Ltd., 122-124, Charing
Cross Road, London, ir. C.2.

The

wire-wound
Resistance-capacitycoupling Unit of R.I. Varley.

Solidite and Synthetic Mouldinye,
Albion Works, North Street, Clapham.
London, S.W.4.
(43)

in the new R.I. Super Transformer ad -11tional terminals are provided to extend
the application of this component.

valves are fitted with filaments st hich
classify them among high-giade vals es.
All usttal types are manufactured of the
210, 410, arid 610 classes with powee and
supe -power valves of the 215. 425. and
625 types for use vith 2. 4. and 6-volt
acs tunulators.
Of importance ale the
new S S.4075. H.F., S.S.4075,
S.S.5075, H.F. and S.S.6075 R.C.
though particularly economical as regards
filament consumption. these valves are of
high rerformeywe. for in the case of the
S.S.6075 H.F. an amplification factor of

SPAULDINGS.

This
firm
specialises in
insrlating
materials, and a varied display of fibre.
leatheruid, Bakelite, etc., is shown, illustrating the many uses to which these
materials may be applied in wireless
receivers.
Spouldings, Ltd., 90, Gloucester !Ztrei t,
('Ferien well, London. E.C.1.

Simplicity of control is a feature of the
new R.I. Interdvne Receivers although
two H.F. stages are incorporated.

(2211)
(39)
SOLIDITE MOULDINGS.
The exhibits on this stand are indicative of the high degree to which the technique of moulding
in
bakelite and
synthetic resin has been developed. Ni
shape sesms to be too intricate for this
medium, and the various methods it
mottling end geaining are most pleasing.
r
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SYLVEX.

The well-known Sylverex crystal is.
as might be expected, again to the fore
on this stand ;in addition some extremely
attractive
coils
are
shown.
These
are
the
Reactone
coils,
in
whin
by a special method of mounting and
winding it is claimed that losses have
been reduced to an absolute minimum.
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The section-wound R tclio-frequency Choke
of R.I. Varley.

is obtained with an impedance of
20.000, showing the mutual conductite,e t.,
have reached as h'gh a value as 1.0.
.A new range of "Six-Sixty " non20
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practice can be introduced.
However,
there is one change which is always welcomed, namely, a reduction in price. As

in oak, mahogany or crocodile finish.
There is only one tuning control, which
is across the frame, and the condenser

The " Farad« " (Rooke Bros.) Battery Chargers employ an entirely new form uf
rectifier.

R.I. Varley Variable Anode Resistance.
The value Is changed by rotating in the
holder.

No one visiting this stand should fail
to observe the Serenada loud-speaker
which presents a very attractive appearance, the horn having been designed

dial is net edgewise to the panel so that
it is thumb-driven.
The two high-frequency valves are aperiodicallv chokecoupled and reaction is condenser-con-

an example, the 2 mfd. Mansbridge type
is now sold at 3s. 10d., while the popular
0.1 mfd. mica-insulated L.F. coupling
condenser is reduced to 8s.
The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.,
Wales Form Road, North Acton, W.3.
(108)
TELSEN.
Radio Grand L.F. Transformer.--Most
readers of The
Wirel,w
World are
familiar with this component, which has
been favourably reviewed as being well
designed and excellent value for the price
charged. It has recently been modified
in minor details, as has the lower-priced
"Ace " model, which sells for 8s. 6d.

•

R.I. Varley Battery Eliminator in an ellmetal container.

with attention more to acoustic principles
than is the case with many instruments.
Spire.; Ltd., 144, Theobalds Road,
London, W.VA.
(118)
T.C.C.
The manufacture of fixed condensers is
probably nearer to reaching finality than

Note the safety stop on this Rheostat by
Rooke Bros.

Several well-known sets which use these
transformers are exhibited.
The two
models are available in ratios of 3 :1and
5: 1, and are also made to special requirements.
An L.F. choke is also
produced.
Telsen Eleettic Ca., Ltd.. 207, :Won
Road, Birmingham.

The Selector Super, a 7-valve self-contained superheterodyne.

trolled by the Remartz method.
A key
switch provides for long- or short-wave
tuning, and asocket is arranged so that an
extra
extei nal
loud-speaker
may
be
plugged in. Should greater volume be required, there are terminals for 4111 external aerial and earth. The low-frequency
portion of the set ronsists of atransformer

(91)
TRELLEBORG.
Some excellent examples of machining
in high-class ebonite are to be seen on
this stand. In addition to the well-known
electrical properties of Trelleborg ebonite
it is evident that this material is capable
of taking ahigh polish.
Trelleborg Ebonite Works, Ltd., Union
Place, Wells Street, London, 1V.1.
The Select or Three with enclosed batteries.

that of any other important wireless component, so it is hardly to be expected
that any radical departure from current

1821

TPUPHONIC.

Portable Super-Five.—iliis set is entirely sel f
-cot t
ai
nett, with Celestion loudspeaker
built in.
The cabinets are
beautifully finished and can be obtained

Siemens comLined Volt and Milliamperemeter provided with six ranges.
D 42
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on the stand.
Tandco coils and Tandeo
Litz coils are exhibited, and the price of
the Litz wound coils is most reasonable.

Stand to Stand Report. —
stage followed by resistance-capacitycoupling and the price of the receiver
complete in every respect, including royalties, is £33 10s.
Wirelcse Co., 189. Reyesit
Prep', W.1.

Siemens Large -capacity 50 -volt H.T. Unit.
in receiyieg sets.
In addition
to individual examples of tWs tunometer
together with its sliding tuning stand, a
series of complete receivers ittiorpurating
this component are oil view.
/. u,,,,,,,,, and f'o., OnklandA Road,
f•iirkt...-..od, 101i lb.?, .V. 1r.2.

villidenSer

The Shore 5-valve Portable

Receiver.

(88)
TUNGSTONE.
The t;i j.es of accumulators shown
this
stolid ace too numerous and varied fur
detailed description here, but a fend of
in
will be found in the Tung
stove handbook which is full of information.
Lou-tension batteries are shown it:
glass and die-cast cases, and among the
H.T. batteries the " Popular
and " De
Luxe '•
should
prove of interest to
listenets.

143

Utility L.T. Switch. showing contacts open
and closed.

Turn." and Co., 54, Station Road, New
Southgat.
(209)
UNIVERSAL BRACKET.
Those who have experienced difficulty
in the matter of erecting an efficient aerial
cannot do better titan to pay a visit to
this stand. where all types of aerial fixing
devices are shown in great proftbsiou.
Of particular intei est are several types
of chimney bracket and eaves bracket, uti
additinn. of course. to the more usual
pulleys aid other aerial mast fittn;2,s.
Undimbledly, howe%er, the most intmest
ing item is a combined safety switch
and lead-in of special design. By means
of a st,dit spring a vet y positive and defi

The
Te:sen
1..1.
Iransforrner, with
crystalline-finished metal shroud.

(224)
TURNER.
The chief featin
the Pressland
Tunewell Unit which covers the complete
tange frem 2C0 to 2,00 mettes without
the necessity of changing coils.
At 25s.
this iestr.iment is veil worthy of attention, mere especially es it is fitted mitt'
the well-known Tunewell type s cf o dh
whick are also shown in great variety
Utilit. Logarithmic Con tenser with ntns
hollow moulded insulanng supports.

Siemens Grid Battery with axing attachment.

A coiner of this stand is ,-t'cupied b.
%
the Ca stun Wood Turnery Co., Mat ket
Harberough. whin are showing a selection
of cabinets.
Tan frione Accumulator Co_ Ltd.. 3,
.‘1.
.r4
salisisury Square, Lottdon, E.1•.4.
(38)

TUNOMETER.

The
Nick-o-Time
Tunorneter
is
spiral-w,nind inductance with ti ' titi itu_.tts!y
al iable tapping which ha, b-en
pr. dueed to displace the variable tui.:::g
•

D 43

Tungstone

" De
Battery.

Luse

nite connection to earth is made, and,
moreover, when receiving, a small spark
gap between aerial and eat-tii still remains, the width of this gap being adjustable from inside the house.
This
gives a large factor of safety in summer
time when a sudden storm might -catis'
the aerial to be struck at a tinte when
it was not definitely earthed.
Special
arrangements are made so that the veriest
tyro can mount the device in the window
frame without damage.
T/is r
rim! lharket Co., Felthaidt
A yen' , ,.
4
:apt .1.10,erl, y.

Wirelleg%
WOIAZ

4-14
Stand to Stand Report--

Me)

The weatherproof lightning switch and
lead-in made by the Universal Bracket Co.
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UTILITY.

The first thing to catch the eye on approaching this stand is the frosted aluminium screen case for The Wireless
World " Empire Broadcast Receiver."
The case is drilled ready for assembling
components and costs 30s.
Push-Pull L.T. Switch.—Connection is
made through a series of six phosphor
bronze leaves assembled inside a cylindrical metal barrel. A plunger, operated
by the push-pull knob, forces these out-

Sixty-cell

Wet H.T. Battery (Wet
Battery Co.).

H.T.

Sectioned view of the Watmel L.F. choke
coupling unit showing Melanie machinewound wire spool.
The Waverley portable is of exceptionally
neat appearance.

•

wards until they press against the sides of
the barrel. Each spring makes contact in
two places, giving a total of twelve wiping
contacts which ensure a low effective
resistance. This is a great advantage in
2-volt circuits.
Condensers.--Ail the old types, which
hase proved so satisfactory in the past,
are being continued and a logarithmic
condenser with hollow ebonite insulators
is being shown. Two types of " Micro

Cam-operated neutralising condenser—
a new Wearlte product.

A popular-priced 2-valve set.
The %i atmet receiver which employs a Reinarts
circuit.

The

New
atmel grid condenser with spring
clips for accommodating the grid leak.

The

Wearite

short-wave
cabinet.

set

in

metal

VI, earite

recel% er showing
wave tuner.

short-

Variable voltage D.C. battery eliminator
of Wholesale Components.

Dial " are supplied for use with these
condensers, one with bevelled ebonite dial
and a new one with aluminium dial and
hair-line cursor.
There is also a gang condenser with
variable couplings, the adjustment of each
circuit being carried out simply by turning a knurled ebonite knob on the
conpling of the condenser concerned.
" Utility " change-over switches in
varying
degrees of complication
will
gladden the hearts of "circuit wizards."
Ir ;Minx and
Wright, Ltd.,
Utility
Warke, Kenyon Street, Birmingham.

Wearite

short-wave tuner
reaction coil.

with

rotary
D 44
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Stand to Stand Report.—
(89)
W.B.
The " Desertune " open diaphragm
loud-speaker will be the first item to
attract attention on this stand, first because of its striking appearance, and
second. on account of the type of diaphragm employed. It is best described

Tungstone

30-volt

as a fluted cone, and is built . up of a
parchment-like substance.
Aspare diaphragm is on view, which clearly shows
the method of construction.
In addition to a range of "All-Wood "
horn and diaphragm type loud-speakers.
there is a cabinet for home constructors
of portable sets. An " All-Wood " loudspeaker horn is built into the construction. and partitions for batteries and corn.
ponent are pi ovided. The makers supply
blue prints and sets of parts for home
receiver construction.
Ir. It et litoilsi•r ze(i:stildlord), Lid., SI,
Joseph', Works, Brionliqi, fàiddlord.
(1)
WATMEL.
Popular 2-valve Receiver.—To meet the
popular demand tor a cheap and reliable
two-calve set giving local station loudspeakei operation, the "Imperial Two
has been added to the apparatus seen at
the Watmel stand. It is a two-range set
and tones with a solenoid coil in the base
of which is a thoroughly efficient change
range switch which short circuits as well
as disconnects the long range coil when
tut: iii g on the normal- broadcast biuid.
Two 'hats appear on the black crystallite

The Zampa Portable (bite Wirth!** Co.).
D 45

metal panel for tuning and capacity reaction, the circuit being the favourite
Reinartz arrangement.
The two valves
are L.F. choke coupled and the internal
equipment includes a section wound high.
frequency choke coil. Enclosed in a good
quality polished oak cabinet with terminal
strip at the back and internal grid bias
battery the set is offered at the modest

" Popular

H.T.

unit.

price of £3 158., or complete with loudspeaker. valves, all accessories and royaltie; paid, 10 guineas.
Watmel Grid Condenser.—A modified
form of grid condenser is of interest being
fitted with hollow spring clips engaging
on the ends of the leak resistance.
Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd., Imperial
Works, High Street, Edgware, Middlesex.
(217)
WAVEMASTER.
This stand is entirely devoted to the
exhibition of high ails; condensers which
are obtainable in either the square law
or the logarithmic types. The end plates
and vanes are made of stout aluminium.
The condensers are fitted with ball bearings and pig tail connections, and can be
recommended as a thoroughly reliable proposttion.
7'hr
Webb Condenser (o.
B.C..11.
Waremaster), 42, Hatton (arden, London, Eel.

415
type of gramophone.
The whole instrument is very well finished.
Cecil Sharp, 188, Blythe Road, 11'.14.
(2531

WEARITE.

Duplex
Automatic Coil
Holder.—A
component of quite new design.
Provision is made for mounting long- and
short-wave aerial tuning coils with their
axes at right angles to the baseboard,
while the reaction coil is carried in the
moveabla holder, which operates a sw itching device through cams. In the upright
position, aerial and earth are short-circuited, and the L.T. circuit is broken.
When the coil is moved to the right, the
short-wave aerial inductance (with which
the reaction coil is now in relation) is
automatically connected and filament circuits are completed.
Rotation to the
left connects the long-u-ave coil.
A circuit diagram which is provided shows that
an
'intoned" aerial arrangement may
be used on the short waves.
Neutralising
Condenser.—This
corn ponant is fitted in a rectangular ebonite
case, and is suitable for panel or baseboard mounting :an extension handle is
optional.
Variation of capacity between
2.5 and 25 mmfd. is obtainable by a 180degree rotation of the knob, which actuates a cam moving a vane with respect
to a fixed plate.
The dielectric is i.f
mica, and examination shows that there
is no risk of accidental short-circuit.
Coils and H.F. Transformers.—A num-ber of special H. F. coupling devices recently
described
in connection
with
fri,lesi.
World
sets
are
available :
e'
they are well made, and a critical exalMnation fails to reveal any departure from
specification which wou'hi tend to prejudice 'pp' at inn.
Anmng other exhikitt
are coils for the "Et eryman Four, - the
Empire Short-Wave Receiver, the "
and the
All-Wave Four."

(238)
WAVEOLA.
This stand is devoted solely to the
show of the "Waveola " sound amplifier,
which consists of a number of tubes of
different diameters connected together by
a patent reflecting elbow. These horn's
are applicable to a gramophone no less
than to a wireless set, and indeed, they
were on the market a long time before
th p advent of broadcasting; thus it
may be said that they are by no means
a hastily designed article.
Extremely
good reproduction is the claim made for
these instruments, more especially in the
matter of adequately treating the lower
end of the musical scale.
The K.T.B. Mfg. t'o., Ltd., 210, Hammersmith Road, London, W.6.
(243)
WAVERLEY.
This stand is entirely devoted to the
exhibition of a highly' attractive selfcontained portable receiver, including a
Celestion loud-speaker.
A novel point
which one does not usually meet with in
a portable receiver is that it is fitted
with aspecial gramophone attachment and
amplifier which can be used with any

.in 1 h api:aratus panels ot
n.:e
t,p: standard oruadcast station 2quipMent rated at IlkW. closed circuit energy.

1.
Viberl®00

Woull dl

Stand to Stand Report.—
is noticed that a new and promising type
pin is used in interchangeable transformers; it is in tubular form, with a
longitudinal cut to give springiness.
A special shortwave tuner has been developed.
This comprises a 6-turn grid
toil with a loosely-coupled aerial winding
and an internal rotating reaction coil,
fitted with an indicating dial. The whole
is mounted on a ribbed ebonite former,
and soldering tags are provided. In conjunction with a 0.0002 mfd. tuning condenser, all the interesting short wavelengths would be covered; the component
is priced at 10s. 6d.
Short-wave Receiver.—A 2-valve detector
L. F.
set,
including
the
abovementioned tuner, is also manufactured ;it
is mounted in an all-metal case similar
to that recently described in connection
with the " Empire " receiver. A departure from standard practice is the use of
combined "swinging coil " and capacity
reaction. As smooth regeneration is allimportant in short-wave work. this innovation has much to recommend it.
Wright and Weaire. Ltd.,
¿load, Tottenham, K.17.

740, High

(16;
WET H.T.
The Standard wet 11.T. battery is built
up from a number of small primary cells
embodying the principle first introduced
•by Leclanché in 1868. A special electrolyte used in conjunction with a new type
of sac has overcome the tendency to
polarise which was so prevalent with this
type of cell in its original state when subjected to a continuous discharge.
The
outstanding advantage possessed by the
primary cell type of H.T. (or LT.)
battery is the ability of the user to recharge this at home without having access to an electric supply. The required
quantity of the two chemicals coniprising
the electrolyte should be obtained, and
after adding the necessary water this is
poured into each cell.
To prevent the
liquid creeping and attacking the terniinal
connections, a thin layer of oil should be
.
poured on the top of the electrolyte. A
current up to 20 milliamps can be taken
without seriously affecting the condition of
the cells, and this output should lie found
ample for average reception purposes.
L.T. Battery.--Extra large capacity
cells are made and intended for the supply of low-tension current to the valves in
a receiver. The safe discharge for this
cell would be about 0.5 amp., and if the
0.1 amp. type of valve is used in the receiver it will supply sufficient current for a
5-valve set. A booklet is supplied giving
full instructions for use and maintenance.
Wet 1.1.T. Battery Co., 12, Brownlow
Street, High Holborn, London, ir.c.i.
(256)

speakers on their stand. Particular mention should be made of the instrument
selling at £3, which represents really good
val ue.
The W.B. valve-holders 1
.
0E111
another very interesting exhibit.
Whiteley, lloneham and Co., Ltd., Nottingham Root!, Mansfield, Notts.

(6;
WHOLESALE
COMPONENTS.
J.B.S.
H.T.
Unit.—A continuously
variable H.T. potential is a useful feature
and can be obtained, in the case of a
D.C. battery eliminator, by means of a
sliding contact across a potential divider.
This eliminator includes two continuously
adjustable potentiometers with operating
knobs, pointers and scales indicating the
approximate potential obtained.
A fine
adjustment is obtained in this way. particularly useful in the case of H.F. valves
operating near the oscillating point as
well as anode bend detectors.
The
smoothing equipment is liberal. An out
put of 50 rnA. can be obtained over a
range of voltages from 20 to150. The ver
tical insulating panel is fitted with
shrouded terminals.
The price of this
model, type A2, is £3 5s.
Wholeeale Components and G.Z. Jarkland and Son 8 and 8e, Cross Street,
Islington, .V.
(248)

ZAMPA.

A large variety of useful and well-designed components are seen here. A tapped
H.F. choke covering both the broadcast
and the long-wave band is one of the interesting features among the smaller of
the components shown.
The choke is supplied with a small stud switch, and therefore a quick change from one point to
the other can be made in case any. re-

SEPTEMBER 28th, r927.
sonance troubles occur on the long wavelengths which is not infrequently the case
with the ordinary type of choke whose
resonant frequency often occurs in the
neighbourhood of the Daventry wavelength, thus producing uncontrollable oscillation. This device is specially recommended to users of the Reinartz type of
circuit who have experienced trouble on
the long wavelengths.
A very well designed tuner and reaction unit is also
shown, together with a neat and efficient
stud switch.
Resistances of the heavy
duty type are shown, their main function being for voltage reduction in a
battery eliminator where a resistance of
inadequate design often causes trouble.
Another
interesting
instrument is a
" variable-fixed " condenser somewhat resembling ai, ordinary grid condenser.
This.should prove extremely useful when
building a receiver having two separate
tuning circuits to enable an instantaneous
change-over to be made from the local
station to Daventry.
.1/ic ll'ireb-els Co., Market Street, Wellingborough.
•

•

•

•

International Exhibit of Wireless
Apparatus.
An interesting exhibit which is to include foreign apparatus as well as that of
some representative
British manufacturers is to be held at 'Messrs. Whiteley's,
Queen's Road, Bayswater, opening on
Monday, October 3rd. The display will
be on the third floor of that store. We
understand that the principal importers
of American apparatus have been invited
to show and that in addition to the exhibits of other British manufacturers representative British valve producers will
show valve-testing apparatus in operation.
Entrance to the exhibit will be free.

WHITELEY, BONEHAM.

It cannot be doubted that the horn type
of loud-speaker is slowly but gradually
giving place to the more attractive
cabinet type, and it is very evident that
Messrs. Whiteley, Boneham & Co. have
appreciated this point to the full, judging
by the very attractive display of loud-

An opportunity is afforded of examining a typical broadcast transmitter.
set to be seen in the B.B.C. exhibit.
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WIRELESS STATION

.

()
b..

A Well=dcsigned Transmitter Operated by Remote Control from the
Receiving Station.
rit 1HE

Saint-Hubert Aerodrome NVireless Station,
tt hich has recently been opened by the Belgian
Department of Aeronautics, was constructed to
deal with the traffic of two important international air
routes.
viz.,
Amsterdam-Brussels-Basle
and
Paris(' il' une- Berlin.
The Saint-Hubert Aerodrome is situ-

ini.:0—eiienaehnne

ated at the point of intersection of these ton route,.
Owing to the danger to navigation of the high mas: necessary for a powerful transmitter, the station has 14.:11
divided into two units—the receiving station tt ith astna:I
aerial being situated on the edge of the aerodrome, and
the transmitter in a separate building at a distance of
about one kilometre fr ,m th,
aerodrome.
Such an arrangement permits the use of
a much higher transmittin4
aerial than would otherwise
,e possible.
Power Supply.

Choke modulated speech transmitter suited tor communication with aircraft.
47

The power supply fur the
transmitter is taken from the
power
station
at
SaintHubert over a special overhead line just over 3
metres in length.
The supply is 220 volts D.C., and in
order
to compensate
for
voltage drop in the overhead
line a special booster has
been installed at the !towel
station end of the line
At
the transmitter power is converted for supplying H.T.
and L.T. to the valves by a
motor generator set comprising the following machines:

MEDe@egs
World
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We-Hubert Aerodrome Wireless illation.—
(1) 8.5 h.p. self-starting D.C. motor.
(2) Two 2,500-volt 0.5 amp. D.C. generators for
anode current supply.
(3) 18-volt 3o-amp. D.C. generator for filament current supply.
(4) rio-volt D.C. generator for field excitation.
(5) Dynamo-tachometer for remote indication of r.p.m.
•This set is started up automatically by a relay operating from the receiving station. The same relay simultaneously starts up the booster at the power station. The
high-tension generators may be connected either in series
or in parallel to deliver 5,000 or 2,500 volts respectively;
normally they are connected in series.
The motor
generator set and its control panel were supplied by MM.
Chabot and Jochmans, of Brussels.

SEPTEMBER 28th, 19.27.

telephony.
Modulation is obtained through the usual
choke control circuit, the microphone and speech amplifier
being supplied direct from the 22o-volt D.C. mains. The
transmitter is capable of feeding one kilowatt of H.F.
energy into the aerial, but the normal power in the aerial
is from 500 to 600 watts only. Although the transmitter
and motor generator are normally controlled from the
receiving station a switch is provided for local control.

The Transmitter.
The radiating system of the transmitter consists of a
" T " type aerial and acounterpoise. The horizontal portion of the aerial is 55 metres long and is supported by
two 50-metre lattice masts.
The counterpoise is supported on posts 4 metres high and is arranged in two
symmetrical series of 14 radial wires. The aerial and

The

Yreiying station: in the centre is a voltmeter for indicating the speed of the motor generator, and immediately below is the rheostat
for regulating the motor speed. (Inset above) General view of the transmitter, showing the control units for local working.

counte. -poiso circuits are tuned by separate adjustments
and their common point earthed.
Thu wavelength range of the transmitter is continuously .
ariable from Soo to 2,000 metres, the international
mave-longths for use on aircraft being fixed at goo,
1.400 and 1,680 mettes.
Th r transmitter may be used either for telegraphy or

The receiving station building which is situated on the
outskirts of the aerArome is connected by an underground cable with the transmitter.
A small aerial 15
metres in height is used for reception and is connected to
a four-valve receiving set.
This set may be supplied with
H.T. and L.T. either from batteries or from the mains
through a special battery eliminator.
D 4R
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TYPE A—Suitable for use alter Valves
with A.C. Resistance (Impedance) of
15,000-40,000 ohms
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These new Bowyer-Lowe components are worthy additions to arange that have won
world-wide approval among critical experimenters and constructors. A Bowyer-Lowe
component is the best that designing talent and manufacturing skill can produce.
S'quare S'creeninq Box

SQUARE SCREENING BOX
Matt finished aluminium, supplied
with baseboard and fixing screws.
Packed flat and can be assembled
in afew minutes.
List No. 283.
6/-

LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKE
Bowyer-Lowe
Low
Frequency
Transformers made two years ago
are still giving excellent service, but
the large amount of copper and iron
necessary for the construction of an
efficient transformer made them expensive. Owing to recent developments we can now supply this transformer at an economic price and for
those who want the best possible
f Trani-former-Choke reproduction there is no other
choice. Supplied in two ratios
for first and second stage.
List No. 284. Ratio
List No. 285. Ratio
Also in Multi ratio
3.66, 4.5, and 6 to 1.
List No. 286
Also Low Frequency
List No. 287

3-1
22/6
6-z
25/giving 1.8, 3,
Choke.

27/6
20/-

JACK SWITCH
Fills the need for a simple and
positive On and Off switch, is
similar to our jacks in construction,
and fits the panel in the same
manner.
List No. 281
3/VARIABLE RESISTOR
Better than the panel rheostat and an
advance on the fixed resistor, for use
on the baseboard of the receiver and
graduated so that settings may be
repeated. Wound under tension on a
non-shrinking former and providing
maximum air cooling. Base is of
Bakelite, made in two resistances.
List No. 289.
5aluns
33/List No. 290.
30 ohms
3/-

SIX SOCKET BASE
Has sockets to the standard
" Southern Cross" arrangement,
C) •
and is for use in the Square
J/...›C
Screening Box or when the six pm
coils and transformers are to be
used without a screen.
Provided
with
six
terminals
correctly
numbered. Made of Bakelite.
List No. 291
36
MARK II WAVEMETER
Covers all wave-lengths between
150 moo metre.
Fitted with a
buzzer, self-contained battery, and
a lamp to indicate resonance for
transmitting and other uses where
more convenient.
Tuning is very
sharp. Two coils with calibration
charts are contained in case. A
high class instrument which every
serious experimenter should possess Hark
List No. 226—
In oak case
..
0 0
In walnut case ..
10 0
TWO SPEED DIAL
Manufactured under Burndept Patent
243,218.
This dial is of polished Bakelite 31"
diam. concealing a double reduction
friction epicyclic gear, giving a
reduction of z8 to I or a direct
drive. Entirely free of backlash or
noise — all the moving parts being
floating and self compensating for
wear. The Station recorder is
provided with renewable scales
and is readily detachable.
Fits 3'16 - or r spindles.
List No. 253. Complete with
Station recorder
9/UNIVERSAL H.F. CHOKE
The ideal component wherever ,
H.F. Choke is indicated.
By
virtue of it. special sectional winding not only is the distributed
c.ipacity kept at a minimum but it
will efficiently operate over a very
wide range of wave lengths: from
the shortest to the longest.
List No. 288
Price 9/-

,

S'oeke

BaS'e

If Wavemel-er

----

Valve /folder

A great advance
over all previous
types of springy
valve holder. Interelectrode capacity
is at a minimum
and always constant, making it
idealfor the SuperHet and shortwave receivers.
Initial amplitude of
vibration
under
shock is large, yet

"Whiteline " for
safety.
List No. 282 213

SEND FOR THIS
BOOK TO-DAY.
THE
BOWYER-LOWE STANDARD
SEVEN AND EIGHT VALVE
SUPER - HETERODYNE. •How to Build and Operate.
By A. E. Bowyer-Lowe.
Price 2-.
A fully illuidratid di,cription of
dus nee Receiver which covers all
wave-lengths from 35 to 2,000
metres. May be built as a7-valer,
and the 8th .added when required
without any re-arrangement of
parts. Embodies the new valves.
Full size blue prints included
with the book.

ÉlniverS'ai H..F. Choke

damping is quick
and gentle. Made
of Bakelite, supplied with marked
terminals, soldering
tags and fixing
s,rews. Base t3in.
square overall with
projection adjacent
to plate leg of valve

*Yerr
\
e LOWE

NATIONAL
RADIO EXHIB.
OLYMPIA
STAND

BOWYER-LOWE

CO., LTD., LETCHWORTH.

THE BOWYER-1.0%1E CO., LTD.,
LETCHWORTH, HERTS.
Please send nie acopy oi "The Bowyer.
Lowe Standard 7& 8Valve Super-Het,"
for which Ienclose my remittance for 2/-

Mention of " llie Wirele3s

World,

7.chen Writ: ru,'

No. 124

NA ME
ADDRESS
to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Wavelength and

Power of European Stations.

SP)

The following list of European broadcasting stations in order of wavelength has been carefully compiled from the latest information available up to the time of going to press. The times of transmissions given are those generally in use on weekdays,
but these, of course, vary slightly al times. We have included for the sake of completeness several stations which only work
occasionally, and afew that are not yet opened but of which the proposed wavelengths and nominal power are obtainable.
The geographical position of all the stations in this list may be found by reference to the map presented with this issue.
Kiinigswusterhausen, Berlin, AFP.
Wavelengths, 4025 and 2865 metres (74 and
105 kilocycles). Nominal Power, 20 and
10 kW.
Press Messages.
Eiffel Tower, Paria, FL
2,650 metres
(113 kC.), 5 kW.
6.45 p.m. News, 8.0 p.m. Weather,
8.15 p.m. Concert, etc. Time Signals in
code at 0926 and 2226 G.M.T. and S.T.
Montesanto, near Lisbon. CTV. 2,450
metres (122 kC.). 1} kW.
Government Station.
Berlin (Wolff's Bureau).
2,525 metres
(119 kC.), 5 kW.
Intermittent news during the day.
Kovno, Lithuania.
2,000 metres (150 kC.),
15 kW.
7.30 p.m. Concert, 8.30 p.m. Time,
Weather and News.
Scheveningen, Holland.
1,950 metres (154
kC.). 24 kW.
Kosice (Kassa), Czecho-Slovakia.
1,870
metres (160 kC.), 5 kW.
7.30-10.0 p.m. Concert, etc.
B

13

Norddeich, Germany. 1,780 metres (168 kC.).
Weather reports 1.0 a.m. daily.
Paris (Radio Paris), CFR.
1,750 metres
(171 kC.), 3kW.
12.30 p.m. Concert, 1.50 and 4.30 p.m.
Market Prices and News.
7.30 p.m.
onwards Concerts, etc.
Preliminary
signal : gong at 12.30 and 8.30 p.m.
Kharkov. Russia, RA43.
1,700 metres.
176 metres, 4 kW.
Daventry, 5XX.
1604.8 metres (187 kC.),
25 kW.
10.30 a.m. Greenwich Time Signal and
Weather Forecast.
12.0 noon Concert,
etc.
3.0 p.m. onwards, London Programme.
6.30 p.m. Time Signal, 9.30
p.m. Shipping Forecasts.
Moscow (Komitern), Russia, RDW and
RAI. 1,450 metres (207 kC.), 40 kW.
Transmissions from 2.0 p.m. onwards.
Closes down with chimes to denote hour
and the "Internationale."
Karisborg. Sweden, SAJ.
1.305 metre.
(220 kC.), 5 kW.

Motala, Sweden.
1,320 metres (227 kC.),
30 kW.
Relays Stockholm.
Kbnigswusterhausen, Berlin, AFT.
1,2.50
metres (240 kC.), 8kW.
12.0 noon, Lecture, News, etc. 3.0 p.m.
to 8.0 p.m. Lectures. etc.
8.0 p.m.
onwards,
Program mes
from
Berlin.
Opening and Interval signals: Metronome.
Hjorring, Denmark. 1,225 metres (245 ke.).
Relay Station.
Boden, Sweden, SASE.
1,200 metres (250
k('.). 14 kW.
Relays Stockholm.
Stamboul, Constantinople.
1,200 metres
(250 kC.), 10 kW.
4.0 p.m. Concert. 7.30 p.m. Concert, etc.
Kallundborg, Denmark. 1153.8 metres (260
kC.), 74 kW.
Relays Copenhagen.
Soro, Denmark.
1,150 metres (261 W.),
14 kW.
Relays Copenhagen.

WfiFisheo
Etl.
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Broadcast Guide.Ryvang, Denmark.
1 kW.

1,150 metres (261 kC.).

Novosibirsk, Russia, RA33.
(2(18 kC.), 4kW.

1,117 metres

Warsaw, Poland, AXO. 1,111 metres (270
ke.), 10 kW.
6.35 p.m. and 7.35 p.m. News. 8.30 p.m.
Concert, etc.
10 p.m. Time Signal,
Weather Report and News.

Hekaterinburg, Russia, RA15.
(.1(141 kC.), f kW.

SEPTEMBER 28th, z927.
750 metres

Ostersund, Sweden. 720 metres (416 kC.),
2 kW.
Relays Stockholm.
Astrakhan,
Russia,
(428 kC.), 1kW.
Saratoff, Russia.
IkW.

700

RA26.
metres

700
(428

metres
Ice),

Lausanne, likwitzeriand, HB2. 680 metres
Kbely (Prague). Czecho-Slovakia, OK P. 1,110
(441 kC.), 13 kW.
metres (270 kC.), 1kW.
7.0 a.m. Weather Forecasts. 1.0 p.m.
Programmes 7.0 to 8.30 p.m.
Time Signal, Weather, Market News.
Viburg, Denmark. 1,110 metres (270 kC.),
830 p.m. Weather, Concert, etc. Open1kW.
ing signal : Chimes.
Relay Station.
Moscow (Soviet NVireless Union), Russia,
Basle, Switzerland. 1,100 metres (273 kC.),
RA4. 675 met-es (444 kC.), f kW. •
kW.
Stavropol, Caucasus, RA20. 655 metres
Programmes 8.30 p.m.
Usually relays
(465 kr.), 11 kW.
Berne or Lausanne.
Zurich, Switzerland, HBZ. 588 metres
De BiIt, Amsterdam, PCFF. 1,100 metres
(510 kC.), 1 kW.
(273 ke.), 11 kW.
9.15 p.m. Weather Reports.
12.
.28 p.m. 1Veather, Concert, News.
Hilversum, Holland, ANRO. 1,060 metres
1.30 p.m. Market News. 3.0 p.m.
(283 kC.). 5 kW.
Concert. 5.45 p.m. Weather Forecast.
11.40 a.m. News.
12.15 p.m. Concert.
7.30 p.m. Lecture. 8.0 p.m. Concert,
etc. Interval signal: gong. Announce5.40 p.m. Concert, etc. Announcements
ments in German, except closing farewell
frequently given both in Dutch and
in Zurich dialect.
•
English.
Veliky Ustjuk, Russia, RA16. 1,010 metres
Freiburg, Germany. 577 metres (520 kC.),
(297 kC.), If kW.
11 kW.
Leningrad, Russia, RA42.
1,000 metres
Relays Stuttgart.
300 kC.), 10 kW.
Vienna (Stubenring), Austria.
577 metres
6.0 p.m. Lecture. 7.0 p.m. News. 7.30
(520 kC.), 11 kW.
p.m. Concert, etc. Opening signal: gong
11.0 a.m. Music. 4.15 p.m. Concert.
or chimes.
Closes doss n with "Inter7.0 p.m. Lecture. 8.0 p.m. Concert, etc.
nationale."
Tuning Signal V in Morse. Interval
Odessa, Russia, RA40.
1,000 metres (300
signal: Metronome. Closing signal : SK
ke.), 11 kW.
in Morse.
Ust, Syssolsk, Russia, REG.
1,000 metres
Saragossa, Spain, EAJ 23.
566 metres
(300 kC.), If kW.
(530 kC.), 13 kW.
Tiflis, Russia. 970 metres (309 ke.), 4 kW.
Berlin (Magdeburger Platz). 566 metres
Tver, Russia, RA44. 965 metres (312 ke.),
(530 kC.), 2 kW.
13 kW.
10.10 a.m. Markets, Weather, Reports,
Minsk, Russia, RA18. 950 metres (316 kr.),
etc. 11.0 a.m. Concert, etc.
12.0 noon,
13 kW.
Lecture, etc. 1.30 te.m. Weather ForeVol'unesh, Russia, RA12. 950 metres (316
cast. 3.30 p.m. Concert. etc. 5.30 p.m.
kil.), If kW.
Music. 7.30 p.m. Concert, etc. 10.0 p.m.
Leningrad, Russia, RA6. 940 metres (319
News. Closes down with "Deutschland
lie.), 2k1V.
über Riles."
Homel, Russia, RA39. 925 metres (324 kC.),
Bloemendaal, Holland. 566 metres (530 kC.)
13 kW.
I kW.
Artemesk, Russia.
850 metres (353 kC.),
10.40 a.m. and 5.40 p.m. Religious
11 kW.
Service, Sundays only.
Relays Moscow and Kharkov.
fdikeli (St.
li(•hel), Finland. 566 metres
Nljni Novgorod, Russia, RA13. 860 metres
(530 lie.), 1 kW.
(349 kC.), 14 kW.
Relay Station.
Rostov-on-Don, Russia, RA14.
850 metres
Hamar, Norway. 566 metres (530 kC.),
(353 ke.), 111(W.
3kW.
Kiev, Russia, RA5. 820 metres (366 kC.),
Relays Oslo.
IkW.
Budapest, Hungary. 555.6 metres (540 kC.),
Odense, Denmark.
.810 metres (370 kC.),
3 kW.
1kW.
5.30 p.m. C'oncert. 7.0 p.m. News and
Relay Station.
Concert. Opening signal: alternation of
Ivanovo Vosnesensk, Russia, RA7. 800
two notes. Often the announcer is a
metres (375 kC.), tkW.
lady. Closes down with farewell in
Sevastopol, Russia, RA9.
800 metres (375
Magyar, French and German.
ke.), IkW.
Sundsvall, Sweden, SASD. 545.6 metres
Tashkent, Russia, RA27. 800 metres (375
(550 ke.), I kW.
ke.), 4 kW.
Munich (Deutsche Stunde in Bayern), GerBaku, Russia, RA45. 760 metres (395 kC.),
many. 535.7 metres (560 ke.), 4 kW.
11 kW.
11.45 a.m. Weather Forecast. 12.30
Geneva (Radio Geneva), Switzerland, HB1.
p.m. Concert.
1.55 p.m. Weather and
760 metres (395 kC.), -¢ kW.
News. 3.0 p.m. Talks, Music, etc.
8.30 p.m. Concert, Weather News. etc.
8.30 p.m. Concert, etc. 10.0 p.m.
Opening signal: three long whistles.
Weather and News. Opening and InterBogorodsk,
Russia,
RA8. 750 metres
val signals: - - - .- - - - .- - (400 kC.).
followed by three notes, A, F sharp, D.

Riga, Latvia. 526.5 metres (570 ke.), I} kW.
11.35 Weather and Market Reports.
6.0 p.m. Talks. 7.0 p.m. Concert, etc.
9.0 p.m. Weather. 9.30 p.m. News.
Vienna (Ilosenhügel).
517.2 metres (580
ke.), 5k1V.
Same programme as Vienna, Stubenring
(577 metres).
Krasnodar (Kuban), Russia, RA38.
513
metres (595 kC.), 1 kW.
Porsgrund, Norway. 500 metres (600 kC.),
1kW.
Relays Oslo.
Palermo, Italy (Projected), ICP. 500 metres
(600 kC.), 2 kW.
Trome, Norway. 500 metres (600 kC.).
Aberdeen, 2131i. 500 metres (600 kC.),
11 kW.
3.0 p.m. onwards, usually relays programmes from London, 'Edinburgh, or
Glasgow.
Uppsala, Sweden.
500 metres (600 kC.),
}kW.
Relays Stockholm.
Valencia (Reine Victoria Hotel), Spain,
EAJ14. 500 metres (600 kC.), 3 kW.
Linkoping, Sweden. 500 metres (600 kC.),
kW.
Relays Stockholm.
Daventry, Experimental 5GB. 491.5 metres
(610 k('.). 30 kW.
3.0 p.m.
Concert,
etc. 5.45
p.m.
Children's Hour. 6.30 p.m. Greenwich
Time
Signal,
Weather and News.
6.45 p.m. Music and Talks, 8.0 p.m.
Concert, 10.0 p.m. Weather Forecast and
News.
Brussels (Radio Belgique), SBR. 487 metres
(615 ke.), 14 kW.
5.0 p.m. Concert, etc. 7.45 p.m. News,
8.15 p.m. Concert, 10.15 p.m. News,
Announcements sometimes in Flemish
as well as French.
Closes down with
" La Brabançonne."
Berlin (Witzleben). 483.9 metres (620 kC.),
4 kW.
Same programme as Magdeburger Plaz
(566 metres).
Lyons (La Doua) P.T.T., France. 476.2
metres (630 kC'.), 1kW.
9.30 a.m. Weather, 8.15 p.m. News,
8.50
p.m.
onwards
relays
Eeole
Superieure.
Langenberg, Germany. 468.8 metres (640
ke.), 25 kW.
10.30 a.m. News, 11.0 a.m. Concert,
12.55 p.m. News and Weather Report,
1.10 p.m. Concert. Lectures, etc. 7.0
p.m. News and NVeather, 8.10 p.m.
Concert, etc.
Barcelona (Radio Catalans), Spain, EAJ13.
462 metres (649 k('.), 1kW.
10.0 a.m. Concert, 7.50 p.m. Time,
10.0 p.m. Weather Report, 10.30 p.m.
Concert, 11.50 p.m. News.
Oslo, Norway. 461.5 metres (650 kC.),
14 kW.
10.0 a.m. Markets, 1.0 p.m.-7.45 p.m.
Intermittent transmissions, 7.45 p.m.
News, 8.0 p.m. Concert, etc. 10.0 p.m.
News and M'eather. Closes with Norwegian National Anthem.
Paris (Ecole Superieure de P.T.T.). 458
metres (655 V...). f kW.
8.0 a.m. News, 10.0 a.m. Talks, 1.0 p.m.
Lecture, etc. 2.0 p.m. Concert, 6.0 p.m.
News, 8.0 p.m. Talks, etc. 9.0 p.m.
Concert. Programmes also relayed from
Caen, Grenoble, Lille, Limoges, Lyons
P.T.T., Marseilles, Renne and Toulouse
P.T.T.
14
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Broadcast Guide.Vladivostok, Russia, RA17.
458 metres
(655 kC.), 14 kW.
Stockholm, Sweden, SASA.
454.5 metres
(660 kC.), 11 kW.
12.35 p.m. Weather, 12.45 p.m. Exchange, etc. 6.0 p.m. Children's Corner,
6.30 p.m. Concert, 7.0 p.m. Lecture, etc.
7.30 p.m. Concert, etc.
Rome (Unione Radiofonica Italians), IRO.
450 metres (666 kC.), 3 kW.
1.0 p.m. News, etc. 5.10 p.m. News,
Weather, etc. 9.0 p.m. Time, News,
Weather and Exchange, 9.10 p.m.
Concert, etc. 11.25 p.m. News. Opening signal: sustained note followed by
the word " Pronto.'' Closes down with
Italian National Anthem.
Moscow (Trades Union), RA2.
450 metres
(666 le), 4 kW.
Transmita at intervals from 9.0 a.m.
to 9.0 p.m.
Rjukan, Norway. 448 metres (870 kC.),
kW.
Relays Oslo.
Bruenn (Brno), Czecho-Slovakia.
441.2
metres (680 kC.), 24 kW.
12.15 p.m. Concert, 2.30 p.m. News,
5.35 p.m .German transmission, 6.0
p.m. Time Signal. 7.0 p.m. Concert,
etc. 10.0 p.m. News.
Bilbao (Radio Club de Vizcaya), Spain
EAJ9. 434.8 metres (690 kC.), 1kW.
Fredrikstad, Norway. 434.8 metres (690 kC.),
IkW.
Relays Oslo.
Frankfurt-on-Main, Germany. 428.9 metres
(700 kC.), 4 kW.
6.45 a.m. Morning exercises, 11.55 a.m.
Chimes from Darmstadter Schloss, News
and Weather, 12.55 p.m. News, 3.25 p.m.
Market Reports, Talks, etc. 4.5 p.m.
News, etc. 4.30 p.m. Concert, 6.5 p.m.
Market Reports, Talks, etc. 8.0 p.m.
Concert, 9.15 p.m. News.
Notodden, Norway. 423 metres (709 le.).
Relays Oslo.
Cracow, Poland. 422 metres (711 kC.),
l, kW.
Generally relays Warsaw.
Moscow (Peredacha). 420 metres (715 kC.),
2 kW.
Bilbao (Radio Vizcaya), Spain, EAJ 11.
418 metres (708 kb.), 2 kW.
Goteborg, Sweden. SASB. 416.7 metres
(720 kC.), 1 kW.
Relays Stockholm.
Berne, Switzerland. HBA. 411 metres
(73)) kC.), 11 kW.
1.0 p.m. News, Weather, Exchange and
Concert. 3.56 p.m. News. 4.0 p.m.
Concert, etc. 8.0 p.m. News and Weather
Report, Concert, etc. 9.50 p.m. News
and Weather: announcements in German, French and English. Interval
signal: two strokes on gong.
Glasgow, 5 SC. 405.4 metres (740 kC.),
14 kV.
12.0 noon, Gramophone Records. 3.15
p.m. Musie. 4.15 p.m. Concert. 5.15
p.m.
Children's
Corner. 5.58 p.m.
Weather forecast for farmers. 6.0 p.m.
Concert, etc. 8.0 p.m. onwards, usually
relays programmes from London and
other stations.
Salamanca, Spain. EAJ22. 402.5 metres
(746 LC.),
kW.
9.30 p.m. Concert. 10.30 p.m. Dance
Music.
B 15
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Aix la Chappelle, Germany. 400 metres
(750 kC.), 4kW.
Cork, Irish Free State, OCK. 400 metres
(750 Ice.), 11 kW.
2.30 p.m. Weather. Market Reports
and Gramophone Music. 0.30 p.m.
onwards,
Programme
relayed
from
Dublin.
Cadiz, Spain, EAJ3. 400 metres (750 ke.),
kW.
7.0 p.m.
onwards. 8.0 p.m. Time
Signal. Preliminary signal :Metronome.

15r
Bergen, Norway. 370.4 metres (810 kC.),
14 kW.
11.15 a.m. Markets, Weather. 12.15 p.m.
Weather and News. 6.30 p.m. Children's
Corner.
7.55 Fishing News.
8.0 p.m.
Concert. 10.0 p.m. Weather and News.
Paris (Lucien Levy). 570 metres (811 kC.),
kW.
10.0 p.m. Concert Monday, %Wednesday
and Friday.
Leipzig, Germany. 365.8 metres (820 kC ..).
4 kW.
10.0 a.m. Markets, News, Weather, etc.
12.0 noon, Concert.
12.55 p.m. News.
1.15 News. 4.0 p.m. Lecture, etc. 8.0
p.m. Weather and Time.
8.15 p.m.
Concert, etc.
10.10 p.m. Press and
Sports News, Interval signal :Metronome.

Madrid (Radio España), EAJ2. 400 metres
(750 kC.), 3 kW.
Mont de Marsan, France, 400 metres (750 kC'.),
kW.
Plymouth, 5 PY. 400 metres (750 kC.),
Nice. 362 metres (830 Ice.), 1kW.
1- kW.
Relay Station.
London, 2LO. 361.4 metres (830 kC.), 3kW.
12.0 noon to 2.0 p.m. Concert, etc.
Seville (Union Radio) Spain, EAJ17. 400
metres (750 kC.), 1kW.
1.0 p.m. Time Signal " Big Ben."
3.0 p.m. Music. 5.0 p.m. Talk.
5.15
Tammerfors. Finland. 400 metres (750 kC.),
p.m. Children's Corner. 6.0 p.m. Music.
kW.
6.30
p.m.
Greenwich
Time
Signal,
Relays Helsingfors.
Weather and News. 6.45 p.m. to 8.0
Hamburg (Norag), Germany. 394.7 metres
p.m. Music, Talks, etc. 8.0 p.m. Concert.
(760 kC.), 4 kW.
9.0 p.m. Weather, Nees, Talk.
9.35
6.20 a.m. Weather.
7.10 a.m. Weather
p.m. Concert continued.
and News.
8.0 a.m. Talks to Women.
Graz. Austria.
357.1 metres (840 kC.),
10.15 a.m. News.
11.0 a.m. Concert.
12.10 p.m. Weather.
12.30 p.m. Relays
kW.
Generally relays Vienna.
Preliminary
Hanover or Bremen.
6.0 p.m. Concert,
and closing signal: series of V's (in
Talks, etc. 8.0 p.m. Concert, etc. OpenMorse). Interval signal: Metronome.
ing signal: H.A. (in Morse.) Interval
signal: stroke on gong. Closes down
Cardiff, 5WA. 353 metres (850 ke.), 11 kW.
12.0 noon onwards, Programmes similar
with German National Anthem.
to London.
Toulouse (Radio du Midi), France. 391
Prague (Strasnice), Czecho-Slovakia. 348.9
metres (767 kC.), 3 kW.
10.15 a.m. News, Markets, etc.
12.30
metres (860 kC.), 5 kW.
p.m. Weather, News, Concert.
1.0 p.m.
10.50 a.m. Concert. 11.35 a.m. AgriculChimes.
1.45 p.m. News.
5.30 p.m.
tural News.
12.0 noon, Time Signal,
Exchange and Agricultural News.
8.0
News, Concert. 1.15 p.m. Trade Notes.
p.m. Chimes, News, etc.
8.25 p.m.
1.30 p.m. Market Prices.
5.0 p.m.
Automobile Club Report.
8.45 p.m.
Concert, etc.
8.0 p.m. Time Signal,
Weather and News. 8.10 p.m. Concert.
Concert, etc.
10.0 p.m. Time, News, etc.
Falun, Sweden, SMZK. 387 metres (775
Barcelona (Radio Barcelona), Spain, EAJ1
kC.), 4 kW.
344.8 metres (870 kC.), 2kW.
Relay Station.
12.0 noon to 9.0 p.m. Transmits at
Manchester, 2ZY. 384.6 metres (780 kC.),
intervals. 9.0 p.m. News, etc., Music.
14 kW.
10.0 p.m. Chimes and %Weather Forecast.
3.0 p.m. to 5.15 p.m. Music, Talks, etc.
10.10 p.m. Concert. Closes down with
5.15 p.m. Children's Corner.
6.0 p.m.
Spanish National Anthem.
Music.
6.30 p.m onwards as London
Paris (Petit Parisien).
340.4) metres (880
Programme.
le), j kW.
Stuttgart, Germany. 379.7 metres (790
9.0 p.m. Concert Sunday, Tuesday,
1(C.), 4 kW.
Thursday and Saturday. Closing down
12.30 p.m. Weather and News. 3.0 p.m.
announcement in French and English.
Music. 4.15 Concert. 6.0 p.m.
.Weather
Copenhagen. 337 metres (890 kC.), 4 kW.
and Agricultural News.
6.15 p.m.
3.0 p.m. Concert. 6.0 p.m. Chimes from
Talks, etc. 7.45 p.m. Weather and
the Town Hall.
7.0 p.m. News, etc.
News.
8.0 p.m. Concert, etc. Pre7.15 p.m. Time Signal. 7.30 p.m. Talk.
liminary signal: 3 notes, C.D.G. Closes
8.0 p.m. Concert.
10.0 p.m. News,
down with German National Anthem.
Opening signal: three strokes of a gong.
Helsingfors, Finland. 375 metres (800 kC.),
Closes with Danish National Anthem.
14 kW.
Cartagena, Spain, EAJ16. 335 metres (893
12.0 noon Exchange, News, Weather.
ke.), 1kW.
6.0 p.m. Lectures.
6.50 p.m. News,
8.30 p.m. Concert.
Time, Weather.
8.0 p.m. Concert, etc.
Naples, INA. 333.3 metres (900 kC.), 14
Madrid (Union Radio), EAJ 7. 375 metres
kW.
(800
14 kW.
1.0 p.m. Official News.
2.0 p.m. Ex12.0 noon Time Signal, %Weather and
change News.
5.0 News Markets, etc.
News.
2.0 p.m. Concert.
10.0 p.m.
5.10 p.m. Music, Talks, etc. 7.30 p.m.
Monday, Thursday and Saturday, Time,
Official News. 8.55 p.m. News. 9.0 p.m.
Exchange and Concert. Opening signal:
Concert, etc.
three or four notes or a few chords.
Reykjavik. Iceland. 333.3 metres (900 kC.),
Closes down with Spanish National
1kW.
Anthem.
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Broadctut
Limoges, France.

330 metres
(910 kC.),
kW.
Relay Station.

Koenigsberg, Germany.

329.7
metres (910 kC.), 1kW.
10.15 a.m. Local News.
11.0 a.m. Weather and
News. 11.30 a.m. Concert.
1.0 p.m.
%Vent her and
News. 3.0 p.m. Agricultural and Exchange News.
4.0 p.m. Concert.
6.30
p.m. Talks.
7.55 p.m.
Weather.
8.0 p.m. Talk.
8.45 p.m. Concert.

:Birmingham, 5 IT.
arily closed.
Bournemouth,

6BM.

Tempor326.1

metres (920 kt.), 1¡ kW.
12.0 noon, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, Gramophone Records. 4.0 p.m.
Music.
5.0 p.m. onwards,
programme
similar
to
London.
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Spain, EAJ 25. 325
metres (925 kC.), 1kW.

•ABERBEEN
OtINCF.E

Germany.
3226.
metres (930 kt.), 5 kW.
11.15 a.m.
'eat tier and
News. 12.15 p.m. Concert.
1.30 p.m. Weather and
News.
1.45 p.m. I'oncert.
3.30 p.m.
News.
3.45
p.m.
Children's
Corner.
4.30 p.m. Music. 5.0 p.m.
Agricultural
News.
6.0
p.m.
Talk.
7.0
p.m.
Weather. 8.0 p.m. Concert,
etc. 10.0 p.m. News.

Breslau,

Vitus).
322.6
metres (930 k(.), 1kW.
9,)) p.m. Wednesday, Friday and Sunday, Concert.
SublIn. 2ItN.
319.1 metres
(940 VI), If kW.
6.30 p.m. Children's Corner. 7.0 p.m. Gramophone
Music. 7.10 p.m. Exchange
and News.
7.30
p.m.
Talks, etc. 8.0 p.m. Concert.
10.30 p.m. News,
Weather, Preliminary signal: Tuning note and call
in Erse and English.
ahtis, Finland.
318 metres
(9-13 kC.).
Flan,
Italy.
IMI.
315.8
metres (950 kC.), 14 kW.
1.0 p.m. News. 4.15 p.m.
Concert, etc.
5.20 p.m.
Childrens'
Corner.
5.45
p.m. Agricultural
News.
7.0 p.m. News. 8.20 p.m.
Wireless Note, etc.
8.45
p.m. Time.
9.0 p.m. Concert.
Preliminary signal :
Tuning note. Closes with
Italian National Anthem.
gweastle,
5
NO.
312.5
metres (960 kC.), 14 kW.
12.0 noon onwards, programme similar to London.
kirneborg,
Finland.
311
metres (964 kC.).
Relaya Helsingfors.
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Agen, France. 310 metres (11
kC.),
kW.
9.30 p..
Tuesdays
and
Fride;
Concert.

Oviedo, Spain.
310 met
(965 kC.), f kW.

Zagreb (Agram). Yugo Slay
310 metres (965 kC.),
kW.
1.15 p.m. Annottneemen
1.30 p.m. Music. 3.45 p.
News. 7.0 p.m. Conce
etc.
Announcements
Croatian, Slay,
Celina
Italian and Greek. Ch
down with Croatian r
tional Anthem.

Marseilles,
P.T.T.,
Fran
309 metres (970 kC.)::
kW.
9.30 Weather. 8.15 p.
News. 8.30 p.m. Comte

Belfast, 2BE. 300.1 met
(980 kC.), 1j. kW.
12.0 noon, Music.
a
p.m. onwards, program:
similar to London.

Madrid
(Radio
Meddler
EAJ 12. 306 metres (£
kC.), 2 kW.

Nuremberg,
Germany.
.
metres (990 kC.), 4 kW.
Relays Munich.
Tomsk, Siberia, RA21. :
metres (1.000 kC.),
k:
San Sebastian, Spain, EA
297 metres (1,010 kt
2 kW.
Cadiz (Radio Lehera), Spa
EAJ 10. 297 metres (1,1
kC.), 1kW.
Liverpool, 6LV. 297 met
(1,010 kC.),
kW.
4.0 p.m.
onwards,
gramme similar to Lund
Hanover,
Germany.
metres (1,010 kC.),
Relays Hamburg.
Jyykskylii,
Finland.
'
metres (1,010 kC'.),
Relays Helsingfors.
Varberg,
Sweden,
SM:
297
metres (1,010 it
I kW.
Relays Gelteburg.
Hull,
6KH.
294.1 met
(1,020 kC.), IkW.
Dundee, 2GE. 2811 niel
(1,020 kC.),
kW.
Stoke, 6 ST.
294.1
(1,020 kC.), IkW.

mel

Swansea, 5SX. 294.1 met
(1,020 kC.,) I kW.
The above four are 16
Sint imts.
3.0 p.m.
wards, programme sim
to London.
Innsbruck,
Austria.
metres (1,020 kC.),
Relays Vienna.

21

Uddevalla,
Sweden.
21
metres (1,020 kC.), I
Relays Gateburg.

Lyons (Radio Lyon). Frai
291.3 metres (4030 b
lèkW.
13

17
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Broadcazt Guide.Lyons (cont.)
1.15 p.m. Concert.
1.30 p.m. Exchange.
2.15 p.m. News. 2.30 p.m. Exchange
News. 7.30 p.m. News. 7.45 p.m. Concert. 8.0 p.m. Financial News. 8.30 p.m.
News.
9.0 p.m. Concert, etc.
Edinburgh, 2EH. 288.5 metres (1,040 kC.),
kW.
Relay Station. 3.0 p.m. onwards, programme similar to London.
Tallinn (Revel), Esthonia. 285.7 metres
(1,050 Ire.), 2 kW.
6.0 p.m. Concert.
8.20 p.m. News,
Weather, Time, etc., Concert.
Dortmund, Germany.
kC.), 14 kW.
' Relays Münster.

283

metres

(1,060

Grenoble (Radio Club of Grenoble), France.
278 metres (1,079 ILO.), 1kW.
Transmits on Wednesdays and Saturdays
only.
Caen (Radio Club of Caen), France.
metres (1,080 kC.), 14 kW.
Relay Station.

277.8

Leeds, 2LS. 277.8 metres (1,080 kC.),
kW.
Relay Station. 3.30 p.m.
onwards,
programme similar to London.
277.8

Trolihâttan, Sweden, SMXQ.
(1,080 kC.),
kW.
Relay Station.
Dresden, Germany.
Ice.), 4 kW.
Relays Leipzig.
Iacobstad, Finland.

Bordeaux Lafayette, P.T.T. (France). 270
metres (1,111 kC'.), 1 kW.
1.10 p.m. News.
1.20 p.m. Concert,
8.30 p.m. News. 9.0 p.m. Concert.
Lille, P.T.T. (France).
kC'.), 4 kW.

265.5 metres (1.130

Bratislava (Pressburg), Czecho-Slovakia.
263.2 metres (1,140 ke.), 4 kW.
6.0 p.m. Concert.
7.0 p.m. Talks.
8.0
p.m. Relays Prague.
fdalmti, Sweden, SASC. 260.9 metres (1,150
ke.), 1 kW.
12.0 a.m. Sunday, Religious Service.
Hank& Finland. 260 metres (1,154 kC.),
kW.
Relay Station.
Linz, Austria (Projected).
(1,180 kC'.).

Ileo3en (Poznan),
Poland. 280.4 metres
(1,070 kC.), 14 kW.
1.0 p.m. Agricultural News.
2.0 p.m.
Exchange. 5.30 p.m. Concert. 7.0 p.m.
Talks, etc. 8.30 p.m. Concert. 10.0 p.m.
Time Signal.

Stavanger, Norway.
kC.),4 kW.
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275.2

metres

(1,080

277.8 metres

metres

(1,090

275.2 metres (1,090 kC.)

Nottingham, 5NG. 275.2 metres (1,090 kC.),
kW.
Relay Station. 3.0 p.m. onwards, programme similar to London.
Norrkoping, Sweden, SMVV.
(1,090 ke.), 4 kW.
Relays Stockholm.

275.2 metres

Angers
(Radio Anjou),
France.
metres (1,090 kC.), 4 kW.

275.2

OFL. 272.7 metres (1,100 kC.),
kW.
Relay Station. 3.0 p.m. onwards, programme similar to London.
Den», Italy (Projected).
(1,100 kC.), 14 kW.

272.7

Hudiksvall, Sweden. 272.7
ke.), 4 kW.
Relays Stockholm.

metres (1,100

Klagenfurt, Austria.
kC.), 14 kW.
Relays Vienna.

metres (1,100

272.7

metres

Dassel, Germany. 272.7 metres (1,100 ke.) ,
kW.
Relays Frankfurt.

254.2

metres

Stettin, Germany.
kW.
Relays Berlin.

236.2 metres (1,270 kC.),

Vilna, Poland (Projected).
(1,280 kC ..), 2 kW.

234.4

Beras, Sweden, SMBY.
(1,300 K..), j kW.
Relay Station.
Juan-les-Pins, France.
ke.),j kW.
9.0 p.m.-11.0 p.m.

230.8

metres

230 metres (1,304

Halsingborg, Sweden, SMYE.
(1,310 kC.), j kW.
Relays Malmo.
times, Sweden, SMSN.
kC.), j kW.
Relays Stockholm.

metres

229 metres

229 metres (1,310

Kiel, Germany. 254.2 metres (1,180 kC.),
kW.
Relays Hamburg.

Belgrade, Yugo Slavia.
kC.), 2 kW.

Kalmar, Sweden, SMSN.
(1,180 kC.), j kW.
Relays Stockholm.

Strasburg, France.
222.2 metres (1,350
ke.), j kW.
10.0 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays
C'oneert, etc.

Pori, Finland.
kW.

254.2

Venice (Projected).
lie.), 14 kW.

254.2

metres

metres (1,180 ke.),
254.2

metres

(1,180

Bradford, 2LS. 252.1 metres (1,190 kC.),
kW.
Relay Station. 3.30 p.m.
onwards,
programme similar to London.
Montpellier, France. 252.1 metres (1,190
kC.), 1kW.
8.45 p.m. News.
9.0 p.m. Concert, etc.
Bremen, Germany. 252.1 metres (I,190 kC.),
kW.
Relays Hamburg.
Siffle, Sweden, SMTS.
ke.),j kW.
Relays Stockholm.

252.1 metres (1,190

Eskilstuna, Sweden, SMUC.
(1,200 ke.), 4 kW.
Relays Stockholm.
Gleiwitz, Germany.
kW.
Relays Breslau.

250

metres

250 metres (1,200 kC.),
•

Uleaborg, Finland. 250 metres (1,200 kC.),
j kW.
Relays Helsingfors.
Lemburg, Poland (Projected).
(1,205 ke.), 14 kW.
Trondhjem, Norway.
k('.), 1 kW.

247.9 metres

243.9 metres (1,230

Muenster, Germany. 241.9 metres (1,240
kC.), 14 kW.
Relays
Langenberg
and
Dortmund.
Preliminary signal:
MS (in Morse).
Interval signal gong.
Bordeaux, (South-West) France. 238 metres
(1,260 ke.), 14 kW.
Relays Paris Ecole Superieure.
Kiruna Sweden. 238.1 metres (1,260 ke.) ,
kW.
Relays Boden.
Orebro, Sweden, SMTI.
(1,270 kC.), j kW.
It elays Stockholm.

236.2

metres

225.6 metres (1,330

Leningrad, 223.9 metres (1,340 ke.), 2 kW.

Karlstad, *Sweden, SMZZ.
(1,360 kC.), 4 kW.
Relays Stockholm.
Halmstad, Sweden.
kC.), 4 kW.
Relays Maim&

215.8

221

metres

metres

(1,390

Viborg, Finland. 214.3 m?tres (1,400 kC.),
kW.
Kiev, Russia, RAS.
211.3 metres (1,420
kC.), 2 kW.
Dijon, France.
1kW.

207.5 metres (1,450 kC.) ,

Gâvle, Sweden, SMXF.
kC.),
kW.
Relays Stockholm.
Reims, France.
kW.

204.1 metres (1,470

204.1 metres (1,470 kC.),

Kristinehamn, Sweden, SMTY.
(1,480 kC.), j kW.
Relays Stockholm.
Jönköping, Sweden.
201.3
kC.),j kW.
Relays Stockholm.
Biarritz, France.
kW.

202.7 metres

metres (1,490

200 metres (1,400 kC.),

Karlskrona, Sweden.
kC'.),
kW.
Relays Stockholm.

les

metres

(1,530

Ornskoldsvik, Sweden.
kC.), j kW.
Relays Stockholm.

187.5 metres (1,000

Beziers, France.
158 metres (1,899 kC.),
4kW.
8.0
p.m. News and Concert.
Berne, Switzerland, EH90C.
32 metres
(0,375 kC.), 1kW.
9.0 p.m. Transmits Berne programmes
on Mondays, Thursdays and Saturday s.
Eindhoven (Phillips Lamp Works), Holland,
PCJJ. 30.2 metres (9,934 kC.).
5.0 p.m.-8.0 p.m. G.M.T., Experimental
Transmissions, Tuesdays and Thursdays,
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A Section Devoted to New Ideas
and Practical Devices.
AERIAL LEAD-IN SYSTEM.

In designing a lead-in system the
first consideration is perfect insulation under all weather conditions; the
second, spacing the lead-in away
from the wall to reduce capacity to
earth; and the third, suitable tension
on the wire to prevent swaying.
An arrangement which satisfies all
three conditions is shown in the diagram.
A wooden strut is used to
space the lead-in away from the wall
and is provided at the end with a
porcelain-insulated screw eye through
which the wire passes. The end of
the wire is attached to the lead-in
terminal in the usual way, any slack

voltage is not applied across the filament sockets of the valve holders
through some fault in the wiring. A
voltmeter connected across the fila.

Testing unit for

EAD-11.1

ireui.Krirta

RiNG

Efficient method of terminating lead-in
Wire.

being taken up by a weight suspended
below the wooden strut.
If the
weight is attached by absorbent
string, rain running down the lead-in
will leave the wire at this point and
will not reach the lead-in insulator.
ot, Z:
TESTING

FILAMENT

CIRCUITS.

Before inserting valves into a
newly constructed receiver it is always
•advisable to test the filament circuit
to make quite sure that the H.T.
19

the test, the L.T. voltage may be reduced to suit the rating of the flash
lamp bulb.
0000
BINDING FRAYED LEADS.
There is a particularly neat method
of finishing off the frayed ends of
telephone cords and flex leads, the
principle of which is illustrated in
the diagram. The binding material
is waxed thread or thin twine, and
there are three stages in laying on the
thread.
(i) The end of the thread is
formed into a loop which is laid
parallel to the wire.

cults.

ment sockets would, of course, indicate any excessive voltage, but such
an instrument is not always available
to the amateur constructor.
An excellent substitute consists of
aflash lamp bulb and holder mounted
in an old valve base with the lampholder terminals connected by short
wires to the filament legs of the valve
base.
The hollow base should be
filled in with some insulating material
such as pitch or shellac.
Having connected both L.T. and
H.T. batteries, the testing unit is inserted in each valve holder, and if a
fault exists the result will be aburntout flash lamp bulb instead of an expensive valve.
For the purpose of
VALVES FOR IDEAS.
Readers are invited to submit brief
details, with rough sketches, where necessary, of devices of experimental interest
for inclusion in this section. A dull
emitter receiving valve will be despatched
to every reader whose idea is accepted
for publication.
Letters should be addressed to Ike Edüor,
"Wireless World and Radio Review," Dorset
Rouse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and
marked "Ideas."

Three stages in the process of binding
telephone cords.

(z) Binding is continued over this
loop for the required distance and the
finishing end of the thread is passed
through the end of the loop.
(3) The beginning end of the
thread is pulled, thus drawing the
finishing end under the binding, and
any excess of thread is cut off flush
with the ends of the binding.
The art in making a success of this
method is to bind over the loop with
the correct tension so that the loop
can be easily pulled through, yet the
act of pulling in the additional thickness of thread will securely tighten
up the binding.
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AN INEXPENSIVE BUILT-UP MAST.
When erecting the mast it should
'The material for constructing a be well guyed in a plane at right
mast of this type can be obtained
angles to the flat sides of the wood
from any timber yard, and is used
sections.
It will not flex, however,
in the building trade for slate battens,
under the pull of the aerial if this is
etc. Various cross sections are availapplied in a direction " edge-on "
able, and the cheapest material—un- to the strips. For this reason a mast
planed white wood—is quite satisfacof this type is particularly well suited
tory.
for erection in a small garden, as it
The dimensioned drawing shows
can be bolted and guyed to a wall or
that the mast is bolted together in
fence at the bottom of the garden
without taking up space for guys fore
and aft.
000
EARTH PLATE.
Soldered joints in an earth system
below ground level are a continual
source of trouble due to corrosion of
the dissimilar metals near the joint.
The diagram shows a simple form
of construction which entirely obviates the necessity for making soldered
joints. A rectangular sheet of metal

springy brass or phosphor-bronze
serves this purpose.
It should not
be less than 6in. in length, and should
be drilled at one end to fit under
the lead-in terminal. The other end
should be cut to form two narrow
strips, which are then turned over to
hold the wire.

//
Flat

41'

Earth plate without soldered joints.

Aerial

mast

built up ot white
battens.

wood

three sections with spacing blocks at
appropriate intervals, the Coss sections of the mood in each section being
as
follows : Base,
gin. x un.;
middle section, 3in. X un. ;top, 2in.
square.
Each member should be well creosoted before assembling; it is useless
to paint the finished mast, as this
leaves the interior faces of the joints
unprotected from moisture,

spring

fitted to relieve
lead-ln wire.

strain

«A

The spring material should not be
too stiff compared with the wire,
otherwise the latter may break where
it is clamped to the end of the strip.
0 0
00
WINDING FINE WIRE.
Kinks are very easily formed when
winding No. 47 gauge wire into telephone bobbins. In order to prevent
this, a wire hook should he bent
to the shape shown in .
the dia-

of the required size is cut along one
edge to form a strip about 2in. wide
which is bent vertically and lashed
to a square wooden stake driven into
the ground at the side of the horizontal plate. The earth lead is then
connected to the projecting end of the
strip and the earth filled in to cover
the plate.
There will be no need to dig up
the earth plate should trouble develop
in the earth system, as the fault is
certain to he found above ground
level.
000 0

LEAD-IN BREAKAGE.
Continual swaying of the aerial
down-lead will eventually break off
the wire at the point of attachment
to the lead-in terminal. It is at this
point that maximum flexing of the
wire takes place, and an obvious cure
is to make any bending extend over
a greater length of wire. A strip of

Wire eounterweieht for use when winding
fine wire.

gram and hung across the rod supporting the wire spool.
This will
act as acounterweight, which will not
only prevent the formation of kinks
but will also give a more even winding tension.
B 20
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OSMOS A.C. Valves seen for the first time at
the Exhibition are now available. With them it
is possible to operate a receiving set from the
electric light supply without any aggravating "mains
noises." The exclusive features of these valves are
protected by patents or patents pending and include:1 A Non-inductive insulated heater which eliminates hum.
2 A Special cap and adaptor avoids need for special wiring.
3 No grid emission—can be cpzrated up to 180 Volts H.T.
4 Shortpath—give unequalled sensitivity.
For full details of "Cosmos" A.C. Valves and the complete range of the well known "Cosmos" Battery Valves
see leaflets 4117/3 and 7117/8.
PRICES OF COSMOS VALVES.
TYPE

PuRPOSIL
-

-

PRICK

IVOLT
D.E. 11 GENERAL. PURPOSE
2VOLT
SP. 15113 EXTRA HIGH AMPLIFVON
2VOLT
SP. 113/G HIGH AMPLIFICATION
2VOLT
SP. 16I
R GENERAL PURPOSE
2VOLT SP. 1131FIR POWER AMPLIFICATION
A. 45
SVOLT
BRIGHT FILAMENT
6VOLT
SP. 150/13 EXTRA HIGH AMPLIFVON
6VOLT
DE. 50
LOW CONSUMPTION
aVOLT
SP. SOI
R POWER AMPLIFICATION
A.C.
1 AC/0
HIGH AMPLIFICATION
SUPPLY
MAINS
ACI
R
POWER AMPLIFICATION
SPECIAL ADAPTOR DISC .. 60.

I
ole
1010
loIe

10/6

121e
el-

tole
tole
1216
2216
22/6

Advert. of
Metro-Vick Supplies Ltd., 155, Charing Cross Road. London, W.C.2.
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or workihq
entire& off ihe
EL. Mains
The illustration shows the new Met-Vick 5
with the eliminators contained in the side
cupboards.
It can be plugged into a
lighting circuit just like any other Electric
appliance.
If used with H.T. and L.T.
batteries these can be accommodated in
the cupboards.
The circuit employs two
phase-balanced and stabilized H.F. stages
before the detector, and two resistance
coupled L.F. stages.
Operation is extremely simple, the local station
can be easily cut out and a wide range of
alternative programmes obtained.
Special attention has been paid to running costs
which are remarkably low.
The Met-Vick 5is areally beautiful instrument and
while adistinct advance on any 1926 model it still
remains at a reasonable price.
Obtain Leaflet
4117/9 for complete range of prices.

I
*

attery Eliminators

Met:Vick Battery Eliminators are supplied in two models, one
for providing filament current and the other for anode and grid
currents, by plugging in on electric light mains. 1he II.T.-G.B.
Model provides ahigh voltage (up to 250 V.) for the last valve
(ensuring alarge volume without distortion).
It is fitted with
aswitch, aprotective fuse and adistributor panel enabling it to
be used on various supply voltages of 40-100 periods. Grid Bias
tappings at 5, 10, 15 and 20 volts.
The smoothing system is of exceptional efficiency. The eliminator can therefore be used successfully with multi-valve and the
most sensitive sets even in districts where there are considerable
irregularities in the electrical supply.
7he L. T. Model gives an output of 5 amperes at 4volts and a
potentiometer ensures complete absence of hum.
Obtain
copy of List 7117.'8.

MET-VICK
(cosmos)

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LIMITED
(Proprietors: Metropolitan-Vickers Elec. Co. Ltd.)

155 Charing Cross Road

SEE THEM AT THE EXHIBITION

-

LONDON, W.C. 2

STANDS Nos. 155-156

Mention of " The II iseless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Astatic-Non-Parasitic)
Coils
A CLEVER SOLUTION OF A
DIFFICULT PROBLEM.
Patents pending.

Designed to overcome in a simple
manner the three difficulties associated with high frequency amplification
namely: Magnetic coupling between
coils,Stabilisation,and Parasitic Oscillation. The first named is prevented by

Astatic winding, obviating the necessity for
metal screens with their disadvantages, the
second is obtained by centre and quartertappings accommodating valves of various
impedances, and the third is avoided by balanced self-damping windings, thus dispensing
with the expensive double condenser and
resistance method previously used.

List 411718 gives full details and prices.

Resistance Coupling Units

Thousands of radio enthusiasts are loud in their praises of "Cosmos" (Met-Vick)
Resistance Coupling Units. L.F. stages coupled by means of these Units result in
clear Loud Speaker reproduction without distortion. The 'V' type unit can now be
supplied fitted with the new 'Met-Vick' A.C. Valve Socket for use when building a
set for working off the E.L. mains.
The A.C. Valve-socket is also supplied separately for panel or baseboard mounting. Obtain List 71171S for full details and prices.

MET ,VICK
METRO-VICK

(cosmos)
SUPPLIES

LIMITED

(Proprietors: NIetropolitan-Vickers Eke, Co. Ltd.)

155 Charing Cross Road

:

:

LONDON, W.0 2

PBS

SEE THEM AT THE EXHIBITION
P23

STANDS Nos. 155-156

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted front firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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THERE LSAT
6o-wit
H.T.3.
.t.fon ,1111hussit hrs.
The original H.T. Accumulator of compact design.
Every
(vil air spaced and embedded in hard wan.
Tappings
can be taken from any cell.
Obtainable in 30, 60 and
90.volt units.
60-volt.
/ally charged. £3 :0 t0
H.T.18.
A large capacity battery
Suitable or large receiving
small transmitters.

5000 ildhOutp hrs.

of sound constructional &sip.
sets, public address enema and
83

FitEE

COPY OF BATTERY
BOOKLET SUPPLIED

Mention of

t 17

t6

CHARGING INSTRUCTION
ON APPLICATION.

E FORE
ACTON

CELLULOID.

Supplied in all capacities, that range of low tension hattenes
in odered at competitive prices, while the quality is in every
way representative of our 36 years expetience in battery
manufacture.
2-volt.
30 amp. actual.
13/0

ACTON GLA SS.
The" Acton Glass" low tension range provide an alternative
to die celluloid cased battery, and ts also suitable for tropical
climates. All capacities supplied.
2-volt. 48 amp. actual.
16/-

qîlemeteretiengeRnes
AC16N. LONDON, W. 3,

SER

RADIO U

•
A.G.M. MASS PLATE.
This 20 amp. 2.volt mass plate cell is ideal for Sets not taking
more than 4ampere. The charge can be spread over
months without danger of sulphation.
Supplied dry charged
5/-

2o

H.T.G.2.

kf 00

.11ilhostsp hrs.

The ideal High -Tension supply for the average Broadcast
Receiver.
Any voltage obtained by coupling • suitable
number of units. A 10-volt tapping point provided.
Supplied dry charged
15/-

Demote at BELFAST. BIRMINGHAM. BRISTOL COVENTRY,
DUBLIN, GLASGOW, LEEDS. MsUl4CHESTFFt
NEWCASTLL
Service Arent. throughout Ste Country.

'The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Oscillators.
(Continued from page

364

S,
By

" EMPIRICIST."

of the previous issue.)
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AVING reviewed the general theory of valve
/ IL oscillators with special reference to one particular type, it may be as well to give consideration to the more practical aspects of the problem and
to discuss one or two alternative circuit connections.
First, with reference to the circuit of Fig. r in the previous issue, we have seen that it is highly desirable Loth
to keep on a reasonable working point of characteristic
and to minimise the flow of grid current. In practice this
amounts to keeping the steady potential of the grid at a
negative value, and this has frequently been accomplished
by the insertion of a condenser and leak in the grid circuit. An alternative and in many ways very satisfactory
arrangement is that shown in Fig. 3 (a), in which a
resistance of the order of t,000 or 2,000 ohms is included

The most efficacious and practicable way of
attaining this end in the case of the circuit
of Fig. r is the reduction of the inductance value of
L,. This amounts to tightening up the coupling between L, and L,, while keeping the mutual inductance
up to the value which is necessary to give adequate reaction.
This can be most readily accomplished by
winding L, in the form of a solenoid and L, in the form
of a winding superimposed upon L1,and spaced from it
by insulated strips. There will naturally be far fewer
turns on L2,and, in fact, it is quite astonishing what a
small number of turns will enable oscillation to be satisfactorily maintained when this form of reaction winding
is adopted.
It is really instructive to compare the constancy in
beat frequency of an oscillator constructed on these lines
with one in which ordinary plug-in coils are used. The
critical factor is, of course, filament brilliancy, and it is
astonishing what an enormous improvement, in respect of
this variable, closely coupled windings will give. At the
same time, another advantage is obtained, namely, evenness of reaction effect at different condenser settings.
Uniform Reaction.

3.—(a) Use of " automatic bias " arrangement to reduce grid
current.
(b) Similar circuit with tuned grid circuit and tight

coupling.

between H.T. and L.T. negative, and shunted by a
condenser of large value. The volt drop along this resistance is proportional to the steady anode current, and
thus ameasure of grid bias is applied to the valve, which
in practice turns out to be largely self-regulating, and
effects a considerable reduction, if not an extinction, of
grid current. It is naturally of advantage to employ a
valve of low impedance as oscillator, since valves of this
type have a greater range of straight characteristic in the
grid-current-free region; even with this, under the most
favourable conditions, a trace of grid current will remain,
unless, of course, very large values of high-tension voltage are employed.
We therefore have to reckon upon
some grid current flowing in the circuit, and to consider
how this determining effect can be reduced to negligible
proportions.
A 33

This latter point requires a certain amount of elaboration, as, so far, we have not considered the variable
factors introduced under practical conditions by change
in the wavelength. Theoretically, in the circuit of Fig. r
the working conditions, as regards dynamic characteristic, should be the same at all wavelengths. In practice,
however, it is found that the reaction effect increases as
the condenser C, is reduced in value. This is partially
due to the losses in the coil L, having more weight for
larger values of the tuning condenser, while an even
more important cause lies in the effect of the capacity
between the grid and the plate. When the inductance
L, has appreciable value, the valve capacity current sets
up avoltage across it which favours reaction, but, instead
of this effect being constant at all wavelengths, it increases
sharply at the lower wavelength, and thereby produces
an effect as if the coupling between L, and L, were progressively tightened. The wave form, therefore, becomes
worse and worse at the shorter wavelengths, and we possibly arrive at a state where unsatisfactory wave form at
the short wavelengths is accompanied by insufficient reaction coupling at the longest.

15 37
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The cure for this trouble again lies in the tightening
of the coupling between L, and L,, and there is no doubt
that for an oscillator in which uniformly good wave form
is required, this construction offers the highest advantages.
While the reasons in detail are not precisely the same,
we are led to exactly similar conclusions in the case of
a grid tuned oscillator, the circuit of which is shown
in Fig. 3 (b).
Here the same type of automatic grid
bias may be employed with advantage, and an even
smaller number of reaction turns suffices to produce
adequate oscillation.
(For one particular oscillator of
this type three turns of reaction winding were enough.)
The circuits of Fig. 3 differ in one fundamental respect, namely, that in the former the voltage in the oscillatory circuit is considerably greater than that in the latter.
This is due to the fact that the variations in plate volt-

SEPTEMBER 28th, r927.

tion. The circuit would, however, oscillate if the grid
half and the plate half of the inductance consisted of
separate coils screened from each other, and we have,
therefore, to reckon with an essentially different method
of producing reaction.
Circuits of this type are quite satisfactory in use, and
compare favourably as regards constancy with the ordinary oscillator according to Fig. 3 (a) and (b), in which
the inductances consist of plug-in coils.
On the other
hand, they have a disadvantage, inasmuch as both terminals in the tuning condenser are " live," and, as a
consequence, screening is necessary if capacity effects' are
to be avoided.
Controlling Amplitude.

With a valve of ordinary efficiency and a solenoid type
roil it will be found that the centre of the windings
will give far too fierce oscillation if used as a tap for the
filament, and it will be advisable to apply this tapping
point a few turns from either end.
If a tapping is
made near the grid end, the properties of the circuit uill
approximate to that of Fig. 3 (a), and if at the plate end
to that of Fig. 3 (b).

In some cases it may be considered desirable to tap
the oscillatory circuit at its centre point, so that the
total electrostatic field from the arrangement may be reduced in value owing to simultaneous positive and negative
voltages of equal value being produced on opposite terFie. 4.—The Hartley circuit oscillator. (a) Usual circuit in which
minals of the apparatus. In order to achieve this, either
oscillations may be too strong. (b) Variable grid and plate tap—
pings for reducing oscillation amplitude and improving wave
the plate terminal or the grid terminal or both may be
form.
connected to tapping points as shown in Fig. 4 (b), and
age necessary to take plate current from zero to saturathe amplitude and wave form of the oscillations contion are the determining factor in the circuit of
trolled in whatever manner may be desired.
Fig. 3 (a), whereas the very much smaller variations
An oscillatory circuit with which the writer has had
in grid voltage which are necessary to achieve the same
very pod
*
results as regards both constancy of frequency
end regulate the extent of oscillation in Fig. 3 (b). In
and purity of wave form is shown in Fig. 5. Here the
neither case, however, is the voltage a maximum unless
inductances L, and I. 2 are constructed as before, the
the resistance of the oscillatory circuit is high; in practurns of I„ being closely coupled and reduced to the
tice, if an " anode tap
is employed, as in the circuit
minimum value required, but the tuning condenser is conof Fig. 4, some point will be found at which the greatest
nected across the two inductances in series after the
amplitude of oscillation is produced, the resistance within
manner of the Hartley cir
the oscillatory circuit then being equal to that thrown into
cuit.
The disadvantage of
it by the damping due to the internal resistance of the
the normal Hartley arrangevalve.
ment that both terminals of
the tuning condenser are
The Hartley Oscillator.
" live " is here very much
There is another class of oscillatory circuit of which a reduced owing to the fact
very well-known typical example is shown in Fig. 4. In
that by far the greater part
this circuit, popularly known as the " Hartley," after
of the inductance is included
its originator, the necessary opposition of phase between
in the coil L1. Furthermore,
the plate and grid voltages is brought about by dividing
this circuit has an advantage
the oscillatory coil itself into two halves and connecting
over that shown in Fig.
Fig. 5.—A stable oscillator
its extremities to plate and grid respectively.
In the
3 (b), inasmuch as greater
giving good wave form with
properly chosen parts.
example shown, a shunt path is provided for the highconstancy of frequency, for
frequency current in the plate circuit, the steady voltage
change of filament brightness is achieved; in fact, when
necessary to operate the valve being supplied through
the circuit is correctly set up it is practically impossible
a high-frequency choke as shown in the figure.
to detect any change of beat frequency for a change of
In the case of this circuit, it is the oscillatory current
filament voltage.
which is mainly responsible for building up in the grid
We have not vet fully considered the question of concircuit the voltage in opposition to that in the plate cirstancy of calibration, since variations in the electrode
cuit, although, of course, there is mutual inductance becapacities of the valve employed due to a burn-out occurtween the two halves of the coil itself, and the sign
ring in the course of use will upset all of these circuits
th's coupling is correct for the production of oscilla - to agreater or lesser degree. In most cases one or other
A
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of the valve capacities is placed in shunt across what is

substantially the whole of the tuning inductance, with the
notable exception of Fig. 4 (b), and as a result the electrode capacities will play an important part in determining
the frequency of oscillation. Any arrangement in which
electrode capacities are placed only across afraction of the
coil will result in these capacities playing a smaller part
and the calibration of the circuit being more constant.
This advantage is provided in the circuit of Fig. 4 (b),
as, if an efficient coil is used, it will be possible to move

459

both the plate and grid tappings to within relatively few
turns of the centre of the coil. It can be shown that if
equal fractions of the whole coil are intercepted between
each tapping and the centre and the taps moved inwards
until the reaction coupling is as weak as is permissible,
then the effect of electrode capacity is a minimum.
The disadvantage attendant upon an arrangement of
this kind is that reaction is likely to be more .uneven
over the range of the tuning condenser, since the exact
nature of the resistance of the coil at different wavelengths becomes a controlling factor.

TRANSMITT ERS'

NOTES

We are asked to state that reports for
6NC, the station of the Stoke-on-Trent
Wireless
and
Experimental
Society,
should be sent to Mr. W. H. Reid, 19,
Jervis Street, Heron Cross, Stoke-onTrent, in preference to the address given
in our issue of August 10th.
0000
Short-wave Tests.
An interesting series of tests on 11, 13,
15 and 17 metres was conducted under
the auspices of the Reseau des Emetteurs
Français from September 17th to 28th.
Mr. R. P. Schlumberger (EF 8DQ) transmitted in code from Mordfeld, on the
crest of the Vosges, with an input of
100-150 watts derived from an A.C.
dynamo having a frequency of 600 cycles.
Each transmission on one of the above
wavelengths lasted for half an hour. Unfortunately, the schedule of times and
wavelengths did not reach us in time for
publication, but Mr. Schlumberger will
welcome reports from any readers who
may have heard these tests; these may
be sent to him at Les Rosiers Guebwiller,
Haut-Rhin, France.
0000

AND

QUERIES
those of our British readers who often
ask us to publish complaints about the
unauthorised use of their call-signs that,
whilst we sincerely sympathise with their
natural annoyance, we are confident that
in many cases the publication of their
complaints does more harm than good, as
it puts the "pirate" on his guard and
may impede the efforts of the R.S.G.B.
and the Post Office authorities to track
him down.
Danish Amateurs.
ED 7DH L. A. Duns Hansen, Brendelükke, Gelsted,
ED 7EL E. L. Enna, Allegade 17, Copenhagen.
ED 7FR II. V. Rüdsbjerg Flensboe, Aagade 132,
Copenhagen.
ED 711P il. F. Petersen, Vidaagade 48, Tünder.
ED 7HM 0. Mikkelsen, Sümandshüjskolen, Svendborg.
ED 7IM J. Kornerup Prior, Ehlersvej 7, Hellerup.
ED 733 J. J. Jorgensen, Aarbusgade 88, Copenhagen.
ED 7LY J. Stannow, Bolbrovej, Rungsted.
ED 7RN Radiolytteren Ugebladet, Pilestraede 35,
Copenhagen.

ED 7TH T. M. Hansen, Graadyb Fyrskib, Esbjerg.
ED 7ZEI 11. Jensen, Grünnegade fi, Aalborg.
ED 7ZQ J. Hyliested, Kordilsgade 58, Copenhagen.
000 o

Argentine Amateur Transmitters.
Supplementing and correcting the lists
already published in the R.S.G.B. Log
Book.
AP5
DB1
DC3
DCA
DC8
DD4
E03
F34
JE5
3E7
WAS

M. Cornell Arroyo, Viamonte, 958, Federal
Capi tal.
P. Pell Richards, Rivera 23, Lomas de Zamora,
Province of Buenos Aires.
J. Stocked, B. rie Irigoven 265, Punta Alta,
Province of Buenos Aires.
G. Castillo, S. Luis 1819, M. del Plata, Province of Buenos Aires.
J. O. Berle, Libertad (F.C.M.), Province
of Buenos Aires.
A. E. Solari, San Pedro (F.C.C.A.), Province
of Buenos Aires.
L. Ticca, Salliquelo (F.C.S.), Province of
Buenos Aires.
E. Zorzoli, Urquiza 2336, Rosario, Province
of Santa Fé.
J. T. Pons, Moreno 231, Concepcion del
Uruguay, Province of Entre Rios.
J. F. Costa, Rneamora 615, Concepcion del
Uruguay, Province of Entre Rios.
J. Toja, Gaitvan, Territory ot Chubut.
000 o

QR As Wanted.
5DL, 6AC, 6BH, 6MA, 6TS.

A Short.wave Receiving Station.
Mr. C. C. Mortimer (BES 88), 86, Magpie Hall Lane, Bromley, Kent, sends us
an interesting deicription of his shortwave receiving station, in which he employs an underground aerial 30ft. long
buried 2ft. deep and encased in heavy
rubber tubing. The receiver is a Reinartz
o-v-1, tunable between 20 and 80 metres.
He has successfully received stations from
all parts of Europe and is arranging tests
with India, Africa, and Brazil. He also
uses an outdoor aerial 30ft. high with a
25f t. span, with which he employs athreewire counterpoise, and at times a frame
aerial 2ft. xlft. Mr. Mortimer would like
to arrange "underground aerial" tests
with amateur transmitting stations in all
parts of the world.
0000
An Italian Pirate.
Capt. A. Pesaro (EI lAI), Varese, complains that some " pirate " is making
illicit use of his call-sign for telephony,
and will welcome any information which
will enable him to trace the offender.
Whilst on this subject, we would assure
A 35

A N'VELL—KNOWN STATION IN NORTHERN IRELAND.
The crystal—controlled
transm tter in Mr. Eric Megaw's Station GI 6MU at 3, Fort william Drive, Belfast.
The power valve is an Osram DET 1 and the crystal oscillator a Mullard DFA 8.
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The following abstracts are prepared, with the permission of the Comptroller of H.M. Stationery Office, from
Specifications obtainable al the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W .C.2, price is. each.
Phosphorescent Valve Filaments.
(No. 271,401.)
date (Austria):

Convention
May 21st,
1926.
The inventor has discovered that certain sulphides possess ap electron emission equal to that of the alkaline-earth
metals or the thoriated tungsten usually
employed for dull-emitter valves.
This
is particularly
the case when
the
sulphides are phosphorescent, and it is
suggested that some relation exists between these two properties.
The sulphides of zinc, calcium, strontium, and
barium are given as typical examples,
especially when mixed with traces of
sulphides of the heavy metals.
A metal filament of platinum or
platinum iridium is first coated with
calcium, containing traces of copper or
bismuth, and the coating is then subjected to any known sulphurising process.
Or the sulphide mixture may be first
applied directly to the metal filament,
and then fixed in position by heating
to incandescence in an atmosphere of
nitrogen. Patent issued to A. Just.

nected through a resistance R.
This
allows a potentiometer tapping to be
taken direct to the plate as shown. The
positive terminal of the high-tension battery is taken through the phones to the
grid, whilst chokes C, C, are interposed
between tlie filament and its battery.
Patent issued to A. F. and D. A. Pollock.
0000

Disguising the Loud-speaker.
(No. 272,601.)
Application date: June 16th, 1927.
A loud-speaker
of the goose-neck
variety does not usually harmonise well
with the furniture scheme of an ordinary
living room. In order to render its pre-

0000

door D, from the upper part of which a
number of segmental parts are cut out
to form the dial face. The clock C is
mounted, behind the centre boss, and the
segmental spaces are backed with silk
or other suitable material.
The same
scheme may be used to disguise a pleated
disc or similar type of diaphragm. Patent
issued to H. D. Arnold.
0000

Resistance Reaction Circuit.
(No. 268,390.)
Con ve of ion date (Germany): March 27th,
1926.
The usual method of introducing reaction into a resistance-capacity coupled
valve system is to connect the anode of
one valve with the grid of a previous
valve through a condenser:
In such
cases the degree of reaction naturally depends
upon
the
impedance of
the
coupling condenser, and as this varies
with frequency it becomes difficult to
avoid distortion.
In the present invention back-coupling
is introduced through an ohmic resistance

Filament Input Circuits.
(No. 272,797.)
Application date: January 18th, 1927.
Relates to valve circuits of the type in
which the filament is insulated, so far as
high-frequency oscillations are concerned,
from the battery system, and in which
the plate is maintained at a relatively
low and the grid at a relatively high
operating potential.
In order to adjust
the plate bias potential to its optimum
point, the filament battery is divided into
two sections, B, and B„ which are con-

Resistance-coupled reaction cf -cult.
(No. 268,390.)

C1
B1

e,

Loud-speaker
HT.

Tiiree-electrode valve circuit with input
applied to filament.
(No. 272,797.)

front.

cabinet
with
(No. 272,601.)

clockface

sence less obtrusive, it is housed inside
a cabinet, the outer face of which serves
as a clock dial. As shown in plan the
cabinet is preferably triangular in section, so as to fit snugly around the outline
of the horn H.
The front is a hinged

R,t, which is inserted in series with the
usual grid leak R, of the valve V, and
connected back to the grid of the valve
V,.
It will be appreciated that the
grid voltages of the two valves
V,
are in phase at any given instant,
though they are 1800 out of phase with
the grid voltages of the intermediate
valve V,. Using valves with a " mu"
of 7, and a coupling resistance Ilk of
1,200 ohms, an overall distortionless voltage amplification of 1,225 has been obtained in the first two stages by this
method.
Patent issued to the Siemens
Halske Co.

A
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Oscillation.—Highlanders and 5GB.—Long v. Short Plays.—B.B.C. to Relay Melbourne.—
Listening and Reading.—First National Concert.
Concerning the Oscillator.
The revised anti-oscillation pamphlet,
which the B.B.C. are still in the throes
of preparing, is to have a more " popular" flavour than its predecessor.
Its
appearance will probably be delayed
another week or two, what time the compilers add a few soulful touches calculated to draw howls, not of oscillation,
but repentance.
0000

The Winter Offensive.
Meanwhile complaints of oscillation
grow in direct ratio to the number of
receivers in use, and Savoy Hill reports
that the upward trend is occurring at the
same time this year as last. Many of
the protests come from listeners to 5GB,
burthis is explained by the fact that the
advent of a new station is invariably
followed by a flood of disturbance.
0000
An Obscure Cause.
In not a few of the cases recently investigated it has been found that the
oscillation occurs in the set of the complainant ! Most remarkable was the antioscillation protest of the elderly maiden
lady whose case came up for investigation some time ago. When careful enquiries were made it was found that the
good woman had never possessed a wireless set in her life. The cause of the
disturbance has remained obscure.
0000
Letters from Maniacs.
When broadcasting first became popular quite a lot of maniacs became obsessed with the idea that their actions
and thoughts were being pried into by
wireless. The craze has somewhat abated
now, though occasional letters are still
received by the B.B.C. from people who
consider broadcasting an instrument of
the Devil.
The other day an elderly couple
accused the broadcasting authorities of
placing a secret microphone in their
private sitting room.
0000
"Winston" to Broadcast.
Mr. Winston Churchill will broadcast
an appeal for the Royal Infant Orphanage, Wanstead, from 2L0 on October 9th.
e
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FUTURE FEATURES.
London & Daventry (5XX).
Ocroima
2ND.—Light
Orchestral
Concert.
OCTOBER 3RD. —Special International
Chamber Music Concert.
OCTOBER kn.—Variety Programme.
OCTOBER 5r.—" Miss Hook of
Holland," a Dutch Musical
Incident.
OCTOBER 6TH. —Military Band Concert.
OCTOBER 7Th.—National Concert
conducted by Sir Henry Wood.
OCTOBER Sm. —Variety Programme.
Daventry (experimental).
OCTOBER 2ND.—" Samson," an Oratorio by Handel.
OCTOBER 3RD. —M ilitary Band Concert.
Orroave 4TH.—" Manon," by Massenet, relayed from Glasgow.
OCTOBER 5Tn.—Symphony Concert.
OCTOBER 6TH. —Symphony Concert.
OCTOBER 7TH. —Light Music and
Vocal Programme.
OCTOBER 8TH.— Roger Quilter Programme.
Bournemouth.
OCTOBER 4TH. —Spanish Music.
Cardiff.
OCTOBER
2ND. — Czecho-Slovakian
Programme.
OCTOBER 5T H. —A Welsh Harvest
Programme.
Manchester.
Ocrosza Eirn.—" On with the Show
of 1927," relayed from the
North Pier, Blackpool.
Newcastle.
OCTOBER 5TH.
" A Night
in
Venice," Orchestral and Vocal
Programme.
Glasgow.
(krona
8TH.—" The Postman's
Knock," a programme presented and performed by the
staff of the G.P.O. Glasgow.
Aberdeen.
OCTOBER 3RD. —A Goring Thomas
Programme.
Belfast.
OCTOBER Bern.—The Ladies Will
Entertain.

A Sad Business.
My deep sympathy goes out to the
Hignlanders who have complained to the
B.B.C. that they can't hear Daventry
Experimental.
But was 5GB ever intended for Scottish listeners?
It may
be a "complete failure" so far as Scotland is concerned, but, for that matter,
so is Salamanca.
0000
Northern Dead Spots.
There is little doubt, however, that a
shielding effect does occur on a line
drawn northwards from 5GB. This is
presumably due to the influence exerted
by the 5XX masts, and it will be interesting to note whether the trouble
vanishes when 5GB's new aerial system
goes up in a fortnight's time. This, by
the way, will be in the form of a single
aerial with two masts, in place of the
present double aerial scheme.
0000
Is Birmingham Happier
Signs of returning contentment with
the new order of things are evident in
Birmingham, though there are still people
in the central area who will never forgive the Broadcasting Corporation for
scrapping 5IT in favour of 5GB.
0000
Long v. Short Plays.
The Long Play v. Short Play controversy is ending in favour of the short
play, the consensus of opinion pointing
to a preference for " short and snappy "
works of between twenty and thirty
minutes duration. Hear, hear ! It takes
an extraordinarily good broadcast play
to retain a listener's interest for more
than thirty minutes, and extraordinarily
good broadcast plays can be numbered
on the fingers of one hand.
0000
A Labour of Love.
No man, however, can hope to make a
livelihood by writing short plays for the
B.B.C.
For the ordinary "thriller"
lasting, say, twenty minutes, the Corporation may offer five or even seven
guineas. This buys the play outright,
and the B.B.C. may produce it as many
times as they like without
further
payment.

Wilreleoz

162
A Reason.
In fairness to the B.C.C., it should be
remarked
that they cannot pay at
theatre rates for the reason that there is
small hope of more than two or three
performances of any one play in the
course of a year.
00 00

B.B.C. Relay from Australia.
The statement that the B.B.C. 1-as
declined to co-operate in a broadcast
from 3AR,
Melbourne,
in about a
month's time, is, I hear, incorrect. The
transmission is being arranged by a Melbourne paper, which states that a wavelength of 55 metres will be used at

a protest; but knitting is surely one of
those sub-conscious employments which
do not exclude concentration on lighter
forms of intellectual activity. The same
cannot be said of reading, and the fellow
who attempts to listen to a classical concert while devouring the evening newspaper is committing the crime of waste.
He ought to be saving his battery.
A man of my acquaintance writes to
his fiancée on Sunday evening to the
accompaniment of the Piccadilly Hotel
Orchestra.
This should be regarded as
a just cause or impediment to the match.
0000
Pointed Criticism.
It is perhaps just as well that
Schubert did not add anything more to
the Unfinished Symphony; 5SC doesn't
even play all the notes lie did write."—
A correspondent in the Glasgow Herald.
000 0
The Recurring Announcer.
The Americans, I see, have carried the
idea of " starring" certain announcers
to such an extent that some of these
luminaries, before they "go on the air,"
are themselves announced by subordinates.
This business grips one—it reminds
one of recurring decimals.
We can
imagine the Under-Sub-Deputy-Assistant
Announcer starting up: " Just a word,
folks, to let you know that Hiram X.
Splob is about to tell you that Jesse K.
Yellowhammer will introduce Pflugel J.
Spottedog who ..."
Anyway, it fills up the evening.
0000

THE OLD ORDER CHANGETH.
The
time having arrived for scrapping obsolete
receivers in favour of newer and more
economical models, the cartoonist in the
official catalogue of the recent Berlin
wireless exhibition provides a valuable
hint for those who seek a use for the
old set.

1 p.m., Greenwich time. In view of past
results the chances of obtaining good
reception in England on that wavelength
in the middle of the day are not good;
bat the B.B.C. opinion is that if a wavelength of 25 metres or lower is used, or
if a 55-metre transmission is tried at
9 p.m., Greenwich time, there are hopes
of successful reception and relay.
0000
Listening and Reading.
Many people profess to be able to read
a book while listening to broadcasting,
though I imagine that the degree of concentration depends upon those two variable factors, the quality of the broadcast
and the interest of the book. At any
rate, the broadcast listener has the advantage over the concert-goer in that he
can perform things while listening at the
fireside which would be reprehensible in
a concert hall.
Perhaps the mildest form of iniquity
is knitting, against which a Welsh
orchestral conductor has seen fit to lodge

SEPTEMBER 28th, 2927'.
Mr. Jetsam on Broadcasting.
Mr. Flotsam and Mr. Jetsam will
begin another week's appearance before
the microphone at 2L0 on October 10th
in a new programme. Judging from the
results of a recent provincial tour, broadcasting, in Mr. Jetsam's opinion, so far
from prejudicing him and his partner,
has brought crowded audiences to their
performances, and the financial results
have been eminently satisfactory.
00 00

Can You Beat It ?
The spirit of optimism is not dead.
Signals may fade away, atmospherics
may torture, Morse may splutter, but
the spirit of optimism will still shine.
" Why this ranting humbug?" you
ask.
It is not ranting humbug, as the following will prove :—" Sir,—I have today forwarded to the Postmaster of Birmingham an application for refund of
the value of the unexpired portion of my
wireless 'licence." In the rest of this
letter, which is culled from the correspondence columns of the Birmingham
Post, the writer makes it known that he
is displeased with reception from the new
5GB, hence the step he has taken.
For sublime optimism I award him titi
palm, with dates.

Free Crystals for All.
There will be great goings-on in the
Skeoch Woods, near Rothesay, when the
news gets about. The news is that in
the Skeoch Woods you will find a mineral
which makes quite a good rectifier—
about 75 per cent. as good as ordinary
hertzite. The same mineral has also been
found, according to my informant, at
Tyndrum, Leadhills, and at Strontian,
in Argyllshire.
The important point is to make sure of
getting there first. Och aye!
0000
Unhappy Twenty-nine.
E‘ ery
thirtieth
Canadian
owns
a
receiving set, according to official estimates at Ottawa.
000 0
The Eisteddfod Atmosphere.
Eisteddfod winner.; will give a concert from Cardiff on October 5th.
An
attempt will be made to capture the
authentic
Welsh atmosphere
of the
Eisteddfod.
0000
Mr. Temple Thurston.
Mr. E. Temple Thurston, the author of
" The
Wandering Jew," which was
broadcast in the early summer from
2LO, has developed a keen interest in
broadcast drama. As a result of a
visit which he paid to Savoy Hill last
week, it is hoped that some interesting
developments will take place, in which
M r. Temple Thurston will play a prominent part.

COOLING A 50 kW. TRANSMITTER.
This quaint erection is the water cooler
which deals with the 4,000 gallons of
water needed hourly for cooling the valves
at the new WEAF Broadcasting Station
at Bellmore, Long Island, N.Y.

First National Concert.
Tile first of
the season's B.B.C.
National Concerts, to be given from the
Queen's Hall on October 7th, will include
the 9th Beethoven Symphony, thus completing the series, the other eight having
been given in the " Proms." The principals taking part in the choral symphony
are Stiles Allen. Astra Desmond, Tudor
Davies
and
Harold
Williams.
The
chorus will comprise the Royal Academy
of Music Chorus and others.
A 38
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should he addremed to the Editor, "The Winless World," Comet House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must te accompanied by the %enter's name and addles

WIRELESS SETS AND THE B.B.C.
Sir,—I notice in your issue of September 21st a letter from
a Mr. C. R. Stewart and a reply from the British Broadcasting
Corporation, where Mr. Stewart suggests the B.B.C. should
undertake the design and manufacture of radio receivers.
Mr. Stewart, in the first place, has no regard apparently
whatsoever for the number of perfectly reputable radio set
manufacturers who have invested large sums of money in
research and factory equipment, nor in the number. of workpeople that might conceivably be thrown out of employment
were his suggestion adopted and these same manufacturers put
out of business.
Up to a certain point the statement from the B.B.C. which
you publish is reassuring, but it would be far more satisfactory
and equitable if the wireless industry had this assurance in
some more permanent form. Whilst the letter which you have
published is entirely satisfactory as representing the fixed policy
of the B.B.C. on this important subject, and whilst this policy
would, I feel sure, be generally approved as right and proper by
independent judges, it should not be overlooked that the B.B.C.
itself is liable to changes in administration, that a new executive
might hold entirely opposite views, and that there is at present
nothing in the Articles by which the Corporation is bound, to
prevent the adoption by such a new executive of the very
policy which the Corporation at the moment so entirely
condemns.
There is certainly no doubt that when the Articles of Association were drawn up and approved, the possibility of such
an action on the part of the B.B.C. must have been entirely
overlooked, as otherwise it seems unlikely the way would have
been left open, as is the case at the moment. However, it is not
too late to remedy this matter.
In spite of the criticisms which are often very unjustly
levelled at the B.B.C., they have, in an incredibly short space
of time, carried out a marvellous service to the public. Only
those who have heard radio in many other countries can fairly
judge.
Let them stick to this magnificent work and allow
the manufacturer to stick to his particular problem, which is
the design and production of first-class radio apparatus at the
lowest possible price and, moreover, which is equally important, backed up by service after the initial sale.
(Signed) W. H. LYNAS, Managing Director.
For and on behalf of GRAHAM AMPLION, LTD.
September 21st.

SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION IN BRAZIL.
Sir,—In view of the possibility of a short-wave station being
erected in England, I thought it might interest you to know
that out here, PCJJ, 2XAF and KDKA are absolutely the only
broadcasting stations one can hear with comfort.
It is, of
course, possible to pick up other broadcasting stations in the
States and South America, but the atmospherics prohibit any
enjoyment being obtained from them. The two stations, PCJJ
and 2XAF, however, come in at good loud-speaker strength on
a set built in accordance with your Empire Broadcast Set of
June 29th, plus a L.F. amplification second stage and a choke
feed to the loud-speaker.
I liad already built a short-wave set with which I received
the reports of the Dempsey-Sharkey fight.
You will see by
the front page from the local paper the interest that was taken
in my reception of the report of that fight.' There are only
about four of us in this town of some 200,000 inhabitants with
receiving sets that give results. Had it been the report of a
football match in England the interest would have been greater
still, the Brazilians being very keen followers of the game.
Unfortunately most people here seem to think North America
is the only country that knows much about wireless, so that it
is impossible to buy anything but American parts, and I certainly think that North America owes a lot of its increasing
influence in the South American countries to its wireless propaganda, especially on short waves.
Announcements are very
often made in Spanish, and advertisements are sometimes made,
but not in a way to interfere with the programme. I am quite
sure that if England put up a really good and powerful shortwave station our prestige would go up enormously in South
America, and apart from giving atremendous amount of pleasure
to Englishmen in these out-of-the-way spots. it would, no doubt,
open up a market for English apparatus. People at home have
no idea of the thrill it gives one in a foreign country so far
away to hear English songs and music come in over the wireless,
even if it is spoken with an American accent or by gramophone
records from Holland.
I certainly congratulate you in your efforts to get a shortwave station established, and I sincerely hope that it will not
be long before your efforts meet with success, and a really
good and powerful short-wave station is established in England.
H. FOSTER SMITH, A.M.I.E.E.
Pari, N. Brazil, August 22nd, 1927.
LEGISLATION FOR AMATEUR TRANSMITTERS.

WIRELESS

IN

ARMOURED

CARS.

Sir,—In your issue of The Wireless World, dated September
7th, I notice a reference to one of the armoured cars of this
regiment in which it is stated that radio communication between
armoured cars and headquarters could be maintained.
I should like to add that not only is this so, but, what
is still more important, communication between the armoured
cars themselves while in motion, up to a range of 10 to 15
miles, can be effected with ease.
In justiee to the various manufacturers who were kind enough
to supply apparatus for our experiments, I should like to place
on record that Osram valves were used throughout in conjunction
with a Mackie generator, Peto and Radford accumulators and
Ormond condensers.
K. HARTRIDGE (Captain),
Engineer Officer, 23rd (London) Armoured Car Company.
London, N.W., September 8th, 1927.
• 39

Sir,—No doubt I am not the onlyfperson who has read, with
considerable amusement not unmingled with a certain amount
of alarm, some of the preliminary suggestions that have been
forwarded for consideration at the International Radiotelegraphic Conference, to be held at Washington, U.S.A.,
during October, to revise the radio laws throughout the
world.
With wavelengths above 200 metres I am not particularly
concerned, but with the lower wavelengths I am, in common
with other British transmitters, very much interested.
Judge my surprise, then, on reading in the current issue of
" Q.S.T." an extract from the said proposals.
First, the
The journal (" 0 Estado do Pari ") devotes half its front
page to an account of this incident, and reproduces a photograph of a group taken at Mr. Foster Smith's residence during
the reception of the fight.—En.
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Swiss Government has suggested that "the establishment by
individuals . . . of radio-telegraphic communications between
several countries, exclusively intended for the exchange of
private correspondence of interest only to an individual, is forbidden."
Well! If that is an example of the proposed legislation we
are to get, it behoves us to delve deeper. However, knowing
Switzerland to be a country always opposed to progress in
any form, and amateur radio progress in particular, I read
on, only to find that this is the trend of the majority of the
proposals submitted by the world's Governments.
For instance, the Italian Government would like " to reserve
the waves below 100 metres for public, military, and int er national commercial services. . . ."
As " Q.S.T." rightly
observes, " And so on, ad nails."
In fact, the only two countries that seem to favour amateur
transmission in any form are the U.S.A. and Great Britain.
Our own delegation suggests authorising transmission on
exactly the same status as we at present enjoy; whilst the
U.S.A. Radio Commission is even more generous, and proposes
to grant amateurs exclusive wave bands in the 20, 40, and 80
metre regions, with another non-exclusive band in the 150-200metre regions.
However, the great point is whether the hostile element will
be sufficiently strong to overpower the suggestions of our own
and the United States delegations.
I am not aware of the voting systems to be employed, so I
must leave this question to a more able person than myself
t.) supply the answer, but the prospect is sufficiently alarming
to cause us a certain amount of trepidation.
Amateur transmission is in jeopardy unless amateur organisations throughout the world make immediate protests to their
respective GoveAments.
In the case of our own country, I can only hope that the
R.S.G.B., as representing the British transmitting amateur,
is aware of the situation, and is taking suitable steps to see
that our delegation to the conference is aware uf the amateurs'
iiews on the matter.
After all, there can be no legitimate doubt that the amateur
ha a helped to develop short-wave transmission, in spite of
contrary statements in this and other countries, by interested
commercial parties.
Thus if extermination is to be the amateur's final reward.
I suppose it must only be considered a logical development of
his already far too long persecution.
New Malden,
ERNEST A. DEDMAN
September 14th, 1927.
(G2NH).

On some occasions it seemed to me that the music and the
noise of the crowd were deliberately reduced so that the
" talk" of the commentators should not be interfered with. T
noticed this at the broadcasting of the " Trooping of the
Colour."
R. T. WATKIN WILLIAMS.
Honiton,
September 19th, 1927.
TELEVISION IN 1925.
Sir,—I have seen repeated statements as to the first successful
work in television having been accomplished by Mr. Baird,
your English inventor.
While I personally admire what Mr. Baird has done in forwarding the art of television, nevertheless I think, in fairness

tiGTON:

One day last week 5GB had a " Military Band Programme "
hi the afternoon. Fifteen of the items were vocal and, I think,
six band music. The same proportion existed in the evening
programme, and, indeed, will be found in most of the programmes from the various stations.
It may be that the majority of listeners like this, but from
what I hear I do not think they do.
Then there is the " Running Commentary." In my humble
opinion the "Royal Tournament," the "Trooping of the
Colour," and the
Tidworth Tattoo " were completely ruined
by the incessant chatter of the commentators. Why should they
do more than just tell us what is coming and leave us to enjoy
the event?
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B.B.C. PROGRAMMES.
Sir,—It seems ungracious to criticise where so much is excellent, and I think that many of us feel this so strongly that
the intended letter is much too often never written.
I want to say something about the preponderance of vocal
over band and string music. It is very large, as a glance at,
the programmes for any day will show.
I have suggested to the B.B.C. that an occasional programme
of band or orchestra without any vocal items at all would
delight a large number of listeners.
Even if the studio did justice to the tenors, sopranos, and
baritones—which most, certainly it does not—it is, I am sure,
an unwelcome interruption. If they were given in a separate
part of the programme—part 1 or part 2—it would then surely
suit all tastes.

SEPTEMBER 28th, 1927.
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Television in

1925.

A cutting from a Washington newspaper.

to the facts, that Mr. C. Francis Jenkins is entitled, probably
more than any other man, to credit, as the earliest successful
worker in this important research.
I am forwarding some clippings from papers of several years
ago which testify as to these facts, which I know will be of
interest to your magazine.
JOHN HAYS HAMMOND, Jun.
Gloucester, Mass., U.S.A.
September 7th, 1927.
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Information Department Conducts a free Service of Replies to Readers' Queries.

Questions should be concisely worded, written on one side of the paper, and headed "Informalion Department."
One question only
should be sent al a time, and must be accompanied by astamped, addressed envelope for postal reply. Any diagram accompanying the
question should be drawn on a separate sheet. No responsibility will be accepted for questions sent in which do not comply with these rules.
Am I Interfering with my Neighbours ?
/ have built a three-valve receiver, the
circuit of which I submit, and am
using all best quality parts. I find,
however, that on connecting up the
receiver, although I can receive
stations quite well on the loudspeaker, there is a persistent whistle,
which mars reception. This whistle
is present on the transmission of
elcry station, and does not alter or
disappear when I move the tuning
controls. Is this oscillation, and am
I interfering with my neighbours?
Also, can you tell nie where to look
for the trouble, and how to remedy
it?
C. H. R.
A whistling noise such as you describe
can be brought about by three main
causes.
Firstly, HF. oscillation either
deliberate or through ignorance. In this
case, the whistling is brought about by
the wave radiated from the aerial of your
present receiver, beating with the carrier
wave of the local, or other station. Since,
however, alteration of your controls makes
no difference to the beat of the note, this
is not the cause. The second cause is a
heterodyne note produced by the carrier
waves of two
different broadcasting
stations beating with each other, the
trouble being due to the fact that there
is not sufficient frequency separation between the radiations of the two stations.
This note would not be altered in pitch
by movement of your dials, but would be
altered in strength, but the whistling
noise would only appear when you were
tuned to either of the two offending
broadcasting stations, and you would not
hear the whistle on every station as you
apparently do. The third case is due to
L.F. oscillation in the set, due among
other things, to bad design, magnetic interaction between transformers or chokes
in the receiver, and battery coupling due
to a high resistance in a portion of the
H.T. battery acting as a coupling between
the circuits of the various valves in the
set. This whistle would persist no matter
to which position the tuning
controls
were set, and is in all probability your
trouble.
We notice in your diagram that you
have omitted to insert large fixed condensers (1 mfd. or greater) across from
each H.T.+ tapping to the common
H.T.— and this is very likely the cause
of the trouble, more especially if you are
45

using a dry cell source of H.T. supply,
which has a higher internal resistance
than H.T. accumulators.
The effect of
these condensers is virtually to short
circuit the battery with respect to A.C.
currents, and so prevent coupling due
to A.C. differences of potential being set
up across the internal battery resistance.
The insertion of these condensers is
advised in any case, but they will not
stop the trouble if it is due to a badly
laid out receiver, and you are advised to
see that transformer cores in your instrument are at right angles to each
other and that they are earthed, or if
the transformers are of the shrouded type,
that the shrouds are earthed, and that
transformers and other components are
not built into an extremely confined space.
0000
An Efficient Crystal Receiver.
/ wish. to build a first-class crystal receiver which will give me maximum
signal strength and also will be
selective, as I wish to receive both
5GR and also my local station, in
addition to the long-wave Daventry
station. I should be glad if you will
assist me in this matter.
R. A.
The circuit which we give below
should be highly suitable for you. You
will require two variable condensers of
0.0005 mfd. capacity, a 0.001 mfd. fixed
condenser, and a two-way coil holder, to.

Selective crystal circuit
coupling.

with

loose

gether with crystal detector, plug-in
coils, etc.
The receiver employs loose coupling,
using a fully tuned aerial and, in addition, a centre-tapped coil is used for
the secondary, the crystal and telephones
being tapped across half this coil, thus
considerably reducing damping in this
circuit.
With regard to the secondary
coil, of course, either a special coil
holder will have to be used, or you can
make use of one of those centre-tapped
coils in which the centre connection is
picked up by means of a terminal
mounted on the coil.
This receiver should give very good
results both from the point of signal
strength and of selectivity.
0000
Mechanical Feed-back.
I am troubled by an annoying " howl "
which is only curable by taking the
loud-speaker into another room.
the usual precautions advocated i
" The Wheless World " hare been
taken, but I am led to believe that
this howl is not electrical, but in
some way closely associated with the
proximity of the loud-speaker to the
receiver. I should be obliged if you
could explain this phenomenon, and
possible suggest a cure.
P. V.
The " howl " von are experiencing may
be termed a m' echanical feed-back as
against an electrical feed-back which is
usually responsible for this effect. What
is actually taking place is that the sound
waves emitted from the loud-speaker
impinge on the detector valve and cause
this to vibrate.
This vibration results
in a slight displacement of the various
electrodes inside the valve, and their
relative positions are altered.
The very
slight alteration in the disposition of the
electrodes results in the constants o: the
valve being changed, and this change in
its turn brings about a variation in the
anode current.
This is passed to the
L.F. stages, amplified, and again fed
back to the detector valve, but at a
greater amplitude. The result ie in many
respects
synonymous with the
"reaction " employed in a receiver to boost.
up the received signal. The main difference, however, is that the former takes
place at a low frequency and originates
from a mechanical effect, whereas the
latter is an electrical effect and takes
place at high frequency.

WT®heo
Warld

466
The obvious cure is to mount the
detector valve no that it does not respond
readily to vibrations of the receiver, or
cabinet, in which the receiver is mounted.
A good " anti-microphonic" valve-holder
should be used, or perhaps a better
method would be to mount the detector
valve holder on spongy rubber and always
keep the leceivel enclosed in a cabinet
when working.
The sound waves will
then be prevented from affecting the
detector valve, and owing to the springiness of the mounting it will not respond
to vibration of the cabinet.
C.

SEPTE.VBER 23th, 1927.

fact that the output valve should be capable of handling plenty of power under
all conditions, it is recommended that
this be kept in circuit even when one
stage only of low-frequency amplification is in use. As it is usual to employ
a reasonably high voltage magnification
valve in the detector position, it follows
that the first intervalve transformer must
have a high piimary •inductance, and
therefore a low ratio, whereas in the
second position a higher ratio and a
lower primary inductance is usually used.

2 megobms resistance of the grid leak.
Needless to say, the insulation resistance
between grid and filament of the valve
should be in the order of many hundreds
of megohms.
It is obvious that the e
are many places where such leakage could
occur, such as through the ebonite or
other insulation material of which the
valve-holder is composed.
This would
indicate a valve-holder of inferior quality.
Similar trouble would be caused by a
certain amount of dampness or soldering
flax between the valve-holder sockets.

T

Eliminating Hand-capacity Effects.
HT

/

hare
constructed
a single-re/1re
"Hartley" receiver, but find that
I have considerable trouble due to
hand-capacity effects.
Can you tell
me to which point the snoring plates
of the condenser should be connected?
F. T. L.
In the majority of modern variable
condensers it will be found that the
moving plates are in electrical connection
with the metal frame work of the condenser, the fixed plates being insulated,
and it is intended, of course, that the
moving plates and metal frame work be
connected to a point at earth potential,
in order to avoid hand-capacity effects.
It is perfectly easy to do this in the
ordinary receiver in which one set of
plates of the tuning condenser is at earth
potential,
but in the case of the
" Hartley " receiver both sets of plates
of the tuning condensers are at high
H.F. potential with respect to earth and
one cannot therefore earth one set
of plates. For best results with such a
receiver it is necessary to employ a
special condenser in which both sets of
plates are insulated from the metal
frame work.
When using such a condenser the metal frame work should be
earthed.
Such an instrument is made
by Messrs. W. G. Pye, Ltd. The only
alternative, if an ordinary condenser is
used, is to mount the condenser well
back in the receiver, using a piece of
ebonite tubing as an extension of .the
shaft, the dial being affixed to the other
end of the shaft on the front of the
panel. An additional precaution in such
cases is to mount a metal plate at the
back of the panel and earth it, or ' of
course, a metal panel, which should be
earthed, could be used.
0000

Whatever switching arrangement is used
must therefore maintain the low ratio
transformer in the detector circuit and
the output valve always connected to the
loud-speaker. This can be achieved by a
four-pole, two-way switch which cuts out
the first L.F. valve and quinges the
secondary of the low-ratio transformer to
the grid of the last valve, at the same
time applying the required bias to this
valve's grid.
The diagram shows a
switching arrangement whereby V. is cut
out in one position and brought into circuit in the other, and also complies with
the conditions outlined above.
000 0

Switching L.P. Circuits.
Althnogh 1 realise that switches in wireless circuits tend to reduce the
efficiency of the receiver, I nevertheless desire to incorporate a switch in
my L.F. amplifier so that one stage
ran be cut out when not required.
Can you suggest how this can be
accomplished with the minimum of
loss in quality of reproduction and
efficiency in operation?
L. E. R.
We deplore the employment of switches
in wireless circuits for the reason that
unwanted capacity is introduced in the
circuit, but if great care is exercised in
carrying ont the wiring the losses can be
considerably reduced.
In view of the

/ hare a detector and two L.F. set which
gives reasonably good results.
Recently, however, I removed the grid
leak from the detector valve and
found to my surprise that the results
obtainable were almost as good as
when the grid leak was present. Can
you tell nie the cause of this phenomenon?
M. S. H.
We are afraid that the fact that your
set functions equally as well without a
grid leak indicates a path of comparatively low resistance between the grid and
the filament of the valve. We mean that
there must exist a path having a resistance which is very little higher than the
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An efficient method of switching a L.P. amplifier.

A Faulty Valve-holder ?

It is not at all unlikely, for instance,
that in wiring up you have allowed a
ceitam amount of flux to spread underneath the valve-holder.
The trouble
might also occue in the actual valve base
due to a faulty valve, or it might be
due to an ebonite sub-panel if you aie
making use of valve sockets mounted on
ebonite. A moment's thought will reveal
that there are quite a number of other
places where the trouble should be looked
for.
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Brandes

PUBLIC TEST

AN IMMEDIATE AND
COMPLETE SUCCESS
Our plan to determine how the public felt
about our new 3-valve receiver before
placing it on the market, has shown that
it completely satisfies an urgent need.
Until now the necessity for areally simple,
inexpensive and perfectly reliable set had
never been met.
The Brandes Public
Test Scheme has proved beyond question
that the Brandeset IIIA is justly described
as this long-looked for instrument. Fifty
private individuals,
one from each of fifty
towns
throughout
Great Britain, were
drawn from many
thousands of applicants.
They were
given facilities for submitting an advance
model of this new
The

SCHEME

set to an extended test in their own
homes. This happened last June. Since
then their reports show that the receiver
is a complete vindication of our claims,
and the Brandeset IIIA is now on sale to
the Public. As a loud speaker set it is
ideal and has no equal at double its price.
Single control, 3 valves, adjustable sensitivity and selectivity, improved station
selector and polished oak cabinet. It is
unsurpassed in distance, selectivity, tone,
ease of control, quality and price. Remember, we ask you to accept the considered
opinions of your
fellow men—you have
the solid satisfaction
of 50 honest recommendations.
You
may have further
proof by asking for a
demonstration from
any Authorised
Brandes Dealer.

BRANDESET IIJ
set the

29

public

chose

READ WHAT SOME OF THE PUBLIC TEST PARTICIPANTS SAY:-from RHYL, N. WALES :" We found the set in every
—from ROCHESTER: " The tuning is very simple and
way a splendid job, and at about it.5o p.m. on August
gives great selectivity, and my small son of seven can tune
1st, we tuned in on the speaker on the short wave band 16
in any station as quickly and as quietly as Imyself. ..
The set is astonishingly good, and undoubtedly the very
stations in approximately one minute.
best 3-Valve Set yet devised."
—from KENSINGTON : " The absolute realness of
—from CREDITON, DEVON: "As a 3-Valve Set it is
everything I heard on this Set was, I thought, really
the limit of efficiency—excellent in tone, volume and
wonderful, and Iwould go so far as to say that consumsimplicity. It is really remarkable the number of European
mate excellence has been reached."
stations that are perfectly available."

THE SIGN OF
A GOOD DEALER

GREATLY
REDUCED
PRICES
The Ellipticon, 95/.; The
Bra ncola, 576; The TableTalker, 30/- ;The Variable
Condenser, 15/. and 15/6;
111z Audio Transformers,
15:- and 15/6; The Matched Tone Headphones, 13;6

Brandes

It hangs outside every shop
authorised to sell Brandes
Products. This sign is for
your protection.
It means
reliable service and guaranteed satisfaction.

AUTHORISED
RADIO DEALER
t1U,

Exhibition, Olympia,

—on Stand x61 al the Radio

BRANDES

LIMITED

2 &

3

NOR F O L K

ST.

Sept. 2
4-Oct.

STRA N D ,

LO N DON , V1/ .l_ .2
B. Ltd. u3te
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"5 FC Sydney, AustraliagiCalling"/ EI
•

"EDDYSTONE"
ATLANTIC

TWO

SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER
RECEIVES AUSTRALIAN BROADCAST
EASILY
12,000 MILES AWAY .

EDDYSTONE" ATLANTIC
SHORT -WAVE RECEIVER.
15-120 metres.

£11-5-0

TWO

LIST I
NCLUDING ROYALTY.

We have received numerous re ports f
rom users t
hat they were able to receive
the new Sydney stati onatgoodst
rengt hon our -ATLANTIC TWO -receiver,
while our own t
ec h
ni
ca ld
ep
artment al
so rece i
ved thi s station clearly for three
days running previous t
o th e fi rs toffi ci
alb
roa d
cast on Sun d
ay, S
eptember 4th,
using astandard mod elrece iver. Convincin g pr oo fofth e efficiency
ffi
ofthi s se t.
In addition, the Amer i
can Sh or t-W ave stat i
ons 2XAF an d2XAD can be heard
every night they are workin g,an d ot her stat i
ons w hi ch can b
e picked up
regularly are PC.I.1, 2XG, 2NM, AGC, KDKA .
ii USE -EDDYSTONE" SHORT WAVE APPARATUS I
N YOUR
JJ SET AND ENSURE GOOD RESULTS. SEND FOR LIST.
EDDYSTONE" SHORT-WAVE COILS ARE IN USE AT STATI ON

STAND
Sole Manufacturers:
Stratton &

Co., Ltd., Bromsgrove Street, Birmingham.

WIRELESS

77.

2NM.

LONDON SERVICE DEPOT:

Webb's Radio Electric Stores, 164, Cha ri
n gC
ross Rd ., W .C.
2.

EXHIBITION

NIff

You will be
INTERESTED
"Everyman Four

Constructor's Set

in the New Models

Complete net
porto for building thin euper•
efficient Receiver (.1.dg-tied by Mx. W. Same,
" Wireless World.")
Excluding Cabinet
..
••
••i8 11
Above parto mumbled. wired up and
tented
J113 0 0
D O•
Fitted with Oak open panel
Cabiaet
.
514 15 0
Marconi Royalty extra.

of the

NIFE" Steel

Plate H.T. Batteries.

"EVERYMAN FOUR" COILS.

Specially recommended, boned with v... w.W...
booklet, 31/- Per Pvir•
Do. for /on./ wave ./.00-2, 800 metre., 32!. per pair.

CONSULT US on

_

STAND 53
%

li

"JUNIOR THRtE."

An inexpeneve tore,/ »Ire net,
cReable oc giving good reception
with remarkably long range.
Din/tout/ 1ot only
•. £5 17 6
Mao•oni Royalty
.. X1 17 t/

EAGLE
LONDON

ENGINE F:RING
Eojelds

SHOWR0OMS ,-44,

Mention of

"JUNIOR TWO."
A entailer but thoroughly
CapaNrilIMIlMent.
PO, bare net .. 13 15 0
Marco, Royalty CI ti o

The

CO.,

LTD.,

Works, Wsrvviok.
PALL MALL,

Wireless

BATTERIES

LTD.,

REDDITCH

220, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

S.W.1

World,"

when writing

to advertisers, will ensure prompt

aueniton.
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HYDRA Quality has been Improving since 1898—one of the
first paper dielectric condensers, it ranks to—day as the
world's finest.
The first to be standardised at 500 volt
Test. The first standardised Eliminator Units. The first
to bring a paper insulated 6,000 volt Tested Condenser.
The first guaranteed with a minimum internal resistance
of 200 megohms per 1 mfd.
And last but not least—the first to give better value for
money.
1

mfd., 2/6.

2 mfd., 3/6.

Tested on 500 volts D.C.

4 mfd., 5/3.

Working voltage 240 D.C.

We are exhibiting at Whiteley's Radio
Exhibition, Oct. 4th to 11th.
Il VDR.I Condensers obtainable front all good dealers or direct from:

LOUIS

HOLZMAN,

109, Kingsway, London, W.
C.

Telephone:

HOLBORN 6209.

SOMETHING
ENTIRELY
PRODUCT
e NT;RELY

BRil«15n

I

NEW:

The "Burton Baseboard
Resister" Control

DON'T

miss an entirely new
feature at the Show—

SEE

IT

AT

Stand No, 37

C. F. & H. BURTON, Progress Works, Bernard St., Walsall, ENGLAND
...mamma&
à45
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Cut from 14 SWG Sheet, these panels are machine
chased and lacquered by aspecial process.
In addition to their handsome appearance they are an
effective shield eliminating hand capacity when tuning
the receiver, therefore eminently suitable for SHORT
WAVE RECEIVER construction.
For all types of Receivers

Use

egadalletatteel. a t a a 1, a ., 4..h•t. a t,

STELLA' ALUMINIUM PANELS

CHEAPER, MORE EFFICIENT AND HANDSOMER THAN EBONITE

PRICE /
3 id. SQ. INCH.
9,1. For Pancl.

Manufactured by WHITE BROS. & JACOBS, LTD., 46, Chalk Farm Road, N.W.1
Telephone :Haropctead 8779.

Om must Lee a
precision instrument

SEE
CO L VERN
PRODUCTS
on Stand No. 80
SHORT WAVE COILS

A

SIX-PIN COILS

SIX-PIN BINOCULAR C')ILS
SCREENS

VARIABLE TUNING CONDENSERS
H.F. CHOKES

The Collinson Precision Screw Co. Ltd.
PrO% OSI

shae tuning
Modern radio circuit, call for trItIcal turdng—critical tuning demand.
r,
eondensera—precielon condenser. mean. Pye condensen for acct...
and
Pye precleion condenares are relentIfIc Instrumenta made one at à
time with great owe. 1ou need them to get the best from your get.
PRICES— .U001, O. Cr2, 0003 ?Md. 17.8 each.
•ateg Mid. 186
.00075 Mfd. 22,8
„

At Olympia visit Stand No. 136.

Works, Macdonald Road, Walthamstow,
LONDON, E.17.

W. G. PYE &
" Granta

Works,"

Co.,

Montague

Road,

CAMBRIDGE.

e

"ZAMPA"

........
rs

An entirely
new
Components:

HOME

CONSTRUCTORS

NEW
3

FOOT

AERIAL
TAPPED
MULTI

TUNERS.
H.F.

CHOKES.

SWITCHES.

ELIMINATOR

WIRELESS

Catalogues Free.
Ilie.

of

TRANSFORMERS.

VARIABLE ELIMINATOR RESISTANCES.

CO NE.

Mentiun of

•-•-krigee

Wireless

MARKET

II

CO.,

STREET,

WELLINGBOROUGH.

orld," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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toei/de&rs
lessee
e geg
The great Wireless opportunity of
the Year.
For seven days only.
Will show you how to get 5G B on
your set.
Wonderful B.B.C. Exhibit.
The Latest developments in Wireless.
Sets for the Million or the Millionaire.
Every

Stand

packed

with

3c

WET AND DRY PRIMARY
BATTERIES
When Broadcasting commenced the only available lecture, of H.T
supply was the Dry Battery. The Dry Ba
yhad been develope 1
for aer oplane work during the war. Economy and efficiency bad
to be sacrificed.
It is obvious an aeroplane battery must be portable.
It is also
becoming increasingly obvious that in following the lead of the
Air Force the public have unfortunately been following a retrograde step. The Post Office with their unique knowledge of the
primary battery will always install the wet type of Sac Leclancha
Battery where conditions permit.
In regard to wireless reception the results obtained when using
the WET BATTERY for H.T. supply show a wonderful improvement in strength and quality.
The drawback with dry batteries is the paste electrolyte. This
peste interferes with the proper chemical action of the cell.
There is abundance of proof of the increased output of a Wet
Sac Cell as against a Dry Cell of thc
fame size of depolarizer. The Wet
Cell never causes noises. It is in fact
s good a source of High Tension
supply as present-day knowledge can
offer.

SEND for the Illustrated Booklet on
the Standard Wet H.T. Batteries.
POPULAR MODEL No. 1Size,
90 volts, 60 cells with brass d) I
caps for soldering
• • 4 .A ,e
Litt°, with Detachable Ter- r)C,Q
minale
..
•• • .
• 4,, ei
Trays for abdve,

interest.

A huge treasure-house of Radio.
The Royal Air Force Band in attendance.
Dancing on specially -prepared floor.
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VISIT OUR STANDS
No. 16, Radio Exhibition, Oh mpia.
No. 74, Manchester Radio Exhibition.
And British Industries Fair, 1928.

THE WET H.T. BATTERY CO.,
12-13, Brownlow St., High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
•••••••

THE NEW

[
LOW LOSS . LOG LAW .]

SIMPLICON-4.L.

13'•0003

Other Capacities
136 '0005.
129 *00023.
12,03 .00015.

16:1

GEAR

WITH KNOB
If=1
HERE ARE

TWO MORE

AND DIAL.
POINTS.

One endplate construction reduces H.F. losses to a
minimum and makes this a real Low Loss Model.
The gear being at the dial end, masses of metal projecting into the set are eliminated; this means less
unwanted capacity and more room.
A PRECISION MADE INSTRUMENT
IDEAL FOR SHORT WAVE WORK.
Log-law with any coil.

ADMISSION
% DAI LY

A4 7
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Fully Guaranteed.

St arbd 90 Olyni pi.. seer
Sole Manufacturers:

WILLIAMS & MOFFAT, Ltd.
Wireless

àige;i

Grange Road,
Small Heath,
BIRMINGHAM.
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THE CONE OF CONES"
STANDS ALONE for PUREST TONE
R.nrwaed for SENSITIVITY, PURITY, and
POWER, of handsome lines and pleasing appearance, the Sferavox is the greatest LoudSp aker Value of to-day.
Its method of construction, sound principle and
fi -st-class workmanship ensure the elimination of
ad foreign noises, thus making BUZZ, RATTLE,
BOOM, and DISTORTION UNKNOWN.
Ge. better acquainted with the "Sfo.uvox " from
to-day, its price in comparison with its performance and value, is absurdly low.
Money
refunded if flat satisfied within seven days. Look
for the name "Sferavox" on meta/ label, and
refuse imitations.
Diaphragms obtainable in
different colours. Of all dealers, or direct from:—

,

I.% .51"

£2:10:0

Birminvham .

DO

D-- A GOOD

AT

ENGINEER'S

NOT

THE

WHERE

OUR

FAIL

TO

No.

G256

WILL

BE

CAK

ground pegs.

ground

LASTS A
LIFETIME
15

WITH

êt

1,

PLECK

ROAD,

WALSALL.

TAGS

and

Guaranteed

ONLY,

8

Supplied by all good-class Dealers from stock.
difficulty write to the Makers.
Manufactured

HILDICK,

WITH TERMINALS,

SOLDERING

50 Feet

HILDICK

SELF-

1/9

-

£7 - 5 -

TIME

MODEL,

FOR PORTABLE OR
CONTAINED SETS,

REDUCED PRICES.

34 Feet
-

CONE

FIRST

THE W.B. ANTI-PHONIC
LOW-LOSS VALVE
HOLDERS.

The

pegs.

£3

PATIENT

THE

£2 . 10 .

and

galvanised

except

FOR

JUNIOR

screws,

whole

STAND

CABINET MODEL,
£3 .
.

SUITABLE

wires,

plate

Ali

ALL-BAKELITE CABINET MODEL,
£4 .4 .

Tubular, 17 ft. when
telescoped,
complete

base

E.C.3.

EXHIBITION

CABINET

SHOWN

(Patent Nos. 233035 Rd 244833.)

straining

VISIT

RADIO

ALL -BAKELITE

WIRELESS
MAST
guy

SFEFIAVOX
FENCHURCH STREET,

131

NATIONAL

LOUD SPEAKER

TELESCOPIC

with

192 7.

STAND

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. Ltd.
'Phone: l'etstral 5'265.
'Grams:

28TH,

In

case of

133:

WHITELEY, BONEHAM tSt CO., Ltd.

NOTTINGHAM ROAD,

•

MANSFIELD,

NOTTS.

" EVERYMAN FOUR"

HANDBOOK.
A fully inn- treed and wt.11-conipiled work
on the construction and uses of Formo
Components, including Blue Priuts, etc.,
Special Test Reports, etc., by J. H. Reyner
and H. J. Barton Chap*.
1 /Set STAND 81, National Radio Exhibition,
Olympia.
Sept 24th to Oct. 1st.

MancSaster :Mr.
Phone

3. B. Levee. Mt Hartley Street
Levenshuhne.

"Wireless
World

PP

Aerial Coil
Transformer
Complete Set

..

..

•• •. 14 - cads
.
.. 15 •• •. 28 -

"REGIONAL

RECEIVER"

as fully described in "Wireless World,"
Aug. 17th issue.

HIGH EFFICIENCY
COILS AND
TRANSFORMERS
All wound exactly to designer's
arecification. with 27 42 wire
and complete with Ebonite
Supporta and Base.

Complete sets of coils and parts now
ready for this new three-valve receiver.
Coils and Transformers also supplied
to specifications for "Everyman Four "
(2-range), "Everyman Three," "AllWave Four," " 'Wireless World' Five:*
etc. Illustrated leaflet free on request .
0: him/LI, from all Dealers, nr

FINSTON MFG. CO., Ltd.,
45, Horseferry Road, London, 8.W.1.

-ate. Moor 475.

J'iutà

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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\TEST IT WITH/

erilTHE tt

CRESCENT

N

e

\„‘

PRO

e
_

CRESCENT MOVING COIL METERS
A new line marketed by us to give
satisfaction first and foremost.

"EKCO "MODEL, M.1., D.C.-17/6
Most reliable, most compact and the cheapest
form of H.T. supply.
a to 3 valve sets only.
One of the ten new 1927-28 "EKCO" models.
Free!
Descriptive
"ENCO“
1927 -28
folder giving all details.

F. K.COLE

TD

L

Dept. W,"EKCO

Works,

London Rd., Leigh-on-Sea.

VISIT
"ENDO"
STAND No.11
OLYMPIA 1

Volt Meters are guaranteed to have a resistance
of 200 Megohms per Volt and a consumption of
only 4 to 5 Milliamps on full scale deflection.
Precise within 1%
Milliamp Meters
Single—Reading Volt M eeeee
Double—Reading Volt Meters,
reading 6 and 120 Volts..

Sh. 17;6 ea.
17,6 ea.
20j—

If unobtainable front your dealer apply to

LOUIS

HOLZMAN

109 K INGSWAY, LON DON, W.C.2
Telephone: HOLBORN 6209.

MICROSTATS
Sales
apprc aching
1,000,000
Suitable
for all
Valves.

V. F. R.

9L0 PE 5 Kg

SILENT
long
lived

MODEL, Baseboard

Mounting

3/-

BRITISH

rrect

Efficient
control
of
Filament
Temperature is vitally necessary for
good reception.

Er OTHERS

5 GB
with

GENERAL

AERIAL TUNING

One Component Suits all Valves.
There are over a hundred Valves on
the market. Published tables give
the filament resistance values of these
from .1-ohms to to-ohms depending
upon
the
Nominal
Accumulator
Voltage. The ..MICROSTAT" and
the
V.F.R.," without change of
Resistor Element, will govern the
Filament Temperature of any Valve
perfectly. There is, therefore, no
neècl to possess a multitude of
Resistor Elements—one simple .
Comment, the" MICROSTAT," utts all

UNIT

krnr
e#
STANDARD

DE LUXE

MODEL

MODEL

30/-

18/6

For Satisfaction Fit "Microstats."
STAN DARD
Panel Mounting

MOO E L,

2/9

Post

Send for Sample to Manufacturers:

LIFFORD

ENGINEERING CO.,
Kings Norton, BIRNIINGIIANI.

Any .
01 velength from 2.-,n.2,o,io metrem tiv mean« of • pimple 10 Stud Taper*
Switch. No plug-In coils required; reaction amooth over entire wave-band.
Simple two hole fixing.
C011
be obtained from all reputable dealers or direct from ...—

BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING Co. Ltd.;
BROCKLEY

WORKS,

LONDON.

S.E.4.

See Our STAND No. 111 at the WIRELESS EXHIBITION.
A49
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7he right place for the

SEPTEMBER 28111,

" LONGTON " LOW TENSION UNIT

a
PRICE

el' The right Choke not only
In the right place but :a
h.. right price. The special method or
le cc winding the double bilk coveted vim o,
four accurately balanced sections reveal.
superiority of the Watmel and the extren.
scientific care taken in its manufacture.
Low
rapacity — constant impedance and emall extern d
held are features which no other SLY. Choke ran as trills
claim as the Watmel.
lading, protected by tratt—
parent cover. Mounted
bakelite ham with nickel.
plated ternibmis. The right place for the Watnnel H.P.
Choke fa in erery 'weld' where radio frequency chokes are
aPedifi.d.
WATMEL manses co. LTD..
Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware. Middlesex.

,
srç
THE

PRICE £7 15

0

H. LONGTON & Co., Manufacturers, Josephs Rd., GUILDFORD.
London Agents: Messrs. Read & Morris, Ltd., 31, East Castle
Street, LONDON, W.1.

BRASS PULLEYS
with close fitting
wheels so that halyard
cannot jam, straining
screws rust-proofed all over,
including thread. Pulleys at
1, - each. Straining screws at
1,6 each, post free.

BRAN))

ONLY

enables a wireless set to
be run direct off A.C.
lighting mains at a cost
of Id. per hour.
NO
MORE ACCUMULATOR
WORRIES! Can be used
with any set without
alteration to the wi ring or
valves. Maximum output: .2 amps.at 2, 4or
6 volts.
Send for full particulars.

ALL()
(REDD

1927.

MATERIAL
I

for

Trade Enquiries Secited.

HILDICK & HILDICK,

TRANSFORMERS

'

PLECK ROAD, WALSALL. I

DIAPHRAGMS.

VALVE
HOLDERS

INSIST ON HAVING IT

(PAT

,r,', FOR —REG. DESIGN.)

THE

ONLY

PRACTICAL

>OR THE

NEW SCREENED VALVES

JOSEPH SANKEY & SONS, LTD.
—

BILSTON.

MAXIMUM

STAFFS.
LONDON:—! 68,

Permits the placing of the Valve
through ahole in the screen, thus
ensuring complete screening in
an directions.

REGENT STREET,

RESULTS.

E. PA ROUSSI,

W.1,

10, Featherstone Buildings,
High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.1,
Phr,teerChatifery7010.

1

H.
T.
C.TWIN RECEIVER

Immediate delivery for
Balance 2,6 per week or 111/.- per
month.
Total cost 66.10.0.

A complete up-to-date set, including
The
loud speaker and all accessories.

5

1.

Cash Pr;re
£8 40
Royalty
Pahl.

Seven days' trial and initial >lument refunded d
not eatirely satisfactory.

H.T.C. ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.,

a valve get. Cash
Prat:£8 8 0
Term.

2. Beeodaries Rd. Bantam, S.V.r.12

w

ww

ACCUMULATORS
—

"ELITE ',

The Elite of all —

The LORIOS TAT

22/6

HUT.

ACCUMULATORS,
60 vol
ts
lYPe, 02. Semi-oil Sub me rfed.
Complete, as illu
d.
Price
The World's Best High Tension Accumulator and of British
Manufacture, The Unique Semi-Oil Submerged feature of the
Elite. absolutely prevents surface leakage losses.
The battery lasts
a Ide -time.
Write for lists.
Sold on approval.
ACCUMULATORS
7. lephinses 4304.

ELITE

Bedford

Street,

1,2,3,4, tori valves perfectly and
independently rantrolled by one
unit.

e
1 Iway 2%.

6.15

A multiple unit superseding the
Bred Resistor can be used m •ny
circuit to control any number oil
fir 80 shins. valves. For downright efficiency use
4way 7,3 • LORIOBTAT in your set.

Stand No

HALIFAX

Telegram. Kill. Basta.

London Distributor:—CECIL POHLMAN, 77, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.1

A. W. STAPLETON,

226

191, Lorrimore Buildings,
Lorrimore St., Walworth, S.E.17.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.

For Business Announcements please see
Miscellaneous Columns in previous issu.:s.

Receivers for Sale.—Contd.

E

Receivers tor Sale.—Contd.

XPERIMENTER'S First-class 5 Valve
ON'T Pay for it Now. Take it in easy
stages. Our generous " pay by instal- 11 receiver with valves, accumulators and
RECEIVERS FOR SALE.
ments" system is open to you whether you loud-speaker, Litz coils; very selective up-toA LL-WAVE Four and the Famous Every- purchase a Set, Components, or merely date instrument in skin. case, £18 (Notting?"1 man Four; high-class sets only, giving Accessories.—Write down what you want and ham).—Box No. 3768, do The
Wireless
maximum efficiency; full particulars and send it to Desk " W," New Times Sales Co., World.
[5822
rices on application.—H. Goodwin, WoodliNUINE Bargain.—Latest licensed model
77, City Rd., E.C.I.
[574 6
mck Hill. Elstree.
[ooso
8-valve Liberty super-het in mahogany
ALL-BRIT1SH Six complete with valves, cabinet
AY later, buy now: Wireless sets, comcomplete with valves, frame aerial;
11.
H.T.
and
L.T.
accumulators,
loudponents ' loud-speakers, etc., for deferred
Concert Grand Amplion L.S. toov. 14.T. and
speaker, finest components; £25.—Esmond,
.,ayments. Write or call for terms.—Ellis
4-volt H.T. Exide accumulators; the most
& Co., 132, Caledon Rd., East Ham, 4, Priory Grove, South Kensington, 'London. selective and economical set made, perfect re[573
8
-ondon, E.
[544 6
ceptions and gets anything anywhere with
-VALVE Neutrodyne Receivers in walnut TORANIC 6v. Superhet, built by makers, choice of over 40 stations guaranteed; heard
1
oak
cabinet,
licensed,
including
valves
cabinets, very sensitive and selective, easy
any evening after 8 by appointment; cost
;o tune; coils for high and low wavelengths; (new), frame, and H.F. unit, range 40-6,roo over £75, accept £35.—Capt. Edwards, 111,
m.;
best
offer
over
£t5.—Cuthbertson,
37,
way a few left ;£5119/6; royalties, £2/to;
Leeside Crescent, Golders Green. Speedwell
Silverdale, Sydenham. Maryland 1627.
:arriage paid.
3395.
[57 64
[5728
A-VALVE Receiver, H.F., Det., 2 L.F. (R.C.
A TTRACT1VE and
Efficient
Miniature
it and transformer); coils for high and low A.J.S. 4-Valve Receivers. astounding bar- .t1. Wireless Set (Rosenthal 's Pat. 233564)
wavelengths; very sensitive, pure tone, in oak Ci gains; brand new, shop soiled only; size of 3d. piece; gold-plated wire fittings;
American type cabinet; £5/19/6; royalties mahogany de luxe pedestal with self-contained price 1/2 post free (abroad I/6).—Lumb, 28,
loud-speaker, £25 (listed £52/1o); sideboard
£2/10; carriage paid.
Wilson St., Monkwearmouth, Sunderland.
inlaid mahogany, £32 (listed £62/10);
HILIPSON and Co., Ltd., Radio Engi- model
[5 808
both models complete with equipment and
'leers, Holland St. Works, Astley Bridge,
MEW Everyman Four, complete with valves,
new batteries; A.J.S. power amplifier in enBolton.
.1. 11 in mahogany cabinet, £12.—T., 37,
ADIO by Post.—We can save you money. closed cabinet, £4 (listed £11/t5); delivery Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey.
We supply complete sets, also component free in London.—H. Taylor & Co., Ltd., 49,
[58o1
parts for all advertised circuits at minimum Sussex Place, South Kensington, S.W.7.
7-VALVE Super Het., nearly new, suitable
[8t8
?rices; send us your enquiry or let us suggest
1 all wavelengths, clear reception, very
0 or Nearest, Cosmos 5 valve receiver, powerful;
:he best set for your personal need; no obliincluding set of Marconi six-volt
with
2-v. valves, 30o-3,000 metres; new
gation.—Radio Postal Service, 66, Burnaston
valves, £15/ to, a genuine bargain.—Box No.
IS
months
ago,
perfect
reproduction,
must
Rd.. Hall Green, Birmingham.
[57 13
3770, c/o The Wireless World.
[5 81 9
II/FcCLELLAN AVERY and SON, supply sell ;appointment.—I48, Taylor Rd., Alcester XTO Receiver can be expected to give splenLane's
End,
Birmingham.
(5825
111- sets to any published design at rock111 did results unless the majority of ComVLSTREE Six.—All components as speci- ponents and the neatness of appearance are
bottom prices.
pOR Prompt Delivery we have the follow- 11 fled, mounted polished wood panel, sets secured through including Deckorem proDimic coils, Nos. 1, sa; 14 guineas, offers.— ducts.
1: ing
See the full range on Stand 236,
Box No. 3772, c/o The Wireless World.
Five, £to.
Olympia.—A. F. Bulgin.
[577 2
[5816 Q-VALVE Set, tine cabinet, complete with
]1.
W.
SMURTHWAITE.
Radio
Engineer,
SOLODYNE, £18.
O valves, speaker, accumulators, coils, bat1
: begs to announce that the removal to teries, all British component parts; sacrifice,
larger premises being now completed, prompt £10.—Robinson, 134, Ardgowan Rd., CatGLORIA Four, £m.
delivery of all orders can again be given.
ford.
[579 1
PVERYMAN and All-Wave Fours.—These
'1/1-0DERN Wireless " Five, £15.
BATTE
RIES
.
1
-:J fine receivers are deservedly firm favourites amongst four-valve sets; beautifully
ET H.T. Batteries.—Jars, 2 x14 xrl,
" MODERN Wireless " Four, £8.
made in dark oak or mahogany cabinets,
1/3 doz.; zincs, 1/- doz.; sacs, 1/6
hand polished and engraved panels, best pos- doz.; dozen cells complete (t8 volts), 3/6; post
LL Concert Three, £6.
sible components throughout; either type, 9d. extra. High efficiency, long life, upkeep
practically nil. Orders for 3 dozen or over
A VERY and SON, Longbridge, Deverill, £'4.
New Ev.eryman Four, utilising the post free, packed in special carton with diviIA Wilts.
[57 60
MARCON1PHONE 2-valve Receiver with ▪ S625 screened valve; a unique instru- sions for each cell, usable as container for
complete battery. Send 6d. for sample com..111 2-valve Amplifier, £2/15.—E. F. Bran- ment, £ 14.
dret h. Heathcroft, Weybridge.
(5743 Q HORT Wave Receiving and Transmitting plete unit with instructions. Write for free
'MARCONI Scientific Instrument Company's 1.) apparatus of every kind; W.W. Empire lists of wireless bargains.—W. Taylor, 57,
[oo3o
.11L 2-Valve Receiver Unit system, consist- receiver, £7/ to ; Short-Wave II, £9/10; Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
It
A id
Dry H.T. Batteries Cost Less Than
ing of four units in mahogany cases, con- Short-Wave III, £11/to; H.T. supply units
LI
Many other makes. The fact that they
denser,
coils,
H.F.,
detector;
splendid for any output up to 2,000 volts; special
manufactured
by
Messrs.
Thomson
condition, with V24 and R valves (new); no attention to Dominion and Colonial require- are
Houston et Cie., of Paris, is proof of their
lbatteries or phones; cost £23, first cheque £g ments.
secures.—Box 3690, c/o The IVireless World. U.T. Mains Units, complete receivers to high quality. Further, every battery carries
[5737 ▪ work off A.C. mains, components, etc. ; a full and generous guarantee. Usual sizes
stocked; 6o volt, too volt, and grid bias, etc.
Range Everyman Four (specification com - full details on application.
ponents) in Mahogany Cabinet, complete
PECIAL sh.
Bargains, 9-valve super, Ask your dealer for same. If he cannot supspecially constructed for Chicago exhibi- ply you write us direct. Trade enquiries
with Cossor valves, 6 volt 8o accumulator,
tion, cost £60; complete with frame and specially invited.—G. E. Arnbatielo & Co.,
120 volt Exide 11.T. acumulator and B.T.H.
Ltd., Ambatielo House, Farringdon Road,
speaker, long range with quality; pressure of 18D.E. valves, £25.
[0063
"business compelling sale, new few weeks
RLA 5-Valve Receiver, an excellent long E.C.t. Telephone .Clerlcenwell 7440.
HAT Offers for Three 6o Volts C.A.V.
ago; £22.—T. W. Allen, 48, Chesterfield Rd.,
range selective set ; with 5 D.E. valves,
1I.T. Accumulators, purchased August,
Dranfields, Sheffield.
[57 19 £112/1o.
"LIVERYMAN Four for Sale, owner building ("I UOTAT1ONS by Return for Anything 19277—Tetley, 1, Palace Gate. London, W.S.
[5 674
..12J Superhet; exactly as specified, £9 or 1o1 wireless; whatever your requirements I
ECKORENI Grid Bias Clips Solve the
Celestion and cash adjustment; also wanted, can guarantee complete satisfaction.
Problem of Space Saving and Secure
. W. SMURTHWAITE,
15i, Onslow
.À.P. 4 electrode valves. Write for appointGardens. Wallington, Surrey.
'Phone: Mounting. See them on Stand 236, Olympia.
intent to test •
—R •J•
, i44 • Upland Rd. Loo[5771
ion, S.E.22.
[5726
W'allington 1982.
[5800 —A. F. Bulgin.
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WHYLondon's
Buy

Batteries.—Contd,
Wireless
Accumulators?
Leading Hire Service improves reception. Saving time, trouble, and
money.
No big outlay.
No deposit.
Pay
carman on each delivery. Low tension service
from 1/3 per week. Fully charged and delivered free within 12 miles of Charing Cross.
Explanatory folder post free.—Radio Servio..
los, Torriano Av., N.W.5.
'Phone: North
062 3/4/5.
[55 87
ET (sac Leclanche) H.T. Batteries, latest
booklet on how to make and maintain
these economical and simple batteries; give
perfectly silent and smooth reception with unlimited power; suitable for small or multivalve sets of all sizes; information also of
L.T. batteries free; enclose postage, ltd.—
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.

W

[
00 77
1111ADIOLENE Zincium Dry Batteries (Pat.
It Nos. 19754 2. 199 899 and 200289), British
made, highest quality, special trial offer;
high tension: Gov., 10/6; grid bias: 16.1v.,
2/6; 9v., 1/7; 41v., tod.; sacs for wet II.T.,
1/6 doz.; heavy gauge zincs, if. doz., with
Wanda sockets, 1/3 doz.; amazing value;
post free.—II. Brown, 81, Bayham St., London, N.W.t.
[5747
CABINETS.
Cabinets and Panels for
II. all " Wireless World " sets.
A RTCRAFT Cabinets made in Oak and
11. mahogany, properly french polished, and
are priced at o/- to
RTCRAFT Cabinets made t
o an y sp
ec ifi ca tion or design. Estimates by return.
A RTCRAFT Illustrated Catalogue Free.—
n The Aricraft Co., ,56, Cherry Orchard
Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 1981. [oo4..
BAKER'S " Selhurst " Radi o f
or Co il Dri
v.,
speaker
parts
and
suitable
pedestal
cabinets.-89, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood,
S.E.25.
[5345
D EDESTAL Cabinets in Massive OW:
Jacobean Finish (as illustrated in The
Wireless World, May 4 issue), for Everyman
Four or any set with panel up to 26. x8in.,
stands 3ft. high, zain. deep, loin, baseboard
included; £5, carriage paid; may be inspected on van before acceptance; fully illustrated folder gives every detail; write to-day.
—G. E. Ambatielo and Co., Ltd., Ambatielo
House, Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.T.
'Phone:
Clerkenwell
744 0.
Telegrams:
Ambatielo, London.
[
00 55
RM Able to Take Contracts for Wireless
-ICabinet Work; quotations on receipt or
particulars or quantities.-196, Lewisham Rd.
Lee Green 1206.
[57 19
VERY Cabinet Should Contain One or
1-4 more Deckorern Components. See the full
range on Stand -36, Olympia.—A. F. Bulgin.

ARTCRAFT

Radio

A

M

AKE Your Own Cabinet.

EVERYMAN

[577 0

Four Cabinet, 26X8, packed
flat ready for assembling, 18/6, in oak
or mahogany.
EADY for Assembling Means all Joins,
mouldings, etc., hand finished and sandpapered smooth as glass
by competent
cabinet makers.
TUST a Touch of Glue and you have constructed a cabinet guaranteed to equal the
work of a master craftsman.
Q END a p.c. at once for full particulars,
1,7 stating requirements.
THE R.F.A. CABINET CO., 37, Brigstork
Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey.
[5 80 4
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AGAR

H.T. BATTERY ELIMINATORS
for A.C. & D.C. MAINS.

1
4
4
4

A.C. MODELS
Full Wave Rectification.

4

Cabinets.—Contd,

for High-class Cabinets to customer
ra. requirements from selected seasoned tin
ber by competent craftsmen; maker of cab
nets for P.M. series and other high class sett
W. H. Agar, 19, Whitecross Pl., E.G..
London Wall: 33o5.
15 64

HORNS

LOUD.SPEAKERS.

for all types of l
ou d- sp
ea ker
especially gramophone attachments an
Atnplion
A.R.39;
illustrated
list
free.Model C.P. (Constant Potential)
Maddison, Manufacturer of the Allwoodorr
4 2a, Ronald's Rd., N.5.
49 8
4 T118 EED Movements.—Double Acting Ree
1 11 movements specially designed to operat
4 cone and other large diaphragms; extremel
sensitive on small input, yet capable of enot
inous volume with sufficient input. Will wor
up to a 3ft. cone with ease.
No rattle o
distortion; 27/6 each.
Fair allowance o
4 Brown A earpieces, or I.issenolas and othe
units in part exchange. Send stamp for illut
1 trated Lists of these and Seamless Cones.Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4 [oo6.
1
BAKER'S " Selhurst " Radio f
or Co il Dri
vLoud-speaker
parts;
quick
deliverie
4
from Baker's " Selhurst " Radio of all pari
4 for coil drive loud-speakers described in 7'h
Wireless World, April 13th and August loth
1. Coil drive speaker described by N. W
Output at t6o Volts, 40 ma.
3 Tapping.,
1 McLachlan in The ll'ireless World, Apr!
13th; the best loud-speaker existing; we cat
one fixed at I6o Volts, and two independently
variable from 15 to 120 Volts.
1 supply all parts from stock. 2. Coil driv.
Our special balancing device prevents the
4 speaker described by A. P. Turpin in Th.
output voltage varying more than to per cent.
4 Wireless World, August loth; we can suppl:
Price £9-17-6 Complete
4 all parts from stock.
B
"Selhurst " Radio for Coil Driv.
Model M.5 Straight 8.
£6-17-6
Speaker
Parts;
quick
delivery
o.
magnet units with field windings for ust
Output at 14o %'olts, 25 ma. 3 Tappings,
one fixed at 140 Volts, and two independently
with accumulators or D.C. mains as requi red.
variable from 25 to :40 Volts, total output
AKER'S " Selhurst " Radi o f
or
am.
regulated by master control. For sets using
Moving Coils; lightest made.
a number of power valves.
pRAMES and Cradles specially constructet
Model K.4.
£4-15-0
.11to enable unit to be assembled in a few
minutes without tools; from Baker's " Sel
Output at 110 Volts, /5 01.1.
2 Tappings,
one fixed at zaia*Volts and one variable from
burst " Radio; quick delivery.
30 to 90 Volts. Ideal for rets using four
TMPORTANT.—All coil drive speaker part..
ordinary or three ordinary and one power
4
I supplied by us are constructed by highly
valve.
skilled engineers of the best possible materials
Model R.K.
£13-15-0 4 as we do not depart from specifications given
in The Wireless World you are assured ot
Output at 2,5o Volts, 6o ma.
3 Tappings,
4 good results.
one fixed at 250 Volts, and two independently
We manufacture everything,
variable from 5o to 200 Volts. Suitable for
from the pot castings to the finished article.
sets operating Coil-driven Speakers.
WE have received testimonials from all
Royalty 12/8 extra to
above
prices.
VV over the country and also from Belgium,
All models complete and ready for use.
Holland and Italy, expressing complete satisD.C. MODEL.
1 faction with the parts, and surprise at the
wonderful results obtained.
E shall be glad to show you all our coil
Model D.C.1.
£3-15-0
1
drive speaker parts at our works at
4
Output (proportional to Mains Voltage) on
Croydon
at any time.—Baker's " Selhurst"
120 Volts Mains, 25
m.a. 1 independently
variable Tappings, each of which gives from
Radio, 89, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood,
30 Volts up to 75 per cent, of the Mains
S.E.25.
Works: 42, Cherry Orchard Rd.,
Voltage.
Suitable for all sets using up to
East Croydon. Telephone: Thornton Heath:
six valves.
1488.
[53-14
British Manufacture.
Guaranteed lor One Year.
IRROVOX Loud-speaker, oval pleated
1
If your dealer cannot supply, Write direct to us
polished
aluminium
diaphragm,
and we will send on seven days' approval. Cash
with order (carriage and packing i/n).
Or, if
1 mahogany moun:ed, looks like a mirror; peryou live in the London area, send us his name
1 fectly wonderful reproduction, equal to any
and address, and we will arrange, in conjunction
speaker double the price; try one on 7 days'
uilk him, afree demonstration in your own home.
4 approval; satisfaction or money refunded;
Applications will be dealt with in rotation. State
type of receivivg set, voltage of your mains, end
1 £211.3 post fr. e.—A. Brixey, Coldharbour
whether A.C. or D.C.
Lane, Hayes, Middlesex.
[5579
1/rOVING Coil Speaker Parts.—Before or
HAWKINS & SOFFE,
1 111. after visiting the Olympia call at Baker's
Electrical Instrument Makers,
Selhurst Radio Works; all parts supplied.58, Crogsland Road, Chalk Farm, N.W.1.
4 42, Cherry Orchard Rd., East Croydon
Telephone: Irampmtead 1934.
4 Station; 20 minutes only main line from
A
Victoria Station.
[5720
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Loud-speakers.—Contd.
11» EPAIRS.—All loud-speakers repaired and

Loud-speakers.—Contd.
OH, Drive Loud-speaker Parts to suit your
requirements, manufactured under the
personal supervision of W. J. TurbervilleCrewe, 111.1 nst .
R. E. ; lists free.—J. Glasscom
and Co., e Eastcheap, E.C.3.
[5826
NITS for Cone Speakers.—Highly efficient.
patented, double acting reed movement,
the result of years of experimenting. Very
sensitive to small impulses, but capable ef
handling enormous power without overloading: special resonance damping device; high
class workmanship and keenest value yet
offered ; complete with fixings for attaching
cone. Fuller details, list of cones, complete
speakers, etc., post free.—Everyman's Radio
Service, Brent St., Hendon, N.W.4. 'Phone:
Hendon 2378.
[5 10 5
I
NCI NNATI
Cones,
season's consignment
now
being
unpacked; price
17/6 each, ready to take Brown A phone or
Lissenola.
INCINNATI Cones.—Call and hear them
before purchasing any other speaker,
whatever the price.
1C1NNATI Cones are a Year in Advance
of any other finished Speaker or any
adaptation to fit Brown A Phones or Lissonela.
1NCINNATI Cones are Sold Complete
with Exclusive Mounting, support, base
and adaptor for Lissenola and Brown A;
price 17/6 each, carriage 3/6.
TOHN W. MI'LLER (Miller's Radio Pro.
t) ducts, Ltd.), 68, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
'Phone: Chiswick 3013.
[3018
Q EE Stand No. 103, Olympia Exhibition, for
• Webson moving coil loud-speaker parts
manufactured by Star Engineering.
Q TAR ENGINEERING, Didsbury, Man• chester, were the first firm to manufacture moving coil loud-speaker parts for the
home constructor.
WORKMANSHIP, materials, design, and
TT efficiency are embodied in every part
manufactured by Star Engineering.
V OU can construct in a few minutes ahigh1- class moving coil loud-speaker with parts
manufactured by Star Engineering.
It VERY part manufactured by Star Engineering is backed by 35 years' engineering experience.
BTA1N the best possible by ordering tour
V loud-speaker parts from Star Engineering, Didsbury, Manchester ; lists free ; your
name and address in block letters, please.
[5812
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C
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llirOVING Coil Loud-speaker Parts.—I have
in- been asked by everyone, including a representative of the " W.-W." (who has heard
my results) how it is obtained without umpteen valves, stages of push, pull, and output
transformer, and additional amplifier, etc.
The result is that of many years experience
with magnetic flux and 4 years with this type
of speaker. The pot is of a grade of steel,
of which I have used for the past 35 years
with, of course, the required gauge and
quantity of wire to suit the voltage and on a
suitable high resistance coil of 2,000 turns
47G. wire (having designed and built a
machine for winding same) mounted on a
well-thought-out diaphragm (patents pending).
When ordering coil give outside and inside
dimensions and depth of gap.—Chas. Andrews, Hunton House, Hunton Hill, Erdington ('Phone: 203) Birmingham.
[57 88
ROWN'S
Cabinet
Model,
mahogany,
guaranteed new condition; cost £6/6,
£3/15, no offers.—Write 9, Doveridge Gardens, Palmers Green, N.I3.
[57 86

BB

A53

39

11 maximum efficiency attained, 4/- Post
free; every repair is accompanied with a three
months' guarantee; don't discard if burnt
out; trade invited.—Transform, 115, Links
Rd., Tooting, London, S.W.17.
[
008 4
PXCHANGES.—Any make of speaker sr
IA component taken in part exchange for
new and up to 60% of new prices allowed
for old parts.—Write Talbot's, 97, Highfield
Rd., Blackpool.
all
Lou 'l-speaker
Extensions
use
▪
Deckorem Wall Jacks.
See them on
Stand 236, Olympia.—A. F. Bulgin.
(5773
Q FERAVOX Loud-speaker; 4o/- or offer.—
• Pickstock, 48, Oakhurst Grove, E. Dulwich.
[574 8

[58.6
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Run forthe bus...
it's all right...
BENJAMIN
Portable Set .... jolting damage the
valves ?... not likely I... Benjamin
Anti-Microphonic Valveholders
fitted ... Soak up all the jolts and
bumps ... carry the set about like
an attache case— run for the bus—
Valves O.K.
Fit Benjamin Anti-Microphonic
Valvehold:r to your portable set.
No other valveholder will screen
your valves from shock and vibration so well. The Secret is in the
one-piece springs.
ils se 5 nec sway vital features are only
found in Be. jm nValveholders
1. Valve sockets and spr.ngs are made in one
piece w:th n joints or rivets to work loose
nd cause fault ,co nacrions.
2. Volv sare fr eto float in every direct'on.
3. Valves can be inserted and removed :asile
and sately.
4. Valve legs cannot possibly foul the baseboa :d.
5. Both terminals and soldering tags are
provid.d.

VALVES.

SCREENED Grid Valves.
THE A.P. 412 S.G. for non-neutralised H.F.
J. amplification and super R.C. amplification, amplification factor Ito, standard 4-pin
base; write to-day for full data of all the
A.P. 4 electrode valves.—Aneloy Products, 36,
Hindmans Rd., E. Dulwich, London, S.E.22.
[55 89

A.13* 4 Electrode Valves

ARE used by " The Wireless World" ben cause they offer definite advantages, such
as a power amplifier for concert hall work,
which only requires 6o volts H.T.
A .P. Four Electrode Valves
D EQUIRE less than half the H.T. needed

.11, for 3 electrode valves; the money saved
in one year on three H.T. batteries pays for
an A.P. valve.
Electrode Valves
A RE a very comprehensive range and inelude a type for every position; they can
be used in conjunction with existing 3 electrode
valves;
they
do
not
necessitates
alteration to set wiring or require special
batteries.
.P. 4 Electrode Valves

A

NCLUDE the 412 S.G. valve with its
enormous, and hitherto unattained aniI
plification of Ito. This is a screened grid

CLEARER-TONE ANTI-MICROPHONIC
VALVEHOLDER.

valve with a standard 4-pin base; neutralising
is
unnecessary; it therefore represents a
great advance in high frequency amplification
and a great economy at the same time.
A.P. ECONOMICS.
THROUGH economy in advertising, we
J. are able to sell a highly efficient 4 electrode valve for the same price as a 3electrode;
money paid for an A.P. valve is vested in the
salve and not in publicity.
RITE to-day for full data and X-ray
photographs of the A.P. Family.
A NELOY PRODUCTS, 36, Hindmans Rd.,
ft E. Dulwich, London, S.E.22.'Phone:
New Cross 4074.
1
.
55g8
MARCONI D.E.5 and Cleartron C.T.25
ILL Valves, about 30 hours' use; sale or exchange for Varley R.I. 230,000 ohms anode
resistance and l'ye 32 henry L.F. choke.—
Fulton, i98, Lisburn Rd., Belfast.
[573 1
TRIOTION arc the Best Valves obtainable,

W

PRICE 2/Benjamin Battery Switch
A stardy positive action switch for
high or low tension.
It's OFF
when it's IN. thus preventing the
accidental turning on of current.
Single contact One-hole fixing.

THE PENIAMIN
ELECTRIC LTD.
Brent wood Works.
Tariff Road,
Tottenham. N.I.

e

2-volt

.2,

4/

I ; 2-V0II

.05,

6

/9 ; s-VOII

(power), 8/8; 4-volt .o6, 5/8 ; 4-volt .1
(Power), 6/8; 4-volt .2 (super power). 7lo ;
every one guaranteed.—W. A. Davis & Co.,
in, Cloth Market, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1
.51307
.1
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ADVERTIP.EMENTS.
Do

not

miss

THE
the

PANEL PLATE TUNER UN T
on &bud

117

Olympia.

35 -

Pror. Pat.

The big attraction
for every amateur.

eA110

i/e/TOINn

S. A. LAMPLUGH LTD., King's Rd., Tyree,
BIRMINGHAM.
'berieulors for Landon and Road/ern
Countiee o—Empire Electric Co.. 303, Huston
Road, London.

Have
You
tried

Valves.—Contd.

5/_.—British
valves:
olt .6 H.F.
• L.F., 2 volt .1 H.F. and L.F.,

an d
volt
.25 P.V., 4 volt .o6 H.F. and L.F., 4 volt .1
H.F. and L.F., 4 volt 12 P.V., 6 volt .1 H.F.
and L.F., 6 volt .25 P.V. ;all one price, 5/each, and all guaranteed; trade supplied ;
write your name and address clearly.—II.
Howarth, British Valve Depot, 288, Deansgate, Manchester.
[56t
VILAMENT Resistances for every type of
Valve are among the large selection of
Deckorem Components shown on Stand 236,
Olympia.—A. F. Bulgin.
[57 69
2

v

o
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WE INVITE YOU

CHARGERS & ELIMINATORS.

CCUMULATOR Chargers (A.C.), 45/n complete.
Post free.
Also components
for same and for A.C. battery eliminators;
fully
guaranteed.—Stafford
O'Brien
and
Partners, Ltd., 66, Victoria St., S.W.r.
[0052

LTERNATING
and
Direct
Current
problems.—Kaynite components will solve
them.—Call at The Lisle Radio Co., 37, Lisle
St., W.C.2.
[5686
WORK Your Radio Receiver from th VV Mains with a Philipson Safety H.T.
Eliminator; more volume, better tone, and
more distant stations.
H lLIPSON 'S
Saf
ety
Hi gh
Tens i
on
Eliminator for D.C. Mains, 200 to 250
volts, no hum or ripple, gives 7 voltages front
6o to 135 volts, maximum output 38 M.A. ;
fitted in well-finished oak cabinet, price
£2119/6, carriage paid.
iji -IILIPSON'S
Safety
High
Tension
1 Battery Eliminator for A.C. Mains, 200250 volts, gives voltages from 20 10 120 V0115
It 20 M.A. discharge, and grid bias 5 voltages
from 2 10 12 volts, maximum current output
5o M.A.; fitted in well-finished oak cabinet,
£:511916, royalty 12/6; 12 months' guarantee given.
IIILIPSON and Co., Ltd., Radi o Eng ineers, Holland St. Works, Astley Bridge,
Bolton.
'Phone: 2038 Bolton.
Telegrams :
" Safety," Bolton.
[oar
P LI NI INATORS ! H.T.
Mains
Units.-1 •4 G.R. components for home construction
are unexcelled, robust, and will not burn out.
Rectifier transformers, for ITO or 230 volts,
for Raythron or Ethotron rectifiers, 39/6 each,
supplied with 7¡ volt 24 amp. filament winding at 'no extra cost, if désired; G.R. type
366 double 30 henry (6o henrys in all) filter
chokes, price 39/6, are unique; H.T. condenser banks, Clarostat universal range resistors (will carry 20 watts continuously), etc.,
etc. Send for catalogue of G.R. parts to
Claude Lyons, 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.

P

P

2.

PERTI'NAX
the

SEPTEMBER 28TH, 1927.

Regd, Deal's.

Enables amateur, to construct a highly
efficient Receiver equal in appearance to the
hest factory products. Practically half aset,
this Unit consists of arichly-engraved metal
tame! In black and gold or silver, on which
am mounted coils and specially calibrated
dial, covering Broadcast wavelengths, ALT.
Slow Motion Condenser and switch for changing from low to high wavelength».
No
Ebonite panel required, and the Unit can be
mounted to any form of Cabinet. Full diagrams supplied for building 2 or 3 valve seto.

BUT

WIRELESS WORLD

new

Panel

At the Wireless World Stand
No. 109. Olympia visitors have
on
opportunity of seeing a
demonstration set containing
an
u polished
panel
of
PERTINAX.
This new panel
material has withstood the test
of 20 years' use in the Electrical
Trade.
It., great mechanical etren4th enables it

to withstand apressure of 20 tons per mi.
In.
It maintains perfect, rigidity and
aleo high insulating properties and
doe" not lose It.. colour or brilliant
polish.
1)1-electric strength 4, 5.
PERTIN AX
is
attractive in
•ppesrance lo slot brittle like
ebonite or highly inflarrunablo
and cannot be softened by
moderate heat. PE RTI NAX
made in Natural Brown, Walnut,
Mahogany and Black.
Send
P.O. and order or 134. stamp foe
sample rt. in. (stating Colour
recanted) to:-0o. L. Scott itt
Co.. Ltd., 139, Fleet St. E.C.4.

Mention of " The

[5602

..T. Charging Set, 2.5 amps. atzso vo l
ts ,
11 with t h.p. motor, 200 volts So periods,
with
starter
shunt
regulator,
voltmeter,
switches, and fuses; £T5.—Styring, North
Church St., Sheffield.
[57 61
MALUZOTO 'LT. Eliminator, for D.C.
1.71. mains, 200-250 volts, 6o and 12o-volt tappings; suit any circuit, guaranteed; 35/post free from all good dealers, or from The
Maluzoto Company, 9, Howland St., Lon
don, W.I.
[s7 65
QPECIAL, High Tension Eliminator for
L) 240 volt so cycle supply, output 15 milliamps at too volts; absolutely silent operation; wall or bench mounting; three movingcoil meters, tapping for detector valve; bargain at £:5/ to.—C. F.
Peck,
Hasland,
Chesterfield.
[5820

TO VISIT OUR

STAND

No. 257

OLYMPIA
TO
D.C.

INSPECT
MAINS

OUR

UNITS

RANGE

OF

FROM

27 6

A.C.

„ .£4 17 6

MAINS

RECEIVERS

Transformers,

WE

Chokes,

„ £7 10
Valves,

SPECIALISE

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY
Offices and Showrooms:

21,

0

etc.

CO.

BARTLETT'S
BUILDINGS,
HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.C.4.
CENT. !Pit].

Care -free Radio

At Stand 230 at Olympia
"..1111INIElr

is showing the Radio Public
the best way to construct
Receivers.
If you are unfortunate enough not to be able
to see the actual demonstrations
at Olympia, ask your dealer
orwriteto us for full particulars
regarding

Junit

Self -Soldering
Wire

(the wire which carries its own
supply of solder)
(1
per packet of 5straight
lengths) and

The Junit"Peerpoint"
Soldering Iron.
The

Soldering Iron
,h.ch
always clean.

is

Patent No. 32323

Price 3 6
Junit is a real friend to every
Constructor.

The Junit Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
24-27, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

II ireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure
prompt attention.
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Chargers & Eliminators.-Contd.

E

VERYBODY Does not Desire to Use
Chargers or Eliminators.
For battery
dips and connectors see the well constructed
and sure grip connectors, etc., on Stand 236,
3Iympia.-A. F. Bulgin.
[5774
:OMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.
AKER'S " Selhurst " Radio for Coil Drive
1-P Speaker Parts; see under Loud-speakers.
-89, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood, S.E.25.

BELLING-LEE

[534 6
Panel Fittings are designed
LA to give an expert finish to any home.onstructed set. Catalogue post free.-Belling
Ind Lee, Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders
?.nd, Msx.
D:1°,8
DEED Movements.-Double Acting Reed
Lb movements specially designed to operate
:one and other large diaphragms; extremely
:ensitive on small input, yet capable of enornous volume with sufficient input. Will work
ap to a 3ft. cone with ease.
No rattle or
listortion; 27/6 each.
Fair allowance on
3rown A earpieces, or Lissenolas and other
anits in part exchange. Send stamp for Illtss-rated Lists of these and Seamless Cones.3oodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4. [00-11
HE G.R. 247-W. Wavemeter and Filter
(range 200 to hoo metres). A unique ;0strument ;accuracy i per cent.; for reception
ar transmission; is also an efficient series or
aarallel wavetrap which will cut out your
:ocal
with ease; only 55/- each,
with
nstructions.-From your dealer or Claude
_pans (G.R. Parts), 76. Oldhall St., Liverocrol.
[5 60 3
ERIAL Grid Coils and H.F. Transformers for Everyman Four, with chart
showing over 40 stations (on LS.), price 17/6
each; ILE. transformers for the All-Wave
Four, high and low wavelengths, set of two
and base 35/-; all coils of highest quality
-naterials and finish.-H. Goodwin, Woodcock Hill, Elstree.
[
00 51
A LL-WAVE Coils (May 11th), pair with 61-1 pin base; 42/6.-Jennens, below.
VERY MAN Coils, 3, 4, 5, on ebonite
1:a bases; 15/- each.-Jennens, below.
PUBES, 3in. x31in., genuine Milsopac;
1 1/4; 2 2/6; 3 3/6.-Jennens, below.
PACERS, grooved, with screws, 8 aerial
ai or anode, 1/-; All-wave 6 short, 1/-; 12
.ong, 2/6.-Jennens, below.
ITZEN Wire (Lewcos 27/42), to wind 7o
turns; 4/8.-Jennens, below.
YCHE Switch, 2-way, 1/3; both battery,
1/6.-Jennens, below.
• EOWE Multiple Valves, 3 L.F. and a
ILl II.F.; write for price and particulars;
:rade enquiries invited for all above.-Jennens
Radio. to. Chapel St., Birmingham.
roo75
• RITISH and Best.-High tension accumu• lators. pure reception and constant voltage: Ediswan 4-5,0oo m.a.h. capacity, ao
volt units, 16/8; Exide 2,500 m.a., to volts
anits, 5/-; Oldham 20 volt units, 12/6 each;
carrier and lid Oldham, extremely neat, 4/6
each; all above 8o volts or more carriage
paid U.K.-Radio Service Depot, 678, Washwood Heath Rd., Birmingham.
[5447
A.J.S. Headphones, light, strong, adjustable
Headanos, perfectly clear and comfortable; full maker's guarantee (list price 15/-)
on 7 days' approval; satisfaction or money
refunded; 10/6 post free.-A. Brixey, Coldharbour Lane, Haves, Middlesex.
[557 8
-VALVE Marconi Long Distance H.F.
Amplifier, minus 2 rheostats, and 2 potentiometers, otherwise perfect; 35/-.-Bryce, 27,
Royal St., Gourock.
579 0

THE

WIRELESS

WORLD

NOT AT OLYMPIA!
You will look in vain for these, and
our other hundreds of
American
Advanced Components, at Olympia.
We are not there because American
goods are prohibited. The inference
is very, very obvious, and very
flattering to us.
See these at our Stand No. 13, Manchester Radio Exhibition, Oct. 24th
to Nov, 5th, 1927.

T

]

The
G.R." Type 358 Short Wave Wavemeter Kit. Accuracy 1% or better guaranteed. As
used by "WIRELESS WORLD," and endorsed and
recommended by them. In use at four Government
Research Stations. Waveband id to 225 Metres.
For receiver or transmitter calibration. One of 120
"G.R." 1927,8 Season Advanced Components. Built
by Laboratory Instruments Manufacturers.
Price, per complete Outfit, es .17 •6.
Descriptive foldir entitled

The
Clarostat" 20
Watt Universal range
heavy duty Variable
Resistor, as used by
nearly
one
hundred
H.T. Eliminator Manufacturers. Also useful
wherever a dependable
variable resistor is desirable. Range 5oo ohms
to 5megohms. Excellent
as a tone control across
transformer secondary.

efficient 11.T. Eliminator.)

AERO LOOP-SILENCÇR OF
STATIC.
A Unique Frame Aerial. "A loop
within a loop."
Inside loop can
be used for a variety of useful
purposes.
The finest loop for
Superheterodynes,
T.R.F. Sets,
Super-regenerative sets.
Height
30": afeature is that it turns in
only 8" of space. An ideal "drawing
room" loop and highly efficient.

W
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2927/8 Season reduced price
57/6
Send for 2-colour descriptive folder,
free.

Our 6o Page educational catalogue
(usual price ed.) will be sent free
and post free on request. Profusely illustrated.
Over 25o exclusive specialties.
"The most instructive and interesting catalogue in the
Trade." (See Miscellaneous ads. also.)

FREE!

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
76,

OLD

ROWN A's.-A large purchase, on favour3J able terms, of these genuine original A
type earphones enables us to offer them at
15/- each, 2,000 ohms, or complete with headbands, in original boxes, 30/- per pair; fully
guaranteed (unused); trade supplied; this
type Brown A is specially suitable for gramophone pick-ups, as described by G. W. Sutton
in The Wireless World, July 20th issue.Goodman's, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0067
THE G.R. New L.F. Transformer, type
.1 285D. (input or first stage transformer),
has a higher input impedance (375,000 ohms)
than any other, and is, therefore, especially
suitable for use after anode-bend rectification. The high input impedance and exceedingly fine curve, combined with high voltage
amplification, make this transformer unique.
Considerably better than any other transformer on offer. Fully guaranteed one year.
Price 27/6, post free, from Claude Lyons,
Ltd. (G.R. Products), 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[5 601
DELIABILITV WIRELESS GU 1D E.It New edition, No. 99a, just issued. Free
upon request.
ELIABILITY GOODS AND SERVICE.
II -only obtainable from J. H. Taylor and
Co.,
15,
Radio
House,
Macaulay
St.,
Huddersfield. Trade supplied. Send for free
Guide now.
[0028
CREEN Coils.-Split Dri aerial, 250-5oo
L7 and 1,000-2,0oo, 5/6 each; split H.F.
transformers and secondary for 250-500, 7/6
each; 1,000-2,000, 11/- each.-Stone, below.
pVERYNIAN Four Aerial Coil, 1£/-;
1:1 transformer, 15/-; set complete, 28/-.Stone, below.
1111 1 EINARTZ Coils.-250-soo, 7/6; 1,00011 2,000, tit- each.-Stone, below.
\DRA Fixed Coodensers.-5oo v. d.c.
Ire, 1/9; 25, 2/3 ; rmf., 2/9; 2mf.„
3/9; 3mf., 4/5; 4mf., 6/- each.-Stone, below.
rrz Wire, 27-42, 20 yds., 5/-; 25, 6/-;
je, 10/6 ; 50, 12/- ; 6o, 13/6; and 9-40
Litz wire, 15o yds., 9/6.-Post orders ro
Stone Manufacturing Co., so8-9, Great Saffron llill, 1.ondon,*E.C.1.
[0068
ACCUMULATORS, glass, 2 volt 20 amp.,
1
1. 3/9 each; 4 molt, 7/6 each.-Below.
ACCUMULATORS, celluloid, 2 volt 40,
Cl. 7/6; 2 volt 6o, 9/9; 2 volt 8o, 12/-.-Below.
ACCUMULATORS, celluloid, 4 volt 4o,
15/-; 4 volt 6o, 19/6; 4 volt 80, 2 4i';
cash or c.o.d., all guaranteed new stock;
7 days' approval; postage extra; send for free
list.-Bright & Hayles, 78, Church St.,
Camberwell, London, S.E..
[
00 79
AERMONIC Valve Holders are the finest
value in
British made components;
model H antimicrophonic, 1/6 each.
¡"1 RID Leak Holders for Vertical or IloriUf zontal mounting;
Bakelite mouldings
with adjustable springs, fitted terminals, Aermonic No. 1, 1/-.
RID Leak Clip for Mounting direct on the
wires; Aermonic No. 2, 4d.; if your
dealer does not stock, write to the manufac• turers, James Christie & Sons, Ltd., West
St.. Sheffield.
[
00 7
8
aRAMOPHONE Pick-up Electro Magnetic,
‘-,11 American;
5o/-.-Mason,
26,
Callow
Rd., Wavertree, Liverpool.
[574 1
LAIR Sterling H.R. Phones, 12/6; 6 Polar
coils and carrier, lof-; 3 pole Utility
switch, 2/6; 2 Pelican S.M. dials, 2/6 each;
Duvolcon, 4/6.-Thomas, 49, Ashton Gdns.,
Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[5734

f(ie

][

Send for free leaflet entitled "Control."
(Copu)ae practical Wiring Cbart of amost

HALL

STREET,

LIVERPOOL..
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Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

H

Price 12/6 each.

L

4

tee on request.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

More Power to your Wireless!
A. & N. STORES, DAMAGE, HARRODS.
SHOOLBRED and leading Wireless Dealers
— SELL —

"

LEION 11

RADIO POWER UNIT
(See
Wireless World, - Meru 4, 1927)
To B.E.S.A.
Specifications.
Maximum Output
30 Milliamps
per tappi.m.
5 year, Guarantee.
MAKERS

1.B.G.
Ltd.,
.0,VyseSt.,SIRMINGHA:11.

THE

WIRELESS

W O RLD

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
AERO Loop (200-600 metres), the unique

indoor frame aerial which only occupies
S inches in which to rotate (Console type).
Reduced 19274 season's price is 57/6. Send
for booklet, free and post free.—From your
dealer or from sole importers: Claude Lyons,
Ltd., 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[5 60 5
.R. Parts and Acces sori
es .—E veryt hi ng f
or
the experimenter and home constructor.
Wavemeters, geared dials, heavy duty rheostats, potentiometers, couplers, variometers,
variable condensers (29 types), short wave
waverneters (i44 to 225 metres), ultra-shortwave wavemeter (3.5 to 6.75 metres), superior
L.F. transformers, L.F. chokes, H.F. chokes.
superheterodyne kits, output transformers,
speaker filters, double impedance couplers,
sockets
for
American
valves,
American
ordinary and rectifying valves, etc., etc. See
these at your dealer, or send for catalogue,
free and post free.
See our exhibit at the
Manchester Exhibition (Stall 13), Oct. 27 to
Nov. 5.--Claude Lyons, 76, Oldhall St,
Liverpool
THE G.R. Short-Wave Wavemeter.—[This
-L unique instrument is indispensable to the
serious experimenter.
Range 144 to 225
metres. Has been strongly recommended by
the Editorial Staff of The Wireless World, as
used by leading amateur transmitters, Government Research Departments, etc.
Equally
useful for reception. Complete outfit, individually calibrated, guaranteed accuracy t per
cent or better; £511716; send for pamphlet
entitled " Q.R.H.' —Sole distributors. Claude
Lyons, Ltd., 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool. [559 9
SE a Die-cast Fram e an d heavy stan d f
or
that diaphragm loud-speaker you are
making; izin. diameter, gold finish, complete
ready for use, price 10/6 each, post free; for
use with Lissenola or other similar units,
attachment for Brown A. earpiece, 3/6 each
extra, post free; 7 days' approval against
cash; trade enquiries invited.—Die-Casting
Co., Great Hampton St., Wolverhampton.
[56io
ICK-UP, latest used by 2L0 for perfect
gramophone reproduction; demonstrations
daily by W. J. Turberville-Crewe, M.Inst.
•
£4/4.—J. Glasscoe & Co, 49, Eastcheap, E.C.3.
[5 658
D. & j. Everyman Coils, new and old type,
15/- each; guaranteed to specification;
made under personal supervision.
. it J.
Mottled Aluminium Screens ; 4,'•
each.
.& j. Porcelain Panels, see Sept. 7th i
ssue ,
page 298; any size cut and drilled to template; Everyman Four panel drilled ii holes,
14/3.
. & J Screened
Grid N'alve Holders in
polished ebonite, rigid each end and
quickly detachable, no flex leads; 3/6.
B .& J. Keen Prices to Trade and Factors.

« FILAMENT SUPPLY
ROTARY-TRANSFORMERS
Input
Output

12 to 250 r. D.C.
to 1,000 y. 100

MOTOR-GENERATORS
Input
Output

Efficient.

A.C. or D.C.
to 170 w. H.T., or
80 w. H.T. & 80 w. L.T.

Silent.

Ripple-tree.

P

& J. Wireless Co.,
Athelstane
BLondon,
N.4. Mountview 1695.

Mews,
[
09 41
n.E.,B, B.7, P.11,1.6,
each; Burndept
resistors for above, 1/4 each ;Gecophone
slow motion .0005 S.L.F., 15/-; ditto S.L.
.00025, to/-; Success choke, 5/-; as new
Thornton St., Skipton.
ESTERN-ELECTRIC
Kone,
perfect
condition, £4; special transformer for
same, 10/.; owner built Rice-Kellog.—R.
North, it, Palace St., S.W.i.
[
573 2
E
Four Coils and Bases, Simmonds Berclif, as new; Li set. —Veo,
Broad St., Truro, Cornwall.
.

Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
(Phone • 5001.

DIGBIT'S
CABINETS

The

" CARLISLE."

This is one of the many beautiful pieces
of furniture made by Dishy 's. Built of
Solid Mahogany it is a cabinet worthy
of the best Wireless Set.
Delivered free jei 1 0 in Enrjand &
Crate 7,6 extra. °id' ea& Returnable.
Other Pedestal Models from 56/Write

for 16 page Art Ca'afogue.

F.

DIGBY,

9, BANBURY RD., S. HACKNEY, E.9.
'Phone : Glissold 5458.

ELTAX
BATTERIES
Eltax Gold Seal give
an average discharge
of is milliamperes
and are particularly
recommended
fo r
use with sets employing three or four
alves.

B
B
B

M-L MAGNETO SYND., Ltd.,

1927.

G

U

ANODE SUPPLY

SEPTEMBER 25TH,

2,

W

VERYMAN

[576.

The Eltax H.T. Battery is the most reliable
and economical power source it is possible
to obtain. Highest efficiency and maximum
discharge and the quality is guaranteed.
Ask your dealer or write to us for catalogue.

Eltax Red Seal give
an average discharge
of to milliamperes
and
are
recommended for use with
sets employing one
or two valves.

THE LANCHAM ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES CO.,
Baling 8pretalietg,

52, Dorset St

Telephone: Mayfair 0262.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

,London,

W.I.

Tekgrarne: Outillage, Baker, London,

A56
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-Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
COTT SESSIONS.—Suppliers to every
J amateur; express delivery.
ZI COTT
SESSI ONS.—New
Everyman
J Four coils, 12/6 each!
:I COTT SESSIONS.—All parts " Wireless
World " Short Wave II and III.
zi COTT SESSIONS.—Send us your require.) mews. \Ve will deliver the goods
;I COTT SESSIONS and Co., Hill Top,
.J Muswell Hill, London, Nao.
[57 01
IVrOVING Coil Speaker Parts.—Before or
ill-after visiting the Olympia call at Baker's
3elhurst Radio Works; all parts supplied.12, Cherry Orchard Rd., East Croydon
3tation; 20 minutes only main line from
iictoria Station.
[572 t
fl.R. Special L.F. Transformers are still the
klf standard of comparison and the despair
sf competitors. Even amplification curve
t
orn below too cycles to the upper limit of the
;peech and musical frequencies. Two ratios,
to 2.7 and /to 6, for first and second stage;
'rice 27/6 each and worth it. From high:lass dealers or the sole importers of G.R.
products, who are Claude Lyons, Ltd., 76.
Dldhall St., Liverpool.
[5600
00UNTRY
Listeners.—Time is
money.
kJ order from your fireside and save both;
all products displayed in this issue supplied at
advertised prices, post free; special coils for
screened 11.F. Everyman Four, exactly to
specifications; 3o/- per pair; prompt, reliable,
economical.—The Ready Radio Supply Co.
(the radio house for the amateur constructor).
41, Newcomen St., London Bridge, S.E.1.
[5 6t*
1VI-ORSE Recorder for
Sale,
cheap.—
LVI
inker, Weston relay in watertight case, MarcOni condenser, crystal detector and condenser; this outfit is nearly new ;
best offer over £8 taken.—Nash, " Treeton."
Epsom Rd., Guildford.
[5750
1 1OR Sale, post free, pair Sterling 2,000
ohm phones, to/-; 2 two-way coilholders,
W. and M., 4/- each ;Lissen reactance, 2/6;
General Radio inductance D277, 3/6; Amsea
potentiometer, 3/6; Jewett micro dial (hardly
used). 9/6; .0005 square law condenser, W.
and M., 4/6; Bretwood variable gridleak,
1/9; moving iron ammeter, 0-20, 4/-; oak
container for so H.T. Leclanche cells, 5/-.—
Gattiker, Mon Desir, Borehamwood, Herts.
[575S
VEWTON Rotary Converter for C.W.
ill transmission, input so volts, output ',non
volts and .125 amps., complete with case,
guaranteed perfect, seen I.ondon ; best offer
over L:to accepted.—Box 3754, c/o The Wireless World.
[575 6
Neutrodyne
Condensers,
Igranic.
McMichael, Polar, etc., 2/6 each; 4
.0005 dual Igranic condensers, to/- each; 4
too,000 resistances and bases, 2/6 each; t
too henry R.I. L.F. choke, 1i:bi-; z Polar
R.C. unit, 5/-; 4 National velvet vernier
dials, variable ratio o-too-o, 5/- each; zAtlas
50-/ dial, 3/6; z Micro jewel 8o-1 ditto, 5/-;
2 Lissen tapped anode reactances, zoo, 4,000
metres, 4/- each ;io-to voltmeter, 2/6; 4 1A
Dimic coils, 3/- each; 4 4o-ohm rheostats, //each; these goods are as neiv and at least 5o
per cent, under list; postage extra ; callers
after 8.—Mason, Rotherwood, Bratahall Lane,
Bramhall, Ches.
[575 2
T ISSENOLA, brand new, in original carLA ton,
with reed attachment,
to/-; 2
Louden 4 volt dull emitters, both 7/6; 1
4 electrode 4 volt .o6 amp., 7/6; .0005 variable condenser, 2/-; lot 25/-.—Harris, Oaklands, Rochdale.
[575 1
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Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

Two

Polar

MATEUR'S Surplus Components; sen.I
11 for list.—Howarth, 59, Green Rd., Calm..
Lancs.
[5749
rrANTALUM.—Tantalum metal sheet fur
-L A.C. rectifiers.—Blackwell's Metallurgical
Works, Liverpool.
[5745
AVEIETER. R.A.F. buzzer, accurate.
300-4,000 metres; 15/-, or arrange exchange.—Milne,
Chemist,
Juniper
Green.
Scotland.
[5753
EPAIRS.—All transformers repaired and
maximum efficiency attained, 4/- post
free; every repair is accompanied with a three
months' guarantee; don't discard if burnt
out; trade invited.—Transform, 115, Links
Rd., Tooting, London, S.W.17.
[0083
AM BR IDi; E
Versatile
Galvanometer,
scales for A.C. and D.C. measurements,
reading microamperes, and one shunt reading
milliamperes, new and perfect condition,
£7/1o; Weston triple range ammeter, reading
m.a. to to amps, £4/1o; 2 Sullivan hotwire ammeters, 2in. diameter, reading o-2
amps, 7/6 each; large 4 dial Wheatstone
bridge, switch pattern, with 4 ratios, very
accurately adjusted manganin coils, lamp
and scale stand, battery and galvo keys, 4-coil
Kelvin mirror galvanometer, laboratory outfit; Lis the lot; sub-standard too,000 ohm
resistance in brass case, ice/-; ditto lo,00n
ohms, to/-; A. and M. universal galvo shunt,
3o/-; P.O. transmitting key, 15/-; P.O. relay, new, 15/-; pair Brown's A type phones.
Li ;6 to z Ideal transformer, 151-; variable
condensers in brass cases, / .005 mid., 1 .003
fad., 12/6 each.-47, Kirkdale, Sydenham,
S.E.26.
IIAKOPHONE Tuning Unit with [57
R3e
3
V action, 300-2,000 metres, complete with
instructions,
8/-;
Everyman
Four
coils
(Chalcophone), boxed with " Wireless World "
Booklet, 31/-UNEWELL Coils, 25, 3
▪
5, 50, 75, 1/6 each,
ioo, 1/8; 130, 2/3; 175, 2/6; 200, 2/9 ;
250,
3/3;
air spaccd,
robttst,
efficient.
Special Lines.—Wanderplugs, 1/3 doz.; terminals, with nut washer and indicating label,
2 B.A. pillar, 4 B.A. W.O., 2 and 4 B.A.
phone, 2/- doz.; plated, 2/6 (state markings);
coil holders, 2-Way B.bd. 2;6, geared 2/9;
switches, push pull,
Iscl.; S.P.D.T. on
ebonite or porcelain, 9d.; D.P.D.T. on porcelain, 1/6; red and black flex, 1/6 doz. yds.;
R.C. cable. 2 mm.
4 mm. 1/9, 5 mm.
2/3 doz. yds.; insulated staples, 1/9 100.
OSTAGE up to 5s., 6d.; over 5s., free:
Send us your enquiries.—Radio Supplies
Co., 37,
Bedford St.,
Leamington
Spa,
Official Traders and Repairers to Radio
Society of G.B. and Wireless League. [5685
OILS Wound for any Special Circuit
exact to specification : Everyman Four,
254; Everyman Three, 27!--; genuine Lita
wire : " Wireless World " Five, 38/-; AllWave Four, 35/6; screen and base 6-pin, 7/6;
price for any special coil on application; trade
supplied; prompt deliveries.—Norton Banne-,
man and Co., Bradfield Works, Ilawksley
Ave., Sheffield:
[57 22

W

Components
you must have
the

New

Polar Cam Vernier
Condenser.

A
low-loss
brass
vane condenser
with brass end plates
Fast and slow
motion by one knob. Cam reduction
gear protected from external damage.
0005
15/6

R

T

The smallest and
most efficient Coil
Unit on the market.
Twelve coils of uniform size available.
3i- each.
Wave
lengths 170 to 4.720
metres. Fits Standard 4 pin valve
sockets.
Extreme
delicacy of tuning.
Unit consisting of
carrier and two
interchangeable
coils 9/..

6

£57

A DVERTISEMENTS.

WORLD

Polar Products are Guaranteed
Call at the nearest
Polar
Service
Agent or any RADIO Dealer and
examine these Components.

Wingrove &Rogers Ltd
Proprielms
of
Radio

Arundel

of

the
Broadcasting
Business
Communication
Co.
Lid

(bombers,

STRAND,

LIVERPOOL. MANCHESTER. GLASGOW.

STAND
RADIO

N.C.2

C

DADIO Engineer Giving up Business Disposing of stock, send P.C. stating your
requirements for estimate by return.—T.,
37, Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey.
Iii

NEWCASTLE

No. 67, NATIONAL

EXHIBITION,

p

OLYMPIA

15802

(IOMPLETE Set of Components for Ne .
.y
1.) Everyman Four including valves (one
shielded grid, one R.C. and 2 L.F.) and
mahogany cabinet, £to.—T., 37 Brigstock
Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey.
[5 803

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from fi rots we believe to be thoroughly rel,ab:r.,

,
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Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
WE STERN-ELECTRIC Loud-Speaker
VV Unit, new, 120 Ohm super sensitive diaphragms, each carries maker's seal, 12/6 each;
o-5-volt 2¡in. dial meters, ebonite case, panel
mounting, fine reading, 1o/-; Townsend buzzers, as new, 2/6.—Below.
T. Generators, input 12 volts, outp u t coo
volts, in good working order, complete
in case with smoothing coil, 25/- ; Western
Electric 2M le condensers, Mansbridge type,
2/- each.—Below.

"L & H" ALL-WAVE FOU
type H.F. TRANSFORME
Stied with 6pins arranged in usual
"cross" formation. Suitable for use
Is existing wta where that type ot
coil base is litte'L
Short or Long Ware
14/. ea
6 Pin Base
9/8 ee.
ftikelised Formers 3
-X311"
me
plus ',adage.

IT

BUILDERS!
5

ENSURE
THE SUCCESS
OF YOUR
RECEIVERS
BY MOUNTING
GOOD
COMPONENTS
ON

st
Made by the Makers
of
Radion
Panels.

Œ9586.

earn-icon Hard Rubber Co. (Brit) Ltd.. 13a kbre gt.„ Letelea.B.0.3

11

-111. Microphones, 1/6; transformers to
suit, 2/6; good earphones, 1/6; buzzers,
/13; plug and jack, pair, 1/9; Marconi variable condensers, .01, 6/6 each; good tin.
spark coils, new, and Morse tapping key
complete in case, 8/6.—Below.
Exploders, complete and in good
working order, containing good dynamo
output, 50v. 3 amps.; rocking brush gear;
also circuit breaker complete with points,
20/- each.—Below.
'
h.p. Motor, loo to 120 volts D.C..
complete with starter, a really first-class
machine, 50/-; good fan motors, loo to Ito
volts D.C., complete with fans, all in good
condition and working order, 12/6.—Below.
Q K IND ERVI KEN
Microphone
Buttons.
• Genuine and new, each one guaranteed,
2/-; microphone transformers, specially made
and wound by Skinderviken to suit the microphone button, 6/- each; Skinderviken button,
special transformer, adjustable magnet earphone, and terminals, mounted in case and
wired ready to use, a microphone amplifier
complete, 12/6.—Below.
IN.
Spark Coils,
no vibrators, cases
-11- damaged, windings guaranteed sound,
lb. 36G. wire on secondary make, perfect
smoothing chokes, 3/- each; i,000 ohm
choke coils, shrouded, silk-covered wire on
ebonite bobbins, 1/- each.—Below.
C)IN. Spark Coil in Very Good Condition
Li complete with vibrator, a high-class coil.
17/6; 5MM. rubber-covered flex, 2, - per do?.
yards; Mansbridge condensers, .025, 6d. ;
telephone hand sets, earphone, microphone,
and switch, with handle, 3'6 set; Dewar
multiple switches, 1/-.—Below.
ALL Above Goods Cash with Order, threrl days' approval from date of delivery;
further
description,
stamped
addressed
envelope; all replies answered and satisfaction guaranteed.—Galpin,
Binfield Heath,
near Henley-on-Thames.
[5795
Q PECIAL Offer of Cleartron Di-Kast Van-k7
able Condensers, capacities .0002, .0003
and .000s, at 6/6 each, post free; send your
order at once as there are only a limited number.—Weider, 107, Cannon St. Rd., London.
E.
[57-14
URPLUS.-3 Lewcos screens, 7/- each;
1.7 2 CON, 5/- each; t coil, 3!-; s BowyerLowe triple condenser, 30/-; many Solodyne
parts • rist.—Box 377z, c/o The Wireless
ITor/à.
[5 81 7
DATENT Combined Grid-leak and Con-1- denser, 2 meg. leak, .0003 or .0002 condenser, absolutely silent, i/9 each ; Skeleton
resistance capacity unit, the most efficient obtainable, 3/6 complete.—Below.
K-VALVE Super Het. Parts, consisting cf
t? coupler, oscillator, filter, condenser and
4 matched transformers (guaranteed), complete in box with blue print and instructions,
to clear at the extraordinary low price of
,‘.2115; call and see it; sent post free.—The
Maluzoto Co., 9, Howland St., London, W.i.
[5766

No. 2742 S.W.G.

LITZEN WIRE

is the best tor Tuning Coils, ‘'ariometers, and 11.F.
Transformers.

Each individual strand is silk covered
with an overall covering of silk.

THE "WIRELESS WORLD" USES IT.
PRICES:
20 yds.
eh I50 yds.
12,f25 yds.
6,6
60 yds.
146
150 yds. 9,40 Litzen Wire at 15/P. ORNHSTON & SONS, LTD.,
Electric lVire Manufacturers.

CLERKENWELL RD., LONDON, E.G.7
Trade Terms on application.

RELIABILITY
S.L.F. CONDENSER
wet le ebonite: cud., :end 4' Tr011te

Dial.

.0003 5/0. '
000 3IV&
Vernier Dial Ife extra.
Post Free.
1
,6trthes
.4 greater
item
Migrellanfoof Column,.

J •H

2

TAYLORE,C2
001,0

M ACAU1 AY ST

HOUSE •
HuOtetR5FeE ID.

node Botquiriee
Solicited.

No I up

2
3

m-INE

to

„ „

100

1505

metreel

„

600

1

S'e each.

.L&H' SHORT WAVE COIL
20 to 70 metres.
This coil is specially designed
for Empire Broadcast Reception. For fu:1 particulars see
Wireless Worid, June 29, 1027.

'

Price complete with base 13:TRADE SUPPLIED.
LAWRENCE & HULL,
29 Parkhouse et., Camberwell,S.E.Ei

N

1

ORMISTON'S

The 'L & FI' HIGH
FREQUENCY CHOKE.
These Chokes are solts.ble for use in
any circuit where Radio Frequency.
Chokes are ',pealed. Formers roads.
of beet quality ebrnite &WI wound with,
silk covered wire. Complete with buse,
tItAdd with terminals and adderingi
tars in aalas.

.ttninvy 351.

WEARíi
COMPOIVÈWTS
NEW EVERYMAN

FOUR

COILS and BASES 35.. per set.

EVERYMAN FOUR and EVERYMAN THREE
COILS & BASES 3Y6 per pr.
H.F. CHOKE
..
66

REGIONAL RECEIVER
B.B.C. COILS with bases 18 9 each
5XX COILS

„

„

22 6 each

Genuine Paxolin Formers

and Panels.

Send for illustrated I. sis.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.,
140, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.U.
'Pitons: Tottenham 3:
32.

6We
JI 0M elfiryourra.

WI RELESS SET

OUR
STANDARD
CABINETS
DUSTPROOF and
lionw the whole apparatus, leaving no parts
to he interfered with.
Beautiful in Design end
Finish. Made on maw
production lines, hence
the low price. Provision
le made to take panels
MODEL 'D.'
up to 31E and baseboard
up to 20' deep. Sped.'
F ro med. g16 t0
tabineta for the ELSTREE SOLODYNE, NIGHT HAWK.
ALL BRITISH SIX, EVER YMA N FOU It. etc., now ready.
You cannot buy Cheaper or better.
Writ,» for foil partindars FIlES
MAKERIMPORT CO.,

(Dept. 3)

SOn, Lord Street, LIVERPOOL.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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1AMBRIAN ELECTRIC LTD., Wrexham.

se

jEW Everyman four is sot- only.
The
11 following
are the components required
a- this excellent set :-2 Ethovernier dials,
3/- (cheaper can be substituted); 3 valve
alders (B. Lowe), 9/-; 1valve holder (Athol),
!-; s rheostat, to ohms (Burndept), 5/-;
rheostat, 2 ohms (Burndept), 5/-; 4 fixed
mdensers, i mfd. T.C.C., 15/4; 1 fixed conanser, 2 mfd. T.0 C., 4/8; a fixed condenser,
coo5 (Dubilier), 2/6;
L.F. transformer,
ki (Ferranti, Ltd., A.F.3), L1/5; i 16-volt
rid battery, 3/6; a bi-duplex wire-wound
.C. coupler, Type B (R.I. & Varley),
71/2/6; aerial coil and 11.F. transformer,
est quality, £1/11; i shielding box, 7/6;
2 tapped valve supporting legs, 3/-; terminal
:rip, 2/-; 12 shrouded terminals (Belling
ce), 9/-; panel, best ebonite, 26x8xi, 17/6;
on and off switch, 1/6; tapped supports for
thol V-holder, 1/-; £9/4.
Mounting comonents, drilling panel, and wiring up, so/-.
otal, Lo/i4.
Other components are as
sllows:—cabinet,
best
make,
mahogany
mseboard free), £2; Marconi shrouded valve.
T1/2/6.
PRE above is, of course, a part kit of
ponents, and two .00ti5 variable conensers have been omitted, as it is found that
lost amateurs have these in their possession
lready, and as the leads to the condensers
re already in position in the set, the variable
(Continued third column.)

£59

Als

Components, Etc., for Sale.--Contd.

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.
PRE Amateur Radio Enthusiast is usually
1 at a serious disadvantage as regards
milities and equipment when it comes to
iring up a valve set. In the ordinary houseald space is generally restricted. Soldering
3S to be done under difficulties, and this is
a art many amateurs have not mastered yet.
uthors' designs should be meticulously
ihered to as far as drilling and mmponent
ounting are concerned if the fullest limit
success is to be achieved in set building.
he amateur too often overlooks these
aportant items, and dry joints, incorrect
lacing, wrong disposition of components and
.her faults mar his work.
It will be con:ded
that the
professional has several
ivantages over the amateur, and success
'ten attends his efforts far and away above
:ose of the man who builds perhaps one set
twelve months. The snag usually is the
-ofessional's
charge for assembling and
iring up a set.
This is usually more than
is considered worth while by the amateur.
his is where we strike a new line, and offer
:al and sterling
ERVICE and at a very moderate con/ sideration.
Briefly,
we offer to all
anateurs who order the necessary components
cnn us to wire up their sets. This work is
uaranteed to be strictly in accordance with
le original set, even to the smallest detail.
he introduction of electric soldering, power
.
Ming, and what will be practically mass
-eduction of sets, enable us to do this at the
vte offered. For example, if a complete kit
f components is ordered (and in this case
'royalty of 12/6 per valve is payable to the
(arconi Co.) these are mounted in a strictly
curate manner on the baseboard, and panel
xed, and the set wired up exactly as origindy
by the author. If a part kit of
amponents is ordered, the same meticulous
vre is taken, our fee being merely 2/6 per
alve. The charge, therefore, for wiring up
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No. 4780 6v.

ifigh Clpatity, 13 lbs.

ivany years ago
111.Was introduced your

friend

The first

High Capacity Battery.

A Columbia
Hard was the fight:

S II\IIV
W i
t
cO
k NDS BROS., Shireland Rd., Smeth-

Small Batteries
Were its enemies
And yours.
Small Batteries are so cheap
At first.

At vast expense
That High Capacity Batteries
Are cheaper.

Quit buying experience

Columbia s

They last longer
Columbias are high capacity
batteries of exceptional
efficiency; they are built to
meet the demand for something better.
They will give
you longer and better service;
they will positively save you
money.
Your dealer stocks
them.

J. R. MORRIS

15,Kingsway,London,W.C.
Drop

a card

ALL-WAVE Four.—Coils, 42/6 per pair
11. with base; see August 3rd issue for
Editorial Notes on these; these coils can be
made if required with reaction windings for
Reinartz circuits, six-pin base.
UZZER Wavemeter.—Coil to specification,
15/6.

But thousands have learned

Bu y

(Continued from first column.)
condensers only require affixing to panel and
the leads screwed down to make the set a
complete receiver ready for immediate listening-in. We should like to emphasise that the
above set is the last word in radio technique,
and remarkable results are obtainable with
it, far in advance of anything hitherto obtainable with four valves.
Part kits as above
are in stock, ready wired up, and can be
despatched same day as order received. We
offer this service with any sets published in
The Wireless World. Details sent of Mr. W.
James' " Long Range Five " (" Modern Wireless "), or of Wireless World Short Wave I.,
II., or Ill. sets, or of " Amateur Wireless "
Shielded Valve Three (between 20 10 30
stations on loud-speaker with three valves).
May we emphasise that these particular sets
are equal to the best, and better than most,
of the commercial sets on the market to-day.
All enquiries and remittances to Cambrian
Electric, Ltd., 14, Regent Street, Wrexham.
[5827

for

literature.

EMPIRE
cabinet,

Broadcast Receiver, aluminium
drilled, slotted and polished, with
mahogany base, £2 ; coil with base, 8/6;
special chokes, 7/6 pair. All other parts sup-

FlieVd.ERYNIAN
Four.—Coils,
33/pair;
Everyman
Three,
35/-;
" Wireless
World " Five, 5o/6 set, all with bases;
screens, cabinets, panels, Litzendraht, Pasolin formers, spacers; all components; complete lists free, with copies of testimonials and
laboratory report; get all your parts from us,
the Everyman specialists; trade supplied home
and abroad.
Q IMMONDS BROS., Shireland Rd., SmethIJ wick.
MORE Storry Specialities.—Reliable pocket
[t
-IL voltmeters, double reading, o-6, o-12n,
5/6; C.E.B.
headphones,
very sensitive,
leatherette headbands, 6/6, usually 22/6; antimicrophonic valve holders, well designed.
r7 '
8
2
1/3; post paid and guaranteed.—Stot4
Ltd., Eastbank St., Southport.
5
ECKOREM Components are the finest
you can include in any set you build.
See them on Stand 236, Olympia.—A. F.
Bulgin.
[57 67
fi ROWN Disc Speaker, £5/5; 2-valva
LP power amplifier, £2; Marconi transformer, 6-1, io/-.—Pearce,
Great Percy
St.,
[5 80 5
1VrATLOCK RADIO MANUFACTURERS.
el —We specialise in components required
for " Wireless World " Circuits, and have
an expert staff ready to test, overhaul, or rewire your set. All components are of the best
quality, made to specification and guaranteed.
LET us quote you for your next requirements.
UR Everyman Transformers sent on approval against
cash
to prove
their
superiority; 3o/- per pair complete.
ATLOCK RADIO MANUFACTURERS.
Matlock house,
Woodberry
Grove,
Finchley, N.12. 'Phone: Finchley 2837
[5823

e,

O
M

No. 4486 "Layerbilt" 4y,

15 lb&

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.
-AND SEAMLESS CONE.
(Pror.
Patent
25069/211.1
MAKE
THE
PERFECT
LOUDSPEAKER.
Yon can build a perfect 12'
'eme Speaker to give lifelike reproduction and wonderful
purity
of
tone
for
51/9,5.
11,
11/15/fi.
Bland extra.
Diaphragm of
THE NEW
atrong seanile.ss fabric.
All
GOODMAN
parts
supplied
for
amen,tINIT.
Ming
with
Brown'.
or
in;
(complete lettannies.
in Bronzed Case).
Illsadrated lists and partieula. lea
Ex.
Do not confuse
tracts
from
Unsolicited
Teatimooleils.
With
frame
Seems
"I am very pleaned with the
phone
u nit.
parts. and consider the (Inhaled Speaker
settle
reed
very satisfactory. attachment.
Netted Rise, N. W.10: "I have at last
e
origlual
attained what I have been striving for
tloo‘lursn
Unit,
during the last twelve months-that is,
17/6 complete.
a perfect Loudspeaker."
GOODMAN'S, 27
Farrin
on Street, Leiden, E.1.4

D.
11,

A
am
ilk
.41111 11.
111141 11P411111111I1:11114 1111111ale.11 ,,,,,
,

,

,

,

,,

to

HEADPHONES, LOUDSPEAKERS,
TRANSFORMERS, COILS.
First-class workmanship only. This is just the vital
difference. We are specialists with almost 30 years'
experience in every term at intricate and accurate
coil winding, and we guarantee that work entrusted
to us will be returned to you as good as new, if not
better. This is no idle claim, but the unsolicited
opinion of scores of satisfied clients.
THE VARLET MAGNET COMPAOY
(Proprietors
Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.),
EL0011F1ELD ROAD. WOOLWICH, 12.18.
Telephone Woole/1•11

BUILD

EP.1 1RS.-All headphones repaired and
maximum efficiency attained, 41- post
free; every repair is accompanied with a three
months' guarantee; don't discard if burnt
out; trade invited.-Transform, 115, Links
Rd., Tooting, London, S.W.17.
[oo85

P

do get full value from
B.B.C. Batteries.
Reliability with ultimate
economy too.
This is our CABINET
TYPE with hill die cells,
perfect insulation, highest
efficiency. Best materials
only used.

RICE Reduction.-Everyman Four aer i
al
and H.F. transformers, with pair ebonite
bases, 22/- set, post free or c.o.d.; new Everyman Four same price; genuine materials,
fully guaranteed; approval 3 days.-B. Rushton, 5o, Humber Rd., Wolverhampton.
[5 80 9
QELBY and Co. Offer the Following Oddments at Low prices: Superhet transformers, Siemens phones, Magnavox speaker,
spark coil, variable condensers, transformers,
etc. ;details on application.
ELBY and Co.-Guaranteed pe rf
ec t new
goods : Detex Vermo-dials, 3/-; Musicmaster glass-enclosed 2 meg.
leaks, 1/-;
Igranic square-law low loss friction drive
.0005 condensers, 7/6; Federal bakelite rheostats, single 30 ohm or Duplex 16 ohm, for
panel or baseboard, 2/2 ;Mansbridge type condensers tested boo volts,
mfd. 2/6, 2 mfd.
3/3 ; post. free; all components supplied; list
free.
QELBV and Co. Quote Very Low Prices
for Complete Sets of Components. Send
list of your requirements.
ELliY and Co. Construct, repair and instal
wireless sets at moderate prices; workmanship
guaranteed.-6,
Hauberk
Rd.,
I.avender Sweep, 'London,
t.
[8 in

S

Four Coils, wearite, aerial
perfect, 25/- ; Seagull L.F.
choke, to,'-, etc., list free.-Kingsley, Kenwood, Seymour Villas, Anerley, S.E.2o. [5794

cheaper
Foreign made goods.

than slightly

You

VALVES.-P.N1.356, to/- P.M.254, zo/-;
V P.Nf.6, 7/-; P.N1.5X, 6/6; Cossor 6v. .1
6/6; D.E.5B, 6/6; Radion 2v. .34, 2/6;
T.M.C. Speaker unit, 7/6; Polar Precision
.0005, 3/-; Dubilier 8o,000 anode resistance,
2/-; all guaranteed.--J. A. Gilroy, 36, Morecroft Rd., Rock Ferry, Cheshire.
[57 85

LIVERYMAN
THE EXHIBITION FIVE Li and H.F.,
Send P.C. to-day for price lists of all components used in above or any set described in
" The Wireless World."

British and Better

60 VOLTS Tapped 5, Me Ifir_ ri 45,
100 VOLTS Tapped every 25 Volts

So

••

Etie

1

There are many uses
for these No. 1W 41, volt Its!teries-

Standard Pocket Lamp Size. Patent
Spiral Wire Terminals and Wander
Plug Sockets.
Permanent connections without soldering. Illustration
shows how to connect in series.
Build up the voltage you need. 7/Per doz. with plug. Carr. Paid.
Ws

smell all standard types and anapest.
Write for Details glade at one Watford Wags.

BRITISH

BATTERY

CO.,

LTD,

Watford 617,

Clarendon Road, Watford, Herts.

A

FREE

Booklet
for

YOU

Here is a free offer to all Battery user•
which shouldn't be missed. Just send a
I4d. stamp to the address below and receive
by return •valuable 2Opp. booklet dealing
with the wonderful ETON primary H.T.
Battery. This offer is only for a limited
period so write off for it TO-DAY to the
ETON
48,

St.

GLASS

BATTERY

Mary's Road,

Lryton,

CO.,
E.10.

OUR SPECIALITY:PANELS
Cut to any size in
BLACK EBONITE, Polisled or Matt.
-à" thick 6,7 per sq. foot.

r

I3 ARGA1NS

8.4

,,

„

NEW WAVED EBONITE, fad eles s,
same prices as above.
in Slightly Used Material.In GREEN, YELLOW and RED Mottled
NEW EVERYMAN FOUR.
You will be satisfied because everything
Ebonite.
has been carefully tested; some items are as
SHORT WAVE II.
" thick 711 per sq. foot.
SHORT WAVE III.
new and marked with *. *Celestion A3,
;
o
10/11
„
*Mullard P.M. speaker, 85,1-; •Magnavox,
All Components to specification.
lost free.
Prompt delivery.
35/- ; Amplion Junior swan neck, 15/6;
Sponge Rubber for Valve Holders
6;-, per sq. foot. Post free.
Gillan four-valve portable, receiver, £12 ;
THE CITY & GENERAL
See us at
Panel for the
*Sterling
portable
frame
aerial,
28/-;
*BowRADIO CO., LTD.,
" Wireless World" Exhibition Five
OLYMPIA
yer-Lowe triple gang condenser, 37/-; Cogsx
Matt or Waved, i" 14/3, ir 11/.
79, Cannon St., London,
well American triple gang, t5/6: Kits :*MarSTAND 202
THE MOE NTFORD RUBBER CO., LTD.,
'Phone :City 9280.
E.C.4.
coni super-het.
kit,
40/-;
Bowyer-Lowe
13, Weaman Street, BIRMINGHAM.
super-het. kit with coupler, 35/, set of four
super-het. transformers, 11/6; *Fada Neutrodyne kit, 30/-; •Bremer-Tully short-wave
kit, 19/6 ; *Amplion gramophone attachment,
7 x 5, 1
6 x 6, 1/8 x 5, 1,2
x 6, 13 GREATER EFFICIENCY
17/6; *set of three Lewcos coil screens and
6, 11
8x 6, 1j4 & GREATER ECONOMY. II9 x
bases, 17, 1- lot; Colvern screens and bases,
x 8. 2/3
10 x 8,21
12 x 8, 2 6 4/ 6 each; Colvern six-pin coils, 3/- each:
12 x 9, 2,10
10 X 9, 24
*Copex and I.ewcos six-pin coils, 6/- each;
1.5.hy persist in constantly renewing your H.T.
14 x 10. 3,5
Batteries when acomplete set of SUPRECIS1ON
1..5.5 valves, 18/- each; 6-volt, 25-watt trans12 x 10, 11ta. thick.
Battery
Eliminator
components
for
A.C.
14 x 12, 4,Post Free.
mitting valves, 17/6 each; plug-in coils,
PANELS
Mains are obtainable for the moderate outlay of
Burndept
and
Igeanic,
under
too,
1/6,
over
have a higher
alsrmioe
padds.
iban
ebonite.
Compare them prices!
Why par
too, 1/9 each ; modern pattern, 2/- and 2/3 ;
more for a leis efficient artkle P
Polar 2-way coil-holders, 1/6 each; Lotus
"THE WIRELESS WORLD" says:
Write to-day
for our new list giving full
ditto, 3/-; other two-way from 1/- to 4/-;
"The principal property looked tor in a panel is good
particulars of components, with diagrams and
Igranic and Burndept rheostats, 1/3 each;
insulation. The substance melt must be of infinite
directionsfor the Home Constructer, together with
resistance and free from suture leakage, and when
technical instructions on the building of multiPolar R.C. units, 3/- each; M.H. and Bowtented .... the Crorsonla panel ma] found to be
range Testing Sets.
es:hub, reliable:.
yer-Lowe H.F. transformers, all ranges, 1/6
Panels net to as sire. Call, ails. or 'phone Ckrkeneen
Free and Post Free from:each; .1 mfd. 1,000-volt condensers, 7/- each.
752.1 for quotations. Samples and prises poet free to Trade.
-All the above, cash with order, carriage
F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.,
CP)XSONIA CO., 10, South EL, Moorgate, E.C.2
paid over 5/-, from Appleby's, The Croft,
8,9, Talbot Court, Eastchesp, E.C.3.
%Villesden, London, N.W.to.
[5797
Mention of
The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Miscellaneous.—Contd.

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

EVERY

UXPER1MENTERS.—Send
your
waveLA meter for calibration, short or long waves,
6/- per range plus postage; condenser capacity
ton, N.E.
[5799
and coi4 inductance measurements made also.
.T. Accumulators, Exide WJ 7-20 volt
—H. L. Cape, Certified Radio Engineer, 90,
units in case, new condition, £3110; Pye
Ettington Rd., Aston, Birmingham.
(5625
32-henry L.F. choke, 8/6; Lissen L.F. chokes,
LIMY Payments.—We supply, by easy pay3 at 5/- each ;Western Electric output trans1:4
mente,
components,
accessories
and
sets;
former for Kone loud-speaker, t4/-; Mains
any make; to per cent, down, balance spread
transformer for Burndept Ethotron rectifying
over to months; send list of requirements to
!valve input 210/20 volts, 50 periods, output
London Radio Supply Co., it, Oat-la., Lor:275 o. 275 v., 6o m.amps. for battery elimina don, E.C.2.
f- it
/or,
A. Edwards, 15, Achilles Rd.,
QCOTT SESSIONS, the radio docto.West Hampstead, London N.W.6.
[5796
K.) don and environs); any set or comportent
pVERYMAN Four Coils exact to spedsupplied,
installed,
repaired,
modernised;
LA
22/6 pair, post paid, 23/- c.o.d.—
Ask for "Utility "—the guaranteed Wireless
" Wireless World " set specialist ;no work too
II. Freeman, 47, Tenbury Rd., King's Heath,
Components, and don't be satisfied with any
big or too difficult I—Hill Top, Muswell Hill,
'Birmingham
[5793
other!
"Utility" are made right, with a
N. to. 'Phone
Mountview 4928.
[5671
n
Detectors,
mounted
ebonite,
fit-for-any-set smart finish. In actual service
there
are
none
"better,"
not
at
any
price
IRELESS
Doctor (Croydon,
Redhill,
V nickel-plated, open type 6d., glass enDorking district) will call; send postclosed, 8d.; basket coil-holders, ebonite, twocard; sets installed and repaired; and comway 1/-, three-way 1/6; set 4 basket coils,
ponent supplied.—T. White, 8, Clarendon
:9d.; all post free; any components supplied
Rd., Redhill.
[57 98
--(R.E.P.T.A.) Cooke & Son, 437, Harrow
DEDUCE Accumulator Troubles.—Test
:Rd., W.to.
15792
-11 your accumulator with a Utility Syringe
MISCELLANEOUS.
hydrometer—British made. Full instructions
in booklet " Accumulators Explained " sent
rpHE Wireless Doctor Will Call (London and
with each hydrometer; post free, 4/6; full
1
Home Counties) if your set is troublesome; no cure, no charge; Wireless Associaparticulars on application.—Utility Syringe
tion registered repairer ;sets installed, mainHydometer Co., Dept. B., 16, Howard Rd.,
tained, and brought up to date; experiments
Ilford, Essex.
[oo6o
and testing undertaken ; Solodyne demonAGAR'S Resin Cored Solder should always
strated.—Alexander
Black,
2A,
Woodville
ri be used for making radio and electrical
" Utility "
Grove, N.16. Clissold 3687 and Victoria
connections; it is non-corrosive and clean to
NEUTRODYNE
handle; ir has been tested and recommended
6215.
[3 84!
CONDENSER
11/r R. CLAUDE LYONS, 111.I.R.E., will adby The Wireless World; 11- per carton, post
A really mart Job for
In vise all constructors of supersonic-heterofree.—W. H. Agar, 19, M'hitecross Pl., E.CA.
mounting above or below
taaeboard.
Algid — no
dyne receivers, without charge; if you have
[5 647
end play l Sall-bearing
TIIE Finest Collection of Miscellaneous
trouble with your present superhet, or concentre upindle. Adjustment can't
be upset
template building this most efficient form c.f
1
Components
are
to
be
seen
on
Stand
236,
accidentally.
receiver, write him, c/o Messrs. Claude Lyons,
Olympia.—A. F. Bulgin.
[5775
Price 5/— e
ac h
Ltd. (G.R Quality Parts), 76, Oldhall St.,
ANTED, a few thousand more radio
Liverpool
(0065
enthusiasts tt) visit Stand 236, Olympia,
XATIRELESS Doctor Touring Midlands and
where there is a marvellous selection of
VV South Coast.—Ernest J. Baty, B.Sc.,
Deckorem components to be seen.—A. F.
Iuton.
[54 64
[577 6
" Utility " Bulgin.
THE Little Imp.—Combination gas blow
E know the Value of " Smalls " in The
ON and OFF
1 pipe; indispensable to wireless workers,
Wireless World, and you will see one
jewellers, opticians, amateurs, etc. ;simplifies
of A. F. Bulgin, Stand 236, Olympia, under
SWITCH
small soldering; fine intense flame; does away
every heading in this issue.
Knowing how
An efficient male switch
for cutting
oIt
L.T.
with soldering iron and blow pipe; marvellous
good the products of our clients, Messrs. A. F.
supply.
Pueh-pull-type
invention ;2/6 post free; approval willingly
Bulgin and Co., are, we earnestly ask you to
deeign with contact
through 12 points, to
—Hammond, Market Hall, Burnley.
[5561
visit Stand 236, Olympia.
Hope you enjoy
reduce reeletance to the
OIL Drive Loud-speaker Parts.—If you
minimum.
Superior to
the show.—Parr's Advertising, Ltd., Craven
one similar switch on the
are endeavouring to obtain the highest
House, 121, Kingsway, W.C.2.
[5784
:wicket. One-hole Suing.
possible quality in reproduction at present obY.P.—Your panel looks black in the lace
tainable, construct a coil drive speaker with
Price 2/—each
for the want of our gold panelling and
parts
supplied
quickly
from
Baker's
coloured centrepiece; 1/- packet post free;
Experimral trill, owe of
Selhurst " Radio, 89, Selhurst Rd., South
our populter anii-Capo,(iv
word transfers in gold, silver, or white, 6d.
SwitrAes — proied effic'end
Norwood, S.E.25.
[5347
packet.—D.Y.P. Co., 14, Daffodil St., Lonurd priced reueonobly
(ILAUDE LYONS. Ltd., beg to state that
don, W.12.
[5 82 4
V they are exhibiting at the Manchester
IRELESS Doctor, solodyne and neutralWireless Exhibiticsn e Evening Chronicle"
ising expert :—Sets altered to latest cirExhibition) at City Hall, Manchester, Oct. 27
cuits, wonderful results, moderate terms;
to Nov. 5. You will be unlucky if you do not
solodynes
demonstrated
and
installed.—
RADIO SHOW, OLYMPIA
visit our stall—Number 13. (We are not
Morley, 18, Grangemill Rd., Catford.
[5798
Sept. 24th—Oct. 1st
scared.) Mr. C. L. Lyons, M.I.R.E., will h(
XPERIMENTERS Must Have Reliance in
there, and you can see him then about that
.1:J their Accumulators; test with a Utility
superhet. or those special parts for your new
syringe hydrometer for certainty; post free,
receiver.
[56o6
4/6, with full instructions; satisfaction guarQCOTLAND'S First Radio Doctor (Glasanteed.—The Utility Syringe Hydrometer Co.,
Write for Lists—
lJ gow and District) will call if your set is
Dept. D, 16, Howard Rd., Ilford, Essex.
troublesome; no cure, no charge; sets in- WILKINS & WRIGHT Ltd.,
[
90 59
stalled, maintained and modernised; EveryPATENT
AGENTS.
Utility
Works,
Kenyon
Street,
man Four specialist; fees moderate; a postDATENTS and Trade Marks.—British and
card brings me.—" Radio," 74¡ New City
1
Foreign.—Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee,
Rd., Glasgow.
[568t)
Member R.S.G.B. and A.N1.1.11.E.), 51-52,
THER Systems are Superseded by Eden
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
'Phone:
Plugs and Sockets.—Ask your dealer, or
Holborn 1525.
[coot
Easticks, 118, Bunhill Row, E.C.I.
[
902 4

Cir

AN Four Coils to Specification,
M
¡kV- pair.-86A,
Geldeston Rd., Upper

COMPONENT.r

Stocked by all
Good Dealers!

.RYSTAL

W

W

W

C

D

W

STAND 95

O

£61

Advertisements for " The Wireless World':'
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Patent Agents.—Contd.
AERMONIC
SPECIALITIES
AERSIONIC
ANTIPHONIC
Anti-capacity Valve Holder.
The ideal combination of these
essential featu to.
A wellmade product ffio f 2/3
maximum efficiency.
Each
AERSIONIC EARTHING SWITCH. n ith
lightning arre,tor fn.* and

weatherproof bab, li in
cover. A very handsome
and emential gale- A_16
guard. Each only,

n 0 NI PO NEN rs
that
are
of
first-class
%-.1 merit are invariably patented. Come and
see the Deckorem rdhge on Stand 236,
Olympia.—A. F. Bulgin.
[57 83

JJ EMPHONES
and
Loud-speaker
wound, remagnetised and overhauled, 3/s

re

-1-11-

AERIMONIC ANTI-CAPACITY 8WITCH. A switch
mat can be used in any part of

post free; guaranteed; Brown's " A " type,
4/-; established 1923. Bradford & Co., 16,
Prospect St., Plypout h.
[5228

TOHN W. MILLER, the foremost repair
41 specialist, is back again after an absence
of several months spent in extensive research
work, and is anxious to give his 21,000 cusAERSIONIC
Latest Pattern
AERMONIC tomers and friends the benefit of his newlyGrid Leak Holder
MID
gained knowledge at the same old prices;
for
borlsont..1 or
LEAK
vertical use.
telephones,
loud-speakers,
transformers,
CUP.
eliminators, and all descriptions of repairs
Fr.r mounting on
Ire. Of yeti,.
undertaken and guaranteed as good or better
set. Each only
than when new; latest American methods;
rapid delivery.—Miller's Radio Products, Ltd.,
la ram of di» ,tulty write io ether
of addreAmes ,eloto.
68, Farringdon St., E.C.4. 'Phone: ChisJAMES CHRISTIE A. SONS LTD., wick 3018.
[5 692
248, WEST STREET, SHEFFIELD.
louden Agents: A. F. BULGIN &CO., is, Connor St.. London. E.C.4. TOUD-SPEAKERS and Phones.—Guaran-U teed repairs, rewound, remagnetised, and
adjusted by experts; best materials only used;
post free, 4/-.—Howell, 42, Fotheringharn
Rd., Enfield, Middlesex.
[5754
your wet.
Beautiful action.
Ielect workmanship.
One
hole fixing.
2-W•y 5/.
4-way 5;.

1/.

a..

4d•

VOLTMETERS, ammeters, etc., all types.
V repaired and calibrated.—Oxford,
126,
Cranbrook Rd., Chiswick, W.4.
[573 0
FIECKOREM Components Never Need Repairing.
See them
on
Stand
236,
Olympia.—A. F. Bulgin.
[57 68

L

1
,
400EL

N0

6.

Gives ample volume
for alarge room and has splendid natural
definition and tone. Any Gramophone
Unit with arubber connecting tube will
fit this horn. Can be supplied with any
unit at maker's list prices.

SPECIFICATION :-14" Mahogany Bd!. Solid
Aluminium Cusiine.
Height 19. Length ze.

H. MADDISON,

2a, RONALDS RD., HIGHBURY, N.5.

LONDON LISTENERS!
—improved
reception
ensured

it you have your accumulators correctly charged by our
skilled maintenance service. We collect weekly, fortnightly
or monthly within is miles of Charing Cross, and exchange
your accumulator (H.T. oç LT.) for one fully charged. It
yours are not aerateeabla, you eau him ours. Both trouble.
free, money-saving services. Terms—weekly, fortnihgtly,
monthly or quarterly—no deposit required.
And you can depend on our service for asolution in every wireless trouble.
Our :crate—the speciality of experts
Write

for

full

details

and

terns.:

RADIO SERVICE
(Loudon) Ltd.,
105 Tertian, Avenue, Camden Rd..
N.W.5.
Poone Nortb 0823

Mention of ' The Wireless

H.T. SUPPLY
FOR RADIO

REPAIRS.
LL L. F. Transformers, 4/-; headphones,
4,'-, loud-speakers 4/- post free; maximum efficiency attained ; every repair is accompanied with a three months' guarantee;
don't discard if burnt out ; trade invited.—
Transform, 515, Links Rd., Tooting, London, S.W.17.
[ow

.OUD-SPEAKERS, headphones rewoun d hi
1--4 any
resistance and remagnetised, 3/-;
transformers rewound, 4/-; sets constructed
and overhauled, work guaranteed.—Leeds
Wireless Repair Service, 5, Boston Place,
Green Rd., Leeds.
[5811

WANTED.

A .J.S.

CAN BE OBTAINED
UP TO

OF

R. & B. POWER
TRANSFORMERS
WRITE FOR BROCHURE TO

RICH
NEW

&

BUNDY.
PONDERS

DIX—ONEMETERS

Have you acopy of the
"CATALOGUE
SAVES

YOU

THAT

POUNDS."

Dynamos, 50/-. Alternators, 70 .-. Cabinet Violins
Loud Speakers. 25/-. Weston Relays. 25/-. Gyroscopes.
Micro-Ammeters to
micro-amp.
60/-. Fire-side Auto. Fila. Switches 10/- dc 15/ -.
X-Ray Tubes and Coils cheap.
Érame Aerials
10/-.
H.T. Eliminators, 30/-.
3t - Paxolin
Tubes. Od.
Gahms , 7/6. Marconi Valve.
Crystal Sets, 27/6;
2-Valve, 45/-.
Sterling
3-Valve, £5 1C8. Od. 5-Valve
£5. 6-Valve
Marconi, £14.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS hr Everything
Send Little engui,ics and 4d. for Illustrated Catalogue,
or call at

Upper

Thames

Street,

sistances on bases, ssquare-law Cyldon .00425
dual; must be cheap, state make.—Grant,
Watermill Lane, Felling-on-Tyne.
[5755

ABOVE ARE RADIAN Regd. DESION2.
Filled Formers.

3In. rliam. xgin. 4J3; 31in., 4,8
Low Loos, for same
All-Wave Four Coils, 1.0110/2,000, 17/8; in)0/600,

6-Pi n Base
exchange good
L.F. transformer pair ratio.—Morris, e
Uplands, Stoke Heath, Coventry.
[575 0

NEW R.I. Multi; Igranic 35i,

[5779
15o, 200, 250,
and Friho detector, for two .0003 condensers, or 24in. cabinet.—Harrison, 204.
Australia House, W.C.2.
[57 87
World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

Suai,

8,4
161 ,
Everrinsn-Forir Coils, the par
281Bonotune 3 Coils. 200/800, Ions: 1,000/2.000
12/6
Radial; n.F. Choke (tested and favourably reviewed by

,Radia: Anode Resistance for 8;8;
L.F. Amplifies:Ion

VOU Will Never Want to Exchange a
Deckorem Component;
they are too
good to let out of your sight. See them all
on Stand 236, 0Iympia.—A. F. Bulgin.

E.C.4.

eiterttorg Wive
›Ázote,,tme
ese net/fee

4

an d

END.

are the best Bargain ever
offered to Radio
users.
£10 worth of precision,
Multi -range Mirror scale,
Jewelled knife edge 55/
Instrument for

split secondary coils (BroadWANTED,
cast), 4 wire wound too,000 anode re-

e

ROAD,

'Phone: ENFIELD 0771.

7-valve Super son i
c wante d, or Burn
dept Supersonic; state price and year.
L. Ratcliffe, Crown Hotel, Harrogate.
[5659

ERN Copper Shi ld
COLV
with Wound Coil, new;

f400 Volts
130 M/amps.

FROM STANDARD MODELS

218,

EXCHANGE.

1927.

" Wireless World "1 ad» perfect react on and obviate.
trou nee due to resonance,
Special Snort Wave

es

lierolin Tul., 3in. D. Min. for Everyman•F mfr. etc
1/3
Neutralb.ing Condenaere, 3/.. Balancing Cradeneens, 8/
Reaction Condensers, 39. Push-Pu.I level .ches
Aluminium Shag for Screens and Boxes.
The New Reparto Coil and Transformer Set. Radler Low
Loos design, with Auto Coupled &Idlest aerial toil. and
Primary neutratlaing mcondary and reacUon Transformer. A
perfectly turned-outjob.ensuring magnince at results. Circuit
diagram and Information on building into your set with ewe:
Pair 2501600.
Price for pair with lone.
27,8
Coils wound to epeclfication. AU couipotents for All-Wave
Four—Euiptre Short Weve--alonotune-3, etc.
LegfIrla damp.
Full catalogue 2d.

R I
AXI. TD. Mi.f'ALI: Ho lrlow ayHouse,
prompt

attention.
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AG ENCIES .
GENTS Wanted for Cheapest and Safest
Non-pumping Petrol-gas Lamps; good
iving made converting all paraffin lamps into
so c.p. Titus light ;particulars, Titus, Kings:ton, Brighton
[5 240
ARGE German Factory of Wireless Sets
II-4 and
Accessories
requires
Agents
in
various districts of Great Britain and Ire.and--Offers, with references, to A. Günther,
Frirtwangen, Baden, Germany.
[574 6
Calling on Whollevalers and
Dealers wanted to carry advertised line
S ALESMEN
'
al Wireless Components, commission only:
state ground covered.—Box 3688, c/o The
Wireless World.
[573 6
E are not Desirous of Appointing Further
Agents, but we do want you to see
the splendid array of Deckorem components
on Stand 236, Olympia.—A. F. Bulgin.
[5777
A

W

TUITION.
00111E and Learn How it is Possible to
secure the
finest results from your
Receiver. See the full display of Deckorem
products on Stand 236, Olympia.—A. F.
Bulgin.
[577 8

FINANCIAL
XCELLENT Opportunity for investors,
1:1 £5oo upwards, in private wireless company; large profits.—Write BM/BDG5, London, W.C.1.
[5623

SITUATIONS

VACANT.

W

IRELESS.—Wanted, manager for highclass retail shop, also good mechanic,
previous experience essential.—Apply by letter,
;giving all particulars and age, to J. W. Caldicott, 2, Princes Bldgs., Bath.
[5 66 3
ANTED, assistant technical wireless instructor.—Applications stating qualifications and salary fequired to Box 3689, c/o
The Wireless World.
[5735
A SSISTANT Works Manager for Electrical
✓l- and Radio Production, must be live man
with experience; progressive appointment;
give full particulars and commencing salary
Box 3675, do The Wireless World.
[5727
THERE is Room in Every Receiver for
• Decicorein Components. See them on
Stand 236, Olympia.—A. F. Bulgin.
[5781
ANTED, man for wiring and installing
sets; good interviewer.—Box 3716, c/o
The Wireless World.
[5739
A GENT Required, with established connec11. tion, to call on retailers with attractive
lines; write, giving fullest particulars of districts covered.—Box 3773, c/o The Wireless
World.
[5 81 3
A GENT Required, with established connec✓l. lion, to call on factors with attractive
lines; write giving fullest particulars of districts covered.—Box 3774, c/o The Wireless
TVorld.
[5 81 4
VOUNG Man required by City firm, intelligence and honesty essential; preference
will be given to one with knowledge of Cone
.
Speaker construction; applications must contain fullest particulars and salary required.—
Box 3775, cío The Wireless World.
[5815

'W

W

SITUATIONS WANTED.
V OUNG Man, 21, wireleis diploma, three
years' private experience all types receivers, seeks situation.—Box 3769, c/o The
Wireless World.
[582t
£63
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Situations Wanted.—Contd.

W

E Trust You Will Soon Get the Position
you want. If you can manage to visit
Stand 236 at Olympia you will see a splendid
selection of components that you or your
friends will be glad to give a position in the
next set you build.—A. F. Bulgin.
[5780

"COLLETT" PBRACKETS
A

N

E

Specially designed to give
CORRECT PROPORTION and BALANCE

PRICES
Nol (66) 1

Pal

VXPERIENCED Radio Electrical Engi-II-A neer seeks position Sales Manager, Lancashire or Midlands preferred ; 21 years ist
sales leading Manchester house ;ro years' allround knowledge.—Godwin, 31, Hampton
Rd., West Bridgford, Notts.
[57 89
BOOKS, INSTRUCTION,

49

"COLLETT " Brackets
will support panels no
matter how heavily loaded
with components. Strong
and light. Arefinement
to any set.
Yet

ETC.

" A ccum ULATORS
Explained,"
how
they work, care hints, terms defined
"EXCEL" TA33 IN 1) TYPE; AND 1- CA 2TONS.
booklet, 6d., post free; refunded when hydrometer purchased. See under heading " Miscellaneous."—Utility
Syringe
Hydrometer
ADJUSTABLE PANEL BRACKETS
Co., Dept. C., :6, Howard Rd., Ilford,
Essex.
[
00 5
8
FOR SLOPING PANELS. r1,111 1.1
S
the panel to be 115c4 et various
9-VALVE Receiver for 3o/-.--Write now for
angles, the po,Ition being meinPo mo
tabled by use of P lock nut.
ti
booklet on how to build the L.R.C.3
MIR
IDEAL FOR E11PERIMENISILS.
Prom all good dealers.
valve set for 3o/-, from guaranteed parts onb
STAND No. 2...
—the ideal loud-speaker set.—I /-, post free,
8. R. COLLET? urn. co..
00, Pentonsille Road. 1LL
from H. Howarth, Lustrolux Depot, 288,
Deansgate, Manchester.
[5612
THE ABC of the Superhet," by Mr. Claude
1 L. Lyons, NI.A.R.E., 88 pages, i7
ELECTRIC
SOLDERING IRONS.
explanatory diagrams or photographs, and including complete schematic and point-to-poin:
wiring plan of the famous Evening Chronirl,'
S-valve superheterodyne receiver.
The only
Special Radio and Telephone Model
30/book of its kind at present in existence; reUsed in hundreds by the leading manufacturers
cently described by the Editor of The
8hours aday arid every day. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Wireless World as " A fascinating booklet.
G. H. HADLEY, Norwich Union Chambers, Birmingham
... .A lucid description of the operation of
the superhet receiver. ...With constructional details and useful hints and for the
home constructor." Only 8d. complete, post
free, from Claude Lyons, Ltd. (G.R. Quality
Parts), 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[0o64
Q END Sixpence for the well-illustrated
1..) booklet giving comprehensive and constructional details of successful high tension
battery elimination from alternating current.
By HUGH S. POCOCK
—A. W. Knight 8/ Co., 18o, Tower Bridge
Edilor al "The Wireless Wale
S.E.i.
[5 68 7
THERE are no Finer or More Useful BookA most helpful' I
We book for those who sr,
beginning to study wireless. It explains
1 than the five free Catalogues of Deckorem
technical difficulties by simple analogises.
" Competa," " Aermonic," " Tapa," and the
Price 9d
By Post 11 d
free book on " How to Wire Your Home for
Radio in Every Room." Free on application
From
1LIFFE
á
SONS LIMITED
to A. F. bulgin and Cn., o, io and it, Cursitor
Horse! House, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.;
St., Chancery Lane, London, E.C.4. If you
aria leading booksellers.
w.w. 14
do not write for copies, make sure you get
them at Stand 236, Olympia.
[57 82
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"S EVA "

Your First Steps
in Wireless

Trelleborgs
GUARANTEED

GENUINE EBONITE
THE

FINEST

0N

STANDARD

QUALITY

L'Y
GLOSSY

PANEL

1/2d.
FINISH

OBTAINABLE.

pe
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etsu
a
ci i
ar
lP
er
in
ic
ch
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3/16'

THICKNESS.

r

Other prices :—?,/' Highly Polished. Id. per sq. in. ; Standard
Glossy, id. per sq. in. ;1" Highly Polished, id. per sq. in.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliabla.
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THE PERFECT
EBONITE

.11 JJJJJ “_11.1.11111 lllll 111.111/IC

In Four Qualities: Matt, Semi-Polished
Mahogany, Hand-Polished.

YezPñece

\.

Sole Mannfocturen :—
H. B. POTTER & CO.,
Buildings. ROCHDALE.

LTD., Station
'Phone: 1485.
•

•••

A. MUNDAY eLtd.
— Electrical and Wireless Engineers

—

59, WATLING ST., LONDON, E.C.4

•

MODEL Clt

(One door from Queen Victoria Street and Queen Street)
Telephone: City 2972
And at

45,

EASTCHEAP,

LONDON,

E.C.3

Telephone: Royal 4632

COMPONENTS IN STOCK
for all

"WIRELESS WORLD" CIRCUITS
The

Exhibition

Five

New Everyman Four
Short
Short

Wave
Wave

First on merit—on demonstration!
T Stand 151, Olympia, you will see the new
/A 1927-28 range of four "Celestion" loudspeakers. Their extraordinary natural response is
unrivalled.
Let us send you acopy of the artistic "Celestion"
brochure, post free.
See them at Olympia and hear them demonstrated
at our Showrooms, two minutes from Charing Cross
33, VILLIERS STREET, STRAND, W.C.2.
'Phone :Gtmod 0397

Three
Two

Our staff can advise you on circuits
made from parts purchased from us
Celestion Radio Co., 29-37, Hampton Wick, Kingston-on-Thames .
'Phone: Kingston 2474.

.illeniion of ' The It .¡reless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

prompt attention.
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CROSLEY RADIOS

BETTER.
COST LESS.
The World's Greatest Long Distance Receivers.
SELECTIVITY—VOLUME— CLARITY.
32 STATIONS IN 2 MINS. 35 SECS.

Six
Important
Features

LOOK FOR
IT AT YOUR
DEALERS

CROSLEY

FIVE

VALVE

5'50

Wave length 200-600 metres.

ONE CONTROL.
NO RE-RADIATION.
ALL METAL
SHIELDED CHASSIS.

LIST PRICE
£16.17 .6
RoN

COUNTER SHOWCASE
It contains th ,
c fanions "Clix
wireless Iitments—everything
you need to ensure simple, safe connection. The long evenings
are upon us. Don't risk spoiled programmes. Fit your set
with "Clix" fitments at the outset—they have banished
wireless worries for thousands.

CLIX PARALLEL
SOCKETS

A

•

d.

h

WE ARE EXHIBITING
AT

SOME OPINIONS.

The Crosley 5is the bes
tIhave had the pleasure of
handling for along time,
does all that is claimed for
it, and agood deal more, seasy to handle, and its consumption is not high.
Oswald Pelt, Mohawk Radio Co., Portsmouth.

Where you can hear them.

LINX

Sole

254, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
Westminster,
S.W.1

Distributors:

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS CO,

T,leerams:
Telephone :
Tmlin .(hurton, London. \*i.•toria slm
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Adverttsements for " The

What will it do ?
The performance of the Crosley is simply amazing by
simply turning the " Drum Control" foreign stations can
be brought in on the loud speaker one after another.

Crosley Radios have already been supplied to all the principal
dealers in Great Britain. Every demonstration has taken place
in the dealer's own shop, and on his own aerial—they have
been actually purchased as aresult of these demonstrations.
Write for Name and Address ofdealer. t

—Its contents mean content

LTD.

ItoSsidM

We duly received the Crosley Wireless Receiver Model
550, and should like to comment on the excellent tone
given by this set.
Yours faithfully,
Reading Radio Supplies.
(Signed) R. Webb, A.M.I.R.E.

each

Look for the
Clix Showcase

LECTRO

2
AcurWnators affording
3 marvellous selectivity.
Power
valve
adapt4 ability.
Shielded units mounted
metal chassis giving
far greater reception
5 onefficiency.
Beautifully finished. two
6 toned mahogany cabin.t

The performance of the set is very convincing. Immediately after connecting up and without any manipulation.
stations were picked up at intervals of two or three degrees
all round the dial. At least 30 stations were received
at good loud-speaker strength. The most striking feature
of the set is the remarkable way in which distant stations
kill in as the tuning drum is rotated.

(NICKEL PLATEE))

Pic'

,

Single drum station
selector.
All stations
found instantly on thi.
ONE single control.
Crescendon for increasing volume.

THE WIRELESS WORLD, -June 15, 1927.

CLIX WANDER PLUGS
CLIX SPADE TERMINALS
CLIX PIN TERMINALS
CLIX PARALLEL PLUGS
All the above can be had wit,
red or black insulation.
Price

iii.

Wireless World

103,

FARRINGDON

ROAD,

TeleMone : Clerkenwell

LONDON,

E.C.1.

5%1 2.

are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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You don't buy acar purely because of the
schoolgirl-complexion of its paint work.
Your wife doesn't buy her silk stockings
upon the basis of how many times she
could measure Nelson's Column with the
thread unravelled from one of them.
Why, then, choose avalve because some.
body tells you that there's enough wire in
the grid to wrap three times round the
Albert Hall ?

SEPTEMBER 28TH, 1927

Choose your valves because they are
VALVES. Choose the valve which does
all the things a valve ought to do. Choose
Marconi—the valve which is designed,
made and sold for its purpose: the valve
which does it all better. You'll find the
answer come out of the loud speaker.

You use a 6 volt accumulator ?—chen these are the valves that will
give you the best results:

D.E.H.6.10.
D.E.L.6.10.
Valve—type D.E.P.6.10,

FOR GENERAL PURPOSE.—Marconi Valve-type
FOR

THE

LAST STAGE. — Marconi

11016/ ut
110/6/

112/61

a power valve.
A full description of all Marconi Valv sand Sets is contained in an amusing, b
ut
infmnutive free booker ent i
tl
ed -B ac kChat,' $ only to be published.
To acme a
copy in advance se doff at once the coupon below.
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